
BOG Agenda OPEN June 26, 2020 

Oregon State Bar 
Meeting of the Board of Governors 

June 26, 2020 
Zoom Meeting Conference 

Open Session Agenda 

The Open Session Meeting of the Oregon State Bar Board of Governors will begin at 1:00 p.m. on June 26, 2020. 
Items on the agenda will not necessarily be discussed in the order as shown. 

The mission of the OSB is to serve justice and the public interest 
by promoting respect for the rule of law,  

by improving the quality of legal services, and  
by increasing access to justice. 

BOG Ground Rules for Meetings 

Friday, June 26, 2020, 1:00 p.m. 

1. Call to Order

2. President’s Report [Liani Reeves] Inform 

A. Creation of OSB Awards ad hoc Selection Committee Action    Exhibit 

3. CEO Report [Helen Hierschbiel] Inform  

4. 2020 Strategic Areas of Focus

A. Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Discussion

1. Diversity Advisory Council board of governor liaisons [Liani Reeves]

2. Implicit Bias Self-Assessment [Liani Reeves]

3. Follow-up discussion from November retreat
(Adrian Brown, Kamron Graham)       VIDEO                                                                 Exhibit

5. BOG Committees

A. Policy and Governance Committee [Mr. Wade]
1. OSB Bylaw 2.108 BOG Member Censure or Suspension from Service Action Exhibit 
2. OSB Bylaw 2.100 Board Duties and Responsibilities Action Exhibit 
3. BOG Anti-Harassment Policy Action Exhibit 
4. OSB Event Anti-Harassment Policy Action Exhibit 
5. OSB Support to OAAP Action Exhibit 
6. ONLD Committee Charge Change Action Exhibit 

B. Board Development Committee [Mr. Andries]
1. Appointment of various Committees, Counsels, and Boards Action   Handout 
2. Recommendation for public member appointment Action   Exhibit 

https://medium.com/equality-includes-you/what-white-people-can-do-for-racial-justice-f2d18b0e0234
https://youtu.be/45qZei0iw3k
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C. Budget & Finance Committee [Mr. Grant] 

1. Client Security Fund Assessment           Action Exhibit 
2. Revised Forecast for 2020                   Inform Exhibit 
3. Bylaw 7.4 change for residual settlement funds       Action Exhibit 
 

D. Public Affairs Committee [Mr. Foster] 
1. Legislative Update             Inform 
2. HOD Member Resolution re:  remote court hearings      Inform  Exhibit 

       
6. Professional Liability Fund [Ms. Cook]           

A. PLF Financial Statements             Inform Exhibit 
B. 2019 Audited Financial Statement           Inform Exhibit 
C. 2019 PLF Annual Report             Inform    Exhibit 
 

7. OSB Committees, Sections, Councils and Divisions 

A. Legal Services Program (Ms. Baker) 

Legal Aid Covid Fact Sheet 

1. Approve Request from Legal Aid for 2020 residual settlement Distribution  Action Exhibit 

2. Approve release of Unclaimed Funds          Action Exhibit 

B. MCLE Committee 

1. Amendments to MCLE Rules and Regulations re: Compliance reporting deadline   Action  Exhibit 

C. Oregon New Lawyers Division (Ms. Browning) 

1. ONLD Report                         Inform  Exhibit 

 
8. Other Items 

A. Multnomah Bar Association Caregiver Research Consulting Proposal            Action   Exhibit 

9. Closed Sessions – CLOSED Agenda 

A. Executive Session  
(pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h) and ORS 192.690(1))      
1. General Counsel Updates            Inform Box   

 
10. Consent Agenda  

A. Disciplinary Board 
1. Proposed Code of Conduct           Inform Exhibit 

B. CSF Approval of Claim and CSF Appeal          Action Exhibit 
C. Disciplinary Counsel’s Office Report          Inform Exhibit 
D. Rules of Procedure 8.1 and 8.14 Amendments        Action Exhibit 
E. Approve Minutes of Prior BOG Meetings 

1. Open Minutes April 17, 2020           Action Exhibit 
2. Open Minutes May 22, 2020           Action Exhibit 

         
 



OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
Memo Date: June 12, 2020 
From: Catherine Petrecca, New Lawyer Programs Coordinator 
Re: Ad Hoc Awards Committee 

 
Action Recommended 

 
Form a committee, to be chaired by OSB President Liani Reeves, to review nominations for the 
bar’s annual awards and develop recommendations for the full board. 
  

Background 
 
Every year the board forms an ad hoc committee of members interested in the annual awards 
selection process. Committee members receive a complete package of nomination materials 
for review, then meet virtually or by conference call to discuss the nominees and develop 
recommendations for the board. The conference call will take place in mid-July, and may be 
followed by an in-person meeting on July 31. Recommendations will be submitted to the full 
board at a special meeting on July 31.  
 
The 2020 Award winners will be revealed in a special edition of The Bulletin to be released in 
October. Each winner, along with the recipient of the Edwin J. Peterson Professionalism Award, 
and the winners of the Pro Bono Challenge, will be featured in articles and photos, as will the 
members celebrating 50 years of membership in 2020. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Policy & Governance Committee 
Re: BOG Member Accountability 

Action Recommended 
   The Policy & Governance Committee recommends the Board waive the one-meeting 
notice requirement and adopt the proposed OSB Bylaw 2.108. 

 If the Board adopts the proposed OSB Bylaw 2.108, the Board should also waive the one 
meeting notice requirement and adopt the proposed amendments to OSB Bylaws 18.600 and 
18.601. 

Background 
The Oregon State Bar (OSB) is a public corporation and an instrumentality of the Judicial 

Department of the State of Oregon.1 The OSB Board of Governors (BOG) governs the state bar 
and must “at all times direct its power to serve the public interest by: 

(a) Regulating the legal profession and improving the quality of legal services; 

(b) Supporting the judiciary and improving the administration of justice; and 

(c) Advancing a fair, inclusive and accessible justice system.”2 
  
 OSB Bylaw Section 2.1 sets forth the duties and responsibilities of the members of the 
board of governors. The bylaws do not currently provide a comprehensive process for holding 
board members accountable for failing to uphold their duties and responsibilities or for 
engaging in misconduct that puts the bar at legal risk. 
 
 OSB Bylaw 2.202 provides that a board officer “may be removed with or without cause 
on a three-fourths affirmative vote of all board members.” OSB Bylaw 18.600 provides for 
automatic suspension of a board member “against whom charges of misconduct have been 
approved for filing by the State Professional Responsibility Board…. until the charges filed 
against them have been resolved” and they once again authorized to practice law. 
 
 For discussion purposes, staff presents the following draft proposed bylaw that would 
address the gap and consolidate all reasons for suspension of BOG service in a single bylaw: 
 

                                                 
1 ORS 9.010. 
2 ORS 9.080. 
 



 OSB Bylaw 2.108 BOG Member Censure or Suspension from Service 
 

A board member may be censured or suspended from board service for cause on a three-
quarters/two-thirds vote of the Board of Governors. The board must provide the board member 
to be censured or suspended with advance written notice of the vote. Upon request, the board 
must also provide the reason for the proposed censure or suspension and an opportunity to 
contest it in writing or in person at a meeting of the Board. “Cause” includes, but is not limited 
to: incapacity to serve; a serious breach of, or repeated failures to meet, the duties outlined in 
these bylaws, or; conduct or activities that bring discredit to, or may give rise to liability for, the 
bar. 

 
A board member against whom charges of misconduct have been approved for filing by the 
State Professional Responsibility Board is automatically suspended from board service until the 
charges filed against them have been resolved or until their term ends or is terminated as 
provided in ORS 9.025(5). 

 
The Board of Governors may appoint a temporary replacement to serve until the board member 
suspended under this bylaw is again able to serve. 
 
 

 If the above proposed bylaw is adopted, the Board should also waive the one meeting 
notice requirement and adopt the following additional bylaw amendments: 

Subsection 18.600 Applicability to BOG and SPRB 

The service of members of the Board of Governors and the State Professional Responsibility 
Board against whom charges of misconduct have been approved for filing by the State 
Professional Responsibility Board is suspended until the charges filed against them have been 
resolved. If a member is suspended as a result thereof, the member may not resume service on 
the board or committee until the member is once again authorized to practice law or as 
otherwise provided by ORS 9.025(5)(a). Charges of misconduct include those authorized to be 
filed pursuant to BR 3.4. 

Section 18.601 SPRB Replacements 

In the case of the State Professional Responsibility Board, tThe Board of Governors may 
nominate and request the Supreme Court to appoint a temporary replacement to serve until the 
member suspended under this bylaw is again able to serve. The temporary replacement will 
have the same rights and responsibilities as any other member of the entity. 

Section 18.602 Board of Governors Replacement 
Upon the suspension of a member of the Board of Governors pursuant to Bar Bylaw 18.6, the 
board will promptly notify all members from the affected region. Sixty days after the date of 
suspension, the board will seek the advice of the members of the House of Delegates from the 
region whether to appoint a temporary replacement for the suspended member, and if so, the 
name of a suggested temporary replacement who is qualified. If a name is suggested, the board 
will appoint the suggested candidate as the temporary replacement effective at the next 
regularly scheduled board meeting. The temporary replacement will serve under the same 
terms and conditions as the suspended member until the suspension is lifted or the term of the 
board member ends. 
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PROPOSED REVISION OSB BYLAW 2.100 

Section 2.1 Duties and Responsibilities 

Subsection 2.100 General 

(a) The Board of Governors governs the Bar, except as provided in ORS 9.136 to 9.155, and 
must at all times direct its power to serve the public interest as provided in ORS 9.080(1). 

(b) The Board establishes and monitors implementation of the mission, strategic plan, 
programs, services and policies of the bar.  

(c) The Board monitors the financial condition of the bar, ensures that adequate resources exist 
for operations, programs, and services, and approves the annual bar budget.  

(d) The Board selects and appoints the Chief Executive Officer, who is the Board’s only 
employee. The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for implementing, administering and 
supervising bar operations, bar staff, bar programs and services as provided in OSB Bylaw 2.8. 
The Board supports, provides direction to, evaluates the performance of, and determines 
compensation for the Chief Executive Officer. The Board commits to providing a work 
environment for the Chief Executive Officer that is free of harassment and intimidation, as 
provided in the OSB Employee Handbook. Any board member who is aware that a board 
member has engaged in harassment or intimidation against the Chief Executive Officer or any 
other OSB staff should report the information immediately to the bar president, president-
elect, Chief Executive Officer or OSB General Counsel, as appropriate. 

(e) Board members are ambassadors for the bar. Board members should listen to stakeholders 
and bring their perspectives and concerns to the attention of the board. They should share 
information with stakeholders about the mission, strategic plan, programs, services, activities 
and policies of the bar. Stakeholders include, but are not limited to, members of the public, bar 
members and law students within the board member’s region, committees, sections and other 
bar groups to which the board member is appointed as liaison, members of local, specialty and 
affinity bars, and state and local government officials. 

(f) Board members are advocates for the bar within the legal and other communities and should 
avoid speaking publicly in opposition to positions taken by the Board of Governors. 

(g) Board members are leaders within the legal and other communities who should model the 
values of the Oregon State Bar.  

(h) Board members are committed to providing a professional, inclusive, and harassment-free 
experience for everyone at bar-sponsored events, meetings and functions. Any board member 
who is aware that someone has engaged in harassment or intimidation against an attendee of a 
bar-sponsored event, meeting or function, should report the information immediately, as 
provided in the OSB Event Anti-Harassment Policy. 

(i) Board members are committed to preparing for and attending all board meetings and other 
functions except when, in a board member’s judgment, an emergency or compelling 
circumstance arises that prevents participation.  
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(j) Board members are committed to development of the skills and competencies needed to 
contribute to the successful governance of the bar, including but not limited to, organizational 
knowledge, oversight of the Chief Executive Officer, financial literacy, and cultural competency. 

(k) Each board member has special talents, perspectives, and community connections that 
contribute to the successful governance of the Bar. Expressing opinions, sharing expertise, and 
providing diverse perspectives on issues before the Bar are important and encouraged. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Policy & Governance Committee 
Re: BOG Member Roles, Responsibilities and Accountability 

Action Recommended 
   The Policy & Governance Committee recommends the Board waive the one-meeting 
notice requirement and adopt the proposed amendments to OSB Bylaw 2.100. 

Background 
The Oregon State Bar (OSB) is a public corporation and an instrumentality of the Judicial 

Department of the State of Oregon.1 The OSB Board of Governors (BOG) governs the state bar 
and must “at all times direct its power to serve the public interest by: 

(a) Regulating the legal profession and improving the quality of legal services; 

(b) Supporting the judiciary and improving the administration of justice; and 

(c) Advancing a fair, inclusive and accessible justice system.”2 
  
 OSB Bylaw Section 2.1 sets forth the duties and responsibilities of the members of the 
board of governors. Subsection 2.100 provides:  

(a) The Board of Governors governs the Bar, except as provided in ORS 9.139. In doing 
so, the Board determines the general policies of the Bar and approves its budget each 
year. The Chief Executive Officer, appointed by and acting under the supervision of the 
Board, implements, administers and supervises the Bar’s operation and program 
activities within these Bylaws and ORS Chapter 9. 

(b) The Board operates as a review body, a supervisor of top management performance 
and a representative body of all members. As such, the Board must plan for the welfare 
of the total Bar ahead of other considerations. 

(c) Each board member is unique and contributes special talents to the successful 
governance of the Bar. Expressing viewpoints and sharing opinions on issues before the 
Bar is important. 

(d) Each lawyer-board member represents a geographic constituency. As a 
representative, a lawyer-board member is expected to communicate with constituents 
about board actions and issues and to represent constituent viewpoints to the Board.  

                                                 
1 ORS 9.010. 
2 ORS 9.080. 
 



(e) In addition to each lawyer-board member’s individual responsibility for 
communication with his or her constituency as set out in subparagraph (D) above, 
lawyer members of the Board and staff will have the responsibility to meet with local 
associations and other lawyer groups. Each year the President and Chief Executive 
Officer will develop a plan to visit the groups mentioned above with substantial 
participation by both the President and the Chief Executive Officer. 

(f) Board members are committed to attend all board meetings and other functions in 
person except when, in a board member’s judgment, an emergency or compelling 
circumstance arises that prevents participation. Board members should notify staff of 
the desire to participate in board meetings by telephone when personal attendance is 
precluded by an emergency or compelling circumstance. Staff will arrange the 
telephone link at bar expense based on those requests. 

 
 The content of these bylaws has remained substantially unchanged over the last three 
decades. Over the course of the last five years, the board has devoted considerable time, 
thought, and discussion to the Oregon State Bar’s public service mission, to its role as a 
governing body of the bar, and to the responsibilities of individual board members to the 
public, Oregon State Bar members, and its employee, the Chief Executive Officer. On its 2020 
Work Plan, the Policy and Governance Committee committed to reviewing this bylaw to 
determine whether it reflects the appropriate roles and responsibilities for board members. 
 
 The fundamentals of board governance are: determining the mission and purposes of 
the organization; selecting and evaluating the performance of the chief executive; strategic and 
organizational planning, and; ensuring strong fiduciary oversight and financial management. 
Board members have fiduciary obligations of care (participate and be informed), obedience (act 
consistently with bar’s mission and values) and loyalty (avoid conflicts and personal agendas).3  
 
 While OSB Bylaw 2.100 can be interpreted to include these fundamentals, it is not as 
clear as it could be. In fact, some of the language arguably conflicts with the fiduciary duties 
that board members owe as the governing body for the Oregon State Bar. 
 
 Attached is a proposed revision of OSB Bylaw 2.100. This revision is an effort to reflect 
the board’s governance responsibilities, its fiduciary duties, and its aspirational goals as leaders 
in the community. Several of these items are not normally included in bylaws. While there are 
definite advantages to having these all in one place, some could be included in a code of 
conduct, a board job description, or an oath of office, instead of the bylaws, if preferred. They 
are compiled here for purposes of discussion. 
 
 
Attachment: Revised OSB Bylaw 2.100 

                                                 
3 Multiple sources cite these fundamentals. Board Source is just one. https://boardsource.org/resources/board-member-job-description/.  

https://boardsource.org/resources/board-member-job-description/
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PROPOSED REVISION OSB BYLAW 2.100 

Section 2.1 Duties and Responsibilities 

Subsection 2.100 General 

(a) The Board of Governors governs the Bar, except as provided in ORS 9.136 to 9.155, and 
must at all times direct its power to serve the public interest as provided in ORS 9.080(1). 

(b) The Board establishes and monitors implementation of the mission, strategic plan, 
programs, services and policies of the bar.  

(c) The Board monitors the financial condition of the bar, ensures that adequate resources exist 
for operations, programs, and services, and approves the annual bar budget.  

(d) The Board selects and appoints the Chief Executive Officer, who is the Board’s only 
employee. The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for implementing, administering and 
supervising bar operations, bar staff, bar programs and services as provided in OSB Bylaw 2.8. 
The Board supports, provides direction to, evaluates the performance of, and determines 
compensation for the Chief Executive Officer. The Board commits to providing a work 
environment for the Chief Executive Officer that is free of harassment and intimidation, as 
provided in the BOG Anti-Harassment Policy. Any board member who is aware that a board 
member has engaged in harassment or intimidation against the Chief Executive Officer or any 
other OSB staff should report the information immediately to the bar president, president-
elect, Chief Executive Officer or OSB General Counsel, as appropriate. 

(e) Board members are ambassadors for the bar. Board members should listen to stakeholders 
and bring their perspectives and concerns to the attention of the board. They should share 
information with stakeholders about the mission, strategic plan, programs, services, activities 
and policies of the bar. Stakeholders include, but are not limited to, members of the public, bar 
members and law students within the board member’s region, committees, sections and other 
bar groups to which the board member is appointed as liaison, members of local, specialty and 
affinity bars, and state and local government officials. 

(f) Board members are advocates for the bar within the legal and other communities and should 
avoid speaking publicly in opposition to positions taken by the Board of Governors. 

(g) Board members are leaders within the legal and other communities who should model the 
values of the Oregon State Bar.  

(h) Board members are committed to providing a professional, inclusive, and harassment-free 
experience for everyone at bar-sponsored events, meetings and functions. Any board member 
who is aware that someone has engaged in harassment or intimidation against an attendee of a 
bar-sponsored event, meeting or function, should report the information immediately, as 
provided in the OSB Event Anti-Harassment Policy. 

(i) Board members are committed to preparing for and attending all board meetings and other 
functions except when, in a board member’s judgment, an emergency or compelling 
circumstance arises that prevents participation.  
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(j) Board members are committed to development of the skills and competencies needed to 
contribute to the successful governance of the bar, including but not limited to, organizational 
knowledge, oversight of the Chief Executive Officer, financial literacy, and cultural competency. 

(k) Each board member has special talents, perspectives, and community connections that 
contribute to the successful governance of the Bar. Expressing opinions, sharing expertise, and 
providing diverse perspectives on issues before the Bar are important and encouraged. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Policy & Governance Committee 
Re: BOG Anti-Harassment Policy 

Action Recommended 
   The Policy &  Governance Committee recommends that the board adopt the attached 
BOG Anti-Harassment Policy. 

Background 
 
 In September 2018, the Board of Governors adopted an OSB Event Anti-Harassment 
Policy. In reviewing that policy over the last several months, the Policy and Governance 
Committee determined that additional guidance was needed to address the BOG’s role as 
employer of the CEO. To that end, the Committee recommends that the Board adopt the 
attached BOG Anti-Harassment Policy. 
 
 
 
 
Attachment: BOG Anti-Harassment Policy 
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Board of Governors Anti-Harassment Policy 
 

 
The Board of Governors (BOG) is committed to providing a work environment at the 

Oregon State Bar (OSB) that is free of harassment and intimidation based on or because of an 
individual’s protected class status. Protected class status means race, color, religion, sex, age, 
national origin, marital status, mental or physical disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, 
gender identity, gender expression, or any classification protected by federal, state or local law 
or ordinance or regulation, whether or not the isolated conduct is prohibited by law. 

 
As the employer of the Chief Executive Officer, the BOG recognizes its responsibility to 

maintain a work environment for the CEO that is free of harassment and intimidation by board 
members, bar visitors, bar members, contractors, and vendors of all kinds.  The BOG also 
recognizes its responsibility to maintain a work environment for bar staff that is free of 
harassment and intimidation by the CEO. Because the BOG works closely with other bar staff, it 
also recognizes its own role in ensuring a work environment for all OSB staff that is free of 
harassment and intimidation. 

 
The Board of Governors commits to taking immediate and proportionate corrective 

action when it determines, based on the policy outlined below, that harassment has occurred, 
and to respond appropriately to behavior which may not technically fall within the definition of 
harassment but which, if left unchecked, may lead to harassment. 

 
Definition of Harassment: 
 
Harassment is verbal or physical conduct that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion 

toward an individual or an individual’s relatives, friends, or associates because of their 
protected class status or protected activity, (i) that has the purpose or effect of creating an 
intimidating, threatening, hostile, or offensive environment, (ii) that has the purpose or effect 
of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s attendance at or participation in an event or 
work, or (iii) that otherwise adversely affects an individual’s employment or employment 
opportunities. Prohibited harassment may include, but is not limited to: 

 
� Verbal conduct such as epithets, derogatory comments, negative stereotyping, 

jokes, or slurs; 
� Visual conduct such as derogatory posters, photography, cartoons, drawings, 

social media postings, or gestures; 
� Physical conduct such as assault, unwanted touching, blocking normal movement, 

or interfering with work or participation in an event, directed at an individual 
because of any protected basis; or 
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� Placement anywhere at event or work premises of written or graphic 
material that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual 
or group. 

� Retaliation for having reported or threatened to report harassment 
 

Definition of Sexual Harassment: 
 

Sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome verbal, physical, and visual conduct of a 
sexual nature, sexual advances, or requests for sexual favors that is directed toward an 
individual because of gender. It can also include conduct that is not sexual in nature but is 
gender related. Sexual harassment includes the harassment of the same or of the opposite sex.    

 
Prohibited sexual harassment can take many forms including, but not limited to: 
 

� Repeated sexual flirtations, advances, or propositions; 
� Continued or repeated language of a sexual nature;  
� Graphic or degrading comments about an individual or the individuals 

appearance;  
� The display of sexually suggestive objects or pictures;  
� Any unwelcome or abusive physical contact of a sexual nature; 
� Situations in which submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or 

implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s employment or benefits; 
� Situations in which submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is 

used as a basis for  employment decisions affecting such individual; or 
� Unwelcome verbal or physical conduct that is sufficiently severe or pervasive to 

have the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with work performance or 
creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment.  

 
Scope of Policy: 
 
This BOG Anti-Harassment Policy applies to all members of the Board of Governors and 

provides a procedure for addressing complaints of harassment or intimidation involving BOG 
members or the Chief Executive Officer. For purposes of this policy, “workplace” includes state 
bar offices, state bar sponsored events, and other events which bar staff or BOG members are 
expected to attend as part of their responsibilities. 

 
Reporting an Incident: 
 
Any BOG member who is aware of workplace harassment or intimidation by a BOG 

member or the CEO should report the information immediately to the President, President-
Elect, CEO, or General Counsel.  
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As provided in the Employee Handbook, any bar employee who is subject to or aware of 

workplace harassment or intimidation by a BOG member or the CEO should report the 
information immediately to the employee’s manager or director, the Director of Human 
Resources, the Chief Executive Officer, or any other manager, director or BOG member with 
whom the employee feels comfortable communicating. There is no need to observe any 
particular chain of command. 

 
Response: 
 
“Subject of complaint” means the person against whom a complaint of harassment or 

intimidation has been made. 
“Target of harassment” means the person against whom harassment or intimidation has 

been targeted. 
 
If any BOG member other than the President is the subject of the complaint, the 

recipient shall notify the President, CEO, and General Counsel of the complaint. If the President 
is the subject of the complaint, the recipient shall notify the President-Elect, CEO and General 
Counsel. 

 
If the CEO is the subject of the complaint, the recipient shall notify the President, 

General Counsel, and the Director of Human Resources.  If the President is the target of the 
complaint, the recipient shall also notify the President-Elect. 

 
If the complaining party is not the target of the harassment or intimidation, the target 

shall also be notified of the complaint.  
 
All reports of harassment subject to this policy will be investigated by a third-party 

investigator, at the direction of General Counsel or outside counsel, and in consultation with 
the CEO, President or President-Elect, as appropriate.  Those directly implicated in the 
complaint shall not take part in the selection of the third-party investigator.  

 
During the course of the investigation, the BOG will rely on the advice of outside counsel 

regarding the complaint.  General Counsel will confer with and provide information to outside 
counsel, as requested, and will be copied on any report and recommendations.  

 
Outside counsel will provide regular and timely updates to the target and subject of the 

complaint regarding the expected timeline and status of the investigation. During the pendency 
of the investigation, the BOG will implement reasonable steps to prevent harm to the 
individuals implicated in the complaint. Upon the conclusion of the investigation, outside 
counsel will inform the target and subject of the complaint whether or not the investigator 
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concluded the complaint was founded. The outside counsel will also notify the target of the 
harassment or intimidation of any corrective action taken. 

 
The Board of Governors may request to see a summary of the investigation or the full 

investigatory report, at its option. If the report is attorney-client privileged, any review will take 
place in executive session with the assistance of outside counsel. The target and subject of the 
complaint will be excluded from attorney-client privileged conversations regarding the report, 
unless a majority of the board votes to include the individuals involved, after consultation with 
outside counsel.  

 
General Counsel will be included in executive sessions to assist outside counsel as 

necessary, but the board will rely on outside counsel’s advice regarding handling of the 
complaint and the imposition of any corrective action. 

 
If the board considers discipline of a public official or the CEO, the discussion of possible 

disciplinary action may take place in executive session under ORS 192.660(2)(b), unless the 
subject of the discussion requests the discussion take place in open session.   

 
Corrective Action 
 
If the CEO is found by the third-party investigator’s report to have engaged in 

harassment or intimidation contrary to the OSB Employee Harassment and Intimidation policy, 
the Board shall take appropriate corrective or disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination as provided in the contract for employment.  

 
If a BOG member is found by the third-party investigator’s to have engaged in 

harassment or intimidation contrary to the BOG Anti-Harassment Policy, the Board shall take 
appropriate corrective or disciplinary action, up to and including loss of committee 
appointments, removal from officer positions, or suspension, as provided in the Bar Act and 
OSB Bylaws.  

 
Corrective action may also include: 
 

• Attendance at educational session or sessions 
• Participation in individual coaching or counselling 
• Limitations on direct communication with CEO or bar staff 
• Prohibition on serving as official bar representative at bar and community events 

 
Factors to consider in determining appropriate corrective or disciplinary action may 

include, without limitation: the nature of the conduct; whether the subject engaged in prior 
harassment or intimidation; timely, good faith, appropriate efforts to rectify the harm and 
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reform behavior; actual or potential harm to the target, and; protection of the target and other 
staff from future harm. 

 
Restorative Action 
 
In addition to corrective action, the BOG may take action to support the target in 

healing and the subject of the complaint in learning from the incident. Restorative action may 
include: 

• Written or oral apology by the subject of the complaint (if agreed by both 
individuals) 

• Facilitated conversation between the target and subject of the complaint (if 
agreed by both individuals) 

• Payment to target for counselling or legal advice (either by the bar or the subject 
of the complaint) 

• Board educational session or debrief  
 

Confidentiality and Non-Retaliation 
 
The BOG and bar staff will endeavor to preserve the confidentiality of participants in the 

investigation, but cannot guarantee that any individual’s identity will be protected in the course 
of an investigation or appropriate corrective action. The bar may be required to disclose 
information regarding the complaint, investigation or corrective action under Oregon’s Public 
Records Law. 

 
The bar prohibits retaliation against the targets of harassment and intimidation, other 

individuals who come forward in good faith with complaints under this policy, and any 
individual who participates in the investigation, including bar staff. Complaints of retaliation will 
also be investigated as provided in this policy. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Policy & Governance Committee 
Re: OSB Event Anti-Harassment Policy 

Action Recommended 
   The Committee recommends that the Board adopt the attached proposed changes to the 
OSB Event Anti-Harassment Policy. 

Background 
 
 In September 2018, the Board of Governors adopted the attached OSB Event Anti-
Harassment Policy. The Committee recommends that the board adopt the attached 
amendments to the policy to provide greater clarity and consistency with other OSB policies. 
 
 
 
 
Attachment: OSB Event Anti-Harassment Policy (redline) 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Policy & Governance Committee 
Re: OAAP at the OSB Center 

Action Recommended 
   Consider the Professional Liability Fund request to house the Oregon Attorney Assistance 
Program at the OSB Center. 

Background 
 
 The Oregon State Bar created the Professional Liability Fund in 1977 pursuant to ORS 
9.080. While the PLF operates largely independently from the OSB, the Board of Governors has 
key oversight responsibilities and ultimate authority over the PLF. See generally, OSB Bylaw 
Article 23. For example, the BOG has responsibility for appointment of the PLF Board of 
Directors and approval of the PLF budget. In addition, OSB Bylaw 23.506 provides that 
 

The physical location of the PLF will be determined by the Board 
of Governors on recommendation of the PLF Board of Directors. 

 
 The Oregon Attorney Assistance Program is a program funded by the PLF since 1982. 
The OAAP provides free, confidential assistance to Oregon lawyers and law students with 
alcoholism, drug addiction, stress management, time management, career transition, 
compulsive disorders (including gambling addiction), relationships, depression, anxiety, and 
other issues that affect a lawyer's ability to practice law. https://oaap.org/  
 
 The OAAP is currently located in downtown Portland, and the lease for its space ends 
November 2020. The PLF is exploring alternative sites for the OAAP, including the OSB Center. 
Because moving the physical location of the OAAP from downtown Portland to the OSB Center 
raises policy implications and is ultimately the BOG’s responsibility, the PLF request to house 
the OAAP at the OSB Center is being presented to the Policy & Governance Committee for its 
consideration.1 
 

                                                 
1 Note that this issue was reviewed initially by the BOG Budget & Finance Committee at its May 
meeting. At the time, the PLF had proposed that the OSB provide the PLF space at no charge, in 
exchange for the PLF’s continued annual $200,000 contribution toward BarBooks. That 
proposal is presently still on the table, but before it can be considered, the BOG must decide 
the policy issue of whether the OAAP should be in the OSB Center at all.  
 

https://oaap.org/


 

\ 16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road, Suite 300 
Tigard, Oregon 97224 
PO Box 231600  |  Tigard, Oregon 97281-1600 

phone: 503.639.6911 | toll free: 800.452.1639 
fax: 503.684.7250 | www.osbplf.org 

DATE: June 22, 2020 

TO: David Wade, Chair - Policy and Governance Committee, OSB BOG 

FROM: Nena Cook, CEO and Jeff Crawford, Director of Risk Management Services 

RE: Proposal to move the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program to the OSB Center 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

With the OAAP lease at its current location coming up for renewal in November of this year, and 
financial uncertainty for the PLF, it is time to consider whether a move to a more suitable location is 
warranted. Considering the demographic changes in the lawyer population, experience of other lawyer 
assistance programs, limitations on confidentiality of the current location, and the many advantages to 
the Bar, OAAP and the PLF, we believe moving the OAAP into the OSB Center will better accomplish the 
mission of the OAAP and better serve the public interest by supporting the well-being of more of 
Oregon’s lawyers. 

As Helen Hierschbiel explained in her memo, one of the Board of Governors’ PLF oversight 
responsibilities is approving the location of PLF offices. Under the OSB Program Review Policy, the 
question is whether relocating the OAAP would further the overall mission and strategic goals of the 
Oregon State Bar.  Using the criteria in that policy, we have completed the PSA scoresheet and submit 
that to you with this memo. 

Unlike other states where lawyer assistance programs (LAPs) are largely sponsored by state bars or 
supreme courts, the OAAP is funded exclusively by the PLF for the purpose of loss prevention. Roughly 
half of Oregon attorneys (those in private practice) 
fund the program through their assessments for 
malpractice coverage. Because of the PLF’s financial 
commitment to the OAAP and the principles of lawyer 
mental health and well-being as a means of reducing 
claims, the level of service and rate of access among 
Oregon lawyers is much higher than LAP programs in 
other states. It is estimated that the OAAP reaches 3% 
of Oregon lawyers through one-on-one counseling 
and participation in OAAP support groups. Rates of 
access for other LAP programs are typically 1% or less. 
Our goal is to get that access number even higher by 
moving the OAAP office to a more centralized 
location. 

Changing Demographics of Oregon Lawyers 

Historically, lawyers have accessed the OAAP through 
one-on-one meetings with Attorney Counselors, 
participation in OAAP support groups, and 
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presentations and publications produced by the Attorney Counselors.  To the extent that these services 
are provided in the location where the OAAP housed, that location should be accessible to the greatest 
number of lawyers. Likewise, travel distances to outside events attended by Attorney Counselors must 
also be considered. For the past 30 years, the ideal location was thought to be in downtown Portland 
because of the high concentration of lawyers there. That is no longer the case. 

In the late 1980s, when the OAAP moved to 
downtown Portland and left the OSB Center, 
nearly half of Oregon lawyers practiced in the core 
downtown area. Since then, the demographics of 
Oregon lawyers have shifted. The number of 
lawyers in downtown Portland has declined and 
the lawyer population in the tri-county area and 
Willamette Valley has grown markedly.  That trend 
will continue as changes in technology allow 
lawyers to practice more easily from outside the 
expensive downtown core.  

Meanwhile, OAAP services have continued to 
focus on clients and support groups in downtown 
Portland in disproportionate numbers. About 45% 
of OAAP clients are in downtown Portland, even 
though lawyers in downtown Portland now 
comprise only 30% of Oregon lawyers overall. And, 
many of those downtown Portland lawyers are 
with larger firms which provide mental health 
services through EAPs and private insurance. 
Likewise, there are significantly fewer OAAP clients 
in the tri-county and Willamette Valley areas as 
compared to lawyer population overall. The 
difference in support group participation is even 
more stark. Two-thirds of all support group 
participants are from downtown Portland. 
Because these groups depend in large part on in-
person participation (rather than phone or video), 
hosting these groups at the OSB Center will allow 
greater participation from lawyers who work 
outside the downtown Portland core.  

What made sense 30 years ago in terms of proximity to the profession has changed. OAAP services are 
now disproportionately focused on a shrinking group of the lawyer population while others are left 
underserved. Oregon lawyers would be better served, now and in the future, from a location with more 
ready access to the tri-county suburbs and the Willamette Valley, in addition to Downtown Portland. 
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OAAP Confidentiality Concerns at OSB Center and Current Location 

For any LAP to be successful, clients must be assured of its confidentiality and must be able to access its 
services. OAAP confidentiality is maintained, in fact, through various legal protections. However, the 
perception of confidentiality is just as important and must be considered in all aspects of the OAAP’s 
work, including the location of its offices. 

The argument made by some is that, if the OAAP is housed in the OSB Center, then lawyers will be 
reluctant to access the services for fear of having a casual encounter with another lawyer in the parking 
lot, lobby or restroom.  They theorize that the shame of asking for help would dissuade certain lawyers 
from accessing OAAP services in person.  Moving OAAP to the OSB Center would actually help allay this 
concern because the Bar Center is arguably more confidential than the current OAAP location in the 
Pacific Building downtown.   

The Pacific Building is home to at least 15 law firms, two of which are located on the same floor as the 
OAAP.  One is a national law firm and the other is a family law mediation practice that sees lawyers and 
their clients regularly coming and going.  There are additional lawyers in that building affiliated with the 
Victim Rights Law Center.  Moreover, right across the hall from the OAAP office is the Oregon Lawyer 
Conference Room (“OLCR”), which is available free of charge for any lawyer who wants to meet with 
clients there.  The OLCR is reserved an average of 30 hours every week year around.  Any lawyer using 
that conference room could easily observe lawyers coming and going from the OAAP office across the 
hall.   

We are mindful that the BOG has received at least two letters in support of keeping the OAAP offices 
downtown.  While there are no doubt some voices in favor of keeping the downtown location, our 
Attorney Counselors report that in the 2 ½ months since this idea of moving the OAAP to the OSB Center 
started circulating in the legal community, none of them have received a negative comment from their 
clients about the prospective move.  In fact, one Attorney Counselor who works closely with the 
recovery community wrote, “I would have heard if there was any ‘talk on the street’ about this issue.”  
There is one recovery group that has made the downtown meeting part of their recovery for a number 
of years and may want to continue to meet in the downtown area.  Of course, where appropriate, 
groups and meetings can be conducted off-site at convenient and safe locations for those lawyers where 
this is an issue of concern. The OAAP Attorney Counselors already meet with some clients in locations 
other than the OAAP office, and they have experience with conducting support groups in other locations 
as well. 

Survey of other Lawyer Assistance Program Experience with Office Location 

Looking around the country, most LAPs are sponsored by state bars and a plurality are housed in state 
bar offices. To get a better understanding of the effect of moving the OAAP to the OSB Center, one of 
our Attorney Counselors reached out to other LAP programs to ask about advantages and disadvantages 
of locating a LAP program at bar offices versus a separate location, and, more specifically, what role 
location plays in lawyers willingness to access the program because of confidentiality concerns. 
Approximately 20 programs responded with comments. 

Among those programs located in bar offices, there were several advantages noted. These included, less 
expense and better access to resources and support (meeting space, administrative, IT, HR, etc.), greater 
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collaboration and integration with other bar programs, 
greater access for members because of proximity to 
other bar services, free parking, and a higher profile and 
presence at bar events, meetings and CLEs. 

The only disadvantage mentioned by some was a worry 
that being in the bar offices would deter some lawyers 
from seeking services because of perceptions that the 
LAP program was not confidential or that they might be 
reluctant to come to the bar offices in general. Opinions 
were mixed regarding these issues and ranged from 
great concern, to feeling it had no effect at all on lawyer 
access, to thinking it had a beneficial effect. Many 
observed that they had no way of really knowing 
whether their LAP’s location had any effect on the 
willingness of lawyers to access services.  

One counselor who has worked for two different LAP programs, one housed in bar offices and the other 
at a separate location, said location had “no impact” on lawyer access. Others pointed out ways they 
successfully mitigate possible confidentiality concerns by meeting clients and conducting groups at 
locations outside the office, and by more effectively communicating the protections in place to preserve 
confidentiality. Interestingly, some thought a separate entrance for the program was helpful on this 
issue, others thought a separate entrance added to the stigma associated with seeking assistance and 
that entering though the main entrance normalized the process. 

Some thought that fears concerning confidentiality were not location based but rather a fear of getting 
help in the first place and that should be the focus in creating greater access. One LAP counselor with 
offices in her state’s bar offices said that there is “paranoia about confidentiality, but honestly, I don’t 
think we struggle with it any more than any other [LAP] program… our numbers remain robust and 
utilization is high.” 

The variations in views reflect an ongoing debate over the issue of “normalizing” mental health services. 
In the past, it was assumed that the best way to overcome fears of accessing services was to segregate 
the LAP program and avoid all appearances of affiliation with other parts of the bar or other legal 
institutions. Over the years, many came to realize that this approach was actually perpetuating negative 
attitudes about mental health services both among lawyers in general and individuals needing help. The 
emerging thinking is to “normalize” mental health services for lawyers by educating lawyers about the 
confidentiality protections in place while at the same time presenting those services alongside other 
normal professional activities and interactions—to make lawyer well-being and getting help a normal 
part of the practice of law. This new emphasis can be seen in the holistic approach taken in the ABA’s 
2017 National Task Force on Lawyer Well-being Report. 

In terms of the statistical impact of LAP office location on lawyer access to services, there was no 
distinction between reports from LAPs housed with their state bar and those in separate locations. Most 
LAP programs reported access rates of approximately 1%. 

 

35 -State 
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10 -
Supreme 

Court

1 - PLF
5 -Other

LAP Sponsoring Organization 

Source: 2020 LAP website survey 

https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/lawyer_well_being_report_final.pdf
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/lawyer_well_being_report_final.pdf
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Transportation and Access 

Finally, one issue that has been raised is how transportation would play into the question of relocating 
the OAAP to the OSB Center. The OSB Center is an excellent location for both lawyers choosing to drive 
and those using public transportation. For example, an express bus runs hourly between downtown 
Portland and the OSB Center area. Bus service is also available between the OSB Center and Tigard 
Transit Center (WES) every 15 minutes. For those driving, the free parking at the OSB Center would 
eliminate the barrier to access for those that cannot afford the very expensive parking costs in 
downtown Portland, which the OAAP does not reimburse. Due to the demographic shift of lawyers away 
from Downtown Portland, the OSB Center’s location offers superior overall transportation access for 
Oregon lawyers. 

Factors and Benefits To Consider 

• Money saved by the reduction in overhead costs could be used for other risk management 
services. 

 
• Create greater access to more Oregon lawyers than in the current downtown location. 

 
• Mitigate confidentiality concerns by installing a separate entrance to the OAAP office for client 

visits or after-hours groups, and conduct more meetings and groups off-site as appropriate. 
 

• Better integrate the OAAP message (and its confidentiality) in communications, publications and 
marketing coming from the OSB and PLF.  

 
• Take advantage of physical proximity to create additional areas of collaboration and engagement 

with other OSB and PLF programs. 
 

• Continue implementing recommendations from the 2017 ABA Lawyer Well-being Report to 
further normalize and support for mental health services for lawyers. 

 

Conclusion 

The PLF has conducted a thoughtful and thorough review of the possibility of moving to the OSB Center. 
We believe the move would substantially benefit Oregon lawyers and, in so doing, better protect the 
public. Approving the OAAP’s move to the OSB Center is another way the OSB can demonstrate its 
ongoing commitment to lawyer well-being as integral to the professional duty of competence. Thank 
you for consideration of our request. 

 

 

 

 



OSB Program/Service/Activity Scoresheet 
 

 

Program/Service/Activity Oregon Attorney Assistance Program  

Description The OAAP is the PLF’s lawyer assistance program. The OAAP provides free, 
confidential assistance to Oregon lawyers, judges and law students with 
alcoholism, drug addiction, stress management, time management, career 
transition, compulsive disorders (including gambling addiction), relationships, 
depression, anxiety, and other issues that affect a lawyer's ability to practice law.  

 
Considerations Data Score 

Public Impact The OAAP provides one-on-one counseling, support groups, 
educational programs and publications to improve lawyer 
mental health and well-being. The public is benefited by the 
reduction in malpractice and ethical violations that result from 
mental health and addiction issues. 
 
Not affected by moving to OSB Center 
 

2 

Impact on individuals from 
non-dominant cultures 

OAAP tailors its services to reach lawyers from non-dominant 
cultures and offers programs and services to these groups and to 
educate the profession on issues connected with the experience 
of non-dominant cultures. Attorney Counselors are involved in 
various lawyer organizations in this area. 
 
Non-white lawyers are evenly distributed as a percentage of the 
lawyer population across Oregon, with the exception of Eastern 
Oregon. Moving the OAAP to the OSB Center should enhance 
access for lawyer members of non-dominant cultures as it 
would for membership as a whole. 

2 

Member Impact Approximately 3% of the Oregon legal profession use the 
OAAP services directly each year. All Oregon lawyers benefit 
from the OAAP’s support groups, educational presentations and 
publications. In 2019, the OAAP had 1439 individual sessions 
with Oregon lawyers, judges and law students.  
 
Considering demographic shifts among lawyers and 
opportunities for greater collaboration with other OSB/PLF 
programs, moving to the OSB Center could greatly enhance 
impact on members by making services available to more 
attorneys. 

3 

Competition There are other mental health resources in the community with 
which the OAAP may be in competition with in some sense. 
However, no other program focuses exclusively on the legal 
profession and the unique mental health issues it faces. Because 
the OAAP refers most lawyers to outside providers and 
programs for additional services lawyers might not otherwise 
access, any impact on competition is minimal. 
 
Not affected by moving to OSB Center 

3 

Volunteer Engagement The OAAP maintains an active network of volunteers 
throughout the state to support its programs. These range from 
those in the recovery community to local lawyers who assist 
with support groups and CLE presentations.  
 
Moving to OSB Center and having greater contact with other 
OSB/PLF programs will enhance this. 

3 

Revenue/ Cost No revenue or cost to the OSB.  3 
Percentage of Budget No revenue or cost to the OSB. 3 

Total  19 
 

Mission Alignment 
Strategic Goals Comments Score 

Ensure competence in the 
legal profession 

By improving the mental health of Oregon’s legal profession, 
members are able to function at a higher level of competence. 

3 



Ensure integrity in the legal 
profession 

Improving the mental health of Oregon’s legal profession, 
members are better able to act ethically and abide by the Rules 
of Professional Conduct. 

3 

Promote professionalism in 
the legal system 

Again, improving mental health within the profession helps 
improve professionalism overall. More specifically, the OAAP 
helps SLAC and the OSB with monitoring and supporting 
lawyers as part of the disciplinary process. Past CLEs have 
focused on professionalism. 

3 

Support judicial system The OAAP is an important resource for judges who encounter 
lawyers struggling with mental health and addiction issues. 
These situations are often an impediment to the function of the 
judicial system. The OAAP is also available for judges who 
seek its services. 

3 

Improve administration of 
justice 

Again, the OAAP contributes indirectly to the functioning of 
the judicial system by supporting the lawyers who make that 
system work.  

2 

Promote the quality and 
integrity of the judiciary 

Even though the OAAP is supported by assessments paid to the 
PLF, the OAAP serves the entire profession—including the 
judiciary.  

3 

Advance DEI in the bench 
and bar 

The OAAP embraces the values of DEI and offers programs 
and services tailored to the needs of those traditionally 
underrepresented in the profession. Examples of programs 
include transgender and women focused groups. The Attorney 
Counselors are engaged with lawyer groups in this area such as 
ACDI, OWLS, OLIO, OGALLA, etc. 

3 

Foster public understanding 
of the law and justice 
system 

The OAAP does not directly address this strategic goal of the 
OSB. However, it is not unreasonable to assume that if lawyers’ 
well-being is cared for, they will take better care of their clients 
and practice with greater civility. This will lead to a more 
favorable public perception of lawyers. 

2 

Increase access to justice Again, the OAAP indirectly helps with this by promoting the 
values of DEI within the profession. Access to justice is an 
important part of this message.  

1 

Total  23 

Average  21 

 
Combined Total (Factors + Mission Alignment Average)                     
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Barbara S. Fishleder 
Wolfepress Enterprises 
Portland, Oregon 97219 

Barbara.Fishleder@gmail.com 
503-314-4210 
June 16, 2020 

David, 

I’m writing to you in your capacity as Chair of the OSB Policy and Governance Committee to express my 

opinion that relocating the physical office for the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program (OAAP), from 

downtown Portland to the OSB Center in Tigard, will greatly reduce the access to, and effectiveness of, 

the OAAP. As discussed below, my reasons are: 1) requiring lawyers to enter the Bar building will be a 

barrier to their willingness to access help, 2) creating a barrier to accessing help is inconsistent with the 

OSB’s efforts and support for lawyer well-being, and 3) attending in-person support and educational 

groups and counseling appointments in Tigard is not feasible for most lawyers who are located in or 

near Multnomah, Washington, or Clackamas Counties. 

My opinion is based on over 30 years of experience as OAAP’s executive director and the national 

research and recommendations summarized here: The Path to Lawyer Well-Being. I share these 

thoughts as a concerned member of the Oregon State Bar. Although I left the Professional Liability 

Fund/OAAP at the end of April, I continue to be passionate about helping lawyers and I believe this issue 

warrants our collective attention. 

Barrier to Access 

Sincere Fear of Repercussions. The most recent national research demonstrates that lawyers and law 

students are reluctant to access help because they are concerned that accessing help will have negative 

repercussions on their legal careers. 

Many lawyers pride themselves on being problem solvers and providing help to others. We often have 

difficulty being the recipients of care and an even more difficult time seeking help. These characteristics 

also contribute to a predisposition to put off getting help. Even a very small obstacle can deter our help-

seeking motivation and send us back to a state of inaction. Although it is logical that seeking help will 

improve our lives and professional experiences, research shows that more often than not, we often 

focus on concerns about “who might find out,” what professional opportunities we might be denied, 

and whether we will be rejected by the legal community or lose our license to practice law. Whether 

these fears are based on real facts isn’t relevant: the fear is real for the lawyer that experiences it – and 

that fearful belief can impede or even paralyze a lawyer’s willingness to seek help. 

Relocating the OAAP counseling center to the Bar Building means that lawyers will have to enter the 

building where many lawyers gather for many purposes. At first glance, that may make it seem like a 

neutral location. However, looking more deeply, it is easy to see how the situation could fuel lawyers’ 

well-known fears. A casual encounter in the OSB parking lot or lobby with another lawyer could easily 

prompt innocent questions such as, “Are you here for the CLE, too?” or, “What brings you here today?” 

mailto:Barbara.Fishleder@gmail.com
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional_responsibility/lawyer_well_being_report_final.pdf
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Similarly, a lawyer who is accessing the building for OAAP may see a lawyer, adjudicator, or OSB staff 

person involved in a discipline action against him or her. Although certainly no one would mean harm by 

asking friendly questions and no one from OSB will be monitoring who enters the building to access the 

OAAP, we must nevertheless assess and consider lawyers’ perceptions and feelings. As noted in the 

report referred to above, shame and fear are the greatest obstacles to lawyers accessing help. And, we 

know that fear is an emotion caused by a belief, not necessarily by facts or intentions. 

When reviewing what steps to take and whether the OAAP should be moved to the OSB Center, I ask 

that you please consider these two compelling principals found in the recent research, the ABA 

recommendations, and the experiences of the OAAP attorney counselors: 1) Bar Associations, and other 

stakeholders in the legal profession, make a positive impact by facilitating, destigmatizing, and 

encouraging lawyers to seek help and 2) lawyers do access help when it is in reality and in perception, 

confidential. 

A point of history: The lawyer assistance services offered by the PLF began in 1982. Some of the early 

years of services were located at the PLF, in a building shared by the OSB and PLF. In 1988, Client 

Security Fund claims arising from lawyer impairment rose sharply and there also were a number of 

lawyer suicides. These concerning events prompted the formation of an OSB/PLF committee to examine 

how we could better reach lawyers in need. 

The result was the OAAP as you see it now: a counseling program for lawyers with high visibility, which 

emphasizes confidentiality and privacy including a location that is separate from both the OSB and PLF; a 

separate name, logo, and publication; and the extensive regulatory, statutory, and policy protections 

listed here. The result was increased lawyer confidence – and perception – that accessing OAAP was 

private and confidential. The change in approach was successful – as seen by the fact that more lawyers 

sought help. This trend has continued over the years. Clearly, the model works for our Bar members. 

Relocating OAAP to the OSB Building is Inconsistent With OSB’s Support For Lawyer Well-Being 

As BOG members you have all helped advance positive changes to our legal culture by being actively 

engaged in helping to change the “don’t admit it” culture of the legal profession, authentically reaching 

out to lawyers, and showing your support for lawyer well-being. Moving the OAAP to the Bar Center 

contradicts those efforts and also the ABA recommendation that Bar Associations focus on 

confidentiality for those who seek help. It risks erasing much of the lawyer trust that has been built over 

the years and may even cause lawyers to question the authenticity of our support for lawyer well-being. 

This would be harmful to Oregon lawyers and would damage the relationships the PLF and OSB have 

with them. It would be a truly terrible result. 

No One Can Walk to Meetings 

Convenience is a Big Factor: In addition to the reasons noted above, I can’t close without noting that 

coming to Tigard isn’t convenient for a large segment of lawyers. The majority of the work done by the 

OAAP attorney counselors is done through in-person individual appointments and groups. Relocating 

https://oaap.org/about/
https://oaap.org/about/
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the OAAP to Tigard would make in-person attendance very difficult for almost everyone in the Tri-

County plus Columbia County areas. For example, no one will be able to walk to a support group or an 

individual appointment. 

A Point About Using Teleconferencing to Provide Services: Although during this pandemic the OAAP has 

been able to offer some groups via teleconferencing, it is an approach that cannot be used with many 

types of support groups, particularly groups that help lawyers who are the most fragile. It works for 

some people and definitely not for others. Continuing teleconferencing groups is important, but is not 

advised by the OAAP attorney counselors as the primary source of services. Like visiting a doctor via 

telehealth, it can be better than nothing, but it falls way short of the needed assistance. 

Possible Next Steps 

In similar situations, the OSB and PLF have sought member input and/or created a task force to consider 

issues of importance. I submit that the future of the OAAP is of sufficient importance to warrant 

consideration of these approaches. 

As I am sure you are aware, the OAAP attorney counselors are very knowledgeable on these topics and 

have a wealth of direct experience to offer. In addition, I am happy to help in any way you would like, 

including serving on a task force or committee. 

Thank you in advance for your willingness to consider my concerns and for the opportunity to present 

these ideas to the OSB Policy and Governance Committee. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara S. Fishleder 

Barbara S. Fishleder 

Wolfepress Enterprises 

Portland, Or 97219 

503-314-4210 

 

 

 

 

  



From: David Wade
To: Robert Moore
Cc: Cassandra Dyke; Helen Hierschbiel; Liani Reeves
Subject: Re: Proposed Relocation of OAAP
Date: Sunday, June 21, 2020 11:05:08 AM

Mr. Moore,

Thanks so much for reaching out.

Cassandra, please add to the OAAP agenda materials.

David Wade

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Robert Moore <robert.a.moore@comcast.net>
Sent: Sunday, June 21, 2020 7:31:04 AM
To: jdwadejd@outlook.com <jdwadejd@outlook.com>
Cc: cdyke@osbar.org <cdyke@osbar.org>
Subject: Proposed Relocation of OAAP
 

David Wade, Chair
Policy & Governance Committee
Oregon State Bar

Dear Mr. Wade:

I have learned that the OSB is considering relocating the offices of the Oregon Attorney
Assistance Program from its current downtown Portland location to the OSB/PLF offices in
Tigard. Others will likely provide helpful facts and figures as to why this move would be
inadvisable; I would just like to offer some brief thoughts from my personal experience with
the OAAP. 

I have been closely involved with the OAAP for over 34 years, since fairly soon after its
founding, and through various moves and changes in personnel. I have worked with many
attorneys over the past decades who were struggling with alcohol and drug abuse, and who
successfully recovered and were able to productively continue, or in some cases restart, their
practice of law for the benefit of the Oregon community. 

My personal opinion is that relocating the OAAP offices to the OSB’s building would have an
extremely detrimental effect on the outreach ability of the OAAP. I believe that many
attorneys in distress would not go to the OSB offices. The attorney counselors can speak to the
one-on-one counseling, but I can tell you for a near certainty that the 80 attorneys a week who
attend OAAP-sponsored AA and NA meetings simply would stop attending. I doubt if a single
one would go into the OSB building for the meetings, if they were even offered. Speaking for
myself, I have attended the meetings regularly for 34 years, and would never attend another if
they were out in Tigard at the OSB building. Such a change would, I believe, be a fatal blow

mailto:jdwadejd@outlook.com
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mailto:cdyke@osbar.org
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to the effectiveness of the OAAP. It might continue, but 80% of the attorneys who could be
helped would be lost, with a consequent very heavy cost to the PLF in claims, and untold
damage to members of the bar, clients, and the standing of the legal community. 

Robert Moore

Robert A. Moore
President
Oregon Lawyer Assistance Foundation



From: David Wade
To: Cassandra Dyke
Cc: Helen Hierschbiel; Liani Reeves
Subject: FW: Proposed move of OAAP to Bar offices
Date: Monday, June 22, 2020 9:52:58 AM

Cassandra:
 
Please add to the OAAP Agenda materials.
 
 
David Wade

Douglas County Individual Practice Association, Inc.
1673 Villard St.
Eugene, OR  97403
Tel:  (541) 684-0674
jdwadejd@outlook.com
 
 
 
From: Janet Billups [mailto:janet.billups@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2020 8:17 AM
To: jdwadejd@outlook.com
Subject: Proposed move of OAAP to Bar offices
 
David Wade, Chair
Policy & Governance Committee
Oregon State Bar
 
Dear Mr. Wade;
 
I write as a director of the Oregon Lawyers Assistance Foundation (OLAF) and bring
several decades of experience in health law to the subject of this letter.  As I believe
you know, OLAF helps fund the cost of treatment for Oregon lawyers suffering from
mental illness, alcoholism and drug addiction.   
 
I understand discussion is underway to possibly move the OAAP offices to the Bar
offices in Tigard as a cost-cutting move.  I recognize the severe financial pressure
facing every organization and company, including the Bar, but I nevertheless
encourage you in the strongest possible way not to make such a move.  It is my
informed judgment that this will not only impair the effectiveness of the OAAP but

mailto:jdwadejd@outlook.com
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will actively damage the mental health and safety of some of the most vulnerable
members of our Bar.
 
The moment a lawyer suffering from mental illness, alcoholism or drug addiction
picks up the phone or comes into the OAAP office is, without hyperbole, one of the
most frightening and courageous acts that person might ever take.  Those who take
that step are suffering from an utter and incomprehensible demoralization that
defies any other description.  The separateness of the OAAP offices and the location
in the heart of the city where so many lawyers come to conduct business makes
that step possible.  I cannot imagine the compounded fear that brave soul will feel if
he or she must come into a Bar building to seek help.  Experience teaches that most
will not.
 
The ongoing meetings at the OAAP provide a bridge to recovery for newcomers and
an ongoing anchor to wellness for the recovered.  Lawyers who attend those
meetings squeeze them into their lunch break or come right after work because the
meeting is accessible.  I have attended those meetings for many, many years and I
am compelled to say that if that bridge, that anchor, is moved out of downtown, or
to a Bar building, then lawyers will not come.  I am not being quarrelsome; this is
simply a fact.
 
The OAAP is a rare bright spot of healing and calm in a terrible time.  The practice of
law is a hard way to make a living in the best of times, and the separateness and
location of the OAAP helps lawyers through the worst of times. 
 
 
Janet Billups
Board member, Oregon Lawyers Assistance Foundation
General Counsel Emeritus, Oregon Health and Sciences University



From: Teresa Statler
To: David Wade
Cc: Cassandra Dyke
Subject: OAAP Office location issue
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 10:57:19 AM

Dear David,
 
I understand that you are currently the Chair of the OSB’s Policy & Governance Committee and that
the Committee will soon be taking up/discussing the issue of a proposed move of the PLF’s Oregon
Attorney Assistance Program’s (OAAP) offices.  I write you and the Committee to provide some input
into this matter. 
 
I am a former member and former chair of the Board of Directors of the PLF; I ended my five year
term at the end of 2017.  Even before I was a PLF Board member I was a big supporter of the OAAP
and its many programs that help Oregon attorneys and judges with many different issues that can
affect them personally and indirectly also affect their law practices and their functioning as lawyers. I
have heard that there is a desire to perhaps move the OAAP’s offices from its location in downtown
Portland to the OSB offices in Tigard.  I do not think this is a good idea.  In fact, I think it is a bad idea
for several reasons. 
 
First of all, the services (all of them) of the PLF are confidential.  This includes their workshops,
classes and the one-on-one meetings an attorney might have with one of the OAAP’s Attorney-
Counselors.  This confidentiality would be seriously compromised if, to access these services, an
attorney had to go to the Bar offices.  He/she might encounter someone in the Bar
offices/hallway/parking lot and even a casual and innocent conversation with someone else as to
why they are there, would be awkward at best and off-putting at worse.  It could cause an attorney
needing the OAAP’s help to forego it completely, if there is a possibility that he or she would be seen
at the Bar’s offices.  Presumably, the OAAP’s offices would be “marked” as such and even if they are
set apart from the Bar’s, they would still be in the OSB’s building.  Accessing their offices would not
really be confidential, to the extent they are now and have been.
 
In addition, I would think the Bar and the PLF Board and management would want to do everything
possible to make access to the OAAP easy.  That has been the case for many years now, with an
office in downtown Portland.  A downtown office location gives easy access to many, many lawyers,
some of whom can even walk to an OAAP workshop or meeting or appointment with one of the 
Attorney-Counselors.  Having the offices in Tigard would not make this access very easy:  there’s the
drive, the traffic, etc.  As a result, I think lawyers would forego taking advantage of the OAAP’s
services, just because they would be harder to access.
 
I realize there may be financial issues in play, a desire to save money and cut expenses.  I respectfully
suggest that those cuts, if needed, be made in other areas.  The OAAP has been a national leader in
providing assistance to Oregon attorneys, so that they can become (and stay) competent and
successful.  A big part of that success has been having the location of the OAAP separate from that of
any of the Bar or PLF offices.  I hope that this can continue in the future.
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I am happy to provide any additional input to you, your Committee or to the OSB/PLF if needed. 
Thanks for considering my thoughts.
 
Sincerely,
Teresa Statler
 

Teresa A. Statler
Immigration Law Office of Teresa A. Statler
**I HAVE A NEW MAILING ADDRESS**:
P.O. Box 12082
Portland, Oregon  97212
Phone:  503 220-4185
Fax: 503 200-1398
www.StatlerImmigration.com
 
NOTICE:  This electronic message transmission was sent by an attorney, or at the direction of an
attorney and contains information that may be confidential and/or privileged.  The electronic
message and attachment(s) are the property of the sender.  The information herein is intended
only for the use of the recipient(s).  Any interception, copying, accessing, disclosure, or
distribution of this message or its attachment(s) is prohibited.
 
If you believe you have received this electronic transmission in error, please contact me at 503
220-4185 or by electronic reply (reply to sender) immediately and purge all copies from your files.
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OREGON STATE BAR 
BOG Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Policy & Governance Committee 
Re: Proposed Changes to the Oregon New Lawyers Division Committee Charges 

Action Recommended 
Change the four ONLD Committee Charges to better reflect the Oregon State Bar 

Mission Statement, Functions, Goals and Values, and to be more grammatically correct. 

Background 

The Oregon New Lawyers Division was created in 1991, and became fully-funded by the 
Bar in 1994. Current membership in the ONLD is available to all lawyers who have practiced in 
Oregon for six or fewer years, and all lawyers under the age of 37. Approximately 25% of all 
OSB members qualify as members of the Oregon New Lawyers Division.   

Its current expenditure budget is approximately $61,000 (with an additional $4,700 
dedicated to staff travel and training), and it has 0.9 FTE staff available to it for support. This 
year’s expenditures look to be far less than budgeted due to travel restrictions. 

In 2018, the ONLD, at the direction of the BOG undertook a deep review of its By-laws, 
budget, structure and priorities. One of the outcomes of that review was the elimination of one 
Subcommittee, and the restructuring of the other four Subcommittees into Standing 
Committees, with Committee Charges that meshed with the then existing Oregon State Bar 
Mission Statement, Functions and Goals.  

After those changes, the BOG updated the OSB Mission Statement, et al. The ONLD 
therefore reviewed the Committee Charges and concluded that changes were necessary to 
ensure that the Committee Charges were consistent with the new OSB Mission Statement. The 
ONLD also took the opportunity to ensure that the Committee Charges were more 
grammatically correct. The recommended changes to the Committee Charges are attached.  



 

 

ONLD Access to Justice Committee 

General Goal: ONLD members advanceAdvance a fair inclusive, and accessible justice system. Our goal is 

to foster trust in, respect for, understanding of, and access to justice system through public service 

opportunities. 

Specific responsibilities: 

Identify pro bono and other public service needs not being addressed by other organizations or 

programs and suggest programs to fill those gaps.   

Familiarize ONLD members with the pro bono and public service volunteer opportunities in 

Oregon and facilitate connection with those opportunities. 

Host or support special pro bono and public service events (e.g. Refugee Adjustment Day, Wills 

for Heroes). 

Organize opportunities for new lawyers to gain practical skills through pro bono service. 

Collaborate with the OSB Pro Bono Committee and local and specialty bar pro bono committees 

to identify and implement ways to engage ONLD members in pro bono service. 

Collaborate with the OSB Public Service Advisory Committee and the Classroom Law Project to 

identify and implement ways to educate and inform the public about the law. 

Consider the changing landscape of the legal profession, the delivery of legal services, and 

innovations in technology when implementing the responsibilities of the Committee. 

Outcomes: 

ONLD members are familiar with the pro bono and public service volunteer opportunities in 

Oregon. 

ONLD members develop experience in new practice areas through pro bono service. 

High number of ONLD members providing pro bono and public service. 

High number of individuals who receive pro bono and public service from ONLD members. 

High satisfaction among ONLD members with the special pro bono and public service events. 

ONLD feedback is collected and used to inform future special pro bono and public service 

events. 

Pro bono and public service opportunities are provided for ONLD members outside of the 

Portland metro area. 

Partnerships with OSB departments and entities occur. 

Innovative approaches to improving access to justice occur. 

Partnerships with legal profession organizations outside of the OSB occur. 



 

 

ONLD Continuing Legal Education Committee 

General Goal: Provide aA diverse array of low‐cost and high‐quality CLE programming, is 

provided that meets the particularly needs of, and is accessible and relevant to, ONLD members, 

that improves the quality of legal services. 

Specific Responsibilities: 

Identify particular educational needs of new lawyers in Oregon to improve the quality of 

legal services. (E.g. basic skills, practical skills, business operations and development, 

NLMP requirements, access to justice, professionalism, technology, and lawyer wellness. 

Consider survey for others.). 

Collaborate with the Professional Liability Fund in developing and implementing the 

annual Learning the Ropes Program, as well as other programming and resources that 

will help the Oregon State Bar (OSB)  meet the particular needsensure the competence 

and integrity of ONLD members.  

Collaborate with OSB CLE Seminars to provide make live webcast CLE programming 

available that meets the particular needs toof ONLD members that will improve the 

quality of legal services.  

Collaborate with OSB sections and local bar associations throughout the state to provide 

CLE programming that meets the particular needs ofto ONLD members that will improve 

the quality of legal services. 

Develop and implement CLE programming to fill gaps in needs not addressed through 

collaborative efforts that will help the Oregon State Bar ensure the competence and 

integrity of ONLD members. 

Consider the changing landscape of the legal profession, the delivery of legal services, 

and innovations in technology when implementing the responsibilities of the 

Committee.   

Provide input to the MCLE Committee regarding continuing legal education 

requirements for new lawyers. 

Outcomes (could establish actual numbers/percentages for each of these): 

Help the Oregon State Bar ensure the competence and integrity High satisfaction 

amongof ONLD members with the quality and content of CLE programs.  

High participation in ONLD CLE programming by ONLD members. 

ONLD feedback is collected and used to inform future programming. 

ONLD members outside of the Portland metro area are served. 

ONLD members are aware of the changing landscape of the legal profession, the 

delivery of legal services, and innovations in technology. 



 

 

Partnerships with OSB departments and entities  as well as legal profession 

organizations outside of the OSBoccur. 

Improve the quality of legal services provided by ONLD members.   

 



ONLD Student Outreach Committee Draft Changes 

General Goal:  Allows the OSB, through the ONLD, to connect with law students, as well as college and 
high school students considering a legal-oriented career, to encourage pursuit of a legal career, and law 
students are offered guidance in their transition to practicing attorneys. Promote inclusivity in the Bar 
by connecting with a diverse group of students considering a legal-oriented career, encourage pursuit of 
a legal careers, and provide law students guidance in their transition to practicing attorneys. 

Specific Responsibilities: 

Identify opportunities for connecting with students and partner with the organizations 
affording those opportunities. 

Collaborate with the three Oregon law schools to conduct programs at each school introducing 
students to the Oregon State Bar and assist with the transition from student to practicing 
attorney. 

Partner with the Classroom Law Project and other organizations to ensure that volunteers are 
available throughout the state to connect with high school students. 

Develop outreach programs geared toward encouraging diverse students to consider law 
school. 

Partner with the OSB Diversity and Inclusion Department on outreach to high school and 
college students. 

Outcomes: 

A specific committee dedicated to legal education and facilitating transition from student to 
practicing attorney demonstrates that OSB values a smooth and opportunity-filled transition 
from law school to applying the law degree 

ONLD members are engaged in quality volunteer activities that interest them. 

High satisfaction among ONLD members with the volunteer activities 

Oregon law students are well aware of the activities of the ONLD and the OSB, generally. 

Oregon college and high school students are exposed to the rule of law, and to the possibility 
of practicing law. 

Partnerships with OSB departments and sections occur. 

Partnerships with The Classroom Law Project, and other organizations occur. 

Provide volunteer opportunities to ONLD members outside of the Portland metro area 

 have volunteer opportunities. 

Collect and use Ffeedback is collected and used to inform future programming. 

 



 

 

ONLD Membership Committee 

General Goal: Welcome ONLD members to the Oregon State Bar community by promoting and 

encouraging inclusivity, trust, respect, competence, and professionalism in the legal profession. ONLD 

members are introduced to and welcomed into the Oregon State Bar community.   

Specific responsibilities: 

Host a reception for new lawyers immediately following each of the two annual swearing‐in 

ceremonies in Salem. 

Identify and promote networking opportunities that exist for new lawyers in Oregon and 

provide information to and ONLD members. about those opportunities.  

 

Collaborate with OSB sections and specialty bars to provide networking opportunities for ONLD 

members with specialized interests. 

Collaborate with local bars to provide networking opportunities to ONLD members throughout 

the state of Oregon. 

Collaborate with the OSB Diversity & Inclusion Department to support and foster an inclusive 

legal profession. OLIO events.  

Provide networking opportunities to fill gaps not addressed by networking opportunities that 

currently exist or that cannot be met through collaborative efforts. 

Consider lawyer wellness in planning networking events. 

Outcomes: 

ONLD members are understand and embody familiar with the Oregon State Bar’s mission and, 

values. ,  programs, services and activities. 

ONLD members are engaged in OSB leadership, programs, services, and activitiess. 

High satisfaction among ONLD members with the networking opportunities provided. 

High participation in ONLD networking opportunities. 

ONLD feedback is collected and used to inform future networking events. 

ONLD members outside of the Portland metro area are served. 

Partnerships with OSB departments and entities occur. 

Partnerships with legal profession organizations outside of the OSB occur. 

ONLD members work to improve the quality of legal services.  

ONLD promote the access to justice for all.   



  

OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Colin Andries, Board Development Committee Chair 
Re: Appointment recommendations to various bar and bar-affiliated groups 

Action Recommended 

 Approve the Board Development Committee’s recommendations for lawyer and public member 
appointments to the following groups.  

Background 

During the Board Development Committee’s meeting on June 26 the committee selected the following 
members for appointment consideration.  
 
Disciplinary Board 

New lawyer and public members are needed to fill open seats on the Region 4 and Region 5 Disciplinary 
Board. If approved by the BOG, the recommendations will be sent to the Supreme Court for 
appointment consideration.   
Region 4 
Hon. Jill Tanner, 883207 
Karina Grigorian, public member 
 

Region 5  
Tinuade Adebolu, 140387 
Michael Patterson

Pro Bono Committee 

The Pro Bono Committee assists with expansion of services to low-income clients in civil matters. The 
BDC recommends Jill Mallery (013359) as an advisory member to the committee with a term ending 
December 31, 2022.  
 
House of Delegates 
New lawyer and public members are needed to fill open seats on the HOD in Region 4 and Region 6.  
 
Region 4 
Elvia Aguilar, 001894 
Melissa Bobadilla, 052021 
Ann Fisher, 840459 

 
Region 6 
Jerome Rosa, public member 
Joshua Lay-Perez, 162312 
Maureen McGee, 120215 

 
Oregon Law Center and Legal Aid Services of Oregon Board 

The OSB Board of Governors has authority to make appointments to this joint governing board Hon. 
Gary Williams (843850) is recommended for a three-year appointment.   

 



OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Colin Andries, Board Development Committee Chair 
Re: Board of Governors Public Member Recommendation 

Action Recommended 

Approve the Board Development Committee’s recommendation to appoint Tasha Winkler as a 
public member on the Board of Governors with a term expiring December 31, 2023.  

Background 

On October 25, 2019 the Board Development Committee conducted 30-minute interviews of 
three candidates for the 2020 BOG public member opening. At that time, the committee felt there were 
two strong candidates, and the BDC ultimately recommended the appointment of Anne Graham as the 
public member. The BOG approved this appointment and Anne began her term on the BOG in January 
2020.  

On April 29 of this year, Anne Graham resigned from her position as a public member. Based on 
the selection process typically used for public member selection, the Board Development Committee 
was tasked with recommending a new candidate for appointment to the open position.  

During the May 22 meeting, the Board Development Committee reviewed the list of BOG public 
member applicants and evaluated its options for making a recommendation of a new member. After a 
lengthy discussion, the committee unanimously approved recommending Tasha Winkler for 
appointment as a BOG public member. Tasha is the managing director as Samara Capital in Portland. Her 
application and reference comments are provided for additional background.  

 
 

 



Oregon State Bar Public Member Volunteer Application

1 / 5

Q1 Contact information

Full Name: Tasha Winkler

Address: 3205 SW Underwood Dr

City: Portland

Zip Code: 97225

County: OR

Email Address: Tasha@samara-capital.com

Phone Number: 5038966154

Q2 Business Contact Information (if any)

Company: Samara Capital

Job Title: Co-Founder

Address: 15350 SW Sequoia Parkway #250

City: Portland

Zip Code: 97224

County: OR

Phone Number: 5038966154

Q3 Undergraduate Education:

Name of School: Portland State University

Location: Portland, OR

Dates Attended: 2002-2006

Degrees Earned: B.S Business Admin

#23#23
COMPLETECOMPLETE

Collector:Collector:   Web Link 1 Web Link 1 (Web Link)(Web Link)
Started:Started:   Monday, July 15, 2019 10:08:09 AMMonday, July 15, 2019 10:08:09 AM
Last Modified:Last Modified:   Thursday, July 25, 2019 4:15:55 PMThursday, July 25, 2019 4:15:55 PM
Time Spent:Time Spent:   Over a weekOver a week
IP Address:IP Address:   52.8.28.2052.8.28.20
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Oregon State Bar Public Member Volunteer Application

2 / 5

Q4 Postgraduate Education:

Name of School: University of Portland

Location: Portland, OR

Dates Attended: Graduated 2014

Degrees Earned: MBA Finance

Q5 Most Recent Employment:

Employer: Samara Capital

Job Title: Co-Founder

Location: Portland, OR

Start and End Date: Feb 2017 - Current

Q6 Previous Employment (if any):

Employer: Union Bank

Job Title: Senior Vice President - Financial Advising

Location: Portland, OR

Start and End Date: Aug 2012-Feb 2017

Q7 Previous Employment (if any):

Employer: Key Bank

Job Title: Financial Advisor

Location: Portland, OR

Start and End Date: April 2009 - Aug 2012

Q8 Volunteer Service:

Organization: Friends of the Children

Position Held: Board Member

Location: Portland, OR

Start and End Date: Feb 2018 - Current

Page 3

Page 4



Oregon State Bar Public Member Volunteer Application

3 / 5

Q9 Additional Volunteer Service:

Organization: Leap

Position Held: Member

Location: Portland, OR

Start and End Date: 2017-Current

Q10 Additional Volunteer Service: Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Describe why you are interested in serving as a public member of the Oregon State Bar. Include information not
already mentioned about yourself and your experiences and background that supports your interests.

I have always used the quote, “a rising tide brings up all ships”. It is the signature line of my email.  I use it to remind myself that by 
helping others and by serving, we all rise together. I use same approach with colleagues, clients, community, friends and family.  To me, 
joy comes from working together to create something we are proud of and can enjoy together. 

That’s also why I’m applying for the public volunteer position; asking myself what can I do to participate, collaborate and improve the 
Oregon State Bar to better serve the community, the attorneys, and the greater good of Oregon. 

After I learned of the opportunity and read through your website.  Your mission statement rang true of my own personal values; integrity, 
fairness and accountability (to name a few). Since I can remember those characteristics define the person I work hard to be and how I 
conduct myself.  When we come from a good place, seek to understand each other and find fair solutions, we are successful.  

In 2017 my business partner and I launched an independent investment firm.  We did this because we felt there was a right way to 
invest and we wanted to provide that to our clients who entrusted us to do the right thing for them.  Upon starting the business we were 
hit with the reality that most business owners face… running a business requires a skill set you don’t always naturally have. 

I’m unsure if anyone truly masters entrepreneurship, but the pursuit is worth it.  It has taught me, there is always a solution, no matter 
the problem in front of you.  Finding a solution may require you to change your perspective, to approach it differently, collaborate, or ask 
a different set questions.  Every issue that has come up, I’ve reached the answer via a different path. Through this I have learned that 
solving “impossible” problems requires energy and dedication to become possible. This is a skill I believe will be valuable when 
promoting respect for the rule of law and improving the quality of legal services.  

I’m not a lawyer but the concept of access to justice, inspires me.  In my other volunteer activities I work with severally underprivileged 
youth to provide support, consistency, mentorship and resources to them from kindergarten through the end of high school.  When we 
provide help to Oregon’s at-risk youth, generational poverty can be broken.  The same rings true for providing resources and access to 
justice for those who are underprivileged.  This is passion of mine and continues my efforts of helping others. 

I have the full support of my business partner, our team, and significant other to fulfill the time commitment and length of the 4 year 
term.  I am committed to attending the meetings, coming prepared and participating.  I hope my participation enriches the conversation, 
brings energy to the group and provides a different perspective.  

In closing, the Oregon State Bar has an important job to fulfill, and if I can be of service, I would be honored to participate with you.  

Thank you for your time and the opportunity.
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Oregon State Bar Public Member Volunteer Application
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Q12 Reference 1:

Full Name: David Albion, Executive President, Casey Industrial Inc

Email Address: dalbion@caseyind.com

Q13 Reference 2:

Full Name: JoDee Keegan, Keegan law

Q14 Reference 3:

Full Name: Tracy Smith

Email Address: tracysmith1@comcast.net

Q15 Have you ever been the subject of any professional
disciplinary proceeding or had any professional license or
permit revoked, suspended, or restricted?

No

Q16 Have you ever been convicted or have you pleaded
guilty to any crime?

No

Q17 Have you been involved in a lawsuit or litigation in
the last 10 years?

No

Q18 If you answered Yes to any of these questions,
please explain in the comment box below.

Respondent skipped this question

Q19 If you have a particular interest in a committee or
board, please indicate your preference. A brief
description of OSB public member opportunities is
available by clicking here .

Board of Governors

Q20 Where did you learn about the public member opportunities available at the Oregon State Bar?

Colin Andries
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Oregon State Bar Public Member Volunteer Application

5 / 5

Q21 Race/Ethnicity: Please check all that apply, including
multiple categories for two or more race/ethnicity.

White or Caucasian,

Self-Identification,

If you chose Self-Identification please specify::

First Generation American

Q22 Disability: do you have a disability (physical or
mental) that substantially limits one or more major life
activity?

No

Q23 Sexual Orientation: Heterosexual

Q24 Gender Identity: Female

Q25 Please type your full name in the box below. By doing so, you affirm the information contained in this application
is complete and accurate.

Tasha Winkler
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Tasha Winkler 
Candidate Reference Comments 

 
 

 
JoDee Keegan: 
Yes, she asked if I would provide a reference for her. 
 
 I’ve known Tasha for 18 months. She and I are members of a leadership group (LEAP).  Tasha is also my 

financial advisor. 

Tasha’s ability to function in a group or on a board is excellent. Tasha is thoughtful and a fairly new 

business owner.  She is respectful but not afraid to voice a differing opinion.  She is assisting with the 

leadership of our small discussion group on leadership development and is active in the organization. 

She would be a fresh and energetic addition to the group.  If I were the chair of a board, she would be 

someone I would recruit to serve on my board. 

Tasha is thoughtful and even keeled.  In my experience she has always acted respectfully and with 

integrity.  I have been impressed with her maturity and thoughtfulness.  I hired her to be our financial 

advisor because I was impressed with her work ethic and her integrity.  This is a position of trust and she 

is doing an excellent job of exceeding our expectations. 

Yes, I believe Tasha would serve the Bar well as a volunteer.  As noted above, she is active in our 

leadership group and I think she is looking for opportunities to become more involved in the community. 

She is smart, thoughtful, and active in our discussions.  She volunteers for additional projects and work.   

 
 
Tracy Smith: 
Yes, she asked if I would provide a reference for her. 
   
I have known Tasha for 8 years. I met her when she first worked for Union Bank as my financial advisor. I 
have got to know her on a personal level as we continue to do business with her as Managing Director of 
Samira Capital.  
   
Based on her past experience, professionalism and position at Samira Capital, Tasha would do very well. 
   
Tasha has always displayed high character and integrity in our personal and business relationships. She 
has shown an outgoing personality and an even temperament in all situations. She is a warm and caring 
person. 
 
Yes, I believe the applicant would serve the Bar well as a volunteer she is very hard working, intelligent 
and responsible in all that she does.  
   
I believe that the Bar would be well served and lucky to have Tasha Winkler as a volunteer. She is a quick 
learner, gets along with everyone and would bring a lot to the Bar as a volunteer. 



Ali Kavianian: 
Tasha did ask if I could be a reference, and of course I proudly accepted the responsibility.    
  
Tasha and I met as colleagues in 2007 while working as financial advisers. Over the last 12 years we have 
established both a professional and friendly relationship. 
  
Tasha is someone who knows how to listen and analyze facts in order to come to a conclusion or to take 
a stance. Tasha collaborates in a group setting to achieve a common goal and is a leader when it comes 
to making sure the right thing is done. She is someone who is fair and just in her approach and though 
boards and groups may not always come to a unanimous decision, Tasha is the kind of person who 
understands that is not always the goal, the goal is to serve the mission of the organization. 
  
Tasha is an outgoing and caring individual who is well balanced. She is goal driven and acts with great 
integrity in both her personal and professional relationships. 
 
Tasha’s temperament is one that is controlled and appropriate; she takes inventory of hard situations 
and overcomes them analytically rather than impulsively or emotionally. – This a trait that leaders must 
have. 
  
Tasha takes pride in helping others. Her studious personality allows her to understand situations, 
potential consequences, and make unbiased decisions based on the facts available. She has spent many 
years giving back to our community, and her role on the Bar would be one that she would serve 
superbly. 
  
Leaders who take the time to serve need to be innovative and bold in bringing new perspective on how 
to increase the level of service their organization serves. Leaders respect their mission and are dedicated 
to it. They are effective in understanding that we live in a diverse community and their leadership role 
makes them an advocate for those who may lack access. I believe Tasha innately possesses these 
qualities and has the education, expertise, and energy to serve the bar as a great volunteer. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From:  Budget and Finance Committee 
Subject: Client Security Fund (CSF) 
 
 
The current 2020 Client Security Fund fee assessment is $50, which will provide ~750K toward reserves 
in 2020.  The target assessment for 2021 is $30. 
 
As of June 19, 2020, there are forty-seven (47) claims associated with former lawyer Lori E. Deveny, 
totaling $3,112K (capped at $50K and/or amounts paid the total claim amount is $1,576K), of which 
thirty-six (36) claims have been paid totaling $1,003K.  One (1) claim has been rejected and one (1) claim 
has been withdrawn.  Based on the cap amount there is $377K across eleven (11) Deveny practice claims 
outstanding.    
 
In the February 6th BOG meeting, a decision was made to allocate $500K from the General Fund to the 
Client Security Fund reserve.  As of June 19th, the CSF reserve is $925K.  The “Pending” column captures 
all claim line items (using the $50K cap), factored at a 100% payout for the Deveny line items, and 70% 
estimated payout factor across all other claims, there is a current projected surplus against the available 
fund balance at June 19th of $368K.   If there are no further claims this year (which is unlikely), inclusive 
of the $438K remaining portion of CSF fee to be recognized over the balance of the year, there is a 
projected deficit of ($194K) against the $1M total reserve target. 
                

 
 
The cap limit is scheduled to change from $50K, to $100K effective 2022. 
 
 
Projection through the end of 2022: 

 CLAIM AMT  PENDING  AMOUNT 
PAID 

All line items 1,738,271$                                 596,363$       301,425$      

Line Items not closed 1,192,138$                                 596,363$       301,425$      
Weighted Avg $ Amount (Deveny @ 100%, and all others @ 70%) 70% 556,532$       

Reserve as of May 19, 2020 924,592$       
less expected payouts (556,532)$     

Reserve after expected payouts 368,060$       

Reserve after known pipeline of expected payouts 368,060$       
2020 Assessment remaining to be recognized ($50/member ~ $750K total) 437,500$       

Current available reserve 805,560$       

Reserve Minimum $1,000,000
Potential Net Additional Reserve Needed B/(W) (194,440)$     
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2020 2021 2022

Assessment 50.00$          30.00$          25.00$          
Number of Members 15,000          14,750          14,500          
Total year (or remainder) CSF fees collected 437,500$     442,500$     362,500$     

Reserve as of June 19, 2020: 924,592$     805,560$     961,730$     
Restated reserve, including assessment fee (remaing/full year) 1,362,092$ 1,248,060$ 1,324,230$ 
Estimated payouts remaining (556,532)$   (286,330)$   (286,330)$   
Projected reserve, end of year 805,560$     961,730$     1,037,900$ 

Reserve Minimum 1,000,000$ 1,000,000$ 1,000,000$ 
Surplus / (Deficit) (194,440)$   (38,270)$     37,900$       
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
 
Meeting Date:  June 26, 2020 
From:   Budget and Finance Committee 
Subject:  2020 Revised Forecast  
 

 
 

The Bar continues to operate in a “work from home” (WFH) with essential staff only in the 
building and has since mid-March.  Once the governor has moved the tri-county area into 
phase 2 we will be re-examining the WFH for each department.  Bar Center tenants have 
been working from home more or less since March 31st. The Bar building is closed to the 
public and will continue to keep it closed to the public through July 5th as things stand today.   
 
This exhibit is focused on a revised 2020 forecast and is based on the most recent 
information that was provided from each department.  In late May, we announced that the 
entire Bar staff would be taking 5 days of furlough, non-exempt staff taking every Friday 
through June plus July 2nd and one-week for all exempt staff before the end of August.  This 
we identified as phase one.  After reviewing the department manager’s revised revenue 
forecast it was determined that an additional expense reduction would be required.  This 
was announced as phase 2 to the staff on June 15th.  In phase 2, we will be continuing the 
Work Share 20% reduction for non-exempt staff for three additional Fridays in July. 
 
Additionally, we have nine non-exempt operations staff who will be taking an additional 20% 
time off (totaling 40%) during July and a 20% reduction in August.  The CEO and CFO will also 
take an additional week of furlough before the end of August.  In order to close the gap we 
also had to layoff two staff positions.  One in the Membership Department and one in the 
Legal Publications Department.  After taking these steps, we currently are forecasting that 
the shortfall has narrowed to $55k from $278k.  Every department manager continues to 
monitor expenses by delaying or reducing them when possible.  This is balanced against the 
backdrop of maintaining the mission critical work at the Bar. 
 
Below is a summarized forecast for the balance of 2020 versus the original budget. 
Key assumptions to note: 
 

• The current unrealized investment loss while decrease as the markets recover 
• Revenue forecasts do not erode further as the year progresses 
• Non-critical capital expenditures for 2020 can be delayed until 2021 
• Travel & Entertainment savings continue at their current level 
• Federal pandemic assistance will cover the UI costs for the Bar 
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2020 Forecast Budget Forecast
2020 2020

REVENUE
Membership Fees (all) 9,323,343$       9,403,174$             
Program Fees 3,800,423 3,372,365
Fund Dept. - Restricted (excl. cy pres) 6,505,275 6,505,275 
Investment Income (Interest) 186,240 148,000 
PLF Grant 200,000 200,000 
Fanno Creek Place 988,083 922,835 
Total Revenues 21,003,364 20,551,649 

EXPENSES
Total Salaries and Benefits 9,944,651 9,787,051 

Direct Program Expenses 9,782,914 9,481,237 
Fanno Creek Place 427,551 275,375 
Operating Expense 10,210,465 9,756,612

Depreciation               259,607                     268,789 
Depreciation Building               515,910                     515,910 
Mortgage Interest               544,583 544,583 
Non-Operating Expense 1,320,100 1,329,282 

General and Administrative Expense 467,252 406,777 
  Less: Section Assessement (158,572) (158,572)
  Less: Expense Offsets (76,436) (69,783)
  Less: Service Reimbursements (14,040) (16,780)
Net General & Admin Offsets 218,204 161,642
Contigency 25,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE 21,718,420 21,034,586 

NET OPERATING REVENUE (EXP) (715,056) (482,938)

Pension Expense 0 (40,000)
Unrealized Investment Gains/(Losses) 0 (380,000)
Realized Investment Gains/(Losses) 0 62,870 
NET REVENUES (EXPENSE) (715,056) (840,068)

Depreciation Expense (Addback) 775,516             784,699                   
Capital Expenditures (Subtract) (166,000)           (105,000)                 
Mortgage Principal (Subtract) (194,461)           (194,461)                 
LGIP "Rainy Day" Fund (Addback) 300,000             300,000                   
NET CASH POSITION (0)                        (54,830)                    
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Govenors 

Meeting Date: 
From:  
Subject: 

June 26, 2020 
Investment Committee                       
Bylaw 7.4 Amendments 

The Investment Committee reviewed the proposed investment strategy from Government Portfolio 

Advisors (GPA) for the legal services portfolio.  In the March 7th meeting, the investment committee 

fielded presentations from Government Portfolio Advisors (GPA), RVK, and Washington Trust.  The 

committee unanimously selected Government Portfolio Advisors to manage the Legal Services 

settlement portfolio. 

The value of the portfolio as of May 31st is $40,003,593.  The funds are currently on deposit in a separate 

LGIP account earning 1.75% interest.  Because the investment policy is stated in section 7.4 of the Bar’s 

by-laws doesn’t apply to this fund, a change to the current policy will require a by-law change. 

Motion 

A motion to change section 7.400 of the OSB By-laws to allow for the investment policy for the cy pres 

fund portfolio is to be invested with the objective of meeting the cash flow needs of the Legal Services 

Program for the next twenty years.  The Oregon State Bar Legal Services Portfolio has tasked GPA with 

meeting the cash flows on a real basis adjusted for the Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers 

(“CPI-U”) as calculated by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics such that after 20 years the funds in the 

portfolio will be completely expended. Since this is a By-law change which we are also requesting to 

wave the two meeting rule for adoption. 

The changes to the bylaws as approved by the Investment Committee are below and in red italics: 

“Section 7.4 Investment Policy 

Subsection 7.400 Purpose 

This investment policy is established to provide direction and limits for the Bar’s Chief Executive Officer 

and Chief Financial Officer and for any fee-for-service investment manager that have been engaged in 

investing financial assets held by the Bar. The investment objectives of the General Fund, Client Security 

Fund and Affirmative Action Fund are in order of importance: to ensure the safety of the assets, to 

ensure sufficient liquidity, and to obtain the highest possible rate of return. The investment objectives of 

the Legal Services Fund are in order of importance: to ensure the safety of the assets, to ensure sufficient 

liquidity, and to implement a twenty-year total return based spending policy.  The policy consists of 

objectives for the Bar’s short-term and long-term investments. 

The Bar’s short-term investments consist of cash and cash equivalents anticipated to be needed and 

used within the Bar’s current fiscal year, generally one year or less. The objective shall be to maximize 
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liquidity and minimize or eliminate risk while achieving a reasonable yield within the range of short-term 

expectations.  

The Bar’s General Fund, Client Security Fund and Affirmative Action Fund long-term investments include 

all reserve balances and designated funds. The objective of these investments is to provide for long-term 

growth and stability and to achieve reasonable yields while minimizing exposure to risk. These funds are 

invested to maximize the return on the investment, consistent with an appropriate level of risk and 

subject to the generation of adequate current income. These long-term investments shall be diversified 

to provide reasonable assurance that investment in a single security, a class of securities, or industry will 

not have an excessive impact on the preservation of capital or returns on investment to the Bar. 

The Bar’s Legal Services Fund long-term investments are contained in a designated fund, and do not 

contain a reserve balance. The objective of these investments is to fund legal aid services in Oregon 

pursuant to ORS 9.572. These funds are invested based on a twenty-year total return based spending 

policy, to allow for phased proceeds to legal aid programs. These long-term investments shall be 

diversified to provide reasonable assurance that investment in a single security, a class of securities, or 

industry will not have an excessive impact on the preservation of capital or returns on investment to the 

Bar. 

Subsection 7.401 Investment Management” 

 

We will also are requesting that the two-meeting rule be suspended for this by-law change. 

 

 



2020 PROPOSED HOUSE OF DELEGATES AGENDA ITEM  

Remote Court Appearances Via Video Conferencing  

For Routine Court Appearances   

Whereas, the OSB Sustainability Section favors Conservation of Resources;  

Whereas, the OSB Mission is to serve Justice by promoting respect for the rule of law, by 
improving the quality of legal services and by increasing access to justice; 

Whereas, the 2020 Orders issued by the Chief Justice encouraged movement into a “remote 
environment” as an appropriate remedial measure necessary to address the COVID-19 pandemic; 

Whereas, advances in audio and video technology have facilitated real time remote 
communication; 

Whereas, persons cited to personally appear in Oregon Courts are currently required to appear in 
person, even if ill with communicable diseases; 

Whereas, required in person Court Appearances do not allow optimal “Social Distancing” in the 
Courthouse elevators, Courthouse corridors, and Courtrooms; 

Whereas, there is a need to minimize health risks to our communities, that include Judges, Staff, 
Litigants, Case Participants, Interpreters, and Members of the Public who come into our 
Courthouses; 

Whereas, remote appearances promote sustainable environmental benefits from reduced 
consumption of fossil fuels through the avoidance of unnecessary travel via motor vehicles; 

Whereas, unnecessary travel to make in person Court appearance also involves interference with 
employment obligations of both Civil and Criminal Case participants;  

Whereas, the Oregon Judicial Branch realizes cost benefits by the implementation of the most 
efficient methods of conducting Court appearances by reducing avoidable congestion in Court 
Parking Facilities, Courthouse Facilities, and Security Checkpoints, now; 

Therefore, be it resolved the House of Delegates encourages the use of technology to effectuate 
remote Court appearances, via video conferencing, as the normal protocol for Routine Court 
appearances; with in person appearances being the protocol when matters to be considered 
require in person Court appearances. 

Presenter: 

Daniel Robert Lang, HOD, Region 3 
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THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

  Cash $5,287,706.02 $3,292,876.55

  Investments at Fair Value 58,071,338.87 62,617,667.56

  Assessment Installment Receivable 6,643,229.75 5,573,680.58

  Due from Reinsurers 260,776.03 1,968,792.20

  Other Current Assets 202,368.53 165,799.22

  Net Fixed Assets 338,441.41 396,722.96

  Claim Receivables 111,531.53 111,531.53

  PERS Deferred Outflow of Resources 1,479,492.46 1,479,492.46

  Other Long Term Assets 0.00 2,500.00

    TOTAL ASSETS $72,394,884.60 $75,609,063.06

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities $351,858.12 $156,775.74

  Due to Reinsurers $1,657,327.51 $1,132,998.47

  PERS Pension Liability 6,053,037.98 6,053,037.98

  Liability for Compensated Absences 448,783.67 423,621.72

  Liability for Indemnity 12,843,060.31 11,490,315.78

  Liability for Claim Expense 13,342,439.44 13,572,802.15

  Liability for Future ERC Claims 3,200,000.00 3,100,000.00

  Liability for Suspense Files 1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00

  Liability for Future Claims Administration (AOE) 2,400,000.00 2,400,000.00

  Excess Ceding Commision Allocated for Rest of Year 659,697.31 604,923.31

  Primary Assessment Allocated for Rest of Year 15,042,872.67 15,195,139.33

    Total Liabilities $57,499,077.01 $55,629,614.48

Change in Net Position:

  Retained Earnings (Deficit) Beginning of the Year $16,213,455.12 $16,213,455.12

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) (1,317,647.53) 3,765,993.46

   Net Position $14,895,807.59 $19,979,448.58

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND POSITION $72,394,884.60 $75,609,063.06

LIABILITIES AND FUND POSITION

4/30/2020

ASSETS

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Combined Primary and Excess Programs
Statement of Net Position
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YEAR YEAR              YEAR

TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

REVENUE

  Assessments $7,422,580.00 $7,513,000.00 $90,420.00 $7,498,696.00 $22,539,000.00

  Installment Service Charge 98,856.33 102,332.00 3,475.67 98,873.67 307,000.00

  Other Income 42,200.00 28,332.00 (13,868.00) 68,500.00 85,000.00

  Investment Return (4,251,870.62) 916,144.00 5,168,014.62 4,773,593.75 2,748,428.00

    TOTAL REVENUE $3,311,765.71 $8,559,808.00 $5,248,042.29 $12,439,663.42 $25,679,428.00

EXPENSE

  Provision For Claims:

    New Claims at Average Cost $5,523,000.00 $6,300,000.00

    Coverage Opinions 8,695.40 56,706.36

    General Expense 17,025.48 55,773.72

    Less Recoveries & Contributions 0.00 (1,987.68)

    Budget for Claims Expense                     $6,280,000.00                                  $18,840,000.00

      Total Provision For Claims $5,548,720.88 $6,280,000.00 $731,279.12 $6,410,492.40 $18,840,000.00

  Expense from Operations:

    Administrative Department $915,310.51 $1,147,239.00 $231,928.49 $806,738.92 $3,491,186.00

    Accounting Department 342,119.34 359,092.00 16,972.66 302,931.30 1,062,552.00

    Loss Prevention Department 742,668.65 797,387.00 54,718.35 640,363.19 2,387,876.00

    Claims Department 1,017,894.98 1,084,168.00 66,273.02 877,879.72 3,245,629.00

    Allocated to Excess Program (301,277.64) (301,272.00) 5.64 (289,670.64) (903,833.00)

      Total Expense from Operations $2,716,715.84 $3,086,614.00 $369,898.16 $2,338,242.49 $9,283,410.00

      Depreciation and Amortization $39,664.17 $49,668.00 $10,003.83 $44,009.22 $149,000.00

      Allocated Depreciation (7,333.32) (7,332.00) 1.32 (7,166.68) (22,000.00)

    TOTAL EXPENSE $8,297,767.57 $9,408,950.00 $1,111,182.43 $8,785,577.43 $28,250,410.00

    NET POSITION - INCOME (LOSS) ($4,986,001.86) ($906,474.00) $4,079,527.86 $3,654,085.99 ($2,742,982.00)

4 Months Ended 4/30/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
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YEAR YEAR             YEAR

CURRENT TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

MONTH ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

EXPENSE:

Salaries $616,865.60 $1,657,812.71 $1,749,760.00 $91,947.29 $1,426,017.87 $5,249,270.00

Benefits and Payroll Taxes 182,521.71 631,042.11 928,966.00 297,923.89 572,471.06 2,771,138.00

Investment Services 0.00 13,246.64 13,000.00 (246.64) 12,961.91 52,000.00

Legal Services 9,606.70 10,780.70 3,332.00 (7,448.70) 0.00 10,000.00

Financial Audit Services 19,000.00 19,000.00 12,500.00 (6,500.00) 20,000.00 25,000.00

Actuarial Services 0.00 8,712.50 0.00 (8,712.50) 12,640.00 26,000.00

Information Services 14,859.80 33,528.09 14,268.00 (19,260.09) 13,535.98 42,800.00

Other Professional Services 5,024.50 21,456.71 21,792.00 335.29 21,666.39 65,375.00

Staff Travel 257.84 1,422.23 2,332.00 909.77 1,628.63 7,000.00

Board Travel 0.00 2,872.80 17,332.00 14,459.20 4,221.73 52,000.00

NABRICO 0.00 250.00 0.00 (250.00) 250.00 12,900.00

Training 656.97 6,504.08 12,852.00 6,347.92 6,144.62 38,500.00

Rent 50,946.75 193,696.39 199,368.00 5,671.61 201,718.48 598,100.00

Printing and Supplies 12,232.11 47,281.13 25,000.00 (22,281.13) 29,782.41 75,000.00

Postage and Delivery 537.41 4,452.16 4,600.00 147.84 2,825.66 13,800.00

Equipment Rent & Maintenance 308.92 12,086.78 10,600.00 (1,486.78) 12,108.58 31,800.00

Telephone 4,064.72 14,950.91 17,168.00 2,217.09 16,901.78 51,500.00

L P Programs (less Salary & Benefits) 32,287.40 129,142.97 173,856.00 44,713.03 115,518.95 521,560.00

Defense Panel Training 0.00 158.59 0.00 (158.59) 552.90 0.00

Bar Books Grant 16,666.67 66,666.68 66,668.00 1.32 66,666.68 200,000.00

Insurance 2,760.10 14,875.40 12,532.00 (2,343.40) 14,613.09 37,600.00

Library 2,247.44 7,492.32 8,864.00 1,371.68 10,057.03 26,600.00

Subscriptions, Memberships & C/C Charg 10,163.15 120,561.58 93,096.00 (27,465.58) 65,629.38 279,300.00

Allocated to Excess Program (75,319.41) (301,277.64) (301,272.00) 5.64 (289,670.64) (903,833.00)

  TOTAL EXPENSE $905,688.38 $2,716,715.84 $3,086,614.00 $369,898.16 $2,338,242.49 $9,283,410.00

4 Months Ended 4/30/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Statement of Operating Expense
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YEAR YEAR              YEAR

TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

REVENUE

  Ceding Commission $327,020.11 $316,668.00 ($10,352.11) $301,048.87 $950,000.00

  Installment Service Charge 53,121.00 49,000.00 (4,121.00) 48,229.00 49,000.00

  Investment Return (158,478.90) 32,000.00 190,478.90 74,641.09 96,000.00

    TOTAL REVENUE $221,662.21 $397,668.00 $176,005.79 $423,918.96 $1,095,000.00

EXPENSE

  Operating Expenses (See Page 6) $312,482.12 $313,888.00 $1,405.88 $304,844.81 $941,682.00

  Allocated Depreciation $7,333.32 $7,332.00 ($1.32) $7,166.68 $22,000.00

    NET POSITION - INCOME (LOSS) ($98,153.23) $76,448.00 $174,601.23 $111,907.47 $131,318.00

4 Months Ended 4/30/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
Statement of Revenue, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
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YEAR YEAR YEAR

CURRENT TO DATE TO DATE             TO DATE ANNUAL

MONTH ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

EXPENSE:

Salaries $35,465.33 $141,861.32 $139,896.00 ($1,965.32) $135,424.32 $419,691.00

Benefits and Payroll Taxes 14,479.08 57,916.32 57,840.00 (76.32) 54,579.64 173,521.00

Investment Services 0.00 275.86 268.00 (7.86) 166.73 800.00

Office Expense 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Allocation of Primary Overhead 25,375.00 101,500.00 101,500.00 0.00 99,666.68 304,500.00

Reinsurance Placement & Travel 0.00 720.42 3,332.00 2,611.58 7,734.89 10,000.00

Training 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Printing and Mailing 0.00 828.00 532.00 (296.00) 828.00 1,600.00

Program Promotion 0.00 2,495.00 3,856.00 1,361.00 3,290.00 11,570.00

Other Professional Services 2,695.00 5,302.50 3,332.00 (1,970.50) 125.00 10,000.00

Software Development 1,070.65 1,582.70 3,332.00 1,749.30 3,029.55 10,000.00

  TOTAL EXPENSE $79,085.06 $312,482.12 $313,888.00 $1,405.88 $304,844.81 $941,682.00

Statement of Operating Expense
4 Months Ended 4/30/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
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CURRENT MONTH YEAR TO DATE CURRENT MONTH YEAR TO DATE

THIS YEAR THIS YEAR LAST YEAR LAST YEAR

Dividends and Interest:

            Short Term Bond Fund $14,092.88 $51,492.18 $20,133.69 $83,033.78

            Intermediate Term Bond Funds 41,545.82 165,763.62 39,804.77 153,539.08

            Bank Loans 9,130.80 41,231.30 12,626.40 50,156.99

            Domestic Common Stock Funds 0.00 65,148.26 0.00 76,175.98

            International Equity Fund 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Real Estate 0.00 43,318.12 0.00 40,459.19

            Hedge Fund of Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Real Return Strategy 0.00 0.00 0.00 24,088.33

              Total Dividends and Interest $64,769.50 $366,953.48 $72,564.86 $427,453.35

Gain (Loss) in Fair Value:

            Short Term Bond Fund $40,814.94 $111,745.00 $0.00 $21,466.52

            Intermediate Term Bond Funds 292,392.47 94,373.01 (14,177.56) 193,402.36

            Bank Loans 74,597.77 (370,774.58) 31,155.40 84,158.84

            Domestic Common Stock Funds 1,823,041.47 (1,867,644.60) 572,980.09 2,265,457.84

            International Equity Fund 831,856.78 (2,758,023.52) 384,244.35 1,497,583.53

            Real Estate 0.00 13,021.69 0.00 46,335.07

            Hedge Fund of Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Real Return Strategy 0.00 0.00 0.00 312,377.33

              Total Gain (Loss) in Fair Value $3,062,703.43 ($4,777,303.00) $974,202.28 $4,420,781.49

                TOTAL RETURN $3,127,472.93 ($4,410,349.52) $1,046,767.14 $4,848,234.84

Portions Allocated to Excess Program:

            Dividends and Interest $2,383.52 $12,433.35 $1,175.55 $9,362.58

            Gain (Loss) in Fair Value 112,707.49 (170,912.25) 15,782.08 65,278.51

           TOTAL ALLOCATED TO EXCESS PROGRAM $115,091.01 ($158,478.90) $16,957.63 $74,641.09

Combined Investment Schedule
4 Months Ended 4/30/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund



 

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Cash $932,458.50 $931,070.51

Due from One Inc $58,934.00 $48,729.00

Assessment Installment Receivable 888,408.75 654,399.58

Due from Reinsurers 260,776.03 1,968,792.20

Investments at Fair Value 2,110,169.47 135,901.64

  TOTAL ASSETS $4,250,746.75 $3,738,892.93

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable & Refunds Payable $7,501.89 $795.00

  Due to Primary Fund $720.42 $0.00

  Due to Reinsurers 1,657,327.51 1,132,998.47

  Ceding Commision Allocated for Remainder of Year 659,697.31 604,923.31

    Total Liabilities $2,325,247.13 $1,738,716.78

Net Position

  Net Position (Deficit) Beginning of Year $1,888,268.68 $1,888,268.68

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) (98,153.23) 111,907.47

Total Net Position $1,790,115.45 $2,000,176.15

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $4,115,362.58 $3,738,892.93

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
Balance Sheet

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

4/30/2020

ASSETS



 

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

  Cash $4,355,247.52 $2,361,806.04

  Investments at Fair Value 55,961,169.40 62,481,765.92

  Assessment Installment Receivable 5,754,821.00 4,919,281.00

  Due From Excess Fund 720.42 0.00

  Other Current Assets 142,714.11 117,070.22

  Net Fixed Assets 338,441.41 396,722.96

  Claim Receivables 111,531.53 111,531.53

  Other Long Term Assets 0.00 2,500.00

  PERS Deferred Outflow of Resources 1,479,492.46 1,479,492.46

    TOTAL ASSETS $68,144,137.85 $71,870,170.13

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities $343,635.81 $155,980.74

  PERS Pension Liability 6,053,037.98 6,053,037.98

  Liability for Compensated Absences 448,783.67 423,621.72

  Liability for Indemnity 12,843,060.31 11,490,315.78

  Liability for Claim Expense 13,342,439.44 13,572,802.15

  Liability for Future ERC Claims 3,200,000.00 3,100,000.00

  Liability for Suspense Files 1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00

  Liability for Future Claims Administration (ULAE) 2,400,000.00 2,400,000.00

  Assessment and Installment Service Charge Allocated for Remainder of Year 15,042,872.67 15,195,139.33

    Total Liabilities $55,173,829.88 $53,890,897.70

Net Position

  Net Position (Deficit) Beginning of the Year $14,325,186.44 $14,325,186.44

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) (1,219,494.30) 3,654,085.99

    Total Net Position $13,105,692.14 $17,979,272.43

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $68,279,522.02 $71,870,170.13

4/30/2020

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Balance Sheet
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

 
 
As management of the Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund (PLF), we offer readers of the PLF’s 
financial statements this narrative overview and analysis of the financial activities for the calendar year 
ended December 31, 2019. Readers are encouraged to consider this information in conjunction with the 
basic financial statements, which begin on page three. 
 
Background 
  
The Oregon State Bar is a public corporation, and an instrument of the Judicial Department of the State of 
Oregon. Provisions of Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 9.080 were modified in 1977 to authorize the 
Board of Governors (BOG) of the Oregon State Bar to establish a professional liability insurance program 
for all attorneys engaged in private practice whose principal office is in Oregon. The BOG established the 
PLF in 1978. The PLF is a separate but integral unit of the Oregon State Bar. The PLF is not subject to 
the Insurance Code of the State of Oregon and as a public body, it is also exempt from federal and state 
income taxes. 
 
All members of the Oregon State Bar, engaged in the private practice of law whose principal office is in 
Oregon, are required to purchase liability insurance from the PLF’s mandatory program (“Primary 
Program”). Approximately 49% of active Oregon lawyers fall outside of the definition of “private practice of 
law” and are exempt from coverage. The 2019 coverage limits of the Primary Program were $300,000 per 
claim / $300,000 aggregate, with an additional $50,000 expense allowance. 
 
The PLF also has an optional underwritten plan (“Excess Program”) to provide insurance coverage with 
policy limits in excess of the existing mandatory plan. 
 
Because the PLF covers all Oregon lawyers in private practice and must continue to do so in the future, it 
allocates approximately 28% of all operating cost to loss prevention. The PLF staffs 3 practice 
management attorneys. Additionally, the PLF funds 100% of the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program. 
The program has offices in downtown Portland and has four attorney counsellors on staff. The attorney 
assistance program responds to lawyers who face challenges that impact their ability to practice law.  
 
Financial Highlights 
 

• The PLF had a surplus of $2.5M for 2019 in spite of a drop in the Primary annual assessment 
from $3,500 to $3,300.  The surplus was largely as a result of an increase in the fair market 
value of the PLF’s investment portfolio along with the income generated from the funds.   

   
• 2019 claim expenses (indemnity and defense) were approximately $19.6M, which equates to 

13% more than 2018. This was due to an increased number of new claims in 2019 versus 2018; 
and a requirement to increase claims reserves due to increases in both settlements and the cost 
to defend claims.   
 

• The number of attorneys covered by the Primary Program decreased nominally in 2019 from 
7,318 in 2018 to 7,278 in 2019. The Excess Program attorney count also decreased slightly 
from 2,117 in 2018 to 2,026 in 2019. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (CONTINUED) 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

 
 
Description of Basic Financial Statements 
 
The PLF’s basic financial statements consist of a Statement of Net Position, Statement of Revenues, 
Expenses, and Changes in Net Position, Statement of Cash Flows, and notes to the financial statements. 
 
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF NET POSITION 
 

Increase Increase
12/31/2019 12/31/2018 (Decrease) 12/31/2018 12/31/2017 (Decrease)

$ 68,224,851 $ 62,557,336 $ 5,667,515    $ 62,557,336 $ 66,655,032 $ (4,097,696)   
Other Assets 2,040,673   1,077,553   963,120       1,077,553   949,599      127,954       
Capital Assets (Net) 364,287      416,116      (51,829)        416,116      534,475      (118,359)      
Deferred Outflows of -                  

Resources 1,457,710   1,479,492   (21,782)        1,479,492   1,151,573   327,919       

   Total Assets $ 72,087,521 $ 65,530,497 $ 6,557,024    $ 65,530,497 $ 69,290,679 $ (3,760,182)   

Liabilities
Estimated Liabilities for 
   Claims $ 34,100,000 $ 31,600,000 $ 2,500,000    $ 31,600,000 $ 31,900,000 $ (300,000)      
Unearned Revenues 11,188,890 10,835,019 353,871       10,835,019 11,670,673 (835,654)      
PERS Liabilities 6,968,005   5,763,505   1,204,500    5,763,505   4,896,288   867,217       
Other Liabilities 787,411      828,983      (41,572)        828,983      693,567      135,416       
Deferred Inflows of 

Resources 305,467      289,534      15,933         289,534      35,421        254,113       
   Total Liabilities 53,349,773 49,317,041 4,032,732    49,317,041 49,195,949 121,092       

Net Position $ 18,737,748 $ 16,213,456 $ 2,524,292    $ 16,213,456 $ 20,094,730 $ (3,881,274)   

Total Liabilities and 
Net Position $ 72,087,521 $ 65,530,497 $ 6,557,024    $ 65,530,497 $ 69,290,679 $ (3,760,182)   

Cash and Investments
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 OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (CONTINUED) 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

 
 
Financial Position 
 
Cash and Investments – Total cash and investments value increased approximately $5.7M during 2019. 
The fair market value of the investment portfolio increased by approximately $6.6M due to strong financial 
markets.  Cash decreased by $895K which is due to timing of assessment receipts and expense 
payments along with less cash received from the decreased Primary annual assessment.  
 
Investments are stated at fair market value. PLF investments are made in accordance with policy 
guidelines adopted by the Board of Directors. The guidelines require allocation of investment funds to 
different asset classes in order to balance risk and return by emphasizing diversification among 
uncorrelated categories. Non-operating assets are allocated to domestic and foreign equities, 
intermediate-term bonds, real estate, absolute return, and real return categories.  The allocation 
guidelines are reviewed annually by the Finance Committee of the Board of Directors. 
 
Other Assets – Other assets include receivables acquired during the course of claim handling and 
amounts due from reinsurers. There was an increase in other assets of $962K during 2019 largely due to 
an increase of $921K owing from reinsurers. This increase reflects a large payout on an Excess claim 
that had not been reimbursed by the reinsurers by December 31, 2019. 
 
Capital Assets (Net) – Capital assets represent fixed assets owned by the PLF less accumulated 
depreciation. These assets are a small portion of PLF total assets. During 2019, depreciation was greater 
than new asset purchases and capital assets decreased by $52K. This followed a similar decline in 2018 
of $118K. 
 
Estimated Liabilities for Claims – Each time a claim is reported to the PLF, estimates of the costs to 
resolve and defend the claims are established by the assigned PLF claims attorney. Claims often remain 
unresolved for several years. Consistent with standard insurance practices, the PLF claims attorneys 
continually reevaluate and change estimates as more information becomes available. Outside actuaries 
compare the historical estimates to ultimate claim costs every six months. They use this analysis to 
estimate total claim liabilities. This actuarial estimate is used by the Board of Directors to help determine 
the amount of claim liabilities stated in the financial statements. 
 
Management believes that the estimated liabilities for claims are reasonable and adequate to cover the 
ultimate net cost of losses on claims reported. However, the liabilities are necessarily based upon 
estimates, and therefore the ultimate net claim cost may vary up or down from such estimates. The total 
estimate for the cost of settling Primary claims increased in 2019 from $31M to $34M. 
 
In addition to specific claim liabilities, the PLF also includes estimated liabilities for the cost of future 
administration of pending claims. The AOE Liability (Adjusting and Other Expenses) represents the 
potential administrative costs incurred by the PLF should the PLF cease operations but still have open 
claims to defend. The current AOE liability is $2.4M. Extended reporting coverage (ERC) or “tail 
coverage” recognizes the liability the PLF holds to ensure an attorney has claims coverage upon ceasing 
practice for all potential claims incurred while still practicing. ERC coverage is equivalent to the remaining 
limit in the final year of practice. The current ERC liability is $3.2M. Suspense liability represents potential 
future costs of claims that have as of yet, no monetary demands made against them. The current 
suspense liability is $1.5M. 
 
None of the estimated liabilities are discounted for the time value of money. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (CONTINUED) 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

 
 
Financial Position (Continued) 
 
Deferred Revenue – Deferred revenue represents prepayment of future PLF assessments for both the 
Primary and Excess Programs. Although annual PLF assessments are due in early January, many 
lawyers and firms pay them during the preceding December. 
 
There was a 4% increase in deferred revenue from 2018 to 2019. This indicates attorneys paid more 
assessments prior to December 31 in 2019 than they did in 2018.  
 
Other Liabilities – Other liabilities include liabilities for accounts payable and accrued payroll obligations. 
Other liabilities decreased by approximately 5% from 2018 to 2019. This is largely due to the timing of 
payment of accounts payable invoices and payroll owing.   
 
Net Position – In the financial statements that follow, the term “net position” represents the difference 
between assets and liabilities. Strong investments account for most of the $2.5M surplus the PLF 
realized  in 2019.  The overall net position for the PLF is $18.7M at the end of 2019.  This compares to 
$16.2M in 2018. 
 
In 2019, the Board of Directors continued to approve a Net Position goal of $15.5M. 
 
Operations 

CONDENSED INCOME STATEMENT 
 

12 Months 12 Months 12 Months 12 Months
Ending Ending Increase Ending Ending Increase

12/31/2019 12/31/2018 (Decrease) 12/31/2018 12/31/2017 (Decrease)
Revenues
Net Assessments $   22,516,994 $  24,093,241 $    (1,576,247) $  24,093,241 $  24,168,892 $         (75,651)
Investment Income (Loss)     8,762,256   (2,266,535)   11,028,791   (2,266,535)    6,736,757    (9,003,292)
Other Income     1,371,311    1,427,731         (56,420)    1,427,731    1,373,095           54,636 
   Total Revenues   32,650,561  23,254,437     9,396,124  23,254,437  32,278,744    (9,024,307)

Expenses
Indemnity & Claim Expense
   Incurred   19,573,387  17,274,133     2,299,254  17,274,133  13,438,330      3,835,803 
Administrative Expenses     9,259,073    9,023,624        235,449    9,023,624    8,870,277         153,347 
Non-Operating (Inc) Exp     1,293,809       837,954        455,855       837,954       741,373           96,581 
   Total Expenses   30,126,269  27,135,711     2,990,558  27,135,711  23,049,980      4,085,731 
Net Income (Loss)     2,524,292   (3,881,274)     6,405,566   (3,881,274)    9,228,764  (13,110,038)

Net Position - beginning   16,213,456  20,094,730    (3,881,274)  20,094,730  10,865,966      9,228,764 

Net Position $   18,737,748 $  16,213,456 $     2,524,292 $  16,213,456 $  20,094,730 $    (3,881,274)
 

Total revenues for 2019 were $9.4M more than in 2018. This is largely due to a strong performance by 
the PLF investment portfolio. In 2019 investment income (loss) was $8.8M which was up from a loss of 
($2.3M) in 2018.  
 
Total expenses increased in 2019 largely due to an increase in claims and actuarial changes related to 
the pension liability.  Reserves for claims had to be increased in 2019 by $1.2M.  In 2018 there was 
$984K in reserves that were released to net position, representing a decrease in claims liabilities.    
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (CONTINUED) 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

 
 

Operations (con’t) 
 
The PLF develops an annual operating budget for planning and control purposes. The budget is approved 
by both the Professional Liability Fund Board of Directors and Oregon State Bar Board of Governors. 
 
Net Assessment Revenue – Net assessment revenue decreased by $1.6M during 2019. This was largely 
due to a decrease in the annual assessment from $3,500 to $3,300.  The number of attorneys with 
coverage reduced marginally.   
 
Investment Income – The PLF portfolio experienced a very strong year.  The annual rate of return 
increased from (2.35%) in 2018 to 15.86% in 2019.  That equates to a loss of ($2.3)M in 2018 to a gain of 
$8.8M in 2019. 
 
Other Income – Other income consists primarily of ceding commission from the Excess Program.  Ceding 
commission decreased in 2019 by $50K or 5% over 2018.    
 

 
 
Claim Results – Primary Program claim costs (indemnity and defense) are the largest expense item for 
the PLF. There is no similar expense for the Excess Program because the liability for excess claims is 
passed to external insurance companies through reinsurance. 
 
The total provision for claims (total claim costs) for 2019 was $19.6M.  This represents a $2.3M or 
13.3% increase from 2018.  This continues a trend of increased claims costs in the Primary program.  In 
2018 the cost of claims experienced a 29% increase over 2017.   Both the severity (cost of claims) and 
frequency (number of claims) trended upwards in both 2019 and 2018. There were 891 primary claims 
opened in 2019; 869 opened in 2018 and 829 claims opened in 2017.   
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (CONTINUED) 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

 
 
Operations (con’t) 
 

 
 
Administrative Expenses – Administration expenses for 2019 increased $287K (3.2%) from 2018 
amounts. This amount generally represents inflation related increases to administrative expenses. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (CONTINUED) 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

 
 

Operations (con’t) 
 

 
 

Operations (Continued) 
 
Capital Asset and Debt Administration 
 
Net capital assets for the PLF at December 31, 2019 are $364K which represents a decrease of $52K 
from 2018. The trend of depreciation outstripping expenditures on new capital assets has continued from 
2013. 
 
The only long-term liabilities for the PLF are lease obligations and estimated liabilities for claims. The PLF 
has no plans to issue debt. 
 
Currently Known Facts and Conditions That May Have a Significant Effect on Financial Position 
 
None. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT 
 
 
 

To the Board of Directors of 
Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund 
Tigard, Oregon 
 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the business-type activities of the Oregon 
State Bar Professional Liability Fund, a separate enterprise fund established by the Oregon State Bar, an 
instrumentality of the Judicial Department of the State of Oregon (Professional Liability Fund), as of and 
for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018, and the related notes to the financial statements, 
which collectively comprise the Professional Liability Fund’s basic financial statements as listed in the 
Table of Contents.  
 
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes 
the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair 
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 
error. 
 
Auditors’ Responsibility 
 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We 
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, 
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and 
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from 
material misstatement. 
 
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in 
the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or 
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are 
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of 
the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating 
the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial 
statements. 
 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our audit opinion. 
 
Opinion 
 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the 
respective financial position of the business-type activities of the Professional Liability Fund as of 
December 31, 2019 and 2018, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows thereof for 
the years then ended, in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of 
America. 
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To the Board of Directors of 
Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund 
 
 
Emphasis of Matter 
 
As discussed in Note A, the financial statements present only the transactions and balances attributable 
to the activities of the Professional Liability Fund and are not intended to present fairly the financial 
position of the Oregon State Bar, and the results of its operations and cash flows for the years then ended 
in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Our opinion 
is not modified with respect to this matter. 
 
Other Matters 
 
Required Supplementary Information 
 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s 
discussion and analysis and the pension information schedules as listed in the table of contents be 
presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic 
financial statements, is required by the Government Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be 
an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate 
operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the required 
supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States 
of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information 
and comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic 
financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. 
We do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the required supplementary information 
because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or 
provide any assurance. 
 
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards 
 
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated ______, 2020, 
on our consideration of the Professional Liability Fund’s internal control over financial reporting and on 
our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, and bylaws. The purpose of that 
report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance 
and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting 
or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government 
Auditing Standards in considering the Professional Liability Fund’s internal control over financial reporting 
and compliance. 
 
 
 
Portland, Oregon 
_________________, 2020 
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2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

Current Assets
Cash and Equivalents $ 6,786,846     $ 7,609,382     $ 2,106,317    $ 2,178,521    $ 8,893,163     $ 9,787,903     
Investments at Fair Market Value 58,753,609   51,441,460   578,079       1,327,973    59,331,688   52,769,433   
Miscellaneous Receivables 657,425        580,138        96,914        131,948       754,339        712,086        
Due from Reinsurer                  - -                   1,108,659    188,052       1,108,659     188,052        
Deposits and Prepayments 63,503          62,902          700             -                  64,203          62,902          
Total Current Assets 66,261,383   59,693,882   3,890,669    3,826,494    70,152,052   63,520,376   

Noncurrent Assets
Claims Receivable 113,472        114,513        -                  -                  113,472        114,513        
Capital Assets, Net 364,287        416,116         -                  -                  364,287        416,116        
Total Noncurrent Assets 477,759        530,629        -                  -                  477,759        530,629        

Deferred Outflows of Resources
Deferred Amounts Related to Pensions 1,457,710     1,479,492     -                  -                  1,457,710     1,479,492     

Total Assets $ 68,196,852   $ 61,704,003   $ 3,890,669    $ 3,826,494    $ 72,087,521   $ 65,530,497   

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable $ 92,658          $ 173,557        $ 33,005        $ 53,001        $ 125,663        $ 226,558        
Accrued Payroll Costs 661,748        602,425                        - -                  661,748        602,425        
Estimated Liabilities for Claims: -                   
   Indemnity Settlements 8,607,381     7,338,078                     - -                  8,607,381     7,338,078     
   Loss Adjustment Expenses 7,456,726     6,781,340                     - -                  7,456,726     6,781,340     
Unearned Revenues 9,354,880     8,949,796     1,834,010    1,885,223    11,188,890   10,835,019   
Total Current Liabilities 26,173,393   23,845,196   1,867,015    1,938,224    28,040,408   25,783,420   

Noncurrent Liabilities
Estimated Liabilities for Claims:
   Indemnity Settlements 9,058,644     8,279,947     -                  -                  9,058,644     8,279,947     
   Loss Adjustment Expenses 8,977,249     9,200,635     -                  -                  8,977,249     9,200,635     
Pre-SLGRP Pooled Liability 560,576        612,170        -                  -                  560,576        612,170        
Net Pension Liability 6,407,429     5,151,335     -                  -                  6,407,429     5,151,335     
Total Noncurrent Liabilities 25,003,898   23,244,087   -                  -                  25,003,898   23,244,087   

Total Liabilities 51,177,291   47,089,283   1,867,015    1,938,224    53,044,306   49,027,507   

Deferred Inflows of Resources
Deferred Amounts Related to Pensions 305,467        289,534        -                  -                  305,467        289,534        

Net Position
Invested in Capital Assets 364,287        416,116        -                  -                  364,287        416,116        
Unrestricted 16,349,807   13,909,070   2,023,654    1,888,270    18,373,461   15,797,340   
Total Net Position 16,714,094   14,325,186   2,023,654    1,888,270    18,737,748   16,213,456   

Total Liabilities and Net Position $ 68,196,852   $ 61,704,003   $ 3,890,669    $ 3,826,494    $ 72,087,521   $ 65,530,497   

OREGON STATE BAR
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND

Statements of Net Position
Proprietary Funds
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018
 
Annual Assessments $ 22,516,994   $ 24,093,241   $ 5,332,171    $ 5,767,172    $ 27,849,165    $ 29,860,413  
Assessments Paid to Reinsurers -                   -                   (5,332,171)  (5,767,172)  (5,332,171)    (5,767,172)   

Net Assessments 22,516,994   24,093,241   -                  -                  22,516,994    24,093,241  
Investment Income (Loss) 8,605,572     (2,174,949)   156,684       (91,586)       8,762,256      (2,266,535)   
Ceding Commission                  - -                   916,015       965,899       916,015        965,899       
Other Income (Loss) 456,842        413,495       (1,546)         48,337        455,296        461,832       

Total Revenues 31,579,408   22,331,787   1,071,153    922,650       32,650,561    23,254,437  

      
Liability Claims:

Provision for Indemnity 10,446,877   8,697,561     -                  -                  10,446,877    8,697,561    
Provision for Claim Expenses 9,126,510     8,576,572    -                  -                  9,126,510      8,576,572    

Total Claims Expenses 19,573,387   17,274,133    -                  -                  19,573,387    17,274,133  

Administrative Expense:
Salaries and Benefits 6,440,757     5,961,373    570,012       655,209       7,010,769      6,616,582    
Services and Supplies 1,759,476     1,888,679    365,757       365,855       2,125,233      2,254,534    
Depreciation 123,071        152,508       -                  -                  123,071        152,508       

Total Administrative Expenses 8,323,304     8,002,560    935,769        1,021,064    9,259,073      9,023,624    

Total Expenses 27,896,691   25,276,693   935,769       1,021,064    28,832,460    26,297,757  

Operating Income (loss) 3,682,717     (2,944,906)   135,384       (98,414)       3,818,101      (3,043,320)   

Non-Operating Income (Expenses)

Pension expense (1,293,809)   (837,954)      -                  -                  (1,293,809)    (837,954)      

Change in Net Position 2,388,908     (3,782,860)   135,384       (98,414)       2,524,292      (3,881,274)   

Total Net Position - beginning 14,325,186   18,108,046   1,888,270    1,986,684    16,213,456    20,094,730  

Total Net Position - ending $ 16,714,094   $ 14,325,186   $ 2,023,654    $ 1,888,270    $ 18,737,748    $ 16,213,456  

Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018
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Primary  Program Excess Program
Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018

  
Cash Flows from Operating Activities:

Cash Received for Assessments $ 22,922,078  $ 22,518,789   $ 5,280,957   $ 6,519,402  $ 28,203,035  $ 29,038,191  
Premiums Paid to Reinsurers                 - -                  (5,332,171) (5,767,172) (5,332,171)   (5,767,172)   
Dividends and Interest Received in Cash 1,653,731   1,464,580    27,263       43,718       1,680,994    1,508,298    
Other Operating Revenues Received 379,553                         508,481       914,469     1,007,520  1,294,022    1,516,001    
Cash Payments for Liability Claims:

Indemnity Settlements (8,397,836) (9,751,209)                   - -                (8,397,836)   (9,751,209)   
Loss Adjustment Expenses (8,674,510) (7,872,572)                   - -                (8,674,510)   (7,872,572)   
Refundable Reinsurance Claims                 - -                  (886,274)    (169,178)    (886,274)     (169,178)     

Cash Paid Employees for Salaries and Benefits (6,433,028) (5,916,484)   (570,012)    (655,209)    (7,003,040)   (6,571,693)   
Cash Paid Vendors for Goods and Services (1,840,976) (1,844,578)   (385,752)    (323,929)    (2,226,728)   (2,168,507)   

Net Cash Provided (Used) by Operations (390,988)    (892,993)     (951,520)    655,152     (1,342,508)   (237,841)     
 

Cash Flows from Investing Activities:
Purchase of Investments (3,544,823) (2,954,931)   (7,891,717) (7,303,103) (11,436,540) (10,258,034) 
Proceeds from Investment Sales 3,184,514   3,965,635    8,771,033  7,277,650  11,955,547  11,243,285  

Net Cash Provided (Used) in Investing Activities (360,309)    1,010,704    879,316     (25,453)     519,007       985,251       

Cash Flows from Capital Financing:
Payments for Pension Financing (71,239)      (44,543)       -                -                (71,239)       (44,543)       
Purchase of Equipment, Net -                 (34,149)        -                -                -                  (34,149)       

Net Cash Provided (Used) in Capital Financing (71,239)      (78,692)       -                -                (71,239)       (78,692)       

Net Increase (Decrease) in 
Cash and Cash Equivalents (822,536)    39,019         (72,204)     629,699     (894,740)     668,718       

Cash and Equivalents - Beginning of Year 7,609,382   7,570,363    2,178,521  1,548,822  9,787,903    9,119,185    

Cash and Equivalents - End of Year $ 6,786,846   $ 7,609,382    $ 2,106,317  $ 2,178,521  $ 8,893,163    $ 9,787,903    

Reconciliation of Net Income to Net Cash
Provided (Used) by Operating Activities:
Operating Income (Loss) $ 3,682,717    $ (2,944,906)    $ 135,384      $ (98,414)     $ 3,818,101    $ (3,043,320)   
(Gain) Loss on Disposal of Assets (2)               (382)            -                -                (2)                (382)            
Depreciation Expense 123,071      152,508       -                -                123,071       152,508       
(Increase) Decrease in Fair Value of Investments (6,951,841) 3,639,529    (129,422)    135,302     (7,081,263)   3,774,831    
Change in Receivables and Payables, Net (150,017)    134,710       (906,268)    (127,250)    (1,056,285)   7,460           
Increase (Decrease) in Estimated Claims Liabilities 2,500,000   (300,000)     -                -                2,500,000    (300,000)     
Increase (Decrease) in Deferred Revenue 405,084      (1,574,452)   (51,214)     745,514     353,870       (828,938)     

Net Cash Provided (Used) in Operations $ (390,988)    $ (892,993)     $ (951,520)    $ 655,152     $ (1,342,508)   $ (237,841)     

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND
OREGON STATE BAR

Proprietary Funds
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

PROPRIETARY FUNDS 
 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE A – DESCRIPTION OF ORGANIZATION 
 
The Oregon State Bar is comprised of the Oregon State Bar Fund and the Professional Liability 
Fund (PLF). The financial statements and accompanying notes presented herein are for the PLF 
only. The accounts of the Oregon State Bar Fund are not included in this presentation. 
 
The PLF was created in 1977 under the provisions of the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) 9.080. 
This legislation authorized the Board of Governors of the Oregon State Bar to establish a 
professional liability (legal malpractice) insurance program for all attorneys engaged in private 
practice whose principal office is in Oregon. Coverage is mandatory for all attorneys subject to 
the law. In 2019, 7,278 attorneys were required to have coverage for at least a portion of the 
year. Any such attorney who fails to pay the annual assessment fee (premium) is suspended from 
membership in the Bar and is therefore ineligible to practice law in Oregon. 
 
The PLF is a separate but integral unit of the Oregon State Bar. It is administered by a nine-
member Board of Directors appointed by the Board of Governors. The Board of Directors 
appoints a Chief Executive Officer to supervise and administer the PLF. The PLF is not subject to 
the Insurance Code of the State of Oregon. As a public body, it is also exempt from federal and 
state income taxes. 
 
The basic financial statements and notes presented herein include the proprietary fund activity of 
the PLF, namely the insurance programs. 
 
 

NOTE B – SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
 
Basis of Presentation 
 
These statements have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP) as prescribed by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB), the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (AICPA). In accordance with GASB Statement No. 20, the PLF does not apply FASB 
pronouncements issued after November 30, 1989, unless GASB amends its pronouncements to 
specifically adopt FASB pronouncements after that date. PLF is accounted for as Proprietary 
Funds. Enterprise Funds are used to account for operations that are financed and operated in a 
manner similar to private business enterprises where the intent of the governing body is that 
costs of providing goods and services be financed or recovered primarily through user charges. 
 
In 1990, the PLF established an optional underwritten plan to provide insurance coverage with 
policy limits in excess of the existing mandatory plan. The plan was effective on January 1, 1991. 
The excess program offers coverage to legal firms, including sole practitioners, as opposed to 
individual members of a legal entity. Underwriting decisions are based upon the firm as a whole. 
 
For financial reporting purposes, operating activities of the PLF are segregated between the 
mandatory plan (“Primary Program”) and the optional excess coverage plan (“Excess Program”). 
Investments, investment income (Note C) and administrative expenses have been allocated to 
the Excess Program. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
 PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

PROPRIETARY FUNDS 
 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE B – SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED) 
 
Basis of Accounting 
 
The accounting and financial reporting treatment applied to a fund is determined by its 
measurement focus. All Proprietary Fund Types are accounted for on a flow of economic 
resources focus. With this measurement focus, all assets and liabilities associated with the 
operation of these Fund Types are included on the Statement of Net Assets. Proprietary Fund 
Type operating statements present increases (e.g., revenues) and decreases (e.g., expenses) in 
net assets. Proprietary Fund Types utilize the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are 
recorded when earned and expenses are recorded at the time liabilities are incurred. 
 
Proprietary Fund Types distinguish operating revenues and expenses from non-operating items. 
Operating revenues for the PLF are primarily insurance assessments. Operating expenses are all 
expenses that finance claims and the administration of the programs in the Fund. 
 
Assessment Revenue  
 

Primary Program 
 

The annual assessment (insurance “premium”) is established by the Oregon State Bar 
Board of Governors upon recommendation of the PLF Board of Directors. In addition to 
the basic assessment, a supplemental assessment may be imposed on all attorneys if 
the financial solvency of the PLF is threatened. This option has never been exercised. 
Assessments collected before the beginning of the coverage year are reflected as 
deferred revenues in the PLF Statement of Net Assets. 
 
Excess Program 
 
The base rate for Excess coverage is established by the Oregon State Bar Professional 
Liability Fund in conjunction with input from Excess Reinsurers. It is based primarily on 
the Excess program claims experience. Individual firm premiums are then calculated 
using an underwriting process of applying debits or credits based on their prior claims, 
practice areas, firm size and administrative safeguards and other factors.  
 
Like the Primary Program, the period of coverage for the Excess Program is the calendar 
year. Firms may elect coverage after the start of the year; however, the period of 
coverage always ends with the end of the calendar year. Excess coverage may be 
canceled during the coverage period. Premiums collected before the beginning of the 
coverage year are reflected as deferred revenues in the PLF Statement of Net Assets. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

PROPRIETARY FUNDS 
 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE B – SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED) 
 
Claim Settlement and Defense Costs 
 

Primary Program 
 

Estimated liabilities (often called “reserves”) to settle and defend a claim are established 
when a claim is reported to the PLF. These estimates are determined by PLF claims 
attorneys based upon historic experience and current trends. Estimates are continually 
reevaluated and changed as more information becomes available. Changes in estimates 
resulting from the continuous review process and differences between estimated and 
actual payments are reflected in financial operations of the period in which the estimates 
are changed. 
 
The PLF also uses a firm of independent consulting actuaries to review its claims 
experience and liability estimates every six months. The estimated liabilities for indemnity 
and expense reported in these financial statements are based on this actuarial analysis. 
 
In addition to the actuarial methodology used above, PLF cost estimates to defend and 
settle claims in the future include factors for Adjusting and Other Expense (AOE), 
Extended Reporting Coverage (ERC), and suspense files. AOE represents the PLF’s 
estimated future administrative costs for processing open and unresolved claims. ERC 
represents the estimated cost of future claims that may be filed against lawyers who have 
obtained such coverage upon leaving private practice. Suspense files represent the 
estimated cost of potential claims for which the PLF has been notified during a coverage 
year but formal claims have not yet been filed. 
 
Management believes that its aggregate reserve for losses and loss adjustment 
expenses is reasonable and adequate to cover the ultimate net cost of losses on claims 
reported, but such provision is necessarily based on estimates, and the ultimate net cost 
may vary from such estimates. As adjustments to these estimates become necessary, 
the adjustments are reflected in current operations. 
 
For financial statement purposes, amounts recoverable from other parties (such as 
subrogation receivables) relating to paid claims are reflected as assets, net of appropriate 
valuation allowances, in the Statement of Net Assets and as deductions from the 
provisions for claim settlement and defense costs in the PLF Statement of Revenues, 
Expenses, and Changes in Fund Net Assets. 

 
Excess Program 
 
As described in the following Reinsurance disclosure, 100% of the liability for any claim 
filed under the excess plan has been passed to other insurance companies through 
reinsurance. The possibility of the PLF incurring direct costs under the excess plan is 
considered remote. Therefore, no provision or liability for such claims has been 
established. If future operations of the plan indicate that the PLF will incur direct costs, 
appropriate estimated liabilities for such losses will be established based on plan 
experience. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

PROPRIETARY FUNDS 
 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE B – SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED) 
 

Reinsurance 
 

Primary Program 
 
Through 1985, the PLF carried “excess of loss” reinsurance with a private reinsurer. 
Reinsurance coverage has not been purchased for the Primary Program since 1985. 
 
Excess Program 
 
All losses under the excess plan are covered 100% by reinsurance. Although the PLF is 
ultimately responsible for the payment of successful claims filed under the excess plan, 
such payments are considered highly unlikely. It is the PLF’s policy to diversify risk by 
choosing several reinsurance companies. In addition, the PLF selects reinsurance 
companies with an emphasis on financial solvency. The PLF will secure letters of credit 
and other means of financial protection when appropriate. 
 

Basis of Coverage 
 

PLF coverage is on a “claims made” basis. Under a “claims made” form of coverage, the 
attorney is covered for any claim made during a plan period in which he or she has 
professional liability coverage. Prior to 1992, attorneys who left private practice could 
obtain “extended reporting coverage” for an additional one-time assessment. Payment of 
this assessment resulted in continuing coverage for covered acts committed prior to the 
end of the plan period. After December 31, 1991, no charge has been made for extended 
reporting coverage for the limits of coverage offered by the Primary Program. 

 
Firms that request to have extended reporting coverage from the Excess Program pay an 
additional assessment. 
 
Under the 2019 Coverage Plan, primary coverage is limited to a maximum of $300,000 for both 
indemnity and defense costs. In addition to the $300,000 aggregate limit, there is a separate 
$50,000 claims expense allowance to be used solely for defense costs. Optional coverage under 
the excess plan increases basic coverage by $350,000, $700,000, $1,700,000, $2,700,000, 
$3,700,000, $4,700,000 or $9,700,000 as elected by the covered firm. Therefore, firms with 
excess coverage have the option to increase their total limits to $700,000, $1 million, $2 million, 
$3 million, $4 million, $5 million or $10 million. 
 
Budgets 
 
The PLF operates under annual budgets, which are adopted and approved by the Board of 
Directors and the Oregon State Bar Board of Governors. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

PROPRIETARY FUNDS 
 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE B – SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED) 
 
Capital Assets and Depreciation 
 
Capital assets (office and data processing equipment, furniture, and leasehold improvements) are 
recorded at cost and charged to expense over their useful lives by use of the straight-line method 
of depreciation. Computer hardware, software, copiers, and telephone systems are depreciated 
over a three-year period. Furniture is depreciated over a five to ten-year period. Leasehold 
improvements are depreciated over the term of the lease. 
 
Cash and Cash Equivalents 
 
For financial statement purposes, the PLF considers cash and cash equivalents to include cash 
on hand and  cash in checking accounts.   
 
Investments 
 
PLF investments are made in accordance with policy guidelines adopted by the Board of 
Directors. The guidelines emphasize safety, liquidity, and diversification. To better achieve the 
benefits of professional management, in late 1993 the PLF placed its investments portfolio in 
shares of widely diversified mutual or commingled fund companies. Investments are stated and 
carried at fair value. The estimated fair value of certain alternative investments for which prices 
are not readily available, are generally determined by the investment advisors of the respective 
private investment funds and may not reflect amounts that could be realized upon immediate 
sale, nor amounts that ultimately may be realized. Accordingly, the estimated fair values may 
differ significantly from the values that would have been used had a ready market existed for 
these investments. 
 
Estimates 
 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting 
principles requires that management make estimates and assumptions which affect the reporting 
amounts of assets and liabilities, disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the 
financial statements, and the reported amounts of revenues and expenditures during the 
reporting period. Actual results could differ from estimates. 
 
Deferred Outflows/Inflows of Resources 
 
In addition to assets, the statement of financial position will sometimes report a separate section 
for deferred outflows of resources. This separate financial statement element, deferred outflows 
of resources, represents a consumption of net position that apply to a future period and so will not 
be recognized as an outflow of resources (expense/expenditure) until then. 
 
In addition to liabilities, the statement of financial position will sometimes report a separate 
section for deferred inflows of resources. This separate financial statement element, deferred 
inflows of resources, represents an acquisition of net position that apply to a future period and so 
will not be recognized as an inflow of resources (revenue) until then.  
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OREGON STATE BAR 
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND 

PROPRIETARY FUNDS 
 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE B – SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED) 
 
Pension Retirement Plan 
 
For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred outflows of resources and deferred 
inflows of resources related to pensions, and pension expense, information about the fiduciary 
net position of the Oregon Public Employees Retirement System (OPERS) and additions 
to/deductions from OPERS’s fiduciary net position have been determined on the same basis as 
they are reported by OPERS. For this purpose, benefit payments (including refunds of employee 
contributions) are recognized when due and payable in accordance with the benefit terms. 
Investments are reported at fair value. 
 
Reclassifications 
 
Certain prior year balances in the accompanying financial statements have been reclassified to 
conform to the current year presentation.  
 
 

NOTE C – CASH AND INVESTMENTS 
 
Cash Deposits 
 
At December 31, 2019 and 2018, the carrying amounts of the PLF’s deposits in the Primary 
Program were $6,786,846 and $7,609,382, respectively. Bank balances were $7,206,421 and 
$8,209,596 respectively. In the Excess Program at December 31, 2018 and 2017, the carrying 
amounts of deposits were $2,106,317 and $2,178,521  respectively. Bank balances were 
$2,106,317 and $2,179,258 respectively.  
 
The differences between carrying amounts and bank balances consisted primarily of deposits in 
transit and outstanding checks. All of the PLF’s operating cash is held in non-interest bearing 
bank accounts. Under the FDIC, the PLF checking accounts are insured by federal depository 
insurance up to $250,000 for 2019. As of December 31, 2019, $9,274,730  of PLF’s bank balance 
of $9,524,730 was exposed to credit risk because it was uninsured..  
 
Investments 
 
The PLF has recorded its investments at fair value according to the fair value hierarchy 
established by generally accepted accounting principles. Fair values are primarily determined 
by the Market Approach from information provided by third-party investment fund managers. 
Certain invetsment funds for which there is no readily determinable market value are valued at 
their respective net asset values as provided by the third-party invetsment fund managers. 
Assets are categorized by asset type, which is a key component of determining hierarchy 
levels. Asset types allowable per the PLF's investment policy generally fall within all three 
hierarchy levels. 
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NOTE C – CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 
Interest Rate Risk 
 
Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of an 
investment. PLF policies specify asset allocation percentages for various investment categories. 
The amounts invested in fixed income investments, which are subject to interest rate risk, are 
limited by these policies. PLF forecasts cash needs for the calendar year. This amount is invested 
in short-term fixed income funds to limit the interest rate risk. 
 
Credit Risk 
 
Credit risk is the risk that the issuer of an investment fails to fulfill its obligations. Average quality 
rates are not available for fixed income investments. Credit ratings do not apply to other PLF 
categories of investment. PLF policies specify diversification as to the type of investment, issuer, 
and industry sector. Investment is not made in individual securities; only commingled funds or 
mutual funds are used. The PLF investments are a small portion of funds that have investments 
in many different entities. 
 
Concentration of Credit Risk 
 
Concentration of credit risk refers to potential losses if total investments are concentrated with 
one or few issuers. The PLF policies specify the sole use of funds where there is a pooling of 
securities owned by multiple clients for diversification, lower expense, and improved liquidity. 
 
Custodial Credit Risk – Investments 
 
Custodial credit risk refers to PLF investments that are held by others and not registered in the 
PLF’s name. Custodial credit risk does not apply to PLF investments since PLF places its 
investment portfolio in shares of diversified mutual or commingled fund companies and real 
estate. 
 
Fair Value Measurements of Investments 
 
Various inputs are used in determining the fair value of investments. These inputs to 
valuation techniques are categorized into a fair value hierarchy consisting of three broad levels 
for financial statement purposes as follows: 
 

Level 1 – Quoted prices in active markets for identical assets. Assets in this level 
typically include publicly traded equities and mutual fund investments. 
 
Level 2 – Quoted prices for similar assets in active or inactive markets, or inputs derived 
from observable market data such as published interest rates and yield curves, over-the-
counter derivatives, market modeling, or other valuation methodologies. Assets in this 
level include debt securities and fixed income mutual fund investments. 
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NOTE C – CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

Fair Value Measurements of Investments (Continued) 
 
Level 3 – Unobservable inputs that reflect valuations based on discounted cash flow or 
market comparable company techniques. Assets in this level include absolute return 
investment fund investments. 

 
The hierarchy gives the highest priority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for 
identical assets or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and the lowest priority to 
unobservable inputs (Level 3 measurements). Accordingly, the degree of judgment exercised in 
determining fair value is greatest for instruments categorized in Level 3. The inputs used to 
measure fair value may fall into different levels of the fair value hierarchy. In such cases, for 
disclosure purposes, the fair value hierarchy classification is determined based on the 
lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety. 
 
The categorization of a value determined for investments is based on the pricing transparency 
of the investments and is not necessarily an indication of the risks associated with investing in 
those securities. 
 
Equity investments in real estate funds and absolute return funds are considered alternative 
investments, as market value is not readily determined in financial markets. Real estate 
investments are in RREEF America REIT II and in the Baring Core Property Fund, both which 
invest in well-located income-producing real estate in established markets. The fair value of these 
investments was determined by obtaining the fund manager’s statement of value and assessing 
these based on the funds’ valuation policies. The fair value of real estate funds is determined by 
the fund managers’ calculation of net asset value.  
 
Realized and unrealized gains and losses from these assets are reported in the Statement of 
Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position as they occur. There have been no changes 
in valuation techniques and related inputs. 
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NOTE C – CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 
Fair values of assets measured on a recurring basis at December 31, 2019 and 2018 were as 
follows:  
 

Fair Value
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total %

U.S. Equities $ 17,377,230  $ -                  $ -               $ 17,377,230  29%
International Equities 13,572,682  -                  -               13,572,682  23%
Fixed Income-Short term 1,564,911    -                  -               1,564,911    3%
Fixed Income-Intermediate -                  18,566,055  -               18,566,055  31%
Bank Laons 2,800,401    -                  -               2,800,401    5%

$ 35,315,224  $ 18,566,055  $ -               $ 53,881,279  91%

Investments measured at the net asset value (NAV)
Real Estate Funds 5,450,409    9%

Total Investments $ 59,331,688  100%

2019

 

Fair Value
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total %

U.S. Equities $ 12,594,591  $ -                  $ -               $ 12,594,591  24%
International Equities 9,659,015    -                  -               9,659,015    18%
Fixed Income-Short term 3,515,638    -                  -               3,515,638    7%
Fixed Income-Intermediate -                  14,884,877  -               14,884,877  28%
Absolute Return -                  4,356,926    -               4,356,926    8%
Bank Laons 2,625,650    -                  -               2,625,650    5%

$ 28,394,894  $ 19,241,803  $ -               $ 47,636,697  90%

Investments measured at the net asset value (NAV)
Real Estate Funds 5,132,736    10%

Total Investments $ 52,769,433  100%

2018
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NOTE C – CASH AND INVESTMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 
The valuation method for investments measured at the net asset value (NAV) per share (or its 
equivalent) is presented in the following table: 

Unfunded Redemption Redemption
Commitments Frequency Notice Period

Investments measured at the net asset value (NAV):
Real Estate Funds:

RREEF America REIT II $ 3,512,436    $ -                  Quarterly 45 days
Baring Core Property Funds 1,937,973    -                  NA NA

$ 5,450,409    $ -                  
 

The real estate funds consist of a real estate investment trust investment fund (REIT) and a real 
estate limited partnership fund. Earnings on the underlying assets in each fund are reinvested by 
the fund managers. Because it is not probable that any individual investment will be sold, the fair 
values of these funds have been determined using the NAV per share (or its equivalent) of the 
PLF’s ownership interest in the funds. 
 
The following table summarizes the fair value of PLF investments as allocated to the Primary and 
Excess Programs: 

2019 2018
Allocation:
Primary Program $   58,753,609 $   51,441,460 
Excess Program        578,079     1,327,973 

Total Allocation $   59,331,688 $   52,769,433 
 

The following table summarizes the composition and allocation by program of investment income 
for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018: 
 

2019 2018
Investment Income:
Dividends and interest $ 1,680,995    $ 1,508,298    
Net Increase (decrease) in the 

fair value of investments 7,081,261    (3,774,833)  
$ 8,762,256    $ (2,266,535)  

Allocation:
Operating investment income (loss)

Primary Program $ 8,605,572    $ (2,174,949)  
Excess Program 156,684       (91,586)       

$ 8,762,256    $ (2,266,535)  

Fair Value
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NOTE D – CLAIMS RECEIVABLE 
 
Claims receivable represent the estimated value of non-cash assets (such as real estate, 
promissory notes, and various subrogation rights) that the PLF may receive when it settles a 
claim on behalf of a covered party. Only claims that are reasonably expected to be collected are 
recorded in the financial statements. Claims receivable are reflected in the financial statements 
as an asset. Changes to claims receivable are offset against the provision for claim settlements in 
the operating statement.  
 
 

NOTE E – CAPITAL ASSETS 
 
The following table reflects the cost, accumulated depreciation and amortization, and net book 
value for each category of capital assets owned by the PLF at December 31, 2019 and 2018: 
 

Beginning Ending
Balance Increases Decreases Balance

Property and equipment
   Data processing equipment $ 313,079      $ 16,244       $ -                 $ 329,323      
   Furniture and equipment 528,525      11,123       -                 539,648      
   Leasehold improvements 1,141,866   43,875       -                 1,185,741   
   Total property and equipment 1,983,470   71,242       -                 2,054,712   

Accumulated depreciation
   Data processing equipment (290,885)     (20,128)      -                 (311,013)     
   Furniture and equipment (467,376)     (23,242)      -                 (490,618)     
   Leasehold improvements (809,093)     (79,701)      -                 (888,794)     
   Total accumulated depreciation (1,567,354)  (123,071)    -                 (1,690,425)  

   Total capital assets, net $ 416,116      $ (51,829)      $ -                 $ 364,287      

 
 
NOTE F – LIABILITY FOR COMPENSATED ABSENCES 

 
PLF employees earn vacation leave at rates from 8 to 20 hours per month depending, in part, 
upon their length of service. Unused vacation leave is compensable to the employee upon 
termination of employment. At December 31, 2019 and 2018, the value of vacation and the 
employer’s share of social security taxes and other payroll related costs for all PLF employees 
totaled $661,748 and $602,425 respectively.  
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NOTE G – LIABILITIES FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 
 
PLF employees who qualify are entitled to benefit payments during periods of unemployment. 
Like state agencies, the PLF does not pay unemployment insurance. The PLF is required to 
reimburse the Employment Department for actual benefit payments made to its former 
employees. Management believes any potential liability would not be material to the financial 
statements. The PLF incurred no unemployment claim costs in 2019 or 2018. 
 
 

NOTE H – PRE-SLGRP POOLED LIABILITY 
 
Prior to the formation of the PERS State and Local Government Rate Pool (“SLGRP”), the State 
and community colleges were pooled together in the State and Community College Pool 
(SCCP), while local government employers participated in the Local Government Rate Pool 
(LGRP). These two pools combined to form the SLGRP effective January 1, 2002. The 
unfunded actuarial liability (UAL) attributable to the SCCP at the time the SLGRP was formed is 
maintained separately from the SLGRP and is reduced by contributions and increased for 
interest charges at the assumed interest rate, currently 7.75%. The pre-SLGRP liability is the 
responsibility of the SCCP employers and is an obligation separate from each respective 
employers’ net pension liability. The balance of the pre-SLGRP pooled liability attributable to the 
State is being amortized over the period ending December 31, 2027. At December 31, 2019 and 
2018, the PLF’s proportionate share of the pre-SLGRP liability was $560,576 and $612,170, 
respectively.  
 
 

NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN 
 
Defined Benefit Pension Plan 
 
General Information about the Pension Plan: 
 
Name of the pension plan:  The Oregon Public Employees Retirement System (OPERS) is a 
cost-sharing multiple-employer defined benefit plan. 
 
Plan description.  Employees of the PLF are provided with pensions through OPERS. All the 
benefits of OPERS are established by the Oregon legislature pursuant to Oregon Revised Statute 
(ORS) Chapters 238 and 238A. The ORS Chapter 238 Defined Benefit Pension Plan is closed to 
new members hired on or after August 29, 2003. OPERS issues a publicly available financial 
report that can be obtained at: 
 
http://www.oregon.gov/pers/Pages/section/financial_reports/financials.aspx  
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NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 
 
Benefits provided under Chapter 238-Tier One / Tier Two   
 
1. Pension Benefits.  The ORS 238 Defined Benefit Pension Plan provides benefits to members 

hired before August 29, 2003. 
 
The OPERS retirement benefit is payable monthly for life to covered members upon reaching 
the minimum retirement age.  It may be selected from 13 retirement benefit options.  These 
options include survivorship benefits and lump-sum refunds.  The basic benefit is based on 
years of service and final average salary.  A percentage (1.67 percent for general service 
employees) is multiplied by the number of years of service and the final average salary.  
Benefits may also be calculated under either a formula plus annuity (for members who were 
contributing before August 21, 1981) or a money match computation if a greater benefit 
results. 
 
A member is considered vested and will be eligible at minimum retirement age for a service 
retirement allowance if he or she has had a contribution in each of five calendar years or has 
reached at least 50 years of age before ceasing employment with a participating employer. 
General service employees may retire after reaching age 55. Tier One general service 
employee benefits are reduced if retirement occurs prior to age 58 with fewer than 30 years 
of service. Tier Two members are eligible for full benefits at age 60.  
 

2. Death Benefits.  Upon the death of a non-retired member, the beneficiary receives a lump-
sum refund of the member’s account balance (accumulated contributions and interest).  In 
addition, the beneficiary will receive a lump-sum payment from employer funds equal to the 
account balance, provided one or more of the following conditions are met: 
 
• Member was employed by a OPERS employer at the time of death, 
• Member died within 120 days after termination of OPERS-covered employment, 
• Member died as a result of injury sustained while employed in a OPERS-covered job, or 
• Member was on an official leave of absence from a OPERS-covered job at the time of 

death. 
 

3. Disability Benefits.  A member with 10 or more years of creditable service who becomes 
disabled from other than duty-connected causes may receive a non-duty disability benefit.  A 
disability resulting from a job-incurred injury or illness qualifies a member for disability 
benefits regardless of the length of OPERS-covered service.  Upon qualifying for either a 
non-duty or duty disability, service time is computed to age 58 when determining the monthly 
benefit. 
 

4. Benefit Changes after Retirement.  Members may choose to continue participation in a 
variable equities investment account after retiring and may experience annual benefit 
fluctuations due to changes in the market value of equity investments. 
 
Under ORS 238.360 monthly benefits are adjusted annually through cost-of-living changes.     
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NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 

 
Benefits provided under Chapter 238A-OPSRP Pension Program (OPSRP DB).   
 

1. Pension Benefits.  The ORS 238A Defined Benefit Pension Program provides benefits to 
members hired on or after August 29, 2003. 
 
This portion of the OPSRP provides a life pension funded by employer contributions.  
Benefits are calculated with the following formula for members who attain normal retirement 
age:   
 
General Service:  1.5 percent is multiplied by the number of years of service and the final 
average salary.  Normal retirement age for general service members is age 65, or age 58 
with 30 years of retirement credit.   
 
A member of the OPSRP pension program becomes vested on the earliest of the following 
dates:  the date the member completes 600 hours of service in each of five calendar years, 
the date the member reaches normal retirement age, and, if the pension program is 
terminated, the date on which termination becomes effective. 
 

2. Death Benefits.  Upon the death of a non-retired member, the spouse or other person who is 
constitutionally required to be treated in the same manner as the spouse, receives for life 50 
percent of the pension that would otherwise have been paid to the deceased member. 
 

3. Disability Benefits.  A member who has accrued 10 or more years of retirement credits before 
the member becomes disabled or a member who becomes disabled due to job-related injury 
shall receive a disability benefit of 45 percent of the member’s salary determined as of the 
last full month of employment before the disability occurred. 
 

4. Benefit Changes after Retirement. Under ORS 238A.210 monthly benefits are adjusted 
annually through cost-of-living changes.     

 
Contributions:   
 
OPERS funding policy provides for monthly employer contributions at actuarially determined 
rates. These contributions, expressed as a percentage of covered payroll, are intended to 
accumulate sufficient assets to pay benefits when due.  This funding policy applies to the PERS 
Defined Benefit Plan and the Other Postemployment Benefit Plans. 
 
Employer contribution rates during the period were based on the December 31, 2016 actuarial 
valuation. The rates based on a percentage of payroll, first became effective July 1, 2015. The 
State of Oregon and certain schools, community colleges, and political subdivisions have made 
lump sum payments to establish side accounts, and their rates have been reduced. The PLF has 
recorded its proportionate share of its liability in such side accounts as “pre-SLGRP pooled 
liability” (see NOTE H). Additionally, the PLF benefits from the Oregon pension bonds issued in 
October 2003 that were used to pay down the State’s pension unfunded actuarial liability. The 
PLF contributes 6.0% of each eligible employee’s compensation as its share for debt service on 
the State’s bonds. 
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NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 
 

Contributions: (Continued)   
 
Employer contributions for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 were $1,003,976 and 
$896,059.excluding amounts to fund employer specific liabilities. The rates in effect at  December 
31, 2019 were: (1) Tier1/Tier 2 –22.24%, and (2) OPSRP general service – 14.75%.  
 
Actuarial Valuations: 
 
The employer contribution rates effective July 1, 2016, through June 30, 2018, were set using the 
projected unit credit actuarial cost method.  For the Tier One/Tier Two component of the PERS 
Defined Benefit Plan, this method produced an employer contribution rate consisting of (1) an 
amount for normal cost (the estimated amount necessary to finance benefits earned by the 
employees during the current service year), (2) an amount for the amortization of unfunded 
actuarial accrued liabilities, which are being amortized over a fixed period with new unfunded 
actuarial accrued liabilities being amortized over 20 years.   
 
For the OPSRP Pension Program component of the PERS Defined Benefit Plan, this method 
produced an employer contribution rate consisting of (a) an amount for normal cost (the 
estimated amount necessary to finance benefits earned by the employees during the current 
service year), (b) an amount for the amortization of unfunded actuarial accrued liabilities, which 
are being amortized over a fixed period with new unfunded actuarial accrued liabilities being 
amortized over 16 years.   
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NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 

 
Actuarial Methods and Assumptions: 
 
Valuation Date December 31, 2017 rolled forward to June 30, 2019
Experience Study Report 2017, published September 23, 2018
Actuarial Cost Method Entry Age Normal

Amortization Method

Amortized as a level percentage of payroll as layered 
amortization bases over a closed period; Tier One/Tier Two 
UAL is amortized over 20 years and OPSRP pension UAL is 
amortized over 16 years. 

Asset Valuation Method Market value of assets
Actuarial Assumptions: 
Inflation Rate 2.50 percent
Investment Rate of Return 7.20 percent

Projected Salary Increases
3.50 percent overall payroll growth; salaries for individuals are 
assumed to grow at 3.50 percent plus assumed rates of 
merit/longevity increases based on service. 

Mortality

Healthy retirees and beneficiaries: 

RP-2000 Sex-distinct, generational per Scale BB, with collar 
adjustments and set-backs as described in the valuation. 

Active members: 

Mortality rates are a percentage of healthy retiree rates that 
vary by group, as described in the valuation. 

Disabled retirees: 

Mortality rates are a percentage (70% for males, 95% for 
females) of the RP-2000 Sex-distinct, generational per Scale 
BB, disabled mortality table.

 
 
Actuarial valuations of an ongoing plan involve estimates of the value of projected benefits and 
assumptions about the probability of events far into the future. Actuarially determined amounts 
are subject to continual revision as actual results are compared to past expectations and new 
estimates are made about the future. Experience studies are performed as of December 31 of 
even numbered years. The methods and assumptions shown above are based on the 2016 
Experience Study which reviewed experience for the four-year period ending on December 31, 
2016. 
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NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 
 
Discount Rate: 
 
The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 7.20 percent for the Defined 
Benefit Pension Plan.  The projection of cash flows used to determine the discount rate assumed 
that contributions from plan members and those of the contributing employers are made at the 
contractually required rates, as actuarially determined.  Based on those assumptions, the pension 
plan’s fiduciary net position was projected to be available to make all projected future benefit 
payments of current plan members. Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on pension 
plan investments for the Defined Benefit Pension Plan was applied to all periods of projected 
benefit payments to determine the total pension liability.   
 
Assumed Asset Allocation:   
 

Asset Class/Strategy

Cash 0.0 % 3.0 % 0.0 %
Debt Securities 15.0 25.0 20.0
Public Equity 32.5 42.5 37.5
Private Equity 14.0 21.0 17.5
Real Estate 9.5 15.5 12.5
Alternative Equity 0.0 12.5 12.5
Opportunity Portfolio 0.0 3.0 0.0
Total 100.0 %

Low Range High Range OIC Target

 
 
Long-Term Expected Rate of Return:  
 
To develop an analytical basis for the selection of the long-term expected rate of return 
assumption, in July 2017 the PERS Board reviewed long-term assumptions developed by both 
the actuary’s capital market assumptions team and the Oregon Investment Council’s (OIC) 
investment advisors. The table below shows the actuary’s assumptions for each of the asset 
classes in which the plan was invested at that time based on the OIC long-term target asset 
allocation. The OIC’s description of each asset class was used to map the target allocation to the 
asset classes shown below. Each asset class assumption is based on a consistent set of 
underlying assumptions, and includes adjustment for the inflation assumption. These 
assumptions are not based on historical returns, but instead are based on a forward-looking 
capital market economic model.   
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NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 
 

Asset Class Target 
Allocation 

Compound 
Annual Return 
(Geometric) 

Core Fixed Income 8.00% 4.00%
Short-Term Bonds 8.00 3.61
Bank/Leveraged Loans 3.00 5.42
High Yield Bonds 1.00 6.20
Large/Mid Cap US Equities 15.75 6.70
Small Cap US Equities 1.31 6.99
Micro Cap US Equities 1.31 7.01
Developed Foreign Equities 13.13 6.73
Emerging Foreign Equities 4.11 7.25
Non-US Small Cap Equities 1.88 7.22
Private Equity 17.50 7.97
Real Estate (Property) 10.00 5.84
Real Estate (REITS) 2.50 6.69
Hedge Fund of Funds - Diversified 2.50 4.64
Hedge Fund - Event-driven 0.62 6.72
Timber 1.88 5.85
Farmland 1.88 6.37
Infrastructure 3.75 7.13
Commodities 1.88 4.58
 100.00  
Assumed Inflation – Mean  2.50  

 
Sensitivity of the PLF’s proportionate share of the net pension liability to changes in the discount 
rate.  
 
The following presents the PLF’s proportionate share of the net pension liability calculated using 
the discount rate of 7.20 percent, as well as what the PLF’s proportionate share of the net 
pension liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1 percentage point 
lower (6.20 percent) or 1 percentage point higher (8.20 percent) than the current rate: 
 

1% Lower Current 1% Higher
(6.20%) (7.20%) (8.20%)

Proportionate share of the net pension
   (liability)/asset $ 10,260,929  $ 6,407,429    $ 3,182,580    
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NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 
 

Pension plan fiduciary net position  
 
Detailed information about the pension plan’s fiduciary net position is available in the separately 
issued OPERS financial report.  
 
Pension Liabilities, Pension Expense, and Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred 
Inflows of Resources Related to Pensions: 
 
At December 31, 2019, the PLF reported liabilities of $6,407,429 for its proportionate share of the 
net pension liability. The net pension liability was measured as of June 30, 2018, and the total 
pension liability used to calculate the net pension asset was determined by an actuarial valuation 
as of December 31, 2016 and rolled forward to June 30, 2018. The PLF’s proportion of the net 
pension asset was based on the PLF’s projected long-term contribution effort as compared to the 
total projected long-term contribution effort of all employers.   
 
Rates of every employer have at least two major components: 
 

1. Normal Cost Rate:  The economic value, stated as a percent of payroll, for the portion of each 
active member’s total projected retirement benefit that is allocated to the upcoming year of 
service. The rate is in effect for as long as each member continues in OPERS-covered 
employment. The current value of all projected future Normal Cost Rate contributions is the 
Present Value of Future Normal Costs (PVFNC). The PVFNC represents the portion of the 
projected long-term contribution effort related to future service. 
 

2. UAL Rate:  If system assets are less than the actuarial liability, an Unfunded Actuarial Liability 
(UAL) exists.  UAL can arise in a biennium when an event such as experience differing from the 
assumptions used in the actuarial valuation occurs.  An amortization schedule is established to 
eliminate the UAL that arises in a given biennium over a fixed period of time if future experience 
follows assumption.  The UAL Rate is the upcoming year’s component of the cumulative 
amortization schedules, stated as a percent of payroll.  The present value of all projected UAL 
Rate contributions is simply the Unfunded Actuarial Liability (UAL) itself. The UAL represents the 
portion of the projected long-term contribution effort related to past service.  
 
An employer’s PVFNC depends on both the normal cost rates charged on the employer’s 
payrolls, and on the underlying demographics of the respective payrolls.  For OPERS funding, 
employers have up to three different payrolls, each with a different normal cost rate:  (1) Tier 
1/Tier 2 payroll, (2) OPSRP general service payroll, and (3) OPSRP police and fire payroll. 
 
Analyzing both rate components, the projected long-term contribution effort is simply the sum of 
the PVFNC and UAL.  The PVFNC part of the contribution effort pays for the value of future 
service while the UAL part of the contribution effort pays for the value of past service not already 
funded by accumulated contributions and investment earnings.  Each of the two contribution effort 
components are calculated at the employer-specific level.  The sum of these components across 
all employers is the total projected long-term contribution effort. 
 
At December 31, 2019 and 2018, the PLF’s proportionate share was .03704229% and 
0.12595122%, respectively.  
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 
NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 

 
For the year ended December 31, 2019, the PLF recognized pension expense of $1,293,809. At 
December 31, 2019, the PLF reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of 
resources related to pensions from the following sources:   
 

Deferred Deferred
Outflow of Inflow of 
Resources Resources

Differences between expected and 
   actual experience $ 353,350       $ -                  
Changes of assumptions 869,240       -                  
Net deference between projected and 
   actual earnings on investments -                  181,644       
Changes in proportion and differences
   between employer contributions and
   proportionate share of contributions 235,120       123,823       

Total (prior to post-measurement 
   date contributions) 1,457,710    305,467       
Contributions made subsequent to 
   measurement date -                  -                  

Net deferred outflow/(inflow) of resources $ 1,457,710    $ 305,467       
 

Deferred outflows of resources related to pensions resulting from PLF contributions subsequent 
to the measurement date of June 30, 2019 will be recognized as a reduction of the net pension 
liability in the year ended December 31, 2019. Other amounts reported as deferred outflows of 
resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions will be recognized in pension 
expense as follows: 
 

Employer
Subsequent 
Fiscal Years

2020 $ 660,895       
2021 95,460         
2022 206,885       
2023 173,505       
2024 15,496         

$ 1,152,241    
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 
 
Changes in Plan Provisions Subsequent to Measurement Date:  
 
There were no changes in Plan provisions subsequent to the June 30, 2019 measurement date.  
 
Changes in Assumptions:  
 
There were no key changes implemented since the December 2016 valuation.  Additional detail 
and a comprehensive list of methods and assumptions can be found in the 2016 Experience 
Study for the System, which was published in July 2017.  
 
Defined Contribution Plan 
 
OPSRP Individual Account Program (OPSRP IAP)  
 
Pension Benefits  
Participants in OPERS defined benefit pension plans also participate in the OPSRP Individual 
Account Program (IAP), a defined contribution pension plan.  An IAP member becomes vested on 
the date the employee account is established or on the date the rollover account was established. 
If the employer makes optional employer contributions for a member, the member becomes 
vested on the earliest of the following dates: the date the member completes 600 hours of service 
in each of five calendar years, the date the member reaches normal retirement age, the date the 
IAP is terminated, the date the active member becomes disabled, or the date the active member 
dies.  
 
Upon retirement, a member of the OPSRP Individual Account Program (IAP) may receive the 
amounts in his or her employee account, rollover account, and vested employer account as a 
lump-sum payment or in equal installments over a 5-, 10-, 15-, 20-year period or an anticipated 
life span option. Each distribution option has a $200 minimum distribution limit.  
 
Death Benefits  
Upon the death of a non-retired member, the beneficiary receives in a lump sum the member’s 
account balance, rollover account balance, and vested employer optional contribution account 
balance. If a retired member dies before the installment payments are completed, the beneficiary 
may receive the remaining installment payments or choose a lump-sum payment.  
 
Contributions 
 
All eligible OPERS and OPSRP employees make mandatory contributions to the plan at the rate 
of six percent of gross compensation. OPERS contracts with VOYA Financial to maintain IAP 
participant records. 
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE I – PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN (CONTINUED) 
 
Defined Contribution Plan (Continued) 
 
OPSRP Individual Account Program (OPSRP IAP) (Continued) 
 
Other Post-Employment Benefits  
 
For the year ended December 31, 2019, GASB Statement No. 75, Accounting and Financial 
Reporting for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions became effective. This statement 
provides guidance for accounting for liabilities related to retiree healthcare and other non-pension 
post-employment benefits (OPEB). Based on the PLF’s small impact on the state-wide pool, the 
PLF’s proportionate share of the actuarial liability for OPEB was insignificant. Therefore, the 
implementation of GASB Statement No. 75 had no impact on the PLF’s financial statements. 
 

 
NOTE J – LEASE OBLIGATIONS 

 
On January 23, 2019, PLF renewed its office lease through February 2029 with the Oregon State 
Bar located in the Fanno Creek Place office complex. The base rent under the Oregon State Bar 
Lease is subject to annual increase during the lease term. Rent expense was $577,684 for 2019 
and $557,855 for 2018 under this lease. Additionally, the PLF leases office space for its Oregon 
Attorney Assistance Program in downtown Portland, Oregon. The lease term expires November 
20, 2020.  Rent expense under this lease was $116,386 for 2019 and $112,807 for 2018.  
 
The future minimum payments for office leases are as follows: 
 

Year Ending
December 31:

2020 $ 679,804        
2021 591,296        
2022 606,074        
2023 621,223        
2024 636,372        

Thereafter 2,717,462     

$ 5,852,231     
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 
NOTE K – ANNUAL ASSESSMENTS 

 
 Primary Program 

 
The following table summarizes assessment revenues for the Primary Program by type of 
coverage for fiscal years 2019 and 2018: 
 

Type of Coverage 2019 2018

Basic Annual Assessment $ 22,516,994   24,093,241   

Total Assessments Earned $ 22,516,994   $ 24,093,241   
 

 
Excess Program 
 
The following table summarizes the net premium ceded to reinsurers by the Excess Program for 
fiscal years 2019 and 2018: 
 

Type of Coverage 2019 2018

$700,000/1,700,000 Limit $ 3,914,305     $ 4,207,873     
$2,700,000/3,700,000/4,700,000

Limit 952,023        1,088,069     
$9,700,000 Limit 374,713        383,945        
Data Breach Coverage 91,130          87,285          

Total Assessments Earned 5,332,171     5,767,172     
Less Assessments Ceded to 
   Reinsurers (5,332,171)    (5,767,172)    

Net Assessments $                     - $                     - 
 

 
NOTE L – PROVISION FOR CLAIM SETTLEMENTS AND DEFENSE COSTS 

 
Primary Program 
 
As more fully described in Note B, estimates to settle indemnity and defend liabilities claims are 
established when claims are reported to the PLF. Subsequent changes in estimates resulting 
from the case-by-case continuous review process and differences between estimates and 
ultimate payments are reflected in operations of the fiscal period when the changes occur. 
Estimates are further adjusted based on studies performed by the PLF’s independent consulting 
actuaries. For financial statement purposes, actual or estimated amounts recoverable from 
various claims related receivables (such as subrogation receivables) are deducted from 
estimated expenses in the PLF’s operating statement.  
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 

NOTE L – PROVISION FOR CLAIM SETTLEMENTS AND DEFENSE COSTS (CONTINUED) 
 
During 2019, the net provisions for settling and defending liability claims totaled $10,446,877 for 
indemnity and $9,126,510 for expenses, for a total provision of $19,573,389 at year-end. This is 
an increase of $2,299,254 over the total provision of $17,274,133 during 2018. 
 
The current portions of claims liability were determined by applying the prior three-year average 
of indemnity and expense payments made on claims pending at the start of the year. For the 
periods ending December 31, 2019 and 2018, the average current portion of indemnity and 
expense claims were 48% and 45%, respectively. In 2019 the current portion of indemnity and 
expense claims were based on the same percentages.  
 
Excess Program 
 
As described in Note B, the primary liability for any claim filed under the excess plan has been 
passed to other insurance companies through reinsurance. The possibility of the PLF incurring 
direct costs under the excess plan is considered remote. Therefore, no provision or liability for 
such claims has been established. If future operations of the plan indicate that the PLF will incur 
direct costs, appropriate provision for such losses will be established based on plan experience.  
 

 
NOTE M – ESTIMATED LIABILITIES FOR CLAIMS – PRIMARY PROGRAM 

 
As described in Note B, estimated liabilities to settle (indemnity) and defend (loss adjustment 
expenses) claims are composed of various factors. The following table shows the composition of 
these factors by type and the total allocation between indemnity and loss adjustment expenses 
for the year ending December 31, 2019 and 2018: 
 

2019 2018
Claim Liabilities:
Claims Settlements $ 13,200,000   $ 11,200,000   
Defense Costs 13,800,000   13,400,000   
Future ERC Claims 3,200,000     3,100,000     
Suspense Files 1,500,000     1,500,000     
Administration of pending Claims 2,400,000     2,400,000     

Total Claim Liabilities $ 34,100,000   $ 31,600,000   
Allocation:
Indemnity Settlements $ 17,666,025   $ 15,618,025   
Loss Adjustment Expenses 16,433,975   15,981,975   

Total Claim Liabilities $ 34,100,000   $ 31,600,000   
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 
 
NOTE N – RISK MANAGEMENT 

 
The PLF is exposed to various risks of loss related to: torts, theft, damage or destruction of 
assets, errors and omissions, injuries to employees, and natural disasters. Except for 
unemployment compensation, the PLF purchases commercial insurance to minimize its exposure 
to these risks. There has been no significant reduction in commercial insurance coverage from 
fiscal year 2018 to 2019.  
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2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

Proportion of the net 
   pension liability (asset) 0.03704229% 0.12595122% 0.03145076% 0.02838054% 0.03158700% 0.03158700% N/A N/A N/A N/A
Proportionate share of 
   the net pension liability (asset) $ 6,407,429     $ 5,151,335     $ 4,239,575     $ 4,260,578     $ 1,813,562     $ (667,024)      $ N/A $ N/A $ N/A $ N/A
Covered-employee payroll 5,054,498     4,729,117     4,559,845     4,592,634     4,384,740     4,266,004     N/A N/A N/A N/A
Proportionate share of the net pension
   liability (asset) as a percentage
   of its covered-employee payroll 126.0% 108.9% 93.0% 92.8% 41.4% -15.6% N/A N/A N/A N/A
Plan fiduciary net position as a  
   percentage of the total pension liability 83.00% 83.00% 83.10% 225.03% 103.60% 91.97% N/A N/A N/A N/A

2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

Contractually required contribution $ 952,382        $ 871,485        $ 755,857        $ 679,113        $ 683,514        $ 575,282        $ -     $ -     $ -     $ -     
Contributions in relation to the
   contractually required contribution 952,382        871,485        755,857        679,113        683,514        575,282        -     -     -     -     

Contribution deficiency (excess) $ -                    $ -                    $ -                    $ -                    $ -                   $ -                   $ -     $ -     $ -     $ -     

Covered-employee payroll $ 5,054,498     $ 4,729,117     $ 4,559,845     $ 4,592,634     $ 4,384,740     $ N/A $ N/A $ N/A $ N/A $ N/A
Contributions as a percentage of 
   covered-employee payroll 18.8% 16.6% 14.8% 14.8% 15.6% N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

* GASB # 68 requires ten-year trend information. However, until a full ten-year trend is established, only the information for the years available is presented.

OREGON STATE BAR

SCHEDULES OF REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION – PENSION INFORMATION

SCHEDULE OF THE PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE NET PENSION LIABILITY
OREGON PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM

Last 10 Fiscal Years*

OREGON PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM
Last 10 Fiscal Years*

The accompanying notes and independent auditors' report should be read with the supplemental schedules.
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NOTES TO REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 
For the Years Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

 
 

Changes in Benefit Terms:  
 
Effective May 2013, the Oregon legislature eliminated the tax remedy payments for benefit recipients who 
are not subject to Oregon income tax, because they do not reside in Oregon, and limited the 2013 post-
retirement COLA to 1.5% of annual benefit.  
 
Changes in Assumptions:  
 
The Actuarial Cost Method was changed from the Projected Unit Credit (PUC) Cost Method to the Entry 
Age Normal (EAN) Cost Method. In combination with the change in cost method, the outstanding Tier 
1/Tier 2 UAL as of December 31, 2013 were re-amortized over a closed period of 20 years as a level 
percentage of projected payroll.  
 
Other changes are described in the notes to the accompanying financial statements. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER 
FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS 

BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS 

 
 
 

Board of Directors 
Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund 
Tigard, Oregon 
 
We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards 
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, the financial statements of the business-type 
activities of the Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund (the PLF) as of and for the year ended 
December 31, 2019, and the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the 
PLF's basic financial statements, and have issued our report thereon dated __________, 2020.  
 
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting 
 
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered the PLF’s internal control 
over financial reporting (internal control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements, but not for the 
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the PLF’s internal control. Accordingly, we do 
not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the PLF’s internal control. 
  
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow 
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent or 
detect and correct misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination 
of deficiencies, in internal control such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement 
of the entity’s financial statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A 
significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control that is less severe 
than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with governance. 
 
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this 
section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material 
weaknesses or significant deficiencies. Given these limitations, during our audit we did not identify any 
deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material 
weaknesses may exist that have not been identified. 
 
Compliance and Other Matters 
 
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the PLF’s financial statements are free from 
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on 
the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with 
those provisions was not an objective of our audit and, accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. 
The results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be 
reported under Government Auditing Standards. 
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Board of Directors 
Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund 
Tigard, Oregon 
 
 
Purpose of this Report 
 
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance 
and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the PLF’s internal 
control or on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with 
Government Auditing Standards in considering the PLF’s internal control and compliance. Accordingly, 
this communication is not suitable for any other purpose. 
 
 
 
 
Portland, Oregon 
_________________, 2020 
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FINANCIAL INTRODUCTION

The Professional Liability Fund (PLF) achieved positive fi nancial results in 2019 

after fi nancially challenging results in 2018. The 2019 combined (Excess and 

Primary programs) annual surplus was approximately $3 million, up from a loss 

of approximately $4 million in 2018. This swing is largely a result of investment 

portfolio performance. In 2018 the PLF’s return on investment was -2.35%. In 2019 

the PLF achieved a return of 15.86%. The size and number of claims, along with 

portfolio performance, are the two strongest fi nancial indicators of the PLF. 

Primary claims expense for new 

claims received in 2019 is projected 

to be $19.6 million. This is based on 

actuarial calculations that take into 

account past claims experience. 

There were 861 claims opened 

in 2018 and 891 claims in 2019. 

Because there are more claims, the 

overall claims expense is expected 

to increase. Additionally, prior year 

claims that settled in 2019 settled 

at values greater than reserved. 

This meant for the first time since 

December 2016 the PLF had to 

increase claims liabilities and 

decrease surplus. In 2017 and 2018, 

the PLF was able to decrease claims 

liabilities and increase surplus funds.

The Primary program had a slight 

decrease in the total number of 

attorneys with coverage in 2019. The 

PLF covered 7278 attorneys during 

some part of 2019. This represents 

approximately 51% of all Oregon 

licensed attorneys. In 2018 there 

were 7318 attorneys who had PLF 

coverage. 

The 2019 plan year provided relief to 

Oregon attorneys in private practice 

PLF Expenses
2015 - 2019
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 26% 10% 37% 27%

 $2,205,972.92 $816,403.25 $3,067,757.59 $2,284,764.69

with a decrease to the annual Primary assessment from $3500 to $3300. The reduction to the assessment 

represented a loss in assessment revenue to the PLF of approximately $1.7 million. 

Operating costs at the PLF rose by about 3.6% over 2018. This is representative of inflationary increases across 

the two major operating costs – compensation and occupancy.
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The Excess Program also had 

positive financial outcomes in 

2019. The program achieved 

a surplus of $135,384 in 2019 

versus a loss of ($98,415) in 

2018.  Retention continues 

to be strong in the Excess 

program with an average of 

approximately 91%. 

Excess firms could make online payments for their premiums for the 2019 coverage year.  The payment platform 

that was available only to the Primary program was expanded to the Excess program in 2019.  Approximately 

35% of all Excess payments were made online.  

Financial and technology trends that we are watching:

� increase to both the number and value of claims;  

� paperless vendor payments;

� increasingly sophisticated database software;

� appropriate surplus allocations commensurate to PLF fiscal threats and challenges.

In summary, the PLF was in a strong financial position at the end of 2019.  This means there are adequate 

funds to fully pay claim settlements and costs. It also ensures there is appropriate staffing and technology to 

support the successful defense of claims. However, subsequent to year end 2019 the PLF has been affected 

by the historical negative financial impact of the COVID-19 virus.  The PLF is closely monitoring these impacts 

from both an organizational and legal community perspective.  As always, financial stewardship is one of our 

top priorities.  �

Excess Program
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 ASSETS

 Cash and Investments at Market $68,224,851 $62,557,336

 Other Assets $2,040,673 $1,077,553

 Capital Assets $364,287 $416,116

 PERS Related Deferred Outflow of Resources $1,479,492 $1,479,492

   TOTAL ASSETS $72,109,303 $65,530,497

 LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

 Estimated Liabilities For Claim Settlements and Defense Costs $34,100,000 $31,600,000

 Deferred Revenues $11,188,890 $10,835,021

 Other Liabilities $787,411 $828,981

 PERS Pension Liabilities $6,563,505 $5,763,505

 PERS Related Deferred Inflow of Resources $289,534 $289,534

 Net Position $19,179,963 $16,213,456

   TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET POSITION $72,109,303 $65,530,497

 REVENUE

 Assessments $23,433,009 25,059,140

 Investment and Other Income $9,217,552 -$1,804,703

    TOTAL REVENUE $32,650,561 $23,254,437

 EXPENSE  

  Operations $10,110,667 $9,861,578

  Provision for Settlements $10,446,877 $8,697,561

  Provision for Defense Costs $9,126,510 $8,576,572

    TOTAL EXPENSE $29,684,054 $27,135,711

 NET INCOME (LOSS) $2,966,507 ($3,881,274)

Summary Financial Statements (Unaudited) 
(Primary and Excess Programs Combined)

12/31/2019    12/31/2018
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REPORT FROM THE
PLF CLAIMS DEPARTMENT

A. SATISFACTION SURVEY

Since the early 1990s, the PLF Claims Department has been sending our Covered Parties evaluation forms at the 

closure of their claim files for them to complete and return to us. Because the PLF is a mandatory program, we 

believe it is very important to give Covered Parties an opportunity to express their opinions about how their claims 

were handled. We have always received high marks from our Covered Parties and 2019 was no exception. 

We question our Covered Parties in three major categories as to how their claims were handled: 1) overall 

handling; 2) handling by PLF Claims Attorney and 3) representation by defense or repair counsel.  Here are the 

results of the survey for 2019:

PLF OVERALL:

We are very pleased to report that the evaluations reflected 99.41% of those responding were very satisfied/

satisfied with the overall handling of their claim, 99.11% were very satisfied/satisfied with the performance of 

their PLF Claims Attorneys, and 99.04% were very satisfied/satisfied with the performance of their defense 

or repair counsel.

 Total  Very % Of Satisfied % Of Not % Of

 Responses Satisfied Responses  Responses Satisfied Responses

 336 308 91.67% 26 7.74% 2 0.59%

PLF CLAIMS ATTORNEY:

 Total  Very % Of Satisfied % Of Not % Of

 Responses Satisfied Responses  Responses Satisfied Responses

 336 313 93.16% 20 5.95% 3 0.89%

DEFENSE COUNSEL:

 Total  Very % Of Satisfied % Of Not % Of

 Responses Satisfied Responses  Responses Satisfied Responses

 336 313 93.16% 20 5.95% 3 0.89%
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B.  CLAIMS EXPERIENCE

Not surprisingly, with an increase in 

costs of defense and some greater 

severity during 2019, the PLF’s cost 

per claim has also been trending 

slightly upward. In 2019 the cost per 

claim is about 4.3 percent higher 

than the average cost of claims in 

2017 and 2018.  

Considering the rate at which 

defense counsel rates have 

increased in recent years, we 

believe we are doing well in not 

seeing larger increases in the cost 

of claims.  Because our numbers 

are based on closed claims, we can 

expect that more recent increases in 

the cost of defense will cause more 

significant increases in the cost of 

claims in the years to come.  

We continue to believe that the 

best way to keep claims costs 

manageable is by early evaluation 

of claims, timely and reasonable 

settlement of meritorious claims and 

the vigorous defense of claims that 

do not have merit, or for which any 

damages claimed are unreasonably 

inflated.  

Following a significant drop 

in 2015, claims have been 

on an upward trend going 

forward, as depicted in the 

chart at right. 

New Claims by Year
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�
�

Payment Allocation of Closed Claims

January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2019

Payment to Claimant and Expense . . . . . . . . . . . . 18%

Payment to Claimant and No Expense . . . . . . . . . 13%

Expense Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45%

No Expense or Payment to Claimant . . . . . . . . . . 24%

Historically, 

payment allocation 

regarding claims 

remains fairly static, 

with about 31% of 

claims resulting 

in payments to 

claimants.  

CLAIMS (continued)
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The chart at right shows 

the number of claims 

litigated versus those 

not litigated in 2017 to 

2019:

Closed Claims 2017-19
Litigated and Non-Litigated Claims

Litigated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 391 . . . . . . . . . . .15%

Non-Litigated . . . . . . . . . . . . 2114 . . . . . . . . . .85%

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2505 . . . . . . . . .100%

Of the 85% of claims not 

litigated, here is how 

claims closed in 2017 to 

2019 concluded:

Claims Closed 2017-19

Closing Status - Litigated

Claims Closed 2017-19

Closing Status Non-Litigated

Claim Abandoned  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20%

Claim Denied  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15%

Claim Evaluation/Assignment Complete  . . . . . 6%

Claim Repaired  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10%

Claim Settled  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28%

Coverage Denied (No Defense or Indemnity

Paid  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3%

Deposition or Subpoena Representation

– No Further Action . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15%

Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1%

Dismissed by Court . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28%

Claim Settled  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52%

Summary Judgment for Defense  . . . . . . . . . . 5%

Claim Abandoned  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2%

Claim Evaluation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2%

Coverage Denied  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2%

Limits Exhausted  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2%

Other  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7%

CLAIMS (continued)

For the litigated claims 

closed in 2017 to 2019, 

52% were settled and the 

majority of the remainder 

of these claims were 

either dismissed by 

the court on summary 

judgment or otherwise, 

abandoned or otherwise 

disposed of without 

payment of indemnity.
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C. REPAIR EXPERIENCE 

The PLF’s success in repairing claims depends on receiving timely notice of an error.  The timing 

of the repair is frequently the key to success. If you make an error, it is important to call the PLF 

immediately.  While there are some exceptions, ordinarily, the PLF does not recommend trying to 

repair your own errors. 

Between 2015 and 2019, the average cost of a repair was $6,479.00, while the average cost of a 

claim was $19,824.00.

The chart at 

right illustrates 

the results in 

286 repairs 

undertaken for 

which files were 

closed between 

2017 and 2019.

Repairs

Claims Closed 2017 - 2019

Incomplete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5%

Partially Successful - Claim Abandoned  . . . . . . . . . . . 7%

Partially Successful - Litigation Filed  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2%

Partially Successful - Non Litigation Claim Made  . . . . 6%

Successful  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .71%

Unsuccessful - Claim Abandoned. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4%

Unsuccessful - Litigation Filed  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2%

Unsuccessful - Non Litigation Claim Made  . . . . . . . . . 3%

For those of you who may not be familiar with repairs, this a process by which the PLF attempts to correct 

an error a Covered Party may have made.  Repairs are discretionary with the PLF and there is no absolute 

right to a repair.  Obviously, we cannot repair every error. In some cases, it may not make financial sense 

to try to do so or there may be some other good reason that attempting a repair would not improve the 

situation. Generally, repairs are undertaken only when the PLF can identify specific and clearly defined 

steps it can take to eliminate or mitigate an error and then withdraw from the matter. Deciding whether to 

undertake a repair is a judgment call that is guided by our experience with how repairs have worked over 

the past forty plus years.

As illustrated by the chart below, in the vast majority of cases in which the PLF undertakes repairs, we are 

successful in either eliminating any claim, or in mitigating any damages that would otherwise have resulted 

if not for the repair.

CLAIMS (continued)
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D. PLF COVERAGE PLAN AND CHANGES TO 

 THE COVERAGE PLAN FOR 2020

PLF Coverage Plan – Background

As background, in 1978, pursuant to ORS 9.080, the Legislature empowered the Oregon State Bar 

Board of Governors (BOG) to create a professional liability fund.  The BOG chose to create the PLF.  The 

elected representatives on the BOG continue to have ultimate authority over the PLF and the scope of 

the coverage that lawyers in private practice receive under the PLF Plans.  

Each year the BOG reviews and approves any proposed changes to the PLF Coverage Plans.  In 

addition, the PLF has a voluntary Board of Directors, approved by the BOG, ordinarily consisting of 

seven lawyers and two public members.  Oregon lawyers in private practice exclusively fund the PLF 

through their annual assessments. Proposed changes to the PLF Plans are also approved by the PLF 

Board of Directors.

Although the PLF Coverage Plan is not an insurance policy, and is not subject to the Insurance Code, it 

functions in much the same way as a private market professional liability policy.  The intent of the Plan is 

to cover lawyers in private practice for acts, errors, omissions or breaches of duty in providing of failing 

to provide professional legal services.  Like any professional liability coverage, it does not cover every 

kind of claim made against a lawyer in private practice and has limitations.

Unlike a private insurer, the PLF does not earn profit. Investments are held to cover operating costs not 

funded by the assessments paid by its Covered Parties. The PLF annually establishes a net position goal 

sufficient to meet claims and operating obligations.  

The PLF Plan is unusual in that it does not have a deductible.  In addition, the PLF does not raise 

primary assessments of its Covered Parties or make coverage unaffordable because of a claim against 

a Covered Party.  At the primary level, the PLF cannot cancel a Covered Party’s coverage or refuse 

to cover a Covered Party because of claims history.  In contrast to the private market, the PLF Plan is 

applicable to all Covered Parties and the PLF cannot add special endorsements only applicable to an 

individual in order to broaden or lessen its risk.

Because PLF coverage is not individually underwritten, various provisions in the PLF Plan are intended 

to generally protect the Fund against losses that would make coverage unsustainable, such as: paying 

the fees lawyers charge their clients; collusive claims; claims that are, in essence, uninsurable because 

they are subject to the control of the lawyer;  claims caused by a deliberate decision to take a serious 

risk; or stacking of individual limits. 

CLAIMS (continued)
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2020 Plan Changes

There were no changes to the PLF Excess Plan for 2020.  Apart from some clarification and 

corrections to Plan language, the only change to the intent of the Plan involved the scope of Related 

Claims under the 2020 Primary Plan.

The PLF covers all individual private practice lawyers in Oregon, by lawyer, and not by firm. 

Consequently, in order to avoid catastrophic losses to the Fund that could result from the stacking of 

limits of individual lawyers regarding claims arising from the same set of circumstances, the PLF Plan 

makes certain claims “Related.” When claims are Related they share a single primary limit of coverage.  

Under the current assessment level, it would not be financially sustainable for the PLF to completely 

eliminate shared limits. However, the PLF Board identified some limited circumstances when claims 

were Related under the former Plan language that it believed created a fundamental unfairness. 

Changes made to the Related Claims language for 2020 are designed to eliminate shared limits under 

those particular circumstances. 

Under the 2020 Plan language, lawyers who successively represent the same client or group of 

clients in related matters, and lawyers working in the same firm or lawyers working in different firms 

but on the same goal or set of goals for a client or group of clients, continue to share primary limits. 

Under the 2020 revision, however, in certain circumstances, lawyers in different firms who acted 

independently of each other on representations that had entirely different goals or purposes, no 

longer share limits. This exception is more completely described in the 2020 Plan, which provides 

extensive examples of which claims share limits.  It is important that lawyers covered under the Plan 

read and understand the shared limit language in its entirety.  The PLF continues to recommend, as it 

has on numerous past occasions, that all lawyers obtain excess coverage to protect against the risk 

that when claims arise from the same set of circumstances, they may share primary limits with other 

lawyers who may or may not be in the same firm.  �

CLAIMS (continued)
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Notable Areas of Law by Frequency and Severity 
January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2019

  2019 2018 2017 2016 2015

TOTAL CLOSED CLAIMS  891 869 827 839 808

  FREQUENCY

 Personal Injury

   Number of Claims  136 117 155 161 143

   Cost per claim  $22,789 $20,629 $16,598 $23,970 $23,812

 Domestic Relations

   Number of Claims  150 174 123 141 145

   Cost per claim  $6,924 $8,761 $13,650 $17,407 $8,035

 Bankruptcy/Debtor

   Number of Claims   105 88 108 138

   Cost per claim   $20,004 $14,569 $18,977 $17,551

 Other Civil Litigation

   Number of Claims  164 119 63 * *

   Cost per claim  $22,789 $19,307 $43,297

  SEVERITY

 Business Transactions

   Number of Claims  51 41 44 47 50

   Cost per claim  $43,825 $35,603 $32,395 $55,790 $50,862

 Securities

   Number of Claims   6 12 5 4

   Cost per claim   $130,274 $49,771 $119,419 $11,516

 Other Civil Litigation

   Number of Claims   119 63 * *

   Cost per claim   $19,307 $43,297

 Tax/Non Profit

   Number of Claims   6

   Cost per claim   $63,817

 Intellectual Property

   Number of Claims  6

   Cost per claim  $52,158

 Construction

   Number of Claims  12

   Cost per claim  $37,661

 * Civil Litigation was not tracked as a unique area of law until 2017.
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With $6.6 million in claims development (paid and reserved), 2019 

was a challenging year for the Excess Program. This represented an 

increase in claims activity of approximately 87% over 2018.  When 

the Excess Program experiences negative claims development, 

premium costs must increase to ensure financial stability. In addition 

to increased claims cost, the global reinsurance markets experienced 

some market hardening in 2019 that resulted in pressure to increase 

premiums for many types of insurance - including lawyers professional.  

These two factors combined meant that all firms with PLF excess 

coverage saw premiums rise by 10% in 2019.  Renewing firms were 

informed of the premium increase in advance of the renewal so that 

alternative quotes could be pursued. Even with cost pressure, the 

programs renewal rate (percentage of renewing firms that purchased 

coverage again) was over 90% and in line with prior years.

Though the increase in claims activity in 2019 was not attributable to 

one particular area of law or practice, we continue to evaluate our 

underwriting rules and criteria to ensure we are offering coverage to 

firms with good risk profiles. As in the past two years, we continue 

to evaluate firms presenting ORS Chapter 59 exposure (Oregon 

Securities Law) more stringently.  We believe this heightened review 

has had a positive impact on the risk profile of the Excess Program 

overall by both making firms aware of the risks associated with work in 

this area and by not offering coverage to some firms that may present 

a significant degree of risk.  Most Oregon law firms continue to meet 

the underwriting criteria for PLF excess coverage – even those that do 

some amount of Oregon Securities work.

WHAT IS THE STATUS OF THE 
EXCESS PROGRAM?

Applications accepted year-round.

www.osbplf.org/excess/excess-portal

Cyber Liability & Breach

Response Endorsement Included

 1-10 Attorneys $100,000 Limit

 11 + Attorneys $250,000 Limit

700  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

600 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

500 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

400  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

300  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

200  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

100 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Excess Program

Number of Attorneys at Each Coverage Level

2019

 $700,000 $1.7 $2.7 $3.7 $4.7 $9.7

  Million Million Million Million Million

601

562

192

51

453

167

400  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

350  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

300 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

250  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

200  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

150  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

100  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Excess Program

 Number of Firms by Size of Firm

2019

 1 Attny 2-5 Attnys 6-10 Attnys 11-20 Attnys 21-30 Attnys 31+ Attnys

324

301

64 17
3 1

In 2019, the Excess Program continued to add new firm business at a rate comparable with prior years. 

Overwhelmingly, this new business was comprised of solo practitioners and small firms. Looking at the Excess 

Program overall, nearly 50% of covered firms are solo practitioners and around 40% are in small firms of 2-5 

attorneys. 

The PLF Excess Program continues to be entirely reinsured and financially independent from the mandatory PLF 

Primary Coverage Program. Limits available range from $700,000 to $9.7 million. All excess coverage sold also 

includes a Cyber Liability and Breach Response Endorsement. In 2019, eight incidents were reported under this 

Endorsement. Higher limits for Cyber Liability coverage are now available on request. �
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The PLF continues to provide free and confi dential personal and practice 

management assistance to Oregon lawyers. These services include legal 

education, on-site practice management assistance (through the PLF’s Practice 

Management Assistance Program), and personal assistance (through the Oregon 

Attorney Assistance Program).  Personal and practice management assistance 

seminars in 2019 included our annual practical skills program for new admittees, 

Learning The Ropes, programs on mental health and substance use education, 

data security, and practicing law with ADD/ADHD.  In addition, the PLF off ers free 

resources including: 

WHAT IS THE PLF DOING IN THE
AREAS OF PERSONAL AND
PRACTICE MANAGEMENT 
ASSISTANCE?

950 + people
attended PLF events.  

11,488 +
recorded CLE 

programs

were accessed.

Our practice forms, handbooks, and most CLEs are available free 
of charge. You can download them at www.osbplf.org, or call the 

Professional Liability Fund at 503.639.6911 or 800.452.1639.      

 � 110+ free audio and video programs available on our website

  � inBrief – malpractice avoidance tips and resources

  � inPractice blog – practice management tips and resources

 � 300+ practice forms

 � 4 handbooks:

  �  Planning Ahead: A Guide to Protecting Your Clients’ 

   Interests in the Event of Your Disability or Death;

  �  A Guide to Setting Up and Running Your Law Office;

  �  A Guide to Setting Up and Using Your Lawyer 

   Trust Account;

  �  Oregon Statutory Time Limitations.
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OAAP 

assisted 604 

lawyers in 

2019 for individual, 

personal 

assistance. 

PMAs made 

201 law office 

visits in 2019 to 

establish, improve, or 

otherwise transform 

their law offices.

l



Practice Management Assistance Program  

Our practice management attorneys (PMAs), Sheila Blackford, 

Hong Dao, and Rachel Edwards, answer practice management 

questions and provide information about effective systems for 

conflicts of interest, mail handling, billing, trust accounting, 

general accounting, time management, client relations, file 

management, and technology. In 2019, the PMAs presented 

seminars around the state on practice management and in-

house CLEs for law firms. In addition, the PMAs visited 115 law 

firms and made 201 visits to law firms to help lawyers establish, 

improve, or otherwise transform their law offices. Satisfaction 

surveys show 100% of the people who returned surveys have 

been “very satisfied” with: (1) availability of a PMA for an 

appointment, (2) the PMA’s ability to explain information clearly, 

and (3) the PMA’s level of professionalism. Of those who 

returned surveys, 92% indicated “satisfied” with: (1) reaching 

a PMA and (2) promptness of follow up after initial services.  

100% of the people responding indicated that they would 

recommend our services to others and noted that overall they 

were very satisfied with the services provided by the PMAs.

Oregon Attorney Assistance Program 

The Oregon Attorney Assistance Program (OAAP) attorney 

counselors, Shari R. Pearlman, Douglas Querin, Kyra Hazilla, 

Bryan Welch, and Karen Neri provide assistance with problem 

alcohol and substance use; burnout; career change and 

satisfaction; depression, anxiety and other mental health 

conditions; stress management; and time management. In 2019, 

the OAAP offered education and support groups for lawyers 

on these topics: practicing law with ADHD, well-being, mindful 

parenting, aging parents, self-compassion, anxiety, depression, 

recovery from problem addiction or substance use, gender 

identity, career transition, mindfulness, overcoming trauma, and 

retaking the bar exam. Our publication, inSight, offers support 

and information about health and wellness for lawyers.  �

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM  (continued)
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
Meeting Date:   June 25 , 2020 
Memo Date:     June 15, 2020 
From:       Legal Services Program Committee 
Re:       Disbursing Unclaimed Client Funds from the Legal Services Program 
  

Action Recommended 
Approve recommendation from the Legal Services Committee that $100,000 be disbursed from 
the unclaimed funds to the legal aid providers according to the formula recommended by the 
providers. 

Background 
Unclaimed or abandoned client funds held in a lawyers’ trust account are sent to the Oregon 
State Bar (OSB), pursuant to ORS 98.386. Revenue received is used for the funding of legal 
services by legal aid providers, the payment of claims, and the payment of expenses incurred by 
the OSB in the administration of the Legal Services Program.  
 
In 2012 the committee and subsequently the BOG approved a recommendation regarding the 
distribution method of the unclaimed client funds. The distribution method is that the LSP will 
hold $100,000 in reserve to cover potential claims and distribute the revenue that arrives each 
year above that amount. The amount disbursed has changed from year to year depending on 
the unclaimed funds received and claims made each year (see attached ULTA 2017 Report). In 
addition, the OSB entered into an agreement with the legal aid providers in which the legal aid 
providers agreed to reimburse the OSB if the remaining reserve gets diminished or depleted.  
 
In January 2014, the LSP received approximately $520,000 unclaimed client funds from the 
Strawn v Farmers Class Action. The BOG initially approved distributing these funds in equal 
amounts over three years. 1/3 of the funds were disbursed in 2014 and 1/3 in 2015. In 2016 
and 2017, the BOG did not disburse any funds from the Strawn v Farmers Fund. 
 
In 2018, the BOG approved increasing the annual fund reserve target to $200,000 based on the 
increase in potential claims liability since the initial target was set six years earlier.  
 
In 2019, the BOG approved setting a unified reserve target for both the Annual Unclaimed Fund 
and the Strawn Farmers Class Action at $400,000. 
 

Combined Unclaimed Funds  
At the end of 2019, there was $504,429 in the Combined Unclaimed Funds account (see 
attached ULTA 2019 Report). The fund balance increased in 2019. $94,874 was added to the 
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fund, $14,677 was paid in claims, $558 was returned to holders as it did not properly belong at 
the Bar, and $10,490 of interest accrued. 
 
$9,796 of the claims were from Annual Unclaimed Funds and $4,881 were from the Strawn 
Farmers Class Action Fund. Strawn Farmers claims have decreased dramatically since surging in 
2017 to over $88,000. This decrease suggests that the surge in claims has passed; however, 
$370,000 of potential claims remain related to the Strawn Farmers Class Action and further 
monitoring of these claims is prudent. Total potential claims liability for all funds combined is 
approximately $1.4 million with $350,000 deemed highly unlikely claims that belong to foreign 
entities. 
 
The $400,000 reserve target set in 2019 remains appropriate. 
 
Therefore, it is recommended that $100,000 be disbursed from the unclaimed 
funds to the legal aid providers according to the formula recommended by the 
providers: 
 

CNPLS:   6% 
Columbia Co: 1% 
LASO:   41% 
OLC:   52% 

 



OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
Meeting Date:   June 25, 2020 
Memo Date:      June 15, 2020 
From:       Legal Services Program Committee  
Re:       Disbursing Cy Pres Funds for Legal Aid  
  

Action Recommended 
Approve the Legal Services Program Committee’s recommendation concerning legal aid’s 
request for 2020 cy pres distribution.  

Background 
On April 15, 2020 the legal aid providers sent a letter to the OSB Legal Services Program 
asking that $4 million of the large cy pres award being held by the bar be disbursed. This 
request was pursuant to the proposal adopted by the BOG in November 2019. The attached 
letter details the request, outlines the steps taken by the legal aid providers to implement 
their strategic plan and provides some detail concerning legal aid’s COVID 19 response.   
 
The legal aid providers requested that the $4 million be disbursed as follows: 
 
$240,000 to the Center for Nonprofit Legal Services (Jackson County) 
$1,260,000 to Legal Aid Services of Oregon  
$2,500,000 to the Oregon Law Center 
 
The legal service providers also request that they work with the Legal Service Program, 
after this BOG meeting, to determine a schedule for the timing of regular payments of this 
disbursement for the remainder of 2020. 
 
The Legal Services Program Committee reviewed the request on April 22 and forward to 
the BOG with a recommendation for approval.  
 
 



   
              
 
 
April 15, 2020 
 
Judith Baker, Director 
Legal Services Program 
Oregon State Bar 
P.O. Box 231935 
Tigard, OR 97281-1935 
 
Re:  Cy Pres Distribution 2020  
 
Dear Judith: 
 
We write on behalf of Oregon’s legal aid organizations to request that the Oregon State Bar 
disburse cy pres funds for 2020.    
 
In 2019, in anticipation of a large cy pres award to the Bar for legal aid, Center for Nonprofit 
Legal Services (CNPLS), Legal Aid Services of Oregon (LASO), Oregon Law Center (OLC) and other 
stakeholders engaged in an extensive strategic planning process to recommend a plan for 
disbursement of the funds.  The strategic planning committee also drafted a long-term strategic 
plan to guide the programs in providing efficient and effective services in future years in light of 
the expectation of increased revenue.  The programs proposed that the funds be disbursed 
annually beginning in 2020 at an amount up to $4,000,000, adjusted for inflation in future 
years.  The Board of Governors adopted that recommendation in November 2019.  
 
We request that the Bar disburse $4,000,000 as follows:  $240,000 to CNPLS; $1,260,000 to 
LASO; and $2,500,000 to OLC.  We request that we be able to work with the Legal Services 
Program in June, after the BOG vote, to determine a schedule for the timing of regular 
payments of this disbursement for the remainder of 2020.   
 
We request 6% for CNPLS because that program serves 6% of Oregon’s poverty population.  
LASO and OLC collaborate closely to serve the remaining 94% of the poverty population.  We 
annually apportion funds received from the Bar by reviewing, among other things, other 
sources of funding available to each program and funds required by each program to 
implement recommendations under the strategic plan.  Because LASO receives a large federal 
grant from the Legal Services Corporation (currently $4.9 million) and OLC does not, OLC 
regularly receives a larger portion of OSB funds than does LASO.  OLC was also designated 
under the strategic plan to receive the majority of new staff positions.  The requested 
breakdown between the programs will allow both to operate in a fiscally responsible manner in 
light of other funding sources and spending needs. 



   
 

 
 
We are happy to update the Committee on our implementation of the strategic planning 
recommendations to date.   
 

• CNPLS has increased a part-time immigration attorney position to full-time in order to 
support offices statewide with immigration and immigration-status issues.   

• OLC and LASO have engaged a consultant on diversity, equity and inclusion, who has 
begun gathering information to help craft a diversity plan for the programs.   

• We have added a litigation support paralegal to the State Support Unit (SSU) to provide 
direct litigation support for attorneys statewide and to oversee training for support 
staff.   

• We have added an attorney to the SSU to focus on housing advocacy.   
• We have added one staff attorney position to the Hillsboro office.   
• We have added a bilingual support staff position to the Albany office.   
• We have converted an existing staff attorney position in LASO’s Portland Regional Office 

to a supervising attorney position. 
• We have added one new management position to the statewide administrative group at 

OLC to assist with general program oversight, operations, pro bono and technology. 
• To accommodate added staffing in the SSU and OLC statewide administration, OLC 

leased additional office space adjacent to its current space.   
• LASO has begun offering paid law clerk positions so that broader groups of law students 

can work at legal aid.   
• We have continued to collaborate with OJD, OSB and other stakeholders in addressing 

the need for assistance for pro se litigants.   
• As referenced in the strategic plan, all three programs have reviewed compensation 

levels for staff and adjusted them to levels that are more closely comparable to similar 
employers with whom we compete to recruit and retain highly qualified staff. 

 
Our tentative plans for the remainder of 2020 are as follows: 
 

• We have signed a letter of intent to lease office space in Gresham.  Five OLC 
Farmworker Program staff will move from the Hillsboro and Woodburn offices to work 
in Gresham full time.  (OLC will continue to operate a farmworker office in Woodburn 
but not in Hillsboro; LASO will continue to operate farmworker offices in Woodburn and 
Hillsboro.)  OLC’s Portland Regional Office, now located in downtown Portland, will have 
designated space in the Gresham office to serve clients in east Multnomah County.  In 
addition, LASO will sublease space in the Gresham office to be used by staff from its 
Portland Regional Office who are also currently located in downtown Portland. 

• We plan to increase capacity for the three-person legislative advocacy unit at OLC. 
• We plan to hire another staff attorney in the Hillsboro office. 

 



   
 

Although not part of the strategic plan, all three programs have responded quickly and 
comprehensively to the new challenges created by COVID-19 and the resulting economic crisis.  
All offices remain open by phone and email.  We have implemented teleworking on a broad 
scale and are in the process of purchasing necessary equipment and technology to facilitate 
that.  We have created educational materials for clients about the rapidly changing legal 
developments affecting them and have conducted multiple trainings for legal aid advocates on 
these developments so that they can be prepared to advise and represent clients.  We have 
added shifts to our statewide Public Benefits Hotline in order to help more clients with their 
questions related to unemployment insurance and other new changes to public benefits.  We 
are advocating that local and state government agencies implement health and safety 
measures for highly vulnerable members of our client communities, including people 
experiencing homelessness and farmworkers.  We are providing a full range of legal services on 
high-priority COVID-19 related legal needs and other legal needs.  
 
We appreciate the support of the Legal Services Program as we expand our legal services to 
low-income Oregonians.  If you have any questions or need any additional information, please 
let us know. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Janice Morgan Monica Goracke  Debra Lee 
Legal Aid Services of Oregon Oregon Law Center  Center for NonProfit Legal Services 



  

OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 25, 2020 
Memo Date: June 11, 2020 
From: Jade Priest-Maoz, MCLE Program Manager, MCLE Committee Liaison 
Re: Proposed Amendments to MCLE Rules and Regulations to: 
 1. clarify the electronic submission requirements and process; and  
 2. shift the MCLE reporting deadlines ahead four months.                                                                                                                               

Action Recommended 
 
 Bar staff and the MCLE Committee recommend the BOG approve the attached proposed 
amendments to the MCLE Rules and Regulations to: 
 

• clarify the electronic certification and submission requirements and processes to assist 
bar members in using the new online MCLE reporting system; and  

• extend the MCLE reporting period end date to April 30 and reporting deadline to May 
31, for all MCLE cycles beginning with 2020. The MCLE Committee also recommends 
seeking bar member input on shifting the MCLE compliance deadlines to the spring 
before presenting the relevant amendments to the Supreme Court.  

 
Background and Discussion 

 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CLARIFY ELECTTRONIC SUBMISSION  

 
The implementation of the online MCLE Program operating system changed the process 

of submitting MCLE documents from mailing or emailing forms to electronic submission 
through the bar’s website. Clarification of these processes in the MCLE Rules and Regulations 
will assist members and program sponsors with compliance. For consistency and ease of 
member comprehension, the language of the proposed amendments is modeled after the 
language in Chapter 21 of the Uniform Trial Court Rules describing electronic filing and service. 

 
Because the processes of submitting program accreditation applications, MCLE 

compliance reports, and NLMP completion certificates are each different, the processes for 
these tasks are separately set forth in the regulation to the rule requiring each, as opposed to in 
general terms as in the current Regulations to Rule 1. In addition, because the electronic system 
does not generate an MCLE compliance report document separate from the attorney’s MCLE 
transcript, it is prudent to define “MCLE Transcript” and “MCLE Compliance Report” so 
members understand these terms within the context of the new online system (see proposed 
Regulation 1.140 and 1.150).    
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 The MCLE committee and bar staff recommend the BOG vote to approve the proposed 
amendments to clarify electronic certification and submission so they can be presented to the 
Supreme Court at its July 7, 2020 public meeting. 
  

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SHIFT MCLE COMPLIANCE CYCLES AHEAD FOUR MONTHS  
 
 The idea of shifting the MCLE reporting cycle to move the compliance deadline to a 
different time of year has been discussed over the years and has now come to the forefront 
because of the impact of COVID-19 on this year’s reporting cycle. Bar staff has received 
requests to extend the MCLE deadlines for this reporting cycle due to COVID-19. After 
consideration of the bar’s mission, the purpose of the MCLE Rules and Regulations, and 
challenges faced by Oregon attorneys and bar staff, the MCLE Committee and bar staff 
recommend shifting the cycle end dates and reporting deadlines of the 2020 reporting cycle 
and all futures cycles ahead four months. 
 
 Undeniably, the COVID-19 pandemic presents financial and practical challenges for 
many Oregon lawyers. With no requirement of in person CLE program attendance and the 
plethora of free programming, Oregon attorneys can meet their MCLE requirements for zero 
cost without leaving home. In the event an individual attorney faces “hardship or other special 
circumstances mak[ing] compliance impossible or inordinately difficult,” MCLE Rule 9(d) allows 
for the MCLE Program Manager to grant extensions upon request.  
 
 Although most Oregon lawyers will be able to meet their MCLE requirements by 
December 31, 2020, not extending the reporting deadlines for this group will result in a large 
number of individual requests for extension, resulting in a “mini compliance season” months 
after the regular season. This will create an extra burden on bar staff at a time of limited 
resources due to the negative effect the COVID-19 on bar revenue. This will also present a 
burden to the Supreme Court as the MCLE Program Manager will need to bring two lists of 
suspension recommendations to the court in 2021. Given this unprecedented circumstance, it is 
reasonable that the bar extend the 2020 reporting deadlines. 
 
 How long to extend the MCLE reporting deadline has been given much consideration, 
including the approach of other states, the bar’s mission, the purpose of the MCLE Program, the 
capacity of bar staff to administer the MCLE Program, and the challenges and benefits various 
scenarios would present bar members.  
 
 Four states, including Washington, have extended reporting deadlines for 2020 an 
entire year. This is not recommended in Oregon due to concerns of the MCLE Program falling 
short of its stated purpose to protect the public, which is also integral to the OSB mission. A full 
year extension would double the number of members reporting in 2021, creating an 
unmanageable workload and financial burden on the bar. More commonly, states have 
extended 2020 deadlines one to six months. This is the recommended approach in Oregon to 
both accommodate members whose ability to complete CLE credits this year was disrupted by 
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COVID and to preserves the MCLE Program’s ability to protect the public by ensuring Oregon 
lawyers maintain a minimum level of continuing education. By shifting all cycles equally, the 
2020 reporters will not be disadvantaged by a shortened next cycle. 
 
 For practical and financial reasons, this should be a welcome change for bar members. 
Though not ideal, the Oregon MCLE compliance season falls at holiday time. Transactional 
attorneys report difficulty complying with MCLE requirements when their workload peaks to 
close deals by year end. Members complain the CLE crunch during the holiday season takes 
away from family time. From a financial perspective, if the MCLE deadline presents at time of 
less financial burden, as opposed to the same time PLF and bar dues are due, members might 
choose CLE programs to help them serve their clients instead of the least expensive 
programming.  
 
 Changing the Oregon MCLE deadline to a different time of year will affect local CLE 
sponsors, prompting them to reconsider their event calendars and potentially shifting their 
annual revenue stream. Now because of COVID, sponsors anticipate a permanent move away 
from live programming, reducing the focus on actual program dates. And, attendance may 
increase for higher cost programming if members have less financial burden from other sources 
at the time they need to complete CLE credits. Nationwide, a spring compliance season is as 
common as the year-end deadline, and there is a fast movement away from live conferences, 
therefore CLE programming should be as readily available to Oregon attorneys as it is currently.  
 
 Two states with which Oregon has reciprocal MCLE compliance have a reporting 
deadline of December 31. Hundreds of Oregon bar members who are also licensed in 
Washington or Idaho report each year and must be mindful to report early in their home state 
in order to obtain a Comity Certificate to timely submit to the other state. Moving the Oregon 
deadline to a different month would eliminate this confusing burden on OSB members with 
dual licensure. 
  
 Separating the MCLE reporting season from other regulatory seasons could reduce bar 
expenses. MCLE staff and other regulatory staff would become available to assist one another 
and ease the compliance season workload in each department if the compliance seasons do not 
coincide, thus eliminating the traditional expense of hiring seasonal temps. 
 
 Last year, the Supreme Court approved rule changes that allow the bar to achieve its 
goal of more closely aligning attorney suspensions for MCLE noncompliance with other 
regulatory suspensions. Changing the MCLE deadlines to the spring would again disconnect the 
suspension dates. However, the bar may benefit by forgoing the alignment of regulatory 
suspensions when the result is ease of member compliance and financial benefit for the bar.  
 
 For the reasons set forth above, bar staff and the MCLE Committee recommend 
changing all MCLE reporting cycles to make the reporting period end date April 30 and the 
reporting deadline May 31. This adjustment will assist members in the 2020 reporting period 
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with challenges caused by COVID-19, and all bar members by shifting the annual compliance 
season to the spring, while preserving the bar’s ability to ensure Oregon attorneys maintain a 
minimum level of continuing legal education for the protection of the public. The MCLE 
Committee recommends the BOG publish the proposed amendments to shift the MCLE 
reporting cycle for member input prior to presenting them to the Supreme Court. If the BOG 
agrees, bar staff will publish the proposed amendments for a 30 day comment period, then 
present the amendments to the Supreme Court at its September 14, 2020 public meeting.   
 

Conclusion 
  
 Bar staff and the MCLE Committee recommend amending the MCLE Rules and 
Regulations to clarify electronic certification and submission and to shift the MCLE reporting 
season to the spring. Proposed amendments to implement these recommendations were 
unanimously approved by the MCLE Committee at its June 5, 2020 meeting and are attached 
for the BOG’s review and consideration. Bar staff and the MCLE Committee now recommend 
the BOG vote to approve these amendments for recommendation to the Supreme Court.  
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PROPOESED AMENDMENTS TO CLARIFY ELECTRONIC CERTIFICATION SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS AND 
PROCESS AND TO SHIFT MCLE CYCLE END DATE AND REPORTING DEADLINES FOUR MONTHS 

 
Oregon State Bar 

Minimum Continuing Legal Education 
Rules and Regulations 

(As amended effective March 1, 2020) 

 

Purpose 

 The purpose of minimum continuing legal education (MCLE) requirements is to further the OSB’s 
mission to improve the quality of legal services and increase access to justice. MCLE assists Oregon lawyers 
in maintaining and improving their knowledge, skills, and competence in the delivery of legal services to 
the public. This includes ensuring that Oregon lawyers receive education in equity in order to effectively 
and fully serve all Oregon communities. These Rules establish the minimum requirements for continuing 
legal education for members of the Oregon State Bar. 

Rule One 
Terms and Definitions 

1.1 Active Member: An active member of the Oregon State Bar, as defined in Article 6 of the Bylaws of the 
Oregon State Bar. 

1.2 Accreditation: The formal process of accreditation of activities by the MCLE Program Manager. 

1.3 Accredited CLE Activity: An activity that provides legal or professional education to attorneys in 
accordance with MCLE Rule 5. 

1.4 BOG: The Board of Governors of the Oregon State Bar. 

1.5 Equity: Ensuring that all individuals and groups have fair access to the same opportunities and 
resources by identifying and eliminating barriers that face underserved and marginalized groups, by 
acknowledging and understanding ingrained and systemic structural biases in society, and by committing 
to address these disparities. Underserved and marginalized groups include, but are not limited to groups 
that are historically underrepresented based on factors of culture, disability, ethnicity, gender and gender 
identity or expression, geographic location, national origin, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, veteran 
status, immigration status, and socioeconomic status. 

1.6 Executive Director: The executive director of the Oregon State Bar. 

1.7 Hour or Credit Hour: Sixty minutes of accredited group CLE activity or other CLE activity. 

1.8 MCLE Committee: The Minimum Continuing Legal Education Committee appointed by the BOG to 
assist in the administration of these Rules. 

1.9 MCLE Program Manager: The bar staff member designated by the Chief Executive Officer to assist in 
the administration of the MCLE Program. 

1.10 New Lawyer Mentoring Program (NLMP): A mandatory mentoring program designed to increase the 
competence and professionalism of new admittees in Oregon. 

1.11 NLMP Coordinator: The bar staff member designated by the Chief Executive Officer to assist in the 
administration of the NLMP. 

1.12 NLMP Mentor: A lawyer recommended by the BOG and appointed by the Supreme Court to serve as 
a mentor in the NLMP Program. 
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1.13 New Admittee: A person is a new admittee from the date of initial admission as an active member of 
the Oregon State Bar through the end of his or her first reporting period. 

1.14 Regulations: Any regulation adopted by the BOG to implement these Rules. 

1.15 Reporting Period: The period during which an active member must satisfy the MCLE requirement. 

1.16 Sponsor: An individual or organization providing a CLE activity. 

1.17 Supreme Court: The Supreme Court of the State of Oregon. 
 

Regulations to MCLE Rule 1 
Terms and Definitions 

1.100 Inactive or Retired Member. An inactive or retired member of the Oregon State Bar, as defined in 
Article 6 of the Bylaws. 

1.10110 Suspended Member. A member who has been suspended from the practice of law by the 
Supreme Court. 

1.110 MCLE Filings. 

(a) Anything to be filed under the MCLE Rules shall be delivered to the MCLE Program Manager, at 16037 
SW Upper Boones Ferry Road, PO Box 231935, Tigard, Oregon, 97281-1935. 

(b) Filing shall not be timely unless the document is actually received by the MCLE Program Manager by 
the close of business on the day the filing is due. 

(c) Timely filing of a completed compliance report as required by Rule 7.1 and 7.4(a)(2) is defined as the 
actual physical receipt of the signed report at the MCLE office, regardless of the date of posting or 
postmark, or the date of delivery to a delivery service of any kind. Reports may be delivered by facsimile or 
electronic transmission. If the due date for anything to be filed under the MCLE Rules is a Saturday or legal 
holiday, including Sunday, or a day that the Oregon State Bar office is closed, the due date shall be the next 
regular business day. 

1.115 Service Method. 

(a) MCLE Compliance Reports shall be sent to the member’s email address on file with the bar, except that 
reports shall be sent by first-class mail (to the last designated business or residence address on file with the 
Oregon State Bar) to any member who is exempt from having an email address on file with the bar.  

(b) Notices of Noncompliance shall be sent via regular mail and email to the member’s last designated 
business or residence address on file with the Oregon State Bar and to the email address on file with the 
bar on the date of the notice. Email notices will not be sent to any member who is exempt from having an 
email address on file with the bar.   

(c) Service by mail shall be complete on deposit in the mail. 

1.120 Regularly Scheduled Meeting. A meeting schedule for each calendar year will be established for the 
BOG and the MCLE Committee, if one is appointed. All meetings identified on the schedule will be 
considered to be regularly scheduled meetings. Any other meeting will be for a special reason and/or 
request and will not be considered as a regularly scheduled meeting. 

1.130 Reporting Period. Reporting periods shall begin on JanuaryMay 1 and end on DecemberApril 310 of 
the reporting year except as otherwise provided in Rule 3.6. 

1.140 MCLE Transcript. An MCLE transcript is the record of a bar member’s MCLE credits reported during 
the member’s reporting period. A member may view and modify their MCLE transcript by logging onto 
the electronic system provide by the Oregon State Bar. A member may access the system through the 
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Oregon State Bar’s website (https://hello.osbar.org/) 

1.150 MCLE Compliance Report. An MCLE Compliance Report is an active bar member’s MCLE transcript 
reflecting at least the minimum required credits for the member’s reporting period.  

 

Rule Two 
Administration of Minimum Continuing Legal Education  

2.1 Duties and Responsibilities of the Board of Governors; Appointment of MCLE Committee.  

(a) The Minimum Continuing Legal Education Rules shall be administered by the BOG. The BOG may 
modify and amend these Rules and adopt new rules subject to the approval of the Supreme Court. The 
BOG may adopt, modify and amend regulations to implement these Rules.  

(b) The BOG shall develop the NLMP curriculum and requirements in consultation with the Supreme Court 
and shall be responsible for the NLMPs administration.  

(c) The BOG may appoint an MCLE Committee to assist in the administration of these rules.  

(d) There shall be an MCLE Program Manager who shall be an employee of the Oregon State Bar.  

(e) There shall be an NLMP Coordinator who shall be an employee of the Oregon State Bar. 

2.2 Duties of the MCLE Program Manager. The MCLE Program Manager shall: 

(a) Oversee the day-to-day operation of the program as specified in these Rules. 

(b) Approve applications for accreditation and requests for exemption, and make compliance 
determinations. 

(c) Develop the preliminary annual budget for MCLE operations. 

(d) Prepare an annual report of MCLE activities. 

(e) Perform other duties identified by the BOG or as required to implement these Rules. 

2.3 Duties of the NLMP Coordinator. The NLMP Coordinator shall: 

(a) Oversee the day-to-day operation of the NLMP as specified in these Rules, including administration of 
enrollment and mentor matching. 

(b) Approve requests for NLMP exemption or extension requests from program participants as specified in 
these Rules. 

(c) Prepare an annual report of the NLMP and publish an NLMP Manual. 

(e) Perform other duties identified by the BOG or as required to implement these Rules. 

2.4 Appointment of NLMP Mentors. 

(a) The Supreme Court may appoint NLMP mentors recommended by the BOG. Except as otherwise 
provided in these rules, to qualify for appointment, the mentor must be a member of the OSB in good 
standing with at least five years of experience in the practice of law, and have a reputation for competence 
and ethical and professional conduct. 

(b) Attorneys in good standing in another United States jurisdiction who are not OSB members, but are 
qualified to represent clients before the Social Security Administration, the Internal Revenue Service, the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office, or the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services 
office are eligible to be appointed as mentors, provided they meet the other requirements of these rules. 

https://hello.osbar.org/
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(c) Attorneys in good standing in another United States jurisdiction who are not OSB members are eligible 
to be appointed as mentors with the recommendation of the NLMP Coordinator, provided they meet the 
other requirements of these rules.   

 

2.5 Expenses. The executive director shall allocate and shall pay the expenses of the program including, 
but not limited to staff salaries, out of the bar’s general fund. 

 

Rule Three 
Minimum Continuing Legal Education Requirement 

3.1 Effective Date. These Rules, or any amendments thereto, shall take effect upon their approval by the 
Supreme Court of the State of Oregon. 

3.2 Active Members. 

(a) Minimum Hours. Except as provided in Rules 3.3 and 3.4, all active members shall complete a minimum 
of 45 credit hours of accredited CLE activity every three years as provided in these Rules. 

(b) Ethics. At least five of the required hours shall be in subjects relating to ethics in programs 
accredited pursuant to Rule 5.14(a). 

(c) Abuse Reporting. One hour must be on the subject of a lawyer’s statutory duty to report child abuse 
and elder abuse (see ORS 9.114).   

(d) Mental Health and Substance Use Education. At least one of the required hours shall be in subjects 
relating to mental health, substance use, or cognitive impairment that can affect a lawyer’s ability to 
practice law. 

(e) Access to Justice. In alternate reporting periods, at least three of the required hours must be in 
programs accredited for access to justice pursuant to Rule 5.14(d).  

3.3 Reinstatements, Resumption of Practice After Retirement and New Admittees.  

(a) An active member whose reporting period is established in Rule 3.6(c)(2) or 3.6(c)(3) shall complete 
15 credit hours of accredited CLE activity in the first reporting period after reinstatement. Two of the 15 
credit hours shall be devoted to ethics and one shall be devoted to mental health and substance use 
education. 

(b) New admittees shall complete 15 credit hours of accredited CLE activity in the first reporting period 
after admission as an active member, including two credit hours in ethics, one credit hour in mental 
health and substance use education and nine credit hours in practical skills. One of the ethics credit 
hours must be devoted to Oregon ethics and professionalism and four of the nine credits in practical 
skills must be devoted to Oregon practice and procedure. New admittees must also complete a three 
credit hour OSB-approved introductory course in access to justice. The MCLE Program Manager may 
waive the practical skills requirement for a new admittee who has practiced law in another jurisdiction 
for three consecutive years immediately prior to the member’s admission in Oregon, in which event the 
new admittee must complete nine hours in other areas. After a new admittee’s first reporting period, 
the requirements in Rule 3.2(a) shall apply.  

(c) New admittees shall enroll in the NLMP within 28 days of admission, except as otherwise provided in 
these rules. New admittees shall complete the requirements of the NLMP curriculum established by the 
BOG, complete a mentoring plan and file a NLMP Completion Certificate, and pay the accreditation fee 
provided in Regulation 4.600 in the first three year reporting period after admission as an active 
member. 
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3.4 Out-of-State Compliance.  

(a) Reciprocity Jurisdictions. An active member whose principal office for the practice of law is not in the 
State of Oregon and who is an active member in a jurisdiction with which Oregon has established MCLE 
reciprocity may comply with these rules by filing a compliance report as required by MCLE Rule 7.1 
accompanied by evidence that the member is in compliance with the requirements of the other 
jurisdiction and has completed a child and elder abuse reporting credit required in ORS 9.114. This filing 
shall include payment of the fee set forth in Regulation 3.200(a) for processing the comity certificate of 
MCLE compliance from the reciprocal state. 

(b) An active member whose principal office for the practice of law is in the State of Oregon may obtain 
from the MCLE Program Manager a comity certification of Oregon MCLE compliance upon payment of the 
fee set forth in Regulation 3.200(b) 

(c) Other Jurisdictions. An active member whose principal office for the practice of law is not in the State of 
Oregon and is not in a jurisdiction with which Oregon has established MCLE reciprocity must file a 
compliance report as required by MCLE Rule 7.1 showing that the member has completed at least 45 
hours of accredited CLE activities as required by Rule 3.2. 

3.5 [Reserved.] 

3.6 Reporting Period. 

(a) In General. All active members shall have three-year reporting periods, except as provided in 
paragraphs (b), (c) and (d). 

(b) New Admittees. The first reporting period for a new admittee shall start on the date of admission as an 
active member and shall end on DecemberApril 310 of the next calendar year. All subsequent reporting 
periods shall be three years. 

(c) Reinstatements. 

 (1) A member who transfers to inactive, retired or Active Pro Bono status, is suspended, or has 
resigned and who is reinstated before the end of the reporting period in effect at the time of the 
status change shall retain the member’s original reporting period and these Rules shall be applied 
as though the transfer, suspension, or resignation had not occurred. 

 (2) Except as provided in Rule 3.6(c)(1), the first reporting period for a member who is reinstated 
as an active member following a transfer to inactive, retired or Active Pro Bono status or a 
suspension, disbarment or resignation shall start on the date of reinstatement and shall end on 
DecemberApril 310 of the next calendar year. All subsequent reporting periods shall be three 
years. 

 (3) Notwithstanding Rules 3.6(c)(1) and (2), reinstated members who did not submit a completed 
compliance report for the reporting period immediately prior to their transfer to inactive, retired 
or Active Pro Bono status, suspension or resignation will be assigned a new reporting period upon 
reinstatement. This reporting period shall begin on the date of reinstatement and shall end on 
DecemberApril 310 of the next calendar year. All subsequent reporting periods shall be three 
years. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 3 

Minimum Continuing Legal Education Requirement 

3.100 Out-of-State Compliance. An active member seeking credit pursuant to MCLE Rule 3.4(b) shall 
attach to the member’s compliance report filed in Oregon evidence that the member has met the 
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requirements of Rule 3 with courses accredited in any jurisdiction. This evidence may include certificates of 
compliance, certificates of attendance, or other information indicating the identity of the crediting 
jurisdiction, the number of 60-minute hours of credit granted, and the subject matter of programs 
attended. 

3.200 Reciprocity. An active member who is also an active member in a jurisdiction with which Oregon has 
established MCLE reciprocity (currently Idaho, Utah or Washington) may comply with Rule 3.4(a) by 
attaching to the compliance report required by MCLE Rule 7.1 a copy of the member’s certificate of 
compliance with the MCLE requirements from that jurisdiction, together with evidence that the member 
has completed a child and elder abuse reporting training required in ORS 9.114. No other information 
about program attendance is required.  

(a) Members shall pay a filing fee of $25.00 with their submission of a comity certificate of MCLE 
compliance from a reciprocal jurisdiction.  

(b) An active member whose principal office for the practice of law is in the State of Oregon may obtain 
from the MCLE Program Manager a comity certificate of Oregon MCLE compliance upon request and 
payment of a processing fee of $25.00. 

3.300 Application of Credits.  

(a) Legal ethics, access to justice and mental health and substance use education credits in excess of the 
minimum required can be applied to the general or practical skills requirement. 

(b) Practical skills credits can be applied to the general requirement. 

(c) Excess child and elder abuse reporting credits will be applied as general or practical skills credit. Access 
to Justice credits earned in a non-required reporting period will be credited as general credits.  

(d) Members in a three-year reporting period are required to have 3.0 access to justice credits in reporting 
periods ending 12/31/2018 through 124/310/20201 and in alternate three-year periods thereafter.    

3.400 Practical Skills Requirement. 

(a) A practical skills program is one which includes courses designed primarily to instruct new admittees in 
the methods and means of the practice of law. This includes those courses which involve instruction in the 
practice of law generally, instruction in the management of a legal practice, and instruction in particular 
substantive law areas designed for new practitioners. A practical skills program may include but shall not 
be limited to instruction in: client contact and relations; court proceedings; negotiation and settlement; 
alternative dispute resolution; malpractice avoidance; personal management assistance; the impact of 
substance abuse, cognitive impairment and mental health related issues to a law practice; and practice 
management assistance topics such as tickler and docket control systems, conflict systems, billing, trust 
and general accounting, file management, and computer systems. 

(b) A CLE course on any subject matter can contain as part of the curriculum a portion devoted to practical 
skills. The sponsor shall designate those portions of any program which it claims is eligible for practical 
skills credit. 

(c) A credit hour cannot be applied to both the practical skills requirement and the ethics requirement. 

(d) A new admittee applying for an exemption from the practical skills requirement, pursuant to Rule 
3.3(b), shall submit in writing to the MCLE Program Manager a request for exemption describing the 
nature and extent of the admittee’s prior practice of law sufficient for the Administrator to determine 
whether the admittee has current skills equivalent to the practical skills requirements set forth in this 
regulation. 

3.500 Reporting Period Upon Reinstatement. A member who returns to active membership status as 
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contemplated under MCLE Rule 3.6(c)(2) shall not be required to fulfill the requirement of compliance 
during the member’s inactive or retired status, suspension, disbarment or resignation, but no credits 
obtained during the member’s inactive or retired status, suspension, disbarment or resignation shall be 
carried over into the next reporting period. 

3.600 Introductory Course in Access to Justice. In order to qualify as an introductory course in access to 
justice required by MCLE Rule 3.3(b), the three-hour program must meet the accreditation standards set 
forth in MCLE Rule 5.14(d) and include discussion of at least three of the following areas: race, gender, 
economic status, creed, color, religion, national origin, disability, age or sexual orientation.  

3.700 New Lawyer Mentoring Program Enrollment, Matching and Mentoring Plan. 

(a) Within 28 days of admission, new admittees whose principal office for the practice of law is in the State 
of Oregon must file an NLMP Enrollment Form as required by Rule 3.3(c) or certify that they are exempt as 
provided in Rule 9. 

(b) The NLMP Coordinator will match new admittees with NLMP mentors based principally on geography, 
and whenever possible, practice area interests. Upon request by the new admittee and NLMP mentor, the 
NLMP Coordinator may consider common membership in specialty or affinity bar organizations when 
establishing a match. 

(c) The NLMP Coordinator will issue a notice to the new admittee and NLMP mentor as soon as an NLMP 
match is confirmed.  

(d) The NLMP Coordinator may reassign a match upon request of the new admittee of NLMP mentor if the 
coordinator determines a match is not effective to meet the goals of the program.  

(e) The new admittee is responsible for arranging the initial meeting with the NLMP mentor, and the 
meeting must take place within 28 business days of the new admittee’s receipt of notice of the match. At 
the meeting, the new admittee and NLMP mentor will review the elements of their mentoring plan, 
including: 

 (1) Introduction to the Legal Community; 

 (2) Professionalism, the Oregon Rules of Professional Conduct and Cultural Competence; 

 (3) Introduction to Law Office Management; 

 (4) Working with Clients;  

 (5) Career Development through Public Service, OSB programs, and quality of life issues; and  

 (6) Practice Area Basic Skills. 

(f) The NLMP Coordinator will publish an NLMP Manual consistent with NLMP curriculum developed by 
the BOG, to provide additional information about developing and implementing and effective mentoring 
plan. The MCLE Committee may review and provide input on the NLMP Manual to the NLMP Coordinator. 

(g) Subsections (b) through (e) do not apply if a new admittee has obtained a deferral as provided in Rule 
9. 

3.800 Filing NLMP Completion Certificate. Filing of an NLMP Completion Certificate as required by Rules 
3.3(c) and 4.5(b) is defines as the electronic submission by the NLMP new admittee of their NLMP 
Completion Certificate by adding the certificate to their MCLE transcript through the electronic system 
provided by the Oregon State Bar via the internet during their first three-year reporting period. The 
electronic system for adding NLMP Certificates to MCLE transcripts can be accessed through the Oregon 
State Bar website (https://hello.osbar.org/). 
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Rule Four 
Accreditation Procedure 

4.1 In General. 

 (a) In order to qualify as an accredited CLE activity, the activity must be given activity accreditation by the 
MCLE Program Manager. 

(b) The MCLE Program Manager shall electronically publish a list of accredited programs. 

(c) All sponsors shall permit the MCLE Program Manager or a member of the MCLE Committee to audit the 
sponsors’ CLE activities without charge for purposes of monitoring compliance with MCLE requirements. 
Monitoring may include attending CLE activities, conducting surveys of participants and verifying 
attendance of registrants. 

4.2 Group Activity Accreditation. 

(a) CLE activities will be considered for accreditation on a case-by-case basis and must satisfy the 
accreditation standards listed in these Rules for the particular type of activity for which accreditation is 
being requested. 

(b) A sponsor or individual active member may apply for accreditation of a group CLE activity by filing a 
written application for accreditation with the MCLE Program Manager. The application shall be made on 
the form required by the MCLE Program Manager for the particular type of CLE activity for which 
accreditation is being requested and shall demonstrate compliance with the accreditation standards 
contained in these Rules. 

(c) A written application for accreditation of a group CLE activity submitted by or on behalf of the 
sponsor of the CLE activity shall be accompanied by the program sponsor fee required by MCLE 
Regulation 4.300. An additional program sponsor fee is required for a repeat live presentation of a 
group CLE activity.  

(d) A written application for accreditation of a group CLE activity must be filed either before or no later 
than 30 days after the completion of the activity. An application received more than 30 days after the 
completion of the activity is subject to a late processing fee as provided in Regulation 4.300.   

(e) The MCLE Program Manager may revoke the accreditation of an activity at any time if it determines 
that the accreditation standards were not met for the activity. Notice of revocation shall be sent to the 
sponsor of the activity. 

(f) Accreditation of a CLE activity obtained by a sponsor or an active member shall apply for all active 
members participating in the activity.  

4.3 Credit Hours. Credit hours shall be assigned in multiples of one-quarter of an hour. The BOG shall 
adopt regulations to assist sponsors in determining the appropriate number of credit hours to be assigned. 

4.4 Sponsor Advertising. 

(a) Only sponsors of accredited group CLE activities may include in their advertising the accredited status 
of the activity and the credit hours assigned. 

(b) Specific language and other advertising requirements may be established in regulations adopted by the 
BOG. 

4.5 NLMP Accreditation. 

(a) The new admittee is responsible for ensuring that all requirements of the NLMP are completed.  

(b) Upon completion of the NLMP, a new admittee shall file a NLMP Completion Certificate, executed by 
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the new admittee for accreditation by the MCLE Program Manager. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 4 

Accreditation Procedure 

4.100 Application for Accreditation. A written application for accreditation pursuant to Rule 4.2 shall be 
submitted via the electronic system provided by the Oregon State Bar via the internet. An applicant may 
access the system through the Oregon State Bar website (https://www.osbar.org/mcle/intex.html). 

4.200 Group Activity Accreditation. 

(a) Review procedures shall be pursuant to MCLE Rule 8.1 and Regulation 8.100. 

(b) The number of credit hours assigned to the activity shall be determined based upon the information 
provided by the applicant. The applicant shall be notified via email or regular mail of the number of credit 
hours assigned or if more information is needed in order to process the application. 

4.300 Sponsor Fees. 

(a) A sponsor of a group CLE activity that is accredited for 4 or fewer credit hours shall pay a program 
sponsor fee of $40.00. An additional program sponsor fee is required for every repeat live presentation of 
an accredited activity, but no additional fee is required for a video or audio replay of an accredited activity. 

(b) A sponsor of a group CLE activity that is accredited for more than 4 credit hours shall pay a program 
sponsor fee of $75. An additional program sponsor fee is required for every repeat live presentation of an 
accredited activity, but no additional fee is required for a video or audio replay of an accredited activity.  

(c) Sponsors presenting a CLE activity as a series of presentations may pay one program fee of $40.00 for 
all presentations offered within three consecutive calendar months, provided: 

 (i) The presentations do not exceed a total of three credit hours for the approved series; and 

 (ii) Any one presentation does not exceed one credit hour. 

(d) A late processing fee of $40 is due for accreditation applications that are received more than 30 days 
after the program date. This fee is in addition to the program sponsor fee and accreditation shall not be 
granted until the fee is received. 

(e) The MCLE Program Manager shall apply the MCLE sponsor fees to all sponsors regardless of the 
sponsor’s entity type (private, governmental, or nonprofit), financial status, or relationship to the bar. The 
MCLE Program Manager shall collect a sponsor fee prior to processing all applications submitted by or on 
behalf of all program sponsors. The MCLE Program Manager may process applications submitted by 
individual bar members at no charge as long as the bar member applicant is not in any way affiliated with 
the program sponsor. 

4.400 Credit Hours. 

(a) Credit hours shall be assigned to group CLE activities in multiples of one-quarter of an hour or .25 
credits and are rounded to the nearest one-quarter credit.  

(b) Credit Exclusions. Only CLE activities that meet the accreditation standards stated in MCLE Rule 5 shall 
be included in computing total CLE credits. Credit exclusions include the following: 

 (1) Registration 

 (2) Non-substantive introductory remarks 

 (3) Breaks  
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 (4) Business meetings 

 (5) Programs of less than 30 minutes in length 

4.500 Sponsor Advertising. 

(a) Advertisements by sponsors of accredited CLE activities shall not contain any false or misleading 
information. 

(b) Information is false or misleading if it: 

 (i) Contains a material misrepresentation of fact or law or omits a fact necessary to make the 
statement considered as a whole not materially misleading; 

 (ii) Is intended or is reasonably likely to create an unjustified expectation as to the results to be 
achieved from participation in the CLE activity; 

 (iii) Is intended or is reasonably likely to convey the impression that the sponsor or the CLE 
activity is endorsed by, or affiliated with, any court or other public body or office or 
organization when such is not the case. 

(c) Advertisements may list the number of approved credit hours. If approval of accreditation is pending, 
the advertisement shall so state and may list the number of CLE credit hours for which application has 
been made. 

(d) If a sponsor includes in its advertisement the number of credit hours that a member will receive for 
attending the program, the sponsor must have previously applied for and received MCLE accreditation for 
the number of hours being advertised. 

4.600 NLMP Accreditation. 

(a) The new admittee shall pay a NLMP accreditation fee of $100.00. 

 

Rule Five 
Accreditation Standards for Category I Activities 

5.1 Group CLE Activities. Group CLE activities shall satisfy the following: 

(a) The activity must be offered by a sponsor having substantial, recent experience in offering continuing 
legal education or by a sponsor that can demonstrate ability to organize and effectively present continuing 
legal education. Demonstrated ability arises partly from the extent to which individuals with legal training 
or educational experience are involved in the planning, instruction, and supervision of the activity; and 

(b) The activity must be primarily intended for presentation to multiple participants, including but not 
limited to live programs, video and audio presentations (including original programming and replays of 
accredited programs), satellite broadcasts and on-line programs; and 

(c) The activity must include the use of thorough, high-quality written materials, unless the MCLE 
Program Manager determines that the activity has substantial educational value without written 
materials. 

(d) The activity must have no attendance restrictions based on race, color, gender, sexual orientation, 
religion, geographic location, age, handicap or disability, marital, parental or military status or other 
classification protected by law, except as may be permitted upon application from a provider or 
member, where attendance is restricted due to applicable state or federal law. 

5.2 Attending Classes.  
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(a) Attending a class at an ABA or AALS accredited law school may be accredited as a CLE activity.  

(b) Attending other classes may also be accredited as a CLE activity, provided the activity satisfies the 
following criteria: 

(1) The MCLE Program Manager determines that the content of the activity is in 
compliance with other MCLE accreditation standards; and 

(2) The class is a graduate-level course offered by a university; and 

(3) The university is accredited by an accrediting body recognized by the U.S. Department 
of Education for the accreditation of institutions of postsecondary education. 

5.3 Legislative Service. General credit hours may be earned for service as a member of the Oregon 
Legislative Assembly while it is in session. 

5.4 Participation in New Lawyer Mentoring Program. New admittee NLMP participants and NLMP 
mentors may earn MCLE credit for participation in the NLMP. 

5.5 Other Professionals. Notwithstanding the requirements of Rules 5.15, participation in an educational 
activity offered primarily to or by other professions or occupations may be accredited as a CLE activity if 
the MCLE Program Manager determines that the content of the activity is in compliance with other MCLE 
accreditation standards. The MCLE Program Manager may accredit the activity for fewer than the actual 
activity hours if the MCLE Program Manager determines that the subject matter is not sufficient to justify 
full accreditation. 

 
Accreditation Standards for Category II Activities 

5.6 Teaching Activities. 

 (a)  Teaching credit may be claimed for teaching accredited continuing legal education activities or 
for courses in ABA or AALS accredited law schools.  

(b)  Credit may be claimed for teaching other courses, provided the activity satisfies the 
following criteria: 

(1) The MCLE Program Manager determines that the content of the activity is in 
compliance with other MCLE content standards; and  

(2) The course is a graduate-level course offered by a university; and 

(3) The university is accredited by an accrediting body recognized by the U.S. 
Department of Education for the accreditation of institutions of postsecondary 
education. 

(c) Credit may not be claimed by an active member whose primary employment is as a full-time 
or part-time law teacher, but may be claimed by an active member who teaches on a part-time 
basis in addition to the member’s primary employment. 

 (d)  No credit may be claimed for repeat presentations of previously accredited courses unless 
the presentation involves a substantial update of previously presented material, as determined 
by the MCLE Program Manager. 

5.7 Legal Research and Writing. 

 (1) Credit for legal research and writing activities, including the preparation of written materials for 
use in a teaching activity may be claimed provided the activity satisfies the following criteria: 

  (a)  It deals primarily with one or more of the types of issues for which group CLE 
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activities can be accredited as described in Rule 5.13; and  

  (b)  It has been published in the form of articles, CLE course materials, chapters, or 
books, or issued as a final product of the Legal Ethics Committee or a final 
instruction of the Uniform Civil Jury Instructions Committee or the Uniform 
Criminal Jury Instructions Committee, personally authored or edited in whole or in 
substantial part, by the applicant; and 

  (c)  It contributes substantially to the legal education of the applicant and other 
attorneys; and 

  (d)  It is not done in the regular course of the active member’s primary employment. 

 (2) The number of credit hours shall be determined by the MCLE Program Manager, based on the 
contribution of the written materials to the professional competency of the applicant and other 
attorneys.  

 5.8 Service as a Bar Examiner. Credit may be claimed for service as a bar examiner for Oregon, provided 
that the service includes personally writing or grading a question for the Oregon bar exam during the 
reporting period.  

5.9 Legal Ethics Service. Credit may be claimed for serving on the Oregon State Bar Legal Ethics 
Committee, Client Security Fund Committee, Commission on Judicial Fitness & Disability, Oregon Judicial 
Conference Judicial Conduct Committee, State Professional Responsibility Board, and Disciplinary Board or 
serving as volunteer bar counsel or volunteer counsel to an accused in Oregon disciplinary proceedings. 

5.10 Credit for Committee and Council Service. Credit may be claimed for serving on committees that are 
responsible for drafting court rules or jury instructions that are designed to aid the judicial system and 
improve the judicial process. Examples include service on the Oregon State Bar Uniform Civil Jury 
Instructions Committee, Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions Committee, Oregon Council on Court 
Procedures, Uniform Trial Court Rules Committee, and the District of Oregon Local Rules Advisory 
Committee.  

5.11 Service as a Judge Pro Tempore. Credit may be claimed for volunteer service as a judge pro tempore. 

 
Accreditation Standards for Category III Activities 

5.12 Credit for Other Activities.  

(a) Personal Management Assistance. Credit may be claimed for activities that deal with personal self-
improvement, provided the MCLE Program Manager determines the self-improvement relates to 
professional competence as a lawyer.  

(b) Other Volunteer Activities. Credit for volunteer activities for which accreditation is not available 
pursuant to Rules 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, or 5.11 may be claimed provided the MCLE Program 
Manager determines the primary purpose of such activities is the provision of legal services or legal 
expertise.  

(c) Business Development and Marketing Activities. Credit may be claimed for courses devoted to 
business development and marketing that are specifically tailored to the delivery or marketing of legal 
services and focus on use of the discussed techniques and strategies in law practice.   

 
Activity Content Standards 

5.13 Group and Teaching CLE Activities  
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(a) The activity must have significant intellectual or practical content with the primary objective of 
increasing the participant’s professional competence as a lawyer; and 

(b) The activity must deal primarily with substantive legal issues, legal skills, practice issues, or legal ethics 
and professionalism, or access to justice.  

5.14 Ethics, Child and Elder Abuse Reporting, Mental Health and Substance Use Education, and Access to 
Justice. 

(a) In order to be accredited as an activity in legal ethics under Rule 3.2(b), an activity shall be devoted to 
the study of judicial or legal ethics or professionalism, and shall include discussion of applicable judicial 
conduct codes, rules of professional conduct, or statements of professionalism.  

(b) Child and elder abuse reporting programs must be devoted to the lawyer’s statutory duty to report 
child abuse and elder abuse (see ORS 9.114).  

(c) In order to be accredited as a mental health and substance use education credit under Rule 3.2 (d), and 
activity shall educate attorneys about causes, detection, response, treatment, or problem prevention 
related to mental health or substance use. 

(d) In order to be accredited as an activity pertaining to access to justice for purposes of Rule 3.2(e), an 
activity shall be directly related to the practice of law and designed to educate attorneys to identify and 
eliminate from the legal profession and from the practice of law barriers to access to justice arising from 
biases against persons because of race, gender, economic status, creed, color, religion, national origin, 
disability, age or sexual orientation. 

(e) Portions of activities may be accredited for purposes of satisfying the ethics and access to justice 
requirements of Rule 3.2, if the applicable content of the activity is clearly defined. 

 

Teaching Activity Content Standards 

5.15 Other Professionals. Notwithstanding the requirements of Rules 5.6 and 5.13, credit may be claimed 
for teaching an educational activity offered primarily to other professions or occupations if the MCLE 
Program Manager determines that the content of the activity is in compliance with other MCLE 
accreditation standards and the applicant establishes to the MCLE Program Manager’s satisfaction that the 
teaching activity contributed to the presenter’s professional competence as a lawyer.   

 

Unaccredited Activities 

5.16 Unaccredited Activities. The following activities shall not be accredited: 

(a) Activities that would be characterized as dealing primarily with personal self-improvement unrelated 
to professional competence as a lawyer; and 

(b) Activities designed primarily to sell services or equipment; and 

(c) Video or audio presentations of a CLE activity originally conducted more than three years prior to the 
date viewed or heard by the member seeking credit, unless it can be shown by the member that the 
activity has current educational value. 

(d) Repeat live, video or audio presentations of a CLE activity for which the active member has already 
obtained MCLE credit. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 5 
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Accreditation Standards 

5.050 Written Materials. 

(a) For the purposes of accreditation as a group CLE activity under MCLE Rule 5.1(c), written material may 
be provided in an electronic or computer-based format, provided the material is available for the member 
to retain for future reference. 

(b) Factors to be considered by the MCLE Program Manager in determining whether a group CLE activity 
has substantial educational value without written materials include, but are not limited to: the 
qualifications and experience of the program sponsor; the credentials of the program faculty; information 
concerning program content provided by program attendees or monitors; whether the subject matter of 
the program is such that comprehension and retention by members is likely without written materials; and 
whether accreditation previously was given for the same or substantially similar program. 

5.100 Category I Activities 

(a) Credit for legislative service may be earned at a rate of 1.0 general credit for each week or part thereof 
while the legislature is in session. 

(b) Members who serve as mentors in the NLMP may earn a total of 8.0 CLE credits, including 2.0 ethics 
credits and 6.0 general credits, upon filing of a NLMP Completion Certificate. If a member serves as a 
mentor for more than one new lawyer, the member may claim up to 16.0 total credits, including 4.0 ethics 
credits, during the three year reporting cycle. If another lawyer assists with the NLMP completion, the 
mentoring credits must be apportioned between lawyers in a proportionate manner agreed upon by the 
NLMP mentors. 

(c) Upon successful completion of the NLMP, new admittees earn 6.0 general/practical skills credits, which 
may be applied to the MCLE requirements of their first three-year MCLE reporting period. 

5.200 Category II Activities.  

(a) Teaching credit may be claimed at a ratio of one credit hour for each sixty minutes of actual instruction. 

(b) With the exception of panel presentations, when calculating credit for teaching activities pursuant to 
MCLE Rule 5.6, for presentations where there are multiple presenters for one session, the number of 
minutes of actual instruction will be divided by the number of presenters unless notified otherwise by the 
presenter. Members who participate in panel presentations may receive credit for the total number of 
minutes of actual instruction.  

(c) For the purposes of accreditation of Legal Research and Writing, all credit hours shall be deemed 
earned on the date of publication or issuance of the written work. 

(d) One hour of credit may be claimed for each sixty minutes of research and writing, but no credit may 
be claimed for time spent on stylistic editing.  

(e) Credit may be claimed for Legal Research and Writing that supplements an existing CLE publication 
may be accredited if the applicant provides a statement from the publisher confirming that research on 
the existing publication revealed no need for supplementing the publication’s content. 

(f) Credit for Committee and Council Service pursuant to Rule 5.10. Members May claim three (3) 
general credits for each 12 months of committee and council service so long as the member regularly 
attends and participates in the work related to the functions of the committee. 

(g) Service as a Bar Examiner. Three (3) credits may be claimed for writing a bar exam or local 
component question and three (3) credits may be claimed for grading a bar exam or local component 
question.  
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(h) Legal Ethics Service. Members may claim two ethics credits for each twelve months of service on 
committees and boards listed in Rule 5.9.  

(i) Service as a Judge Pro Tempore. Members may claim one (1) general credits for every 2 hours of 
volunteer time spent on the bench as a judge pro tempore.  

 

5.300 Category III Activities.  

(a) Personal Management Assistance. Credit may be claimed for programs that provide assistance with 
issues that could impair a lawyer’s professional competence (examples include but are not limited to 
programs addressing burnout, procrastination, gambling or other addictions or compulsive behaviors, and 
other health related issues). Credit may also be claimed for programs designed to improve or enhance a 
lawyer’s professional effectiveness and competence (examples include but are not limited to programs 
addressing time and stress management, career satisfaction and transition, and interpersonal/relationship 
skill-building).  

(b) Other Volunteer Activities. Credit may be claimed for volunteer activities for which accreditation is not 
available pursuant to Rules 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, or 5.11. Credit may be claimed at a ratio of 
one credit hour for each two hours of uncompensated volunteer activities provided that the MCLE 
Program Manager determines the primary purpose of such activity is the provision of legal services or legal 
expertise. Such activities include but are not limited to: 

 (1) Providing direct pro bono representation to low-income clients referred by certified pro 
bono programs; 

 (2) Serving as a judge, evaluator, mentor or coach in any type of mock trial, moot court, 
congressional hearing or client legal-counseling competition, law-related class or law-related program at 
the high school level and above; and 

 (3) Teaching a legal education activity offered primarily to nonlawyers high school age and 
older. 

(c) Business Development and Marketing Activities. Credit may be claimed for courses devoted to business 
development and marketing that are specifically tailored to the delivery or marketing of legal services and 
focus on use of the discussed techniques and strategies in law practices.  Examples include but are not 
limited to courses focusing on business development approaches, strategies and techniques available to 
attorneys, marketing to clients seeking legal services, and website development to promote one’s practice. 
   

5.400 Access to Justice. A program shall not be ineligible for accreditation as an access to justice activity 
solely because it is limited to a discussion of substantive law, provided the substantive law relates to 
access to justice issues involving race, gender, economic status, creed, color, religion, national origin, 
disability, age, or sexual orientation.  

5.500 Independent Study. Members may earn credit through independent screening or viewing of audio-
or video-tapes of programs originally presented to live group audiences, or through online programs 
designed for presentation to a wide audience. A lawyer who is licensed in a jurisdiction that allows credit 
for reading and successfully completing an examination about specific material may use such credits to 
meet the Oregon requirement. No credit will be allowed for independent reading of material selected by a 
member except as part of an organized and accredited group program.  

5.600 Child and Elder Abuse Reporting. In order to be accredited as a child abuse and elder abuse 
reporting activity, the one-hour session must include discussion of an Oregon attorney’s requirements to 
report child abuse and elder abuse and the exceptions to those requirements.  
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Rule Six 
Credit Limitations per Category 

6.1 In General. 

(a) Category I Activities. Credits in this category are unlimited. Credit shall be allowed only for CLE activities 
that are accredited as provided in these Rules, and substantial participation by the active member is 
required. The MCLE Program Manager may allow partial credit for completion of designated portions of a 
CLE activity. 

(b) Category II Activities. Credits in this category are limited to 20 in a three-year reporting period and 10 in 
a shorter reporting period. No accreditation application is required.  

(c) Category III Activities. Credits in this category are limited to 6 in a three-year reporting period and 3 in a 
shorter reporting period. No accreditation application is required.  

(d) An active member may carry forward 15 or fewer unused credit hours from the reporting period during 
which the credit hours were earned to the next reporting period. 

(e) Except as provided in Regulation 5.100(c) and Rule 6.1(d), credit for a particular reporting period shall 
be allowed only for activities participated in during that reporting period.  

(f) Credits for service as a mentor in the NLMP are limited as set forth in Regulation 5.100(b). 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 6 

Credit Limitations 

6.100 Carry Over Credit. No more than six ethics credits can be carried over for application to the 
subsequent reporting period requirement. Ethics credits in excess of the carry over limit may be carried 
over as general credits. Abuse education credits earned in excess of the reporting period requirement may 
be carried over as general credits, but a new abuse reporting education credit must be earned in each 
reporting period in which the credit is required. Access to justice credits may be carried over as general 
credits, but new credits must be earned in the reporting period in which they are required. Carry over 
credits from a reporting period in which the credits were completed by the member may not be carried 
forward more than one reporting period. 

6.200 Credits Earned in Excess of Credit Limitations. Any credits earned in excess of the credit limitations 
set forth in MCLE Rule Six may not be claimed in the reporting period in which they are completed or as 
carry over credits in the next reporting period. 

 

Rule Seven 
Compliance 

7.1 Reports. Every active member shall electronically certify and submit file a their completed compliance 
report certifying completion of the member’s MCLE requirement, on a form provided by the MCLE 
Program Manager, on or before 5:00 p.m. on JanuaryMay 31 of the year immediately following the active 
member’s reporting period ends.  

7.2 Recordkeeping. 

(a) Every active member shall maintain records of participation in CLE activities for use in completing a 
compliance report and shall retain these records for a period of twelve months after the end of the 
member’s reporting period. 
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(b) The MCLE Program Manager may maintain records of active members’ participation in CLE activities 
as necessary to verify compliance with the MCLE requirement. 

7.3 Audits. 

(a) The MCLE Program Manager may audit compliance reports selected because of facial defects or by 
random selection or other appropriate method. 

(b) For the purpose of conducting audits, the MCLE Program Manager may request and review records of 
participation in CLE activities reported by active members. 

(c) Failure to substantiate participation in CLE activities in accordance with applicable rules and regulations 
after request by the MCLE Program Manager shall result in disallowance of credits for the reported activity 
and, in certain situations, assessment of the late filing fee specified in 7.5(b). 

(d) The MCLE Program Manager shall refer active members to the Oregon State Bar Disciplinary Counsel 
for further action where questions of dishonesty in reporting occur. 

7.4 Noncompliance. 

(a) Grounds. The following are considered grounds for a finding of non-compliance with these Rules: 

 (1) Failure to complete the MCLE requirement for the applicable reporting period. 

 (2) Failure to electronically certify and submit a completed compliance report on time. 

 (3) Failure to provide sufficient records of participation in CLE activities to substantiate credits 
reported, after request by the MCLE Program Manager. 

(b) Notice. In the event of a finding of noncompliance, the MCLE Program Manager shall send a written 
notice of noncompliance to the affected active member’s electronic mail address on file with the bar 
pursuant to Bar Rules of Procedure. The notice shall set forth the deadline to cure noncompliance, 
established by the Chief Executive Officer, which is not less than 21 days from the date of the notice. The 
MCLE Program Manager shall send the notice by mail to any member who is not required to have an 
electronic mail address on file.  

7.5 Cure. 

(a) Noncompliance for failure to electronically certify and submit a completed compliance report by the 
due date can be cured by filing the completed report demonstrating completion of the MCLE requirement 
during the applicable reporting period, together with the late fee specified in MCLE Regulation 7.200, no 
later than the deadline set forth in the notice of noncompliance.  

(b) Noncompliance for failure to complete the MCLE requirement during the applicable reporting period 
can be cured by doing the following no later than the deadline set forth in the notice of noncompliance:  

 (1) Completing the credit hours necessary to satisfy the MCLE requirement for the applicable 
reporting period; 

 (2) Electronically certifying and submitting the completed compliance report; and 

 (3) Paying the late filing fee specified in MCLE Regulation 7.200. 

(c) Noncompliance for failure to provide the MCLE Program Manager with sufficient records of 
participation in CLE activities to substantiate credits reported can be cured by providing the MCLE Program 
Manager with sufficient records, together with the late fee specified in MCLE Regulation 7.200, no later 
than the deadline set forth in the notice of noncompliance. 

(d) Credit hours applied to a previous reporting period for the purpose of curing noncompliance as 
provided in Rule 7.5(b) may only be used for that purpose and may not be used to satisfy the MCLE 
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requirement for any other reporting period. 

(e) When it is determined that the noncompliance has been cured, the MCLE Program Manager shall notify 
the affected active member that he or she has complied with the MCLE requirement for the applicable 
reporting period. Curing noncompliance does not prevent subsequent audit and action specified in Rule 
7.3.  

7.6 Suspension. If the noncompliance is not cured within the deadline specified in the notice of 
noncompliance, the MCLE Program Manager shall recommend to the Supreme Court that the affected 
active member be suspended from membership in the bar. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 7 

Compliance 

7.050 Electronically Certifying and Submitting Compliance Reports. Timely electronically certifying and 
submitting a completed compliance report as required by Rule 7.1 and 7.4(a)(2) is defined as the 
electronic certification and submission by the active bar member of their completed MCLE transcript 
through the electronic system provided by the Oregon State Bar via the internet on or before 5:00 p.m. 
on May 31 of the year the active member’s reporting period ends. If May 31 is a Saturday or legal 
holiday, including Sunday, or a day that the Oregon State Bar office is closed, the due date shall be the 
next regular business day. The electronic system for certifying and submitting MCLE transcripts can be 
accessed through the Oregon State Bar website (https://hello.osbar.org/). 

7.100. Member Records of Participation.  

(a) In furtherance of its audit responsibilities, the MCLE Program Manager may review an active member’s 
records of participation in Category I CLE activities. Records which may satisfy such a request include, but 
are not limited to, certificates of attendance or transcripts issued by sponsors, MCLE recordkeeping forms, 
NLMP mentoring plan checklist, canceled checks or other proof of payment for registration fees or audio 
or video tapes, course materials, notes or annotations to course materials, or daily calendars for the dates 
of CLE activities. For individually screened presentations, contemporaneous records of screening dates and 
times shall be required. 

(b) Members claiming credit for Category II activities should keep course descriptions, course schedules or 
other documentation verifying the number of minutes of actual instruction, along with a sample of the 
written materials prepared, if applicable. Members claiming Legal Research and Writing credit should keep 
a log sheet indicating the dates and number of hours engaged in legal research and writing in addition to a 
copy of the written product. 

(c) Members claiming credit for Category III activities should keep log sheets indicating the dates and 
number of hours engaged in pro-bono representation and other volunteer activities, along with course 
descriptions and course schedules, if applicable. Members claiming credit for direct pro-bono 
representation to low-income clients should also keep documentation establishing the referral by a 
certified pro bono provider.  
 
7.150 Sponsor Records of Participation. Within 30 days after completion of an accredited CLE activity, the 
sponsor shall submit an attendance record reflecting the name and Oregon bar number of each Oregon 
bar member attendee. The record shall be in a compatible electronic format or as otherwise directed by 
the MCLE Program Manager. 
 
7.200 Late Fees. Members who complete any portion of the minimum credit requirement after the end of 
the reporting period or who fail to file a completed compliance report by the filing deadline set forth in 
Rule 7.1 must pay a $200 late fee.  
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7.250 Service of Notices of Noncompliance. Notices of Noncompliance served by the MCLE Program 
Manager pursuant to Rule 7.4(b) shall be sent via electronic mail to the member’s last designated email 
address on file with the bar on the date of the notice. Notices shall be sent by regular mail (to the last 
designated business or residence address on file with the Oregon State Bar) to any member who is 
exempt from having an email address on file with the bar. 

 

Rule Eight 
Review and Enforcement 

8.1 Review. 

(a) Decisions of the MCLE Program Manager. A decision, other than a suspension recommended pursuant 
to Rule 7.6, affecting any active member or sponsor is final unless a request for review is filed with the 
MCLE Program Manager within 21 days after notice of the decision is mailed. The request for review may 
be by letter and requires no special form, but it shall state the decision to be reviewed and give the 
reasons for review. The matter shall be reviewed by the BOG or, if one has been appointed, the MCLE 
Committee, at its next regular meeting. An active member or sponsor shall have the right, upon request, to 
be heard, and any such hearing request shall be made in the initial letter. The hearing shall be informal. On 
review, the BOG or the MCLE Committee shall have authority to take whatever action consistent with 
these rules is deemed proper. The MCLE Program Manager shall notify the member or sponsor in writing 
of the decision on review and the reasons therefor. 

(b) Decisions of the MCLE Committee. If a decision of the MCLE Program Manager is initially reviewed by 
the MCLE Committee, the decision of the MCLE Committee may be reviewed by the BOG on written 
request of the affected active member or sponsor made within 21 days of the issuance of the MCLE 
Committee’s decision. The decision of the BOG shall be final. 

(c) Suspension Recommendation of the MCLE Program Manager. A recommendation for suspension 
pursuant to Rule 7.6 shall be subject to the following procedures: 

 (1) A copy of the MCLE Program Manager’s recommendation to the Supreme Court that a 
member be suspended from membership in the bar shall be sent by regular mail and email to the 
member. 

 (2) If the recommendation of the MCLE Program Manager is approved, the court shall enter its 
order and an effective date for the member’s suspension shall be stated therein. 

8.2 Reinstatement. An active member suspended for noncompliance with the MCLE requirement shall be 
reinstated only upon completion of the MCLE requirement, submission of a completed compliance report 
to the bar, payment of the late filing and reinstatement fees, and compliance with the applicable 
provisions of the Rules of Procedure. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 8 
Review and Enforcement 

8.100 Review Procedure. 

(a) The MCLE Program Manager shall notify the active member or sponsor of the date, time and place of 
the BOG or MCLE Committee meeting at which the request for review will be considered. Such notice 
must be sent no later than 14 days prior to such meeting. If the request for review is received less than 14 
days before the next regularly scheduled meeting, the request will be considered at the following regularly 
scheduled meeting of the BOG or MCLE Committee, unless the member or sponsor waives the 14 day 
notice. 
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(b) A hearing before the MCLE Committee may be recorded at the request of the active member or 
sponsor or the MCLE Committee. In such event, the party requesting that the matter be recorded shall 
bear the expense of such recording. The other party shall be entitled to a copy of the record of the 
proceedings at their own expense. 

(c) The MCLE Program Manager shall notify the active member or sponsor of the decision and the reasons 
therefor within 28 days of the date of the review. A decision of the MCLE Committee shall be subject to 
BOG review as provided in Rule 8.1. 

 
Rule Nine 

 Exemptions, Deferrals, and Waivers 

 (a) Exemptions from MCLE Requirements  

 (1) A member who is in Inactive, Retired or Active Pro Bono status pursuant to OSB Bylaw 6.101 is 
exempt from compliance with these Rules. 

 (2) A member serving as Governor, Secretary of State, Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor and 
Industries, Treasurer, or Attorney General during all or part of a reporting period must complete the 
minimum credit requirements in the categories of ethics, access to justice, and abuse reporting during the 
reporting periods set forth in MCLE Regulation 3.300(d).  Such a member is otherwise exempt from any 
other credit requirements during the reporting period in which the member serves. 

 (3) A new lawyer who has practiced law in another jurisdiction for two years or more upon 
admission to the Oregon State Bar is exempt from the NLMP requirements.  

 (4) The MCLE Program Manager may grant any other exemption from the NLMP Requirements 
with the consent of the NLMP Coordinator, for good cause shown. 

(b) Deferral of NLMP Requirements 

 (1) A new lawyer whose principal office on file with the bar, pursuant to the Bar Rules of 
Procedure, is outside the State of Oregon is temporarily deferred from the NLMP requirements. A New 
lawyer whose principal office remains outside the State of Oregon for two years or more is exempt from 
the NLMP requirements. 

 (2) The following members are eligible for a temporary deferral from the NLMP requirements 
upon written request to the NLMP Coordinator: 

  (i) A new member who is not engaged in the practice of law; and 

  (ii) A new member serving as a judicial clerk. 

 (3) The NLMP Coordinator may otherwise approve a deferral for good cause shown.  Such a 
deferral is subject to continued approval of the NLMP Coordinator. 

(c) Expiration or termination of NLMP deferral 

 (1) A new lawyer who ceases to qualify for a deferral under section (b) must notify the NLMP 
Coordinator and enroll in the NLMP within 28 days of the change in circumstance that led to the deferral. 

(d) Other Waiver, Exemption, Delayed or Substitute Compliance 

 (1) Upon written request of a member or sponsor, the MCLE Program Manager may waive, grant 
exemption from, or permit substitute or delayed compliance with any requirement of these Rules. The 
request shall state the reason for the waiver or exemption and shall describe a continuing legal education 
plan tailored to the particular circumstances of the requestor. The MCLE Program Manager may grant a 
request upon a finding that 
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  (i) hardship or other special circumstances makes compliance impossible or inordinately 
difficult, or 

  (ii) the requested waiver, exemption, or substitute or delayed compliance is not 
inconsistent with the purposes of these Rules. 

 (2)  If a new lawyer seeks approval of an exemption, or delayed or substitute compliance with the 
NLMP requirements, both the MCLE Coordinator and the NLMP Coordinator must approve the request.  

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 9 

 Exemptions, Deferrals, and Waivers 

9.100 Waivers and Exemptions . The MCLE Program Manager will consider requests for waivers and 
exemptions from the MCLE Rules and Regulations on a case by case basis. 

9.200 NLMP Accreditation Fee Exemption. Any new lawyer participant who earns $65,000 or less annually 
and whose employer will not pay the fee is exempt from payment of the accreditation fee provided in 
Regulation 4.600 

 

Rule Ten 
Amendment 

 These Rules may be amended by the BOG subject to approval by the Supreme Court. 
Amendments may be proposed by the MCLE Committee, the executive director, or an active member. 
Proposed amendments shall be submitted and considered in compliance with any regulations adopted by 
the BOG. 



OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
Memo Date: June 17, 2020 
From: Mae Lee Browning, Oregon New Lawyers Division Chair 
Re: ONLD Report 

The ONLD Executive Committee met virtually via the Blue Jeans platform on Friday, May 
15, rather than in Prineville, as originally scheduled. We were joined by OSB BOG Liaison John 
Grant, BOG President Liani Reeves and OSB Communications Director Kay Pulju. The Chair 
introduced Bar President Liani Reeves, and all ONLD Executive Committee members 
participated in roundtable introductions. OSB Communications Director Kay Pulju informed the 
ONLD of the results of the Oregon Legal Community Climate Assessment Summary Report and 
left time for questions and answers. 

 The CLE Committee still hopes to have approximately 10 virtual CLES available for 
viewing within the next two to three months. They’ve provided a list of topics/titles to CLE 
Seminars in hopes that CLE Seminars will partner with them on those topics. 

 The Student Outreach Committee introduced the three new law school student liaisons 
that were selected to serve through Spring semester of 2021. They are Amanda Pham Haines 
from Lewis and Clark, Chappell Hailey from Willamette, and Billie Jo May Risheim from 
University of Oregon. They participated in the roundtable introductions with President Liani 
Reeves as well as the entire meeting. 

 The Access to Justice Committee will continue to partner with legal services providers 
on volunteer recruitment among new lawyers. 

 The Membership Committee is attempting to hold virtual networking events. A BINGO 
night was scheduled, but was postponed due to the protests sweeping across the country. 

 The ONLD continued its discussion of the Steps to Success Program, which is a series of 
videos, articles, FAQs, etc. designed to help new lawyers who are starting their own practices. 
This series is intended to be rolled out over the course of the year, with myriad attorneys 
contributing various pieces to it. The Committee working on it is reaching out to practitioners to 
be responsible for individual pieces of the project. 

 The ONLD selected Sarah Lowe, of Salem, to serve as the next District Representative to 
the ABA YLD. This two-year position alternates between Washington and Oregon; the Oregon 
selection alternates between the ONLD and the MBA YLS. Sarah will be invited to the ONLD 
Executive Committee meetings for the next two years. 

 The ONLD has held virtual networking events in the form of weekly Wednesday drop-in 
meetups with the Chair, averaging about one dozen participants. President Reeves has 
graciously participated in two of these Chats. They are scheduled weekly from May 20 to June 
24. In addition, Chair Browning and President Reeves are scheduled to host a Zoom meetup for 
new Bar admittees on June 19 from 4-5pm. 
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 The Executive Committee will meet next, virtually, on June 26, rather than the 
scheduled meeting in Oregon City.   
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Eighty-two percent of the respondents work as lawyers and most 
of the rest work in other capacities in the legal profession. Seventy-
four percent work in Multnomah County. Fifty-one percent of 
respondents are employed at law firms, 17% in solo practice, 12% in 
government, 7% at nonprofit organizations, 3% in corporate settings, 
and 3% are judges or hearings officers.

How are Mothers and Fathers Balancing Care for Children 
during the Pandemic?
Not surprisingly, all parents reported that they have significantly 
increased their caregiving commitments during the pandemic. 
Women are assuming more of these 
duties, as compared to men. The sample 
sizes for other gender identities were too 
small to allow anonymity in reporting.

Pre-pandemic, the largest 
percentages of all parents (43% of 
mothers and 49% of fathers) reported 
three to four hours of caregiving per 
weekday. The rest of mothers were 
concentrated at the higher end (31% 
reporting five to six hours per day) and 
the rest of fathers were concentrated at 
the lower end (31% reporting zero to 
two hours per day).

Pre-pandemic, 15% of mothers were spending more than seven 
hours per day providing care. Now, 71% of mothers are spending 
more than seven hours per day caregiving. And 47% of those are 
spending more than nine hours per day caregiving.

Pre-pandemic, 6.5% of fathers spent more than seven hours per 
day providing care. Now, 40% of fathers are spending more than 
seven hours per day caregiving. And 18.5% of fathers are spending 
more than nine hours per day caregiving.

The fact that such large percentages of parents are engaged in full-
time caregiving jobs proves that the economy and the work of our 
firms and organizations will be hampered until schools and daycare 
programs reopen. It is not realistic to expect that we can maintain 
a full-time work load while we’re providing full-time caregiving; 
there aren’t enough hours in the day. If we’re worried about the mass 
exodus of mid-career women from the legal profession, now is the 
time for legal employers and the broader legal community to take 
meaningful steps to show that we value the work of caregiving and 
the people who do that work. That means scaling back work duties, 
without shame or repercussion, in order to make space for caregiving.

How is the Pandemic Impacting Self-Care?
Across the board (all genders, with and without caregiving duties), 
self-care has dropped since the pandemic. Pre-pandemic, the largest 
cohort (20%) was spending five  to six hours per week on self-care; 
now the largest cohort (20%) is spending one to two hours per week 
on self-care.

Twenty-seven percent of parents are now spending just one to two 
hours per week on self-care and 10% of parents report zero time for 
self-care. Forty-three percent of mothers report currently spending 
less than two hours per week on self-care.

Thank you to everyone who 
participated in the survey on 
working caregivers in the legal 
profession. I am amazed by the 
number of people who completed 
a very long survey! We received 
607 responses. This degree of 
participation alone is a great 
statistic that proves our legal 
community’s investment and 
interest in supporting caregivers 
in the profession.

The beauty of a survey 
is that it translates our 

individual experiences into cultural trends. I am at home, juggling 
homeschooling, trying to stay engaged with my work in between 
mediating sibling squabbles and logging my kids on to their Zoom 
classes. It turns out that these circumstances are not unique to me! In 
fact, 71% of mothers who responded to the survey are acting as full-
time caregivers due to school and daycare closures. 

This data is a treasure trove that I am sure the MBA and our 
partners with OWLS, the OSB, and specialty bar associations will 
continue to mine. I am sharing a few sneak peeks here. Admittedly, I 
pulled the threads in the database that caught my eye. There is much 
to explore in the future related to part-time and flexible schedules, 
intersections between caregiving roles and other identities such as 
disability, non-dominant culture, and LGBTQ status, implicit bias and 
caregiving, the unique stresses for male caregivers, cross-generational 
perceptions, and differences in 
types of law-related workplaces.

Overview of Demographics 
Of those who responded, 398 
were women, 200 were men, 
and eight identified with other 
gender categories. Twenty-three 
respondents identified as having 
a disability, and most of those 
individuals described their 
disability as hidden or invisible. 
Forty-four respondents identify 
as LGBTQ. Eighty-five percent identify as white, 4% Latinx, 4% East 
Asian, 3% Southeast Asian, 2% Black or African American, and 1% 
American Indian or Alaska Native.

Of the respondents, 372 respondents were caregivers. Most (67%) 
are caring for minor children, but others are caring for spouses (19%), 
parents (16%), or adult children (8%). Thirty-five of the parents 
surveyed (8.5%) are caring for children with disabilities or significant 
health challenges. And 10% of parents or in-laws with caregiving needs 
have disabilities or significant health challenges. Eighty-nine point 
five percent of respondents live with a partner or spouse. Thirteen 
respondents are single parents.
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Working Caregivers: 
A First Look
by Sarah Radcliffe
MBA Past President

JUNE
If we’re worried 
about the mass 
exodus of mid-career 
women from the 
legal profession, 
now is the time for 
legal employers and 
the broader legal 
community to take 
meaningful steps...

Due to the COVID-19 situation, 
the MBA will be offering 
all seminars ONLINE ONLY 
through June 30� To register for 
a CLE seminar, please see p� 3 
or visit www�mbabar�org and 
log in as a member to register 
at the member rate�

6.12 Friday
Oregon Sales Taxes? The New 
Oregon and Portland Taxes on 
Gross Receipts
Nikki Dobay
Dan Eller
Valerie Sasaki

6.17 Wednesday
How to Succeed in Mediation: 
Tips from Mediators
Judge Jean Kerr Maurer
Chris Kitchel
Jan Kitchel
Molly Jo Mullen

6.24 Wednesday
For the Public Good: 
Sharpening Your Skills 
Through Pro Bono Practice
Judge Stacie F� Beckerman
Amanda Caffall
Sadie Concepción
Meg Houlihan
Robert Koch
Jill Mallery
Jollee Patterson

6.25 Thursday
Snooping, Digging, and 
Following People Around: 
Effectively Using Private 
Investigators to Gather 
Information
James Comstock 
Lloyd Rash
Helena Snyder
Steve Wilson

Remembering the Courthouse
As we prepare to say goodbye after more than a century 
of court business conducted at the Multnomah County 
Central Courthouse, the MBA is looking for interesting 
stories, articles and photographs to commemorate 
the closing of the historic building. Please send your 
submissions and ideas to the MBA at mba@mbabar.org.

Continued on page 2

I am at home, juggling 
homeschooling, trying 
to stay engaged with 
my work in between 
mediating sibling 
squabbles and logging 
my kids on to their Zoom 
classes. It turns out that 
these circumstances are 
not unique to me!
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Working Caregivers
Continued from page 1

10  Wednesday 
Solo & Small Firm Workshop
www�mbabar�org

15-17 Wednesday - Friday
Old Central Courthouse closed 
for physical move

20 Monday
New Central Courthouse opens

10 Thursday
CEJ Campaign Kickoff - Justice 
Jubilee
www�cej-oregon�org/events

17 Thursday
23rd Annual MBA Golf 
Championship to Benefit the CEJ

23 Wednesday
CEJ Party Under the Stars
www�cej-oregon�org/events

JULY

How Do Couples Divvy Up 
Household Tasks?
In heterosexual couples, the fact 
that mothers are spending more 
time caring for others and less 
time caring for themselves is 
exacerbated by a stark disparity 
in the division of household 
tasks along gender lines. As 

compared to fathers, mothers 
reported double the rate of 
feeling primarily or mostly 
responsible for eight out of 
nine parenting and household 
tasks. The exception was grocery 
shopping, which was evenly 
split. LGBTQ respondents 
were more likely than straight 
respondents to describe these 
tasks as “equally shared.”

It’s no wonder that 32% of 
mothers reported falling short 
of their firm’s billable hour 
target. When asked about the 
factors contributing to the 
likelihood of staying at their job, 
70% of mothers pointed to their 
“ability to manage personal and 
work obligations.” This was the 
most significant factor, followed 
by “work hours and work 
demands” (66%).

Do Law-Related Workplace 
Cultures Accommodate 
Parenthood?
The difficulty of managing 
it all seems to contribute to 
ambivalence among lawyers, 
particularly women, around 
starting a family. Sixty-one 
percent of mothers (and 18% of 
fathers) reported that their career 
or job requirements led them 
to delay, consider delaying, or 
decide against starting a family. 

When we do start families, 
our workplaces aren’t necessarily 
celebrating with us. Forty-three 
percent of mothers reported 
experiencing negative comments 
or behaviors (whether subtle or 
intentional) when people at work 
became aware that they were 
expecting a child. Mothers were 
twice as likely as fathers to report 
a negative workplace reception 
to their news of upcoming 
parenthood. Thirty-two percent 
of mothers also experienced a 
negative workplace response to 
lactation breaks, breastfeeding, 
or pumping.

The chilly reception for 
lawyer mothers is also reflected 
in unsatisfactory parental leave 
policies. Ninety percent of 
mothers surveyed had taken 
parental leave. Eighty percent of 
these women took the maximum 
amount of leave available, but 
60% of them wished that they 
could have taken more time. 

Twenty-four percent of women 
took less than 10 weeks of leave 
after the birth or adoption of a 
child. The largest cohort, 44%, 
took 11-12 weeks.

Seventy-nine percent of 
fathers took parental leave, but 
only 38% took the maximum 
amount available. Only 30% 
wished they could have had 
more. Sixty-three percent took 
less than six weeks.

What’s Next?
Both realms - home and 
office - are out of balance, 
creating a “double whammy” 
for mother lawyers. The myth 
of gender equity in home and 
parenting, and the myth of equal 
opportunity in the workplace, 
are not born out in our daily 
realities. honestly, this data 
paints for me the picture of my 
mother’s life, when she left her 
husband in 1970 and ran off 
with another woman, not the life 
I envisioned for myself when I 
enrolled in law school.

Especially given the dismal 
numbers regarding available 
minutes for self-care during this 
intensely demanding time, I am 
grateful that so many people 
dedicated 15-20 minutes to 
complete this survey. I realize that 
many of you invested in this cause 
with the hope of seeing tangible 

changes in your workplaces 
and profession. Let’s continue 
to work together to support a 
more family friendly culture and 
gender-equitable policies. There 
will be more to come soon from 
the Oregon Legal Workplace 
Taskforce (a taskforce made up of 
members from the MBA, OWLS, 
OC-NBA, OGALLA, OhBA, 
OAPABA, SABA, OMLA and 
OFALA). The taskforce is working 
on things such as workplace 

policies and other advocacy 
geared toward making the legal 
workplaces more hospitable for 
people of color, women, members 
of the LGBTQ community, and 
people with disabilities.

In the meantime, we can start 
by embracing the messy reality 
of our current circumstances by 
letting our kids crash our Zoom 
meetings (and giving a friendly 
greeting to the kid faces we see), 
and we can congratulate and 
support our colleagues who are 
wearing multiple hats. And on 
that note, it’s time for me to take 
off one of my hats. It’s been an 
honor to serve as MBA President, 
and I’m so thrilled to welcome 
our new President and my 
longtime friend, Valerie Colas.
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CLE
The MBA will apply for 2 hours of general OSB MCLE credit unless otherwise 
noted; Washington credit may be obtained independently� Registrants 
who miss the seminar may request the written materials� Substitutions are 
welcome� Registration fees are non-refundable�

Unless otherwise noted, all classes are held at the World Trade Center,
26 SW Salmon, Portland�

For the Public Good: Sharpening Your Skills Through
Pro Bono Practice
Wednesday, June 24  12-1 pm
Online Attendance Only
Members $30/Non-Members $50

Note: One hour of general OSB MCLE credit will be applied for.

Th e term “pro bono” comes from the Latin phrase “pro bono publico,” which 
means “for the public good.” While we all share a professional commitment to 
pro bono practice, taking on a pro bono case can also sharpen your litigation 
and advocacy skills, which benefi ts your practice overall. Th is CLE is for civil 
litigators of all experience levels. It will cover how lawyers can get involved 
in pro bono work; the variety of opportunities available; and how to balance 
pro bono work with your existing practice. Our esteemed panel of speakers 
includes: Robert Koch, Appellate Practice Group Chair, Tonkon Torp LLP; 
Meg Houlihan, Stoll Berne, Sadie Concepción, CLiF Project at Tonkon Torp 
LLP; Jollee Patterson, Partner, Miller Nash Graham & dunn LLP; Jill Mallery, 
Pro Bono Coordinator, Legal Aid Services of Oregon; and Amanda Caff all, 
Executive director, Th e Commons Law Center. Th e Honorable Stacie F. 
Beckerman, uS district Magistrate Judge, will moderate our panel of experts.

For more information: Contact Adrian Brown, CLE Committee Chair, 
971.221.6237. For registration questions, contact the MBA at mba@mbabar.org.

Oregon Sales Taxes? The New Oregon and Portland Taxes
on Gross Receipts 
Friday, June 12  2-4 p.m.
Online Attendance Only
Members $60/Non-Members $95

In 2019 and 2020, Portland and Oregon will impose new gross receipts taxes: 
the Clean Energy Surcharge (CES) and the Corporate Activity Tax (CAT), 
respectively. Join speakers Nikki Dobay, Senior Tax Counsel at Counsel on 
State Taxation (COST), Dan Eller, Shareholder at Schwabe Williamson & 
Wyatt, and Valerie Sasaki, Partner at Samuels Yoelin Kantor who will discuss 
how these taxes operate, some technical aspects such as tax rates, registration 
requirements, apportionment and exemptions, and whether Oregon is on its way 
to a statewide sales tax.

For more information: Contact Samuel Grosz, Attorney at Law, at 503.676.3800. 
For registration questions, contact the MBA at mba@mbabar.org.

CArd NuMBEr

EXPIrATION dATE ANd SECurITY COdE 

SIGNATurE

BILLING AddrESS FOr CArd (if diff erent)

CLE Registration Form

Member Status: 

 MBA Member

 Non–Member

Photocopy registration and mail payment to:
Multnomah Bar Association
620 SW Fift h Ave., Suite 1220  Portland, Or 97204
503.222.3275 

Payment Options:

 Check      VISA      MasterCard

                      American Express

NAME

FIrM

AddrESS

CITY   STATE  ZIP

PhONE

OSB#

Registration forms with payment must be received in the MBA office by 3 p.m. the day before the seminar. 
Registration forms may be mailed the address below. Accommodations available for persons with 
disabilities; please call in advance for arrangements.

Seminar Selection: 
Please select the seminar(s) you wish to attend. Written materials 
for each class are included with registration. Pre-registration with 
payment is required to participate. 

6/12  Oregon Sales Taxes? Th e New Oregon and Portland Taxes
on Gross Receipts
Online attendance only - link will be emailed
 Class registration ($60 Members/$95 Non)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________
6/17  How to Succeed in Mediation - Tips from Mediators
Online attendance only - link will be emailed
 Class registration ($60 Members/$95 Non)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________
6/24  For the Public Good: Sharpening Your Skills Th rough
Pro Bono Practice
Online attendance only - link will be emailed
 Class registration ($30 Members/$50 Non)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________
6/25  Snooping, Digging, and Following People Around: Eff ectively 
Using Private Investigators to Gather Information
Online attendance only - link will be emailed
 Class registration ($60 Members/$95 Non)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________

Total due  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________

Unable to attend? 
Archived webcast options are available

at www.mbabar.org/cle

How to Succeed in Mediation - Tips from Mediators
Wednesday, June 17  3-5 p.m.
Online Attendance Only
Members $60/Non-Members $95

Mediation oft en presents the best opportunity for a favorable resolution to civil 
litigation. Lawyers, however, occasionally squander it. Th e list of mediation pitfalls 
are many, but the successful strategies are equally abundant. hear from a cast of 
local lawyers - with deep experience as advocates, neutrals, and triers-of-fact - on 
how best to capitalize on mediation. retired Multnomah County Circuit Court 
Judge Jean Kerr Maurer (maurermediation@gmail.com); Chris Kitchel, Kitchel 
Adr; Jan Kitchel, Kitchel Adr; and Molly Jo Mullen, Molly Jo Mullen Adr, 
will discuss what makes a case ripe for mediation, the information to provide your 
mediator (and/or adversary) in advance, logistical and procedural missteps, the 
common negotiation mistakes that move parties further apart, smart tactics that 
consistently bridge the gap, and other helpful tips to succeed in mediation.

For more information: Contact John Berg, Littler Mendelson, at 503.889.8863. 
For registration questions, contact the MBA at mba@mbabar.org.

Snooping, Digging, and Following People Around: Eff ectively 
Using Private Investigators to Gather Information
Thursday, June 25  3-5 p.m.
Online Attendance Only
Members $60/Non-Members $95

Private investigation can be a valuable tool for attorneys before and during 
litigation. Locating hard-to-fi nd individuals, interviewing witnesses, gathering 
records, and tracking assets are all tasks commonly assigned to P.I.s. however, 
news coverage of P.I.s gone wrong and movie stereotypes continue to make the 
work of investigators murky and mysterious. Attorneys may not understand 
exactly what an investigator can do and what they cannot (and might be 
surprised by both). Oregon licensed private investigators Steve Wilson, Portland 
Investigators, Lloyd Rash, Foremost Investigations, Helena Snyder, Pettus 
Investigations, and James Comstock, InsightLI, will discuss the use of private 
investigators by attorneys, explaining the benefi ts and dangers, and detailing 
what kind of information is legally available using the techniques of skiptracing, 
interviewing, public records searches, and surveillance. Th ey will cover the laws 
and ethics that govern P.I.s, hiring and eff ective communication, and provide 
examples and anecdotes of ways investigators have helped attorneys fi nd the 
information they need to win a case.

For more information: Contact John Berg, Littler Mendelson, at 503.889.8863. 
For registration questions, contact the MBA at mba@mbabar.org.
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OAAP_fillad_FULFILL_2019_1-3rd pg_square

OREGON ATTORNEY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
helping lawyers, judges, and law students since 1982

Our services are confidential and 
free of charge.

503.226.1057 O 1.800.321.6227

The professionals at the 
Oregon Attorney Assistance Program 
are lawyers and counselors – ideally 
suited to help lawyers, judges, and law 
students with:

R	 PROBLEMATIC ALCOHOL & SUBSTANCE USE

R	 DEPRESSION & MENTAL HEALTH CONCERNS

R	 TIME MANAGEMENT & PROCRASTINATION

R	 CAREER CHANGE & TRANSITION

R	 PROBLEMATIC INTERNET USE

R	 COMPULSIVE/SELF-DEFEATING BEHAVIOR

R	 PROBLEM GAMBLING

The path 
to 
fulfillment  
begins 
with a  
phone call.

OAAP COUNSELORS:  R  SHARI R. PEARLMAN  R  DOUGLAS S. QUERIN
 R  KYRA M. HAZILLA  R  BRYAN R. WELCH  R  KAREN A. NERI

FILLADS_FULFILL_2019.indd   3 9/12/2019   12:10:33 PM
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Barker 
Mediation

Neutral services 
for Oregon 
lawyers since 1992

Request dates for mediation 
from the Available Dates page at 

barkermediation.com.

John Barker is available 
to mediate commercial, 

employment and 
personal injury claims.

6312 SW Capitol Hwy #275 
Portland, OR 97239

503.970.6891
jb@barkermediation.com

CHAMBERLAIN
Mediation Arbitration

peter@chamberlainmediation.com
www.chamberlainmediation.com
503.380.5730

A Proven Problem Solver
40 year Oregon Lawyer
30 years of Civil Litigation Experience
Available Statewide
30 years of Civil Litigation Experience

65 SW Yamhill St, Ste 200, Portland  |  503-223-7555  |  mcgaughey-erickson.com 

MCGAUGHEY ╫ ERICKSON 
Securities Claims & Investment Disputes 

Bad investments? 

Erica C. Glaser
Mediation and Arbitration

•	 ADR Services throughout Oregon
•	 UM and UIM arbitration
•	 Court annexed arbitration
•	 Mediation of civil litigation
•	 23 years litigator - both defense and 

plaintiff bars
•	 18 years serving as a neutral

erica@ADRoregon.com
503-515-1621

Pro Bono Volunteers
Thank you to the following 
lawyers who recently donated 
their pro bono services to the 
Children’s representation Project 
or the Volunteer Lawyers Project 
at Legal Aid Services of Oregon. 

Visit www.mbabar.org/probono 
to discover pro bono 
opportunities in Multnomah 
County. 

Patricia Arjun
Kimberly Brown
Brett Carson
Laura donaldson
Bridget donegan
Kelly Evans
Jeannine Ferguson
Sierra Fotos
Julia Fraser
Shauna haney

dona hippert
Laurel hook
Samuel Justice
John Koch
William Kwitman
Elizabeth Lemoine
riley Makin
david Malcolm
Brian Marshall
Collin McKean
Andrew Newson
Laura rackner
Joshua ross
Susan rossiter
Julie Meyer rowett
Ian Simpson
Alexander Sollars
Joshua Stadtler
Anne Steiner
Anthony Wilson

GoFundMe Account 
Established for 

Mike Long
Mike Long, who was a 
ground-breaking OAAP 
attorney counselor, had 
a stroke over a year ago 
and is still working hard 
to regain his ability to 
walk. he is hoping to try 
some new therapies in 
Canada and has started 
a GoFundMe campaign. 
he has made slow and 
steady progress and is not 
giving up. Please consider 
helping him take these 
next steps by contributing 
to his medical funding 
campaign and also please share this with everyone you feel is 
appropriate. Mike sends his regards and deepest thanks.

Contribute to Mike's campaign at
www.bit.ly/MikeLongGoFundMe
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In some industries, employment 
agreements include so-called 
“golden handcuffs:” provisions 
that effectively restrict 
employees from going to 
work for competitors through 
direct prohibitions or financial 
penalties. rPC 5.6(a), which is 
based on its ABA Model rule 
counterpart, generally prohibits 
them in law firm employment 
agreements:

“A lawyer shall not participate 
in offering or making:

“(a) a partnership, 
shareholders, operating, 
employment, or other similar 
type of agreement that 
restricts the right of a lawyer 
to practice after termination 
of the relationship[.]”

The principal exceptions are 
narrowly tailored to retirement 
agreements under rPC 5.6(a) 
and sales of law practices under 
rPC 1.17(h). Comment 1 to 
ABA Model rule 5.6 explains the 
rationale for the rule:

“An agreement restricting the 
right of lawyers to practice 
after leaving a firm not only 
limits their professional 
autonomy but also limits the 
freedom of clients to choose 
a lawyer.”

At the same time, law firms 
sometimes include pre-departure 
notice or related financial 
provisions in their employment 
agreements that walk up to - 

and occasionally cross - the 
line between permissible and 
prohibited restrictions. Although 
in theory impermissible 
restrictions could expose the 
participants to regulatory 
discipline, the larger practical 
risk in most instances is that 
such provisions will be held 
unenforceable by courts.

In this column, we’ll look 
at both pre-departure notice 
provisions and related financial 
disincentives. With each, 
precise line-drawing is generally 

Ethics Focus  
Golden Handcuffs: Restrictive 
Covenants in Law Firm 
Employment Agreements
by Mark J. Fucile
Fucile & Reising LLP

...pre-departure notice 
provisions are not 
inherently suspect 
because both a departing 
lawyer and the lawyer’s 
firm have a duty to 
inform the clients...

mba ANNOUNCEMENTS
Statement of Diversity Principles Available to Sign
The MBA Equity, diversity & Inclusion Committee invites you 
to sign the Statement of diversity Principles. read and sign the 
diversity statement and pledge at www.mbabar.org/diversity.

Noontime Rides
Social distancing will be observed and the rides will continue 
as scheduled. Short fast rides with hills. Meet at SW corner of 
Pioneer Courthouse Square (Yamhill & Broadway) between noon 
and 12:10 p.m., Monday and Thursday. Contact: ray Thomas 
503.228.5222 with questions, or meet at start.

Presiding Court Update Webcast Free on MBA Website
In response to the circumstances surrounding the COVId-19 
virus, the MBA is offering a free video recording of the April 2 
Presiding Court update CLE seminar as a service to the legal 
community. Visit www.mbabar.org to access the webcast video 
and materials.

impossible in light of their 
inherently fact-driven contexts. 
Nonetheless, we’ll survey the 
factors that courts have used in 
determining on which side of the 
line these kinds of provisions fall.

Pre-Departure Notice
This past december, the ABA 
issued an ethics opinion - Formal 
Opinion 489 - that focused on 
pre-departure notice. In doing 
so, the opinion built on an earlier 
ABA opinion - Formal Opinion 
99-414 (1999) - that addressed 
lawyer mobility issues generally 
and that, in turn, significantly 
influenced the primary state 
opinions on that topic in the 
Northwest, OSB Formal Opinion 
2005-70 (rev 2015) and WSBA 
Advisory Opinion 201801 (2018).

The new ABA opinion 
emphasized that pre-departure 
notice provisions are not 
inherently suspect because 
both a departing lawyer and 
the lawyer’s firm have a duty 

to inform the clients for which 
the lawyer was principally 
responsible of the lawyer’s 
planned departure and to protect 
the clients’ interests in the 
transition. At the same time, the 
ABA opinion - quoting an OSB 
Bulletin article - cautioned: 

“‘Although “reasonable” 
notice provisions may be 
justified to ensure clients are 
protected when firm lawyers 
depart, what is “reasonable” 
in any given circumstances 
can turn on whether it is 
truly the client’s interest that 
is being protected or simply 
a thinly disguised restriction 
on the right to practice in 
violation of rPC 5.6(a).’”

In striking a balance, ABA 
Formal Opinion 489 synthesized 
case law nationally and 
concluded:

“Firms have an ethical 
obligation to assure that 
client matters transition 
smoothly and therefore, firm 
partnership/shareholder/
member/employment 
agreements may request 
a reasonable notification 
period, necessary to assure 
that files are organized or 
updated, and staffing is 
adjusted to meet client needs. 
In practice, these notification 
periods cannot be fixed 
or rigidly applied without 
regard to client direction, or 
used to coerce or punish a 
lawyer for electing to leave 
the firm, nor may they serve 
to unreasonably delay the 
diligent representation of a 

client. If they would affect 
a client’s choice of counsel 
or serve as a financial 
disincentive to a competitive 
departure, the notification 
period may violate rule 5.6.”

Financial Disincentives
ABA Formal Opinion 489 
noted that there is no practical 
distinction under ABA Model 
rule 5.6(a) between pre-
departure notice provisions 
that impermissibly interfere 
with client choice and financial 
disincentives imposed on a 
client’s preferred lawyer that do 
the same:

“There is no meaningful 
distinction for purposes 
of rule 5.6 between an 
agreement provision 
that imposes a financial 
disincentive to a competitive 
departure irrespective of 
the pre-departure notice 
requirements and a provision 
that imposes a financial 
disincentive for the failure 
to comply with a fixed, pre-
established notice period 
that extends beyond the time 
necessary, generally or in a 
particular case, to ensure an 
appropriate transition[.]”

The Oregon Court of Appeals 
in Gray v. Martin, 63 Or App 
173, 663 P2d 1285 (1983), and 
Hagen v. O’Connell, Goyak & 
Ball, P.C., 68 Or App 700, 683 
P2d 563 (1984), took the same 
approach with other financial 
penalties for leaving. In Gray, for 
example, a law firm partnership 
agreement included a provision 
forfeiting future income rights if 
a departing lawyer continued to 
practice in a three-county area 
surrounding the firm’s office. In 
Hagen, a law firm shareholder 

agreement included a provision 
reducing the valuation of a 
departing shareholder’s stock 
unless the lawyer executed 
a non-compete. The Court 
of Appeals found that both 
provisions were unenforceable 
under rPC 5.6(a)’s analogous 
predecessor in the former 
Oregon Code of Professional 
responsibility. Similarly, WSBA 
Advisory Opinion 2118 (2006) 
concluded that an outright 
liquidated damages provision 
tied to breach of a non-compete 
in a law firm employment 
agreement was also prohibited 
under Washington’s version of 
rPC 5.6(a). 

By contrast, the simple 
fact that a lawyer who leaves 
before a firm’s scheduled year-
end compensation process 
and effectively foregoes the 
opportunity to be considered 
for year-end bonus should not 
ordinarily raise the same issues 
under rPC 5.6(a) - as long as it is 
not a direct penalty for leaving.

Firms have an ethical 
obligation to assure that 
client matters transition 
smoothly...

...these notification 
periods cannot be fixed 
or rigidly applied without 
regard to client direction, 
or used to coerce or 
punish a lawyer for 
electing to leave the firm...

LSAT Preparation 
Scholarships Awarded
Since 2014, the MBA Equity, 
diversity & Inclusion (Ed&I) 
Committee has been awarding 
LSAT preparation scholarships. 
This is the second year the 
MBA and OSB have combined 
funds to award the scholarships. 
The scholarships are awarded 
to applicants who come from 
backgrounds traditionally 
underrepresented in the Oregon 
legal community, who have 
financial need, and who plan to 
go to law school and practice 
in Oregon. Fifteen outstanding 
future lawyers benefited from 
the scholarship this year, chosen 
from over 40 applications.

In the past, the LSAT 
preparation course scholars 
have been honored at the 
annual Tillicum Gathering for 
leaders of Oregon’s diversity 
and specialty bar organizations, 
along with representatives of the 
MBA and OSB.

This year’s Tillicum 
Gathering was canceled, and 
we’d like to honor the recipients 
here. Congratulations to Yarina 
Aguilar Becerra, Maria Casa, 
Benjamin Charbonneau, Alyse 
Cronk, Cecilia delao, Katherine 
duPont, Carina Garcia, Aleesha 
Kazi, Adriel Person, Kimberly 
Quiroz Alvarez, Fernando rivas 
Estrada, Amairani Santillan 
Guzman, Yomaira Tarula-
Aranda, Sofia Velasquez and 
Natasha Voloshina. 

The committee looks forward 
to seeing these individuals flourish 
in law school and beyond.

Many thanks to the Ed&I 
Pipeline Subcommittee 
for administering the 2020 
scholarship program: Whitney 
Stark, Lisa Farrell, rachna hajari 
and Jovita Wang.

2019_PLF_Conference_Room_1-3 square

Free Conference Room Space in Portland

The Professional Liability 

Fund is offering Oregon 

lawyers free use of a con-

ference room located at 

520 SW Yamhill Street, 

Suite 1025, Portland, Or-

egon. To reserve this space 

and learn more details 

about this free conference 

room space, go to the PLF website, www.osbplf.org, and click on Practice

Management, then Oregon Lawyers’ Conference Room.

Special thanks to the law firms of Jaqua & Wheatley and Perkins 
Coie for their donations of books for the OLCR library wall.
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THE PREFERRED BANK
OF THE MULTNOMAH BAR
ASSOCIATION.

Member FDIC    Equal Housing Lender

Dedicated to the Oregon law community.    
At Columbia Bank, we’ve been strengthening our relationship with Oregon law for more than 25 years. 
Whether serving as preferred bank to the MBA, participating as active members in a number of Oregon law 
associations or simply understanding the unique needs of the law community, we’re committed to  
helping you and your firm succeed. Visit ColumbiaBank.com or call 877-272-3678.

POWERING
PAYMENTS
FOR THE

LEGAL
INDUSTRY

866-256-5004
lawpay.com/mbabar

Powerful Technology
Developed specifically for the legal
industry to ensure compliance and
ongoing innovation

Powering Law Firms
Plugs into law firms’ existing
workflows to drive cash flow, reduce 
collections, and make it easy for 
clients to pay

Powering Integrations
The payment technology behind
the legal industry’s most popular 
practice management tools

Powered by an Unrivaled
Track Record 
15 years of experience and the only 
payment technology approved by 
110+ state, local, and specialty bars, 
as well as the ABA

Proud Member
Benefit Provider

The easiest way to accept 
credit card and eCheck
payments online.

Highly experienced — full-time neutral since 1992
n

Business & commercial; personal injury; professional liability; 
employment; estates & trusts; real estate & construction

n

Listed in Best Lawyers in America and in Super Lawyers

Richard G. Spier
MEDIATOR

503-284-2511
Cell 971-219-4980

rspier@spier-mediate.com n  www.spier-mediate.com

P.O. Box 13365, Portland, OR  97213
Fax: 503-210-7688

dougbeckman@comcast.net

MEDIATIONARBITRATION&
Douglas G. Beckman

503-287-7977
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Nowlin has defended 
individuals and businesses in a 
wide variety of complex matters 
over her 18-year legal career, 
including dram shop claims, 
premises liability regarding 
retailer, hospitality, and hotel-
related claims; professional 
liability; automobile liability; and 
catastrophic bodily injury claims. 
She has had extensive experience 
defending businesses in vicarious 
liability claims involving sexual 
assaults by employees and agents. 
She is also an experienced 
insurance coverage attorney. She 
has courtroom trial experience 
and routinely handles binding 
arbitrations.

Miller Nash Graham & Dunn LLP
Th e fi rm is pleased to welcome 
attorney Souvanny Miller to the 
fi rm’s Portland offi  ce. Miller joins 
the fi rm’s prominent education 
law team, representing educational 
institutions throughout the Pacifi c 
Northwest. Before joining the fi rm,
Miller practiced at a small law 
fi rm in southern Oregon. She 
also served as a law clerk for the 
Oregon School Boards Association, 
assisting staff  attorneys in advising 
school boards and superintendents.

Miller has experience advising 
municipalities and other public 
entities in regulatory compliance, 

Around the Bar  

Th e Around the Bar column 
reports on MBA members’ 
moves, transitions, promotions 
and other honors within the 
profession. Th e submission 
deadline is the 10th of the 
month preceding publication or 
the prior Friday if that date falls 
on a weekend. All submissions 
are edited to fi t column format 
and the information is used on 
a space-available basis in the 
order in which it was received. 
Submissions may be emailed to 
mba@mbabar.org.

Ken Abere

Cosgrave Vergeer Kester LLP 
Th e fi rm is pleased to announce 
the return of two litigation 
partners: Ken Abere and Nicole 
Nowlin. Th e addition of these 
two partners adds depth and 
experience to Cosgrave’s robust 
litigation practice.

Abere focuses his practice 
on personal injury, premises 
liability, products liability, sexual 
assault, real estate, and business 
litigation. With more than 25 
years of experience, he has 
represented clients in 39 jury 
trials and over 200 arbitration 
hearings. Since July 2014, he has 
tried 12 jury trials to verdict. 
Prior to beginning his law career, 
he worked as a personal insurance 
underwriter for Chubb Insurance 
and a commercial insurance 
underwriter for Safeco Insurance.

constitutional law and public 
records and public meetings law. 
She has also represented clients 
in administrative proceedings, in 
Oregon circuit courts and before 
the Oregon Court of Appeals. 
Miller earned her law degree at 
Lewis & Clark Law School. during 
law school, Miller served as a 
judicial extern for the honorable 
Michael h. Simon at the uS 
district Court of Oregon and 
as a law clerk for the Trial and 
Appellate divisions of the Oregon 
department of Justice.

Nicole Nowlin

Souvanny Miller

Amy Robinson was recently 
appointed to serve on the 
Washington State university 
(WSu) Vancouver Advisory 
Board for WSu’s Carson College 
of Business. Th rough building 
industry alliances, the advisory 
board helps to defi ne the college’s 
vision, as well as provide guidance 
and best practices to the academic 
departments.

robinson is a seasoned 
employment attorney with over 
15 years of experience in advising 
her clients on their ever-evolving 
employment law needs. She 
represents public and private 
employers throughout Washington 
and Oregon in a broad range of 
workplace-related issues. robinson 
received her bachelor’s degree 
from WSu before earning her 
law degree at Lewis & Clark Law 
School. Prior to her legal career, 
robinson worked as a human 
resources professional.

Amy Robinson

COVID-19 Lawyer Stress: 
SOS
by Victoria Blachly
Samuels Yoelin Kantor
MBF Board

Lawyers like to fi x things: we 
help people solve problems; we 
research and resolve; we take 
charge and plot a path; we are 
pretty much unstoppable. But 
then COVId-19 arrived and 
screamed, “Not so fast there, all 
of you cool cats and kittens!”

While it is uncertain how 
long COVId-19 has been laying 
waste to people’s plans, let alone 
their very lives, we have now 
all been living with this new 
reality for the last several weeks. 
(And if I hear or read “these are 
unprecedented times” again, I 
will scream.)

With all of the Paycheck 
Protection Program news, 
remote working tips, and even 
how to make yourself look better 
on Zoom (yes, there is a fi lter 
you can use, and I do - don’t 
judge me), I keep turning, time 
and time again to my lawyer 
friends and colleagues to ask, 
“What are you doing to get 
through this? how are you 
keeping yourself from breaking 
down from the stress?”

I read articles that say scary 
things like, “Th e coronavirus 
pandemic could have a 
‘profound’ eff ect on people’s 
mental health - now and in the 
future, say psychiatrists and 
psychologists who are calling for 
urgent research.” Philippa roxby, 
BBC News (April 16, 2020).

Th at [COVId-19] can be 
transmitted asymptomatically 
has forced us to envision 
everyone as a potential threat. 
‘We are training people to see 
the world as a dangerous place. 
Th is invisible enemy could be 
anywhere,’ says david Spiegel, 
a professor of psychiatry and 
behavioral sciences at Stanford 
university. How a ‘quarantine 
state of mind’ will defi ne an era, 
Vox, Eleanor Cummins (April 
16, 2020).

Some of us fi nd that 
COVId-19 isn’t making a 
substantial impact - maybe you 
have a small offi  ce that allows 
appropriate social distancing, 
suffi  cient fi nancial reserves 
to weather the storm, or are 
enjoying the break from the 
oft en unrelenting pressures of 
the legal profession. But there are 
many more of us that fi nd this 
time of paralysis frightening and 
stressful, because we are trained 
to take action and simply cannot 
take the action we want to take, 
in many instances. 

But there is hope. Th ere 
should always be hope. And 

there are tools. Th is article 
provides several healthy coping 
mechanisms for you to choose 
from, opting for your own 
adventure for how to focus on 
positive mental health. But 
fi rst, Th e requisite Lawyer 
disclaimer: I am, in absolutely 
no way, qualifi ed to give actual 
mental health advice, through 
experience or training, and we 
cannot minimize the serious 
impact COVId-19 is having on 
some of us that would require 
professional mental health 
assistance.

Please be kind to yourselves 
and seek appropriate care.

rather, this article is meant 
to share some tips that have 
worked for other lawyers - or tips 
that haven’t worked at all - in an 
eff ort to get us all talking about 
this scary, scary time.

We have to stay strong to 
get through to the other side to 
the “new normal” or the “new 
abnormal.” Attorney Tanya 
durkee urbach puts it into a 
better focus, “Th e idea that this 
is all temporary and someday 
it will return to ‘normal’ can 
cause a tremendous amount of 
impatience to return to that state 
of normalcy. Early I realized that 
‘return to normal’ is nothing 
more than an idea. Th e truth 
is, whatever the future holds, it 
will not be the same ‘normal’ we 
once knew, at least not possibly 
for many years to come. Th at 
realization was key. It reminded 
me that today’s normal is normal 
today. So, with intentionality, I 
decided to wake up every day 
knowing, this is what life is right 
here, right now. I realized that if 
I do not fi nd the joy, make the 
most, do what I can today, while 
this is what life is, and tomorrow, 
while this is what life still is, 
months maybe even years will go 
by and I will have lost time and 
opportunity for joy.” 

Th ese many tips and tricks 
are off ered for you to try to fi nd 
that “opportunity for joy.”

We’re Gonna Zoom, Zoom, 
Zoom-a-Zoom
Where is the room in your home 
or a space outside that is quiet 
enough to keep you focused 
on the meeting, but interesting 
enough to make the other 
attendees jealous of your yard, 
your curated and intellectual 
bookshelf, or your cute cat that 
magically knows when the Zoom 
meeting starts? Or is it more like, 
“Where is that mute button?!?” 
because your children have come 
screaming into the room, or 
everyone else in your household 
is already on their own Zoom 
meetings, so you are stuck in the 
laundry room, balancing your 
laptop on a pile of dirty clothes? 
dan duyck’s theory is that your 
real estate may well increase 
in value, if you promote your 
separate, private, well designed 
“Zoom room” as a feature.

My own fi rm has a standing 
Friday Zoom happy hour, 

and we’ve tried charades, 
Pictionary, theme nights, and 
trivia. In some ways it’s forced 
family fun, because you can 
be certain that not everybody 
feels like attending every event, 
but it’s also necessary, because 
we miss each other. Zoom or 
FaceTime with friends, family 
and colleagues can be a good 
stress reliever. It’s easy and you 
only have to wear a clean shirt 
with your pajamas or sweatpants. 
Go for a theme: western, 80’s 
big hair, Jersey shore, hawaiian 
shirts, fun cocktails, cooking 
tips - the list is endless. Leslie 
Johnson calls her Zoom lunch 
with friends, “really good 
medicine.” Michael Walker 
attended a webcast gala for the 
Oregon Symphony, enjoying the 
live performance and calling it 
“a breath of fresh air.” One of 
my fi rst Zoom experiments was 
when Chris Costantino taught 
my 12-year-old daughter how 
to make macarons via Zoom. 
Chris’ were picture-perfect and 
ours...well, not so much. Melanie 
Marmion shares, “I would say 
I’m coping with the stress by 
being more in touch with my 
extended family and friends who 
are scattered across the states. 
We’ve done Zoom birthday 
parties together and fi gured out 
how to play virtual card games. 
Prior to COVId-19 much of 
my favorite socializing involved 
live music. With that outlet off  
the table, we’ve adjusted. Every 
weekend my friends pick a live 
concert that we can all watch on 
YouTube and we have a Zoom 
virtual dance party. It’s been 
nice to connect with friends and 
family in ways that we never did 
before COVId-19.” 

hilary Newcomb says, 
“Basically there’s no such thing 
as over-communicating lately. 
People desire that connection, 
feedback and it’s necessary for 
our cases to stay on task and 
for us to be coordinated and 
productive.”

Paul Gilles reiterates that 
point, “Most important for us/
me, is to be visible and available 
for folks. Let them know what 
we’re doing, be open about our 
struggles and wins. Everyone 
is anxious, so this transparency 
(even if only so that they can 
plan) is very important.”

Hobby Anyone? 
Th ere is an unrealistic expectation 
that one should be massively 
productive with this time in 
quarantine, learning a new 
language, knitting your own 
safety masks from your organic 
silk worms, and/or solving world 
peace. But do we really need 
added pressure to perform right 
now? As one person told me, “My 
new skill is fi nding a place to hide 
my potato chips from my kids.”

Some people have enjoyed 
this time to read those novels 
stacked by their bed, but give 
me television like “Tiger King,” 
because - say what you want 
about it - I did not think about 
COVId-19 once the entire time I 
was watching that train wreck.

Never have lawns and 
gardens been so well-tended. 
Never have dogs been more 
walked. Marie Kondo now makes 

Continued on page 18
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RENT TO OWN  
Original works of art for your home or office  

Choose from Oregon’s largest selection  
of local artists in one place

• More than 200 artists
• Over 1,000 works of art in various mediums

RENTAL SALES GALLERY
TUESDAY – SATURDAY 
 Available by appointment only

1237 SW 10th Avenue 
rentalsales@pam.org  

rentalsalesgallery.com

P O R T L A N D   l  s u s s m a n s h a n k . c o m   l 5 0 3 . 2 2 7.1111

Jesse joins our Business Restructuring 
& Bankruptcy Team. He adds a diverse 
background in bankruptcy and receivership 
actions, securities, and commercial cases.

 jstewart@sussmanshank.com
503.243.1648

MEET OUR 
NEWEST ASSOCIATE, 

JESSE STEWART.

MollyJo Mullen

25 years civil and criminal 
trial experience.

MULLEN ADR
mollyjo@mullenadr.com

503-901-6199

M E D I A T I O N
A R B I T R A T I O N

We’re on your side  
Available for consult, association, or referral for  

injury claims in Washington and Oregon.  
Let’s talk soon. 

JESSE JACOBS    
OTLA Guardian  
WSAJ Eagle

Portland 503.222.7757    Vancouver 360.695.1624      
nwinjurylawcenter.com

DON JACOBS   
Trial Lawyer of the Year, Clark County (2015)

Past President, Oregon Trial Lawyers  
Association

We’re on your side
DON JACOBSJESSE JACOBS

Washington  
or Oregon

Or both

Register at www.mbabar.org.

Solo & Small Firm Committee Upcoming Workshop

How to Make Your Small/Solo Practice
More EfficienT

Wednesday, June 10
Workshop: 12-1 p.m.

Online Participation Only

Join Andrew Altschul of Buchanan Angeli Altschul & Sullivan LLP for an 
informal discussion about ways to run a more cost-effi  cient law offi  ce, including 
practical tips on where to invest (or not invest) your limited resources. Put your 
time and money where it counts. Andrew has done it all. he began his career at 
a large fi rm, transitioned to solo practice and now owns a small employment law 
boutique fi rm.

Cost: Free members/$30 non-members.
Th e MBA will apply for one hour of CLE credit. 
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Tips From the Bench News From the Courthouse
by Judge Judith H. Matarazzo
Multnomah County Circuit Court

by Valerie Colas
MBA President

Presiding Court Update
Judge Stephen Bushong noted 
that the court is starting to settle 
into a routine under the Level 3 
restrictions. For now, the court is 
prioritizing the essential dockets 
as identified in the Amended 
Chief Justice Order (CJO) issued 
on March 27, and his Presiding 
Judge Orders issued on April 10 
and 21. (For the Amended CJO 
imposing Level 3 restrictions 
on Court Operations, please 
see www.bit.ly/level3op and 
for Multnomah County Circuit 
Court’s Orders, please see 
www.bit.ly/judicialorders).

The court is maintaining social 
distancing for those coming into 
the courthouse, and is continually 
working to adjust processes to 
meet physical spacing guidelines. 
An immediate challenge is 
maintaining social distancing 
for jurors when the court is 
required to bring in a jury pool. 
Multnomah County Circuit Court 
is making masks available to those 
summoned for jury duty and 
has extra staff present to answer 
questions and ensure that people 
observe the signs about physical 
separation and face coverings. 
While some functions of the court 
are not operating right now, the 
court is using many courtrooms 
for seating to provide adequate 
space for the jurors when they are 
directed to appear. Courtroom 
capacities are greatly reduced 
with the distancing requirements. 
Most court employees are working 
remotely with laptops and cell 
phones. Lawyers, litigants, and 

the public should look on the 
Multnomah County Circuit Court 
webpage for information about 
how to contact the court.

The court remains open and 
available to the public. The court 
is providing the public access 
to proceedings and making the 
appropriate accommodations 
depending on whether the 
proceeding is held in person 
at the courthouse or is being 
held remotely. For instance, if 
the proceeding is remote (by 
telephone or video conference), 
then the public can either attend 
the proceeding in person or access 
it remotely. At this time, OJd is 
testing the WebEx application 
for remote proceedings. OJd is 
not using Zoom due to security 
concerns about use and storage of 
the digital files. The use of WebEx 
for remote proceedings may be 
expanded sometime in June for the 
Multnomah County Circuit Court. 

At the writing of this article, 
restrictions are expected to 
continue through May and 
beyond with the possibility that 
Chief Justice Martha Walters 
may amend her order.

Judge Bushong noted that 
they are still on track to move 
into the new courthouse in 
July. The construction site is 
observing social distancing 
rules. It is very unlikely that the 
court will be able to provide 
tours of the new courthouse 
to the bar and community, but 
hope to have videos to show 
people what to expect in the new 
courthouse. The court is also 
working with the architects to 
put social distancing measures in 

place at the new courthouse. As 
of now, the downtown historic 
courthouse is still expected to be 
closed July 15-17 for the court’s 
move, and to reopen July 20 in 
the new courthouse.

Civil Court Update
Judge Chris Marshall provided 
an update on civil matters in 
Multnomah County. The court 
is open and available to parties 
for civil matters. Staff for civil 
matters are doing their best to get 
up to speed so that civil motion 
hearings can resume beginning 
on June 1. Judicial assistants 
are available and are returning 
phone calls, but the best way to 
contact the court is by email. Jury 
trials may be scheduled in civil 
matters for dates after August 1; 
bench trials may be scheduled 
and conducted before August. 
Parties should consider resolving 
their cases through mediation 
or settlement conferences 
whenever possible. There are 
judges available for settlement 
conferences; attorneys should 
contact judicial offices directly to 
see what days they are available.
 
Lunch and Learn CLE
The court will work to schedule 
the Lunch and Learn CLE,  
“Technology in the New 
Courthouse” at a later time, as 
soon as possible. The court’s 
information technology 
specialists are extremely busy 
helping to keep the court 
functioning remotely during the 
pandemic restrictions on top of 
their work to prepare the new 
courthouse for business.

In March and April all attendees 
of MBA CLE seminars were 
asked to fill out evaluations. 
They were given the opportunity 
to ask questions, and many of 
those questions appear below. 
Perhaps because some of us are 
working from home and have 
time to fill out evaluations and 
pose questions, there were a fair 
number in the last two months. 
I have selected several questions 
from the list as they appear to be 
consistently asked and basically 
deal with the issue of effective 
and honest communication.
 
Does the court have a system 
in place for giving feedback to 
judges on their performance 
and decisions (other than 
waiting for appellate 
decisions)?
In short, no. however, most 
judges would welcome some 
feedback as the job of a judge 
is very isolating and, in all 
cases, one party leaves the 
courtroom with the impression 
the court is nothing short of 
brilliant and the other party 
leaving with the knowledge 
the judge shouldn’t be on the 
bench. I would recommend you 
contact the presiding judge with 
constructive comments, both 
positive and negative. 

The question assumes an 
appellate decision will provide 
“feedback” to the judge as to his 
or her performance and in some 
cases it might. I admit when I first 
came to the bench I worried that 
an entire collection of Advance 
Sheets might be dedicated to my 
errors. Over time that subsided, 
and I began to look at an appeal 
in a civil case differently. In many 
civil cases there may be very 
little related Oregon case law and 
both parties understand from 
the start that the case is going up 
on appeal. There are many issues 
that frankly could go either way, 
and reasonable minds disagree. 
The court welcomes guidance and 
clarity from the appellate courts, 
and, with the help of the parties, 
will attempt to make the record 
as clear as possible to allow for 
review. Therefore, I am not sure 
an appellate decision is the best 
assessment of a judge.

Why does the court require 
bench copies of motions 
and memoranda when 
apparently the judges can 
review them online? This is 
belt and suspenders stuff. I 
can understand bench copies 
of draft jury instructions, but 
not the general trial memo, 

motion, supporting and 
opposing memos, all of which 
are filed electronically.
To fully answer this question, 
one must understand how the 
Civil department is set up. First 
when you file a motion in case, 
a motion judge is assigned. The 
motion is NOT directed to the 
judge nor is the judge informed 
that they are designated as “the 
motions’ judge.” until you call the 
judicial assistant (JA) to schedule 
the motion, the judge has no 
idea a motion has been filed. 
Once a judge has been assigned, 
motions are still not routed to 
that judge. We do not know you 
have filed a motion until a call to 
schedule the motion is made. Our 
local rules allow for a five-week 
motion cycle. If you wait until 
the fifth week to call the judge, it 
may mean months go by before 
your motion is heard. The best 
practice is to call the judge’s JA 
as soon as you file the motion. 
Many attorneys send hard copies 
of the motions, responses and 
replies because that is what the 
supplemental rules calls for, and 
many of us like to read paper 
copies. however, when you call to 
schedule the motion ask whether 
the judge wants to receive paper 
copies. until the recent “working 
remotely,” many of us did not 
have access to Odyssey at home. 
There are many times when cases 
are scheduled back to back. If a 
jury returns a verdict at 4:30 in 
one case and the next case begins 
the next day, I can take the hard 
copies home to read. If not, it 
simply means staying late or 
coming in early. If your goal is to 
have the trial judge understand 
your case, ASK the question 
and then provide the materials 
according to their preferences and 
of course, the rule (SLr 6.051).

Why are trial and hearing 
settings in special set cases 
always so far out? 
The calendar for 2021 will be 
developed in the fall of 2020. 
Judges are asked to designate all 
matters that are on their 2021 
calendar, including vacations. 
Most judges will be assigned a 
mixture of Justice Center work 
and misdemeanor rotations 
for approximately five or six 
months of the year. Some judges 
manage treatment courts or 
other specialty dockets as well. 
Therefore, as soon as a case has 
been given a complex designation, 
the parties and the judge should 
schedule a conference for the 
purpose of setting a trial date, 
status conference, motion and 
potentially a case management 
order. The trial date should be 
set in stone! Given the master 
calendar, many judges have limited 
time for a three- to four-week 
trial unless it is scheduled out. A 
case management order with trial 
and hearing dates on the calendar 
allows the parties to plan. If the 
motion dates are not needed they 
can be cancelled. Finding time is 
much more difficult.

 
Continued on page 17

Expedited Access Cards for 
Use at the New Courthouse

The new building will be 
equipped with technology 
that will allow for more 
efficient and safe entry. To 
integrate this technology, the 
Multnomah County Sheriff ’s 
Office (MCSO) will be issuing 
new cards to replace existing 
Expedited Access Cards. 

Those with cards expiring 
after July 20, 2020 will not 
be charged for a replacement 

card. Cardholders with cards 
expiring prior to that time are 
asked to renew as usual, with 
no additional charge for an 
updated card when it arrives.

Moving forward, the 
expiration date on current 
cards will remain the expiration 
date for the new Expedited 
Access Card. New cards will 
be mailed to the address on 
file with the MCSO Concealed 

Handgun License Unit, and 
should arrive no later than 
July 15.

If you have questions, or 
need to change your address, 
please contact the MCSO 
Concealed Handgun License 
Unit at 503.988.0517.
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The Honorable F. G. “Jamie” Troy II
Multnomah County Circuit Court Judge
by Katie C. Goss
MBA Court Liaison Committee

Governor Kate Brown announced 
the appointment of F. G. “Jamie” 
Troy II to the Multnomah 
County Circuit Court bench 
on September 11, 2019. he 
was sworn in alongside fellow 
appointee, Morgan Wren Long on 
October 28, 2019 and has served 
as a judge in the Family Law 
department since that time. 

Judge Troy was appointed 
to fill a vacancy to the bench 
created by the retirement of Judge 
Katherine Tennyson, his former 
employer. The appointment 
to this particular vacancy was 
personally significant to Judge 
Troy, as Judge Tennyson had 
mentored him as a young 
attorney and played an integral 
role in the early days of his 
training as a trial attorney.

Judge Troy grew up in 
Midlothian, Virginia, a suburb 
of richmond. his father was 
a prominent attorney, at one 
time serving as the attorney 
general for the Commonwealth 
of Virginia. In his youth, Judge 
Troy did not desire to follow in 
his father’s footsteps. he initially 
was on a pre-med track at the 
College of William & Mary, 
but later switched his major 
to Anthropology after seeing 
“Gorillas in the Mist.”

Nearing completion of his 
undergraduate degree, Judge 

Judge F.G. “Jamie” Troy II

Troy concluded his extroverted 
personality was not well suited 
to a solitary career studying 
primates in the jungle. he found 
himself drawn to law school 
after developing an interest in 
environmental law. he attended 
the university of richmond 
School of Law for his first year 
of law school, then moved to 
Oregon to attend Lewis & Clark 
Northwestern School of Law, 
where he earned a Certificate 
in Environmental and Natural 
resources Law and his Juris 
doctor degree in 1995. 

Judge Troy joined the 
Oregon bar in 1996. In his first 
years of practice, Judge Troy 
worked for a short period at a 
small firm, which allowed him 
to gain experience in multiple 
areas of the law, ranging from 
landlord-tenant issues, family law, 
corporations work and personal 
injury work, amongst other areas. 
he later worked at Tennyson 
& Winemiller, and Kliewer & 
Associates, shifting his focus to 
juvenile law. 

Judge Troy spent the majority 
of his career in private practice as a 
juvenile law attorney with a high-
volume indigent defense case load, 
the last 11 years of which he spent 
as a partner at Troy & rosenberg, 
PC. he focused on juvenile 
delinquency, juvenile dependency, 

and termination of parental rights 
cases. he also handled a smaller 
number of domestic relations 
cases, where the primary focus was 
often on the resolution of custody 
and parenting time matters. 

Many of his clients faced 
extremely challenging situations, 
such as addiction and sexual abuse 
accusations, and he enjoyed the 
advocacy that was required for 
each client and each unique set 
of circumstances. he is proud of 
the firm he helped to build with 
his former law partner, Judith 
rosenberg, and the advocacy they 
provided for their clients. 

As a practitioner, Judge 
Troy enjoyed all that litigation 
and being in the courtroom 
had to offer. he thrived with 
the challenge of crafting a well-
founded legal argument. he also 
enjoyed the thinking on your feet 
problem-solving skills required 
of attorneys when curveballs are 
presented in the courtroom.

After nearly 22 years as a 
juvenile court practitioner in 
Multnomah County, Judge 
Troy was widely respected as an 
attorney. he was encouraged to 
seek a position within the court 
by, amongst others, Judge Michael 
McShane, federal judge of the uS 
district Court for the district 
of Oregon, and Judge Maureen 

Judge Morgan Wren Long

Growing up in Virginia, just 
outside of Washington, dC, the 
honorable Judge Morgan Wren 
Long became accustomed to 
the pressures of living near the 
nation’s capital - people trying 
to get ahead of everyone else, 
pressure to always do more, 
and a lack of community. her 
move to Portland in 2003 was a 
welcome change. As she describes 
it, “people are much nicer here.” 
The community that welcomed 
Judge Long with open arms 17 
years ago has influenced the 
type of courtroom she wants to 
oversee. Each day, Judge Long is 
committed to showing respect to 
each litigant and party that comes 
before her, ensuring that everyone 
feels heard in her courtroom.

Judge Long was sworn in as a 
judge on the Multnomah County 
Circuit Court on October 
28, 2019, filling the vacancy 
created by the retirement of 
the honorable Judge Maureen 
McKnight. She is assigned to the 
Family Law department. Prior to 
her judicial appointment, Judge 
Long served as a juvenile court 
referee and judge pro tem for 
the Multnomah County Circuit 
Court from May 2017 until her 
swearing in. 

The Honorable Morgan Wren Long
Multnomah County Circuit Court Judge
by Amanda Nadell
MBA Court Liaison Committee

upon earning her Bachelor 
of Arts degree in English from 
Virginia Commonwealth 
university in 2003, Judge Long 
moved to Portland just days after 
graduation. She went on to earn 
her law degree from Lewis & 
Clark Law School in 2007. For 
the next 10 years, she litigated 
juvenile dependency cases, 
juvenile delinquency cases, family 
law matters, and criminal defense 
matters at the firms of Bertoni 
& Associates; ridehalgh & 
Associates; dore Long, LLC; and 
Morgan Long Law, PC. As her 
legal career reflects, juvenile court 
has always been her passion. 

Judge Long’s “strong desire 
to ensure fairness and equity” is 
what drew her to a judicial career. 
From the first time she entered 
a courtroom, she began noting 
the pros and cons of the various 
judicial styles she encountered, 
and she knew that one day she 
would want to take on the role 
of judge. Judge Long remembers 
the frustration of her clients with 
the court process, particularly 
when they felt ignored or unable 
to present their case. Judge Long 
strives to be a judge who listens 
and who ensures a fair process for 
all litigants and parties appearing 

McKnight, prior Chief Family 
Law Judge in Multnomah County.

upon becoming a judge, Judge 
Troy was pleasantly surprised to 
find an extraordinarily collegial 
bench with the majority of 
members welcoming questions 
and offering assistance as he 
overcomes the steep learning 
curve that all new judges must 
face. he is learning the ropes of 
directing the courtroom, quick 
but thoughtful decision making 
on evidentiary issues, and 
managing all matters in his queue 
when not on the bench. While the 
workload is heavy, he considers 
his position to be a dream job. 
Judge Troy looks forward to 
ensuring that every party within 
his courtroom feels he or she was 
heard and treated respectfully, 
whether on the winning or losing 
side of a claim.

Among other civic and 
community activities, Judge Troy 
was a member of the department 
of human Services Child Welfare 
Advisory Committee, has served 
on the City of Portland’s Citizen 
review Committee and is past 
president of the Gus J. Solomon 
Inn of Court. Judge Troy also 
serves on the Board of the 
Bill and Ann Shepherd Legal 
Scholarship Fund, which provides 
financial assistance to third- and 
fourth-year law students who 
wish to advance equal rights and 
justice for lesbian, gay, bisexual 
and transgender individuals.

despite his roots on the East 
Coast, Judge Troy has been in 
Oregon since 1993 and now 
considers himself an Oregonian 
through and through. he travels 

back to the East Coast once or twice 
a year to visit family, but does his 
best to avoid picking back up his 
Southern accent while there. 

In his free time, Judge Troy 
enjoys singing as a tenor in the 
Oregon repertory Singers and 
running with the Northwest 
Billy Goats running club, where 
as one of the oldest members of 
the group, he is affectionately 
known as “Papa Goat.” Judge 
Troy has been partnered for 23 
years to Barry Pack, director of 
the Oregon Lottery. Judge Troy 
lovingly notes that Barry is the 
most accomplished member of 
the family. While Judge Troy is 
one of 175 judges in Oregon, 
there is only one lottery director.

Judge Troy’s wealth of 
experience in juvenile law is a 
welcome addition to the Family 
Law department in Multnomah 
County. he is still adjusting to 
former colleagues addressing him 
as “Your honor,” but appreciates 
all that his position has to offer, 
and welcomes the responsibility 
to the public and the bar that 
comes with it.

before her. A judge’s job, she 
explains, should be to make orders 
that make people better and that 
lift people up, whenever possible. 

The transition from juvenile 
court referee to judge of the 
Multnomah County Circuit 
Court has been relatively smooth 
for Judge Long, no doubt in large 
part due to the vast experience 
she brought to the bench. That 
said, Judge Long has enjoyed 
spreading her wings more as a 
circuit court judge. She explains 
that as a judge, you have an 
even greater ability to effect 
change within the system. Judge 
Long serves on a variety of 
workgroups and committees in 
which she aims to drive systemic 
change in a positive direction. 
her current involvement 
includes the Judicial Engagement 
Leadership Institute, Education 
Work Group; Multnomah 
County Child Welfare Council; 
Multnomah County Kids in 
Court Committee; Multnomah 
County Circuit Court Equity 
and diversity Committee; 
Multnomah County Model 
Court Team; Multnomah 
County Juvenile Justice Council; 
Multnomah County Crossover 
Implementation Committee; 

Juvenile detention Alternative 
Initiative, Equitable Alternatives 
Workgroup; and Oregon Indian 
Child Welfare Act Compliance 
Committee, State Statute 
Subcommittee. She is also past 
chair of the OSB Juvenile Law 
Section Executive Committee. 

racial disparity in the 
juvenile and delinquency judicial 
systems is an issue that Judge 
Long cares deeply about and 
is committed to working on. 
Judge Long knows that just 
walking through the doors of 
a courtroom, alleged to have 
committed a crime, is traumatic 
and damaging to a child. The 
chances of recidivism go up with 
every new contact a youth has 
with juvenile detention. One 
of the ways she is addressing 
the racial disparity inherent 
in these issues is by working 
with a team committed to 
transforming juvenile probation 
in Multnomah County. The 
focus of the group is not only to 
ensure greater success of youth 
on probation, but also to keep 
youth out of detention in the first 
place. As part of this, the group 
is exploring successful diversion 
options for youth in the juvenile 
court system. 

The impact she can have 
on the system and community, 
simply because of her “judge” 
title, is not lost on Judge Long. 
One of the best memories of 
her judicial career thus far is 
when she had the opportunity to 

attend a celebration organized 
for youth on juvenile probation 
who are graduating from high 
school. Judge Long said the kids 
looked so touched that a judicial 
officer would attend. 

When she’s not at work, 
Judge Long enjoys spending 
time with her husband and two 
young children, ages six and 
three. her family enjoys going 
on “adventures” together every 
weekend, and makes a point 
to try something new or go 
somewhere different as often 
as possible. In display of her 
commitment to her community 
outside the courtroom, Judge 
Long, a self-described “joiner,” 
also serves on her children’s 
elementary school PTA Board.
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What is the YLS?
An inclusive section of the bar, comprised of any MBA 
member in practice less than six years or under the 
age of 36� The YLS provides leadership, networking, 
professional development and service opportunities� 
And we have fun!

Ask the Expert

Health in the Time of Corona
by Allison Kamilos and Carlie Bacon
YLS Membership Committee

Dear Expert, 
I work hard, but when I check my 
timesheet at the end of the day, 
I only have a few hours billed. 
What gives? 

-Timekeeper in Training

dear Timekeeper,
Tracking your time in six-
minute increments can be hard, 
especially for new lawyers. While 
some attorneys view billing time 
as the bane of their existence, it 
doesn’t have to be. Billing time 
not only generates revenue for 
you and your firm, but if done 
accurately, it can be a great way 
to show partners and clients how 
you are adding value. here are 
three tips to help you track time 
accurately and keep your clients, 
your partners, and yourself happy.

Enter Your Time Throughout 
the Day
“There is no time like the 
present.” This adage applies with 
equal force to tracking your time. 
The best way to capture your 
time is to record your tasks as 
you complete them. 

The reason for this is simple. 
After working an eight-hour day 
(or longer), you won’t be able to 
remember everything you did 
during the day. This is especially 
true if you are trying to piece 
your time together from call logs, 
emails, or sticky notes at the end 
of the month. If you enter your 
time contemporaneously, you 
will not only capture the amount 
of time you worked on a file, but 
the specific tasks you performed, 
as well. 

For example, my firm uses 
software that allows timekeepers 
to track their time using a 
stopwatch. Before I start on 
a task, I enter the client and 
file number, along with a 
description of the work I am 
about to perform. I then start the 
stopwatch once I start working 
on the task and stop it when 

I’m done, switch tasks, or take a 
break. That way, I can capture my 
time down to the minute. 

If the stopwatch isn’t your 
thing, or your firm doesn’t use 
billing software, no worries. 
Applying these same general 
principles will help you capture 
your time no matter how you 
track it, whether it be in Excel 
or with good old-fashioned time 
sheets. Find a system that works 
for you and your firm. 

Schedule Time to Review Your 
Entries 
As great as it would be to write 
perfect time entries for every 
task you perform, sometimes 
that simply isn’t possible. The 
phone won’t stop ringing. A 
partner bursts into your office 
with a rush project. You’re in 
meetings all day long, one after 
another. days like this happen 
and it is important to be realistic 
and flexible about your goals for 
entering time.

I recommend scheduling 
time to periodically review 
your entries, either on a daily 
or weekly basis. This will help 
you identify any time you might 
have missed. It will also give you 
an opportunity to double-check 
your entries to make sure the 
description and amount of time 
you billed are accurate. 

Seek Feedback and New Ideas
Billing time is not innate. Like 
most other things, it is a skill that 
is learned over time. As a young 
attorney, don’t be afraid to ask 
senior associates or supervising 
partners for advice on how they 
track their time. developing a 
system that works for you and 
your firm will not only help 
you reach your billable hours 
goal, but will allow you to focus 
on what is truly important - 
continuing to provide top-notch 
legal services for your clients. 

Especially during this time 
of social distancing, it can be 
challenging to give our bodies 
the care and attention they need. 
Below are some straightforward 
tips/ideas for yoga and cardio 
intended to suit most people’s 
ability levels. We hope these tips 
inspire you to try something 
new or add on to your existing 
routine. Of course, be mindful of 
your own body and limits, and 
if you have any concerns about 
how these movements might 
affect you, consult a healthcare 
provider. Take care.

Easy Yoga to Relieve Stress 
So many of us sit in a chair all 
day, shoulders slightly hunched, 
perhaps not even the ergonomic 
chair you were used to before 
we were all working from home. 
here are a few basic poses that 
will help you manage those tight 
muscles and monkey mind.

To open your chest and give 
your shoulders some relief try 
the following: scoot to the edge 
of your chair. Place your hands 
behind your back or on the edge 
of your chair seat. Shrug your 
shoulders up toward your ears. 
roll your shoulders back and 
squeeze your shoulder blades 
together. drop your shoulders 
down. Take a full breath into 
the center of your chest, exhale, 
move your navel back toward 
your spine and let your tailbone 
sink into the chair. repeat for 
five-10 breaths. 

Feeling lethargic? 
Overwhelmed? Anxious? do a 
twist! Place your feet flat on the 
floor. Inhale and sit up straight. 
Exhale and begin to turn toward 
your left, turning from your 
waistline. As you turn, twist 
through your waist moving your 
ribs and shoulder back. Keep 
your chin in line with your chest 
to avoid leading the twist with 
your head. Place your hands on 
your chair’s arm or your desk for 
support. do five-10 deep breaths, 
twisting a little bit more toward 
the left with each exhale. repeat 
for the right side twist.

Allison Kamilos Carlie Bacon

If your hips feel tight from 
sitting in that pesky chair you 
usually only use for the dining 
room table, you can do a 
variation of figure-four without 
ever leaving your seat. Sit on 
the edge of your chair and place 
both feet flat on the floor. Cross 
your left ankle over your right 
thigh; flex your foot. Your left leg 
should create an “L” shape and 
your right leg should be in a 90 
degree angle supporting the left. 
Place your right hand on your 
left foot or ankle and gently press 
on your right thigh with your 
left hand. Inhale and lengthen 
your spine. Keeping your spine 
straight and bending from your 
hips, begin to lean forward. 
Exhale and relax your face and 
shoulders. Breathe for 30 seconds 
to one minute before switching 
to the other side. 

Last one - this can’t be done 
from your desk, but it’s worth the 
relief if you’re feeling particularly 
anxious or overwhelmed. Feet up 
the wall will help your nervous 
system calm down. It really is just 
what you think - position your 
body so that you are laying down 
with your back perpendicular to 
the wall, close enough that your 
tailbone and legs can touch the 
wall as if you are sitting on it. 
hands either at your sides or with 
one hand over your heart and the 
other over your stomach. Take 
several deep breaths. This pose 
works best if you are in it for at 
least three minutes. 

Special thanks to yoga 
instructor Kimi Marin 
(www.kimimarinyoga.com) for 
her assistance in drafting the 
above instructions. 

Cardio Activity for All
It’s recommended that adults get 
150 minutes of moderate activity 
per week. remember that every 
minute counts! depending 
on your comfort and abilities, 
consider these activities (in 
addition to the yoga above), both 
indoors and outdoors.

Walking, Jogging, and 
Running
Try hitting the streets at night, 
when fewer people are out. If 
you do, consider wearing bright 
clothing, reflective gear, or lights 
to stay visible.

Share the road. Sidewalk 
congestion makes it hard to 
maintain social distancing. 
Consider using the road, safely, 
in Neighborhood Greenways, 
which are residential streets with 
low volumes of auto traffic and 
low speeds where bicycles and 
pedestrians are given priority. 
Search online for greenways 
close to home.

Walk and Talk. have a 
video conference, remote 
happy hour, or call planned? 
Try taking a walk while you 
do. You can download video 
conferencing platform apps on 
your phone. My coworkers got 
a kick out of my low-key virtual 
neighborhood tour during our 
Zoom happy hour. remember to 
be mindful of safety and social 
distancing while multitasking! 

Bodyweight Exercises
upper body and core: Push-ups 
(try regular, wide, and narrow 
“diamond” hand positions 
for variety). To modify, go to 
your knees. Triceps dips using 
a chair/bench. hold a plank 
position, including forward 
facing and one on each side (to 
modify a forward-facing plank, 
widen your stance with your 
feet). To strengthen your back, 
try “superman” by lying face-
down on the floor, arms bent and 
elevated with hands by your ears 
(like for a sit up/crunch), then 
extend your back to elevate your 
upper body off the floor, head 
in a neutral position and careful 
to not strain the neck, hold for a 
second or two, and lower down 
to the floor with control.

Lower body: Squats (try 
regular, narrow, and wide stances 
to activate different muscles). 
Lunges (for an added challenge, 
try elevating your rear leg on a 
chair or bench or chair). Calf 
raises (lift up on your toes 
and lower with control). Glute 
bridges (lie on your back on 
the floor, legs bent with heels 
close to your glutes). Press into 
your heels, lifting your glutes off 
the floor, and hold for a second 
or two before lowering with 
control. For an added challenge, 
elevate one leg in the air while 
making a bridge. 

General Wellness Reminders
Hydrate, especially before and 
after activity. 
Stretch, and consider using a foam 
roller on major muscles (quads, 
glutes, calves) to prevent injury.
Eat after your workout to aid in 
recovery. 
Aim for eight hours of sleep.
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Anna Claypool
YLS Member Spotlight
by Aurelia Erickson
YLS Board

How to Support Young 
Lawyers During the 
COVID-19 Pandemic
A Message to Firm Leadership: Your 
Young Lawyers are Struggling. Are 
You Paying Attention?
by Stacie Damazo
YLS Membership Committee

Now that COVId-19 has arrived 
stateside, we are all experiencing 
considerable uncertainty. What 
started as news reports of a 
distant illness quickly became 
the stark reality of a formidable 
virus, threatening our health, the 
health of our family and friends, 
and our concept of normalcy. 

While we are all undergoing 
unprecedented change, young 
lawyers are navigating unique 
stressors. In a matter of months, 
our short- and long-term 
career plans and goals have 
unexpectedly shift ed. As news 
of layoff s and pay cuts travels 
throughout the legal community, 
the phrase “last to hire, fi rst to 
fi re” is on constant repeat in our 
minds. Feelings of uninhibited 
potential have been replaced 
with ever-present stress and 

anxiety. hopes of achieving 
performance goals have 
turned into fears of becoming 
dispensable and that the fi rms 
we have just learned to call home 
will not survive this pandemic.

As we begin to transition 
back to the offi  ce, these fears will 
not disappear. Just as the threat 
of a second wave remains, so do 
our worries of the unknown. For 
the health of young lawyers, and 
the profession at large, we turn to 
fi rm leadership for help.

Fortunately, there are 
a number of ways fi rm 
leadership can intentionally and 
meaningfully engage with their 
young lawyers to alleviate the 
coronavirus’ impact on young 
lawyers’ mental, emotional, 
physical, and fi nancial health.

Mental and Emotional Health
Check on your young lawyers. 
Ask and ask again.
With change comes loss. And 
with loss comes grief. Just 
because your young lawyer is 
showing up to Zoom meetings 
and submitting their work 
on time does not negate the 
very real possibility they are 
struggling to cope with recent 
events. If you are unsure how 
your young lawyers are coping, 
ask. And ask again. Are they 

Anna Claypool

Anna Claypool is only in her fi rst 
year as a member of the YLS CLE 
Committee, but she is making 
her presence known. Anna, 
along with MBA staff  liaison 
Lauren Fairshter, have been 
instrumental in ensuring that 
the committee’s CLE seminar 
series and stand-alone CLEs can 
continue and remain inclusive 
during the COVId pandemic. 

“One of the biggest issues 
has been convincing speakers 
that the programs still matter,” 
says Anna, “and that their 
presentations will still be 
interactive.” Anna has worked 

with the committee in making 
the transition to online-only
presentations and CLE 
attendance has remained strong. 
Each committee member works 
to secure speakers and facilitate 
the CLEs. Th e committee had 
to get up to speed with new 
technology quickly so they could 
then ensure speakers knew how 
to use the technology. Committee 
members also needed to be 
able to facilitate questions and 
discussion at each CLE. 

Anna grew up in Portland, 
but ventured to the Midwest 
for law school and received 

her Jd from the Southern 
Illinois university School of 
Law in 2015. her mother is 
an attorney and Anna grew 
up immersed in law fi rm life. 
She says it infl uenced how she 
wanted to practice law. Many 
new lawyers don’t have a good 
frame of reference for what it is 
like to work in a big fi rm versus 
government or in-house, but 
Anna knew what style of fi rm 
would best fi t her personality and 
it narrowed her focus coming out 
of law school. 

Anna is an associate at the 
Abbott Law Group, where she 
is one of four attorneys. As a 
member of a small fi rm, Anna 
wanted to join the YLS to 
network and make connections 
with other small fi rm associates. 
She was also interested in 
infl uencing what and how 

new lawyers are being taught. 
“Joining the CLE committee felt 
like the best way to help out,” 
says Anna. 

Anna is also active with the 
OSB Pro Bono Committee and 
Oregon Women Lawyers.

 Th e YLS Estate Planning 
Spring Series was one of the fi rst 
to make the transition to remote-
only attendance due to the 
pandemic. It runs through June 
4. Anna also worked on a stand-
alone CLE, titled “Immigration 
Law for the Non-Immigration 
Attorney: Common Procedures 
to use in Your Practice and 
Volunteer Endeavors.” Although 
it was conducted remotely, it 
generated a lively discussion as 
immigration issues continue to 
be relevant and practitioners 
continue to look for ways to help.  

Currently, you can fi nd 
Anna working from home with 
her one-year-old puppy and 
facilitating remote CLEs. 

For more information on 
upcoming MBA and YLS CLEs, 
visit www.mbabar.org/cle.

getting outside regularly? Are 
they quarantined alone? do 
they have enough toilet paper? 
how are they feeling about all 
of this change? don’t just ask 
once. Ask and ask again. Open 
up a dialogue that may not have 
existed pre-coronavirus. 

If you have a mentorship 
program, this is an opportunity 
to rely on it more heavily. If 
not, create one! Partner off  your 
attorneys and encourage them to 
meaningfully check in with each 
other on a regular basis. 

Check yourselves. How are you 
addressing, or affi  rming, the 
mental health stigma in the 
legal profession?
Th e ways in which you discuss 
mental and emotional health 
around the offi  ce or in Zoom 
meetings may impact your 
young lawyers’ willingness to 
seek support. how are you 
framing conversations about 
mental and emotional well-
being? Are your young lawyers 
aware of the free and confi dential 
resources available to them 
through the Oregon Attorney 
Assistance Program (OAAP)? By 
connecting your young lawyers 
to available tools and resources, 
you may be connecting them to 
the help they didn’t know how to 
ask for. 

Provide opportunities for 
meaningful social engagement. 
Yes, Zoom fatigue is real. But 
providing a space for free and 
open conversation, much like 
what we used to enjoy pre-
coronavirus, is key. Combat the 
isolation by encouraging your 
practice groups or teams to 
schedule regular, virtual check-
ins. And combat the decline 
in coworker camaraderie by 
encouraging your associates to 
do the same. 

At dunn Carney, our fi rm 
leadership has worked hard to 
continue our recurring social 
events via Zoom, in addition to 
creating new opportunities to 
check in with one another. In 
any given week, you can fi nd 
dunn Carney attorneys enjoying 
a virtual Morning Meeting at 
the Watercooler, Aft ernoon 
Coff ee with Colleagues, or Th ird 
Th ursday happy hour. Next 
up on the agenda is a virtual 
cooking class! What creative 
ways can you come up with to 
stay connected?

Physical Health
Ask about your young lawyers’ 
home workspace. 
Many of us did not enter 
quarantine with an ergonomic 
home workspace ready for our 
day in, day out use. While our 
offi  ces are empty of personnel, 
they are full of transportable 
offi  ce equipment that can 
make our home “offi  ces” more 
functional. Ideas to improve 
home workspaces include 
permitting employees to check 
out desk chairs, monitors, and 
full-sized keyboards for their at-
home use.

Start a workout challenge! 
Boost morale and blood fl ow 
by starting an internal workout 
challenge. Partners, challenge 
your associates to do 15 pushups 
a day for seven days. Associates, 
challenge the partners to do 
fi ve burpees a day for 14 days. 
Business Team, challenge your 
real Estate Team to a sit-up 
competition: how many can 
the teams collectively do in one 
week? Keep it light and fun, 
while also encouraging your 
colleagues to keep moving. 

Financial Health
Are you supporting your 
student loan borrowers?
Th e CArES Act allows 
employers to contribute up to 
$5,250, in tax-exempt dollars, 
toward an employee’s student 
loan debt, much like a 401(k) 
contribution. What’s the 
catch? Qualifying employer 
contributions must be made 
before January 1, 2021. 

Are you having honest 
conversations about the fi rm’s 
fi nancial health?
In these uncertain times, young 
lawyers are craving transparency. 
despite being inundated with 
reports of how businesses 
are managing the impacts of 
COVId-19, many young lawyers 
have no sense as to how their 
own fi rm is faring. Some fi rms 
are ahead of the game, sharing 
monthly fi nancial reports that 
compare the current fi nancial 
health of the fi rm with prior 
years’ performance. however, 
not all fi rms are this progressive. 
Sharing the fi rm’s fi nancial 
picture, including what relief 
programs the fi rm is actively 
seeking to take advantage of,will 
empower your young lawyers 
with the knowledge their fi rm is 
working hard to keep its people 
employed. 

 Th e eff ects of COVId-19 
have left  young lawyers feeling 
isolated and vulnerable. 
Affi  rmatively addressing the 
aforementioned strategies to 
intentionally and meaningfully 
connect with your young 
lawyers is a positive step toward 
improving their well-being 
during the era of COVId-19.

Stacie Damazo is an associate 
in her first year of practice at 
Dunn Carney, LLP, a Portland-
based firm.
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Legal twist got you stumped?

VOLUNTEER TO 
REDUCE ABUSE 

Guardian Partners seeks volunteers to meet with  
elder adults and disabled adults under Guardianship care to 

ensure they are safe and thriving. 

Volunteer Monitors are at the heart 
of our mission to keep vulnerable 
Oregonians safe and thriving. You’ll 
be given training and ongoing 
support to be successful. Once 
assigned a case, you’ll meet with the 
Protected Person as well as their 
Guardian and furnish a report to the 
Court, identifying any evidence of 
abuse or neglect.  

• Typical cases requires six hours of 
time. 

• Highly flexible—can be scheduled 
on your time at your convenience. 

• Operating in Multnomah, 
Clackamas, Marion and Lane 
counties. More counties 
anticipated soon. 

• The difference you make in a 
Protected Person’s life can be 
profound! 

 
I would love to schedule time to chat  

with you, your professional group,  
social group or faith group  

about our volunteer program. Let’s talk! 
 

Contact:   
Marc Kochanski, Community Relations Manager 
marc@guardian-partners.org  |  971-409-1358 
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As we move into the third full 
month of Governor Brown’s 
Stay home, Save Lives Executive 
Order we still face much 
uncertainty as a community. As 
an employment attorney, I feel 
especially compelled to help 
individuals navigate through 
these uncharted waters. The 
entire country, including Oregon, 
has seen a record number of 
employees laid off as the nation 
faces the highest unemployment 
numbers we have seen since the 
Great depression. 

Personally, I have witnessed 
friends and family laid off 
with no idea what next steps 
they need to take in order to 
sustain themselves and their 
families. The government, both 
local and Federal, has passed 
an unprecedented amount 
of legislation to help assuage 
the potential hardships the 
unemployed will face. Because 
there have been so many changes 
and new laws added, it might be 
difficult to know where to start 
to help people facing this type 
of situation. To help attorneys 
who might not be familiar with 
all these new changes in laws 
and looking for a place to start 
their research, I have compiled 
a brief update summary of the 
different laws and resources as 
applicable in Oregon that are 
aimed at helping employees who 
find themselves faced with being 
furloughed and/or terminated. 
however, these summary points 
are not to be taken as definitive. 
Please consult the legislation 
or an employment attorney for 
applicability to any individual or 
employer. 

Laws Protecting Employees
1.  Families First Coronavirus 
Response Act (FFCRA)
•	 Effective April 1 through 

december 31.
•	 Paid leave for employees 

impacted by COVId-19.

2.  Emergency Family 
Medical Leave Expansion Act 
(EFMLEA): Employers with less 
than 500 employees to provide 
temporary paid family leave to 
employees directly impacted by 
COVId-19.

Employment Laws and 
Resources for Employees
by Dezi Robb
YLS CLE Committee

•	 Emergency Paid Sick Leave 
Act (EPSLA): Non-public 
employers with less than 
500 employees to provide 
temporary paid sick leave to 
employees who are unable to 
work due to COVId-19.

•	 Oregon’s Family Leave Act 
(OFLA) has been expanded 
through September to allow 
for eligible employees to 
take the following leave: 
parental leave, serious health 
condition leave, pregnancy 
disability leave, sick child 
leave and the death of a 
family member.
•	 Sick child leave now 

includes protected leave 
to care for children whose 
schools have closed due to 
the coronavirus outbreak.

Employees Subjected to Lay-
Offs/Reductions in Force
1.  Employer Responsibilities to 
Employees.
•	 Employers must still uphold 

anti-discrimination laws 
such as OrS 659A.030. 
•	 Employers cannot use 

this as an opportunity to 
terminate a “problem” 
employee.

•	 Maintain employee 
confidentiality as much as 
possible.
•	 Although some privacy 

regulations such as 
hIPAA have been 
relaxed due to the 
WhO’s designation 
that COVId-19 is a 
pandemic, an employer 
should maintain the 
confidentiality and 
identity of sick employees. 

2.  Employers must ensure 
compliance with other 
applicable laws. 
•	 For example, employer 

required by the Americans 
with disabilities Act to 
provide employees who 
are working at home with 
reasonable accommodations. 

3.  If employee is laid off 
permanently or will not be 
brought back within 35 days, 
the employee can treat the 
layoff as a termination.
•	 If employee terminated: 

Last day of employment, 
employee must receive final 
paycheck which includes all 
owed compensation, possibly 
including unused PTO/
vacation days dependent 
upon company policy.

•	 If layoff is temporary (or 
projected to be 35 days or less): 
Employer can pay employee on 
next regular payday.

Unemployment Insurance 
Benefits 
1.  The CARES Act was enacted 
on March 27 and expands 
unemployment Insurance benefits.

2.  Oregon Employment 
Department (OED) is no 
longer processing applications 
in-person. The easiest way 
for an individual to apply for 
benefits is through OEd’s online 
application.
•	 Although they have not done 

so yet, OEd will provide 
employees with guidance in 
regards to the following:
•	 Federal Pandemic 

Unemployment 
Compensation weekly 
benefit of $600; benefits 
for self-employed 
individuals, including 
those working in the “gig” 
economy; expansion of 
unemployment benefits 
for individuals whose 
benefits will expire 
soon; and benefits for 
individuals unable to 
start new work because of 
COVId-19.

•	 Approximately a one-week 
to 10-day waiting period for 
benefits to start.

3.  If an employee is 
experiencing a temporary layoff, 
they can still apply for benefits as 
long as they are able to work, stay 
in contact with their employer 
and be available to work when 
their employer calls them back 
to work. 

If a Business Fails to Follow 
Governor Brown’s Executive 
Order:
1.  Class C Misdemeanor 
punishable by up to 30 days in 
jail, a fine up to $1,250 or both.

2.  Businesses that fail to 
comply may be closed until they 
can demonstrate compliance.

3.  Employees can contact the 
Bureau of Labor and Industries 
(BOLI) to report a business 
that is in violation of Governor 
Brown’s Order.
•	 Employees can also contact 

their local office for OShA 
and report the business. 

If an Employee Reports a 
Business for Failure to Comply 
with COVID-19 Orders:
1.  ORS 659A.199 (private 
employers) and ORS 659A.203 
(public employers) are Oregon’s 
whistleblower and anti-
retaliation laws.
•	 These laws protect employees 

who make reports regarding 
their employer’s failure to 
comply with COVId-19.
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The COVId-19 virus is not 
only a contagion that poses the 
gravest public health crisis in 
modern American history, but 
the pandemic also presents an 
important public policy issue for 
all lawyers.

On March 8, Governor 
Kate Brown declared a state of 
emergency to address the spread 
of COVId-19 in Oregon.1 The 
Governor’s Executive Order2 issued 
on March 23, directs Oregonians 
to stay home except for essential 
needs. At the writing of this article, 
the Oregon health Authority 
(OhA)3 had recently reported 61 
new confirmed cases and 11 new 
presumptive cases of COVId-19, 
which brought the state total 
to 3,283. As of May 12, Oregon 
recorded 130 deaths attributed to 
COVId-19.4 

As we navigate our way 
through stay-home orders and 
global shutdowns, and as our 
healthcare industry is pushed to its 
limit in response to the pandemic, 
some of us may wonder, in the 
middle of a worldwide pandemic, 
how can lawyers best exude 
professionalism, and is mere 
civility enough?

The New Normal 
Courts across the country are 
adjourning most appearances, 
including trials. Many courts are 
hearing only “emergency matters,”5 
often via teleconference or other 
remote methods. This presents 
a new quandary for the criminal 
defense bar, and trade secret and 
restrictive covenant lawyers, who 
regularly must seek emergency 
injunctive relief to protect their 
clients’ trade secrets, intellectual 
property, and customer goodwill. 
We are called upon to balance 
our clients’ best interests with the 
safety and welfare of society at 
large. With videoconferences the 
new norm, and court resources 
stretched thin, we also must ask: 
what standards apply? 

The current public health 
and economic crises dictate that 
lawyers must be more diligent 
and perhaps more deliberately 
patient and respectful. Extensions 
absent prejudice should be 
liberally granted, especially 

1  govstatus.egov.com/or-cov-
id-19
2  www.oregon.gov/gov/admin/
Pages/eo_20-12.aspx
3  www.oregon.gov/oha/pages/
index.aspx
4  govstatus.egov.com/Or-OhA-
COVId-19
5  www.seyfarth.com/news-in-
sights/covid-19-business-courts-
response-to-the-crisis.html

now. Sweatpants, leggings, and 
quarantine beards may have 
become commonplace among 
many working from home, but our 
judicial system also requires that 
lawyers continue to respect the 
courts, clients, witnesses, opposing 
counsel, and others. Clothing, 
diction, volume, and adherence 
to core business hours are still 
necessary to meet professional 
standards. Perhaps now more than 
ever, we owe a duty to protect the 
credibility of our justice system, 
and the profession that serves it. 

The Response from the Bench 
and Regulatory Agencies
With the pandemic came 
unprecedented challenges to our 
already over-burdened court 
systems. Indeed, the effects of 
the current health emergency 
materially impacted our state 
and federal court judges. See, e.g., 
Thomsen v. Naphcare, Inc., No. 
3:19-cv-00969-AC (d. Or. April 
6, 2020). Magistrate Judge John 
V. Acosta of the united States 
district Court for the district of 
Oregon issued an Order (“Judge 
Acosta’s Order”), which cites 
Standing Orders 2020-4, 2020-5, 
2020-7, 2020-8 issued by Chief 
Judge Marco hernández between 
March 12, 2020 and March 31, 
2020.6 depositions are happening 
remotely, or via Zoom. Alternative 
dispute resolution options have 
also been taxed by the pandemic, 
with mediations postponed or 
held via Zoom, and arbitrations 
postponed for many months. See, 
e.g., Financial Industry regulatory 
Authority’s (FINrA’s) most 
recent general notice regarding 
postponement of all FINrA 
hearings through July 3, 2020.7

recent court orders reflect 
criticism of litigators who fail to 
cooperate to resolve technical 
or deadline-related disputes, or 
who unnecessarily tax the court’s 
limited resources to resolve issues 
that the courts do not view as 
truly “urgent.” Some judges have 
chastised attorneys for appearing 
before them by videoconference 
without proper business attire, 
and for failing to “mute” ambient 
sounds that distract from 
the proceedings. At least one 
notorious toilet flushing took 
place in the middle of a Supreme 
Court oral argument, which 
was itself historic because the 
lawyers and the justices appeared 

6  www.ord.uscourts.gov/index.
php/information-regarding-
coronavirus-disease-covid-
19-and-court-operations
7  www.finra.org/rules-guidance/
key-topics/covid-19/hearings

via teleconference and the oral 
arguments were live-streamed for 
all to hear, along with the alleged 
flush. See “Oyez. Oy vey. Was that 
a Toilet Flush in the middle of 
a Supreme Court live-streamed 
hearing?” (Fred Barbash, May 
7, 2020, reporting on Barr v. 
American Association of Political 
Consultants (citations omitted.)8

A court order from the 
Northern district of Illinois - 
widely revered as the “unicorn 
Order” - also helps redefine our 
duty of professionalism. In that 
case, a plaintiff filed a motion for 
a temporary restraining order 
(TrO) and requested a hearing to 
prevent defendants from selling 
allegedly counterfeit products that 
infringed plaintiff ’s trademarked 
unicorn designs. Art Ask Agency 
v. The Individuals, Corporations, 
Limited Liability Companies, 
Partnerships, and Unincorporated 
Associations Identified on Schedule 
A Hereto (N.d. Ill., No. 1:20-cv-
01666 (March 18, 2020)).9 In the 
wake of COVId-19, the trial court 
postponed the TrO hearing by a 
few weeks. After the plaintiff filed 
a motion for reconsideration and 
requested an immediate hearing 
on its requested TrO, the court 
excoriated the plaintiff, quoting 
the early 20th century Secretary 
of State Elihu root:10 “About half 
of the practice of a decent lawyer 
is telling would-be clients that 
they are damned fools and should 
stop.” Judge Steve C. Seeger of 
the uS district Court for the 
Northern district of Illinois wrote 
in the unicorn Order, issued 30 
minutes after plaintiff filed its 
second emergency motion, that 
the court’s resources should be 
dedicated to true emergencies: 
“The world is facing a real 
emergency. Plaintiff is not.” 
unicorn Order, supra, at 2. The 
motion to reconsider was denied. 

In the Southern district of 
Florida,11 the trial court judge 
addressed an emergency motion 
for a protective order regarding 
the scheduling of a corporate 
designee deposition. In C.W. 
v. NCL (Bahamas) Ltd., No. 
1:19-cv-24441-CMA (S.d. Fla. 
March 21, 2020), the defendant 
filed “an emergency motion for 
a protective order...concerning 
a routine snafu over the date 
of a corporate representative 
deposition.” (Emphasis in 
original.) Magistrate Judge 
Jonathan Goodman of the 
uS district Court for the 
Southern district of Florida was 
unimpressed, and he issued his 
own scathing opinion, where he 
reminded us to “keep-things-in-
perspective.” Sage advice from 
Judge Goodman includes the 
following:

8  www.washingtonpost.com/
nation/2020/05/07/toilet-flush-
supreme-court/
9  aboutblaw.com/PdN and 
www.abajournal.com/news/
article/judge-slams-emergency-
motion-to-halt-knockoff-uni-
corn-art-amid-pandemic 
10  history.state.gov/departmen-
thistory/people/root-elihu 
11  www.law.com/daily-
businessreview/2020/03/27/
not-a-proper-emergency-
cruise-lines-motion-angers-
judge-amid-coronavirus-pandem
ic/?slreturn=20200412162544

The entire world is in 
the midst of a pandemic. 
Thousands of people. . .have 
contracted the Corona virus 
and there have been hundreds 
of virus-caused deaths in the 
united States. Millions of 
Americans have been ordered 
to remain in their homes. 
Millions more have lost their 
jobs in the past two weeks. 
The stock market has taken 
a brutal beating in [recent]...
weeks. Many people are 
scared. Others are panicked. 
Everyone is unsure about the 
future. . .We are living in an 
unprecedented situation.
Nevertheless, the lawyers 
in this case have been 
exchanging snippy emails 
over the past two weeks over 
the scheduling of a corporate 
representative deposition. 
Moreover, defense counsel 
certified that this routine 
discovery dust-up is so 
important that it merits 
“emergency” status.

No it doesn’t. 
[Emphasis added.] Id., at 3. 
Citing that court’s Local 

rule 7.1(d), Judge Goodman 
noted that a movant seeking 
emergency relief must certify 
that a “true emergency” exists 
because meaningful relief could 
not be provided on “a critical, non-
routine” issue within seven days 
(emphasis added). Yet, “[a] spat 
over the specific day of a corporate 
representative deposition is hardly 
critical. It is, in fact, routine.” Id. 
Judge Goodman also expressed 
his “shock…that counsel could 
not on their own resolve the issue. 
Given the health and economic 
crisis we are in, not postponing 
the deposition scheduled for next 
week [was] patently unreasonable.” 
Notably, Judge Goodman also 
observed that it was “painfully 
obvious that counsel for both sides 
failed to keep their comparatively 
unimportant dispute in 
perspective.” Id. 

In Thomsen, supra, at 4-6, 
Judge Acosta, like Florida’s Judge 
Goodman, implored the attorneys 
to keep things in perspective in 
light of the virus-caused deaths, 
loss of jobs and uncertainty about 
the future. The discovery dispute 
in Thomsen transpired while many 
Oregonians have been impacted 
by the current health emergency, 
which should guide counsel to 
grant reasonable extensions of 
time and other accommodations. 
Judge Acosta reminded us that “[c]
ontext feeds common sense.” Judge 
Acosta’s Order, at 4. 

Given today’s economic 
climate, professionalism requires 
us to think long and hard before 
filing an “emergency motion.” 
As Judge Elizabeth Stong of 
the federal Bankruptcy Court 
in the Eastern district of New 
York recently ruled: “Truly 
urgent matters can and will be 
addressed. But…not everything 
that feels urgent is. Pause before 
you file that letter or make that 
phone call. Be sure it’s urgent.” 
Aebra Coe, “Judges Warn It’s 
Not ‘Business as usual’ Amid 
Pandemic.”12 

12  www.law360.com/
articles/1256415/judges-
warn-it-s-not-business-as-
usual-amid-pandemic?nl_
pk=0416b9cc-c6bb-474e-

Guidance from Bar 
Associations
In addition to court orders, many 
state bar associations have issued 
statements to provide guidance 
on legal ethics in the time of 
coronavirus. ABA Formal Opinion 
482, issued September 19, 2018,13 
addressed professional conduct 
affected by “disasters.” See also the 
ABA’s Five Pointers for Practicing in 
a Pandemic;14 the Bar Association 
of San Francisco’s Professional 
Conduct in Times of Crisis;15 
the Michigan State Bar’s Ethics 
in the COVID-19 Pandemic;16 
and Practical Considerations for 
Commercial Litigation during the 
COVID-19 Era.17

Attorneys are reminded to 
avoid unnecessarily creating 
more stress through our actions. 
To maintain the integrity of the 
legal profession and promote 
civility, we are urged “to exercise 
professional judgment and…
extend courtesies to avoid…
exacerbating this already difficult 
situation…This is a time for 
our profession to demonstrate 
an even higher level of civility 
[and considerate responsiveness] 
without compromising our 
obligations to clients, [opposing 
counsel, and the tribunals before 
which we practice]. We [are 
reminded]…to not participate in 
any…strategy…or conduct that 
would put anyone at unnecessary 
health and safety risk.” Professional 
Conduct in Times of Crisis Calls for 
Heightened Civility, Statement by 
the Legal Ethics Committee of the 
Bar Association of San Francisco 
(March 27, 2020).18 

Well before the COVId-19 
outbreak, in person client-
lawyer communications 
seemed largely antiquated. With 
email the preferred means of 
communication, a growing 
consensus among state bar 
association ethics committees 
around the country reminds us 
of the reasonable expectation 
of confidentiality and privacy 
in unencrypted email. From a 
practical standpoint, lawyers 
have been exercising “social 
distancing” with clients and third 
parties for some time. We have 
done so not by choice, but by 
necessity, primarily driven by the 
goals of increased productivity 

a0ac-642f3e161a3c&utm_
source=newsletter&utm_
medium=email&utm_
campaign=special 
13  www.americanbar.org/con-
tent/dam/aba/administrative/
professional_responsibility/
aba_formal_opinion_482.pdf 
14  www.americanbar.org/
groups/litigation/commit-
tees/ethics-professionalism/
articles/2020/five-pointers-for-
practicing-in-a-pandemic/
15  www.sfbar.org/about-us/
newsroom/03272020-ethical-
conduct-in-times-of-crisis/ 
16  www.michbar.org/opinions/
ethics/COVId-19
17  www.lockelord.com/-/media/
buslit20200408practical-consid-
erations-for-commerc.pdf?la=en
&hash=4B75A09A678AE1E1415
CB9C726955276
18  www.sfbar.org/about-us/
newsroom/03272020-ethical-
conduct-in-times-of-crisis/
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Positions
Marketing Manager - Law Firm
Legal Northwest is proud to 
partner with dunn Carney in 
their search for a Marketing 
Manager for their Portland fi rm. 
recognized for their excellence 
by peer review, dunn Carney is 
well known for their community 
involvement and leadership in 
the Portland Legal Industry.

use your proven record of 
success in marketing, social 
media and event planning in this 
hands-on position, and work in 
a supportive, professional, fun 
team environment.

Your 5+ years of experience 
in the areas of Marketing, 
leadership, communications, and 
website are needed to support 
and guide dunn Carney’s 
marketing initiatives.

You will:
•	 Be creative when developing 

initiatives to increase business 
and promote engagement 
from within the fi rm as well 
as promote business growth 
and partnering capabilities 
across various markets.

•	 utilize CrM and Social 
Media to manage the fi rm’s 
eff orts to highlight news and 
accomplishments.

•	 Showcase fi rm’s values and 
attorneys’ commitment to 
the community by sharing 
volunteer and nonprofi t 
work. Communication is 
key in soliciting engagement 
within the fi rm.

Candidates with previous 
law fi rm experience preferred. 
Strong experience with CrM 
soft ware, fi ve years of experience 
in Marketing as well as 
excellent communication and 
organizational skills.

and reduced costs using digital 
technology tools for practice. 
With the coronavirus pandemic, 
most lawyers are already well-
adapted and suffi  ciently equipped 
to serve clients from a (virtual) 
distance, despite some unusually 
drastic changes to our work 
environments. Now more than 
ever, it is critically important 
to ensure that such “distance 
lawyering” does not morph into 
“lawyer distancing” where we 
unknowingly or unintentionally 
become inaccessible or 
unresponsive to clients who 
are left  underserved in these 
unprecedented times of calamity. 

As we continue to navigate 
uncertain futures with fl uid 
market volatility or other 
economic pressures, it may be 
tempting to delay the delivery of 
reassuring client status reports, 
or to otherwise knee-jerk react 
and accelerate disputes in order 
to sustain our own livelihoods. 
Yet, professionalism dictates that 
we strike a balance to continue 
to keep our clients informed and 
zealously advocate and protect our 
clients’ interests, while remaining 
ever mindful of the unusual 
circumstances that force us to 
redefi ne “business as usual.”

Going Forward in the 
Pandemic
While picayune discovery disputes, 
trade secret misappropriation, or 
intellectual property theft  may 
seem like emergencies in the 
moment, they most certainly are 
not during an actual “health and 
economic crisis.” Especially in a 
pandemic, professionalism should 
guide a lawyer’s judgment to treat 
each other with candor, civility, 
and kindness whenever humanly 
and reasonably possible.

Th is company off ers amazing 
benefi ts, as well as generous 
support and strong team. 
Salary: dOE

All inquiries are confi dential. 
Please direct all inquiries to 
Legal Northwest at
info@legalnw.com, 503.242.2514.

Space Available
Downtown Portland
Large offi  ce (80SF) in suite with 
fi ve established sole practitioners. 
Criminal defense, family law, 
employment. Tenth fl oor, 111 
SW Columbia. $1,350 per month. 
Walk to courthouse. Limited 
shared reception, internet 
included, conference room with 
television, high-volume copier/
scanner available, building has 
free gym. Contact 503.459.3889 
or 503.936.1553.

 Two Offi  ce Shares in 
Downtown Portland; 1 Month 
Free with a 12 Mo Lease
One is 14x12 for $1,200 per 
month, and the other is 15x10 
for $1,025 per month. 10th fl oor 
offi  ce in Cascade Building. 2 
blocks from Pioneer Square and 
MAX Transit hub. Alder Street 
Parking Garage across street. rent 
includes reception, telephone/
internet, offi  ce conference 
room, kitchen, copier & postage 
machine use. Building amenities: 
Gym, w/shower, tenant lounge. 
Contact Jamie at 503.243.2733 or 
jamie@kramer-associates.com.
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Habitat for Humanity seeking volunteer 
attorneys to guide homebuyers through 

a
ordability documents.

For more information, please contact Loretta Kelly at 
loretta@habitatportlandmetro.org

or call 503.287.9529 x 34

Over 38 years of trial and appellate court experience.
 
Over 20 years experience as a neutral handling 
a wide range of civil disputes.
 
Available statewide for private neutral work, 
as as well as work through the American Arbitration 
Association,  Arbitration Service of Portland, 
The American Health Lawyers Association,
and various state and federal court dispute 
resolution programs.

THOMAS W. BROWN

RESPECTED, 
          RESOURCEFUL, 
                         REASONABLE

ARBITRATION | MEDIATION

900 SW FIFTH AVENUE I 24TH FLOOR I PORTLAND, OR 97204
503-323-9000 I WWW.COSGRAVELAW.COM

Family Mediation: From 
Parenting Plans to Plans 
for Aging Parents

Meg Goldberg, M.S., J.D.

503-236-2892
goldbergmediation.com

Goldberg
MEDIATION

Goldberg
MEDIATION

We're in this together

Reach out, let’s chat.

When you succeed, I succeed.
Flexible payment options and 
friendly conversation.

An OLAF grant or loan allows 
a lawyer who is su�ering with 
treatable mental health or
addiction issues get his or her
life back.

When you help another lawyer,
you help the profession and
the public we serve.

Give now.

www.oaap.org | 503-684-7425

How do I pass on praise for 
court staff ? Oft en, I have really 
good experiences and would 
like to show my appreciation. 
A kind word is always 
appreciated and if the staff  
person is a JA or clerk, let the 
judge know. Contact Barb 
Marcille if the praise is for other 
courthouse staff . Th e courthouse 
staff  sees many people at their 
worst and I have seen amazing 
acts of kindness by members of 
our staff . Please tell them when 
you are touched by the manner 
in which they do their job.

Does it make you crazy 
that lawyers are seemingly 
incapable of listening to an 
answer the fi rst time? 
When I stopped laughing, 
this struck me as a really good 
question. Some lawyers assume I 
did not understand when I don’t 
decide in their favor. 

While that is a possibility, 
in most cases, continuing to 
talk is not a good idea and 

Tips From the Bench
Continued from page 10

rarely accomplishes the desired 
outcome. Most judges will 
ask questions and will tell you 
when they are not following 
your argument. Stating it 
again, perhaps with more force 
or sounds, doesn’t generally 
help. I hope it doesn’t make 
us crazy as it appears to be 
routine. Learning to listen for 
understanding as opposed to 
preparing a reply is a skill we all 
need to more fully develop.

How will civil trials be 
scheduled aft er the court is 
back open?
For all those complex or specially 
assigned cases, set up a telephone 
conference with the assigned 
judge as soon as possible and get 
a new trial date. In most cases 
it will be aft er August. We had 
three set for the summer and 
they have all been rescheduled 
for the fall and winter. In other 
cases, Judge Bushong is working 
on getting cases that were 
postponed reset through a series 
of trial readiness conferences. 
While certainty is desired, given 
our current state of aff airs, all I 
can say is they are working on it. 

Judges are free to do settlement 
conferences now and to the 
extent you believe a judge can be 
helpful, call or email the JA and 
get it set up. I have conducted 
several phone conferences and 
believe there are options with 
appropriate social distancing 
to conduct some settlement 
discussions.

As with most opinions, 
they belong to the person 
espousing the opinion and, in 
this case, they are my own. I 
have attempted to give you some 
understanding of how the court 
functions, but I dare say other 
judges may have other opinions, 
which is the best reason to 
check the judge’s webpage, call 
the judge’s JA or clerk and ask 
if you have questions. George 
Bernard Shaw once summed up 
his thoughts on communication 
by saying “Th e single biggest 
problem in communication is 
the illusion that it has taken 
place.” during this time in our 
history perhaps we can learn to 
communicate more eff ectively 
with one another.
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K. William Gibson
Arbitrator & Mediator

(503) 307-1676
gibsonmediation.com

Schedule online at 
www.gibsonmediation.com/calendar

Available for court 
annexed arbitrations, 

UM/UIM arbitrations and 
mediations statewide. 
No charge for travel.

Here is what lawyers say 
about Bill Gibson:
“Fair & Impartial”
“Easy to work with”
“Doesn’t take himself  
too seriously”
“Courteous“
“Hasn’t forgotten what 
it’s like to try a case”

Mediations & Arbitrations

Richard C. “Dick” Baldwin
Former Supreme Court Justice,
Trial Judge & Trial Attorney

Baldwin Dispute Resolution

All disputes, including:
•	 Personal Injury and 

Wrongful Death
•	 Commercial Litigation
•	 UM/UIM Neutral
•	 Arbitration Services of 

Portland (Panelist)
•	 American Arbitration 

Association (Employment 
Law Panelist)

503-545-0304
baldwinresolve@gmail.com

Fire Loss Claims?
•	 18 years experience as a 

General Contractor.

•	 Experienced	fire	and	
casualty insurance 
adjuster.

•	 Available to represent 
the insured party in 
maximizing recovery 
from the insurer.

•	 Fees contingent on 
increased recovery.

Millard & Bragg
Attorneys at Law, PC

503-305-7806
419 5th Street Oregon City, OR 97045

www.millardlaw.com

Admitted to Practice in Oregon and Washington

Have you renewed your health plan? 

Consider MBA Health 
Plans for Your Firm

New Competitive Rating Model

The MBA Health Plan has adopted a 
new rating model, which may make MBA
premiums more competitive for your firm
than they have been in the past. Plans
include medical, dental and vision. 
Any law firm located in Oregon or 
Clark County, WA with at least one W2 
employee is eligible to enroll. Enrollment 
is offered year-round.

Contact Aldrich Benefits for a quote on 
the MBA Plans.

Contact
Steve Doty
sdoty@aldrichadvisors.com

Janos Bodnar
jbodnar@aldrichadvisors.com

503.716.9328

503.716.9328
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COVID-19 Lawyer 
Stress: SOS
Continued from page 17

her organizing process look like 
a cakewalk, compared to how 
quarantined over-achievers have 
taken to their homes.

Laura Nelson suggests virtual 
wine tasting (www.ardenpdx.
com/virtual-wine-tastings) and 
acrylic paintings of pets.

how about shopping, that 
age-old-hobby? Ginger Skinner 
reports, “There are three new 
Porsches in my neighborhood. I 
think people are spending money 
to have a sense of control.”

Valerie Sasaki cut her own 
hair, and was so excited about 
her success that you would have 
thought she had won the lottery.

Both Ginger Skinner and 
Joe Willis recommended the 
same bird feeder - that crazy 
one that spins squirrels right 
off of it. That’s what passes 
for entertainment in this 
day. Not to be outdone, Lane 
Shetterly reports, “I’ve come 
to look forward to weeding on 
Saturdays.” And there’s a lot of 
truth in this: take joy in small 
things. But it is good that Lane is 
outside stretching his legs, when 
Francine Shetterly is baking 
and cooking more, to which 
Lane states, “I heartily endorse.” 
Indeed, my own 12-year old 
daughter, beyond bored, recently 
cooked a four-course meal for 
me and my husband, which I 
also “heartily endorsed.” 

Cooking is a very popular 
stress-relieving hobby. Bonnie 
richardson shares, “It’s actually 
therapeutic to me and reminds 
me of the time before kids 
when I used to cook all kinds 
of wonderful meals from 
scratch and on a super budget, 
feeding all of my law school 
friends who were my family 
back then.” rosemary Colliver 
is also cooking more: “Super 
fun to spark up the BBQ for 
lunch and grill some brats!” And 
hilary Newcomb is seizing the 
day when she says, “It’s fun and 
delicious to bake a cake every 
week! Sheesh, why not?”

Pilar French finds her 
entertainment with podcasts, 
“I love them - you can exercise, 
clean the house, cook, garden, 
and listen to some great free 
entertainment. My favorite 
is Business Wars: the rise of 
Patagonia and The North 
Face and every single season 
of American Scandals - lots 
of white collar crime and 
governmental corruption 
historical stories.” Carl Bjerre is 
another podcast fan who says, 
“Walks are great, especially with 
the wonderful toasty Spring 
weather that arrived recently, 
and especially with podcasts or a 
piano piece.”

Anne Steiner listens to music 
with her children, taking the 
opportunity to teach them about 
The Beatles, Led Zeppelin, rolling 
Stones, and other eras and genres 
of music, like Motown.

“I try to do things that make 
me laugh, like watching videos 
or TV shows,” holly Somers 
says (another Peloton devotee, 
but more about Peloton later). 
Check out SGN (Some Good 

News) with actor John Krasinski 
on YouTube, for something that 
will make you smile - although 
it might also make you cry. It is 
heartwarming.

Steve Kantor, ever the 
humanitarian, wants to know 
how he can help others during 
this crisis, because he “can’t sew,” 
so aside from making face masks, 
what are the options? And while 
this is certainly admirable, it’s 
also important to take a step 
back from such pressures and 
take a time out. however, always 
the social creature that he is, 
Steve has also enjoyed lunches 
in his neighborhood cul-de-sac, 
with everyone at an appropriate 
distance, but also enjoying each 
other’s company.

Eric Wieland is another 
attorney who has found that 
assisting others helps to reduce 
his stress: “Being of service to 
other people gives you a sense of 
meaning and purpose, and that 
service can look different 
for everybody.”

And maybe it’s not picking 
up a new hobby, but dusting 
off an old one that helps with 
stress. The honorable Stacie 
F. Beckerman reports, “I have 
returned to playing the piano 
after 30 years, finding music 
to be my most effective stress 
reliever right now.”

Parna Mehrbani’s hobbies 
include a combination of 
activities and rest: “I’m baking, 
finally learning how to use 
my sewing machine, knitting, 
planning knitting projects, just 
sitting, spending time with my 
plants, maybe over-watering 
them? reading, cleaning, 
breathing. I have nowhere to go, 
which I feel like is a place I’ve 
been looking for, for a long time.”

My favorite story about a 
hobby was shared by Joe Willis: 
“Someone suggested doing 
puzzles. Our family always had 
one spilled out on a dedicated 
card table for family gatherings. 
It would generally be completed 
with the help of the many 
gathered. [My wife,] Judy and I 
tried it. Finished one over more 
than a week. Next was harder 
and took longer. In part because 
there were three missing pieces. 
One was at a crucial point for 
finding others. I spent several 
frustrating hours and gave up. 
We finally laid all pieces to 
discover three missing pieces. 
I accused the little terriers of 
eating them but they gave their 
cutest looks of innocence. Who 
knows? My take on all this: 
Puzzles are not relaxing.”

Get on the Move (Just Do It) or 
Relax (Don’t Do It)
You can go one of two ways: (1) 
Look at this extra time I have, 
now that I don’t commute, brush 
my teeth or hair, or care what I 
wear? I’m going to exercise like 
crazy. Or the second option is (2) 
We are all doomed, so I better 
take this entire bag of chocolate 
chips, make a bunch of gooey 
cookies, and eat them all in one 
sitting, because I haven’t worn 
anything with a waistband for a 
month and I’m in denial about 
the consequences of what I eat.

Never before have we had 
access to more free online 
exercise classes. And there’s a 

valid reason Peloton’s stock has 
increased - people love it, like it’s 
an elixir. “People are exercising 
in my neighborhood like their 
life depends on it,” says Ginger 
Skinner. Bob Banks, (yet another 
Peloton devotee, by the way) 
takes a drive with his other 
bike to unpopulated country 
roads to ride outside Vernonia, 
Mountaindale and North Plains. 
Sara Butcher walks to and from 
work, both to avoid public 
transportation and for her mood, 
saying, “It is very helpful in 
dealing with stress and just being 
outside helps elevate my mood.”

Julie Engbloom is an 
inspiration for multi-tasking, 
when she shares, “Now I’m 
lunging around the house with 
leg weights on, doing bicep 
curls at my desk, and riding 
my stationary bike most days. 
It is so much easier to fit it in 
when there’s no commute and 
everything else that goes with 
getting oneself to and from the 
office every day.”

robert Koury has focused 
some energy on exercise, “I have 
been trying to increase my step 
count every day/week (with 
mixed success). I have a good 
friend who is doing the same 
thing and some evenings I drive 
to his house and we walk his 
neighborhood (on opposite sides 
of the street) and catch up. he 
has taken this walking thing to a 
whole new level even hitting over 
26.2 miles of walking in one day.”

Although, maybe the 
emphasis on exercise right now 
should be exercising for our 
mental health, more than for 
our physical health. It’s not a 
competition. This is a massive 
stress test in our lives, and there 
is no grade on your exercise 
plans. We each need to do 
what we can to get through, so 
whichever path you choose, just 
try for some moderation.

But let me submit another idea: 
Moving doesn’t necessarily have 
to be physical. Move out of your 
comfort zone. If you move in the 
same way, all of the time, physically 
or mentally, that can create a rut 
where you are not growing.

Author heidi K. Brown is 
an associate professor of law 
and director of legal writing at 
Brooklyn Law School. She is 
the author of The Introverted 
Lawyer: A Seven-Step Journey 
Toward Authentically Empowered 
Advocacy (ABA 2017) and 
Untangling Fear in Lawyering: 
A Four-Step Journey Toward 
Powerful Advocacy (ABA 2019). 
Brown wrote an article for the 
April/May 2020 ABA Journal 
titled, How to Cross-Train for 
Peak Lawyering.

Brown discusses how athletes 
use cross-training to become 
better athletes, and lawyers 
should do the same. “real 
athletes and performers - and 
their employers and coaches - 
attend to numerous other facets 
affecting individual performance. 
These drivers include emotions 
such as fear, anxiety and self-
doubt; challenges like ego or 
temper; the realistic need for 
rest and recovery; the ability to 
process feedback and critique; 
and the capacity to rebound 
from losses and mistakes.” 

“We can challenge and inspire 
each other to attend to multiple 
well-being dimensions on a daily, 
or at least weekly basis. We can 
carve five minutes, 15 minutes, 
maybe even 30 minutes out of our 
billable calendars each week to:

•	 Acknowledge a work task we 
find satisfying and enjoyable.

•	 Give thought to one financial 
goal.

•	 Check in with our emotions.
•	 Think about moving our 

physical bodies in a different 
way or at a different time.

•	 Try one healthy(ier) food or 
drink option.

•	 Learn one new thing.
•	 Ponder our purpose.
•	 Connect with someone 

familiar or new.
•	 Check out something 

cultural.
•	 do something artistic.
•	 rest and recover like athletes 

and performers do.

*** This endeavor does not 
have to be expensive or time-
consuming. It does have to 
be deliberate, intentional and 
inclusive.”

So many options, and you now 
have the time to try one or more.

Namaste 
Ohhhhhhhmmmmmmmmmm 
(Get it….Nama Stay Home. 
<groan>)
Tied with walking the dog, 
meditation/mindfulness was the 
most popular tip I heard from 
attorneys for a tool that helped 
with the stress of the times. 
Although, one could easily 
argue that walking your dog is 
indeed a type of meditation, 
in and of itself, so maybe that’s 
why they were so close. And 
before I leave the topic of pets, 
how many people have new 
puppies right now? Tim resch’s 
justification for that adorable 
new puppy was, “When would 
we all be at home to train a 
puppy?” Kali Jensen calls those 
animals, “Pandemic puppies.”

Tanya durkee urbach shares 
her experience with meditation, 
“I have found such joy and 
contentment from sitting in 
gratitude for this moment right 
here right now. And, knowing I 
have had 10 minutes of silence 
helps me face what I need to do.”

Lawyer/coach Jill Long offers 
this easy meditation called, 
“Three Breaths.”

1. “Take a first deep breath in. 
As you exhale acknowledge 
what’s happening for you - 
name it in your mind (I’m 
anxious, I’m scared, I’m 
overwhelmed, etc...).

2. Take a second deep breath in. 
As you exhale really land in 
your body - focus on feeling 
the weight of your feet on the 
floor or if sitting, weight of 
your seat in the chair, let your 
arms hang at your side and 
feel the weight of gravity as 
they hang.

3. Take a third deep breath 
in. As you exhale turn your 
attention to what’s next (the 
next thing in your day: a 
meeting, making dinner, 
not yelling at your kids, 
etc.) and focus on how you 
want to show up. It can be 

helpful to evoke a quality in 
your mind, like calm, loving, 
compassionate, etc.”

Jill also uses a daily gratitude 
journal, as a form of meditation 
and stress relief.

daniela holgate suggests 
a midday yoga break in your 
backyard, or meditating in front 
of an open window.

Take a Time Out
It is entirely okay to not click 
on the news as soon as you 
wake up. Could it be possible 
that checking that continuous 
count of people dying from 
COVId-19 might not be the 
very best option for starting your 
day? But as lawyers, we crave 
information and knowledge, 
and have an expectation that 
press briefings should help us 
to better understand what is 
occurring. We want instructions. 
We want knowledge. We want 
to know why Congress cannot 
take charge, or why PPE’s are so 
difficult to obtain. But satisfying 
answers often are not provided 
(don’t even get me started on 
bleach), so taking a step back 
might be just what we need.

denise Gorrell, with two 
small children, gives herself a 
break by hitting that glorious 
snooze button on the alarm, 
because she can afford to take 
those few extra minutes, with the 
flexibility of working remotely.

Bob Banks says, “One thing 
not to do: look at your retirement 
account every day!”

Administrative Law Judge 
holly Somers says she limits 
the amount of news she reads 
or watches to one hour per day. 
And it is too easy to get sucked 
into the news, due to our very 
nature as lawyers, compelled to 
gain information, isn’t it?

Sonia Montalbano shares 
how unplugging helps her, “I 
completely unplug for at least 
half a day on the weekends, 
always at the end of the day. 
No phone, no computer, no 
TV. That brings my stress level 
down significantly. It’s hard to 
do because we feel so isolated. 
however, the first time I did 
that I woke up the next morning 
feeling better than I had after 
a one-week vacation.” Think 
about the fact that while we are 
quarantined and isolated and 
reaching out through technology 
to connect, technology can 
also be a large psychic drain, 
so taking a break from it can 
actually reduce stress.

Jan Friedman shares, “do 
the best you can with work and 
clients - then allow away time 
even if it’s not physically away. 
remember that we are resilient, 
we can change, we have this 
opportunity to do so - to go 
through the portal.”

Kali Jensen sums it up 
perfectly: “Be forgiving with 
yourself, especially when you 
see others who have more free 
time now. don’t expect yourself 
to learn new skills or accomplish 
incredible feats during this time. 
Many of us are working harder 
now than we were before, and 
we need to remember what a 
great contribution that is, and 
that we will come out of this 

Continued on page 20
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EARN CLIENT TRUST & REFERRALS WITH RUBY®

While you’re busy juggling projects, court, and office duties, your future clients are calling you. 
Are you answering them all?

VISIT WWW.RUBY.COM/MBA  TO LEARN MORE
OR BETTER YET CALL US AT 844-338-4769

20%+

BOOST IN POTENTIAL 
NEW BUSINESS

10hrs

OF DISTRACTION FREE 
TIME REGAINED
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INCREASE IN HAPPY
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“Ruby allows my office to focus on our work, while knowing all our calls will be 
answered by a friendly, live human. Engaging Ruby was one of the smartest 
things I did when I opened my own firm, and a key to my firm’s success.”

-MICHAEL DOWNEY, DOWNEY LAW GROUP
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COVID-19 Lawyer 
Stress: SOS
Continued from page 19

better lawyers than we were 
before. If you have the time to 
develop new skills or do cool 
new stuff , that’s great - but it’s not 
expected. Taking care of yourself 
is expected. Treat yourself 
like you’re someone you are 
responsible for taking care of.”

Structure or Free-Flow? 
Each of us had a routine for our 
workdays. Oft en those routines 
varied somewhat, but getting to 
the offi  ce at a certain time, pouring 
that cup of coff ee, saying hello to 
your colleagues - there’s a certain 
rhythm and pace that kept the 
beat of your day. With working 
remotely, does your day have 
that same type of structure, or 
is it more like a jazz scat routine 
where the rhythm is a challenge 
to follow? do you ever get to the 
aft ernoon and think, “hmmmm...
maybe I should make some eff ort 
and brush my teeth today?” (Th at 
can’t be only me.) 

Nellie Barnard has found that 
structure is important to her, and 
her young children: “My daughter 
comes and gets me at 5 p.m. 
every day and I am ‘off  the clock’ 
until my kids go to bed. Th is 
and similar daily rituals are very 
grounding for us. We also read a 
book as a family in the morning 
aft er breakfast and my three-
year-old walks me to work in the 
morning down the hallway.”

Productivity Coach heather 
decker, Jd, says, “My main 
coaching advice is to reduce 
expectations of ourselves and 
others. Identify your most 
important task to complete each 
day and get that done. Prioritize 
remaining tasks, and if you can 
complete a couple more tasks 
each day, bravo!”

Laura Nelson suggests you 
change your work location to 
break up the monotony. She 
moves throughout her house 
during the day, from the kitchen 

table, to the basement, and then 
to the offi  ce in her attic. I can 
see how this would be helpful, 
because at our “normal” offi  ces, 
one can take a break by walking 
down the hall and talking to a 
colleague, so take a break and 
move around.

Th e honorable Stacie F. 
Beckerman takes her laptop 
outside to enjoy the sunshine 
while she works. A little Vitamin 
d is always a good thing.

Chris ray is a fan of 
structure: “Converting offi  ce 
routine and organizational 
mechanics were a defi nite 
adjustment, but keeping a 
schedule is key. I can start work 
sooner than having to drive 
in, but need additional time at 
lunch to take Bear (miniature 
Australian shepherd) on a walk 
away from everyone. For me, 
adding structure and calm to the 
chaos is helpful.”

“Take it one step and one 
day at a time. Go slow and take 
breaks,” says heather decker. 
Because it is not just as simple 
as just taking care of ourselves, 
is it? As Judge Katherine 
Tennyson, ret., explains, “Th is 
is not just happening to us, it 
is happening to the law fi rms, 
the employees, the clients who 
are in paralyzing positions, and 
everyone. Th is is trauma and can 
feel like an unrelenting sadness.” 
Accordingly, experiencing 
substantial stress is to be 
expected. But with our take-
charge lawyer genetics, we do 
have some control and we do 
have some choices.

Conclusion
We are all in the same ocean 
paddling as fast as we can, but 
we are just in diff erent boats 
right now. Some law practices are 
busy and thriving now, and some 
are making diffi  cult fi nancial 
choices. When I asked one 
friend how she was doing, she 
responded, “I vacillate between 
coping remarkably and failing 
miserably.” Another responded, 
“I have been on a roller coaster...

some good days; some bad days.” 
And yet another said, “But in an 
honest moment I would say that 
like other tragedy-like periods 
in my life, my personal go-to 
mode is to lean in and plow 
through it with action (being 
called to the moment), and in the 
process I don’t really take good 
care of myself. Th e signs are all 
over the place, but my brain 
instinctively works that way. Th e 
intentional piece is real - the 
will is what I am fi ghting now.” 
And it’s not just our stress, but 
stress for our families: “It’s been 
a process to digest, this entire 
process so far, and I cried when 
they announced school was 
closed for the year.” Yet another 
attorney reported there can be 
moments of peace, “but then my 
little energy of fl ame goes out 
and I am back to barely keeping 
my head above water.” Another 
attorney said, “It has been like 
watching a tidal wave come in 
to shore and now being tossed 
about as the wave hit the shore, 
waiting to resurface to catch my 
breath.” And the stress is not just 
for what we are enduring now, 
but what is to come. Another 
friend shared, “right now, I am 
stressed about going back to the 
offi  ce before there are eff ective 
treatments or a vaccine.”

Can’t we all identify with 
these statements - some days, 
or some moments, seem fi ne, 
or even if they are not, we take 
action and plow through? Th at’s 
what problem-solving lawyers 
do, right? But then I walk outside 
and see two strangers walking, 
tear up with anxiety, and I want 
to fl ee, not knowing if they are 
carriers or not. Th at’s not healthy, 
right? But we don’t have control 
right now and the truth is, we 
never did. Keep talking to others. 
Keep connecting in your own 
way. Keep trying. It’s okay to 
ask for help, particularly when 
we are all missing or grieving 
something. Strive for progress, 
not perfection - and we will be 
together soon.
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MBA Caregiver Research 
Consulting Proposal 

Options to assist the Multnomah Bar Association in 
conducting research into:

1. Caregiving and family‐focused commitments 
among MBA members, and 

2. Caregiving strategies for supportive employers to 
enhance work‐life equity 

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Thank You for this opportunity!
Dear Kathy, Sarah & Guy,

Thank you for inviting us to submit a proposal for your current project.  We are thrilled that our work 
with the OSB has led you to us ‐ it’s always great to get a word‐of‐mouth recommendation! ‐ and are 
very excited at the prospect of working together.  

Thank you, as well, for sharing your working caregiver survey and spending some time discussing your 
goals with us.  It was very helpful, and left us with a genuine respect and appreciation for the research 
you are working on.  Understanding the lived experiences of the members of the MBA – not just their 
lived work‐experience, but the life‐experiences and demands that affect and contextualize their work 
experiences – is a meaningful and vital step to enhancing work‐life equity.  Moreover, seeking to assess 
and understand the ways in which those demands are distributed and borne – often disproportionately 
‐ by those who identify as female and/or come from non‐dominant, “collectivistic” cultures and 
backgrounds is a goal we share and would very much like to support.

As is our practice, this first document constitutes our initial thoughts on different ways in which we 
might help.  We are very receptive to modifying these approaches – they are simply starting points for a 
discussion about what might fit your needs (and the realities of budgets and timelines) best.  Please 
don’t hesitate to be in touch with any thoughts or questions.   

We look forward to talking with you again soon! 

Connie + Ben @ KGR+C

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

MBA Caregiver Research Overview

• The Multnomah Bar Association – a group of 
approximately 3700 lawyers in and around the 
Portland Metro area committed to representing 
the interests of its members ‐ is seeking a 
partner to help with their Working Caregiver 
survey.  

• The MBA stakeholder group has work‐shopped 
and developed much of the survey content and 
structure, though it is not content‐optimized or 
programmable in its current form.
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MBA Caregiver Research Goals

Better understand the 
current landscape for 

MBA‐member caregivers 
(including base rates, structural and 

psychological demands and professional 
impact)

Better understand the 
current landscape for 

MBA‐member caregivers 
(including base rates, structural and 

psychological demands and professional 
impact)

Develop intersectional 
profiles of legal professionals 
who are in caregiver roles to 

determine if they are 
distributed equitably 

(or, as is more likely, experienced more often by 
women + non‐dominant group members)

Develop intersectional 
profiles of legal professionals 
who are in caregiver roles to 

determine if they are 
distributed equitably 

(or, as is more likely, experienced more often by 
women + non‐dominant group members)

Develop insights into the 
challenges and barriers 

caregivers experience and 
the ways in which they 
might be mitigated

Develop insights into the 
challenges and barriers 

caregivers experience and 
the ways in which they 
might be mitigated

Provide input for content to be 
used in crafting a “Supportive 

Employer” pledge    

Provide input for content to be 
used in crafting a “Supportive 

Employer” pledge    
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The Project:  How KGR+C Can Help 
Given the research goals and the current state of the survey instrument, we can see the following 
possible ways ways in which KGR+C might pitch in and help the MBA with the Caregiver survey.

1. Execution‐focused consultation and advice on the survey, helping MBA to:
I. Establish scales and measurement structures to better enable insight development, findings and reporting
II. Streamline content based on timing concerns
III. Ready it for programming

2. Content and/or analysis‐focused services, helping MBA to:
I. Accomplish the execution‐focused goals above
II. Assess + optimize survey content (edit + re‐write existing questions and establish batteries to help model the IMPACT of 

caregiving its effects, and develop strategies for enhancing work‐life equity and reducing negative life‐impacts)
III. Develop a sampling plan that will makes it easier to center the voices of non‐dominant groups and prioritize situation 

and group‐specific needs and accommodations
IV. Develop an analysis plan and statistical analytic constructs (variables, multi‐variable indexes and roll‐ups) to allow for 

stronger statements, greater clarity and reliability of findings, and richer, more nuanced insights

3. Take a full‐service approach and act as the research agency for the project, helping MBA to:
I. Provide a fully execute‐able, 15 minute survey designed to accomplish the research + insight development goals
II. Oversee all programming, recruitment, incentives (lottery‐based gift cards), and database development
III. Develop and execute an analysis plan
IV. Interpret and write‐up findings for presentation to MBA‐identified stakeholders

As you might expect, the type of support we provide affects our cost and timing estimates, with the 
first approach (#1) being the shortest and cheapest, and the last (#3) requiring a longer timeline and 
higher budget.    

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

KGR+C Caregiver Research Support Options
#1:  Execution‐Focused 
Consultation Services

#2:  Content + Analysis Services #3:  Full Service (Design, Field, 
Analyze, Present, Archive)

In 
essence:

• Help ready the existing 
survey for execution

• Revise survey content to increase 
generalizability, strengthen findings and 
implications, and allow for more 
“powerful” statistical analysis

• Ready revised survey for execution

• We’ll run point on the project from here 
and deliver a new instrument, oversee 
data collection, analyze data and 
present the findings

Which
means:

• Streamline for time‐target 
of 12 mins

• Create question scales, 
anchors and categories

• Recommend opt‐outs, 
simplifications + current 
“best‐practice” structures 
for demography + identity 
questions (e.g., Gender ID, 
Race/Ethnicity, LGBTQAI2+), 
intro language, etc

• Write up findings (memo 
form) and walk through 
recommendations + 
revisions in a 1.5 hr. on‐site 
meeting 

• Engage in 2‐3 meetings with MBA 
stakeholder(s) to dig in to existing 
survey and generate a “key findings 
wish‐list”

• Create mapping document to 
determine content gaps between 
existing survey + wish‐list

• Revise survey to include items, batteries 
and/or question categories to better 
meet the “wish‐list” needs

• Hold a survey walk‐through meeting w 
the MBA team for comments

• Revise based on meeting and provide 
executable version to MBA per #1

• Provide analysis plan and post‐hoc 
support

• Hold meetings to dig in to existing 
survey and generate findings wish‐list

• Create mapping document, isolate 
content gaps and create new content to 
meet wish‐list requirements

• Establish sampling structure, recruit and 
incent respondents

• Program survey and execute data 
collection 

• Analyze and interpret data
• Derive (via statistical modeling) 

prioritized, group and caregiver 
situation‐specific caregiver challenges 
and accommodation needs 

• Write up and present findings

Estimated 
Cost

$5,000 ‐ $8,000 $11,000 ‐ $14,000 $24,000 ‐$30,000

Time to 
Complete

1 Week 2.5 ‐> 3 Weeks 6‐8 Weeks
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Who We Are
About Us
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A Bit About KGR+C
KGR+C Basics
• Founded in 2012 by principals with extensive academic, commercial, governmental + non‐profit research 
• Partnership w 2 main lines of business

– EDI Research + Consulting
– Research and Data Strategies, Insights, Intelligence, Analytics + Modeling

We are Academically trained with deep experience in real‐world settings
• KGR+C leads are both PhDs in social science disciplines
• Both have been conducting social, academic and applied research for over 20 years, in more than 50 languages 

across 30 countries, with people from all races, age‐groups, income levels, religions and belief systems, using 
research tools ranging from in‐person Ethnographic and Observational research in huts in rural India to global 
surveys run online.

We are strategic consultants, not product salespeople
• We don’t have “products” to sell.   Because every engagement is different, every approach we take is custom 

designed. 
• We use the tools that are best suited to the task at hand, not the easiest ones, cheapest ones, or even  the ones 

we like most

We believe in transparency and collaboration
• There are no “black‐box” approaches to our work. 

We support our work after the project ends

• We don’t drop off a report and move on.  If anyone on your team needs to follow‐up after a project wraps, we’re happy 
to do so.

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Some Recent KGR+C Clients
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How We Do Research 
(Equity, Diversity + Inclusion Focus)

About KGR+C
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Medical 
Diagnosis

FIRST STEP: 
LISTEN ‐ TAKE A 

HISTORY

Client’s 
experience

Determine 
focus

How to 
optimize 
treatment

Identify 
necessary 

tests

Research 
Diagnosis

FIRST STEP: LISTEN 
‐ DISCUSS 

STAKEHOLDER 
CONTEXT

Goals for 
research

How you 
plan to use 

your 
research

Your 
audience

What 
insights 
you need

The First Step in KGR+C Research: 
Diagnosis

Much like a visit to the doctor, our first step in every engagement is to hold a Listening Session(s) with 
stakeholders to hear your lived experience, and to understand the history and background that gave 
rise to our collaboration.  We are interested in YOUR perspective regarding your:

– Frustrations and struggles;
– Your overarching goals – and the ways you want research to feed into them;
– Your research goals ‐ how you would like to use the research;
– what kinds of insights you need it to provide; and, 
– who you need to communicate those insights to, and what you hope THEY make of it
Your answers to each of these questions help us narrow down the research scope and approach. 

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Step 2:  Determine Treatment – Design 
around your goals

Align the Goals 
discussed in

Listening Sessions

With the 
Methodologies, 

Design, Sampling + 
Materials Best 

Suited to meeting 
those Goals
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KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Goal‐Based Research Options
KGR+C EDI research generally falls into one of the following goal‐based approaches: 

Simplest Design –
“Measure the Vitals”

Simple Design, 
Simple Measures –
“Vitals + History”

Integrated Design, 
Complex Measures: 
“Complete Workup –
Vitals, Labs, Images ”

Integrated, Predictive 
Measures: “Complete 
Workup + Ongoing 
Care Plan”

Core Goal • Self Awareness  ‐
looking to assess 
climate, take pulse of 
culture

• Self Assessment ‐
want to understand 
climate AND the major 
factors giving rise to it.  
Learn where to focus 
efforts

• Self Improvement ‐
Want to create change 
‐ understandwhere to 
focus efforts to have 
the biggest impact

• Self Determination –
Want to build towards 
an improved culture
mindfully and 
sustainably, testing 
and demonstrating 
value of change 
programs

Primary 
Measure(s)

• Cultural EDI 
Receptivity + 
Readiness (R+R) 
Assessment

• Sample Demography

• Cultural EDI R+R 
Assessment

• Simple, 3‐Factor 
Environmental Pillar 
Assessment

• Sample Demography

• Cultural EDI R+R
• Granular, Customized

3‐Factor Environment 
Assessment

• Sample Demography

• Cultural EDI R+R
• Granular, Customized

3‐Factor Environment 
Assessment

• Sample Demography
• Stakeholder Identified 

key Outcomes

Core Design Listening Sessions, plus:
Qual IDI + FGI OR
Quant Survey (5‐8 mins)

Listening Sessions, plus:
Qual IDI + FGI OR
Quant Survey (12 mins)

Listening Sessions,
Stakeholder IDIs, AND:
Qual Modules + Quant 
Survey (15‐20 Min)

Listening Sessions,
Stakeholder IDIs, AND:
Qual Modules + Quant 
Survey (15‐20 Min)

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Consulting Services
About KGR+C

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Time‐based Consulting Services that tend to fall into 3 basic “types”

• Help for DIY Clients
– Methods + Instruments Consulting

• Evaluation and Assessment of existing surveys, field‐interviews, qualitative guidelines, research 
materials, RFPs, etc.

• Methodological Assessment or Design Evaluation
• Analysis Plan Evaluation + Recommendations

• Design + Analytics Services
– Custom Design, Methods, Module + Analytics Consulting

• New / Custom Methods, Modules, Techniques, Concept or Construct Measures, Scale Development
• Variable Development / KPI / Outcome Metrics
• Database Design + Variable Encoding 
• Model Development

• Strategies + Insights Development
– Meta‐Analysis, Systems + Structures Consulting

• Meta‐Analysis of Archived Research ‐ look across existing research for trends, themes + insights, limits 
and impediments to insight development

• EDI Lens Application to data structures, data constructs + systems, Diversity + Dominant‐Culture‐biases 
in practice, structural‐systemic impediments to EDI enhancement

• Unlocking Existing Data Potential for End‐Users – services to connect end‐users to the data they need

What We Offer



OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Mark A. Turner, Adjudicator 

Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: Proposed Disciplinary Board Code of Conduct  

 

Action Requested 

 The Oregon Supreme Court requested that the bar provide a draft Disciplinary Board Code 
of Conduct for the Court’s review. A draft code of conduct is attached for the Board’s information 
and review. 

 At this time, no vote is required. It is unclear whether the Supreme Court plans to adopt 
these rules as part of the Bar Rules of Procedure or through a separate Supreme Court Order. 
Should the Court wish to amend the Bar Rules of Procedure, staff will return to the Board to seek 
a vote on the amendments. 

Background 

 The Oregon Supreme Court appoints all members of the Disciplinary Board (including 
the Adjudicator) to hear disciplinary proceedings. The Court also has power to remove 
members of the Board. The Bar Rules of Procedure provide that, “The court may remove, at 
its discretion, or accept the resignation of, any member of the Disciplinary Board and appoint 
a successor.”  BR 2.4(c).   

 In 2019, General Counsel’s Office received two complaints about a public member of 
the Disciplinary Board, from two members of the public. The complaints were regarding two 
social media posts the Disciplinary Board member had allegedly written; the complainants 
asserted that based on the posts, the Disciplinary Board member should be removed. We are 
unaware of any previous instance in which a member of the public has complained that the 
conduct of a Disciplinary Board member should be grounds for removal from the board.   

 We referred these complaints to the Oregon Supreme Court. The court issued Supreme 
Court Order 19-25, attached, implementing procedures to govern responding to complaints 
regarding members’ conduct. The bar carried out the procedures outlined in the order. The 
Court, however, took no action against the public Disciplinary Board member at that time, 
noting that the member denied being the author of the posts and claimed that his accounts 
had been hacked.  

 In making its decision to take no further action, the Court noted the lack of any express 
standards or ethical obligations for members of the Disciplinary Board. While the Bar Rules of 
Procedure provide the disqualification provisions of the Oregon Code of Judicial Conduct (Rule 
3.10) are expressly applicable to Disciplinary Board members, BR 2.4(d)(1), the remaining 
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portions of the code do not apply. There are no rules that relate to conduct of board members 
in the performance of their official duties or in their personal or professional lives.  Of course, 
the Rules of Professional Conduct apply to lawyer members, but they do not provide the kind 
of standards or guidance that the Court seeks. 

 By letter dated November 18, 2019, Lisa Norris-Lampe, Oregon Supreme Court Staff 
Attorney, advised us that the Oregon Supreme Court directed us to develop a Code of Conduct 
for Disciplinary Board members to fill that void.   

Discussion 

 In developing the attached draft Disciplinary Board Code of Conduct, staff first 
reviewed the Oregon Code of Judicial Conduct.  Staff also solicited examples of Codes of 
Conduct from other jurisdictions that had adopted or considered them.  We used these 
sources as models to guide drafting of our proposed code, when applicable.  The purpose of 
the proposed Disciplinary Board Code of Conduct, as stated in the Preamble, is to provide 
“basic principles to assist Disciplinary Board members in establishing and maintaining high 
standards of professional and personal conduct.” 

 The proposed rules are titled as follows:   

 Rule 1: Maintaining the Integrity of the Disciplinary System. 

 Rule 2: Impartial and Diligent Performance of a Member’s Duties. 

 Rule 3: Disqualification.  

 Rule 4: Other Activities. 

 Rule 3 uses the language of Rule 3.10 of the Code of Judicial Conduct, which is currently 
incorporated into the Bar Rules of Procedure by reference, modified only to refer to 
Disciplinary Board members rather than judges.  The remaining rules are entirely new and, if 
adopted, would apply to all members of the Disciplinary Board.  

 The draft Code notes that any enforcement would take place pursuant to Supreme 
Court Order 19-025; a violation could result in the Court’s removal of a member from the 
Disciplinary Board. 

 At the 2020 Disciplinary Board Conference, we circulated a draft version of the Code 
and sought comment from existing members.  We received one comment, and the member’s 
feedback was incorporated into the draft. No member voiced objections to enacting a Code 
or to the proposed draft.  
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DISCIPLINARY BOARD CODE OF CONDUCT 
 

PREAMBLE 
 

Purpose.  The attorney disciplinary system requires independent, fair and competent decision 

makers to make factual findings and interpret and apply the rules and laws governing the legal 

profession.  As such, Disciplinary Board members, individually and collectively, must 

respect and honor their office as a public trust and strive to enhance and maintain confidence 

in the disciplinary system.  They serve as highly visible symbols of justice under the rule of 

law. 

 

Members of the Disciplinary Board are appointed by the Oregon Supreme Court.  They serve 

at the discretion of the court. 

 

This Disciplinary Board Code of Conduct (the "Code”) shall not infringe on the essential 

independence of Disciplinary Board members in making disciplinary decisions, findings, 

interpretations or recommendations. 

 

The Code is intended to guide and provide Disciplinary Board members a structure for 

governing their conduct, both professionally and personally. Violation of the Code may result 

in removal from the Disciplinary Board at the discretion of the Oregon Supreme Court. 

 

Conclusion.  The Code is not an exhaustive guide. Disciplinary Board members should also 

govern their professional and personal activities by general ethical standards.  The Code, 

however, states basic principles to assist Disciplinary Board members in establishing and 

maintaining high standards of professional and personal conduct.
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CODE 
 

Definitions. In this Code: 
  

(1) "Impartiality" means the absence of bias or prejudice in favor of, or against, particular 
parties, or classes of parties, as well as maintaining an open mind in considering issues 
that may come before the Disciplinary Board member. 

 
(2) "Knowingly" or "knowledge" means actual knowledge of the fact in question, which 

may be inferred from the circumstances. 
 

(3) "Law" means court rules, statutes, constitutional provisions and legal conclusions in 
published court decisions. 

 
(4) "Nonpublic information" means information that, by law, is not available to the 

public, including information that is sealed by statute or court order, impounded 
or communicated in camera, offered in grand jury proceedings or contained in 
presentencing reports, dependency case reports or psychiatric reports. 

  
Rule 1:  Maintaining the Integrity of the Disciplinary System 
 

(A) A Disciplinary Board member shall uphold the integrity and independence of 
the disciplinary process.   

 
(B) A Disciplinary Board member should participate in establishing, maintaining and 

enforcing high standards of conduct and shall personally observe those standards 
in such a manner as to preserve the integrity and independence of the disciplinary 
system.  This Code applies to every aspect of Disciplinary Board member behavior 
except Disciplinary Board orders. Orders issued on the record in the course of 
Disciplinary Board member duties are subject solely to judicial review under the 
Bar Rules of Procedure and Oregon Rules of Appellate Procedure. 

 
(C) A Disciplinary Board member shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of 

impropriety in all of the Disciplinary Board member's activities. 
 

(1) A Disciplinary Board member shall respect and comply with the law and shall 
act at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity 
and impartiality of the disciplinary process. 

 
(2)  A Disciplinary Board member may not allow family, social, political or other 

relationships to influence the Disciplinary Board member's adjudicative 
conduct or judgment.  A Disciplinary Board member may not lend the prestige 
of the office to advance the private interests of the Disciplinary Board member 
or of others or convey or permit others to convey the impression that they are 
in a special position to influence the Disciplinary Board member. 
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(3) A Disciplinary Board Member shall not engage in conduct that reflects adversely 
on the member’s character, competence, temperament, or fitness to serve as a 
Disciplinary Board Member. 

 
(4) A Disciplinary Board member may not hold membership in any organization 

that practices invidious discrimination on the basis of race, gender, gender 
identity, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual orientation, or 
socioeconomic status. 

 
Rule 2: Impartial and Diligent Performance of a Member’s Duties 
 

(A)  A Disciplinary Board member shall perform the duties of the office impartially 
and diligently. 

 
(B)  The Disciplinary Board member's duties include all the duties of the office 

prescribed by law, including adjudicative functions. In the performance of the duties 
pursuant to this section, the following apply to adjudicative responsibilities: 

 
(1) A Disciplinary Board member shall hear and decide matters assigned to the 

Disciplinary Board member, except those in which disqualification is required and 
except when Disciplinary Board member substitution is requested and granted. 

 
(2) A Disciplinary Board member shall be faithful to the law. A Disciplinary Board 

member may not be swayed by partisan interests, public clamor or fear of criticism. 
 
(3) A Disciplinary Board member shall be patient, dignified and courteous to 

complainants, respondents, witnesses, lawyers and others with whom the 
Disciplinary Board member deals in an official capacity. During hearings, a 
Disciplinary Board member shall act so that the Disciplinary Board member's 
attitude, manner or tone toward the parties, counsel or witnesses does not prevent 
the proper presentation of the cause or the ascertainment of the truth.  

 
(4) A Disciplinary Board member shall perform the duties of the office without bias or 

prejudice. A Disciplinary Board member may not, in the performance of duties, by 
words or conduct, manifest bias or prejudice, including bias or prejudice based upon 
race, gender, gender identity, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual 
orientation or socioeconomic status. 

 
(C) A Disciplinary Board member may not initiate, permit, engage in or consider ex parte 

communications concerning a pending or impending action or proceeding except that: 
 
 
 

(1) A Disciplinary Board member may initiate, permit, engage in or consider ex parte 
communications for scheduling, administrative purposes or emergencies that do not 
deal with substantive matters or issues on the merits if all of the following conditions 
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are met: 
 

(a) The Disciplinary Board member reasonably believes that no party will gain a 
procedural or tactical advantage as a result of the ex parte communication. 

 
(b) When the ex parte communication may affect the substance of the action or 

proceeding, the Disciplinary Board member promptly notifies all of the other 
parties of the substance of the ex parte communication and allows each party an 
opportunity to respond. 

 
(2) A Disciplinary Board member may consult with other Disciplinary Board 

members or with personnel whose function is to aid the Disciplinary Board 
member in carrying out the Disciplinary Board member's adjudicative 
responsibilities. 

 
(3) A Disciplinary Board member may initiate, permit, engage in or consider ex 

parte communications when expressly authorized by law. 
 

(D) A Disciplinary Board member shall dispose of all disciplinary matters promptly 
and efficiently. 

 
(E) A Disciplinary Board member may not, while a proceeding is pending or 

impending, make any public comment that may reasonably be expected to affect 
the outcome or impair the fairness of the proceeding.  The subsection does not 
prohibit a Disciplinary Board member from making public statements in the 
course of his or her official duties or from explaining for public information the 
procedures of the disciplinary system. 

 
(F) A Disciplinary Board member may not disclose or use, for any purpose unrelated 

to service on the Disciplinary Board, nonpublic information acquired in a 
Disciplinary Board member's official capacity. 

 
Rule 3:  Disqualification 

 
[Disciplinary Board Members are subject to Rule 3.10 of the Oregon Code of Judicial 
Conduct regarding disqualification and this Rule is a modification of Rule 3.10 of the 
Oregon Code of Judicial Conduct written to refer to Disciplinary Board members rather 
than judges.] 

 
(A) A Disciplinary Board member shall disqualify himself or herself in any proceeding in 

which a reasonable person would question the Disciplinary Board member’s 
impartiality, including but not limited to the following circumstances: 

 
(1) The Disciplinary Board member has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party 

or a party’s lawyer, or personal knowledge of the facts that are in dispute in the 
proceeding. 
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(2) The Disciplinary Board member knows that the member, the member’s spouse or 

domestic partner, or a person within the third degree of relationship to either of 
them, or the spouse or domestic partner of such a person is: 

 
(a) A party to the proceeding, or an officer, director, general partner, managing 

member, or trustee of a party; 
 
(b) Acting as a lawyer in the proceeding; 
 
(c) A person who has an interest that could be substantially affected by the 

proceeding; or 
 
(d) Likely to be a material witness in the proceeding. 

 
(3) The Disciplinary Board member knows that he or she, individually or as a 

fiduciary, or the member’s spouse or domestic partner, or a person within the 
third degree of relationship to either of them, or the spouse or domestic partner 
of such a person has an economic interest in the subject matter in controversy 
or is a party to the proceeding. 

 
(4) The Disciplinary Board member has made a statement, other than in a 

disciplinary proceeding, decision, or opinion that commits or reasonably 
appears to commit, the Disciplinary Board member to reach a particular result 
or rule in a particular way in the proceeding. 

 
(5) The Disciplinary Board member: 

 
(a) Served as a lawyer in the matter in controversy, or, unless paragraph 5(b) 

applies, was associated with a lawyer who participated substantially as a lawyer 
in the matter during such association; 

 
(b) Served in governmental employment and, in such capacity, participated 

personally either as a lawyer or as a supervising lawyer in the matter in 
controversy, or participated personally as a public official concerning the 
matter, or has publicly expressed in such a capacity an opinion concerning the 
merits of the matter; or 

 
(c) Was a material witness concerning the matter. 

 
(B) The disqualification requirement under subsection (A) of this Rule does not apply if 

the rule of necessity applies. 
 
(C)  A Disciplinary Board member shall keep informed about the member’s personal and 

fiduciary economic interests, and make a reasonable effort to keep informed about the 
personal economic interests of the member’s spouse or domestic partner and minor 
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children residing in the member’s household. 
 
(D)  A Disciplinary Board member subject to disqualification under this Rule, other than 

for bias or prejudice under paragraph (A)(1), may disclose on the record the basis of 
the member’s disqualification.  If, following the disclosure and a reasonable 
opportunity to discuss the matter outside the presence of the member, the parties and 
their lawyers agree that the member should not be disqualified, the member may 
participate in the proceeding.  The agreement shall be incorporated into the record of 
the proceeding. 

 
Rule 4:  Other Activities  
 

(A) A Disciplinary Board member shall so conduct the Disciplinary Board Member's 
other activities as to minimize the risk of conflict with Disciplinary Board 
member obligations. 

 
(1) Activities in General.  A Disciplinary Board member shall conduct all of the 

Disciplinary Board member's activities so that they do none of the following: 
 
(a) Cast reasonable doubt on the Disciplinary Board member's capacity to act 

impartially as a Disciplinary Board member. 
 
(b) Demean the Disciplinary Board member office. 
 
(c) Interfere with the proper performance of Disciplinary Board member duties. 

 
(2) Other Activities.  A Disciplinary Board member may pursue employment, conduct 

a business or professional practice, perform volunteer work, speak, write, lecture, 
teach and participate in other activities whether or not concerning the law, the 
legal system, the administration of justice and non-legal subjects, all consistent 
with the requirements of this Code. 

 
ENFORCEMENT 

The General Counsel of the Bar or the Adjudicator shall refer allegations that a Disciplinary 
Board member violated this Code to the Oregon Supreme Court for appropriate action pursuant 
to Supreme Court Order 19-025. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: Appeal of CSF Claim No. 2020-03 DEVENY (Smith) 

 

Action Requested 

 Consider an appeal of the Client Security Fund Committee’s denial of Alex Smith’s claim 
of $17,600 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2020-03 Deveny (Smith). 

Discussion 

 Claimant Smith hired Ms. Deveny in 2010 to pursue a claim arising out of a motor 
vehicle accident.  Although a fee agreement cannot be located, Ms. Deveny prepared a 
settlement statement, in which she was to receive one-third of the settlement. Ms. Deveny 
settled the motor vehicle accident with California Casualty for $57,500 in 2012 and paid 
$611.40 to Claimant Smith on November 28, 2012.  Ms. Deveny also paid Ashley Jones 
$16,015.19 on November 28, 2012.  Ms. Jones was Smith’s girlfriend at the time of accident and 
was also in the vehicle at the time of the accident.  They are now married. 

 According to the settlement statement Ms. Deveny prepared and the bank records 
reviewed, Ms. Deveny received $57,000 and deposited into her trust account.  The reverse of 
the settlement check bears two signatures, apparently those of the claimant and of Ms. 
Deveny.  Ms. Deveny charged a 1/3 attorney fee in the amount of $19,167.00 plus $1,475.05 in 
costs to Smith and also paid $20,231.36 to five vendors on November 28, 2012.  This left a net 
amount to Smith in the amount of $16,626.59.  The check to Mr. Smith ($611.40) and Ms. Jones 
($16,015.19) total $16,626.59. 

 Mr. Smith indicated he cashed the $611.40 check but both Ms. Jones and Mr. Smith 
deny receiving the $16,015.19 check.  Despite a request from the investigator for Mr. Smith and 
Ms. Jones to furnish their bank records, neither produced their bank statements to contradict 
the $16,015.19 check did not deposit into either of their accounts.   

 A review of all of Deveny’s subpoenaed bank records revealed that the two checks 
($611.40 and $16,015.19) were not deposited into any of her known accounts.  The $16,015.19 
check lacks an endorsement on the reverse, but appears to bear a teller’s approval handwritten 
on the front.  The words “repayment of loan” appear in the memo line. Ms. Deveny’s IOTLA 
bank statement for November 2012 shows the check for $16,015.19 cleared on Nov 28, 2012 
and the check for $611.40 cleared on Nov 29, 2012. 
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 Ms. Deveny resigned Form B, effective July 26, 2018, while numerous disciplinary cases 
were pending; at this time, charges against her are pending in state and federal court alleging 
theft, criminal mistreatment, wire fraud and tax evasion. Trial is scheduled for January 2021. 

 At its May 16, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed Mr. Smith’s 
claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board deny the claim as it appears that 
his claim was previously paid. The investigator’s report is attached. Portions of the report 
related to the ongoing criminal investigation are redacted. 

 Mr. Smith appeals the denial, but does not provide any additional evidence for his claim. 

 Staff concurs with the Committee’s recommendation for denial, and recommends that 
the board deny the appeal. 



Client Security Fund Investigative Report

Regarding: 2020-3
Claimant: SMITH, Alex Jay
Lawyer: DEVENY, Lori
Investigator:   PURCELL, Michael T.

I.  RECOMMENDATION.  Denial of the claim.

II.  CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY.   

A.  Summary of claim.

On or about February 10, 2020.  Mr. Alex Jay Smith filed a claim for 
reimbursement from CSF, requesting $17,600.  Mr. Smith stated that he hired Lori 
Deveny in 2010 to pursue a claim arising out of a motor vehicle accident.  Mr. Smith 
stated that he had learned of the loss from an email to him from USDOJ Victim 
Notification System.  Mr. Smith stated that the source of the lost was that Ms. Deveny 
had "held funds."  Mr. Smith further stated that he was not informed as Ms. Deveny had 
"withheld information."  

Mr. Smith stated that he had not reported the conduct to the Oregon State Bar 
because it was OSB who had contacted him.  He had received his file from OSB on 
February 5, 2020.  Mr. Smith gave the names of two persons who had information about
his claim: Amanda Reichmuth, at the U.S. Attorney's Office, and "Lisa" at OSB.

B. Summary of documentary evidence.

In reviewing this claim, I relied on the following documentary exhibits, which I 
have numbered and paginated sequentially for ease of reference

Ex Description Pages
1 CSF claim filed by Mr. Alex Jay Smith.  Attached to the CSF claim form

are (i) a copy of a letter from Tyler E. Staggs, Attorney at Law, dated
October 9, 2012, which refers to a release and hold harmless agreement to
settle the matter of Alex Jay Smith v. Patricia Gray Lawrence, Multnomah
County Circuit No. 1111-14788 and (ii) a Settlement Statement detailing

1-7
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Ex Description Pages
the apparent disposition of the settlement proceeds by Ms. Deveny.

2 Deposit ticket and settlement check in amount of $57,500, payable to 
order of claimant and Ms. Deveny, from Wells Fargo Bank Summons 
and Subpoena Dept, furnished to Oregon State Bar Association (OSB), 
and then to the investigator.  The reverse of the settlement check bears 
two signatures, apparently those of the claimant and of Ms. Deveny.

8-9

3 Alex Smith Settlement Statement and check stub from Lori E. Deveny
IOTLA account for check 6048, dated November 28, 2012, payable to
Ashley Jones in the amount of $16,015.19.  This document was received
by the investigator from OSB, and apparently comes from the file
maintained by Ms. Deveny for the claimant.  The settlement statement in
Exhibit 3 appears identical to the settlement statement furnished by
claimant in support of his claim (Ex.1, page 6), except that in Ex. 3, the
words "Ashley Jones" are handwritten in blue ink on the lower left.

10-11

4 Check 6047 drawn on Ms. Deveny's IOTLA account, dated Nov 28, 
2012, payable to the order of Alex Smith (claimant) in the amount of 
$611.40, endorsed on the reverse by the claimant (claimant's signature 
acknowledged to investigator).  The memo line is blank.

12

5 Check 6048 drawn on Ms. Deveny's IOTLA account, dated Nov 28, 
2012, payable to the order of Ashley Jones in the amount of $16,015.19,
lacks an endorsement on the reverse, but appears to bear a teller's 
approval handwritten on the front.  The words "repayment of loan" 
appear in the memo line.

13

6 IOTLA bank statement for Ms. Deveny for Nov 2012, showing check 
6048 for $16,015.19 cleared account on Nov 28, 2012, and check 6047 
in the amount of $611.40 cleared the account on Nov 29, 2012.

14-16

C.  Course of investigation.

I contacted the claimant by telephone and arranged to have him drop off his file at
my office to review.  The claimant came to my office with the file, and we discussed the 
case.  I made it clear to the claimant that I was acting solely as a volunteer investigator 
for OSB, and was not and could not be his lawyer or advocate in any way.  

CSF INVESTIGATION REPORT   SMITH/DEVENY, 2020-03
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Upon review of the file, I noticed almost immediately that in the file were two 
check stubs, for checks 6047 and 6048, which are described above in the exhibit lists.  I 
was immediately apparent that these checks added together matched the amount on the 
settlement statement, $16,626.59, that according to the statement, was due to the 
claimant.  

I asked claimant who was Ashley Jones, who was the payee on check.  The 
claimant stated that Ms. Jones was his girlfriend at the time of accident, that she had also
been in the vehicle at the time of the accident, and that since the time of the accident, he 
and Ms. Jones had been married.  

In my presence, the claimant reviewed Exhibit 4, IOTLA check 6047, payable to 
his order in the amount of $611.40.  The claimant acknowledged that it was his signature
on the reverse of the check, and that he had received the funds represented by the check.

The claimant did not raise as an issue whether the creditors listed on the 
settlement statement had been paid.  I determined later, through follow up work 
performed by Jerri Shay, of OSB, that indeed all creditors had been paid.  The claimant 
did not make a claim that payment to Ashley Jones, instead of himself, was unauthorized
or improper, and to my knowledge, he has never made such a claim.

I spoke with Ashley Jones over the telephone.  I asked if she had received Exhibit 
5, payable to her order in the amount of $16,015.19.  She denied receiving the check.  
Ms. Jones stated that they (apparently referring to the claimant and herself) had received
some money from Ms. Deveny, but nothing like the funds represented by check 6048.
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I asked the claimant if he could furnish his and Ms. Jones bank statements for the 
period in question, for the purpose of determining whether they had or had not received 
the funds.  The claimant told me that due to the passage of time, the bank statements 
could not be produced.

I explained what I was concerned about to the applicant, who insisted that he had 
not received the funds to which he was entitled from Ms. Deveny.  I encouraged the 
applicant to furnish to me as much information as he could.  I also suggested that he may
wish to seek the assistance of counsel in pursuing his claim.

 I decided to investigate the possibility Ms. Deveny had found a way to embezzle 
the funds represented by check 6048, perhaps by impersonating Ms. Jones in some 
fashion, or by some maneuver when presenting the check at Ms. Deveny's own bank.

In this regard, I contacted Jerri Shay, at OSB, who informed me that Ms. Deveny 
had a number of bank accounts, and Ms. Shay would check the records OSB had for 
these accounts to determine if funds matching those from check 6048 had been 
deposited into one these accounts.

It was at approximately this time in the investigation that I received a telephone 
call from Mr. Marc Schworm, an attorney who stated he was calling on behalf of the 
claimant.  I had a detailed discussion of the situation with Mr. Schworm.  

I encouraged Mr. Schworm to send me any materials that the claimant might have 
in support of his claim.  My notes regarding my conversation with Mr. Schworm are 
undated, but I believe this occurred in the first part of March.  Since I spoke with Mr. 
Schworm I have not received any information from him.

About a week ago I heard back from Ms. Shay, and she informed me that she had 
checked the various bank accounts for Ms. Deveny, and there was no indication that any
of the settlement funds had been deposited into these accounts.
/ /
/ /
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In preparing this report, I reviewed the documentation again.  Regarding the 
settlement check from the insurance company (Exhibit 2, page 9), I did not recall 
whether I had asked the claimant whether he had endorsed it.  But I did compare the 
endorsement on the reverse of  the insurance company's check to the endorsement on the
reverse of  the IOTLA check payable to the claimant (which claiman did acknowledge 
as his own) and the two signatures appear to have been made by the same person.  

III.  FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The claim is not timely.  For the reasons stated above, the claimant was on 
notice no later than the end of November 2012, that there had been a settlement in the 
case.  This claim was not made until February 2020.  While a waiver of the timeliness 
requirement could be granted if there had been lulling or trickery by the attorney into 
concealing the settlement from the client, there is no evidence of that here, other than a 
brief statement in the claim, which includes no details as to any specific acts of 
concealment by Ms. Deveny.

Passage of time is material here because material evidence, specifically the 
claimant's bank records, and apparently of Ms. Jones, are reported by the claimant to be 
no longer available.

There are two versions of the settlement statement.  One version, attached by 
claimant to his CSF claim form, states on the bottom line "NET RECOVERY TO 
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CLIENT  $16,626.59.  Ex. 1, at 6.  The copy I received was a color PDF scan in PDF 
scan.  This statement was on blue paper, and bears fold lines consistent with having been
placed in a business-sized envelope, of the kind commonly used by lawyers. 

The second version of the settlement statement is Exhibit 3, at 10.  This is also a 
PDF color scan.  This statement is identical to the Settlement Statement on blue paper 
with fold marks, except that it is white, had no fold marks, and has the name "Ashley 
Jones" written in the lower left corner in blue ink.  

Based on these observations, and the other evidence in the case, it would be 
reasonable to conclude that the blue folded statement was sent to the claimant by Ms. 
Deveny before any checks were cut from the IOLTA account.  The white unfolded 
statement came from Ms. Deveny's file.  The notation "Ashley Jones" on the white 
statement was added by someone at Ms. Deveny's office after the blue statement had 
been sent to the applicant.  

Here, the claimant does not assert  the payment to Ms. Jones was unauthorized.  
The evidence is consistent with the possibility that after the blue statement was sent to 
the claimant by mail, the claimant then contacted Ms. Deveny, and directed her to make 
the payment to Ms. Jones, rather than to the claimant.  

The check stub for 6048, the check payable to Ashley Jones in the amount of 
$16,015.19 states "repayment of loan", as does the check itself.  There doesn't appear to 
have ever been a loan made by Ashley Jones to Ms. Deveny.  The notation "repayment 
of loan" may instead relate to a loan made by Ms. Jones to the claimant.  This would be 
an explanation for why the claimant directed the bulk of the net settlement proceeds to 
be directed to Ms. Jones.

For these reasons, I believe the evidence permits a conclusion that by November 
2012, the claimant was aware of the settlement and the amount he was to receive.  

 2. Claimant may not be the injured client.  Why the net settlement proceeds 
were directed to Ms. Jones is unclear.  Perhaps this was to pay off a loan that Ms. Jones 
had made to the claimant, and in that case, perhaps the claimant was the injured client 
because his debt to Ms. Jones would not have been discharged.  On the other hand, if 
Ms. Jones were also a client (and she was in the automobile at the time of the MVA), 
then Ms. Jones rather than Mr. Smith perhaps would be the proper claimant.  
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3. Loss not caused by dishonest conduct.   I do not believe that the claimant has 
established that there was a loss here caused by dishonest conduct of Ms. Deveny.  

4.  Loss not covered by similar fund in another state.  If there was a loss here, 
it would not be covered by a fund in another state.  ,

5.  Loss was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a “banker’s 
blanket bond” or similar insurance or surety contract.  Not applicable.  

6. Loss may not have arisen from a lawyer-client relationship.   See above 
under client as the injured party.  If there was a loss, it is unclear whether the client or 
Ms. Jones was the injured party.  Because Ms. Jones is not bringing the claim, this 
claimant may not be able to satisfy this requirement.

7. Judgment or lawyer disciplined as result.  See CSF Rule 2.1.6.  This 
requirement should be waived.  Ms. Deveny resigned Form B from the bar before his 
claim was made, and it would be useless to seek a judgment against her.  

8. Good-faith effort to collect the amount claimed. See CSF Rule 2.1.7.  If there
was a loss, this requirement should be waived, as Ms. Deveny is likely judgment proof 
and currently faces multiple criminal charges.  

9. Loss from practice in Oregon.  See Rule 2.1.9.  If there was a loss, it resulted 
from conduct in the state of Oregon.

10. Sufficiency of evidence.  See Rule 2.2.   The evidence was insufficient.  A 
claim must at minimum be supported by "an accounting or other evidence acceptable to 
the committee."  All available documentary evidence leads to the conclusion there has 
been no loss.  Information received from federal investigative authorities has been 
incomplete and does not rise to the level where it would contradict this conclusion.

11. Equivalent legal services by another attorney without cost. See CSF Rule 
2.3.  Not applicable.'
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: CSF Claim No. 2019-37 Glaeser (Berry) 

 

Action Requested 

 Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant 
claimant Russell Berry’s claim of $16,667.50 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-37 Glaeser 
(Berry). 

Discussion 

 Claimant Berry hired Mr. Glaeser in March 2016 to represent him and his minor son in a 
motor vehicle accident.  Mr. Glaeser agreed to a contingent fee agreement, in which he was to 
receive one-third of any settlement. Mr. Glaeser obtained a settlement from Progressive 
Insurance on Berry’s behalf and deposited $25,000 into his trust account in August 2018.  At 
that time, Mr. Glaeser denied receiving payment on the settlement and Berry was never paid.   

 Mr. Glaeser resigned Form B, effective October 25, 2018 and admitted he never paid 
any settlement amount Berry.  

 At its May 16, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed Claimant 
Berry’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse him for 
$16,667.50 in loss.   

 Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF 
Committee’s recommendation. 



Jerri Shay 

General Counsel Program Coordinator 

Oregon State Bar 

P.O. Box 231935 

Tigard, Or 97281-1935 

 

 

 

Client Security Fund Claim No. 2020-3 

Lawyer: Lori Deveny 

 

 

Respectfully request for review by the Oregon State Bar Board of Governors of denial of claim by 
Committee. 

 

Sincerely, 

Alex Smith 

 

P.O. Box 963 

Tillamook, Or 97141 

971-341-6790 
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Client Security Fund 
Investigative Report 

 
Re:   2019-37 
Claimant:  Russell Berry 
Lawyer:  Jess Glaeser  
Investigator:  Stephanie Thompson 

 
RECOMMENDATION 

 
I recommended approval of the claim in the amount of $16,667.50. 
 
 

CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY 
 
Jess Glaeser represented Mr. Berry after he and his minor son were in a motor vehicle accident. 
The funds ($25,000) from the insurance company were deposited in Mr. Glaeser’s trust account, 
but he resigned Form B, and admitted that he never paid any settlement amount to Mr. Berry. 
The representation was subject to a contingency fee of 33 1/3%. Therefore, I recommend 
approval of the claim in the amount of $16,667.50. 
 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The claim is timely.  See CSF Rule 2.1.8. It was made within a month of discovering the 
loss. 
 
2. Claimant is the injured client.  See CSF Rules 1.4 and 2.1.1. 
 
3. The loss was caused by the lawyer’s dishonest conduct.  See CSF Rule 2.1.2. 
 
4. The loss is not covered by any similar fund in another state.  See CSF Rule 2.1.3. 
 
5. The loss was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a “banker’s blanket bond” 
or similar insurance or surety contract.  See CSF Rule 2.1.4. 
 
6. The loss arose from, and was because of, an established lawyer-client relationship.   
 
7. CSF Rule 2.1.6 is satisfied, as Glaeser resigned Form B.  
 
8. Claimant has made a good-faith effort to collect the amount claimed.  See CSF Rule 
2.1.7. 
 
9. The loss arose from the lawyer’s practice of law in Oregon.  See CSF Rule 2.1.9. 
 
10. The Claimant did not receive equivalent legal services by another attorney without cost to 
the Claimant.  See CSF Rule 2.3.  



 

 

OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
Memo Date: June 12, 2020 
From: Courtney C. Dippel, Disciplinary Counsel 
Re: Disciplinary/Regulatory Counsel’s Status Report 

 

1. Decisions Received. 

 a. Supreme Court 

 Since the Board of Governors met in April 2020, the Supreme Court took the following 
action in disciplinary matters: 

 
 Issued an opinion in In re James D. Harris, dismissing unauthorized practice of law and 

multijurisdictional practice violations. 

b. Disciplinary Board 

Two Disciplinary Board trial panel opinions have been issued since April 2020; no 
appeals have been filed and these opinions are now final.  

 In re Erin C. Walter of McMinnville (disbarment). 
 

 In re J. Mathew DeVore of Portland (disbarment). 

Since the Board of Governors met in April 2020, the Adjudicator took the following 
action in disciplinary matters: 

 Issued an order in In re Margaret Parker Washburn, suspending this Bend lawyer 
during the pendency of her disciplinary proceedings. 

In addition to this trial panel opinion, the Adjudicator approved stipulations for discipline 
in: In re Caroline J. Ponzini of Bend (reprimand), In re Franklin G. Patrick of Portland (60-day 
suspension), In re Brent S. Tantillo of Washington DC (60-day suspension), In re Maryann Meaney 
of Oregon City (reprimand), In re Adam Famulary of Salem (30-day suspension), and In re 
Matthew L. Sowa of Salem (60-day suspension). 

The Adjudicator approved BR 7.1 suspensions in: In re Mary J. Grimes of Bend. 
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2. Decisions Pending. 

 The following matters are pending before the Supreme Court: 

In re Christopher K. Skagen – (reciprocal discipline matter) disbarment; 
respondent appealed; oral argument September 16, 2020 

In re Andrew Long 2 – disbarment; respondent appealed; awaiting briefs 
In re Brian Conry – 30-day suspension; respondent appealed; awaiting 

briefs 
In re Erik Graeff – 3-year suspension; OSB appealed; awaiting briefs 
In re Mary J. Grimes – Form B pending 
In re Margaret Parker Washburn – Form B pending 

 The following matters are under advisement before the Adjudicator of the Disciplinary 
Board: 

None. 

 The following matters are under advisement before a trial panel of the Disciplinary 
Board: 

None. 

3. Trials. 

 The following matters are on our trial docket in coming weeks/months: 

In re Stefanie L. Burke – June 23, 2020 
In re Thomas Daniel O’Neil – July 8, 2020 
In re Gary B. Bertoni – July 21-24, 2020 
In re Sara Lynn Allen – August 18, 2020 
In re William E. Carl – September 2, 2020 
In re Rachel Frances O’Neal – September 10-11, 2020 
In re Timothy Richard Gassner – September 15-16, 2020 
In re John Bassett – October 26-27, 2020 

4. Diversions. 

 The following diversion agreements have been entered into since April 2020: 

In re Dean J. Gibbons – May 1, 2020 
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5. Admonitions. 

 The SPRB issued 3 letters of admonitions since April 2020. The outcome in these matters 
is as follows: 

 -  0 lawyers have accepted their admonitions; 
 -  0 lawyers have rejected their admonition; 
 -  0 lawyers have asked for reconsiderations; 
 -  3 lawyers have time in which to accept or reject their admonition. 

6. New Matters. 

 Below is a table of complaint numbers in 2020, compared to prior years, showing both 
complaints (first #) and the number of lawyers named in those complaints (second #): 

 

MONTH 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

January 30/30 17/17 34/34 13/13 23/24 

February 38/38 49/49 25/25 20/20 24/25 

March 28/30 19/20 33/33 24/24 11/11 

April 26/26 22/22 31/32 43/44 12/12 

May 27/30 48/51 38/39 36/36 21/22 

June 38/39 19/20 37/37 20/20  

July 41/42 31/31 40/42 24/25  

August 28/28 24/27 14/14 21/25  

September 25/25 15/15 18/19 40/41  

October 39/39 37/37 36/36 38/39  

November 26/27 36/40 24/24 29/31  

December 25/28 27/28 13/14 9/9  

TOTALS 371/382 344/357 343/349 317/327 91/94 
 

As of June 1, 2020, there were 208 new matters awaiting disposition by Disciplinary 
Counsel staff or the SPRB. Of these matters, 19% are less than three months old, 19% are three 
to six months old, and 62% are more than six months old. Twenty-eight of these matters were 
on the June SPRB agenda. 

CCD/rlh 



OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: June 26, 2020 
From: Courtney Dippel, Disciplinary Counsel 
 Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: Proposed Amendments to Bar Rules of Procedure 8.1, 8.2 and 8.14 

Action Requested 
 Recommend that the Supreme Court amend Bar Rules of Procedure 8.1, 8.2 and 8.14, 
pursuant to ORS 9.005(7) and ORS 9.200(4), to clarify that a lawyer who is enrolled in any 
combination of statuses other than active for more than 5 years must reinstate to active through 
the formal reinstatement process. 

Discussion 

 Bar Rules of Procedure 8.1 and 8.2 currently provide that a lawyer who has been in 
inactive, suspended, resigned or disbarred status for more than 5 years must apply to be 
reinstated through the formal reinstatement process.  The rule is less clear, however, on what 
reinstatement procedure applies if a lawyer has been in more than one status other than 
active for a period more than 5 years (e.g., a lawyer who was 4 years inactive, followed by 3 
years administratively suspended would need to follow formal reinstatement process.)   

 The proposed amendment would clarify that a lawyer who is enrolled in any statuses 
for a combined total more than 5 years prior to seeking reinstatement must seek formal 
reinstatement. To accomplish this goal, BR 8.1, 8.2 and 8.14 are amended to provide that the 
5-year cut-off will apply across all statuses, including active pro bono status.   

 This amendment is a clarification and would not result in a change in practice. The bar 
has interpreted Rules 8.1, 8.2 and 8.14 in this manner as long as staff can collectively 
remember, but after receiving a member inquiry, staff concluded clarification was warranted. 

 Formal reinstatement (8.1) and informal reinstatement (BR 8.2) are materially 
different because formal reinstatement requires lawyers to take an additional course of MCLE 
prior to admittance to support lawyer competence. Lawyers seeking formal reinstatement 
also undergo a more rigorous character and fitness evaluation.  Formal reinstatement is 
required for lawyers who have been out of active practice for more than 5 years to support 
the bar’s public protection mission. 
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Proposed Amendments to Bar Rules of Procedure 

Title 8 — Reinstatement 

Rule 8.1 Reinstatement — Formal Application Required. 

(a) Applicants. Any person who has been a member of the Bar, but who has 

(1) resigned under Form A of these rules prior to December 1, 2019, more than five years prior to the date of 
application for reinstatement and who has not been a member of the Bar during such period; or 

(2) resigned under Form B of these rules prior to January 1, 1996; or 

(3) been disbarred as a result of a disciplinary proceeding commenced by formal complaint before January 1, 
1996; or 

(4) been suspended for misconduct for a period of more than 6 months; or 

(5) been suspended for misconduct for a period of 6 months or less but has remained in a suspended status 
for a period of more than 6 months prior to the date of application for reinstatement; or 

(6) been enrolled voluntarily as an inactive or retired member for more than 5 years; or 

(7) been involuntarily transferred to an inactive membership status; or 

(8) been suspended for any reason and has remained in that status more than 5 years; or 

(9) been in any status other than active, including active pro bono, inactive, resigned, retired, 
administratively suspended, suspended, or disbarred, for a combined total of more than 5 years prior to the 
date of application for reinstatement; 

and who desires to be reinstated as an active member or to resume the practice of law in Oregon shall be 
reinstated as an active member of the Bar only upon formal application and compliance with the Rules of 
Procedure in effect at the time of such application. Applicants for reinstatement under this rule must file a 
completed application with the Bar on a form prepared by the Bar for that purpose. The applicant shall attest that 
the applicant did not engage in the practice of law except where authorized to do so during the period of the 
applicant’s inactive or retired status, suspension, disbarment, or resignation. A reinstatement to inactive status is 
not allowed under this rule. An applicant who has been suspended for a period exceeding 6 months may not apply 
for reinstatement any earlier that 3 months before the earliest possible expiration of the period specified in the 
opinion or order imposing suspension. 

(b) Required Showing; Effect of Noncooperation. 

(1) Each applicant under this rule must show that the applicant has good moral character and general fitness 
to practice law; that the applicant has reformed since engaging in earlier misconduct, if any; and that the 
resumption of the practice of law in Oregon by the applicant will not be detrimental to the administration of 
justice or the public interest. Reformation may be established by evidence, such as: (i) character evidence 
from people who know and have had the opportunity to observe the applicant; (ii) evidence of the applicant’s 
participation in activities for the public good; (iii) evidence of the applicant’s forthrightness in acknowledging 
earlier wrongdoing; (iv) evidence of the applicant’s adequate resolution of any previous substance abuse 
problem; and (v) evidence of the applicant’s willingness to pay restitution to those people harmed by the 
applicant’s earlier conduct. In determining whether the evidence is sufficient to establish reformation, the 
Supreme Court must be satisfied that the applicant has reformed in light of the earlier misconduct. 

(2) Each applicant has a duty to cooperate and comply with requests from the Bar in its efforts to assess the 
applicant’s good moral character and general fitness to practice law, including responding to a lawful demand 
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for information; the execution of releases necessary to obtain information and records from third parties 
whose records reasonably bear upon character and fitness; and reporting promptly any changes, additions or 
corrections to information provided in the application. 

(3) The Chief Executive Officer may refer to the Board any applicant who, during the pendency of a 
reinstatement application, engages in conduct that would violate RPC 8.1(a) if done by an attorney, with a 
recommendation that the Board determine that the applicant has not made the showing required by BR 8.1(b) 
and recommend to the Supreme Court that the application be denied. No applicant shall resume the practice 
of law in Oregon or active membership status unless all the requirements of this rule are met. 

(c) Learning and Ability. In addition to the showing required in BR 8.1(b), each applicant under this rule who has 
remained in a suspended or resigned status for more than 3 years or has been enrolled voluntarily or involuntarily 
as an inactive or retired member for more than 5 years must show that the applicant has the requisite learning and 
ability to practice law in Oregon. The Bar may recommend and the Supreme Court may require as a condition 
precedent to reinstatement that the applicant take and pass the bar examination administered by the BBX, or 
successfully complete a prescribed course of continuing legal education. Factors to be considered in determining 
an applicant’s learning and ability include, but are not limited to: the length of time since the applicant was an 
active member of the Bar; whether and when the applicant has practiced law in Oregon; whether the applicant 
practiced law in any jurisdiction during the period of the applicant’s suspension, resignation, inactive, or retired 
status in Oregon; and whether the applicant has participated in continuing legal education activities during the 
period of suspension, inactive, or retired status in Oregon. 

(d) Fees. In addition to the payments required in BR 8.6, an applicant under this rule shall pay an application fee of 
$500 at the time the application for reinstatement is filed. 

(e) Review by Chief Executive Officer; Referral of Application to Board. Notice of and requests for comment on 
applications filed under BR 8.1 shall be published on the Bar’s website for a period of 30 days. If, after review of an 
application filed under BR 8.1 and any information gathered in the investigation of the application, the Chief 
Executive Officer determines that the applicant has made the showing required by BR 8.1(b), the Chief Executive 
Officer shall recommend to the Supreme Court, as provided in BR 8.7, that the application be granted, 
conditionally or unconditionally. If the Chief Executive Officer is unable to determine from a review of an 
application and any information gathered in the investigation of the application that the applicant has made the 
showing required by BR 8.1(b), the Chief Executive Officer shall refer the application to the Board for 
consideration, with notice to the applicant. 

(f) Board Consideration of Application. If, after a referral from the Chief Executive Officer, the Board determines 
from its review of the application and any information gathered in the investigation of the application that the 
applicant has made the showing required by BR 8.1(b), the Board shall recommend to the Supreme Court, as 
provided in BR 8.7, that the application be granted, conditionally or unconditionally. If the Board determines that 
the applicant has not made the showing required by BR 8.1(b), the Board shall recommend to the court that the 
application be denied. 

(g) If either the Chief Executive Officer or the Board recommend to the Supreme Court, under paragraph (e) or (f) 
of this rule, that the application be granted conditionally or unconditionally, then the court must determine 
whether the applicant has satisfied the burden of proof set out in BR 8.12. If the court determines that the 
applicant has not satisfied the burden of proof, the court may deny the application or it may remand to the Chief 
Executive Officer or the Board, or take any other action that it deems appropriate. 

Rule 8.2 Reinstatement — Informal Application Required. 

(a) Applicants. Any person who has been a member of the Bar, but who has 

(1) resigned under Form A of these rules prior to December 1, 2019, and 5 years or less prior to the date of 
application for reinstatement, and who has not been a member of the Bar during such period; or 
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(2) been enrolled voluntarily as an inactive or retired member for 5 years or less prior to the date of 
application for reinstatement; or(3) been suspended for failure to pay the Professional Liability Fund 
assessment, Client Security Fund assessment, or membership fees or penalties and has remained in that status 
more than 6 months but not in excess of 5 years prior to the date of application for reinstatement; or 

(4) been suspended for failure to file with the Bar a certificate disclosing lawyer trust accounts and has 
remained in that status more than 6 months but not in excess of 5 years prior to the date of application for 
reinstatement; or 

(5) been suspended under BR 7.1 and has remained in that status more than 6 months but not in excess of 5 
years prior to the date of application for reinstatement; or 

(6) has been suspended solely for failure to pay the Professional Liability Fund assessment, Client Security 
Fund assessment, or membership fees or penalties and has remained in that status more than 6 months prior 
to the date of application for reinstatement and seeks reinstatement to inactive or retired status; or 

(7) has been suspended solely for failure to file with the Bar a certificate disclosing lawyer trust accounts and 
has remained in that status more than 6 months prior to the date of application for reinstatement and seeks 
reinstatement to inactive or retired status, and 

(8) has only been enrolled in any status other than active, including active pro bono, inactive, resigned, 
retired, administratively suspended, suspended, or disbarred, for a combined total of 5 years or less prior to 
the date of application for reinstatement; 

may be reinstated by the Chief Executive Officer by filing an informal application for reinstatement with the Bar 
and compliance with the Rules of Procedure in effect at the time of such application. The informal application for 
reinstatement shall be on a form prepared by the Bar for such purpose. The applicant shall attest that the 
applicant did not engage in the practice of law except where authorized to do so during the period of the 
applicant’s inactive or retired status, suspension, or resignation. No applicant shall resume the practice of law in 
Oregon, or active, inactive, or retired membership status, unless all the requirements of this rule are met. 

(b) Required Showing. Each applicant under this rule must show that the applicant has good moral character and 
general fitness to practice law, and that the applicant’s resumption of the practice of law in Oregon will not be 
detrimental to the administration of justice or the public interest. Each applicant has a duty to cooperate and 
comply with requests from the Bar in its efforts to assess the applicant’s good moral character and general fitness 
to practice law, including responding to a lawful demand for information; the execution of releases necessary to 
obtain information and records from third parties whose records reasonably bear upon character and fitness; and 
reporting promptly any changes, additions or corrections to information provided in the application. The Chief 
Executive Officer may refer to the Board any applicant who, during the pendency of a reinstatement application, 
engages in conduct that would violate RPC 8.1(a) if done by an attorney, with a recommendation that the Board 
determine that the applicant has not made the showing required by BR 8.1(b) and recommend to the Supreme 
Court that the application be denied. No applicant shall resume the practice of law in Oregon or active 
membership status unless all the requirements of this rule are met. 

(c) Fees. In addition to the payments required in BR 8.6, an applicant under this rule shall pay an application fee of 
$250 at the time the application for reinstatement is filed. 

(d) Exceptions. Any applicant otherwise qualified to file for reinstatement under this rule but who 

(1) during the period of the member’s suspension, resignation, active pro bono, inactive, or retired status has 
been convicted in any jurisdiction of an offense that is a misdemeanor involving moral turpitude or a felony 
under the laws of this state, or is punishable by death or imprisonment under the laws of the United States; or 

(2) during the period of the member’s suspension, resignation, active pro bono, inactive, or retired status, has 
been suspended for professional misconduct for more than six months or has been disbarred by any court 
other than the Supreme Court; or 
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(3) has engaged in conduct that raises issues of possible violation of the Bar Act, former Code of Professional 
Responsibility, or Rules of Professional Conduct; 

shall be required to seek reinstatement under BR 8.1. Any applicant required to apply for reinstatement under 
BR 8.1 because of this rule shall pay all fees, assessments and penalties due and delinquent at the time of the 
applicant’s resignation, suspension or transfer to inactive status, and an application fee of $500 to the Bar at the 
time the application for reinstatement is filed, together with any payments due under BR 8.6. 

(e) Referral of Application to Board. If the Chief Executive Officer is unable to determine from a review of an 
informal application and any information gathered in the investigation of the application that the applicant for 
reinstatement has made the showing required by BR 8.2(b), the Chief Executive Officer shall refer the application 
to the Board for consideration, with notice to the applicant. 

(f) Board Consideration of Application. If, after a referral from the Chief Executive Officer, the Board determines 
from its review of the informal application and any information gathered in the investigation of the application 
that the applicant for reinstatement has made the showing required by BR 8.2(b), the Board shall reinstate the 
applicant. If the Board determines that the applicant has not made the showing required by BR 8.2(b), the Board 
shall deny the application for reinstatement. The Board also may determine that an application filed under BR 8.2 
be granted conditionally. The Board shall file an adverse recommendation or a recommendation of conditional 
reinstatement with the Supreme Court under BR 8.7. 

(g) Suspension of Application. If the Chief Executive Officer or the Board, as the case may be, determines that 
additional information is required from an applicant regarding conduct during the period of suspension, 
resignation, inactive, or retired status, the Chief Executive Officer or the Board, as the case may be, may direct 
Disciplinary Counsel to secure additional information concerning the applicant’s conduct and defer consideration 
of the application for reinstatement. 
 

Rule 8.14 Reinstatement and Transfer--Active Pro Bono. 

(a) Reinstatement from Inactive Status.  An applicant who has been enrolled voluntarily as an inactive member and 
who has not engaged in any of the conduct described in BR 8.2(d) may be reinstated by the Chief Executive Officer 
to Active Pro Bono status.  The Chief Executive Officer may deny the application of such an applicant for 
reinstatement for the reasons set forth in BR 8.2(d), in which case the applicant may be reinstated only upon 
successful compliance with all of the provisions of BR 8.2.  The application for reinstatement to Active Pro Bono 
status shall be on a form prepared by the Bar for such purpose. No fee is required. 

(b) Transfer to Regular Active Status.  An applicant who has been on Active Pro Bono who desires to be eligible to 
practice law without restriction may be transferred to regular active status [by the Chief Executive Officer in the 
manner provided in and subject to the requirements of BR 8.2.  An applicant who has been on Active Pro Bono 
status for a period of more than 5 years may be transferred to regular active status only upon formal application 
pursuant to BR 8.1] in the manner provided in and subject to the requirements of BR 8.1 or BR 8.2.   
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Oregon State Bar 
Meeting of the Board of Governors 

Open Session Agenda Minutes 

President Liani Reeves called the open session meeting to order at 12:25 p.m. on April 17, 2020. The meeting 
adjourned at 5:01 p.m. Members present from the Board of Governors were Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, 
Jenny Cooke, Chris Costantino, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Anne Graham, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na 
Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Eddie Medina, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Traci Rossi, and David Wade.  Not 
present were Rob Milesnick, and Michael Rondeau. PLF CEO, Nena Cook, was present. ONLD Chair, Mae Lee 
Browning, was present. Staff present were Cassandra Dyke, Danielle Edwards, Susan Grabe, Helen 
Hierschbiel, Amber Hollister, Karen Lee, Keith Palevsky, Cathy Petrecca, and Mike Williams.   

1. Call to Order

2. President’s Report [Ms. Reeves]

Ms. Reeves asked each board member to share how they are doing in light of the COVID19 crisis.

3. CEO Report [Ms. Hierschbiel]

Helen Hierschbiel presented information contained in her written report about staff and operations of
the OSB in light of the COVID19 crisis.

4. 2020 Strategic Areas of Focus

A. BOG Meeting Ground Rules

Liani Reeves went over the Ground Rules that were developed at the February Board Meeting.

Motion: David Wade moved and Anne Graham seconded the approval of the ground rules. The board voted 
unanimously in favor of the motion. The motion passed.  

5. BOG Committees

A. Policy and Governance Committee [Mr. Wade]
1. Proposed Amendments to OSB Bylaw 23.1 relating to PLF Board of Directors Composition

David Wade presented a proposed amendment to OSB Bylaw 23.1, which adds a 10th non-voting 
position to the PLF Board, which may be filled by the immediate-past PLF CEO. 

Motion: The Policy and Governance Committee moved to waive the one meeting notice requirement and 
amend OSB Bylaw Article 23 Section 23.1.  The board voted unanimously in favor. [Exhibit A] 

2. Proposed Amendments to OSB Bylaw 2.100 relating to BOG member roles and responsibilities

David Wade noted that the Policy & Governance Committee did not vote on proposed amendments 
to OSB Bylaw 2.100 relating to BOG member roles and responsibilities. The item will be deferred to 
the next board meeting. 

3. COVID-19 Related Program Amendments
a) Fee Dispute Resolution Program Amendments
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David Wade presented the recommended changes to the Fee Dispute Resolution Program as laid out 
in the Committee memo to the Board.   

Motion:  The Policy and Governance Committee moved to temporarily suspend the Fee Dispute Resolution 
Program and amend the Fee Dispute Program Rules as set forth in Option 1 of the memo. The board 
voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. [Exhibit B] 

       
B. Board Development Committee [Mr. Andries] 
 

1. Appointment of various Committees, Councils, and Boards  
 

Colin Andries presented the committee’s recommended appointments for several committees. 
[Exhibit C] 

Motion:  The Board Development Committee moved to approve the appointments to all committees as 
outlined.  The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed.  

2. Proposed Amendments to OSB Bylaw 9.1 relating to election procedures 
 
Colin Andries presented the committee’s recommendation to amend OSB Bylaw 9.1 to allow the 
Board to modify election timelines in case of an emergency.  [Exhibit D] 

Motion:  The Board Development Committee moved to waive the one meeting notice requirement and 
approve amendments to OSB Bylaw 9.1. The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

Motion:          Pursuant to newly-adopted OSB Bylaw 9.1, Colin Andries moved and David Wade seconded to move 
the candidate statement deadline from 160 days to 122 days before October 19, 2020.  The board 
voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

  
C. Budget & Finance Committee [Mr. Grant] 
 

1. Acknowledge Mike Williams as the CFO, with authority to conduct financial transactions 
within those guidelines established in the bylaws.  

 
John Grant asked the Board to acknowledge Mike Williams as the CFO, with authority to conduct 
financial transactions within those guidelines established in the Bylaws.  
 

Motion:  David Wade moved and Eric Foster seconded motion to acknowledge Mike Williams as CFO. The 
board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed.       

2. Approve the appointment of Government Portfolio Advisors (GPA) to manage the Legal Services 
investment portfolio  

 
John Grant explained that three finalists gave presentations to the Investment Committee to manage 
the Legal Service settlement portfolio, and the committee voted unanimously to approve the 
appointment of Government Portfolio Advisors (GPA).  
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Motion: 

Motion: 

Motion: 

The Budget and Finance Committee moved to approve appointment of GPA to manage the Legal 
Services Program funds, conditioned on reaching agreement on a final investment agreement.  The 
board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed.  [Exhibit E]  

3. Acknowledge receipt of Moss Adams Audit Introduction letter

John Grant explained that Moss Adams has accepted the engagement to perform an annual audit, and 
is scheduled to perform the audit during April to June, 2020, time period. 

The Budget and Finance Committee moved to acknowledge the receipt of the engagement letter. 
Colin Andries, Jenny Cooke, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Anne Graham, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-
Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Eddie Medina, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Traci Rossi, and David 
Wade voted in favor. Adrian Brown declared a conflict of interest and abstained. The motion passed. 
[Exhibit F] 

4. Approve SBA PPP loan under the Cares Act

John Grant explained that the CARES Act carried a provision for the Small Business Administration 
office to administrate the issuance of “Payroll Protection Program”.  Staff submitted an application in 
the amount of $1.5M in order to preserve the option of accessing these funds. The funds would help 
ensure that the bar does not have to furlough or release any employees in 2020.  Additionally, while 
there is no 100% guarantee, the reasonable likelihood is the loan will be forgiven. [Exhibit G] 

Anne Graham expressed concerns that these funds were not intended for organizations such as the 
bar, and strong opposition to the bar applying for or accepting such funds. 

The Budget and Finance Committee moved to approve the $1.5M Payroll Protection Program loan, 
which will show up on the budget as a loan, and be taken off if forgiven.  Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, 
Jenny Cooke, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, John Grant, Kamron Graham, Bik-Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, 
Ryan Hunt, Eddie Medina, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Traci Rossi, and David Wade voted in favor. Anne 
Graham voted against. The motion passed.   

5. Approve Amendments to OSB Bylaw 6.4 regarding Effect of Failure to Pay Member fees, New
Admittee Fees, and OSB Bylaw 6.5 changing the name of the section to Waiver of Fees and
Assessments and adding an exemption for emergencies. [Exhibit H]

Motion: The Budget and Finance Committee moved to waive the one meeting notice requirement and 
approve the amendments to Bar Rules 6.4 and 6.5.  The board voted unanimously in favor. The 
motion passed. 

6. COVID-19 effect on 2020 and 2021 budgets

Mike Williams gave an overview of the COVID19 pandemic’s impact on economic conditions since 
late February 2020.  [Exhibit I]    

D. Public Affairs Committee [Mr. Foster]
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1. Legislative Update 
    Ratify COVID-19 legislative testimony in support of courts and legislation for consideration 

during the upcoming special session  
 

Eric Foster presented information that the Public Affairs Committee took a position in support of the 
proposed legislative concept relating to the authority of the Chief Justice and timelines, which will be 
considered during the upcoming Special Session. [Exhibit J] 

Motion:  The Public Affairs Committee moved to ratify legislative testimony in support of the courts for this 
legislative session.  The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed.   

2. PAC recommendation to support ABA Day Digital Advocacy issues:   
Legal Services Corporation Funding, Public Service Loan Forgiveness, Legal Assistance for 
Homeless Vets, and Rural Broadband Infrastructure  
 

Eric Foster presented the committee’s recommendation to support ABA Day Advocacy issues, which 
include Legal Services Corporation Funding, Public Service Loan Forgiveness, and Legal Assistance for 
Homeless Veterans and Rural Broadband Infrastructure.  

Motion:  The Public Affairs Committee moves to support the ABA Day Advocacy issues.  The board voted 
unanimously in favor. The motion passed. [Exhibit K] 

 
6. Professional Liability Fund [Ms. Cook]           

A.  February 29, 2020 PLF Financial Statements  
 
Nena Cook informed the board of the PLF Financial statement.  Nena Cook explained the 
postponement of the April 10 installment payment until June 10, 2020. Ms. Cook is working with her 
staff to engage in long-term and short-term planning for cash flow.  [Exhibit L] 
         

B. Memo to BOG Regarding the current Excess Enrollment Report 
 
Nena Cook informed the board about the Excess Enrollment Report.  [Exhibit M]   
 
The board discussed the PLF proposal to amend PLF Bylaw 3.5. The board requested that the PLF BOD 
revisit the proposed bylaw to ensure it is consistent with newly revised OSB Bylaw 23.1.[see Exhibit A] 

 
7. OSB Committees, Sections, Councils and Divisions 

A. Oregon New Lawyer Division Report 
 
Mae Lee Browning presented information about what the ONLD has been doing to help the new 
lawyers. Launching virtual CLE’s.  ONLD is going to do “Super Saturday” in a virtual format.  [Exhibit N] 
           

B. Legal Ethics Committee ORPC 5.4(a)(5) “Bar Sponsored” language 
 
Amber Hollister presented the Legal Ethics Committee response to the board query regarding the 
meaning of “bar-sponsored” in ORCP 5.4(a)(5). [Exhibit O] 
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 Liani Reeves recommended that this issue be referred to the Policy and Governance Committee for 
further discussion and response to the Common Law Center’s letter.  John Grant and Adrian Brown 
announced a conflict of interest and recused themselves from the discussion.  

     
C. LRAP Policy Changes  
 

Cathy Petrecca presented the change to the Loan Repayment Assistance Program policy and 
guidelines. [Exhibit P] 

Motion:  Colin Andries moved and David Wade seconded the LRAP Policy and Guideline Changes.  The board 
voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

              
D. MCLE Proposed Amendments to Rules and Regulations regarding Access to Justice Definition and 

Accreditation Standard 
 
Amber Hollister explained the proposed amendments to the MCLE Rules and Regulations and the 
Court’s request to post the proposed amendments on the bar website for 60 days for member 
comment.  [Exhibit Q] 
 

Motion:  Colin Andries moved and John Grant seconded that the proposed amendments be posted on the 
bar’s website for 60 days for member comment, and then come back to the Board for final approval, 
and fix the typo on page 15 by adding “x”. The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

       
E. CSF Claim # 2019-39 Bertoni (Canell) 
 

Amber Hollister explained the Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board 
grant claimant Angela Canell’s claim of $24,570 in the matter of CSF Claim BERTONI (Canell) 2019-39.  
Staff recommends the Board award a lesser amount of $23,920.  The payment would exclude a 
refund of $650 in legal fees Mr. Bertoni offered to pay Ms. Canell, per CSF Rule 2.2 (prohibiting the 
reimbursement of legal fees paid when the Claimant received legal services that were not “minimal 
or insignificant”). [Exhibit R] 
 

Motion:  David Wade moved and Colin Andries seconded the CSF claim be paid in the amount of $23,920.  The 
board voted unanimously in favor.  The motion passed. 

F. Year 2 Diversity Action Plan Implementation Report 

Karen Lee presented the Year 2 Diversity Action Plan report. The climate survey is now posted on the 
Oregon State Bar website.  The Legal Needs Study was completed, which helped increase funding for 
legal services.   [Exhibit S] 

Colin Andries informed the board that the implementation of the Leadership Institute is on hold until 
next year. 
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8. Other Items 

A. MBA Request 

Helen Hierschbiel presented the Multnomah Bar Association request for assistance with funding 
analysis of survey results relating to lawyers who have caregiving and other family-focused 
commitments. This matter will be on the board’s June agenda for a vote.   [Exhibit T]    
            

9. Closed Sessions – CLOSED Agenda 

The board went into closed session for a presentation by General Counsel, pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) 
and (h) and ORS 192.690(1). 

 
A. Executive Session  

(pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h) and ORS 192.690(1))      
1. General Counsel Updates              
2. Litigation Updates 

 
The board returned to open session. 
 
10. Consent Agenda  

A. Program Evaluation Report  [Exhibit U]             
B. Client Security Fund Approvals and Appeal [Exhibit V]         

1. 2018-60 Deveny (Bentson & Norris) 
2. 2019-47 Deveny (Gandy) 
3. 2019-48 Wymetalek (Landrum) 

C. DCO Status Report [Exhibit W]              
D. Approve Minutes of Prior BOG Meeting [Exhibit X] 

1. Open Minutes February 6-7, 2020 

 

Motion: Kamron Graham moved and Eric Foster seconded to approve the consent agenda.  The board voted 
unanimously in favor. The motion passed.            
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
From: Policy & Governance Committee 
Re: Proposed Amendment to OSB Bylaws Section 23 

 

Action Recommended 
 Waive the one meeting notice requirement and amend OSB Bylaw Article 23 to allow 
the PLF to add a tenth position to their board for the immediate past PLF CEO. 

 Discussion 
 

OSB Bylaw Section 23.1 provides that the Board of Governors appoints the PLF Board of 
Directors and may remove any board member without cause. The PLF Board “consists of nine 
members, seven of which must be active, resident members of the Bar and two of which must 
be non-lawyers.”  

The PLF Board of Directors would like to add a position to its board for the outgoing CEO 
of the PLF. See attached memo. Because the Board of Governors controls the size and 
composition of the PLF BOD, the BOG would have to amend OSB Bylaw Section 23.1 in order to 
accomplish this objective. The following is a proposed amendment to OSB Bylaw Section 23.1: 

Section 23.1 Board of Directors 

The Professional Liability Fund ("PLF") will conduct its business through a Board of 
Directors appointed by the Board of Governors. The PLF Board consists of nine 
members, seven of which must be active, resident members of the Bar and two of which 
must be non-lawyers. The terms of office of PLF Board members is five years, as 
staggered by the Board of Governors, with the term of office of each board member 
beginning on January 1 of each year. The Board of Governors may remove any member 
of the PLF Board without cause and must fill the positions that become vacant as 
expeditiously as possible to ensure continuity in the governance of the PLF. Persons 
appointed to fill vacancies on the Board of Directors serve the unexpired term of the 
member who is replaced. If a replacement appointment to an unexpired term is for two 
(2) years or less, the Board of Governors may thereafter reappoint that person to a term 
of up to five years. In considering the length of the reappointment, the Board will take 
into account the experience level of the PLF Board of Directors and the effect on the 
rotation cycle of the Board of Governors.   At the request of two-thirds of the members 
of the Board of Directors, the Board of Governors may appoint the immediate past PLF 
Chief Executive Officer to the Board of Directors for a period not to exceed one year 
following their resignation or retirement from the PLF CEO position. The former PLF CEO 
will be a non-voting, tenth member of the Board of Directors.  
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
Memo Date: January 27, 2020 
From:   Nena Cook, PLF CEO 
Re:   Proposed amendment to PLF Bylaws, Article 3 

 
Action Recommended 

Approve the proposed amendment to PLF Bylaws, Article 3 to give the Board 
discretion to allow a departing CEO to serve on the Board for a one-year period after the CEO 
leaves the PLF. 

 
Background 

The PLF Board of Directors approved the proposed amendment to PLF Bylaws, 
Article 3 submitted from Carol Bernick at its December 6, 2019 board meeting.  Ms. 
Bernick’s memo stated the following: 

 
“I began at the PLF on October 1, 2014.  Ira Zarov’s last day as CEO was September 
30, 2014.  In other words, we had no overlap.  Fortuitously, John Berge, then a BOD 
member with 15 months left on his term, applied for and was hired as a Claims 
Attorney at the PLF.  Ira offered to fill John’s remaining term.  Since finding a new 
Board member was the last thing I wanted to focus on in my first week, I gladly 
accepted the offer.  Some members of both the BOD and the BOG were reluctant, 
fearing that the former CEO’s presence on the BOD might undermine – even 
unintentionally – the authority of the new CEO.  I was not concerned, as I knew Ira 
had a vested interest in my success.  Having Ira available to me to have privileged 
conversations was invaluable.   
 
Some have suggested that Nena and the PLF’s transition to Nena would benefit 
from my serving on the Board. There is not a current opening on the Board, which 
means the Bylaws need amendment.  Both Saville and I have spoken to Nena about 
this idea and she seems genuinely enthusiastic for the same reasons I was.  While I 
have provided Nena with a great deal of information, based on my experience, her 
deeper questions will come after she has been in the position for a few months.  I 
would of course be happy to talk with her anytime even if I was not on the Board, 
but that position protects our communications and gives her (and the PLF) that 
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assurance.  It is not unusual in for-profit companies for a retiring CEO to remain a 
member of the Board.   
 
The proposed language allows the Board to choose whether to appoint a departing 
CEO for a period of no more than one year.  I have not made the position ex-officio 
mostly so I can help with the committee and Assigned Director work (taking the 
load off other Board members).  But, if that is the Board’s preference, I have no 
problem with that change.” 

See attached proposed amendment. 

 
 
NC/clh 
 
Attachment:  Article 3.5 of PLF Bylaws (2020) 
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BYLAWS OF THE PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND

Preamble

The Professional Liability Fund ("PLF")

does hereby adopt the following as Its Bylaws.

ARTICLE 1

PARTICIPATION IN PLF

1.1 Every active member of the Oregon State

Bar ("OSB") engaged in the private practice of law

with principal office in Oregon is required to

participate in the mandatory coverage of the PLF

unless otherwise exempt.

(BOO S/14/93, BOG 8/13/93; BOD 10/22/04; BOG 11/20/04)

ARTICLE 2

ASSESSMENTS

2.1 The Board of Directors will determine at

least annually the assessment for the ensuing

Claims Made Plan Period.

(BCD 10/22/04; BOG 11/20/04; BOD 08/10/12; BOG 11/10/12)

ARTICLE 3

DIRECTORS

3.1 The PLF will be administered by a Board of

Directors of nine persons selected by the Board of
Governors of the Oregon State Bar. Seven persons

will be and two persons will not be members of
the Oregon State Bar. Each Director will serve for
a term of five years and until a successor is

appointed. Unless otherwise specified, a
Director's term begins on January 1 of the year

following appointment and continues for 5 years.

3.2 If a position becomes vacant, the Board of
Governors will appoint a successor to that position

for the unexpired period of the term.

3.3 (A) Any Director who has missed two

consecutive regularly scheduled Directors

meetings or three meetings in any six-months'
period must provide an explanation upon request.

If such Director fails to respond to the Board of
Directors' request, or if a majority of the Board of
Directors deems such explanation insufficient, the

PLF Policy Manual
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Board of Directors may suspend the Director and

notify the Board of Governors that it requests that

the Director be removed pursuant to Article 23.1

of the Oregon State Bar bylaws. In the event that

at the next scheduled meeting of the Board of

Governors, the Board elects not to remove the

Director, the Director will resume his or her place

on the PLF Board.

(B) In addition to removal pursuant to

Section 3.3 of this Article, a Director may be

suspended for cause only at a meeting called for

the purpose of suspending the Director and the

meeting notice must state that the purpose, or

one of the purposes, of the meeting is to suspend

the Director. A two thirds majority is required to

suspend the Director. Representative examples of
cause Include breaches of fiduciary duty to the

PLF, the prosecution of the Board member by the

State Professional Responsibility Board, a criminal

conviction, a court sanction, or any such other

conduct that comprises the integrity of the Board

member and that creates a reasonable

expectation that such conduct will be detrimental
to the PLF. If a Director is suspended, the Board of

Directors will notify the Board of Governors that it

requests that the Director be removed pursuant to

Article 23.1 of the Oregon State Bar bylaws. In the

event that at the next scheduled meeting of the

Board of Governors, the Board elects not to

remove the Director, the Director will resume his

or her place on the PLF Board.

(C) Any Board member who accepts

employment or whose firm accepts employment

that is prohibited by Article 11 of the PLF Bylaws
will be removed from the Board by a majority

vote of the Board.

3.4 By October 31 of each year the Board of
Directors will forward to the Board of Governors a

list of recommended Director nominees equal to

or greater than the number of available positions

on the Board in the coming year. The Board will

seek nominees according to qualifications

determined by the PLF Board. These may include,
but are not limited to, consideration of gender,

Page 1
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minority status, ability, experience, type of law

practice, and region.

3.5 The Board of Directors may appoint a

departing Chief Executive Officer to the Board of

Directors for a period not to exceed one year

following the CEO's resignation or retirement from

the Board. Such an appointment would be in

addition to the Board membership set forth in

Article 3.1.

the meetings of the Directors and will perform

such other duties as may be assigned by the

Chairperson or the Board.

(BOD 10/22/04; BOS 11/20/04)

(SOD 7/16/93; BOG 8/13/93; BOD 6/30/97; BOS 7/26/97; BOD 1/28/00; BOG 6/2-3/00;
BOD 8/25/00; BOG 9/22/00; BOO 12/12/03: BOG 1/31/04; BOO 10/22/04; BOG 11/20/04;
BOD 8/4/05; BOS 8/19/05; BOD 12/8/06; BOG 2/22/07)

ARTICLE 4

OFFICERS

4.1 The officers of the PLF Board of Directors

will consist of a Chairperson, Vice Chairperson,

and Secretary.

4.2 The PLF Board officers will be elected and

may be removed by a majority of the PLF Board of

Directors.

4.3 Each PLF Board officer will serve successive

terms of one year and until the officer's successor

is elected.

4.4 The Chairperson will preside at all meetings

of the Board of Directors and will have the

authority to exercise the power of the Board

between meetings of the Board. The Chairperson

will perform all other duties as are incident to the

office or are properly required by the Board of
Directors.

4.5 The Vice Chairperson will perform the

duties of the Chairperson in the absence or

disability of the Chairperson and such other duties

as may be assigned by the Chairperson or the

Board. The Vice Chairperson will also be the

Chairperson-Designate and will be the sole

nominee for Chairperson at the next following
election of officers unless at the time of the

election, at least five members of the Board vote

to permit additional nominations.

4.6 The Secretary will be responsible for

maintaining appropriate and accurate minutes of

PLF Policy Manual
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: Temporarily Suspending the Fee Dispute Resolution Program and  

Amending Program Rules due to COVID-19 Outbreak 

 

Action Requested 
 Temporarily suspend operation of the Bar’s Fee Dispute Resolution Program until the 
bar can establish a mechanism for remote participation.   

 Simultaneously amend Fee Dispute Program Rules to allow General Counsel to require 
all Fee Dispute Program mediations and arbitrations to occur remotely if necessary to comply 
with local, state, or national public health orders or recommendations. 

Background 

 The bar’s Fee Dispute Resolution Program offers voluntary1 arbitration and mediation of 
to help resolve fee disputes between Oregon attorneys and clients, between Oregon attorneys, 
and between Oregon clients and their out of state attorneys.   

 The Fee Dispute Resolution Rules presume that arbitration proceedings and mediations 
will be held in person.  In fact, parties to an arbitration may only appear by telephone with the 
consent of all parties and at their own expense.  Rule 8.7.  Mediators are to determine a 
“mutually agreeable … place” for the mediation.  Rule 7.1.  

 While this program has operated seamlessly for decades, the COVID-19 outbreak has 
created new challenges.  On March 23, 2020, in response to the COVID-19 health crisis, 
Governor Brown issued Executive Order 20-12 requiring Oregonians to stay at home to the 
maximum extent possible. The order prohibits social gatherings, and required that all persons 
maintain social distancing.  In light of the order, the Oregon State Bar Center is currently closed 
to the public, and all in-person bar-sponsored events have been cancelled through the end of 
April 2020.  

 The Supreme Court has recognized the need to modify bar operations to comply with 
public health recommendations and orders. On March 27, 2020, the Chief Justice of the Oregon 
Supreme Court issued Emergency Order 2020-009, granting the bar authority to require all 

                                                 
1 OSB Lawyer Referral Service (LRS) panelists are required to agree to participate in fee 
arbitration as a condition of receiving referrals. See Fee Dispute Resolution Rule 4.4. LRS 
panelists who refuse to participate in Fee Arbitration may be removed from the LRS program 
under the LRS Policies.   
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admissions and disciplinary proceedings be held remotely. The Court’s order, however, did not 
address operation of the Fee Dispute Resolution Program, because that program is solely 
administered by the bar. 

Discussion 

 To ensure compliance with the Governor’s Executive Order 20-12 and to safeguard the 
health of volunteer arbitrators, mediators and program participants, the Fee Dispute Resolution 
Program will need to modify operations or be suspended entirely.   

 Staff recommends that the Board (1) temporarily suspend the Fee Dispute Resolution 
Program2 to allow sufficient time to implement remote participation, and (2) amend program 
rules to provide General Counsel with the authority to require that parties meet remotely if 
necessary to comply with public health recommendations or orders.  

 While the program is suspended, staff would investigate available remote participation 
and online dispute resolution solutions, and develop an implementation strategy. Staff plans to 
seek the input of the Fee Dispute Resolution Advisory Committee, which is comprised of 
members with alternate dispute resolution expertise, during this process. 

 To adopt this approach the Board would need to amend the Fee Dispute Resolution 
Rules to provide: 

“6.9. General Counsel may require that all fee arbitration and mediation proceedings 
take place by videoconference, or such other means that allows for remote participation 
of all parties, if General Counsel determines that remote participation is necessary to 
comply with local, state, or national public health orders or recommendations.”   

The language of this proposed amendment is based on that contained in Chief Justice Order 20-
09, which amends the Rules for Admission and Bar Rules of Procedure during the COVID-19 
outbreak. 

 On a positive note, it is possible that implementing remote participation or online 
dispute resolution strategies may lower barriers to program participation and advance access 
to the program.  If this occurs, staff may seek the Board’s input on whether remote 
participation strategies should continue after the pandemic ends. 

Options 

1. Temporarily Suspend Fee Dispute Resolution Program and Amend Program Rules as 
Proposed. This approach would allow the bar sufficient time to develop remote 

                                                 
2 While the program is suspended, the Fee Administrator could continue to accept Petitions to 
Arbitrate and Mediate, and assign case numbers, but would not assign matters to program 
volunteer arbitrators and mediators.  
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participation options and ensure compliance with public health orders and 
recommendations. Staff recommends this option. 

2. Suspend Fee Dispute Resolution Program Indefinitely.  Alternately, the board could 
simply suspend the program indefinitely, until the end of the COVID-19 outbreak. The 
disadvantage of this option is that the public and attorneys would have to rely on other 
options for fee dispute resolution. Under this option, LRS Policies may need to be 
amended. 

3. Take No Action. The risk of taking no action is that bar volunteers and participants could 
be exposed to unnecessary health risks. Depending on the circumstances, it may not be 
possible to implement social distancing in a traditional arbitration or mediation. Also, 
bar Volunteers may not have the expertise necessary to implement safety procedures. 
Finally, program volunteers and participants may be high-risk individuals who are 
attempting to self-isolate during the pandemic and unable to participate in-person. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
From: Colin Andries, Board Development Committee Chair 
Re: Appointment recommendations to various bar committees 

Action Recommended 
 Approve the Board Development Committee’s recommendations for new member 
appointments to the following groups.  

Background 
 During the Board Development Committee’s meeting on April 17 the committee selected the 
following members for appointment consideration.  
 
Client Security Fund Committee 

The CSF Committee investigates and recommends acceptance or rejection of claims for reimbursement 
of lawyer theft or misappropriation of client money. The BDC recommends Tara Millan (082283), 
Wendy Beth Oliver (873100), Michael Thomas McGrath (013445), and Jeffrey Durocher (077174) as a 
new members to the committee with partial term appointments.  
 
Minimum Continuing Legal Education Committee 

The MCLE Committee provides input, analysis and evaluation of the program that accredits education 
programs for Oregon attorneys. The BDC recommends Jill Gibson (973581) as a new member to the 
committee with a term ending December 31, 2020.  
 
Procedure and Practice Committee 

The Procedure and Practice Committee studies, monitors, and recommends changes in procedures 
governing civil cases in Oregon. The BDC recommends Dallas DeLuca (072992) as the secretary to the 
committee with a term ending December 31, 2020.  

 
Quality of Life Committee  

The Quality of Life Committee is responsible for educating lawyers and firms about the benefits of 
balancing personal life and career obligations. The following additional members are recommended for 
appointment Hansary Laforest (182698), Alyssa Bartholomew (051649), and Rebecca Lease (040804). 
Terms for all three members expire December 31, 2021.  
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
From: Board Development Committee 
Re: Revisions to OSB Bylaw 9.1 

Action Recommended 
 Waive the one meeting notice requirement and approve amendments to OSB Bylaw 9.1 
as outlined below. Approve the candidate statement deadline and date of the 2020 Board of 
Governors election.  

Background and Discussion 
 During its April 17 meeting, the Board Development Committee approved 
recommending changes to OSB Bylaw 9.1 to provide bar members additional time to file a 
candidate statement for the Board of Governors election.  

Article 9 Election Procedures  

Section 9.1 Date of Elections  

The election for members of the Board of Governors will be held annually on the third Monday 
in October. Bar members who wish to appear on the ballot must present a candidate statement 
to the Chief Executive Officer of the Bar at least 160 days before the election.  

The Board of Governors may take reasonable and necessary actions, including extending 
the deadline for candidate statements or the date of the annual election, if national or 
statewide events occur that severely disrupt the normal course of business. 

 

 Based on dates provided in the current bylaw, the candidate deadline is May 12, the 
election begins October 5 and ends October 19. Although the Board Development Committee 
did not vote on specific changes to the dates or timeline outlined in the currently outlined in 
the bylaw, the committee seemed to favor the idea of retaining the election dates in October 
and reducing the number of days between the candidate deadline and the date of the election 
to 120 days for the 2020 election only. Retaining the election dates previously outlined in the 
bylaw and modifying the candidate statement submission deadline to 120 days requires 
members to submit a statement by Sunday, June 21.   D
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
 
Meeting Date:  April 17, 2020 
From:   Budget & Finance Committee 
Subject:  Appointment of Government Portfolio Advisors (GPA) 
 
 

Background 
 

On March 6th, the three finalists participating in the RFQ process to manage the Legal Services 
settlement portfolio presented their plan and thesis to manage the Legal Services settlement 
portfolio of funds.  The Bar has received $39.9M in receipts and interest earned to date, and 
expects an additional ~$40M in receipts to be received by June 2021 bringing the total fund to 
$80M. 
 
The three finalists presenting were Government Portfolio Advisors (GPA), Washington Trust, 
and RVK.  Staff that participated in receiving the presentations and discussion leading to a final 
decision were Judith Baker, Michael Dunlap, Helen Hierschbiel, Keith Palevsky, and Bill Penn.  
BOG members of the Investment committee that participated in receiving the presentations 
and discussion leading to a final decision were John Grant, David Wade, Rob Milesnick, and Eric 
Foster. The committee voted unanimously to approve the appointment of Government 
Portfolio Advisors to manage the Legal Services settlement portfolio. 
 
Discussions are in progress to finalize a contract agreement, and to develop a set of investment 
portfolio management instructions.  The investment portfolio management instructions, when 
finalized, will be presented for approval to the Investment Committee. 
 

Motion 
 

The Budget & Finance committee requests approval by the BOG affirming the appointment of 
Government Portfolio Advisors, conditioned on a reaching agreement on a finalized contract, as 
the investment management firm for the Legal Services settlement portfolio. 
 D
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
 
Meeting Date:  April 17, 2019 
From:   Budget and Finance Committee 
Subject:  Introductory Letter from Moss Adams LLC 
 
 

 
Background 

 
The BOG approved in November 2019 the appointment of Moss Adams as the independent 
auditors for the Oregon State Bar’s 2019 financial performance.  Moss Adams has accepted the 
engagement, and is scheduled to perform the audit during the April thru June time period.  
Attached is the introductory engagement letter formally announcing the start of the audit. 
 

Action 
 
A motion is needed to acknowledge the receipt of the engagement letter by the Board. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
 
Meeting Date:  April 17, 2020 
From:   Budget & Finance Committee 
Subject:  CARES Act SBA Payroll Protection Program 
 
 
The recently passed CARES Act carries a provision for the Small Business Administration (SBA) 
office to administrate the issuance of “Payroll Protection Program” loans to small businesses 
and non-profit organizations in response to the CV19 crisis. 
 

The premise of the program, is to incentivize qualifying organizations to retain workers in the 
immediate period from April 1, 2020 through June 30, 2020, by providing a potentially 
forgivable loan to be used to help cover expenses related to payroll, mortgage interest, and 
utilities.  The maximum amount of loan funding that can be requested, is 2.5x the average 
payroll expense, adjusted to exclude the employee and employer’s taxes, and the layer of 
salary above $100K for high wage earners.   
 

The total amount of funding made available by the Act is $349B, available on a first-come first-
serve basis.  Entities requesting loans have been directed to submit an application to 
participating lender banks, of which Columbia Bank is a participating bank.  The window to 
submit applications was set as April 3rd through April 10th.  Entities were encouraged to submit 
applications as quickly as possible, that due to the fixed amount of funding available, and the 
limited duration. 
 

The Bar elected to submit an application in the amount of $1.5M, and the funds (if approved) 
will help ensure that the Bar does not have to furlough or release any employees in 2020.   
Additionally, while there is no 100% guarantee, the reasonable likelihood is that the loan will be 
forgiven.   
 

The proceeds of the loan will be directed toward, salary, mortgage interest, and utilities.  The 
availability of these funds will help backstop the Bar against other contingencies including a 
decrease in revenues from CLE, Referral Services, and Bulletin advertising. 
 

If the committee elects to not accept this loan, the Bar will withdraw the loan application. 
 

Motion 
 

The Budget & Finance committee requests approval of the $1.5M Payroll Protection Program 
loan, which will be reflected as debt on the Bar balance sheet (and removed from the balance 
sheet at the point that the loan is forgiven).   
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
 
Meeting Date:  April 17, 2020 
From:   Budget & Finance Committee 
Subject:  Proposed Bylaw changes – Fees and Waivers 
 
 

Background 
 

The payment due date for member fees this year was January 31, 2020, well before 
Governor Brown declared a state of emergency on March 8 and issued the stay home 
order on March 23, 2020. It is unlikely the state of emergency will be lifted when the 
newest group of lawyers begin entering the bar on May 21, 2020.  
 
Given the economic realities they will be facing upon admission to the bar, we expect 
the 2020 new admittees to request extensions of time to pay member fees. The bylaws 
do not currently allow for extensions or waivers. The attached draft OSB bylaw 6.502 is 
modeled after the PLF Policy 3.350(E), and gives the CEO broad authority to grant 
extensions and waivers. The remaining proposed amendments are intended to provide 
greater transparency and clarity to the fee due dates and bases for waiver. 
 
Note that the CEO is not contemplating complete waiver of new member fees, as that 
could have a significant impact on the bar’s budget forecast for 2020 and 2021.1 Instead, 
it is more likely that the CEO would grant some extension of time to pay new member 
fees for those entering the bar in 2020. The current payment window to suspension for 
new admittees, is 90 days from the admit date, and there is no late fee assessed. Fees 
are prorated to the month of the admit date. 
 
As an alternative to OSB bylaw 6.502, the BOG could decide to provide for a different 
payment due date for new admittees. This would address the immediate issue of fees 
for those individuals expected to join the bar in May 2020. It would not, however, 
address similar circumstances that could give rise to a need to extend deadlines in the 
future. 

Motion 
 
Waive the one meeting notice requirement and approve adoption of the proposed 
amendments to OSB bylaws 6.4 and 6.5.  

                                                           
1 For example, 279 new lawyers were admitted in May 2019. The fee assessed for these 
individuals was $354, for total revenue of $98,766. 
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Section 6.4 Annual Membership Fees and Assessments 
Subsection 6.400 Due Date 

The payment date for annual membership fees and assessments is January 31. If the payment 
date falls on a Saturday, a legal holiday or a day that the bar office is closed for any reason, 
including inclement weather or natural disaster, the due date of such fees and assessments is 
the next day that the bar office is open for business. As used in this section, "legal holiday" 
means legal holiday as defined in ORS 187.010 and 187.020, which includes Sunday as a legal 
holiday.  

 

Subsection 6.401 Transfer of Member Status  

No part of the membership fees will be rebated, refunded or forgiven by reason of death, 
resignation, suspension, disbarment or change from active to inactive membership after 
January 31. However, a bar member who, by January 31, expresses a clear intent to the Bar to 
transfer to inactive status and pays the inactive membership assessment by that date, but does 
not timely submit a signed Request for Enrollment as an Inactive Member, may be allowed to 
complete the inactive transfer without payment of the active membership assessment, if 
extenuating circumstances exist. The Chief Executive Officer’s decision regarding the existence 
of sufficient extenuating circumstances is final. 

Subsection 6.402 Late Payment Penalty 

The Board will set a late payment penalty to be assessed on any member delinquent in 
payment of member fees. 

Subsection 6.403 Effect of Failure to Pay 

Any member in default of payment of annual member fees will be given a reasonable 
opportunity to cure the default as determined by the Board. The Chief Executive Officer shall 
send a notice of delinquency to each member in default at the member’s electronic mail 
address on file with the bar on the date of the notice. The chief executive officer shall send the 
notice by mail to any member who is not required to have an electronic mail address on file 
with the bar under the rules of procedure. If a member fails to pay the fees or contributions 
within the time allowed to cure the default as stated in the notice, the member is automatically 
suspended. 

Subsection 6.404 New Admittees 

The Board may establish a uniform procedure for proration of membership fees based on 
admission to practice during the course of the year. New admittees will have ninety (90) days 
from the date of admission to pay their membership fees. If a new admittee fails to pay the fees 
within the time allowed, the new admittee is automatically suspended. 
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Section 6.5 Waiver of Fees and Assessments 
Subsection 6.500 Hardship 

In case of proven extreme hardship, which must entail both physical or mental disability and 
extreme financial hardship, the Chief Executive Officer may exempt or waive payment of annual 
membership fees and assessments of an active or inactive member. Hardship exemptions are 
for a one-year period only, and requests must be resubmitted annually on or before January 31 
of the year for which the exemption is requested. “Extreme financial hardship” means that the 
member is unemployed and has no source of income other than governmental or private 
disability payments. Requests for exemption under this bylaw must be accompanied by a 
physician’s statement or other evidence of disability and documentation regarding income. 

Subsection 6.501 Military and Peace Corps Service 

The Chief Executive Officer, may, each year, waive or exempt annual membership fees and 
assessments for members in active military service, the Peace Corps, VISTA or other volunteer 
programs serving the national interest or the legal profession, and for which the member 
receives only a subsistence income, stipend or expense reimbursement that is the member’s 
principal source of income. Requests for waivers must be received on 15 days before the date 
that membership fees and assessments are due each year. Waivers will not be granted unless 
the lawyer’s service encompasses the majority of a year except in the case of military waivers, 
which may be granted for less than a year under special circumstances such as a war of 
unknown duration. 

Subsection 6.502 Emergencies 

The Chief Executive Officer may take reasonable and necessary actions, including extending 
deadlines and waiving late fees, if national or statewide events occur that severely disrupt the 
normal course of business. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Budget and Finance Committee 
 
Meeting Date:  April 17, 2020 
From:   Mike Williams, Chief Financial Officer 
Subject:  CV19 Forecasted Impact 
 
 

 
With recent CV19 developments impacting economic conditions since late February, 
attached are two reforecast scenarios based on recent assessments. 
 
The Bar has been operating in a “work from home, essential staff only in the building” since 
mid-March.  Tenants have been working from home more or less since March 1st, and shortly 
thereafter the Bar closed the building to the public. 
 
Bar staff started planning for a “work from home” scenario in late February.  The additional 
expenditure incurred by the Bar to facilitate ensuring employees had the necessary 
hardware, software, and phone accessories was minor, less than $5K.  A huge thank you goes 
to the I/T staff to facilitate this transition.  Presently there are no more than 5 to 8 people in 
the building at any one time. 
 
There will be impacts to revenue as a result of business conditions.  This exhibit is focused on 
the most immediate worst case scenario, and is based on the premise that we will continue 
in this work from home environment through the end of the year.  If work from home 
continues only for a few months, the negative impacts to the forecast will be something less 
than what is noted here, therefore more likely to be successfully navigated.   
 
On several of the activities cited, we have already taken significant action to reduce expenses 
(building utilities, incidental services, travel, etc.).  Department managers are actively 
working on a plan to address potential lost revenue in 2020 with planned recovery in 2021. 
 
Looking forward toward, it is possible that economic conditions will remove the plan to raise 
member fees $45 in 2021.  This will have to be monitored in the coming months and a 
decision made during the course of approving the 2021 budget.  The purpose of this exhibit 
is to outline reasonable scenarios to successfully fund 2020 operations.   
 
The Bar is fortunate, to have a few points in its favor: 
 
a) Fee season collections were 99% complete prior to “work from home” mandates taking 
place in the economy.  As a result, fee collections due to CV19 were not impacted.   
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b) Travel expense during work from home, will largely be avoided.  This will have a positive 
impact in allowing the organization to reduce expenses. 
 
Fee revenue collections this year totaled $9.4M, and cover close to two-thirds of the $15M 
operating budget (excluding $6.5M Legal Services).  The challenge through the end of the 
year is to maintain a close watch on the other ~$5.5M in revenue sources, and to manage 
expenses to stay as reasonably close to a balanced budget as possible for the year. 
 
Scenario A (impact to revenue and expense under “stay at home” through 1/1/2021): 
Inputs provided by each of the department managers for the following groups resulted in the 
following impact to revenues and expenses, resulting in a net deficit of ($511). 
 
Factors included in this scenario: 

- Zero rent collected from first floor tenants for the remainder of the year. 
- Zero meeting room income for the remainder of the year. 
- Factored decrease CLE/MCLE/Legal Pubs and Bulletin revenue. 
- 50% reduction in RIS revenue for 4 months, some climb-back to 30% reduction. 
- Significantly reduce building and utilities expenses.   
- Reduction in Admissions fee revenue, but also offset with reduced grading fees. 
- Bulletin lower ad revenue, offset with lower print costs. 
- Decrease in expected interest income as a result of decreased interest rates. 

                  

Across all other departments, there is net additional savings of $234K potentially attainable.  
There are decreases in other fee revenue of approximately ($77.5K), and offset by further 
cost reductions totaling +$312K.  Factors included in this scenario: 

- Push out of 2020 survey activities to 2021. 
- Reductions in department travel across all departments, both direct and G&A. 

Budget Change to Change to
Name Revenue Revenue Expense Net B/(W)
Admissions 925,690 5,552 44,415 49,967
CLE 775,395 (59,525) 86,866 27,341
Legal Pubs 435,340 (61,219) 4,722 (56,497)
MCLE 406,750 0 0 0
Bulletin 631,264 (85,306) 9,453 (75,853)
Referral Services 811,811 (283,144) 0 (283,144)
Fanno Creek 994,323 (288,760) 142,176 (146,584)
Subtotal 4,980,573 (772,402) 287,632 (484,770)
Interest Income 186,240 (26,240) (26,240)
Total 5,166,813 (798,642) 287,632 (511,010)

Totals - all other Depts 15,836,551 (77,455) 311,677 234,222

Subtotal 21,003,364 (876,097) 599,309 (276,788)

Hold on Capital Projects 53,000 53,000
Grand Total 21,003,364 (876,097) 652,309 (223,788)
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- Reductions in BOG travel. 
- Key events that cannot be held remotely to be cancelled. 
- Reduction in the contingency line item.      

Scenario B:  Additional actions:   
 
Actions in this group are certainly aggressive, in many cases will require negotation and may 
not necessarily generate the desired savings.  Additionally, consideration is being given to 
staffing levels, however these actions cannot be taken unilaterally without impacting 
programs.   
 
Factors included in this scenario: 

- Request a 3 month deferral of mortgage loan payments. 
- Bulletin to be provided in electronic format until further notice to save on print fees. 
- Selective hiring freeze on positions that are non-compliance/regulatory. 
- Hold on all further capital projects. 

Successful attainment of all actions in this Scenario B, closes the total deficit from negative 
to positive cash surplus of $113K. 
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2020 Budget and Reforecast Scenarios A & B: 

 

 

 

  

Budget Scenario A Scneario A Scenario B Scenario B
Description 2020 Total Change Adjusted 2020 Change Adjusted 2020

REVENUE
Membership Fees (all) 9,323,343 9,323,343 9,323,343
Program Fees 3,800,423 (561,097) 3,239,326 3,239,326
Fund Dept. - Restricted 6,505,275 6,505,275 6,505,275 
Investment Income (Interest) 186,240 (26,240) 160,000 160,000 
PLF Grant 200,000 200,000 200,000 
Fanno Creek Place 988,083 (288,760) 699,323 699,323 
Total Revenues 21,003,364 (876,097) 20,127,267 0 20,127,267 

EXPENSES
Total Salaries and Benefits 9,944,651 (457,133) (260,401) (97,000) (260,401)
    
Direct Program Expenses        9,782,914        9,782,914        9,782,914 
Fanno Creek Place 427,551 (142,176) 285,375 (60,000) 225,375 
Operating Expense 10,210,465 (142,176) 10,068,289 (60,000) 10,008,289 

Depreciation 259,607 259,607 259,607 
Depreciation Building 515,910 515,910 515,910 
Mortgage Interest 544,583 544,583 (180,000) 364,583 
Non-Operating Expense 1,320,100 0 1,320,100 (180,000) 1,140,100 
Net General & Admin Offsets 218,204 218,204 218,204 
Contigency 25,000 25,000 25,000 

TOTAL EXPENSE 21,718,420 (599,309) 21,119,111 (337,000) 20,782,111 

NET OPERATING REVENUE (EXP) (715,056) (276,788) (991,844) 337,000 (654,844)

Depreciation Expense (Addback) 775,516 775,516 775,516 
Capital Expenditures (Subtract) (166,000) (166,000) 53,000 (113,000)
Mortgage Principal (Subtract) (194,461) (194,461) (194,461)
LGIP "Rainy Day" Fund (Addback) 300,000 300,000 300,000 
NET CASH POSITION (0)  (276,788)  113,212 
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Items for further consideration: 

1.  Increasing volume of requests from Sections for remote event support. 

During this period of CV19 work from home mandate, there is a significant increase in the 
volume of requests being fielded by the Sections requesting Bar administrative support for 
remote events. The Bar has 29 internal departments, and we are at full capacity while 
working remotely.  Adding 41 sections to that existing workload requesting borrowed 
resources and the burden becomes high.  The Policy & Governance committee is to charge 
the sections full fee $19.00 during this period of CV19 work from home until conditions 
return to something more normal. 

 

2. CARES Act Payroll Protection Program (PPP) Loan Application 
 
The recently passed federal CARES Act carries a provision for the Small Business 
Administration (SBA) office to administrate the issuance of “Payroll Protection Program” 
loans to small businesses and non-profit organizations in response to the CV19 crisis. 
 

The premise of the program, is to incentivize qualifying organizations to retain workers in the 
immediate period from April 1, 2020 through June 30, 2020, by providing a potentially 
forgivable loan to be used to help cover expenses related to payroll, mortgage interest, and 
utilities.  The maximum amount of loan funding that can be requested, is 2.5x the average 
payroll expense, adjusted to exclude the employee and employer’s taxes, and the layer of 
salary above $100K for high wage earners.   
 

The total amount of funding made available by the Act is $349B, available on a first-come 
first-serve basis.  Entities requesting loans have been directed to submit an application to 
participating lender banks, of which Columbia Bank is a participating bank.  The window to 
submit applications was set as April 3rd through April 10th.  Entities were encouraged to 
submit applications as quickly as possible, that due to the fixed amount of funding available, 
and the limited duration. 
 

The Bar elected to submit an application in the amount of $1.5M, and the funds (if 
approved) will help ensure that the Bar does not have to furlough or release any employees 
in 2020.   Additionally, while there is no 100% guarantee, the reasonable likelihood is that 
the loan will be forgiven.   
 

The proceeds of the loan will be directed toward, salary, mortgage interest, and utilities.  The 
availability of these funds will help backstop the Bar against other contingencies including a 
decrease in revenues from CLE, Referral Services, and Bulletin advertising.   
 
If the committee elects to not accept this loan, the Bar will withdraw the loan application. 
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Motion 

 

The Bar CFO requests a motion approving the $1.5M Payroll Protection Program loan, which 
will be reflected as debt on the Bar balance sheet, and subsequently removed from the 
balance sheet at the point that the loan is forgiven.   
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
Memo Date: April 8, 2020 
From: Eric Foster, Public Affairs Committee Chair  
Re: Legislative Update re COVID-19 Emergency Response and Special Session 

Action Recommended 

Ratify COVID-19 support for courts and for legislative concept regarding the authority of 
the Chief Justice to act in an emergency which will be considered during the upcoming Special 
Session. 

Background 
 
 Over the last month or so, the Oregon State Bar and its members have supported the 
Oregon Judicial Department’s efforts to respond to the rapidly moving COVID-19 crisis. Bar 
members have shared suggestions, participated in OJD work groups, and volunteered their time 
and expertise in support of the Oregon Judicial Department and Chief Justice Martha Walters 
and the Chief Justice Orders in response to the COVID-19 crises. 
 
 During this same time period, the legislature’s Joint COVID-19 Legislative Committee has 
also been meeting to determine what statutory changes will be necessary when a Special 
Session is called to address the Governor’s Declaration of Emergency. Numerous legislative 
concepts are under consideration. 
 
 At its March 25th Public Affairs Committee meeting, the chair Eric Foster, and other 
members present, took a position in support of the proposed legislative concept relating to the 
authority of the Chief Justice and timelines which will be considered during an upcoming 
Special Session. In addition, chair Eric Foster, took a position in support of the courts and their 
actions in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. It is imperative for the bar to provide feedback 
to the judicial branch and to the legislative branch on the critical nature of our judicial system. 
The courts, lawyers, as officers of the court, and the Oregon State Bar, as an instrumentality of 
the court, are all essential parts of the justice system. All three are critical to protect the public 
and ensure access to justice for all Oregonians. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
Memo Date: April 8, 2020 
From: Eric Foster, Public Affairs Committee Chair 
Re: ABA Day Digital Advocacy Issues 

Action Recommended 

Consider PAC recommendation to support ABA Day Advocacy issues: Legal Services 
Corporation Funding, Public Service Loan Forgiveness, Legal Assistance for Homeless Veterans 
and Rural Broadband Infrastructure. 

Background 

Each year, the Oregon State Bar sends a delegation of Oregon bar leaders to meet with 
their Senators and Representatives in Washington, D.C. to advocate in support of the issues 
highlighted for that year’s ABA Day. Traditionally those issues include funding for low income 
legal services through the Legal Services Corporation (LSC), and the preservation of the Public 
Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. This year, the ABA has selected two additional 
programs that it encourages bar delegations to support and advocate for in Washington, DC, this 
year: Legal Services for Homeless Veterans and Broadband Internet for Rural areas  

 

Issues for 2020 ABA Day 
 
Funding for the Legal Services Corporation: Advocacy efforts last year helped increase LSC 
funding by $25 million to its highest appropriation ever -- $440 million. Despite this increase, 
funding remains woefully insufficient. Nearly one million low-income Americans who seek help 
for civil legal problems are turned away each year for lack of adequate resources. That number 
increases during emergencies like natural disasters and the current COVID- 19 pandemic.  In 
fact, legal services offices across the country are seeing a significant increased need for help 
already. Advocacy by bar associations around the country is important for helping the LSC get 
the FY 2021 funding required to meet that need.  
 

Public Service Loan Forgiveness: Bar advocacy is needed to help preserve the Public Service 
Loan Forgiveness program (PSLF), which enables law school graduates and other professionals 
to embark upon, and remain in, less remunerative public service careers by offering partial 
student loan forgiveness for a service commitment of ten years. This important program has 
helped many underserved communities hire the prosecutors, public defenders, legal aid 
lawyers, doctors, nurses, teachers, social workers and other professionals they need in vital 
public service positions. Where would communities hit hard by COVID-19 be without access to 
these kinds of professionals today? 
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Legal Services for Homeless Veterans: The ABA’s goal is to persuade Congress to give the 
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) the authority it needs to fund legal services for homeless 
veterans related to housing, family law, income support and other critical needs. Nearly 40,000 
veterans are homeless on any given night, and there is a very real danger that that number will 
spike considerably in the coming months, given the increasing number of people losing jobs, 
being evicted, and facing poverty in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic.  

One of the most important ways we can help veterans achieve self-sufficiency and secure 
permanent shelter is to ensure that they receive the legal help required to resolve legal 
problems that often prevent them from receiving needed VA services or benefits to which they 
are entitled. The lack of available legal help is exacerbated by the fact that the VA lacks the legal 
authority to directly support legal services. The ABA is advocating for passage of legislation that 
would authorize the VA Secretary to use existing funds to create a private-public grant program 
to deliver legal help to homeless veterans in need.  

 

Rural Broadband: Another focus for 2020 is educating Members of Congress on the need to 
increase broadband access across the country. Approximately twenty-five million Americans 
lack high-speed internet (or “broadband”) access, 96% of whom live in rural areas. Inadequate 
access to high-speed internet disadvantages those living in remote areas in many critical ways. 
For example, it not only makes it hard for lawyers in rural areas to practice law, but it also 
discourages lawyers and other professionals from working in rural areas. With schools closed in 
response to the coronavirus pandemic, the critical need for broadband access has been brought 
into stark focus. Many children and adults living in rural communities impacted by COVID-19 do 
not have adequate broadband connections to access educational materials online, participate 
in remote learning, or take advantage of telemedicine opportunities that might be needed if 
they or their families get sick. We need to do better for rural Americans. 
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THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

  Cash $5,265,216.41 $6,749,014.48

  Investments at Fair Value 62,131,134.45 60,634,914.26

  Assessment Installment Receivable 8,904,024.75 8,808,695.58

  Due from Reinsurers 111,284.61 706,342.91

  Other Current Assets 76,027.16 73,271.05

  Net Fixed Assets 340,299.58 408,169.60

  Claim Receivables 111,531.53 111,531.53

  PERS Deferred Outflow of Resources 1,479,492.46 1,479,492.46

  Other Long Term Assets 0.00 2,500.00

    TOTAL ASSETS $78,419,010.95 $78,973,931.87

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities $149,770.00 $73,960.08

  Due to Reinsurers $1,657,526.87 $2,470,747.97

  PERS Pension Liability 6,053,037.98 6,053,037.98

  Liability for Compensated Absences 448,783.67 423,621.72

  Liability for Indemnity 12,414,924.86 11,288,921.43

  Liability for Claim Expense 13,524,081.51 13,393,754.92

  Liability for Future ERC Claims 3,200,000.00 3,100,000.00

  Liability for Suspense Files 1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00

  Liability for Future Claims Administration (AOE) 2,400,000.00 2,400,000.00

  Excess Ceding Commision Allocated for Rest of Year 821,087.45 744,265.44

  Primary Assessment Allocated for Rest of Year 18,764,969.16 18,955,220.84

    Total Liabilities $60,934,181.50 $60,403,530.38

Change in Net Position:

  Retained Earnings (Deficit) Beginning of the Year $16,213,455.12 $16,213,455.12

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) 1,271,374.33 2,356,946.37

   Net Position $17,484,829.45 $18,570,401.49

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND POSITION $78,419,010.95 $78,973,931.87

LIABILITIES AND FUND POSITION

2/29/2020

ASSETS

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Combined Primary and Excess Programs
Statement of Net Position
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YEAR YEAR              YEAR

TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

REVENUE

  Assessments $3,703,791.67 $3,756,500.00 $52,708.33 $3,741,821.83 $22,539,000.00

  Installment Service Charge 49,202.17 51,166.00 1,963.83 49,222.33 307,000.00

  Other Income 50,000.00 14,166.00 (35,834.00) 61,300.00 85,000.00

  Investment Return (2,127,131.60) 458,072.00 2,585,203.60 2,837,000.84 2,748,428.00

    TOTAL REVENUE $1,675,862.24 $4,279,904.00 $2,604,041.76 $6,689,345.00 $25,679,428.00

EXPENSE

  Provision For Claims:

    New Claims at Average Cost $2,961,000.00 $3,220,000.00

    Coverage Opinions 6,583.40 46,492.36

    General Expense 12,644.14 20,479.01

    Less Recoveries & Contributions 0.00 (1,987.68)

    Budget for Claims Expense                     $3,140,000.00                                  $18,840,000.00

      Total Provision For Claims $2,980,227.54 $3,140,000.00 $159,772.46 $3,284,983.69 $18,840,000.00

  Expense from Operations:

    Administrative Department $468,980.58 $567,731.00 $98,750.42 $410,258.54 $3,491,186.00

    Accounting Department 129,564.28 173,846.00 44,281.72 131,894.31 1,062,552.00

    Loss Prevention Department 301,347.76 399,761.00 98,413.24 296,224.53 2,387,876.00

    Claims Department 410,348.06 543,792.00 133,443.94 408,805.58 3,245,629.00

    Allocated to Excess Program (150,638.82) (150,636.00) 2.82 (144,835.32) (903,833.00)

      Total Expense from Operations $1,159,601.86 $1,534,494.00 $374,892.14 $1,102,347.64 $9,283,410.00

      Depreciation and Amortization $19,871.00 $24,834.00 $4,963.00 $24,189.77 $149,000.00

      Allocated Depreciation (3,666.66) (3,666.00) 0.66 (3,583.34) (22,000.00)

    TOTAL EXPENSE $4,156,033.74 $4,695,662.00 $539,628.26 $4,407,937.76 $28,250,410.00

    NET POSITION - INCOME (LOSS) ($2,480,171.50) ($444,424.00) $2,035,747.50 $2,281,407.24 ($2,742,982.00)

2 Months Ended 2/29/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
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YEAR YEAR             YEAR

CURRENT TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

MONTH ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

EXPENSE:

Salaries $394,731.47 $648,556.89 $874,880.00 $226,323.11 $656,290.84 $5,249,270.00

Benefits and Payroll Taxes 167,236.06 260,093.53 468,420.00 208,326.47 274,172.71 2,771,138.00

Investment Services 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 52,000.00

Legal Services 1,174.00 1,174.00 1,666.00 492.00 0.00 10,000.00

Financial Audit Services 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25,000.00

Actuarial Services 8,712.50 8,712.50 0.00 (8,712.50) 10,862.50 26,000.00

Information Services 7,043.05 11,904.05 7,134.00 (4,770.05) 5,263.50 42,800.00

Other Professional Services 5,535.78 11,391.47 10,896.00 (495.47) 6,891.08 65,375.00

Staff Travel 900.19 900.19 1,166.00 265.81 509.56 7,000.00

Board Travel 946.51 1,644.40 8,666.00 7,021.60 1,784.00 52,000.00

NABRICO 250.00 250.00 0.00 (250.00) 250.00 12,900.00

Training 2,165.08 2,455.08 6,426.00 3,970.92 3,498.55 38,500.00

Rent 47,583.22 94,578.97 99,684.00 5,105.03 92,272.13 598,100.00

Printing and Supplies 22,501.47 28,854.80 12,500.00 (16,354.80) 16,006.64 75,000.00

Postage and Delivery 2,011.82 3,690.88 2,300.00 (1,390.88) 2,283.03 13,800.00

Equipment Rent & Maintenance 954.07 11,289.39 5,300.00 (5,989.39) 10,696.33 31,800.00

Telephone 3,586.21 7,177.92 8,584.00 1,406.08 8,522.75 51,500.00

L P Programs (less Salary & Benefits) 32,854.11 66,022.91 86,928.00 20,905.09 53,151.97 521,560.00

Defense Panel Training 59.66 59.66 0.00 (59.66) 0.00 0.00

Bar Books Grant 16,666.67 33,333.34 33,334.00 0.66 33,333.34 200,000.00

Insurance 2,760.10 5,520.20 6,266.00 745.80 9,612.88 37,600.00

Library 2,247.44 4,987.38 4,432.00 (555.38) 4,910.56 26,600.00

Subscriptions, Memberships & C/C Charg 42,263.33 107,643.12 46,548.00 (61,095.12) 56,870.59 279,300.00

Allocated to Excess Program (75,319.41) (150,638.82) (150,636.00) 2.82 (144,835.32) (903,833.00)

  TOTAL EXPENSE $686,863.33 $1,159,601.86 $1,534,494.00 $374,892.14 $1,102,347.64 $9,283,410.00

2 Months Ended 2/29/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Statement of Operating Expense
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YEAR YEAR              YEAR

TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

REVENUE

  Ceding Commission $165,718.61 $158,334.00 ($7,384.61) $150,879.84 $950,000.00

  Installment Service Charge 53,083.00 49,000.00 (4,083.00) 48,229.00 49,000.00

  Investment Return (73,422.34) 16,000.00 89,422.34 28,480.70 96,000.00

    TOTAL REVENUE $145,379.27 $223,334.00 $77,954.73 $227,589.54 $1,095,000.00

EXPENSE

  Operating Expenses (See Page 6) $156,674.34 $156,944.00 $269.66 $148,467.07 $941,682.00

  Allocated Depreciation $3,666.66 $3,666.00 ($0.66) $3,583.34 $22,000.00

    NET POSITION - INCOME (LOSS) ($14,961.73) $62,724.00 $77,685.73 $75,539.13 $131,318.00

2 Months Ended 2/29/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
Statement of Revenue, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
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YEAR YEAR YEAR

CURRENT TO DATE TO DATE             TO DATE ANNUAL

MONTH ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

EXPENSE:

Salaries $35,465.33 $70,930.66 $69,948.00 ($982.66) $67,712.16 $419,691.00

Benefits and Payroll Taxes 14,479.08 28,958.16 28,920.00 (38.16) 27,289.82 173,521.00

Investment Services 0.00 0.00 134.00 134.00 0.00 800.00

Office Expense 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Allocation of Primary Overhead 25,375.00 50,750.00 50,750.00 0.00 49,833.34 304,500.00

Reinsurance Placement & Travel 105.02 105.02 1,666.00 1,560.98 118.75 10,000.00

Training 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Printing and Mailing 828.00 828.00 266.00 (562.00) 828.00 1,600.00

Program Promotion 1,700.00 2,495.00 1,928.00 (567.00) 2,495.00 11,570.00

Other Professional Services 1,295.00 2,607.50 1,666.00 (941.50) 0.00 10,000.00

Software Development 0.00 0.00 1,666.00 1,666.00 190.00 10,000.00

  TOTAL EXPENSE $79,247.43 $156,674.34 $156,944.00 $269.66 $148,467.07 $941,682.00

Statement of Operating Expense
2 Months Ended 2/29/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
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CURRENT MONTH YEAR TO DATE CURRENT MONTH YEAR TO DATE

THIS YEAR THIS YEAR LAST YEAR LAST YEAR

Dividends and Interest:

            Short Term Bond Fund $13,738.13 $23,621.41 $20,906.36 $41,414.60

            Intermediate Term Bond Funds 38,181.34 80,342.82 37,716.38 75,413.39

            Bank Loans 10,059.52 21,390.89 11,678.20 24,545.62

            Domestic Common Stock Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            International Equity Fund 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Real Estate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Hedge Fund of Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Real Return Strategy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

              Total Dividends and Interest $61,978.99 $125,355.12 $70,300.94 $141,373.61

Gain (Loss) in Fair Value:

            Short Term Bond Fund $54,195.64 $77,718.51 ($17,735.80) ($14,092.11)

            Intermediate Term Bond Funds 234,569.43 554,908.03 (18,282.13) 52,737.43

            Bank Loans (50,315.41) (53,263.20) 33,680.45 78,372.36

            Domestic Common Stock Funds (1,419,394.86) (1,430,296.51) 478,635.01 1,563,676.26

            International Equity Fund (933,626.51) (1,474,975.89) 237,062.33 1,043,413.99

            Real Estate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Hedge Fund of Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Real Return Strategy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

              Total Gain (Loss) in Fair Value ($2,114,571.71) ($2,325,909.06) $713,359.86 $2,724,107.93

                TOTAL RETURN ($2,052,592.72) ($2,200,553.94) $783,660.80 $2,865,481.54

Portions Allocated to Excess Program:

            Dividends and Interest $2,125.88 $3,418.75 $892.82 $1,525.37

            Gain (Loss) in Fair Value (72,529.81) (76,841.09) 9,059.67 26,955.33

           TOTAL ALLOCATED TO EXCESS PROGRAM ($70,403.93) ($73,422.34) $9,952.49 $28,480.70

Combined Investment Schedule
2 Months Ended 2/29/2020

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
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THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Cash $516,063.89 $1,162,474.34

Assessment Installment Receivable 1,515,344.75 1,369,866.58

Due from Reinsurers 111,284.61 706,342.91

Investments at Fair Value 2,344,717.45 1,941,274.14

  TOTAL ASSETS $4,487,410.70 $5,179,957.97

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable & Refunds Payable $0.24 $1,018.00

  Due to Primary Fund $105.02 $118.75

  Due to Reinsurers 1,657,526.87 2,470,747.97

  Ceding Commision Allocated for Remainder of Year 821,087.45 744,265.44

    Total Liabilities $2,478,719.58 $3,216,150.16

Net Position

  Net Position (Deficit) Beginning of Year $1,888,268.68 $1,888,268.68

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) (14,961.73) 75,539.13

Total Net Position $1,873,306.95 $1,963,807.81

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $4,352,026.53 $5,179,957.97

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
Balance Sheet

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

2/29/2020

ASSETS
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THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

  Cash $4,749,152.52 $5,586,540.14

  Investments at Fair Value 59,786,417.00 58,693,640.12

  Assessment Installment Receivable 7,388,680.00 7,438,829.00

  Due From Excess Fund 105.02 118.75

  Other Current Assets 75,922.14 73,152.30

  Net Fixed Assets 340,299.58 408,169.60

  Claim Receivables 111,531.53 111,531.53

  Other Long Term Assets 0.00 2,500.00

  PERS Deferred Outflow of Resources 1,479,492.46 1,479,492.46

    TOTAL ASSETS $73,931,600.25 $73,793,973.90

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities $149,664.74 $72,823.33

  PERS Pension Liability 6,053,037.98 6,053,037.98

  Liability for Compensated Absences 448,783.67 423,621.72

  Liability for Indemnity 12,414,924.86 11,288,921.43

  Liability for Claim Expense 13,524,081.51 13,393,754.92

  Liability for Future ERC Claims 3,200,000.00 3,100,000.00

  Liability for Suspense Files 1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00

  Liability for Future Claims Administration (ULAE) 2,400,000.00 2,400,000.00

  Assessment and Installment Service Charge Allocated for Remainder of Year 18,764,969.16 18,955,220.84

    Total Liabilities $58,455,461.92 $57,187,380.22

Net Position

  Net Position (Deficit) Beginning of the Year $14,325,186.44 $14,325,186.44

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) 1,286,336.06 2,281,407.24

    Total Net Position $15,611,522.50 $16,606,593.68

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $74,066,984.42 $73,793,973.90

2/29/2020

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Balance Sheet
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16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road, Suite 300 
Tigard, Oregon 97224 
PO Box 231600  |  Tigard, Oregon 97281-1600 

phone: 503.639.6911 | toll free: 800.452.1639 
fax: 503.684.7250 | www.osbplf.org 

 
 
 
 

OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
Memo Date: March 31, 2020 
From:   Nena Cook, PLF CEO 
Re:   2020 Excess Enrollment Report 

 
Action Recommended 

 
No action requested. 

Background 
 

Beginning with the 2015 Excess renewal, the BOG asked that the PLF report at least 
annually about the Excess enrollment. 

 
2020 Excess Enrollment 

 
The 2020 Excess enrollment cycle is largely complete.  During 2019, the program 

experienced $6.6 million in negative claims development (paid and reserved).  This 
represented an increase of approximately 87% over 2018.  When the Excess program 
experiences negative claims development, premium costs must increase to ensure financial 
stability for the program. Due to significant Excess claims experienced during the 2019 plan 
year, most renewing firms saw an increase of 10% in premium cost for 2020.  
 

The PLF has three treaties with reinsurers, which we (creatively) title Treaty 1 (T1), 
Treaty 2 (T2), and Treaty 3 (T3).    Treaty 1 is for coverage with limits up to $1.7 million; 
Treaty 2 has limits of $2.7-4.7 million; and Treaty 3 is $9.7 million. 

 
Our renewal rate for 2020 was 92.5%, a slight dip from our historic average but slightly 

above the 2019 renewal rate.  As of March 31, 2020, we have 685 firms (1928 attorneys) 
enrolled in our Excess Program.  14 firms purchased Extended Reporting Coverage (ERC) for 
their 2019 Excess Plans; this represents a slight decrease from last year but is in line with 
other years.  The vast majority of these ERC purchases are due to lawyer retirements.   
 

The 2020 renewal was the third year all Excess Coverage was renewed entirely online.  
Firms were able to complete the application online, receive quotes within ten days, and then 
bind online.  Beginning last year and continuing this year, we accepted paper checks by mail 
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and allowed for online payments in the form of credit card and eCheck.  All Declaration 
Sheets are available through the online portal so firms can easily access them when needed.    
 

Every Excess Plan has an added cyber loss endorsement with limits up to $100,000 
(firms 1-10 lawyers) or $200,000 (firms of 11 or more lawyers).  We now offer up to 
$1,000,000 in additional cyber coverage by separate application for firms wanting higher 
limits.  The cyber endorsement provides coverage for information security and privacy 
liability, cyber extortion (aka ransomware), privacy breach response services, regulatory 
defense and penalties, website media content liability, and crisis management and public 
relations services. The endorsement covers many claims that would otherwise be excluded 
under the PLF primary plan. 
 
 
NC/clh 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
Memo Date: April 7, 2020 
From: Mae Lee Browning, Oregon New Lawyers Division Chair 
Re: ONLD Report 

The ONLD Executive Committee met virtually via the Blue Jeans platform on Friday, April 
3, rather than in Roseburg as originally scheduled. We were joined by OSB BOG Liaison John 
Grant, BOG member Colin Andries and former ONLD Executive Committee member Jaimie 
Fender.  

 BOG member Colin Andries, former chair of the ONLD, informed the ONLD Executive 
Committee about steps taken by the ONLD during the past recession, and advised the Executive 
Committee that past ONLD EC members stood ready to help the ONLD support its membership 
during the difficult times that may be coming.  

 Jaimie Fender invited the ONLD to partner on a new event, Law to Leadership, to be 
held this fall, or early winter (depending on any social distancing requirements in place) at the 
Lewis and Clark campus, designed to support non-dominant culture law students and new 
lawyers who are interested in an alternative path. It would involve inviting corporate counsel, 
business owners, government attorneys, politicians, and other attorneys not following the 
typical firm (or solo) path. More information will follow. 

 The CLE Committee is pivoting to a series of one hour virtual CLEs on topics of interest 
to the newest lawyers, rather than hosting Super Saturday in June. They will make a proposal to 
OSB CLE Seminars on what they need, and will receive a price from CLE Seminars. They hope to 
have approximately 10 CLES available for viewing within the next two to three months. 

 The Student Outreach Committee has reached out to law students at the three law 
schools to find student liaisons to the ONLD. The committee will review the applications and 
make a recommendation to the Executive Committee at the May meeting. 

 The Access to Justice Committee will continue to partner with legal services providers 
on volunteer recruitment among new lawyers. This Committee will be involved in any FEMA 
related volunteer recruitment and training that may come up, as the ONLD is the 
representative organization for the ABA YLS, which has a contract with FEMA for volunteer 
recruitment and other aspects of FEMA Disaster Legal Services. 

 The Membership Committee had to cancel several networking events, and plans to 
investigate ways to conduct virtual networking. The Committee urged each Region Rep to find a 
way to conduct or participate in a virtual networking event in their region. 

 The ONLD approved changes to the Misison Statement and Committee charges, to bring 
those in line with the new Mission Statement of the Oregon State Bar. Those changes will be 
presented to the BOG at its June meeting for approval. 
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 Finally, the ONLD will be working to create webinar-based programs for new lawyers 
with advice on dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic. This will involve some general advice on 
work productivity, stress management, and related topics, as well as pivoting to practice areas 
that will be viable through the recession that is likely to ensue.  

 BOG liaison John Grant has graciously offered to work with the ONLD on finding 
appropriate platforms for these programs, and to provide technical support as the group moves 
to a new way of providing content for the members. 

  The Executive Committee will meet next, virtually, on May 15 or 16, rather than 
the scheduled meeting in Prineville.   

 Networking and/or CLE events held since the last BOG report: 

• Astoria Attorney Wellness CLE/Networking on February 21, in partnership with the 
OAAP, approximately 15 attendees 

• All remaining events cancelled  
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
From: Legal Ethics Committee 
Re: Meaning of “Bar-Sponsored” Language in ORPC 5.4(a)(5) 
 

A. Background 

A firm has requested the bar to sponsor a lawyer referral service operated by the firm. This may 
implicate ORPC 5.4(a)(5), which prohibits a lawyer from sharing fees with a non-lawyer except 
that “a lawyer may pay the usual charges of bar-sponsored or operated not-for-profit lawyer 
referral service…” ORPC 5.4(a)(5) (emphasis added).1  

B. Question Presented 

What does “bar-sponsored” mean in ORPC 5.4(a)(5)? 

C. Discussion 
 

i. Plain language meaning 

The rules do not define “bar-sponsored.”  Further, there is no case law interpreting the term.  
We look then to the dictionary definition and any interpretations of similar rules in other 
jurisdictions.  See In re Conduct of Hocket, 303 Or 150 (1987) (in the absence of a definition of 
‘dishonesty’ the court looked to Black’s, Webster’s, and interpretations in other jurisdictions.) 

Sponsor is defined by Black’s Law Dictionary (11th ed 2019) alternately as “1. Someone 
who acts as a surety for another. 2. A legislator who proposes a bill. 3. Civil law. Someone who 
voluntarily intervenes for another without being requested to do so. 4. GODPARENT.”  

Sponsor is defined in Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 2204 (unabridged ed. 2002). 
relevantly as “1. Roman law : one who binds himself to answer for another’s default : surety […] 
4. one who assumes responsibility for some other person or thing…”. It defines the verb 
sponsor as “to be or stand sponsor for; accept responsibility for.”  Sponsorship is defined as 
“the state of being a sponsor : act of sponsoring : official or financial support.” Id. 

Rule 5.4(a)(5)’s use of the phrase “bar-sponsored or operated” suggests that 
“bar-sponsored” is not the equivalent of bar “operated.”  Operate is defined by Webster’s Third 
New International Dictionary to mean, among other things: 
 
                                                           
1 This committee does not know if the firm requesting the bar sponsor its proposed lawyer referral service will be 
charging fees to lawyers participating in their proposed service.  
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1 :to cause to occur: bring about by or as if by the exertion of positive effort or 
influence: INITIATE <such influences may ~ remarkable changes> 2 a: to cause to 
function usu. by direct personal effort: WORK (~ a car> <operating a drill press> b: 
to manage and put or keep in operation whether with personal effort or not 
<operated a grocery store> 
 

Id. at 1581.   
 

ii. Other Jurisdictions 
 
No other jurisdictions have a current provision similar to ORPC 5.4(a)(5).  

 
iii. History 

 
ORPC 5.4(a) was amended in 2012 after the adoption of a percentage fee model for the Lawyer 
Referral Service.  According to the 2012 HOD Agenda (BOG Resolution No. 4) the amendment 
made clear that a lawyer’s participation in the bar-operated lawyer referral service would not 
violate the ORCPs.  There appears to have been no discussion as to what bar-sponsorship of a 
referral service meant or would look like.  However, what the rule does make clear is that just 
as a lawyer may pay the usual charges of a bar-operated lawyer referral service and not violate 
fee-sharing prohibitions, a lawyer may also pay the usual charges of a bar-sponsored lawyer 
referral service.  
 

D. Conclusion 
 
The use of both “operated” and “sponsored” in ORPC 5.4(a) suggest that a lawyer referral 
service need not be an internal bar program.  Given the lack of guidance in the history of the 
rule and lack of persuasive authority from other jurisdictions, the Bar has broad authority under 
the plain meaning of “sponsored” to determine what bar-sponsorship of a referral service 
would look like.  
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thecommonslawcenter.org  •  810 NW Marshall Street, Suite #300  • Portland, OR 97230  •  503-850-0811 

 

 
 

April 1, 2019 
 
Via Email:  ( hhierschbiel@osbar.org ) 
 
Ms. Helen Hierschbiel 
Oregon State Bar 
16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd 
Tigard, OR. 97224 
 

Re: Instructions for OSB sponsorship of Lawyer Referral Service 
 
Dear Ms. Hierschbiel,  
 

In reviewing our strategic plan, the board of directors of the Commons Law Center 
(the “Commons”) is very interested in scaling our legal services for our modest-means clients 
and expanding our access to justice programs. Unfortunately, the majority of Oregonians 
contacting the Commons for help with a legal problem do not qualify for services for a number 
of reasons.  On a daily basis, our intake staff and volunteers connect these potential clients 
with legal aid programs, lawyers in private practice, or other services such as the online Legal 
Resource Guide.  
 

As you know, under RPC 5.4(1)(5), a lawyer may pay the usual charges of bar-sponsored 
or -operated not-for-profit “Lawyer Referral Service.” As a tax-exempt nonprofit Oregon 
corporation, the Commons is interested in starting a bar-sponsored Lawyer Referral Service. 
We write to seek sponsorship from the Oregon State Bar to operate as a bar-sponsored Lawyer 
Referral Service, thereby authorizing the Commons to collect a percentage of the legal fees 
generated by cases referred to participating lawyers. 
 

We were not able to identify a formal mechanism to request such bar-sponsorship. We 
request your guidance on next steps to make this happen. 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 

       Kimberly R. Burkland Pray 
       President, Board of Directors 
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Board of Governors April 17, 2020  

OREGON STATE BAR 
BOG Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
Memo Date: April 10, 2020 
From: Loan Repayment Advisory Committee 
Re: Changes to the LRAP Policies and Guidelines 

Action Recommended 
The Loan Repayment Assistance Program Advisory Committee recommends that the 

Board of Governors  change the Program’s Policies and Guidelines to allow flexibility in the 
application, participant acknowledgement, check distribution, and loan payment deadlines, and 
to grant limited additional staff authority under exigent circumstances. 

Background 
The Loan Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP) is now in its 14th year of providing 

forgivable loans to lawyers pursuing careers in public service law. Through this program, 
lawyers working in public service may receive loans for up to $7,500 per year for three years to 
aid them in repaying their educational debt. Each loan is forgiven at the end of the year, 
provided that the lawyer remains in public service. Currently, the Policies and Guidelines 
mandate an April 15 deadline for applications, a June deadline to inform applicants of their 
status, and a July deadline for first disbursal of funds. They do not provide for any 
administrative flexibility. The circumstances that currently exist due to the COVID-19 pandemic 
make clear that some flexibility in those deadlines may become necessary. The LRAP Advisory 
Committee recommends that the Policies and Guidelines be changed to allow OSB staff to 
extend deadlines under exigent circumstances, and to inform the LRAP Advisory Committee of 
those extensions within 30 days. The changes also allow for more leeway in informing the 
applicants of their status, and in sending out loan payments. Finally, the change allows for an 
extension of time for recipients to use the funds to repay their loans. The CARES Act enacted by 
Congress provides a six-month suspension of federally held student loans, and the proposed 
change to the Policies and Guidelines allows flexibility to accommodate that suspension. 

Proposed changes to the Policies and Guidelines are attached hereto. D
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Oregon State Bar Loan Repayment Assistance Program 
Policies and Guidelines – Page 1 

Revised effective April 17, 2020 February 13, 2015  

The mission of the Oregon State Bar’s Loan Repayment Assistance Program 
is to attract and retain public service lawyers by helping them pay their 
educational debt.  

 
Statement of Purpose 

The Oregon State Bar recognizes that substantial educational debt can create a financial barrier 
which prevents lawyers from pursuing or continuing careers in public service law. The Oregon 
State Bar’s program of loan repayment assistance is intended to reduce that barrier for these 
economically-disadvantaged lawyers, thereby making public service employment more feasible. 
 
 

Oregon Public Records Act Notice 
 
The Oregon State Bar is subject to the Oregon Public Records Act, ORS Chapter 192.  The bar 
has an obligation to disclose its records when requested, unless an exemption applies.  The bar 
agrees the personal financial information you provide in response to the LRAP Application is 
submitted in confidence and will only be disclosed under the Act if required by law. 

 
 

Section 1 – Administrative Partners 
 
(A)  Advisory Committee 
 

(i) Membership 
An Advisory Committee will be appointed by the Oregon State Bar (OSB) Board of 
Governors, and will be comprised of nine members who meet the following criteria:  
• OSB President, or member of the Board of Governors designated by the President   
• Chair of the OSB New Lawyers Division, or designee 
• Representative from an Oregon law school, preferably with financial aid expertise  
• Representative from the indigent criminal defense area of public service law 
• Representative from a county district attorney’s office 
• Representative from the civil area of public service law 
• Three at-large members who are OSB members, represent geographical diversity, and 

have shown a commitment to public service law 
 
 (ii) Appointment and Administration  

• OSB President and Chair of the OSB New Lawyers Division, or designees, will serve 
for a term of one year. 

• Other Advisory Committee members will serve for a term of three years and may be 
reappointed for one additional term.  

• Advisory Committee members will elect a Chair and such other officers as they 
determine are necessary from among Advisory Committee members. Officers shall 
serve a one-year term, subject to renewal. 
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• One-third of the initial appointments will be for one year, one-third for two years, and 
one-third for three years. The OSB Board of Governors will determine which of the 
initial positions is for which length.  

• The OSB will designate a staff person to support the Advisory Committee’s work. 
• Current applicants for or recipients of LRAP loans may not serve on the Advisory 

Committee. 
 
 (iii) Advisory Committee Duties  

• Select participants for the loan repayment assistance program (LRAP or the 
Program), and report the selections to the OSB. 

• Report annually to the OSB Governance and Strategic Planning Committee on the 
Program’s status. 

• Amend and set policy guidelines as needed for the Program.  
• Raise funds to achieve programmatic objectives. 
• Adopt procedures to avoid conflicts of interest. 
• Make clear program rules to avoid grievances. 

 
(B)  Oregon State Bar 

• Support the Advisory Committee’s work through provision of a part-time staff person  
• Receive and invest member dues designated for LRAP 
• Administer other funds raised by the Advisory Committee 
• Receive and review LRAP applications for completeness and eligibility, and forward 

completed applications from eligible applicants to the Advisory Committee 
• Disburse LRAP money to participants selected by the Advisory Committee. 
• Receive and review annual certifications of continuing LRAP eligibility.  
• Provide marketing and advertising services for the Program, including an LRAP 

website which includes frequently asked questions with responses. 
• Coordinate response to grievances submitted by Program participants. 
• Handle inquiries about LRAP through the staff person or, if necessary, forward such 

inquiries to the Advisory Committee. 
• Create temporary Policy and Guideline changes in exigent circumstances, to be 

approved by the LRAP Advisory Committee within 30 days. 
 

Section 2 – Requirements for Program Participation 
 

(A)  Application and Other Program Procedures  
• Applicants must fully complete the Program application, submit annual certifications 

and follow other Program procedures. 
• Previous recipients are eligible to reapply. 
 

(B)  Qualifying Employment 
• Employment must be within the State of Oregon. 
• Qualifying employment includes employment as a practicing attorney with civil legal 

aid organizations, other private non-profit organizations providing direct legal 
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representation of low-income individuals, as public defenders, as private public 
defense contractors, or as deputy district attorneys.  

• Judicial clerks and attorneys appointed on a case-by-case basis are not eligible.  
• Thirty-five hours or more per week will be considered full-time employment; hours 

worked per week less than 35 will be considered part-time. 
• Part-time employees are eligible to apply for the Program; however repayment 

assistance may be prorated at the discretion of the Advisory Committee, based on 
FTE.  

 
(C )  Graduation/License/Residency Requirements 

• Program applicants must be licensed to practice in Oregon.  
• Program participation is not limited to graduates of Oregon law schools. Graduates of 

     any law school may apply. 
• Program participation is not limited to recent law school graduates. Any person 

meeting Program requirements, as outlined herein, may apply.  
• Program participation is not limited to Oregon residents, provided the applicant works 

in Oregon and meets other Program requirements. 
 
(D)  Income Cap for Initial Applicants 

Applicants with salaries of more than $65,000 or net income from private, for-profit 
public defense work of more than $ 65,000 at the time of application will be ineligible 
for Program participation.    
• The Advisory Committee may annually adjust the maximum eligible net income.  
• As more fully described in Section 3(B)(ii), Program participants may retain 

eligibility despite an increase in salary above the cap set for initial participation.  
• The maximum eligible salary may be pro-rated for part-time employees, based on 

FTE. 
 
(E)  Eligible Loans 

All graduate and undergraduate educational debt in the applicant’s name will be      
eligible for repayment assistance.  
• Applicants with eligible debt at the time of initial application less than $35,000 will 

be ineligible for Program participation. 
• If debt in the applicant’s name and in others’ names is consolidated, the applicant 

must provide evidence as to amount in the applicant’s name prior to consolidation. 
• Loan consolidation or extension of repayment period is not required. 
• Program participants who are in default on their student loans will be ineligible to 

continue participating in the Program (see 4(C)(v) below for more details). 
 

Section 3 – Description of Benefit to Program Participants 
 
(A)  Nature of Benefit 

 The Program will make a forgivable loan (LRAP loan) to Program participants. 
 
 (i) Amount and Length of Benefit   
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• LRAP loans will not exceed $ 7,500 per year per Program participant for a maximum 
of three consecutive years. LRAP loans cannot exceed the annual student loan 
payments of the participant.   

• The Advisory Committee reserves discretion to adjust the amount of the LRAP loan 
and/or length of participation based on changes in the availability of program 
funding. 

• LRAP loans will be disbursed in two equal payments per year. .   
 

 
 (ii) Interest on LRAP Loans 

Interest will accrue from the date the LRAP loan is disbursed, at the rate per annum of 
Prime, as published by the Wall Street Journal as of April 15 of the year in which the 
loan is awarded, not to exceed nine percent. 

 
 (iii) Federal Income Tax Liability 

Each Program participant is responsible for any tax liability the Program participant may 
incur, and neither the Advisory Committee nor the OSB can give any Program participant 
legal advice as to whether a forgiven LRAP loan must be treated as taxable income. 
Program participants are advised to consult a tax advisor about the potential income tax 
implications of LRAP loans. However, the intent of the Program is for LRAP loans 
which are forgiven to be exempt from income tax liability.  

 
(B)  Forgiveness and Repayment of LRAP Loans 

The Program annually will forgive one year of loans as of April 15 every year if the 
Participant has been in qualifying employment the prior year and has paid at least the 
amount of his/her LRAP loan on his/her student loans. Only a complete year (12 months 
from April 15, the due date of application) of qualifying employment counts toward 
LRAP loan forgiveness.The one year forgiveness period may be extended under exigent 
circumstances.  

 
 (i) Loss of Eligibility Where Repayment Is Required 

Program participants who become ineligible for Program participation because they leave 
qualifying employment must repay LRAP loans, including interest, for any amounts not 
previously forgiven.   
• The repayment period will be equal to the number of months during which the 

Program participant participated in the Program (including up to three months of 
approved leave), or 12 months, whichever is longer.  

• The collection method for LRAP loans not repaid on schedule will be left to the 
discretion of the Oregon State Bar.  

• Participants shall notify the Program within 30 days of leaving qualifying 
employment. 

 
 (ii) Loss of Eligibility Where Repayment Is Not Required 

Program participants who become ineligible for continued Program participation due to 
an increase in income from other than qualifying employment (see Section 4(C)(iv)) or 
because their student loans are in default (see Section 4(C)(v)) will not receive any 
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additional LRAP loans. Such Program participants will remain eligible to receive 
forgiveness of LRAP loans already disbursed so long as the Program participant remains 
in qualifying employment and submits an employer certification pursuant to Section 
4(C)(iii). 

 
 (iii) Exception to Repayment Requirement 

A Program participant may apply to the Advisory Committee for a waiver of the 
repayment requirement if (s)he has accepted public interest employment in another state, 
or for other  exceptional circumstances. Such Program participants will not receive any 
additional LRAP loans. 

 
(C)  Leaves of Absence 

Each Program participant will be eligible to continue to receive benefits during any 
period of leave approved by the Program participant’s employer. If any such approved 
leave period extends for more than three months, the amount of time the Program 
participant must remain in qualifying employment before an LRAP Loan is forgiven is 
extended by the length of the leave in excess of three months. The leave time exceeding 
three months is added to the end of the year in which the leave is taken and thereafter, the 
starting date of the new year is reset based upon the new ending date of the year in which 
the extended leave is taken until the three year LRAP Loan period concludes. 

Section 4 – Program Procedures 
 
(A)  Application and Disbursement Procedure  

• Applications submitted to the Advisory Committee must be postmarked or delivered 
to the Oregon State Bar office by April 15 of each year, or a later date as determined 
by OSB staff during exigent circumstances.  
o Applicants must be members of the OSB already engaged in qualifying 

employment by the application deadline. 
o Applicants may not commence the application process prior to receiving bar exam 

results. 
o Unsuccessful applicants will get a standard letter drafted by the Advisory 

Committee and may reapply in future years as long as they meet the qualifications 
described in Section 2. 

• Applicants will be notified by June 1, or a later date as determined by OSB staff 
during exigent circumstances of each year as to whether or not they have been 
selected for Program participation in accordance with the selection criteria set forth in 
Section 4(B).  

• Those applicants selected as Program participants will receive a promissory note for 
the first year of LRAP loans along with their notification of selection. The executed 
promissory note must be returned to the Advisory Committee by June 15. 

• Initial disbursement of LRAP loans will be made by July 1, or a later date as 
determined by OSB staff during exigent circumstances provided the executed 
promissory note has been returned.  

• In conjunction with the annual certification procedure set forth in Section 4(C), 
persons who remain eligible Program participants will be sent a new promissory note, 
covering the LRAP loan in the upcoming year by June 1, which must be executed and 
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returned by June 15, or a later date as determined by OSB staff during exigent 
circumstances.  

• Ongoing disbursement of loans to persons who remain Program participants will be 
made on or about July 1, or a later date as determined by OSB staff during exigent 
circumstances of each year.  

 
 
 
(B)  Program Participant Selection 
 
 (i) Factors Considered  

• Meeting the salary, debt and employment eligibility for the Program does not 
automatically entitle an applicant to receive a LRAP loan. If the Advisory Committee 
needs to select among applicants meeting the salary, debt and employment eligibility 
criteria, it may take into account the following factors:  
o Demonstrated commitment to public service; 
o Financial need; 
o Educational debt, monthly payment to income ratio, and/or forgivibility of debt; 
o Extraordinary personal expenses; 
o Type and location of work; 
o Assistance from other loan repayment assistance programs;   

• The Advisory Committee reserves the right to accord each factor a different weight, 
and to make a selection among otherwise equally qualified applicants. 

• If there are more eligible applicants than potential Program participants for a given 
year, the Advisory Committee will keep the materials submitted by other applicants 
for a period of six months and may automatically reconsider the applicant pool if an 
individual selected to receive an LRAP loan does not participate in the Program. 

  
 (ii) Other Factors Considered Related to Applicant’s Income 

The following factors, in addition to the applicant’s salary from qualifying employment, 
may be considered in determining applicant’s income:  

• Earnings and other income as shown on applicant’s most recent tax return  
• Income–producing assets; 
• Medical expenses; 
• Child care expenses; 
• Child support; and 
• Other appropriate financial information. 

 
(C)  Annual Certification of Program Participant’s Eligibility 
 
 (i) Annual Certifications Required 

Program participants and their employers will be required to provide annual certifications 
to the OSB by April 15  May 1, or a later date as determined by OSB staff during exigent 
circumstances that the participant remains qualified for continued Program participation.  
Annual certifications forms will be provided by the Program. The OSB will verify that 
the Program participants remain eligible to receive LRAP loans and will obtain new 
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executed promissory notes by June 15 prior to disbursing funds each July 1, or a later 
date as determined by OSB staff during exigent circumstances.  

 
 (ii) Program Participant Annual Certifications - Contents 

The annual certifications submitted by Program participants will include: 
• Evidence that payments have been made on student’s loans in at least the amount of 

the LRAP loan for the prior year and evidence that student loan is not in default.  
• Completed renewal application demonstrating continued program eligibility 

 
 (iii) Employer Certification - Contents 

 The annual certifications submitted by employers will include: 
• Evidence that the Program participant remains in qualifying employment; and 
• Evidence of the Program participant’s current salary and, if available, salary for the 

upcoming year. 
 
 (iv) Effect of Increase in Salary and Income and Changes in Circumstances 

Program participants remain eligible for the Program for three years despite increases in 
salary provided that they remain in qualifying employment with the same employer and 
are not in default on their student loans. If a Program participant’s financial condition 
changes for other reasons, the Advisory Committee may make a case-by-case 
determination whether the Program participant may receive any further LRAP loans. 
Even if no further LRAP loans are received, this increase in income will not affect the 
LRAP loan forgiveness schedule so long as the Program participant remains in qualifying 
employment and submits an employer certification pursuant to Section 4(C)(iii). 

 
 (v) Effect of Default on Student Loans 

Program participants who are in default on their student loans will be ineligible to receive 
further LRAP Loans, but may seek to have LRAP loans forgiven in accordance with the 
loan forgiveness schedule if they remain in qualifying employment and submit an 
employer certification pursuant to Section 4(C)(iii).  

 
 (vi) Voluntary Withdrawal from Program 

A Program participant may voluntarily forgo future LRAP loans despite retaining 
eligibility (e.g., the Program participant remains in qualifying employment and receives a 
substantial increase in salary). In such a case, LRAP loans already received will be 
forgiven in accordance with the loan forgiveness schedule so long as the Program 
participant remains in qualifying employment and submits an employer certification as 
otherwise required under Section 4(C)(iii). 

 
(D)  Dispute/Grievance Resolution  

• Grievance procedure applies only to Program participants, not applicants. 
• Program participants have 30 days to contest a determination in writing.  
• The Advisory Committee has 60 days to issue a decision.  
• A Program participant may appeal the Advisory Committee’s decision by making a 

request in writing to Board of Governors within 30 days of the Advisory Committee’s 
decision.  The decision of the Board is final.  
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
Memo Date: April 8, 2020 
From: Jade Priest-Maoz, MCLE Program Manager, MCLE Committee Liaison 
Re: Proposed Amendments to MCLE Rules and Regulations regarding Access to 
 Justice Definition and Accreditation Standard                                                                                                                                  

 

Action Recommended 
Approve the attached proposed amendments to the MCLE Rules and Regulations relating 

to the accreditation standard for access to justice CLE activities, and post the proposed 
amendments on the bar website for 60 days for member comment.   

 

Background and Discussion 
 
 On February 11, 2020, the Supreme Court approved the amended Statement of Purpose 
of the MCLE Rules and Regulations and the amendment to Rule One to add the definition of 
“equity.” The Supreme Court ordered the amendments effective immediately.  
 
 In response to the Diversity Action Plan (DAP), bar staff and the MCLE Committee 
solicited input from ACDI as to whether to revise the language of the MCLE Rules related to 
access to justice credit. ACDI proposed several amendments to the MCLE Rules and 
Regulations, some of which do serve to clarify and modernize language related to the access to 
justice credit requirements. The MCLE committee approved these proposed amendments at its 
December 2019 meeting. ACDI proposed additional amendments beyond the scope of the 
MCLE Committee’s and bar staff’s request for input, and which the MCLE Committee will 
further review and discuss.  
 
 At this time, to align the MCLE Rules with the new Statement of Purpose and the bar’s 
Mission, bar staff recommends that the BOG approve the attached proposed amendments for 
the reasons set forth below.  
 
Rule 1.2 
 
The proposed amendment to Rule One adds the definition of “access to justice” to the Rules. In 
that “increasing access to justice” is now part of the Purpose of the MCLE Rules and 
Regulations, it is necessary to provide members with a definition of “access to justice.” 
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Furthermore, “access to justice” is a required credit type and, therefore, ought to be defined in 
the Rules.  
 
Rule 3.400  
 
The proposed amendment to Rule 3.400 adds “low-income and other communities that lack 
access to or the ability to afford legal services” to the list of possible program topics that can be 
approved for practical skills credit. Education on how to identify and eliminate barriers to 
access to justice for low income and other communities that lack the ability to afford legal 
services is typically accredited for access to justice credit pursuant to Rule 5.14(d) and 
Regulation 5.400. However, the addition of this topic as a possible subject for practical skills 
credit is not counter advised. This type of education could appropriately be considered for 
either practical skills or access to justice credit depending upon the specific nature of the 
course.  
 
Regulation 3.600  
 
The proposed amendment to Regulations 3.600 modernizes the terminology setting forth the 
accreditation requirements for introductory access to justice credit.  
 
Rule 5.1(d)  
 
The proposed amendment to Rule 5.1(d) serves to modernize the terminology precluding 
certain attendance restrictions at CLE programs.  
 
Rule 5.14 (d) and Regulation 5.400 
 
The proposed amendments to Rule 5.14(d) and Regulation 5.400 modernizes the terminology 
setting forth the accreditation standards for access to justice credit. 
 
 
 Although these amendments do not change the access to justice credit requirement, 
they do involve the accreditation standard for access to justice credit. Bar staff and the 
Supreme Court, as expressed at its February 11, 2020 public meeting, acknowledge the 
sensitive history around this topic among bar membership. Hence, it is prudent to consider 
member input on any changes to the MCLE Rules surrounding access to justice credit. 
Therefore, bar staff recommends that the BOG approve the attached proposed amendments 
and place them on the bar website for 60 days for member comment. Bar staff will share 
member input with the BOG at its next meeting prior to presenting the amendments to the 
Supreme Court. 
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Conclusion 

 Bar staff now recommends that the BOG approve the attached proposed amendments 
to the MCLE Rules and Regulations, and post the proposed amendments on the bar website for 
member comment. 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS FOR BOG CONSIDERATION AT APRIL 17, 2020 MEETING 
(These proposed amendments were proposed by ACDI and approved by the MCLE Committee) 

 
Oregon State Bar 

Minimum Continuing Legal Education 
Rules and Regulations 

(As amended effective March 1, 2020) 

 

Purpose 

 The purpose of minimum continuing legal education (MCLE) requirements is to further the OSB’s 
mission to improve the quality of legal services and increase access to justice. MCLE assists Oregon lawyers 
in maintaining and improving their knowledge, skills, and competence in the delivery of legal services to 
the public. This includes ensuring that Oregon lawyers receive education in equity in order to effectively 
and fully serve all Oregon communities. These Rules establish the minimum requirements for continuing 
legal education for members of the Oregon State Bar. 

Rule One 
Terms and Definitions 

1.1 Active Member: An active member of the Oregon State Bar, as defined in Article 6 of the Bylaws of the 
Oregon State Bar. 

1.2 Access to justice: Identifying and eliminating barriers to equitable access to counsel, legal assistance, 
and resources faced by underserved and marginalized groups, and improving the delivery of legal 
services to the public. 

1.23 Accreditation: The formal process of accreditation of activities by the MCLE Program Manager. 

1.34 Accredited CLE Activity: An activity that provides legal or professional education to attorneys in 
accordance with MCLE Rule 5. 

1.45 BOG: The Board of Governors of the Oregon State Bar. 

1.56 Equity: Ensuring that all individuals and groups have fair access to the same opportunities and 
resources by identifying and eliminating barriers that face underserved and marginalized groups, by 
acknowledging and understanding ingrained and systemic structural biases in society, and by committing 
to address these disparities. Underserved and marginalized groups include, but are not limited to groups 
that are historically underrepresented based on factors of culture, disability, ethnicity, gender and gender 
identity or expression, geographic location, national origin, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, veteran 
status, immigration status, and socioeconomic status. 

1.67 Accredited CLE Activity: An activity that provides legal or professional education to attorneys in 
accordance with MCLE Rule 5. 

1.78 Executive Director: The executive director of the Oregon State Bar. 

1.89 MCLE Program Manager: The bar staff member designated by the Chief Executive Officer to assist in 
the administration of the MCLE Program. 

1.910 Hour or Credit Hour: Sixty minutes of accredited group CLE activity or other CLE activity. 

1.101 New Lawyer Mentoring Program (NLMP): A mandatory mentoring program designed to increase 
the competence and professionalism of new admittees in Oregon. 

1.112 NLMP Coordinator: The bar staff member designated by the Chief Executive Officer to assist in the 
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administration of the NLMP. 

1.123 NLMP Mentor: A lawyer recommended by the BOG and appointed by the Supreme Court to serve as 
a mentor in the NLMP Program. 

1.134 MCLE Committee: The Minimum Continuing Legal Education Committee appointed by the BOG to 
assist in the administration of these Rules. 

1.145 New Admittee: A person is a new admittee from the date of initial admission as an active member 
of the Oregon State Bar through the end of his or her first reporting period. 

1.156 Regulations: Any regulation adopted by the BOG to implement these Rules. 

1.167 Reporting Period: The period during which an active member must satisfy the MCLE requirement. 

1.178 Sponsor: An individual or organization providing a CLE activity. 

1.189 Supreme Court: The Supreme Court of the State of Oregon. 
 

Regulations to MCLE Rule 1 
Terms and Definitions 

1.100 Inactive or Retired Member. An inactive or retired member of the Oregon State Bar, as defined in 
Article 6 of the Bylaws. 

1.101 Suspended Member. A member who has been suspended from the practice of law by the Supreme 
Court. 

1.110 MCLE Filings. 

(a) Anything to be filed under the MCLE Rules shall be delivered to the MCLE Program Manager, at 16037 
SW Upper Boones Ferry Road, PO Box 231935, Tigard, Oregon, 97281-1935. 

(b) Filing shall not be timely unless the document is actually received by the MCLE Program Manager by 
the close of business on the day the filing is due. 

(c) Timely filing of a completed compliance report as required by Rule 7.1 and 7.4(a)(2) is defined as the 
actual physical receipt of the signed report at the MCLE office, regardless of the date of posting or 
postmark, or the date of delivery to a delivery service of any kind. Reports may be delivered by facsimile or 
electronic transmission. If the due date for anything to be filed under the MCLE Rules is a Saturday or legal 
holiday, including Sunday, or a day that the Oregon State Bar office is closed, the due date shall be the next 
regular business day. 

1.115 Service Method. 

(a) MCLE Compliance Reports shall be sent to the member’s email address on file with the bar, except that 
reports shall be sent by first-class mail (to the last designated business or residence address on file with the 
Oregon State Bar) to any member who is exempt from having an email address on file with the bar.  

(b) Notices of Noncompliance shall be sent via regular mail and email to the member’s last designated 
business or residence address on file with the Oregon State Bar and to the email address on file with the 
bar on the date of the notice. Email notices will not be sent to any member who is exempt from having an 
email address on file with the bar.   

(c) Service by mail shall be complete on deposit in the mail. 

1.120 Regularly Scheduled Meeting. A meeting schedule for each calendar year will be established for the 
BOG and the MCLE Committee, if one is appointed. All meetings identified on the schedule will be 
considered to be regularly scheduled meetings. Any other meeting will be for a special reason and/or 
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request and will not be considered as a regularly scheduled meeting. 

1.130 Reporting Period. Reporting periods shall begin on January 1 and end on December 31 of the 
reporting year. 

 

Rule Two 
Administration of Minimum Continuing Legal Education  

2.1 Duties and Responsibilities of the Board of Governors; Appointment of MCLE Committee.  

(a) The Minimum Continuing Legal Education Rules shall be administered by the BOG. The BOG may 
modify and amend these Rules and adopt new rules subject to the approval of the Supreme Court. The 
BOG may adopt, modify and amend regulations to implement these Rules.  

(b) The BOG shall develop the NLMP curriculum and requirements in consultation with the Supreme Court 
and shall be responsible for the NLMPs administration.  

(c) The BOG may appoint an MCLE Committee to assist in the administration of these rules.  

(d) There shall be an MCLE Program Manager who shall be an employee of the Oregon State Bar.  

(e) There shall be an NLMP Coordinator who shall be an employee of the Oregon State Bar. 

2.2 Duties of the MCLE Program Manager. The MCLE Program Manager shall: 

(a) Oversee the day-to-day operation of the program as specified in these Rules. 

(b) Approve applications for accreditation and requests for exemption, and make compliance 
determinations. 

(c) Develop the preliminary annual budget for MCLE operations. 

(d) Prepare an annual report of MCLE activities. 

(e) Perform other duties identified by the BOG or as required to implement these Rules. 

2.3 Duties of the NLMP Coordinator. The NLMP Coordinator shall: 

(a) Oversee the day-to-day operation of the NLMP as specified in these Rules, including administration of 
enrollment and mentor matching. 

(b) Approve requests for NLMP exemption or extension requests from program participants as specified in 
these Rules. 

(c) Prepare an annual report of the NLMP and publish an NLMP Manual. 

(e) Perform other duties identified by the BOG or as required to implement these Rules. 

2.4 Appointment of NLMP Mentors. 

(a) The Supreme Court may appoint NLMP mentors recommended by the BOG. Except as otherwise 
provided in these rules, to qualify for appointment, the mentor must be a member of the OSB in good 
standing with at least five years of experience in the practice of law, and have a reputation for competence 
and ethical and professional conduct. 

(b) Attorneys in good standing in another United States jurisdiction who are not OSB members, but are 
qualified to represent clients before the Social Security Administration, the Internal Revenue Service, the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office, or the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services 
office are eligible to be appointed as mentors, provided they meet the other requirements of these rules. 
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(c) Attorneys in good standing in another United States jurisdiction who are not OSB members are eligible 
to be appointed as mentors with the recommendation of the NLMP Coordinator, provided they meet the 
other requirements of these rules.   

 

2.5 Expenses. The executive director shall allocate and shall pay the expenses of the program including, 
but not limited to staff salaries, out of the bar’s general fund. 

 

Rule Three 
Minimum Continuing Legal Education Requirement 

3.1 Effective Date. These Rules, or any amendments thereto, shall take effect upon their approval by the 
Supreme Court of the State of Oregon. 

3.2 Active Members. 

(a) Minimum Hours. Except as provided in Rules 3.3 and 3.4, all active members shall complete a minimum 
of 45 credit hours of accredited CLE activity every three years as provided in these Rules. 

(b) Ethics. At least five of the required hours shall be in subjects relating to ethics in programs 
accredited pursuant to Rule 5.14(a). 

(c) Abuse Reporting. One hour must be on the subject of a lawyer’s statutory duty to report child abuse 
and elder abuse (see ORS 9.114).   

(d) Mental Health and Substance Use Education. At least one of the required hours shall be in subjects 
relating to mental health, substance use, or cognitive impairment that can affect a lawyer’s ability to 
practice law. 

(e) Access to Justice. In alternate reporting periods, at least three of the required hours must be in 
programs accredited for access to justice pursuant to Rule 5.14(d).  

3.3 Reinstatements, Resumption of Practice After Retirement and New Admittees.  

(a) An active member whose reporting period is established in Rule 3.6(c)(2) or 3.6(c)(3) shall complete 
15 credit hours of accredited CLE activity in the first reporting period after reinstatement. Two of the 15 
credit hours shall be devoted to ethics and one shall be devoted to mental health and substance use 
education. 

(b) New admittees shall complete 15 credit hours of accredited CLE activity in the first reporting period 
after admission as an active member, including two credit hours in ethics, one credit hour in mental 
health and substance use education and nine credit hours in practical skills. One of the ethics credit 
hours must be devoted to Oregon ethics and professionalism and four of the nine credits in practical 
skills must be devoted to Oregon practice and procedure. New admittees must also complete a three 
credit hour OSB-approved introductory course in access to justice. The MCLE Program Manager may 
waive the practical skills requirement for a new admittee who has practiced law in another jurisdiction 
for three consecutive years immediately prior to the member’s admission in Oregon, in which event the 
new admittee must complete nine hours in other areas. After a new admittee’s first reporting period, 
the requirements in Rule 3.2(a) shall apply.  

(c) New admittees shall enroll in the NLMP within 28 days of admission, except as otherwise provided in 
these rules. New admittees shall complete the requirements of the NLMP curriculum established by the 
BOG, complete a mentoring plan and file a NLMP Completion Certificate, and pay the accreditation fee 
provided in Regulation 4.600 in the first three year reporting period after admission as an active 
member. 
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3.4 Out-of-State Compliance.  

(a) Reciprocity Jurisdictions. An active member whose principal office for the practice of law is not in the 
State of Oregon and who is an active member in a jurisdiction with which Oregon has established MCLE 
reciprocity may comply with these rules by filing a compliance report as required by MCLE Rule 7.1 
accompanied by evidence that the member is in compliance with the requirements of the other 
jurisdiction and has completed a child and elder abuse reporting credit required in ORS 9.114. This filing 
shall include payment of the fee set forth in Regulation 3.200(a) for processing the comity certificate of 
MCLE compliance from the reciprocal state. 

(b) An active member whose principal office for the practice of law is in the State of Oregon may obtain 
from the MCLE Program Manager a comity certification of Oregon MCLE compliance upon payment of the 
fee set forth in Regulation 3.200(b) 

(c) Other Jurisdictions. An active member whose principal office for the practice of law is not in the State of 
Oregon and is not in a jurisdiction with which Oregon has established MCLE reciprocity must file a 
compliance report as required by MCLE Rule 7.1 showing that the member has completed at least 45 
hours of accredited CLE activities as required by Rule 3.2. 

3.5 [Reserved.] 

3.6 Reporting Period. 

(a) In General. All active members shall have three-year reporting periods, except as provided in 
paragraphs (b), (c) and (d). 

(b) New Admittees. The first reporting period for a new admittee shall start on the date of admission as an 
active member and shall end on December 31 of the next calendar year. All subsequent reporting periods 
shall be three years. 

(c) Reinstatements. 

 (1) A member who transfers to inactive, retired or Active Pro Bono status, is suspended, or has 
resigned and who is reinstated before the end of the reporting period in effect at the time of the 
status change shall retain the member’s original reporting period and these Rules shall be applied 
as though the transfer, suspension, or resignation had not occurred. 

 (2) Except as provided in Rule 3.6(c)(1), the first reporting period for a member who is reinstated 
as an active member following a transfer to inactive, retired or Active Pro Bono status or a 
suspension, disbarment or resignation shall start on the date of reinstatement and shall end on 
December 31 of the next calendar year. All subsequent reporting periods shall be three years. 

 (3) Notwithstanding Rules 3.6(c)(1) and (2), reinstated members who did not submit a completed 
compliance report for the reporting period immediately prior to their transfer to inactive, retired 
or Active Pro Bono status, suspension or resignation will be assigned a new reporting period upon 
reinstatement. This reporting period shall begin on the date of reinstatement and shall end on 
December 31 of the next calendar year. All subsequent reporting periods shall be three years. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 3 

Minimum Continuing Legal Education Requirement 

3.100 Out-of-State Compliance. An active member seeking credit pursuant to MCLE Rule 3.4(b) shall 
attach to the member’s compliance report filed in Oregon evidence that the member has met the 
requirements of Rule 3 with courses accredited in any jurisdiction. This evidence may include certificates of 
compliance, certificates of attendance, or other information indicating the identity of the crediting 
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jurisdiction, the number of 60-minute hours of credit granted, and the subject matter of programs 
attended. 

3.200 Reciprocity. An active member who is also an active member in a jurisdiction with which Oregon has 
established MCLE reciprocity (currently Idaho, Utah or Washington) may comply with Rule 3.4(a) by 
attaching to the compliance report required by MCLE Rule 7.1 a copy of the member’s certificate of 
compliance with the MCLE requirements from that jurisdiction, together with evidence that the member 
has completed a child and elder abuse reporting training required in ORS 9.114. No other information 
about program attendance is required.  

(a) Members shall pay a filing fee of $25.00 with their submission of a comity certificate of MCLE 
compliance from a reciprocal jurisdiction.  

(b) An active member whose principal office for the practice of law is in the State of Oregon may obtain 
from the MCLE Program Manager a comity certificate of Oregon MCLE compliance upon request and 
payment of a processing fee of $25.00. 

3.300 Application of Credits.  

(a) Legal ethics, access to justice and mental health and substance use education credits in excess of the 
minimum required can be applied to the general or practical skills requirement. 

(b) Practical skills credits can be applied to the general requirement. 

(c) Excess child and elder abuse reporting credits will be applied as general or practical skills credit. Access 
to Justice credits earned in a non-required reporting period will be credited as general credits.  

(d) Members in a three-year reporting period are required to have 3.0 access to justice credits in reporting 
periods ending 12/31/2018 through 12/31/2020 and in alternate three-year periods thereafter.    

3.400 Practical Skills Requirement. 

(a) A practical skills program is one which includes courses designed primarily to instruct new admittees in 
the methods and means of the practice of law. This includes those courses which involve instruction in the 
practice of law generally, instruction in the management of a legal practice, and instruction in particular 
substantive law areas designed for new practitioners. A practical skills program may include but shall not 
be limited to instruction in: client contact and relations; court proceedings; low-income and other 
communities that lack access to or the ability to afford legal services; negotiation and settlement; 
alternative dispute resolution; malpractice avoidance; personal management assistance; the impact of 
substance abuse, cognitive impairment and mental health related issues to a law practice; and practice 
management assistance topics such as tickler and docket control systems, conflict systems, billing, trust 
and general accounting, file management, and computer systems. 

(b) A CLE course on any subject matter can contain as part of the curriculum a portion devoted to practical 
skills. The sponsor shall designate those portions of any program which it claims is eligible for practical 
skills credit. 

(c) A credit hour cannot be applied to both the practical skills requirement and the ethics requirement. 

(d) A new admittee applying for an exemption from the practical skills requirement, pursuant to Rule 
3.3(b), shall submit in writing to the MCLE Program Manager a request for exemption describing the 
nature and extent of the admittee’s prior practice of law sufficient for the Administrator to determine 
whether the admittee has current skills equivalent to the practical skills requirements set forth in this 
regulation. 

3.500 Reporting Period Upon Reinstatement. A member who returns to active membership status as 
contemplated under MCLE Rule 3.6(c)(2) shall not be required to fulfill the requirement of compliance 
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during the member’s inactive or retired status, suspension, disbarment or resignation, but no credits 
obtained during the member’s inactive or retired status, suspension, disbarment or resignation shall be 
carried over into the next reporting period. 

3.600 Introductory Course in Access to Justice. In order to qualify as an introductory course in access to 
justice required by MCLE Rule 3.3(b), the three-hour program must meet the accreditation standards set 
forth in MCLE Rule 5.14(d) and must substantively relate to include discussion of at least three of the 
following areas: age, culture, disability, ethnicity, gender and gender identity or expression, geographic 
location, national origin, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, veteran status, immigration status, and 
socioeconomic status, race, gender, economic status, creed, color, religion, national origin, disability, age 
or sexual orientation and comply with the requirements of 5.400.  

3.700 New Lawyer Mentoring Program Enrollment, Matching and Mentoring Plan. 

(a) Within 28 days of admission, new admittees whose principal office for the practice of law is in the State 
of Oregon must file an NLMP Enrollment Form as required by Rule 3.3(c) or certify that they are exempt as 
provided in Rule 9. 

(b) The NLMP Coordinator will match new admittees with NLMP mentors based principally on geography, 
and whenever possible, practice area interests. Upon request by the new admittee and NLMP mentor, the 
NLMP Coordinator may consider common membership in specialty or affinity bar organizations when 
establishing a match. 

(c) The NLMP Coordinator will issue a notice to the new admittee and NLMP mentor as soon as an NLMP 
match is confirmed.  

(d) The NLMP Coordinator may reassign a match upon request of the new admittee of NLMP mentor if the 
coordinator determines a match is not effective to meet the goals of the program.  

(e) The new admittee is responsible for arranging the initial meeting with the NLMP mentor, and the 
meeting must take place within 28 business days of the new admittee’s receipt of notice of the match. At 
the meeting, the new admittee and NLMP mentor will review the elements of their mentoring plan, 
including: 

 (1) Introduction to the Legal Community; 

 (2) Professionalism, the Oregon Rules of Professional Conduct and Cultural Competence; 

 (3) Introduction to Law Office Management; 

 (4) Working with Clients;  

 (5) Career Development through Public Service, OSB programs, and quality of life issues; and  

 (6) Practice Area Basic Skills. 

(f) The NLMP Coordinator will publish an NLMP Manual consistent with NLMP curriculum developed by 
the BOG, to provide additional information about developing and implementing and effective mentoring 
plan. The MCLE Committee may review and provide input on the NLMP Manual to the NLMP Coordinator. 

(g) Subsections (b) through (e) do not apply if a new admittee has obtained a deferral as provided in Rule 
9. 

 

Rule Four 
Accreditation Procedure 

4.1 In General. 
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 (a) In order to qualify as an accredited CLE activity, the activity must be given activity accreditation by the 
MCLE Program Manager. 

(b) The MCLE Program Manager shall electronically publish a list of accredited programs. 

(c) All sponsors shall permit the MCLE Program Manager or a member of the MCLE Committee to audit the 
sponsors’ CLE activities without charge for purposes of monitoring compliance with MCLE requirements. 
Monitoring may include attending CLE activities, conducting surveys of participants and verifying 
attendance of registrants. 

4.2 Group Activity Accreditation. 

(a) CLE activities will be considered for accreditation on a case-by-case basis and must satisfy the 
accreditation standards listed in these Rules for the particular type of activity for which accreditation is 
being requested. 

(b) A sponsor or individual active member may apply for accreditation of a group CLE activity by filing a 
written application for accreditation with the MCLE Program Manager. The application shall be made on 
the form required by the MCLE Program Manager for the particular type of CLE activity for which 
accreditation is being requested and shall demonstrate compliance with the accreditation standards 
contained in these Rules. 

(c) A written application for accreditation of a group CLE activity submitted by or on behalf of the 
sponsor of the CLE activity shall be accompanied by the program sponsor fee required by MCLE 
Regulation 4.300. An additional program sponsor fee is required for a repeat live presentation of a 
group CLE activity.  

(d) A written application for accreditation of a group CLE activity must be filed either before or no later 
than 30 days after the completion of the activity. An application received more than 30 days after the 
completion of the activity is subject to a late processing fee as provided in Regulation 4.300.   

(e) The MCLE Program Manager may revoke the accreditation of an activity at any time if it determines 
that the accreditation standards were not met for the activity. Notice of revocation shall be sent to the 
sponsor of the activity. 

(f) Accreditation of a CLE activity obtained by a sponsor or an active member shall apply for all active 
members participating in the activity.  

4.3 Credit Hours. Credit hours shall be assigned in multiples of one-quarter of an hour. The BOG shall 
adopt regulations to assist sponsors in determining the appropriate number of credit hours to be assigned. 

4.4 Sponsor Advertising. 

(a) Only sponsors of accredited group CLE activities may include in their advertising the accredited status 
of the activity and the credit hours assigned. 

(b) Specific language and other advertising requirements may be established in regulations adopted by the 
BOG. 

4.5 NLMP Accreditation. 

(a) The new admittee is responsible for ensuring that all requirements of the NLMP are completed.  

(b) Upon completion of the NLMP, a new admittee shall file a NLMP Completion Certificate, executed by 
the new admittee for accreditation by the MCLE Program Manager. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 4 

Accreditation Procedure 
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4.200 Group Activity Accreditation. 

(a) Review procedures shall be pursuant to MCLE Rule 8.1 and Regulation 8.100. 

(b) The number of credit hours assigned to the activity shall be determined based upon the information 
provided by the applicant. The applicant shall be notified via email or regular mail of the number of credit 
hours assigned or if more information is needed in order to process the application. 

4.300 Sponsor Fees. 

(a) A sponsor of a group CLE activity that is accredited for 4 or fewer credit hours shall pay a program 
sponsor fee of $40.00. An additional program sponsor fee is required for every repeat live presentation of 
an accredited activity, but no additional fee is required for a video or audio replay of an accredited activity. 

(b) A sponsor of a group CLE activity that is accredited for more than 4 credit hours shall pay a program 
sponsor fee of $75. An additional program sponsor fee is required for every repeat live presentation of an 
accredited activity, but no additional fee is required for a video or audio replay of an accredited activity.  

(c) Sponsors presenting a CLE activity as a series of presentations may pay one program fee of $40.00 for 
all presentations offered within three consecutive calendar months, provided: 

 (i) The presentations do not exceed a total of three credit hours for the approved series; and 

 (ii) Any one presentation does not exceed one credit hour. 

(d) A late processing fee of $40 is due for accreditation applications that are received more than 30 days 
after the program date. This fee is in addition to the program sponsor fee and accreditation shall not be 
granted until the fee is received. 

(e) The MCLE Program Manager shall apply the MCLE sponsor fees to all sponsors regardless of the 
sponsor’s entity type (private, governmental, or nonprofit), financial status, or relationship to the bar. The 
MCLE Program Manager shall collect a sponsor fee prior to processing all applications submitted by or on 
behalf of all program sponsors. The MCLE Program Manager may process applications submitted by 
individual bar members at no charge as long as the bar member applicant is not in any way affiliated with 
the program sponsor. 

4.400 Credit Hours. 

(a) Credit hours shall be assigned to group CLE activities in multiples of one-quarter of an hour or .25 
credits and are rounded to the nearest one-quarter credit.  

(b) Credit Exclusions. Only CLE activities that meet the accreditation standards stated in MCLE Rule 5 shall 
be included in computing total CLE credits. Credit exclusions include the following: 

 (1) Registration 

 (2) Non-substantive introductory remarks 

 (3) Breaks  

 (4) Business meetings 

 (5) Programs of less than 30 minutes in length 

4.500 Sponsor Advertising. 

(a) Advertisements by sponsors of accredited CLE activities shall not contain any false or misleading 
information. 

(b) Information is false or misleading if it: 
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 (i) Contains a material misrepresentation of fact or law or omits a fact necessary to make the 
statement considered as a whole not materially misleading; 

 (ii) Is intended or is reasonably likely to create an unjustified expectation as to the results to be 
achieved from participation in the CLE activity; 

 (iii) Is intended or is reasonably likely to convey the impression that the sponsor or the CLE 
activity is endorsed by, or affiliated with, any court or other public body or office or 
organization when such is not the case. 

(c) Advertisements may list the number of approved credit hours. If approval of accreditation is pending, 
the advertisement shall so state and may list the number of CLE credit hours for which application has 
been made. 

(d) If a sponsor includes in its advertisement the number of credit hours that a member will receive for 
attending the program, the sponsor must have previously applied for and received MCLE accreditation for 
the number of hours being advertised. 

4.600 NLMP Accreditation. 

(a) The new admittee shall pay a NLMP accreditation fee of $100.00. 

 

Rule Five 
Accreditation Standards for Category I Activities 

5.1 Group CLE Activities. Group CLE activities shall satisfy the following: 

(a) The activity must be offered by a sponsor having substantial, recent experience in offering continuing 
legal education or by a sponsor that can demonstrate ability to organize and effectively present continuing 
legal education. Demonstrated ability arises partly from the extent to which individuals with legal training 
or educational experience are involved in the planning, instruction, and supervision of the activity; and 

(b) The activity must be primarily intended for presentation to multiple participants, including but not 
limited to live programs, video and audio presentations (including original programming and replays of 
accredited programs), satellite broadcasts and on-line programs; and 

(c) The activity must include the use of thorough, high-quality written materials, unless the MCLE 
Program Manager determines that the activity has substantial educational value without written 
materials. 

(d) The activity must have no attendance restrictions based on age, culture, disability, ethnicity, gender 
and gender identity or expression, geographic location, national origin, race, religion, sex, sexual 
orientation, veteran status, socioeconomic status, immigration status, race, color, gender, sexual 
orientation, religion, geographic location, age, handicap or disability, marital, parental or military status 
or other classification protected by law, except as may be permitted upon application from a provider 
or member, where attendance is restricted due to applicable state or federal law. 

5.2 Attending Classes.  
(a) Attending a class at an ABA or AALS accredited law school may be accredited as a CLE activity.  

(b) Attending other classes may also be accredited as a CLE activity, provided the activity satisfies the 
following criteria: 

(1) The MCLE Program Manager determines that the content of the activity is in 
compliance with other MCLE accreditation standards; and 
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(2) The class is a graduate-level course offered by a university; and 

(3) The university is accredited by an accrediting body recognized by the U.S. Department 
of Education for the accreditation of institutions of postsecondary education. 

5.3 Legislative Service. General credit hours may be earned for service as a member of the Oregon 
Legislative Assembly while it is in session. 

5.4 Participation in New Lawyer Mentoring Program. New admittee NLMP participants and NLMP 
mentors may earn MCLE credit for participation in the NLMP. 

5.5 Other Professionals. Notwithstanding the requirements of Rules 5.15, participation in an educational 
activity offered primarily to or by other professions or occupations may be accredited as a CLE activity if 
the MCLE Program Manager determines that the content of the activity is in compliance with other MCLE 
accreditation standards. The MCLE Program Manager may accredit the activity for fewer than the actual 
activity hours if the MCLE Program Manager determines that the subject matter is not sufficient to justify 
full accreditation. 

 
Accreditation Standards for Category II Activities 

5.6 Teaching Activities. 

 (a)  Teaching credit may be claimed for teaching accredited continuing legal education activities or 
for courses in ABA or AALS accredited law schools.  

(b)  Credit may be claimed for teaching other courses, provided the activity satisfies the 
following criteria: 

(1) The MCLE Program Manager determines that the content of the activity is in 
compliance with other MCLE content standards; and  

(2) The course is a graduate-level course offered by a university; and 

(3) The university is accredited by an accrediting body recognized by the U.S. 
Department of Education for the accreditation of institutions of postsecondary 
education. 

(c) Credit may not be claimed by an active member whose primary employment is as a full-time 
or part-time law teacher, but may be claimed by an active member who teaches on a part-time 
basis in addition to the member’s primary employment. 

 (d)  No credit may be claimed for repeat presentations of previously accredited courses unless 
the presentation involves a substantial update of previously presented material, as determined 
by the MCLE Program Manager. 

5.7 Legal Research and Writing. 

 (1) Credit for legal research and writing activities, including the preparation of written materials for 
use in a teaching activity may be claimed provided the activity satisfies the following criteria: 

  (a)  It deals primarily with one or more of the types of issues for which group CLE 
activities can be accredited as described in Rule 5.13; and  

  (b)  It has been published in the form of articles, CLE course materials, chapters, or 
books, or issued as a final product of the Legal Ethics Committee or a final 
instruction of the Uniform Civil Jury Instructions Committee or the Uniform 
Criminal Jury Instructions Committee, personally authored or edited in whole or in 
substantial part, by the applicant; and 
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  (c)  It contributes substantially to the legal education of the applicant and other 
attorneys; and 

  (d)  It is not done in the regular course of the active member’s primary employment. 

 (2) The number of credit hours shall be determined by the MCLE Program Manager, based on the 
contribution of the written materials to the professional competency of the applicant and other 
attorneys.  

 5.8 Service as a Bar Examiner. Credit may be claimed for service as a bar examiner for Oregon, provided 
that the service includes personally writing or grading a question for the Oregon bar exam during the 
reporting period.  

5.9 Legal Ethics Service. Credit may be claimed for serving on the Oregon State Bar Legal Ethics 
Committee, Client Security Fund Committee, Commission on Judicial Fitness & Disability, Oregon Judicial 
Conference Judicial Conduct Committee, State Professional Responsibility Board, and Disciplinary Board or 
serving as volunteer bar counsel or volunteer counsel to an accused in Oregon disciplinary proceedings. 

5.10 Credit for Committee and Council Service. Credit may be claimed for serving on committees that are 
responsible for drafting court rules or jury instructions that are designed to aid the judicial system and 
improve the judicial process. Examples include service on the Oregon State Bar Uniform Civil Jury 
Instructions Committee, Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions Committee, Oregon Council on Court 
Procedures, Uniform Trial Court Rules Committee, and the District of Oregon Local Rules Advisory 
Committee.  

5.11 Service as a Judge Pro Tempore. Credit may be claimed for volunteer service as a judge pro tempore. 

 
Accreditation Standards for Category III Activities 

5.12 Credit for Other Activities.  

(a) Personal Management Assistance. Credit may be claimed for activities that deal with personal self-
improvement, provided the MCLE Program Manager determines the self-improvement relates to 
professional competence as a lawyer.  

(b) Other Volunteer Activities. Credit for volunteer activities for which accreditation is not available 
pursuant to Rules 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, or 5.11 may be claimed provided the MCLE Program 
Manager determines the primary purpose of such activities is the provision of legal services or legal 
expertise.  

(c) Business Development and Marketing Activities. Credit may be claimed for courses devoted to 
business development and marketing that are specifically tailored to the delivery or marketing of legal 
services and focus on use of the discussed techniques and strategies in law practice.   

 
Activity Content Standards 

5.13 Group and Teaching CLE Activities  

(a) The activity must have significant intellectual or practical content with the primary objective of 
increasing the participant’s professional competence as a lawyer; and 

(b) The activity must deal primarily with substantive legal issues, legal skills, practice issues, or legal ethics 
and professionalism, or access to justice.  

5.14 Ethics, Child and Elder Abuse Reporting, Mental Health and Substance Use Education, and Access to 
Justice. 
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(a) In order to be accredited as an activity in legal ethics under Rule 3.2(b), an activity shall be devoted to 
the study of judicial or legal ethics or professionalism, and shall include discussion of applicable judicial 
conduct codes, rules of professional conduct, or statements of professionalism.  

(b) Child and elder abuse reporting programs must be devoted to the lawyer’s statutory duty to report 
child abuse and elder abuse (see ORS 9.114).  

(c) In order to be accredited as a mental health and substance use education credit under Rule 3.2 (d), and 
activity shall educate attorneys about causes, detection, response, treatment, or problem prevention 
related to mental health or substance use. 

(d) In order to be accredited as an activity pertaining to access to justice for purposes of Rule 3.2(e), an 
activity shall be directly related to the practice of law and designed to educate attorneys to identify and 
eliminate from the legal profession, the provision of legal services, and from the practice of law barriers to 
access to justice arising from biases against persons because of age, culture, disability, ethnicity, gender 
and gender identity or expression, geographic location, national origin, race, religion, sex, sexual 
orientation, veteran status, immigration status, and socioeconomic status race, gender, economic status, 
creed, color, religion, national origin, disability, age or sexual orientation. 

(e) Portions of activities may be accredited for purposes of satisfying the ethics and access to justice 
requirements of Rule 3.2, if the applicable content of the activity is clearly defined. 

 

Teaching Activity Content Standards 

5.15 Other Professionals. Notwithstanding the requirements of Rules 5.6 and 5.13, credit may be claimed 
for teaching an educational activity offered primarily to other professions or occupations if the MCLE 
Program Manager determines that the content of the activity is in compliance with other MCLE 
accreditation standards and the applicant establishes to the MCLE Program Manager’s satisfaction that the 
teaching activity contributed to the presenter’s professional competence as a lawyer.   

 

Unaccredited Activities 

5.16 Unaccredited Activities. The following activities shall not be accredited: 

(a) Activities that would be characterized as dealing primarily with personal self-improvement unrelated 
to professional competence as a lawyer; and 

(b) Activities designed primarily to sell services or equipment; and 

(c) Video or audio presentations of a CLE activity originally conducted more than three years prior to the 
date viewed or heard by the member seeking credit, unless it can be shown by the member that the 
activity has current educational value. 

(d) Repeat live, video or audio presentations of a CLE activity for which the active member has already 
obtained MCLE credit. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 5 

Accreditation Standards 

5.050 Written Materials. 

(a) For the purposes of accreditation as a group CLE activity under MCLE Rule 5.1(c), written material may 
be provided in an electronic or computer-based format, provided the material is available for the member 
to retain for future reference. 
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(b) Factors to be considered by the MCLE Program Manager in determining whether a group CLE activity 
has substantial educational value without written materials include, but are not limited to: the 
qualifications and experience of the program sponsor; the credentials of the program faculty; information 
concerning program content provided by program attendees or monitors; whether the subject matter of 
the program is such that comprehension and retention by members is likely without written materials; and 
whether accreditation previously was given for the same or substantially similar program. 

5.100 Category I Activities 

(a) Credit for legislative service may be earned at a rate of 1.0 general credit for each week or part thereof 
while the legislature is in session. 

(b) Members who serve as mentors in the NLMP may earn a total of 8.0 CLE credits, including 2.0 ethics 
credits and 6.0 general credits, upon filing of a NLMP Completion Certificate. If a member serves as a 
mentor for more than one new lawyer, the member may claim up to 16.0 total credits, including 4.0 ethics 
credits, during the three year reporting cycle. If another lawyer assists with the NLMP completion, the 
mentoring credits must be apportioned between lawyers in a proportionate manner agreed upon by the 
NLMP mentors. 

(c) Upon successful completion of the NLMP, new admittees earn 6.0 general/practical skills credits, which 
may be applied to the MCLE requirements of their first three-year MCLE reporting period. 

5.200 Category II Activities.  

(a) Teaching credit may be claimed at a ratio of one credit hour for each sixty minutes of actual instruction. 

(b) With the exception of panel presentations, when calculating credit for teaching activities pursuant to 
MCLE Rule 5.6, for presentations where there are multiple presenters for one session, the number of 
minutes of actual instruction will be divided by the number of presenters unless notified otherwise by the 
presenter. Members who participate in panel presentations may receive credit for the total number of 
minutes of actual instruction.  

(c) For the purposes of accreditation of Legal Research and Writing, all credit hours shall be deemed 
earned on the date of publication or issuance of the written work. 

(d) One hour of credit may be claimed for each sixty minutes of research and writing, but no credit may 
be claimed for time spent on stylistic editing.  

(e) Credit may be claimed for Legal Research and Writing that supplements an existing CLE publication 
may be accredited if the applicant provides a statement from the publisher confirming that research on 
the existing publication revealed no need for supplementing the publication’s content. 

(f) Credit for Committee and Council Service pursuant to Rule 5.10. Members May claim three (3) 
general credits for each 12 months of committee and council service so long as the member regularly 
attends and participates in the work related to the functions of the committee. 

(g) Service as a Bar Examiner. Three (3) credits may be claimed for writing a bar exam or local 
component question and three (3) credits may be claimed for grading a bar exam or local component 
question.  

(h) Legal Ethics Service. Members may claim two ethics credits for each twelve months of service on 
committees and boards listed in Rule 5.9.  

(i) Service as a Judge Pro Tempore. Members may claim one (1) general credits for every 2 hours of 
volunteer time spent on the bench as a judge pro tempore.  
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5.300 Category III Activities.  

(a) Personal Management Assistance. Credit may be claimed for programs that provide assistance with 
issues that could impair a lawyer’s professional competence (examples include but are not limited to 
programs addressing burnout, procrastination, gambling or other addictions or compulsive behaviors, and 
other health related issues). Credit may also be claimed for programs designed to improve or enhance a 
lawyer’s professional effectiveness and competence (examples include but are not limited to programs 
addressing time and stress management, career satisfaction and transition, and interpersonal/relationship 
skill-building).  

(b) Other Volunteer Activities. Credit may be claimed for volunteer activities for which accreditation is not 
available pursuant to Rules 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, or 5.11. Credit may be claimed at a ratio of 
one credit hour for each two hours of uncompensated volunteer activities provided that the MCLE 
Program Manager determines the primary purpose of such activity is the provision of legal services or legal 
expertise. Such activities include but are not limited to: 

 (1) Providing direct pro bono representation to low-income clients referred by certified pro 
bono programs; 

 (2) Serving as a judge, evaluator, mentor or coach in any type of mock trial, moot court, 
congressional hearing or client legal-counseling competition, law-related class or law-related program at 
the high school level and above; and 

 (3) Teaching a legal education activity offered primarily to nonlawyers high school age and 
older. 

(c) Business Development and Marketing Activities. Credit may be claimed for courses devoted to business 
development and marketing that are specifically tailored to the delivery or marketing of legal services and 
focus on use of the discussed techniques and strategies in law practices.  Examples include but are not 
limited to courses focusing on business development approaches, strategies and techniques available to 
attorneys, marketing to clients seeking legal services, and website development to promote one’s practice. 
   

5.400 Access to Justice. A program shall not be ineligibleis eligible for accreditation as an access to justice 
activity solely becauseeven if it is limited to a discussion of substantive law, provided the substantive law 
relates to access to justice issues involving age, culture, disability, ethinicity, gender and gender identity 
or expression, geographic location, national origin, race, religion, se, sexual orientation, veteran status, 
immigration status, and socioeconomic statusrace, gender, economic status, creed, color, religion, 
national origin, disability, age, or sexual orientation.  

(a) Access to justice programming should be guided by these three principles: 

(1) Promoting accessibility by eliminating systemic barriers that prevent people from 
understanding and exercising their rights. 

(2) Ensuring fairness by delivering fair and just outcomes for all parties, including those facing 
financial and other disadvantages. 

(3) Addressing systemic failures that lead to a lack of confidence in the justice system by creating 
meaningful and equitable opportunities to be heard. 

(b) The presenters of access to justice and introductory access to justice programs should have the 
following qualifications in the topic being presented: 

(1) Lived experience;  

(2) Professional experience; or 
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(3) Substantial training. 

5.500 Independent Study. Members may earn credit through independent screening or viewing of audio-
or video-tapes of programs originally presented to live group audiences, or through online programs 
designed for presentation to a wide audience. A lawyer who is licensed in a jurisdiction that allows credit 
for reading and successfully completing an examination about specific material may use such credits to 
meet the Oregon requirement. No credit will be allowed for independent reading of material selected by a 
member except as part of an organized and accredited group program.  

5.600 Child and Elder Abuse Reporting. In order to be accredited as a child abuse and elder abuse 
reporting activity, the one-hour session must include discussion of an Oregon attorney’s requirements to 
report child abuse and elder abuse and the exceptions to those requirements.  

 

Rule Six 
Credit Limitations per Category 

6.1 In General. 

(a) Category I Activities. Credits in this category are unlimited. Credit shall be allowed only for CLE activities 
that are accredited as provided in these Rules, and substantial participation by the active member is 
required. The MCLE Program Manager may allow partial credit for completion of designated portions of a 
CLE activity. 

(b) Category II Activities. Credits in this category are limited to 20 in a three-year reporting period and 10 in 
a shorter reporting period. No accreditation application is required.  

(c) Category III Activities. Credits in this category are limited to 6 in a three-year reporting period and 3 in a 
shorter reporting period. No accreditation application is required.  

(d) An active member may carry forward 15 or fewer unused credit hours from the reporting period during 
which the credit hours were earned to the next reporting period. 

(e) Except as provided in Regulation 5.100(c) and Rule 6.1(d), credit for a particular reporting period shall 
be allowed only for activities participated in during that reporting period.  

(f) Credits for service as a mentor in the NLMP are limited as set forth in Regulation 5.100(b). 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 6 

Credit Limitations 

6.100 Carry Over Credit. No more than six ethics credits can be carried over for application to the 
subsequent reporting period requirement. Ethics credits in excess of the carry over limit may be carried 
over as general credits. Abuse education credits earned in excess of the reporting period requirement may 
be carried over as general credits, but a new abuse reporting education credit must be earned in each 
reporting period in which the credit is required. Access to justice credits may be carried over as general 
credits, but new credits must be earned in the reporting period in which they are required. Carry over 
credits from a reporting period in which the credits were completed by the member may not be carried 
forward more than one reporting period. 

6.200 Credits Earned in Excess of Credit Limitations. Any credits earned in excess of the credit limitations 
set forth in MCLE Rule Six may not be claimed in the reporting period in which they are completed or as 
carry over credits in the next reporting period. 
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Rule Seven 
Compliance 

7.1 Reports. Every active member shall file a completed compliance report certifying completion of the 
member’s MCLE requirement, on a form provided by the MCLE Program Manager, on or before 5:00 p.m. 
on January 31 of the year immediately following the active member’s reporting period.  

7.2 Recordkeeping. 

(a) Every active member shall maintain records of participation in CLE activities for use in completing a 
compliance report and shall retain these records for a period of twelve months after the end of the 
member’s reporting period. 

(b) The MCLE Program Manager may maintain records of active members’ participation in CLE activities 
as necessary to verify compliance with the MCLE requirement. 

7.3 Audits. 

(a) The MCLE Program Manager may audit compliance reports selected because of facial defects or by 
random selection or other appropriate method. 

(b) For the purpose of conducting audits, the MCLE Program Manager may request and review records of 
participation in CLE activities reported by active members. 

(c) Failure to substantiate participation in CLE activities in accordance with applicable rules and regulations 
after request by the MCLE Program Manager shall result in disallowance of credits for the reported activity 
and, in certain situations, assessment of the late filing fee specified in 7.5(b). 

(d) The MCLE Program Manager shall refer active members to the Oregon State Bar Disciplinary Counsel 
for further action where questions of dishonesty in reporting occur. 

7.4 Noncompliance. 

(a) Grounds. The following are considered grounds for a finding of non-compliance with these Rules: 

 (1) Failure to complete the MCLE requirement for the applicable reporting period. 

 (2) Failure to electronically certify and submit a completed compliance report on time. 

 (3) Failure to provide sufficient records of participation in CLE activities to substantiate credits 
reported, after request by the MCLE Program Manager. 

(b) Notice. In the event of a finding of noncompliance, the MCLE Program Manager shall send a written 
notice of noncompliance to the affected active member’s electronic mail address on file with the bar 
pursuant to Bar Rules of Procedure. The notice shall set forth the deadline to cure noncompliance, 
established by the Chief Executive Officer, which is not less than 21 days from the date of the notice. The 
MCLE Program Manager shall send the notice by mail to any member who is not required to have an 
electronic mail address on file.  

7.5 Cure. 

(a) Noncompliance for failure to electronically certify and submit a completed compliance report by the 
due date can be cured by filing the completed report demonstrating completion of the MCLE requirement 
during the applicable reporting period, together with the late fee specified in MCLE Regulation 7.200, no 
later than the deadline set forth in the notice of noncompliance.  

(b) Noncompliance for failure to complete the MCLE requirement during the applicable reporting period 
can be cured by doing the following no later than the deadline set forth in the notice of noncompliance:  

 (1) Completing the credit hours necessary to satisfy the MCLE requirement for the applicable 
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reporting period; 

 (2) Electronically certifying and submitting the completed compliance report; and 

 (3) Paying the late filing fee specified in MCLE Regulation 7.200. 

(c) Noncompliance for failure to provide the MCLE Program Manager with sufficient records of 
participation in CLE activities to substantiate credits reported can be cured by providing the MCLE Program 
Manager with sufficient records, together with the late fee specified in MCLE Regulation 7.200, no later 
than the deadline set forth in the notice of noncompliance. 

(d) Credit hours applied to a previous reporting period for the purpose of curing noncompliance as 
provided in Rule 7.5(b) may only be used for that purpose and may not be used to satisfy the MCLE 
requirement for any other reporting period. 

(e) When it is determined that the noncompliance has been cured, the MCLE Program Manager shall notify 
the affected active member that he or she has complied with the MCLE requirement for the applicable 
reporting period. Curing noncompliance does not prevent subsequent audit and action specified in Rule 
7.3.  

7.6 Suspension. If the noncompliance is not cured within the deadline specified in the notice of 
noncompliance, the MCLE Program Manager shall recommend to the Supreme Court that the affected 
active member be suspended from membership in the bar. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 7 

Compliance 

7.100. Member Records of Participation.  

(a) In furtherance of its audit responsibilities, the MCLE Program Manager may review an active member’s 
records of participation in Category I CLE activities. Records which may satisfy such a request include, but 
are not limited to, certificates of attendance or transcripts issued by sponsors, MCLE recordkeeping forms, 
NLMP mentoring plan checklist, canceled checks or other proof of payment for registration fees or audio 
or video tapes, course materials, notes or annotations to course materials, or daily calendars for the dates 
of CLE activities. For individually screened presentations, contemporaneous records of screening dates and 
times shall be required. 

(b) Members claiming credit for Category II activities should keep course descriptions, course schedules or 
other documentation verifying the number of minutes of actual instruction, along with a sample of the 
written materials prepared, if applicable. Members claiming Legal Research and Writing credit should keep 
a log sheet indicating the dates and number of hours engaged in legal research and writing in addition to a 
copy of the written product. 

(c) Members claiming credit for Category III activities should keep log sheets indicating the dates and 
number of hours engaged in pro-bono representation and other volunteer activities, along with course 
descriptions and course schedules, if applicable. Members claiming credit for direct pro-bono 
representation to low-income clients should also keep documentation establishing the referral by a 
certified pro bono provider.  
 
7.150 Sponsor Records of Participation. Within 30 days after completion of an accredited CLE activity, the 
sponsor shall submit an attendance record reflecting the name and Oregon bar number of each Oregon 
bar member attendee. The record shall be in a compatible electronic format or as otherwise directed by 
the MCLE Program Manager. 
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7.200 Late Fees. Members who complete any portion of the minimum credit requirement after the end of 
the reporting period or who fail to file a completed compliance report by the filing deadline set forth in 
Rule 7.1 must pay a $200 late fee.  

 

Rule Eight 
Review and Enforcement 

8.1 Review. 

(a) Decisions of the MCLE Program Manager. A decision, other than a suspension recommended pursuant 
to Rule 7.6, affecting any active member or sponsor is final unless a request for review is filed with the 
MCLE Program Manager within 21 days after notice of the decision is mailed. The request for review may 
be by letter and requires no special form, but it shall state the decision to be reviewed and give the 
reasons for review. The matter shall be reviewed by the BOG or, if one has been appointed, the MCLE 
Committee, at its next regular meeting. An active member or sponsor shall have the right, upon request, to 
be heard, and any such hearing request shall be made in the initial letter. The hearing shall be informal. On 
review, the BOG or the MCLE Committee shall have authority to take whatever action consistent with 
these rules is deemed proper. The MCLE Program Manager shall notify the member or sponsor in writing 
of the decision on review and the reasons therefor. 

(b) Decisions of the MCLE Committee. If a decision of the MCLE Program Manager is initially reviewed by 
the MCLE Committee, the decision of the MCLE Committee may be reviewed by the BOG on written 
request of the affected active member or sponsor made within 21 days of the issuance of the MCLE 
Committee’s decision. The decision of the BOG shall be final. 

(c) Suspension Recommendation of the MCLE Program Manager. A recommendation for suspension 
pursuant to Rule 7.6 shall be subject to the following procedures: 

 (1) A copy of the MCLE Program Manager’s recommendation to the Supreme Court that a 
member be suspended from membership in the bar shall be sent by regular mail and email to the 
member. 

 (2) If the recommendation of the MCLE Program Manager is approved, the court shall enter its 
order and an effective date for the member’s suspension shall be stated therein. 

8.2 Reinstatement. An active member suspended for noncompliance with the MCLE requirement shall be 
reinstated only upon completion of the MCLE requirement, submission of a completed compliance report 
to the bar, payment of the late filing and reinstatement fees, and compliance with the applicable 
provisions of the Rules of Procedure. 

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 8 
Review and Enforcement 

8.100 Review Procedure. 

(a) The MCLE Program Manager shall notify the active member or sponsor of the date, time and place of 
the BOG or MCLE Committee meeting at which the request for review will be considered. Such notice 
must be sent no later than 14 days prior to such meeting. If the request for review is received less than 14 
days before the next regularly scheduled meeting, the request will be considered at the following regularly 
scheduled meeting of the BOG or MCLE Committee, unless the member or sponsor waives the 14 day 
notice. 

(b) A hearing before the MCLE Committee may be recorded at the request of the active member or 
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sponsor or the MCLE Committee. In such event, the party requesting that the matter be recorded shall 
bear the expense of such recording. The other party shall be entitled to a copy of the record of the 
proceedings at their own expense. 

(c) The MCLE Program Manager shall notify the active member or sponsor of the decision and the reasons 
therefor within 28 days of the date of the review. A decision of the MCLE Committee shall be subject to 
BOG review as provided in Rule 8.1. 

 
Rule Nine 

 Exemptions, Deferrals, and Waivers 

 (a) Exemptions from MCLE Requirements  

 (1) A member who is in Inactive, Retired or Active Pro Bono status pursuant to OSB Bylaw 6.101 is 
exempt from compliance with these Rules. 

 (2) A member serving as Governor, Secretary of State, Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor and 
Industries, Treasurer, or Attorney General during all or part of a reporting period must complete the 
minimum credit requirements in the categories of ethics, access to justice, and abuse reporting during the 
reporting periods set forth in MCLE Regulation 3.300(d).  Such a member is otherwise exempt from any 
other credit requirements during the reporting period in which the member serves. 

 (3) A new lawyer who has practiced law in another jurisdiction for two years or more upon 
admission to the Oregon State Bar is exempt from the NLMP requirements.  

 (4) The MCLE Program Manager may grant any other exemption from the NLMP Requirements 
with the consent of the NLMP Coordinator, for good cause shown. 

(b) Deferral of NLMP Requirements 

 (1) A new lawyer whose principal office on file with the bar, pursuant to the Bar Rules of 
Procedure, is outside the State of Oregon is temporarily deferred from the NLMP requirements. A New 
lawyer whose principal office remains outside the State of Oregon for two years or more is exempt from 
the NLMP requirements. 

 (2) The following members are eligible for a temporary deferral from the NLMP requirements 
upon written request to the NLMP Coordinator: 

  (i) A new member who is not engaged in the practice of law; and 

  (ii) A new member serving as a judicial clerk. 

 (3) The NLMP Coordinator may otherwise approve a deferral for good cause shown.  Such a 
deferral is subject to continued approval of the NLMP Coordinator. 

(c) Expiration or termination of NLMP deferral 

 (1) A new lawyer who ceases to qualify for a deferral under section (b) must notify the NLMP 
Coordinator and enroll in the NLMP within 28 days of the change in circumstance that led to the deferral. 

(d) Other Waiver, Exemption, Delayed or Substitute Compliance 

 (1) Upon written request of a member or sponsor, the MCLE Program Manager may waive, grant 
exemption from, or permit substitute or delayed compliance with any requirement of these Rules. The 
request shall state the reason for the waiver or exemption and shall describe a continuing legal education 
plan tailored to the particular circumstances of the requestor. The MCLE Program Manager may grant a 
request upon a finding that 
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  (i) hardship or other special circumstances makes compliance impossible or inordinately 
difficult, or 

  (ii) the requested waiver, exemption, or substitute or delayed compliance is not 
inconsistent with the purposes of these Rules. 

 (2)  If a new lawyer seeks approval of an exemption, or delayed or substitute compliance with the 
NLMP requirements, both the MCLE Coordinator and the NLMP Coordinator must approve the request.  

 
Regulations to MCLE Rule 9 

 Exemptions, Deferrals, and Waivers 

9.100 Waivers and Exemptions . The MCLE Program Manager will consider requests for waivers and 
exemptions from the MCLE Rules and Regulations on a case by case basis. 

9.200 NLMP Accreditation Fee Exemption. Any new lawyer participant who earns $65,000 or less annually 
and whose employer will not pay the fee is exempt from payment of the accreditation fee provided in 
Regulation 4.600 

 

Rule Ten 
Amendment 

 These Rules may be amended by the BOG subject to approval by the Supreme Court. 
Amendments may be proposed by the MCLE Committee, the executive director, or an active member. 
Proposed amendments shall be submitted and considered in compliance with any regulations adopted by 
the BOG. 
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Action Requested

  Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant 
claimant Angela Canell’s claim of $24,570 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-39 Bertoni
(Canell). Staff recommends the Board award the lesser amount of $23,920.

Discussion

  Claimant Canell hired Gary Bertoni in March 2017 to represent her in a criminal case 
arising from allegations she had forged checks. Mr. Bertoni agreed to accept a $6,500 flat fee 
payment for the entire representation, which Ms. Canell paid in full.

  In November 2017, Ms. Canell entered a guilty plea and her sentencing was delayed to 
give her time to pay restitution. In March 2018, Ms. Canell’s plea was amended to a reduced 
sentencing recommendation in exchange for her payment of at least $22,000 in restitution. 
Between April and August 2018, Ms. Canell gave Mr. Bertoni $25,020 to apply towards her 
restitution payments. Under RPC 1.15-1, those funds were to be held in trust until they were 
paid to the party entitled to them.

  In November 2018, Mr. Bertoni refunded $1,100 to Ms. Canell, explaining that those 
funds were not required for restitution. He also told Ms. Canell that he applied $1,798.75 of 
the “unneeded” restitution funds to his fees and costs.  However, Ms. Canell paid the flat fee in 
full before November 2018 and the only out of pocket cost was previously paid ($20.75). The 
restitution funds were never delivered to Ms. Canell or the victims identified by the court.

  In November 2018, Mr. Bertoni informed Ms. Canell of his upcoming disciplinary 
suspension and withdrew as counsel.  On December 20, 2018, Thomas Freedman was 
appointed as counsel for Ms. Canell.  Mr. Bertoni wright to Mr. Freedman on February 6, 2019 
saying he enclosed $22,124.25 for Ms. Canell, but did not actually deliver the funds. In his 
March 4, 2019 letter to Mr. Freedman, Mr. Bertoni offered a partial refund of attorney’s fees in 
the amount of $650.

  Mr. Bertoni is currently suspended.  There are also seven pending disciplinary 
prosecutions against Mr. Bertoni, including for conduct related to Ms. Canell’s loss.

At its March 14, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed
Ms. Canell’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the board reimburse her for
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$24,570 for her loss. The Committee calculated Ms. Canell’s loss based on the $25,020 Ms. 
Canell paid Mr. Bertoni in restitution, minus the “excess” amount he refunded to her ($1,100), 
plus the refund in fees Mr. Bertoni offered to pay after withdrawing from the representation 
($650). 

 The Committee acknowledged that the claimant did receive services that were more 
than minimal or insignificant in return for her $6,500 fee, and she received legal services by 
another, court-appointed attorney without cost to her.  See CSF Rules 2.2 and 2.3.  The 
Committee, however, voted to apply CSF Rule 2.1.6 and grant $24,570 based on a finding that 
Mr. Bertoni had failed to complete the representation and converted the funds Ms. Canell 
provided as restitution and waiver of those requirements were appropriate based on “extreme 
hardship or special and unusual circumstances.”  

 Staff recommends that the Board approve the claim in the lesser amount of $23,920. 
This payment would exclude the refund of $650 in legal fees Mr. Bertoni offered to pay Ms. 
Canell. See CSF Rule 2.2 (prohibiting the reimbursement of legal fees paid when the Claimant 
received legal services that were not “minimal or insignificant”).  
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Client Security Fund 
Investigative Report 

 
Re:   2019-39 
Claimant:  Angela Canell 
Lawyer:  Gary Bertoni  
Investigator:  Melissa May 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

I recommended approval of the claim in the amount of $24,570. 
 
This amount consists of:  (i) $25,020 in restitution funds paid by Ms. Canell to Bertoni, 

which he took from his IOLTA without authorization, minus $1,100 refunded to Ms. Canell in 
2018 ($23,920); and (ii) $650 as a partial refund of attorney’s fees (as agreed by Mr. Bertoni in 
correspondence with Ms. Canell’s attorney). 
 
 

CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY 
 
Claim 
 
 Ms. Canell (through counsel, Thomas Freedman)1 filed her Application for 
Reimbursement requesting $28,520.75 in funds allegedly converted by her former attorney, Gary 
Bertoni.  The requested $28,520.75 consists of a partial refund ($3,520.75) of the $6,500 flat fee 
Ms. Canell paid Bertoni, and $25,000 in funds Ms. Canell gave Bertoni to be used for payment of 
restitution. 
 
Investigation 
 
 I contacted Bertoni several times but did not receive a substantive response.  I also 
contacted Ms. Canell’s attorney Thomas Freedman, Multnomah County Assistant District 
Attorney Chris Shull, and Portland Police Bureau Detective Michele Michaels.  I reviewed the 
electronic docket for Ms. Canell’s criminal case, correspondence between Bertoni and Freedman, 
the Bar’s Third Amended Formal Complaint (the “Complaint”) prosecuting Bertoni for this and 
other matters, and Bertoni’s response to the Complaint.  I did not have access to Bertoni’s bank 
records, billing statements, or a client ledger for this matter but was able to obtain information 
about Bertoni’s bank deposits and withdrawals from Detective Michaels.   
 
Background 
 
 Ms. Canell was indicted in 2017.  She retained Gary Bertoni as her criminal defense 
attorney, and he appeared in her case on June 1, 2017.  Over the course of several months, Ms. 
Canell paid a total of $6,500 as a flat fee to Mr. Bertoni, for representation in a criminal matter 
                                                 
1 Mr. Freedman is representing Ms. Canell in this claim pro bono. 
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arising from check forgery.  According to correspondence from Bertoni, she also paid $20.75 in 
expenses. 
 

In November 2017, Ms. Canell entered a guilty plea, and sentencing was delayed until 
April 2018 to give her time to raise funds for restitution.  In March 2018, her plea deal was 
amended to provide a reduced sentencing recommendation in exchange for at least $22,000 in 
restitution funds.  Sentencing was delayed several times that year.  In April 2018, Ms. Canell gave 
Bertoni $20,020 to be held in his IOLTA.  She gave him an additional $5,000, also to be held in 
IOLTA, in August 2018.  Those funds were to be used for payment of restitution to the victim, 
Umpqua Bank.  In November 2018, Bertoni refunded $1,100 of the funds (representing restitution 
funds that he says were not needed at that time).  He also says that he applied $1,795.75 of the 
“unneeded” restitution funds to his fees and costs; however, it appears that Canell had already paid 
her flat fee in full before November 2018, and Bertoni does not cite any costs beyond the $25.70 
Bertoni mentions in correspondence. 
 

In 2019, Ms. Canell ultimately pleaded guilty to Aggravated Theft in the First Degree and 
was ordered to pay $87,979.39 in restitution. 
 
Results of Investigation 
 
 The recommended compensation for Ms. Canell’s lost restitution funds is based on the 
total of the restitution deposits ($25,020), less the $1,100 refund.  Bertoni mentions the refund in 
correspondence with Freedman.  Through Freedman, Canell acknowledges receiving $1,100 from 
Bertoni and does not recall whether the funds were a refund of attorney’s fees or restitution funds.  
She “believes it was a refund of restitution money, i.e., that she had deposited $26,100 in restitution 
with him.”  Ms. Canell’s Application for Reimbursement refers only to $25,000 in restitution 
deposits; Disciplinary Counsel’s Third Amended Formal Complaint also only mentions a total of 
$25,000 in restitution funds deposited with Bertoni; and Detective Michaels’ notes show only 
$25,020 in restitution deposits.  Thus, I recommend that the CSF approve reimbursement of 
$23,920 representing Ms. Canell’s restitution funds apparently converted by Bertoni. 
 
 Although normally the CSF does not reimburse clients for attorney’s fees where the 
attorney provided more than minimal or insignificant services, I believe a partial reimbursement 
of $650 is appropriate in this case.  Although Ms. Canell received equivalent legal services from 
court-appointed counsel after Bertoni’s suspension, I believe a partial reimbursement of $650 is 
appropriate in this case because Bertoni offered in writing to refund $650 but did not actually send 
the funds. 
 
Timeline Summary 
 
8/19/16  Theft (check forgery) by Claimant 
5/31/17  Indictment of Claimant 
6/1/17   Bertoni’s Notice of Representation 
1/29/18  Canell’s first guilty plea 
4/2/18   Per the Complaint, Canell paid Bertoni’s $6,500 fee in full prior to this date 
3/30/18 or 4/2/18 Canell gave Bertoni $20,020 in restitution funds 
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4/18/18 – 8/23/18 Sentencing set over four times (to allow time to raise restitution funds) 
8/3/18   Canell gave Bertoni an additional $5,000 in restitution funds 
9/13/18  Bertoni learned of his 18 month suspension (beginning 11/12/18) 
11/9/18 Bertoni claims Canell paid $1,795.75 as the final installment of his fee + 

expenses. He seems to have deducted this amount from the “restitution” 
funds Canell deposited with him earlier in the year. 

11/9/18 Bertoni says he refunded $1,100 to Canell because only $22,000 was needed 
for restitution; Canell acknowledges that she received that refund but when 
I inquired, she indicated that she believes she had deposited $26,100 in 
restitution funds with Bertoni at that point. 

11/9/18 Sentencing set over to 11/20/18; Bertoni informed Canell of his upcoming 
suspension 

11/11/18  Bertoni withdrew as Canell’s counsel 
11/12/18  Effective date of Bertoni’s suspension 
12/20/18  Thomas Freedman was appointed as Canell’s counsel 
2/6/19 Bertoni wrote to Freedman saying he enclosed $22,124.25 for Ms. Canell 

but did not actually deliver the funds 
 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The claim is timely.  See CSF Rule 2.1.8. 
 
2. Claimant is the injured client.  See CSF Rules 1.4 and 2.1.1. 
 
3. The loss was caused by the lawyer’s dishonest conduct.  See CSF Rule 2.1.2. 
 
4. The loss is not covered by any similar fund in another state.  See CSF Rule 2.1.3. 
 
5. The loss was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a “banker’s blanket bond” 
or similar insurance or surety contract.  See CSF Rule 2.1.4. 
 
6. The loss arose from, and was because of, an established lawyer-client relationship.    
 
7. CSF Rule 2.1.6 is not satisfied.  Bertoni has not been found guilty of a crime (although a 
criminal investigation apparently is ongoing) and Canell has not obtained a civil judgment against 
Bertoni.  Although Bertoni has been suspended from the practice of law and the conduct at issue 
in this claim is the subject of disbarment proceedings, the claimed loss exceeds $5,000.  Please see 
item 12, below. 
 
8. Claimant has made a good-faith effort to collect the amount claimed.  See CSF Rule 2.1.7. 
 
9. The loss arose from the lawyer’s practice of law in Oregon.  See CSF Rule 2.1.9. 
 
10. CSF Rule 2.2 is satisfied as to a refund of $650 in attorney’s fees.  Canell requests a refund 
of more than $3,000 of the approximately $6,500 she paid to Bertoni.  Bertoni provided legal 
services that appear to be more than minimal or insignificant, and there has been no court or fee 
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arbitration panel determination regarding the fee dispute.  However, in his letter to Canell’s 
counsel dated March 4, 2019, Bertoni offers a partial fee refund of $650.  The CSF Committee 
could consider this offer “other evidence… that establishes that the client is owed a refund of a 
legal fee.” (CSF Rule 2.2)  Thus, I believe it would be appropriate for the CSF to reimburse Canell 
for the $650. 
 
11. The Claimant received equivalent legal services by another attorney without cost to the 
Claimant because her replacement counsel was appointed by the court; however, I ask the 
committee to find that the partial reimbursement of $650 is appropriate under these extraordinary 
circumstances.  For example, Freedman indicated that he essentially had to redo all of Bertoni’s 
work – helping Canell withdraw her guilty plea, negotiating a new plea deal, and seeing that matter 
to conclusion.  See CSF Rule 2.3.  
 
12. Although the claim should be denied because CSF Rule 2.1.6 is not satisfied, approval of 
the claim in the amount of $24,570 is appropriate because extreme hardship or special and 
unusual circumstances exist.  Claimant was recently released from custody and still owes 
restitution, Bertoni has offered to pay part of the claimed amount but has never followed 
through.  Bertoni has asserted his Fifth Amendment privilege in the disciplinary case, and is 
likely to face criminal charges in the future.  Thus, I believe it would be fruitless for Ms. Canell 
to pursue a civil judgment at this time.  See CSF Rule 2.6. 
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GOAL 1 Increase and sustain a diverse OSB and bench. 

STRATEGY 1 Identify and gather information on experiences of lawyers from nondominant 
cultures. 
ACTION 1.1.1 Conduct climate surveys.  

    
TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 
 

Create climate surveys to identify the barriers and opportunities faced by 
lawyers from nondominant cultures in Oregon. COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete 

2018 Conduct climate surveys.  COMMUNICATIONS Complete  
2018 Conduct exit surveys for lawyers from nondominant cultures who leave the state 

or withdraw from active practice.  COMMUNICATIONS 
Pending; 2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: The Communications Department and Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) Department 
collaborated on this action item. The departments worked with community stakeholders, including the 
ACDI and Oregon affinity bar leaders, to develop questions for the survey. As stakeholder input was 
received and the survey developed, it was determined that the scope was too broad and the subject 
matter too personal to fit into a standard online survey. We concluded that it would be appropriate to 1) 
expand the approach by integrating the focus group and exit survey elements of this strategy 
(Membership Sphere 1.1.2) into the climate survey process, and 2) appoint a consultant experienced in 
both research and equity work to facilitate the process and to report on its findings. An RFP was released, 
and research firm KGR+C, in partnership with the Center for Equity & Inclusion, was retained. KGR+C’s 
proposed timeline indicates that the process will be complete in the first quarter of 2019.  
 
Year 2 Summary: After further review and consultation with stakeholders, the quantitative survey was 
conducted from May through July 2019. The survey findings were used to frame focus group discussions 
with lawyers from five key cohorts: LatinX, Black, Asian/Pacific Islander, LGBTQAI2+, and people with 
disabilities. (Response rates for Veterans and American Indian/Alaska Native lawyers were too low for 
conventional significance testing.) 
 
KGR+C Research used the focus group conversations to center the meaning and implication of findings for 
each group in their lived experiences. Their report combines quantitative highlights of the online survey 
with qualitative comments from the focus group to present a picture of the law practice climate for the 
five nondominant cohorts listed above. The report also includes suggestions for addressing specific 
diversity/equity/inclusion gaps and enhancing the overall climate for law practice in Oregon. 
 
The key findings are contained in KGR+C’s report, which is posted on the OSB website. They are also 
developing a format for providing bar staff with data sets for further exploration that will not endanger 
respondent confidentiality. Staff will prepare, for comparison purposes, a baseline of answers for 
dominant culture correspondents and details on responses concerning bar programs. 
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ACTION 1.1.2 Facilitate focus groups to gather feedback on member experiences. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019   Create and conduct focus groups using the information gleaned from the 
climate surveys. COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete 

2020 Report to bar leadership on the focus group findings. COMMUNICATIONS Complete    
 
Year 1 Summary:  Focus groups will be integrated into the climate survey process (see Membership 
Sphere 1.1.1). There is no change expected to the timing of this action item currently, although it may be 
completed before the 2020 target.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Please see 1.1.1 above. 
 
ACTION 1.1.3 Analyze lawyer fee rates and economic survey data to identify disparities for lawyers from 
nondominant cultures. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2019 Correlate information gleaned from Action 1.1.1 and Action 1.1.2. 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Pending; 2020  

2019–2020 Use the information gathered to identify issues that warrant addressing. 
MEMBER SERVICES 

Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary:  An addendum to the 2017 OSB Economic Survey 
(https://www.osbar.org/_docs/resources/Econsurveys/17EconomicSurvey.pdf) that focused on women 
lawyers and lawyers of color was completed in 2018. The results will be analyzed in combination with the 
results of the climate survey (Membership Sphere 1.1.1), due to be completed early in the first quarter of 
2019. Per the timing of these elements, we expect to correlate information on lawyer fee rates and 
disparities in late 2019.  
 
Year 2 summary: Due to changes in the timeline for conducting and completing the climate survey (1.1.1), 
these items are pending for 2020. 
 
STRATEGY 2 Ensure the effective retention of diverse bar members, including members from 
nondominant cultures. 
  
ACTION 1.2.1 Develop D&I programs and other bar resources to support diverse lawyers who are new to 
Oregon (“lateral hires”), including lawyers from nondominant cultures. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Use the results from the Goal 1, Strategy 1 surveys, and focus groups to 
identify new program needs. D&I 

Pending; 2020  

2020 Expand D&I programming to address lateral hire retention. D&I Pending; 2020   
2020 Expand D&I programming to address new member retention. D&I Pending; 2020   
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Year 1 Summary: Pending; expected to complete per original timeline. 
 
Year 2 summary: See Membership Sphere 1.1.1: A draft of the climate survey and focus group results 
were released at the end of 2019. These will be reviewed to identify new program needs in 2020. 
 
ACTION 1.2.2 Conduct outreach with legal employers to determine best practices for retaining lawyer 
employees from nondominant cultures. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Collect information from legal employers. D&I In progress; 2019 
2019 Provide revised best practices toolkit to legal employers. D&I Pending; 2020   
2020 Evaluate toolkit and outreach efforts. D&I Deferred   

 
Year 1 Summary: An initial meeting with managing partners of around 20 Portland firms was held in early 
2018. Given the number of people involved, scheduling has been challenging, and information collection 
was, therefore, not completed in 2018. However, the next meeting is expected to take place in early 2019. 
The related subsequent action items have been pushed forward accordingly. 
 
Year 2 Summary: The Director of D&I continued to meet individually with managing partners to discuss 
retention efforts in 2019. Broader meetings with law firms regarding retention efforts will continue in 
2020.  
 
Since the meetings with legal employers are ongoing, the OSB Diversity Section voted to put the toolkit 
on hold until the next steps from the sessions have been established.  
 
ACTION 1.2.3 Develop resources to assist legal employers in creating a diverse workforce. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Create a business case identifying the benefits of employing lawyers from 
nondominant cultures. D&I 

Pending; 2020  

2019 Create resources to assist employers with lateral hire retention programs for 
lawyers from nondominant cultures. D&I 

Pending; 2020  

2020 Begin to assess the impact and reach of resources. D&I Deferred   
 
Year 1 Summary: Development of the business case is contingent on the dialogue with legal employers 
(Membership Sphere 1.2.2), which is ongoing, with a new target date of 2019. In the meantime, research 
on existing business cases has begun. As part of this work, the D&I Department is considering developing 
a CLE on the benefits of inclusive hiring practices. 
 
Year 2 summary:  See Membership Sphere 1.2.2.  
 
STRATEGY 3 Encourage, support, and promote diverse bar members, including members from 
nondominant cultures, in seeking judicial positions.  
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ACTION 1.3.1 Review the bar’s process for obtaining feedback on judicial candidates to ensure it is 
qualitative and supports the Diversity Action Council’s (DAC) mission. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Modify bar bylaws to eliminate bar polls for the judicial selection process. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

2018 
 

Survey stakeholders regarding the judicial screening process. PUBLIC AFFAIRS Complete  

 
Year 1 Summary: A draft modifying bylaws is under review by the OSB Board of Governor’s (BOG) Policy 
& Governance and Public Affairs Committees. We plan to seek feedback from stakeholders regarding the 
judicial screening process in 2019.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Public Affairs Department staff solicited feedback from stakeholders on the proposed 
bylaws throughout 2019. The BOG then adopted the bar bylaw, eliminating bar polls for the judicial 
selection process in June 2019.  
 
ACTION 1.3.2 Increase outreach to bar members, including members from nondominant cultures, 
regarding judicial positions. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Assess notice-of-judicial-vacancy recipient list and webpage placement of notices. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

2018 Assess placement of judicial vacancy notice to affinity bars and publications. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

2018 
 

Modify judicial appointment recommendations process to assess cultural 
competency. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: The judicial-vacancy-notice recipient list was updated to include affinity bar leaders and 
other stakeholders. A review of website placement of notices was conducted, and updates were made to 
increase visibility. Candidate review questions were updated to elicit information on cultural competency.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Completed in 2018.  
 
STRATEGY 4 Engage and collaborate with specialty bars and other organizations to advance 
diversity, equity, and inclusion in the Oregon legal community.  

 
ACTION 1.4.1 Participate in meetings between affinity bars and OSB leadership to learn about affinity 
bars’ experiences and perceptions of the OSB as an institution, and of the OSB leadership. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Work with affinity bars as requested to choose a facilitator and develop agendas. 
EXECUTIVE SERVICES 

Complete.  

2018 Provide OSB financial support for facilitating dialogue. D&I Complete. 
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2018 Attend the meetings and ensure OSB leadership participation and follow up as 
appropriate. EXECUTIVE SERVICES 

Complete. 

 
Year 1 Summary: A facilitator was agreed on and retained, and an agenda for the first meeting, which 
took place in July 2018, was developed. An outcome of the July discussion was to provide equity training 
for the BOG. The first BOG training session took place in November 2018, and content was on structural 
racism. Additional BOG trainings will take place in 2019. A plan for continued dialogue meetings in 2019 
is to be determined.  
 
ACTION 1.4.2 Increase BOG awareness of and engagement in the work of affinity bars. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 
 

Organize a reception in conjunction with a BOG meeting, and invite affinity 
bars to attend and network with the BOG. EXECUTIVE SERVICES 

Complete 

2018–2020 Invite affinity bars to attend or submit reports to BOG meetings to report on 
their activities and events. EXECUTIVE SERVICES 

Pending; 2019 –
2020 

2018–2020 Ensure BOG representation at affinity bar events. EXECUTIVE SERVICES Ongoing; 2019–
2020 (2018 
complete) 

2019 Implement changes to the BOG’s participation in affinity bar work, as agreed 
on during the facilitated joint leadership meetings. CEO 

Complete  

 
Year 1 Summary: A joint Multnomah Bar Association (MBA)/OSB reception was held on January 4, 2018, 
in conjunction with the January BOG Committee meetings. Invitees included leaders from the BOG, OSB 
Oregon New Lawyers Division (ONLD), MBA, Multnomah Bar Foundation (MBF), MBA Young Lawyers 
Section (YLS), ACDI, OSB Diversity Section, MBA Equity, Diversity & Inclusion Committee, OAPABA, 
OGALLA: the LGBT Bar Association of Oregon, Oregon Hispanic Bar Association (OHBA), OMLA, OC-NBA, 
OFALA, Oregon Chinese Lawyers Association (OCLA), OWLS, Queen's Bench, and Campaign for Equal 
Justice (CEJ). A similar reception took place in January 2019.  
 
BOG members attended affinity bar events throughout the year, including the OHBA, OWLS, OAPABA, and 
OGALLA dinners. Affinity bar leaders were not explicitly invited to attend or submit reports at BOG 
meetings; however, the BOG president met one-on-one with the chairs of most of the affinity bar groups 
and attended the OMLA luncheon in the spring of 2018. The 2019 President and CEO are exploring the 
possibility of attending affinity bar board meetings in 2019 as an alternative method of connecting with 
affinity bar leaders.  
 
Year 2 Summary: A joint Multnomah Bar Association (MBA)/OSB reception was held on January 10, 2019, 
in conjunction with the January BOG Committee meetings. Invitees included leaders from the BOG, OSB 
Oregon New Lawyers Division (ONLD), MBA, Multnomah Bar Foundation (MBF), MBA Young Lawyers 
Section (YLS), ACDI, OSB Diversity Section, MBA Equity, Diversity & Inclusion Committee, OAPABA, 
OGALLA: the LGBT Bar Association of Oregon, Oregon Hispanic Bar Association (OHBA), OMLA, OC-NBA, 
OFALA, Oregon Chinese Lawyers Association (OCLA), OWLS, Queen's Bench, and Campaign for Equal 
Justice (CEJ).  
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BOG members attended affinity bar events throughout the year, including the OHBA, OWLS, OAPABA, 
OFALA, OC-NBA, and OGALLA dinners. In addition, the BOG president and CEO attended one board 
meeting of each of the following affinity bars: OHBA, OAPABA, OFALA, OMLA, and OC-NBA. During these 
meetings, we provided updates from the OSB, shared services that the OSB has available for affinity and 
other volunteer bar associations, learned about the work of the affinity bars, and received feedback about 
the OSB.  

ACTION 1.4.3 Assist affinity bars in promoting their activities and events to OSB leadership and OSB 
membership. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Conduct outreach with affinity bars on the services OSB can provide to the 
membership. MEMBER SERVICES 

Complete  

2018 Improve placement and accessibility of affinity bar information on the OSB 
website. 
MEMBER SERVICES 

In progress; 
2019 

2018–2020 Invite affinity bars to have a table and to include promotional materials at OSB 
events to showcase their organizations with membership. MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 
2018–2020 
(2018 
complete) 

2019–2020 Include affinity bar events on the OSB website calendar in accordance with OSB 
communication guidelines. MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 
2018–2020 
(2018 
complete) 

 
Year 1 Summary: Our Director of Member Services met with affinity bar leaders at the end of 2018 to 
provide a summary of available services and to answer questions about how to access them. Additionally, 
a new service was implemented in 2018, whereby new membership lists were distributed to affinity bar 
leadership to support their recruitment efforts. Mission statements and leadership contact information 
for each of the affinity bars were added to the D&I website, and more visible placement of this information 
on the primary OSB website is in progress.   
 
Affinity bars were invited to include membership materials in new member packets for the 2018 spring 
and fall swearing-in ceremonies, and affinity bar events were listed on the OSB website calendar, as 
requested; both processes are ongoing, and will continue into 2019–2020.    
 
Year 2 Summary: Affinity bars were invited to include membership materials in new member packets for 
the 2019 spring and fall swearing-in ceremonies, and affinity bar events were listed on the OSB website 
calendar, as requested; notices to newly admitted bar members now include a link to the improved 
placement of affinity bar information on the website. All processes are ongoing and will continue into 
2020.   
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ACTION 1.4.4 Increase OSB technical coordination with specialty bars. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

   
2018 Enhance information sharing with affinity bars for continuing legal education 

and activities related to OSB functions. MEMBER SERVICES 
In progress; 
2019 

2018 Update and enhance the resource list of OSB services available to membership 
and communicate to affinity bars. MEMBER SERVICES 

In progress; 
2019  

2018–2020 Provide affinity bars access to OSB membership lists through the public records 
request process. MEMBER SERVICES 
 

2019–2020: 
Pending 
(2018 
Complete) 

 
Year 1 Summary: A mechanism for allowing members to join sections at dues payment/renewal was 
implemented in December 2018. The bar is exploring ways to include general information about the 
existence of affinity bars and specialty bars to the membership during the dues payment/renewal process 
and will continue this work in 2019. 
 
On December 10, 2018, OSB staff met with affinity bars to discuss services that the bar provides to its 
membership. The OSB sought feedback from affinity bars on proposed areas of coordination. OSB will 
continue exploring these ideas with a plan to have a complete factsheet available in early 2019.  
 
New member mailing lists were provided to affinity bars after swearing-in ceremonies and periodically 
throughout the year, as part of the bar’s public records request process. The OSB will continue to share 
new membership lists with affinity bars as requested through 2020. 
 
Year 2 Summary: There were three DEI trainings for the BOG in 2019 (Impact vs. Intent; Intercultural 
Conflict; White Privilege; and Learning to Lead as Full Diversity Partners). BOG training sessions will 
continue in 2020.   

STRATEGY 5 Support an effective pipeline of diverse law students, including those from 
nondominant cultures, who feel sustained, welcomed, and encouraged to practice law in 
Oregon.   
 
ACTION 1.5.1 Increase D&I program effectiveness. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Analyze current effectiveness based on data, current trends, and known issues. 
D&I 

In progress; 2020 

2019 Implement changes to D&I programming based on findings of the analysis, to 
provide opportunities for law and pre-law students, including professional 
connections, legal experience, and financial support. D&I 

Pending; 2020  

2019 Formalize D&I program applicant criteria and review the application process to 
ensure fairness, transparency, and applicant pool reach. D&I 

Pending; 2020  

2020 Review progress based on implemented changes. D&I Pending; 2020   
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Year 1 Summary: Data for D&I programs dating back to 1998 was collated, and participant surveys for 
2018 D&I programs were released and analyzed. A process was developed to facilitate an effective and 
consistent means of tracking and recording program developments, updates, and findings, to support 
decision making for future program development. Completion of program analysis is expected in early 
2019, contingent on the timing of new software being implemented.  
 
The D&I Department introduced two new programs in 2018. The Collaboration and Partnership program 
was introduced to support community stakeholder work in retention and access to justice. Rebar is a 
holistic program designed to help JDs retaking the bar exam through a bar preparation course, in-person 
classes to develop testing skills and address known challenges, and mental health and personal support 
from the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program (OAAP).   
 
Year 2 Summary: Program data collection continued for the year and is up to date through 2019. 
 
Due to court decisions, D&I will review application criteria and processes in 2020.  
 
ACTION 1.5.2 Support diverse law students in Oregon, including students from nondominant cultures, 
through mentorship and community building, to encourage them to practice in Oregon upon 
graduation. 

 
TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Collaborate with Oregon law schools and other partners to create a robust and 
effective Opportunities for Law in Oregon (OLIO) orientation program. D&I 

Ongoing; 2018–
2020 (2018 and 
2019 complete) 

2019 Implement Oregon Council on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar 
(OCLEAB) agenda item asking Oregon law schools to report on their diversity 
trends. ADMISSIONS 

Complete 

2020 Review progress based on implemented changes. D&I Pending; 2020   
 
Year 1 Summary: OLIO Orientation took place in August 2018 in Welches, Oregon. In addition to 49 
students, we welcomed approximately 90 attorneys and other legal professionals, who presented on a 
wide range of content. The membership was invited to attend OLIO continuing education programming. 
Included in the event were also 11 judge participants, representatives from each of Oregon’s affinity bars, 
plus members of the ONLD, OAAP, ACDI, and BOG. Student feedback, both anecdotal and via completed 
surveys, was overwhelmingly positive. Eighty-seven percent of survey respondents strongly agreed or 
agreed to the following statement: “I am leaving OLIO feeling better prepared for law school and beyond.”  
 
Diversity trend reporting was included as an agenda item at the October 2018 OCLEAB meeting; it was 
agreed that D&I reports would be a standing agenda item for all future OCLEAB meetings. (See also 
Membership Sphere 2.4.1.)  
 
Year 2 Summary: OLIO Orientation took place in August 2019 in Welches, Oregon, with the theme of 
“What Do You Wish You’d Have Known as an Incoming Law Student?” In addition to the 48 student 
participants, 120 attorneys were presenting on a wide range of content. Judges, affinity bar leaders, 
members of the ONLD, OAAP, ACDI, and BOG also participated in the program. Student feedback, both 
anecdotal and via completed evaluations, was overwhelmingly positive. One hundred percent of survey 
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respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, “I am leaving OLIO feeling better prepared for 
law school and beyond.” 
 
STRATEGY 6 Increase lawyer engagement in community organizations that encourage 
individuals from nondominant cultures to pursue a legal education.  
 
ACTION 1.6.1 Create awareness in the legal community about existing programs, to encourage 
individuals from nondominant cultures to pursue a legal education. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Create a list of schools with pre-law programs, high schools with mock trial 
programs, and other educational organizations with school engagement 
initiatives. D&I 

Replaced 

2019 
 

Work with affinity bars, sections, committees, and other bar members to 
encourage member participation in the programs. D&I 

Replaced  

2020 Obtain program feedback to evaluate effectiveness and reach. D&I Replaced  
 
Year 1 Summary: We will consider the value of the 2018 target measure and how it can best support our 
program goals in 2019.  
 
Year 2 Summary: The D&I Department will redirect resources to focus on attorney retention efforts.  
 
GOAL 2 Identify and work to eliminate barriers in the legal profession for 
members from nondominant cultures.  

STRATEGY 1 Increase OSB efforts to educate members on the value of diversity, equity, and 
inclusion.  
 
ACTION 2.1.1 Review the applicable minimum continuing legal education (MCLE) rules and regulations 
to determine whether programs approved for access-to-justice credit support the DAC’s mission. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Identify any changes needed to the MCLE rules and regulations. D&I Complete 
2019 Secure MCLE Committee and Supreme Court approval of changes to MCLE rules 

and regulations. GENERAL COUNSEL. 
 

Redirect for 
2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: The D&I Department, MCLE Committee, and ACDI have been collaborating on proposed 
revisions to the MCLE Rules and Regulations, beginning with the statement of purpose. Work on the 
proposed revisions to the rules and regulations will continue into 2019, with a final recommendation from 
the D&I Department and ACDI anticipated by mid-2019. The timing for requesting approval from the MCLE 
Committee, BOG, and Supreme Court is therefore expected as planned in late 2019.  
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Year 2 Summary: Proposed changes to the MCLE Rules and Regulations were submitted in December 
2019 by the ACDI to the MCLE Committee for review. Some of the changes were approved for 
submission to the BOG. The proposed changes will be considered by the BOG in early 2020.  

ACTION 2.1.2 Sponsor, promote, and encourage elimination-of-bias CLE programming, including implicit 
bias, equity, systemic racism, institutional racism, etc. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Deliver programming regarding Oregon Rule of Professional Conduct 8.4. CLE 
SEMINARS 

Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: The following seminars were developed: The ABCs of Oregon Legal Services: 
Accessibility, Barriers, and Challenges (June 2018); The State of the Union: Masterpiece Cakeshop and 
Other LGBT Law Developments (September 2018), and The Science of Implicit Bias (November 2018). 
 
Year 2 Summary:  “Practicing Inclusion: How to Best Represent Clients with Disabilities” was approved for 
2 access to justice credits out of 6 total CLE credits. The Litigation Institute planning committee developed 
a program in late fall 2019 for the 2020 Litigation Institute that focused on implicit bias in litigation 
practice. The program was approved for 3.5 access to justice credits out of 7 total CLE credits. 

ACTION 2.1.3 Promote Legal Employers Toolkit to legal employers. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Work with the OSB Diversity Section to complete the toolkit. D&I Pending; 2020 
2019 Distribute the toolkit. D&I Deferred; 2020   
2020 Obtain feedback from toolkit recipients. D&I Deferred    

 
Year 1 Summary: An RFP for completing the toolkit was released, and a consultant retained. Since the 
toolkit will be informed by the climate survey (Membership Sphere 1.1.1) and information gathered from 
legal employers (Membership Sphere 1.2.2), the new target date for toolkit completion is 2019.   
 
Year 2 Summary: The OSB Diversity Section voted to put the toolkit on hold while the meetings with legal 
employers are in progress (Membership Sphere 1.2.3). Related target measures have been deferred 
accordingly. 
 
ACTION 2.1.4 Publish articles in the Bulletin related to diversity, equity, and inclusion. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Develop a plan for soliciting potential diverse contributors/subjects for articles 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete 

2018 Develop a process for inviting affinity bars to submit article ideas or written 
submissions for publication in the Bulletin. COMMUNICATIONS 

Ongoing; 
2019–2020 

2018 Consider developing a regular column on diversity, equity, and inclusion. 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete  
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2019–2020 Publish articles supporting and promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion within 
the legal profession. COMMUNICATIONS 

Ongoing; 
2019–2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: The Bulletin planning process includes regular coverage of OSB priorities, including 
diversity, equity, and inclusion. New efforts at outreach were implemented in 2018, including meeting 
with the ACDI to help recruit members for possible pieces and to seek content suggestions. In 2019, a new 
Editorial Advisory Committee will assist with planning and oversight of the publication; one of the new 
committee’s charges is to “Ensure that multiple and diverse perspectives are considered in planning and 
publishing all editorial content.”  
 
Year 2 Summary: Staff continue outreach to affinity bars and other stakeholders to ensure a diversity of 
voices in all sections of the Bulletin. In addition to the new editorial policies, staff have developed a 
checklist of items for contract writers to consider, which includes the importance of diverse voices in all 
feature articles. Topics covered in features and profiles during 2019 include OSB’s diversity commitments 
(President’s feature); the definition of “Indian” and Native identity; barriers to justice for low-income 
Oregonians, including populations facing additional challenges due to race, ethnicity, disability, 
immigration status, and other characteristics; and isolation as an issue for diverse lawyers in the 
workplace. A new column:  “Diversity, Equity & Inclusion” debuted in the May edition, and will alternate 
with other regular columns on law practice management, legal history, etc. 
 
STRATEGY 2 The BOG functions in a way that is open and inclusive of different perspectives 
and experiences.  
 
ACTION 2.2.1 Task the Board Development Committee with assessing needs and with using the 
assessment to provide programming for the BOG on diversity, equity, and inclusion. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2020 BOG members conduct a self-assessment on bias (e.g., implicit bias test from 
the Harvard Project Implicit 
[https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html]). CEO 

Ongoing; 2018–
2020 (2018 
complete) 

2018–2020 Include at least one session on implicit bias, institutional racism, or equity 
principles for BOG members each year. CEO 

Ongoing; 2018–
2020 (2018 
complete) 

 
Year 1 Summary: The BOG’s Board Development Committee discussed strategies for self-assessments 
during its May and June meetings. The BOG continued this discussion during its June meeting. President 
Nordyke (OSB President 2018) strongly encouraged BOG members to take the Harvard Project Implicit 
online implicit bias tests. This action item continues into 2019 and 2020. 
 
BOG members attended a half-day equity training session in November 2018 that focused on leading 
organizational change. The program was led by a facilitator with experience presenting to state bars. This 
action item continues into 2019 and 2020.  
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Year 2 Summary: There were four DEI trainings for the BOG in 2019 (Impact vs. Intent; Intercultural 
Conflict; White Privilege; and Learning to Lead as Full Diversity Partners). BOG training sessions will 
continue in 2020.   

ACTION 2.2.2 Adopt a BOG policy to review all bar programs, services, and activities with impact on 
lawyers from nondominant cultures as a factor for evaluation. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Policy is reviewed by BOG Policy & Governance Committee and BOG. CEO Complete 
2018 Implement the policy and incorporate it into BOG orientation materials and 

online resources. CEO 
Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: At the June 2018 BOG meeting, the BOG’s Policy & Governance Committee 
recommended that the BOG adopt a program review policy that includes an impact on lawyers from 
nondominant cultures as a factor for evaluation. The new policy has been implemented and was used to 
evaluate a proposed new leadership academy, and is included in online resources.   
  
Year 2 Summary: N/A 
 
STRATEGY 3 Support an open and inclusive award selection process for all OSB groups.  
 
ACTION 2.3.1 Encourage transparency in the award nomination and selection processes. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018-2019 Develop a policy and nomination form template for section awards. MEMBER 
SERVICES 

In progress; 
2020 

2019–2020 Encourage and assist sections and the Oregon New Lawyers Division (ONLD) 
with promoting their award nomination process to affinity bars. MEMBER 
SERVICES 

ONLD Complete; 
Sections 
Pending- 2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: A nomination form template and suggested process has been drafted and is under 
review. Our target date for the final version is June 2019, just before most sections begin their award 
nomination process.  
 
Year 2 Summary: The ONLD reviewed its process for recruitment and selection of award recipients, and 
in an effort to be more inclusive, the division expanded its notification seeking award nominations to all 
affinity and specialty bars in 2019. The division also utilized a committee to select award honorees rather 
than its prior method of allowing the chair to choose recipients unilaterally.  
 
A template and revised process guiding sections on their award process is still underway.   
 
STRATEGY 4 Review the admissions process to determine whether all applicants are treated 
equitably under the admission rules and procedures.  
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ACTION 2.4.1 Create policies and procedures establishing the appropriate collection and use of 
demographic data from applicants. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Review current rules, policies, and procedures to determine best practices for 
collecting and using demographic data. ADMISSIONS 

Complete 

2019 Make changes to policies and procedures as needed to safeguard data collected 
from being used or made available for an admission decision related to any 
particular applicant. ADMISSIONS 

Complete 

2020 Make changes to policies and procedures, where necessary, to appropriately 
collect and use demographic data for statistical analysis. ADMISSIONS 

Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: Research into data collection practices of other state bars was conducted. The October 
2018 OCLEAB agenda included a request to hear from law schools about trends in law school applications, 
law school admissions processes, and standards, and overall job market data, including information on 
job placements for recent graduates. Oregon’s law schools reported on their incoming classes and the 
general job market for new lawyers, and they engaged in a productive discussion with the OSB’s D&I 
Director regarding ideas to keep applicants from nondominant cultures in Oregon. Each law school 
reported that it had its most diverse class yet. Each dean offered to share demographic data with the D&I 
Department. The Council agreed that D&I reports would be part of all future OCLEAB meetings.  
 
Year 2 Summary: A review of Admissions Department policies and procedures showed that we 
immediately remove any voluntary demographic data in an applicant’s file. This policy will continue when 
we move to an online application and will happen automatically rather than relying on staff to remove 
the data. Therefore, our protections will be even more robust when we move to the online application.  
 
ACTION 2.4.2 Collect data from the OSB Admissions Department, Oregon law schools, and applicants, to 
identify admissions trends of demographic groups. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2020 Ask OSB applicants to self-identify as part of the application process. 
ADMISSIONS 

Pending; 2020   

2020 Begin to review data with respect to identifying admissions trends by 
demographic. ADMISSIONS 

Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: Implementation is expected in 2020 per the original target date.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Implementation of this action item is expected in 2020 per the original target date. 
 
GOAL 3 Enrich the OSB by increasing the diversity of member representation 
in volunteer and leadership roles. 
STRATEGY 1 Educate OSB member groups on the value of diversity, equity, and inclusion.  

ACTION 3.1.1 Create a benefit statement supporting the value of diversity. 
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TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & 
NEW TARGET 
DATE 

2018 Seek input from affinity bars and other stakeholders in creating the benefit 
statement. MEMBER SERVICES 

Complete; 
2019  

2018 Gather baseline data to determine current member involvement in OSB volunteer 
and leadership roles. MEMBER SERVICES 

Complete 

2019 Distribute the benefit statement to bar groups. MEMBER SERVICES Complete; 
2019  

2020 Evaluate the effectiveness of these education efforts, based on changes identified 
in overall volunteer participation. MEMBER SERVICES 

Pending; 
2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: Baseline data for 2018 volunteers was gathered and evaluated based on four broad 
categories of OSB involvement: committees, discipline boards, member-elected groups (i.e., BOG and 
HOD), and self-elected groups (i.e., ONLD and OSB sections). In looking at the four self-reported 
demographic areas, data indicated committee members are significantly more likely than the other OSB 
volunteer types to report their demographic information. In turn, the data showed higher participation of 
historically underrepresented groups in all four demographic categories compared to OSB membership 
data. Please refer to the report appendix (pages 44-46) for a summary of this baseline data.  
 
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, volunteer data was again gathered and reviewed. No significant changes were 
noted from the 2018 data. Because most volunteer terms are more than one year in length, the makeup 
of a volunteer board or committee does not change drastically from year to year. However, one issue that 
affects the results of the data tracking is the number of members who self-report continues to increase 
as new bar members are admitted to practice. This issue has been flagged, and it is under consideration 
of how and when to begin requesting member input on demographic questions again.  
 
STRATEGY 2 Increase diversity on all OSB self-electing boards and in membership elected 
positions. 
  
ACTION 3.2.1 Encourage a diverse pool of candidates for BOG and House of Delegates (HOD) elections. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2020 BOG members actively encourage diverse members, including members from 
nondominant cultures, to run for vacant positions on the BOG and HOD 
(annually). MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 2020 
(2018 and 
2019 
complete)  

2018–2020 Encourage affinity and local bars to inform their members of BOG and HOD 
vacancies, including listserve and website postings. MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 2020 
(2018 and 
2019 
complete) 

2018–2020 Encourage affinity and local bars to promote the importance of voting in HOD 
and BOG elections to their membership. MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 2020 
(2018  and 
2019 
complete)  
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Year 1 Summary: The BOG Board Development Committee conducted outreach with each of the affinity 
bars regarding the BOG and HOD elections. Additional members of the BOG and staff engaged with 
members from nondominant cultures when encouraging members to run for election. When voting 
opened for the BOG election, affinity bars were asked to encourage their members to participate in the 
election. See Membership Sphere 3.1.1 regarding baseline data gathered for member-elected volunteers.  
 
Year 2 Summary: The BOG Board Development Committee continued to build relationships with affinity 
and specialty bar leaders throughout 2018 and 2019. During recruitment for the BOG and HOD elections, 
Board members engaged leaders from affinity bars and encouraged candidates from nondominant 
cultures to run for election. When voting opened for the BOG and HOD election, affinity bar leaders were 
again asked to encourage their members to vote in the election.  
 
ACTION 3.2.2 Increase diversity of member representation on self-electing boards to reflect the diversity 
of the OSB membership. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 BOG review of ONLD bylaws and policies to ensure the election process is 
transparent and supports equity and inclusion. CEO 

Complete 

2018 Meet with sections during the annual meeting process to share the benefit 
statement (Action 3.1.1). MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing 
through 2020  

2019–2020 Include demographic data on membership lists and rosters. MEMBER SERVICES Ongoing; 2020 
(2018 and 
2019 
complete) 

2019 BOG review of section bylaws and policies to ensure the election process is 
transparent and supports equity and inclusion. CEO 

Expected for 
2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: Proposed changes to the ONLD bylaws relating to the election process were drafted and 
submitted to the ONLD and ACDI for input. Changes were then submitted to the BOG’s Policy & 
Governance Committee for approval. The BOG adopted the proposed ONLD bylaws changes at its meeting 
on November 21, 2018. Changes to the section bylaws will be considered in 2019. The review of section 
bylaws has been separated out from the ONLD bylaws, and a new target date of 2019 has been added. 
 
OSB’s Director of Member Services met with several sections to discuss the Diversity Action Plan (DAP) in 
2018. To support sections in considering diversity as a factor when selecting volunteers for the nominating 
committee and executive committee slate, the OSB shared members’ self-reported data with select 
section leaders. See Membership Sphere 3.1.1 regarding baseline data gathered for self-elected board 
volunteers.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Staff continues to share demographic membership information with section leaders 
when they are developing annual meeting slates. During this selection period, leaders are reminded of 
the benefits and suggested methods for ensuring a balanced slate of nominees future executive 
committee rosters. The Board of Governors is expected to review section bylaws during the summer of 
2020.  
 
STRATEGY 3 Encourage diversity of volunteer speakers and planners for CLE events.  
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ACTION 3.3.1 Provide a resource list of affinity bars to bar groups planning CLE events. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Develop a list of affinity bars and include a description of the affinity bars’ mission 
statements. CLE SEMINARS 

Complete 

2019 Incorporate the DAC’s mission and affinity bars list in CLE co-sponsorship 
guidelines. CLE SEMINARS 

Pending; 2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: The list, which will include mental health and substance use resources in addition to 
affinity bar information, has been finalized.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Due to changes with respect to court decisions, this action item will be reviewed for 
possible modifications. 
 
ACTION 3.3.2 Look for opportunities to collaborate with affinity bars for CLE events. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Conduct an inventory of existing bar CLE events that would be suitable for 
collaboration with affinity bars; evaluate areas for further coordination for affinity 
bar CLEs. CLE SEMINARS 

In progress; 
2019 

2019 Create a bar CLE resource guide for affinity bars. CLE SEMINARS Pending; 2020  
2020 Distribute the guide and begin CLE event collaboration with affinity bars. CLE 

SEMINARS 
Pending; 2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: An inventory of existing bar CLE events for possible collaboration is being conducted 
and is expected to be available by the end of June 2019. 
 
Year 2 Summary: Due to changes with respect to court decisions, this action item will be reviewed for 
possible modifications. 

ACTION 3.3.3 Look for opportunities to diversify the pool of CLE speakers. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018-2020 Distribute the Leadership and Volunteer Opportunities CLE Speaker reports to 
section executive committees annually, with a reminder that the CLE planning 
committees have this resource and should consider diversity when selecting 
CLE subject-matter experts. MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 2020 
(2018 and 
2019 
complete) 

 
Year 1 Summary: The Director of Member Services met with section executive committees and shared 
volunteer lists throughout 2018.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Staff continued to share the speaker volunteer list with sections in 2019 as requested. 
Further consideration of the effectiveness of this target measure is needed since only a few sections utilize 
this resource, instead opting to identify speakers they have seen present to other audiences. Additional 
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consideration should also be given to developing presentation skills for members who do not have such 
experience with the goal of widening the pool of potential subject matter expertise who are willing to 
present at a CLE program.  
 
STRATEGY 4 Collaborate with the BOG and Board Development Committee to increase the 
diversity of lawyers and public member-volunteers appointed by the BOG.  
 
ACTION 3.4.1 Increase outreach to a diverse group of lawyers and nonlawyers, including individuals from 
nondominant cultures, for OSB volunteer positions. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Organize an event co-sponsored by the OSB’s D&I Department, the BOG, and 
affinity bars, to explain OSB leadership opportunities, selection processes for 
OSB volunteer appointments, and application processes for the BOG and HOD. 
D&I  

2019 Complete  

2018 Request that affinity and local bars include a link to the OSB Volunteer Survey 
on their websites. MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 2019–
2020  
(2018 
Complete) 

2018-2020 Provide notices of volunteer and leadership opportunities to affinity and local 
bar organizations for distribution to their members and through their 
respective newsletters, including to community organizations that support 
individuals from nondominant cultures. MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 2019–
2020  
(2018 
Complete) 

 
Year 1 Summary: We are reconsidering this event, and will request feedback from affinity bars on whether 
other approaches would be more valuable.   
 
Recruitment for lawyers and public members was completed in 2018.  
 
Year 2 Summary: The OSB President and CEO met with affinity bar leaders to discuss OSB leadership 
opportunities. 
 
ACTION 3.4.2 Educate the Board Development Committee members on the need to review appointment 
recommendations and decisions through an equity lens. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018-2020 Conduct an annual review of appointments with a focus on demographic 
and geographic factors. MEMBER SERVICES 

Ongoing; 2019–
2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: The BOG completes its annual appointments cycle in November during its final meeting 
of the year. A review of the appointments made in 2018 was conducted in January 2019 with the BOG’s 
Board Development Committee.  
 
Year 2 Summary: The BOG completed its annual appointments cycle in November during its last meeting 
of the year. A review of the appointments made in 2019 was conducted in February 2020 with the BOG’s 
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Board Development Committee. Further detail on this target is outlined in action item 3.1.1 and is 
supported by an exhibit in the appendix (pages 58-60). 
 
ACTION 3.4.3 Ensure the appointment process is efficient and effective and that the BOG has enough 
member information. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Board Development Committee reviews and refines internal processes. MEMBER 
SERVICES 
 

Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: The review was conducted. Revisions to processes for appointment were initially 
implemented during the September 2018 Board Development Committee meeting. The committee will 
continue to discuss and refine its appointment process as necessary based on results from the annual 
review of appointments described in Membership Sphere 3.4.2.  
 
STRATEGY 5 Develop a leadership institute for Oregon lawyers who support the mission of the 
D&I Department, including lawyers from nondominant cultures.  
 
ACTION 3.5.1 Address gaps and barriers to leadership positions within the BOG and affinity bars for 
underrepresented members of the bar. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Identify gaps and barriers. D&I In progress; 
2020  

2019 Craft a proposed course curriculum. D&I In progress; 
2020 

2020 Implement the course. D&I Pending; 2020  
 
Year 1 Summary: The 2018 action item to identify gaps and barriers has been pushed forward to allow for 
our approach to be informed by stakeholder feedback from the climate survey (Membership Sphere 1.1.1) 
and the affinity bar dialogue (Membership Sphere 1.4.1.) 
 
As a precursor to the curriculum development process, a cohort of affinity bar leaders and other 
stakeholders attended the State Bar of Arizona’s Leadership Institute in April 2018, to learn from its 
approach. The BOG has approved an ad hoc committee to craft a course curriculum, and this work will 
begin in 2019 in tandem with the preceding target measure to identify gaps and barriers.   
 
Year 2 Summary: The ad hoc Leadership Institute Committee met throughout the second half of 2019 and 
successfully drafted a Leadership Institute program proposal. The proposed program included a mission 
statement, goals, advisory board charge, curriculum themes, application criteria, and application 
questions.  This program was approved by the BOG at its November meeting. The Leadership Institute 
Advisory Board had their first meeting in December 2019 in anticipation of a September 2020 Institute 
launch. 
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STRATEGY 6 Encourage diversity of volunteer editorial review boards and authors for Legal 
Publications books.  
 
ACTION 3.6.1 Increase representation of diverse members, including members from nondominant 
cultures, on Legal Publications editorial review boards, and as authors. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Contact local and affinity bars when recruiting new editorial board members and 
authors. LEGAL PUBLICATIONS 

Pending; 2019 

2019 Revise Editorial Review Board Guidelines to strongly encourage editorial review 
boards to consider diversity in identifying potential authors. LEGAL PUBLICATIONS 

Pending; 2020  

2020 Evaluate the effectiveness of efforts to increase the diversity of editorial boards 
and author pool. LEGAL PUBLICATIONS 

Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: Affinity bars were contacted for inclusion in the author recruitment survey for a recent 
publication. In 2019, we plan to brainstorm additional methods of making editorial boards and author 
pools more inclusive and to collaborate with the D&I Department on recruitment outreach.  
  
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, the focus for new editorial review boards turned to the issue of professionalism, 
and including professionalism tips in our publications. As a result, changes to the editorial board guidelines 
related to the diversity of the author pool have not yet been developed.  
  
ACTION 3.6.2 Include more detailed biographical information and pictures of authors in the front matter 
of books, to showcase diversity involvement. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Select two publications to include more detailed biographical information. LEGAL 
PUBLICATIONS 

Complete 

2019 Increase the number of publications that include detailed biographical 
information. LEGAL PUBLICATIONS  

Ongoing; 2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: The first publication with an extended bio was published in 2018 (Veterans, Military 
Service Members, and the Law). Three more publications are planned for a 2019 release with expanded 
bios: ADR in Oregon, Construction Law, and Insurance Law. 
 
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, we released two books with extended author bios, including photos, in the 
front of the books: Construction Law and ADR in Oregon. Other books released in 2019 did not include 
extended bios, to maintain consistency with prior books in a series. Insurance Law, which has been 
delayed to 2020, will include extended bios. Going forward, the department plans to include extended 
bios for all publications.  
 
STRATEGY 7 Evaluate the effectiveness of the New Lawyer Mentoring Program (NLMP) with 
respect to lawyers from nondominant cultures.  
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ACTION 3.7.1 Survey new lawyer participants to determine their level of satisfaction with the NLMP. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Review the existing new lawyer survey and determine whether additional 
information needs to be gathered. MEMBER SERVICES 

In progress; 
2019 

2018 Modify the survey as necessary and implement it for all new lawyers upon 
program completion. MEMBER SERVICES 

Completed in 
2018 

2019 Use the information gathered to identify issues that warrant addressing. 
MEMBER SERVICES 

Annually  

 
Year 1 Summary: Staff has reviewed the NLMP Completion Survey and identified several necessary 
changes to make the data gathered more useful in evaluating the experiences of new lawyer program 
participants. 
 
Year 2 Summary: After revising the NLMP completion survey in 2018, staff slowly began gathering data 
to evaluate further the experience participants had through their mentoring relationship. In 2019 alone, 
320 new lawyers completed the program, far fewer provided feedback through the NLMP survey, and less 
than a dozen members from a nondominant culture participated in the survey. Of those who did respond, 
responses indicated that members had a more favorable feeling toward the mentor with whom they were 
matched but overall were less satisfied with the program. Additional monitoring and further evaluation 
of the feedback will be conducted in 2020 to see if it was a sample size issue or a systemic issue. 
 
ACTION 3.7.2 Increase the pool of diverse mentors participating in the NLMP, including mentors from 
nondominant cultures. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–
2020 

Evaluate mentor availability and areas of underrepresentation. MEMBER 
SERVICES 

Annually; 2018–
2020 (2018 and 
2019 complete) 

2018–
2020 

Conduct targeted outreach to ensure adequate availability of mentors from 
diverse member groups, including nondominant cultures. MEMBER SERVICES 

Annually; 2018 
and 2019 
complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: Program staff reviewed the pool of mentors and determined that additional recruitment 
of mentors outside the dominant culture would benefit the program. In early 2019, staff will conduct 
targeted outreach to affinity bars, specialty bars, and other stakeholders in an effort to increase the 
availability of mentors from outside the dominant culture.  
 
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, the program saw a decrease in the rate of new mentors volunteering, with only 
about 50 new volunteers signing up throughout the year. The total number of mentors participating in 
the program is just shy of 1,800 members, with the demographics of these mentors mirroring those of 
the OSB membership as a whole. Staff will continue to monitor this, to determine whether new 
recruitment measures should be taken. 
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ACTION 3.7.3 Review NLMP database fields to ensure adequate information is available when matches 
are made. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Revise NLMP forms as needed. MEMBER SERVICES Ongoing; 2020 
(2018 and 2019 
complete) 

 
Year 1 Summary: Current database questions elicit sufficient new lawyer and mentor information to make 
effective mentor matches. Ongoing consideration is required to determine how to best use mentor 
information during the matching process. 
 
Year 2 Summary: Feedback from the completion survey suggests sufficient information is obtained from 
new lawyers and mentors to make effective program matches. See measure 3.7.1 for further detail. 
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GOAL 1 Increase representation and legal services to underserved and hard-
to-reach communities in Oregon. 
STRATEGY 1 Assess the civil legal needs of low-income Oregonians statewide, including hard-
to-reach populations.  

ACTION 1.1.1 Conduct planned Civil Legal Needs Study (CLNS) that provides comprehensive information 
about the legal needs of low-income Oregonians, including hard-to-reach populations. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Gather and analyze CLNS data. OLF Complete  
2018 Publish and share CLNS data with a wide range of stakeholders. OLF Ongoing; 2019 
2018 Conduct a media campaign to share the results of the CLNS. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Complete  

 
Year 1 Summary: The CLNS report is complete, and a one-page legislative advocacy piece has been 
completed using the CLNS data to be used in the 2019 Legislative Session to advocate for increased legal 
aid funding. 
 
The CLNS will be published and shared with a wide range of stakeholders in 2019, and there will be a 
media campaign to share the results.  
 
Year 2 Summary: The OSB conducted a media campaign through February and March to share the results 
of the CLNS, and to supplement legal services advocacy work with the legislature. The study was covered 
in the Oregonian, Bend Bulletin, Register Guard, Salem Reporter, and Wallowa Chieftain. The Oregonian 
coverage also included editorial support for adequate funding for legal services. Staff also worked with 
LASO leadership on preparation for additional follow-up interviews in the spring. A key objective for 2020 
will be to increase the use of the OSB’s social media platforms to raise awareness with both members and 
the public of legal services programs and needs. 
 
The CLNS was published in 2019 and has already been used in a number of contexts. At the beginning of 
the year, results were used to advocate in the Oregon Legislature for increased funding for legal aid. The 
result is the first increase in legal aid funding since 2011. Beyond the legislature, the LSP worked with 
communications to attract statewide news coverage of the report’s findings. Legal aid providers have used 
the CLNS in their most recent strategic planning, and the CEJ is using the CLNS in their fundraising appeals. 
Additionally, Immigration legal providers have used parts of the CLNS in their fundraising and advocacy. 
Efforts continue to engage the philanthropic community with the results of the CLNS. 
 
ACTION 1.1.2 Use the results of the CLNS to inform the legal services provided by the integrated 
statewide legal aid programs in accordance with the OSB Legal Services Program (LSP) Standards and 
Guidelines. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 
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2019 Legal aid providers review the results and use these results on an ongoing basis 
as a factor when setting priorities for legal services and developing access 
strategies for low-income Oregonians, including hard-to-reach populations. LSP 

Ongoing; 2020 
(2019 complete)   

 
Year 1 Summary: As described in Public Outreach Sphere 1.1.1, preliminary analysis has been completed. 
The legal aid providers are aware of the results and were involved in preparing the final CLNS report in 
addition to assisting in the preparation of the one-page legislative advocacy piece. The legal aid providers 
will use the results of the CLNS coupled with information gathered from local/regional client needs 
assessments when setting priorities for legal service. This will begin in 2019 and will be an ongoing process.  
 
Information about how the legal aid providers have incorporated the results of the CLNS when setting 
priorities for legal services will be included in the periodic accountability review of the legal aid providers 
conducted by the Legal Services Program. 
 
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, the civil legal aid providers engaged in statewide strategic planning. This 
planning process was initiated to contemplate the use of a large cy pres award, but the timing also allowed 
for immediate use of information from the CLNS in the strategic planning process. The next accountability 
review in 2021 will consider the implementation of this new strategic plan based in part on the CLNS.  
 

ACTION 1.1.3 Use the results of the CLNS to inform the access strategies for low-income and hard-to-
reach populations by the Oregon State Bar. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Review the results of the CLNS for possible OSB program changes. LSP Pending; 2020  
2020 Develop a plan for implementing access strategies. LSP Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: These target measures are anticipated to be completed as planned. As a stakeholder, 
the OSB received the final CLNS report early in 2019. A review process will be set up to assess possible 
OSB program changes with a view to implementing access strategies.   
 
Year 2 Summary: Although the CLNS was received by the OSB in early 2019, a process has not been set 
up to assess possible program changes. It is anticipated that it will be accomplished in 2020.   
 
STRATEGY 2 Ensure that the integrated statewide legal aid programs are targeting their services 
based on the most compelling needs of the client community, including hard-to-reach and 
diverse populations, including nondominant cultures, in accordance with the OSB LSP 
Standards and Guidelines.  
 
ACTION 1.2.1 LSP staff conduct the accountability process outlined in the Standards and Guidelines. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 
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2018 Staff, legal aid providers, and the LSP Committee review the current 
accountability process and make changes as necessary, including 
incorporating a review of effective technology. LSP 

Complete 

2018 Complete the accountability process and submit a report to the BOG. 
LSP 

Complete 

2019 Legal aid providers implement recommendations from the 2018 
review process. LSP 

Ongoing; 2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: The LSP Committee and staff conducted an accountability review of the legal aid 
providers, and a draft report is complete. Staff and the LSP Committee reviewed the findings with all three 
legal aid providers in December 2018. The report is scheduled to be submitted to the BOG in early 2019. 
It is anticipated that providers will address the findings outlined in the report by the end of 2019.   

Year 2 Summary: The LSP finalized the 2018 accountability report and presented the results to the BOG 
in April 2019. Providers have begun to implement the recommendations contained in the report, but some 
recommendations will take time to implement. The LSP will continue to monitor the progress made by 
the legal aid providers in 2020. Changes made based on the 2018 report will play a significant role in the 
next planned accountability review in 2021. 

STRATEGY 3 Increase pro bono representation of low-income Oregonians and hard-to-reach 
populations. 
 
ACTION 1.3.1 Establish a baseline of current pro bono hours. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Using the American Bar Association (ABA) survey results and hours 
reported by OSB Certified Pro Bono Programs, establish a baseline of 
pro bono hours. LSP 

Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: The data needed to establish a baseline of pro bono hours has been gathered, 
including results of the ABA pro bono survey and voluntary reporting data from Oregon attorneys. 
Analysis needs to be performed in order to use the ABA survey to determine a scaling factor to move 
from self-reported pro bono hours to an estimate of pro bono hours performed. Analysis of the CLNS 
performed by the Oregon Law Foundation (OLF) may allow for an additional assessment of the number 
of individuals under 125 percent of the poverty level helped by pro bono attorneys. 
 
Year 2 Summary: Efforts were made to compile pro bono statistics from the three information sources 
available to the bar: the ABA Survey information regarding pro bono completed in 2016, the Civil Legal 
Needs Study estimate of pro bono cases completed in 2017 and OSB member self-reported pro bono 
hours from the 2017 Pro Bono Roll Call.  
 
In the ABA survey, 60% of respondents reported doing some pro bono work in 2016, and for those 
reporting some time, the average number of hours completed was 74.4. Extrapolating from the report 
that 14.3% of respondents to the Civil Legal Needs Study who received legal help got that help from a 
volunteer or unpaid attorney suggests that around 18,000 households below 125% of the poverty level 
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received support from a pro bono attorney in 2017. The Pro Bono Roll Call for 2017 saw 9.7% of active 
attorneys, 1,481, report doing a total of 45,210 hours of direct representation pro bono work. Further 
attorneys reported in the 2017 Roll Call that they performed an average of 30.5 hours of direct 
representation pro bono. 
 
Because all three of these data sources have their own limitations and peculiarities, comparing the three 
to each other is nearly impossible. Instead of there being a single baseline number for pro bono, there is 
a collection of baseline numbers related to pro bono. Each set of numbers is valuable in its realm and may 
be compared over time with other figures gathered in a similar way.  
 
Next Steps: The Roll Call occurs annually, and there is a fifteen-year data set related to the roll call. For 
the other statistics to be updated, the Bar will have to decide to the membership or the public. 
 
ACTION 1.3.2 Use the results of the ABA pro bono survey to develop strategies that are focused on 
nondominant cultures and hard-to-reach populations. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Identify barriers to lawyers doing pro bono work and develop a plan for 
addressing them. LSP 

Pending; 2020  

2019 Implement the plan to address barriers to lawyers doing pro bono work. LSP Pending; 2020 
2020 Survey OSB membership on pro bono work. LSP Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: Of the top barriers to doing pro bono work identified by the ABA Pro Bono Survey, seven 
are related to time: fears of not having enough time to do pro bono work and worries that pro bono work 
would take more time than expected. These time concerns show the need to have discrete pro bono 
opportunities. These opportunities might be carefully defined unbundled services, implementing ABA 
Free Legal Answers, or encouraging more providers to conduct drop-in or “advise and refer” clinics.  
 
Also, present in the top ten barriers reported were concerns related to the subject area of pro bono work: 
fears of not having sufficient knowledge of practice areas and of not having an interest in the subject areas 
in which pro bono cases are available. Rounding out the top ten was a preference to do nonlegal 
volunteering.  
 
An approach to addressing some of these barriers might be through marketing—communicating that pro 
bono is doable, even if you are not a subject expert, pro bono is satisfying no matter the subject area, and 
pro bono makes an important difference in people’s lives. 
 
The ABA survey also identified features that could encourage Oregon attorneys to volunteer. Of the top 
ten, three elements are already provided by the Oregon State Bar: malpractice insurance, CLE credit for 
pro bono work, and free or reduced-cost CLEs—indicating a need for more publicity about the availability 
of these features (the Certified Pro Bono Program, credit provided for volunteering, and the free CLEs 
offered through the Pro Bono Fair and Celebration). Another takeaway from the ABA survey was that 
asking judges and prominent attorneys to help encourage volunteering might be an effective tactic to 
increase pro bono participation.   
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Other features lawyers thought would encourage pro bono work were offering limited-scope cases or 
allowing attorneys to select cases. These features seem to relate to the time concerns survey participants 
brought up in the barrier section. Some attorneys indicated a desire to pair with another attorney or 
mentor through pro bono, and a few mentioned administrative or research support as elements that 
would be helpful.   
 
The work to identify a plan for addressing these barriers and identifying further barriers will be conducted 
in 2019. Depending on the details of the plan, it will begin in 2019 or 2020.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Although a central plan to address the identified pro bono barriers was not developed 
in 2019, steps were taken based on the identified barriers. First, the pro bono website was updated to 
draw attention to the regulations already in place to encourage pro bono: CLE credit, softened conflict 
rules, and Liability coverage for Certified Programs. Second, the Pro Bono Committee has been exploring 
developing advise and refer “lawyer in the library” clinics. The library model, exemplified by the Deschutes 
County “Lawyer in the Library” program, provides a pro bono model where lawyers encounter fixed times 
to volunteer, fixed duration to providing legal help, and with a focus on issue spotting and identifying next 
steps requires only limited knowledge and ability. 
 
Next Steps: with the help of the Pro Bono Committee, a lawyer in the library program will be assessed, 
and a plan for eliminating barriers will be implemented in 2020. Consideration will also be given to 
whether repeating a survey similar to the 2020 ABA pro bono survey would be helpful. 
 
ACTION 1.3.3 Continue to monitor the use of the ABA Free Legal Answers resource. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Determine whether ABA Free Legal Answers will work as a resource for the 
OSB. LSP 

Pending; 2020  

2019 Implement, if identified as an appropriate resource. LSP Pending; 2020   
 
Year 1 Summary: We are waiting on IT resources and software implementation before this target measure 
can be tackled. The new target year is, therefore, 2019. 
 
Year 2 Summary: We continued to wait for the capacity to tackle ABA free legal answers. Work was done 
to address staff concerns about the quality of work provided through ABA Free Legal Answers and 
adequate consumer protection. The LSP is presently working with legal aid and the courts to assess 
opportunities to improve online pro se resources. Further action on ABA free legal answers has been put 
on hold until that resource assessment is completed.  The new target year is, therefore, 2020. 

STRATEGY 4 Increase representation through increased funding for the integrated statewide 
legal aid programs to increase access for low-income Oregonians, including underserved and 
hard-to-reach communities in Oregon. 
  
ACTION 1.4.1 Use the CLNS to inform banks about the scope of the unmet legal needs of low-income 
Oregonians to support increased legal aid funding in Oregon. 
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TARGET 
DATE 
 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Increase Leadership Bank Program interest rate tiers to coincide with the 
Federal Reserve Bank increases. OLF 

Complete 

2018 Incorporate CLNS results into talking points to work with the Oregon Bankers 
Association and the banking community, to increase interest rates on Interest 
on Lawyer Trust Accounts (IOLTA) held in Oregon. OLF 

Complete  

2019 Continue to monitor interest rate increases and adjust Leadership Bank 
Program interest rates as needed.  

Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: In 2018, the OLF Revenue Enhancement Committee developed a strategy, based on an 
increasing federal funds interest rate, to work with banks to increase the interest rate they pay on IOLTA 
deposits. The strategy included making an adjustment to the OLF’s Leadership Bank interest tiers for IOLTA 
deposits. All but one of the Leadership Banks committed to increase rates beginning January 1, 2019.  
 
Once the CLNS report is complete, it will be shared with the banking community, along with talking points 
that underscore the importance of paying an above-market interest rate on IOLTA deposits to impact legal 
aid services to low-income Oregonians. This target measure will take place in 2019.  
 
Although the OLF will continue to monitor interest rates throughout 2019, the OLF has made the decision 
that the January 1 increase is the only adjustment the OLF plans to make to its Leadership Banks interest 
rate tiers in 2019.  
 
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, The OLF continued to monitor interest rates and work with banks to maximize 
IOLTA interest revenue. Because the Federal Reserve Board reduced interest rates three times in 2019, 
the OLF lowered the interest rate that banks needed to pay to be part of the Leadership Bank Program. 
The OLF did this on December 1, 2019. Even though the FRB lowered interest rates three times, the OLF 
Leadership Banks continued to pay at the leadership rate through the end of November. During a year of 
continuing falling interest rates, the OLF had only one bank opt-out of being in the Leadership Bank 
Program.  
 
ACTION 1.4.2 Use the CLNS to inform the legislature about the scope of the unmet legal needs of low-
income Oregonians to support increased legal aid funding in Oregon. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Establish a diverse network of leaders to support relevant issues and trends. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

2018 Meet with justice system partners during the interim period to discuss 
legislative concepts and funding priorities. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

2019 Present information on access to justice to lawyer-legislators and bar 
members, to ensure message consistency. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 
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Year 1 Summary: Meetings with leaders and coalition partners have been ongoing in 2018, including an 
initial meeting with coalition partners using the CLNS data to ensure message consistency. 
 
Year 2 Summary: Meetings with legislative leaders and coalition partners took place throughout 2019, 
including sponsored events with the Citizens’ Campaign for Court Funding and Day at the Capitol. Legal 
aid funding was successfully increased by $300,000, with future biannual increases expected. The CLNS 
was completed at the beginning of the year. Results were used to inform the legislature about the scope 
of the unmet legal needs of low-income Oregonians and to advocate for increased funding for legal aid. 
The result is the first increase in legal aid funding since 2011. 
 
ACTION 1.4.3 Conduct media outreach campaign to support funding efforts. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Develop and execute a CLNS media outreach campaign. 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: The CLNS report is complete. OSB Media Relations staff has begun meeting with the OLF 
and our partners in the legal services community to craft a strategic outreach campaign. We expect this 
to be a key focus of work in early 2019, followed by additional effort throughout 2019 to capitalize on 
news hooks and other emerging opportunities. 
 
Year 2 Summary: See year two summary. (1.1.1) 
 
ACTION 1.4.4 Explore partnering with the philanthropic community on the importance of funding legal 
aid to alleviate poverty. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Work with The Lawyers’ Campaign for Equal Justice (CEJ) and legal aid 
providers to develop a plan to partner with the philanthropic 
community. OLF 

In progress; 2019-
2020 

2019 Implement the plan. OLF Pending; 2019-
2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: The OLF Executive Director has taken steps to become more familiar with Grantmakers 
of Oregon and Southwest Washington (GOSW) and received permission from the OLF board to join in 
December 2018. This allows the OLF to interact and connect with the broader philanthropic community, 
which will enhance the ability of the OLF, the CEJ, and legal aid to partner with the philanthropic 
community. This target measure’s timeline was not met due to lack of time and the impact of the OLF 
department being understaffed. 
 
Year 2 Summary: The OLF has become a member of GOSW, and the executive director has connected 
with members of the philanthropic community. So far, individual contact with other members of the 
philanthropic community at events has been more successful than efforts to provide information and 
panel discussions to large groups.  
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GOAL 2 Ensure all Oregonians are able to access the bar’s public protection 
programs. 

STRATEGY 1 Engage in outreach to marginalized communities regarding the availability and 
purpose of the bar’s public protection programs.  

ACTION 2.1.1 Develop relationships with community organizations working in the public protection 
arena. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Identify and create a list of potential community partners. GENERAL COUNSEL Complete 
2019 Have a discussion with a representative from each identified group. GENERAL 

COUNSEL 
Pending; 2020 

Year 1 Summary: The OSB General Counsel’s Office, in partnership with the Lawyer Referral Service has 
developed a list of community partners. We are in the process of reviewing the list to determine our 
upcoming outreach strategy. In September 2018, bar staff presented at the Immigration Nonprofit 
Working Group’s 2018 Immigration Forum for Service Providers, to outline bar public protection programs 
and services available to Oregonians. The forum was attended by approximately 200 representatives from 
local nonprofits who work directly with underserved populations. In 2019, we will continue discussions 
with community partners. 
 
Year 2 Summary: In early 2019, General Counsel’s Office conducted outreach to nonprofit service 
organizations to share materials regarding the bar’s public protection programs. The target date for one-
on-one discussions has been moved to 2020. 
 
ACTION 2.1.2 Design and utilize a toolkit for member and public outreach on public protection 
programs. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Create program descriptions for public protection programs and collect related 
application and complaint forms to form a public protection programs toolkit. 
GENERAL COUNSEL 

Completed 

2019 Discuss and review the toolkit with representatives from community 
organizations and member representatives. GENERAL COUNSEL 

Pending; 2019  

2020 Share the toolkit with targeted audiences. GENERAL COUNSEL Pending; 2020   
 
Year 1 Summary: A description of public protection programs has been developed for use in the toolkit. 
Translations of all complaint/claim forms in six languages (Arabic, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Somali, 
Spanish, and Vietnamese) have been completed. A process for receiving and responding to complaints 
received in these languages is being developed in preparation for these complaint forms being released.  
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Year 2 Summary: In October 2019, bar staff from the General Counsel’s Office and the Lawyer Referral 
Service presented at the 2019 Immigration Service Providers Forum at Portland State University. Staff 
prepared and provided an OSB Resource Guide that summarized the available public protection programs, 
which was also available in Spanish.  Staff also distributed materials related to the bar’s notario fraud 
prevention program and bar protection programs, including the Client Security Fund, Client Assistance 
Office, Unlawful Practice of Law Program, and Fee Dispute Resolution program. 
 
STRATEGY 2 Develop a comprehensive approach for providing English-language learners access 
to the bar’s public protection programs.  
  
ACTION 2.2.1 Develop policy to enable access to programs for persons who speak, read, or write 
languages other than English. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Evaluate staffing and other resources in relation to language needs. GENERAL 
COUNSEL 

In progress; 2019 

2019 Write and adopt a policy providing that individuals who file complaints in 
languages other than English have full access to programs. GENERAL COUNSEL 

In progress; 2019 

2020 Develop multilingual complaint/application forms and informational materials 
for public protection programs. COMMUNICATIONS 

In progress; 2020  

Year 1 Summary: The Client Assistance Office (CAO) is exploring the use of live interpreter services to 
enable communication with members of the public concerned about a lawyer’s conduct in Oregon when 
we are unable to effectively communicate in English or Spanish (for which sufficient resources already 
exist). We are developing a pilot program in which the bar will utilize interpreting and translation services 
to respond to written complaints received in a language for which we lack in-house language resources.  
 
The OSB website currently includes a translation tool option, allowing a user to translate information 
about the complaint process, and complaint forms may be submitted online; however, we recognize that 
these translation tools may not provide high-quality translation. Because of this, we will continue to 
explore options to improve the user experience of English-language learners on the OSB website. For 
instance, in 2018, we released a Spanish language video regarding the CAO complaint process on the OSB 
website. See also Public Outreach Sphere 2.1.2. 

Year 2 Summary: In early 2019, General Counsel’s Office updated a staff member’s job description to 
require bilingual English/Spanish skills as a vital component of the position. This staff member regularly 
translates CAO bar complaints, Client Security Fund and Fee Dispute Resolution inquiries, and answers 
questions from Spanish-speaking callers. Other languages are addressed on a case-by-case basis; for 
instance, in 2019, CAO was able to obtain translation services for a bar complaint received in Vietnamese. 
 
STRATEGY 3 Ensure that the operation of the bar’s public protection programs is fair, safe, and 
welcoming to all.  
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ACTION 2.3.1 Collect demographic data and feedback from users who access the bar’s public protection 
programs. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Explore methods to collect data. COMMUNICATIONS Complete. 
2019 Collect user demographic data and seek feedback on user experience. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Pending; 2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: Regulatory and Communications staff developed an online survey to assess user 
experiences based on the framework of procedural fairness. The survey includes a demographics section, 
allowing staff to compare the experiences of users from differing backgrounds. A link to the new survey 
will be included in notifications that a CAO or Disciplinary Counsel’s Office (DCO) matter has been closed.  
  
Year 2 Summary: Implementation was first delayed by competing priorities and staffing changes. 
Returning to the project later in the year, staff decided on a new approach that would focus more keenly 
on DEI issues in a format that multiple bar programs could use to get consistent and actionable feedback. 
Data collection will begin in the first quarter of 2020. 
 
ACTION 2.3.2 Analyze demographic data and feedback from users who access the bar’s public protection 
programs. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Analyze the data collected. GENERAL COUNSEL Pending;–2020 
2019–
2020 

Meet with members, stakeholders, and possible community partners identified in 
Action 2.1.1, to discuss data and seek additional feedback. CEO 

Pending; 2020   

2020 Identify approaches for creating a safer and more welcoming public protection 
program process. GENERAL COUNSEL 
 

In progress; 2020  

2020 Develop a plan to implement approaches. GENERAL COUNSEL Pending; 2020   
 
Year 1 Summary: Feedback from users is not scheduled until 2019; the timing of this item has been 
updated accordingly.  
 
The OSB’s General Counsel is working with Oregon judges on approaches for creating a safe and more 
welcoming public protection program process based on principles of procedural fairness. In April 2018, 
Multnomah County Circuit Court judges made a presentation to bar staff and disciplinary board on 
implementing a procedural fairness program, as developed by the National Center for State Courts, at 
OSB.   
 
We are developing a survey tool to benchmark procedural fairness goals to share with people who interact 
with the bar’s public protection programs. 
 
Year 2 Summary: We have increased procedural fairness in the disciplinary process by providing 
procedural uniformity in all proceedings, stemming from the adoption of the Adjudicator model. We have 
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also improved transparency in the process by making all Disciplinary Board decisions immediately 
available for public review. 
 
ACTION 2.3.3 Coordinate with the work of the Oregon Supreme Court Council on Inclusion and Fairness 
(OSCCIF). 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018-2020 Participate in and support the work of the OSCCIF. CEO Ongoing; 2019–
2020 (2018 
complete)  

 
Year 1 Summary: Chief Justice Balmer established the OSCCIF in 2016 to monitor and assist in the 
implementation of the Oregon Judicial Department’s (OJD) Strategic Plan related to access, inclusion, and 
fairness and to identify and coordinate efforts to integrate inclusion and fairness principles in all OJD 
practices and procedures. The OSB’s CEO was appointed to the OSCCIF as the OSB representative. In 2018, 
the CEO requested that the Chief Justice appoint the OSB Director of D&I to the OSCCIF in her stead. The 
OSCCIF met in March, June, September, and December of 2018. The OSCCIF worked with the OSB and 
legal aid to collect and coordinate online resources for self-representing litigants. They identified the 
resources each organization had shared and looked for gaps.  

Year 2 Summary: The Director of D&I continued participation in the OSCCIF meetings throughout 2019. 
One exciting development for OSCCIF was the Court’s hiring of Valerie Colas to provide staff support to 
the group. During 2019, the Court also developed a strategic plan to address systemic access to justice 
issues within the judicial system. The OSCCIF has been tasked with the implementation of several 
elements of that plan in 2020-2021. With the departure of the D&I Director at the end of 2019, the CEO 
asked that she be reappointed to the group for 2020.  

GOAL 3 Expand availability of public education, outreach, and self-
navigation materials for underserved Oregon communities. 
STRATEGY 1 Develop public legal information materials that are accessible to all Oregonians.  

ACTION 3.1.1 Improve the readability of all OSB public legal information materials. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Determine the readability/grade level of existing content, and set a target 
standard (e.g., “Plain English” 8th-grade reading level). COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete 

2019 Edit the 30 most accessed topics to meet the new standard. COMMUNICATIONS In progress; 
2019 

2020 Edit the next 30 most accessed topics to meet the new standard. 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Pending; 2020   

Year 1 Summary:  We reviewed 97 legal information topics for readability on the Flesch-Kincaid scale. For 
reading grade level, our materials ranged from 7.6 to 18.6, with an average grade level of 12.7. Given the 
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nature of the material, our target for revisions is 8.0 (8th grade) or lower. Members of the BOG’s Public 
Service Advisory Committee have begun editing selected topics.  

Year 2 Summary: We completed only seven revisions in 2019, although others have been assigned to 
volunteers. With progress so slow, we entered into a partnership with students at Portland State 
University’s Linguistics program to revise additional topics and reformat our web-based materials. 
Completion of 10-15 per year would be a more realistic goal. 
 
ACTION 3.1.2 Improve access to legal information materials for English-language-learners. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Present all public information materials online in formats that are compatible with 
the Google Translate app; post professionally translated materials available to the 
OSB online. COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete 

2019 Produce professional translation of the 20 most accessed topics in high-demand 
languages. COMMUNICATIONS 

Pending 2020 

2020 Produce professional translation of the next 20 most accessed topics in high-
demand languages. COMMUNICATIONS 

Pending 2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: Legal Issues for Older Adults 2017 Edition was professionally translated into Russian, 
Spanish, Simplified Chinese, and Vietnamese, and it is available for free download from the OSB website. 
To date, a total of 430 non-English versions have been downloaded: 177 in Simplified Chinese, 123 in 
Russian, 85 in Vietnamese, and 45 in Spanish. All other materials posted to the public pages are compatible 
with the Google translate app posted on our public information home page. 
  
Year 2 summary:  As the result of a grant opportunity and major legislative changes, we shifted our focus 
in 2019 to developing Landlord/Tenant materials, our highest-demand legal topic area. We produced a 
new pamphlet, “New Rules for Landlords,” and had it professionally translated into Spanish, Russian, 
Vietnamese, and Simplified Chinese. We also produced three new landlord/tenant videos:  
“Landlord/Tenant Overview and Resources,” “Oregon's New Rent Control Law,” and “Termination 
Notices.” All three videos were presented in English, Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese, and Mandarin 
Chinese. A fourth video was produced in English, but we did not have funds available for a professional 
translation for recording in other languages. Instead, we placed a transcript next to the video so visitors 
can use the Google Translate app (available on all of our public pages) for a workable translation. Without 
additional funding, professional translation of print materials is likely to prove challenging, and we may 
continue to focus on video production as a more affordable option that is also more accessible for many 
people.  

ACTION 3.1.3 Increase availability of legal information provided in video and other nontext formats, 
featuring diverse presenters, including presenters from non-dominant cultures. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Continue the production of Legal Q&A videos in English, Spanish, and other high-
demand languages; produce video introductions for OSB public protection 
programs in English and Spanish. COMMUNICATIONS 

Ongoing; 
2019–2020 
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(2018 
complete)  

2019 Produce and promote an instructional video for statewide dissolution forms 
(petitioner) in English and Spanish, in collaboration with justice system partners. 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Pending; 2020  

2020 Produce and promote instructional videos for other statewide family law forms. 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: Input on video topics was solicited from the BOG’s Public Service Advisory Committee, 
ACDI, and other groups through outreach by the OSB’s Referral and Information Services (RIS) Manager 
promoting Lawyer Referral Services (LRS) and Modest Means. This work is ongoing, and attention to 
diversity in recruiting on-camera presenters as part of our recruitment efforts. To date, we have 
completed 13 videos in Spanish, including three on the bar’s Client Assistance Office, Lawyer Referral 
Service, and Modest Means Program, respectively. An additional three videos are available in Vietnamese. 
The Vietnamese videos and several of the Spanish videos are related to immigration law and were 
produced in partnership with legal community partner organizations. 
 
Year 2 Summary: Staff worked with the Futures Committee of the Statewide Family Law Advisory 
Committee on scripting self-help videos for divorce litigants. Progress has been slow, but an introductory 
video has been completed, and the script for a step-by-step video on filling out petitioner forms has been 
completed. This project will continue into 2020. The production of Legal Q&A continues, including as 
discussed in Public Outreach Sphere Action 3.1.2. We currently have 152 videos available on our website, 
29 of which are presented in languages other than English.   

 

ACTION 3.1.4 Increase the availability of legal information materials to people with disabilities and 
special needs. 
  

TARGET 
DAE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Review online materials for compatibility with screen readers; add captioning 
for public information videos. IT 

In progress; 
2019 

2019–2020 Continue updating and monitoring of materials. IT Pending; 2019 
–2020 

Year 1 Summary: This work is being completed on an ongoing basis as the website is updated. The goal is 
to ensure that all public-facing files and forms are compatible with screen readers. Members of the Bar 
Accessibility Review Team (BART) are working with each department on creating accessible PDF 
documents, and the IT Department is assigned with the development of compatible online forms. 
Communications and CLE staff are working on adding subtitles to already-produced videos and will be 
testing live captioning for CLE seminars in 2019. This action item, originally under the ownership of the 
Communications Department, has been reassigned to the IT Department.  
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Year 2 Summary: We continue to update webpages and documents and ensure we respond as quickly as 
possible.  Compatibility with screen readers is an ongoing priority. As previously discussed, the cost is the 
biggest hurdle for the prioritization and success of the overall quality of the OSB website. 

STRATEGY 2 Enhance outreach to underserved communities regarding the Modest Means 
Program and Lawyer Referral Service.  

ACTION 3.2.1 Assess current service levels and legal needs of underserved communities. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Compile internal statistics on the Lawyer Referral Service and Modest Means 
Program, including calls from English-language learners, languages offered by 
panelists, and website translations. COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete  

2019 Compare services provided with results of the CLNS to identify underserved 
communities, and prioritize how the Lawyer Referral Service is meeting their 
legal needs. LSP 

Pending, 2020 

 
Summary: Communications staff gathered data on language use through all the OSB’s RIS Department 
programs, including the LRS and Modest Means Program. Using 2017 as a baseline, we collected data on 
calls through our Spanish line, panelists who indicate they speak another language and the number of 
referrals made with an additional language selected (including what the other language was). We can use 
this data to track subsequent years and whether the numbers increase due to our outreach efforts. 
Although we are unable to track usage of the online Google Translate app, we do know that the non-
English versions of Legal Issues for Older Adults have been downloaded 430 times since posting early in 
2018.  
 
See Public Outreach Sphere 3.1.3 for website information. 
 
Year 2 Summary: The CLNS was completed in 2019. A comparison of services is planned for 2020. 
 
ACTION 3.2.2 Implement outreach plan to underserved communities, including marketing and 
coordination with community partners. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Begin outreach to already identified underserved communities. 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Complete 

2019–
2020 

Continue outreach methods and monitor effectiveness. COMMUNICATIONS Pending; 2020 

Year 1 Summary: Outreach efforts in 2018 included the development of a list of community partners and 
meetings with Disability Rights Oregon, Catholic Charities, Proyecto UNICA, the American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU), the American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA), and the OAAP. These meetings have 
already led to partnerships on Legal Q&A videos and volunteer recruitment efforts. The ACDI was asked 
for additional recommendations. This work is ongoing, in combination with outreach on the LRS and 
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Modest Means Program, and will be completed in conjunction with the work outlined in the Public 
Outreach Sphere Goal 2.1.1.   

Year 2 Summary: Outreach efforts in 2019 included development of a list of community partners and 
meetings with the State Family Law Advisory Committee (SFLAC), the Immigrant Refugee Community 
Organization, the Asian Family Center, SOAR Immigration Center, Central Latino Americano, the American 
Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA), and the OAAP. These meetings have already led to partnerships 
on Legal Q&A videos and volunteer recruitment efforts. The ACDI was asked for additional 
recommendations. This work is ongoing, in combination with outreach on the LRS and Modest Means 
Program, and will be completed in conjunction with the work outlined in the Public Outreach Sphere Goal 
2.1.1. 
 
STRATEGY 3 Increase issue-based public education, targeting media outlets with legal trends 
and issues that affect underserved communities.  

ACTION 3.3.1 Establish a diverse network of lawyers and bar groups who are leaders in relevant areas of 
practice. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Work with select committees, sections, and affinity bars to support justice system 
issues. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
 

Ongoing; 
2019–2020 
(2018 
complete) 

2019 Develop a framework to continue the discussion and coordinate ongoing efforts. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS  

Complete  

 
Year 1 Summary: Bills that the bar supported in the 2018 legislative session included:  
 
• HB 4008: Prohibits fact finder from determining plaintiff's damages for civil cause of action using 

calculation for projected future earning potential of plaintiff that takes into account race or ethnicity 
of plaintiff. 

• HB 4095: Establishes privilege for communications with lawyer referral service. 
• HB 4097: Modifies provisions relating to law libraries and law library services provided by counties. 
• HB 4010: Establishes Task Force on Addressing Racial Disparities in Home Ownership. 
 
Year 2 Summary: Bills that the bar supported in the 2019 legislative session included: 
 
• SB 357: Increase the statutory allocation to legal aid services while establishing an annual increase 

based on the consumer price index (CPI). Amended into SB 5513. 
 

• SB 358: Expand ORS 9.565 to allow for disclosure of an attorney taxpayer’s tax information by the 
Department of Revenue to the Oregon State Bar for the purpose of disciplinary proceedings. Eliminate 
the statutory prohibition on charging the membership fee to 50-year members. Modifies provisions 
regarding submission of certification and disclosures for lawyer trust accounts. Acknowledges the 
bar’s responsibility to regulate the legal profession, support the judiciary, and advance access to 
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justice. Acknowledges the inherent authority of the Oregon Supreme Court over the Oregon State Bar 
and regulation of the profession.  

 
• SB 359: Update the Oregon Business Corporation Act, which is modeled after the Model Business 

Corporation Act, to provide for ratification of defective shareholder or director corporate action, and 
a process for affected parties to contest the ratification. Substantially similar changes are proposed 
for the Oregon Nonprofit Corporation Act. 

 
• HB 2459:  Establish a statutory provision under which a person who is an “authorized requester” may 

send a request in a statutory form to the person who holds an encumbrance against real property for 
a “lien information statement” to obtain pertinent payoff information. 

 
• HB 2460:  Clarify that a transferee is not liable for the purposes of the deferred property tax 

program if the transferee does not receive an interest in real or personal property from the estate. 
 

• HB 2461: Expands resources available to active service members, including creating a referral list of 
programs that assist low-income veterans with housing stability. Includes date collection provisions 
through Oregon Criminal Justice Commission. Amended into HB 2530. 
 

• HB 2462: Establish outreach to service members who have experienced combat injuries. Includes data 
collection and court outreach in navigating the legal system. 
 

• SB 360: Comprehensive update to ORS Chapter 65. The proposal has been updated from HB 2609 
(2017) to address issues raised by outside stakeholder groups. 
 

• SB 361: Amend the prudent investor rule in the UPIA to clarify that fiduciaries may take into account 
Environmental, Social, and Governance factors when making investment decisions and developing 
investment strategies. 

  
ACTION 3.3.2 Adopt a plan for responding to breaking legal news when it offers an opportunity to 
educate and enhance awareness of issues affecting underserved communities. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Work with bar leaders on a media response policy. COMMUNICATIONS Complete 
2019 Develop and implement the policy. COMMUNICATIONS Pending; 2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: Communications and media staff will conduct outreach with bar leaders, affinity bars, 
specialty bars, and external partners to raise awareness and increase opportunities for outreach, including 
in more rapid-response circumstances. Implementation and revision of the plan will continue throughout 
2019. 
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Year 2 Summary: Communications and media staff worked with BOG to adopt a Social Media Policy for 
board members. Work will continue in 2020 to enhance the internal policies and continue to expand 
presence and visibility on social media platforms.  
 
GOAL 4 Improve the administration of justice to better serve under-
represented and marginalized communities. 

STRATEGY 1 Support OSB justice system funding priorities.  
 
ACTION 4.1.1 Develop coalitions and collaborate with justice system partners and bar members to 
achieve OSB legislative priorities. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Meet with justice system partners during the interim to discuss legislative 
concepts and funding priorities. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

2019 Host a Day at the Capitol to motivate members and educate legislative leadership. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

2019 Present information on access to justice to lawyer-legislators and bar members to 
ensure message consistency. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

Year 1 Summary: The OSB’s Director of Public Affairs met with legislators and other justice system 
partners during the interim to discuss legislative concepts and funding priorities. 

Year 2 Summary: Same as year one. 
 
STRATEGY 2 Collaborate with the courts and support the Procedural Fairness in Courts 
Initiative.  
 
ACTION 4.2.1 Develop lunchtime CLE series (Lunch and Learn) at the Capitol for staff and public on 
implicit bias and procedural justice. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2019 Conduct a lunchtime CLE on procedural justice (annually). PUBLIC AFFAIRS.  Ongoing;2020 
(2018 and 
2019 
complete)  

Year 1 Summary: CLEs coordinated during the 2018 Legislative Days included content on Procedural 
Justice, Elder Abuse, and Statutory Interpretation. Planning for the 2019 CLE series is underway.   
 
Year 2 Summary: 2019 CLEs included content on mental health in the workplace, mandatory abuse 
reporting, and legislative ethics. A CLE on procedural justice CLE is scheduled for 2020. 
 
ACTION 4.2.2 Determine goals of the OSCCIF regarding data identification and collection. 
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TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & 
NEW TARGET 
DATE 

2018 Develop a plan on how to assist best. PUBLIC AFFAIRS Complete 

Year 1 Summary: The OSB’s Director of Public Affairs met with the Criminal Justice Commission regarding 
justice reinvestment data and coordinated with the OSCCIF regarding report recommendations and 
proposed changes to the Uniform Trial Court Rules (UTCRs). 
Year 2 Summary: This item was completed in 2018 when the OSB’s Director of Public Affairs met with the 
Criminal Justice Commission regarding justice reinvestment data and coordinated with the OSCCIF 
regarding report recommendations and proposed changes to the Uniform Trial Court Rules (UTCRs). 

STRATEGY 3 Support access to justice in the legislative arena. 
ACTION 4.3.1 Collaborate with other organizations to support procedural fairness and justice system 
reinvestment. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Host a Day at the Capitol; invite representatives from legal aid, indigent defense 
services, and coalition partners to participate in events. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

In progress; 
2019 

 
Year 1 Summary: This work is planned to take place in 2019. Day at the Capitol is an opportunity for 
lawyers to meet with their representatives and senators to talk about justice system issues directly related 
to the bar’s mission. The OSB’s Public Affairs Department arranges meetings for bar members with as 
many legislators as possible. The day is a chance to discuss the bar’s priorities for the 2019 legislative 
session.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Meetings with legislative leaders and collation partners took place throughout 2019, 
including the Citizens’ Campaign for Court Funding and Day at the Capitol.  

ACTION 4.3.2 Develop coalitions to support access-to-justice initiatives. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Meet with coalition partners during the interim to discuss legislative concepts and 
funding priorities. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: During the 2018 legislative interim, Public Affairs Department staff regularly met with 
stakeholders on a variety of topics, including topics related to access to justice and criminal justice reform. 
This included meetings with legislators, staff, and advocates who sought to update Oregon law to address 
frequently unintended collateral immigration consequences resulting from convictions of minor offenses. 

Year 2 Summary: The Public Affairs Department continued to work with legislative staff on proposed 
legislation in 2019.  
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ACTION 4.3.3 Educate lawyer-legislators, bar members, and coalition partners about the need for legal 
aid services and indigent defense. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–
2020 

Host an access-to-justice event with coalition partners (annually). PUBLIC AFFAIRS Ongoing; 2020 
(2018 and 
2019 
complete) 

 
Year 1 Summary: Public Affairs Department staff worked with outside groups to facilitate several events 
focused on access to justice and court funding. In December of 2018, the department hosted a Citizens 
Campaign for Court Funding breakfast that brought together attorneys representing business groups to 
advocate for the justice system. During the 2019 session, the Public Affairs Department will host a Day at 
the Capitol event that will focus largely on funding for legal aid and other justice system priorities.   
 
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, the Public Affairs Department facilitated several Citizens’ Campaign for Court 
funding events, including four breakfasts with the Chief Justice. These events included outreach to 
business and nonprofit groups, as well as events in Bend, Lane, Multnomah, and Jackson counties. 
Additionally, the department hosted a Day at the Capitol event that focused largely on funding for legal 
aid, indigent defense, and the courts.  

ACTION 4.3.4 Pursue consumer protection initiatives 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Pursue consumer protection initiatives related to the Futures Task Force Report 
(www.osbar.org/_docs/resources/taskforces/futures/FuturesTF_Summary.pdf.) 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Complete   

2019 Achieve progress in consumer protection initiatives in the 2019 legislative session. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Pending; 2019  

 
Year 1 Summary: HB 4095 (lawyer referral service attorney-client privilege legislation) and HB 4097 (law 
library resources bill) were passed in 2018.  

Year 2 Summary: SB 358 was passed in 2019, addressing several consumer protection issues related to 
bar governance. 
 
ACTION 4.3.5 Improve resources for self-navigators. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–
2019 

Support court initiatives of the Futures Task Force. PUBLIC AFFAIRS Complete 

2019 Hold a successful legislative session. PUBLIC AFFAIRS Complete  
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Year 1 Summary: This action item, originally under the ownership of General Counsel, has been reassigned 
to the Public Affairs Department. Implementation is pending.  
  
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, the Public Affairs Department continued to work with courts on funding for 
additional resources for self-navigators as part of the overall judicial budget.  
 
ACTION 4.3.6 Use the CLNS to update legislators about the unmet legal needs of low-income Oregonians 
to support increased legal aid funding. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Establish a diverse network of leaders, including leaders from 
nondominant cultures, to support relevant issues and trends. PUBLIC 
AFFAIRS 

Complete 

2019 Hold a successful legislative session. PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
 

Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: Throughout the 2019 session, the Public Affairs Department will work with other 
advocates for legal services, such as the Campaign for Court Funding, to advocate for increased funding 
for legal aid. The bar has already introduced one piece of legislation to this end and will be meeting with 
key legislators throughout session to discuss this issue. Legal Aid funding will also be a key focus at the 
OSB Day at the Capitol event in May 2019.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Worked throughout the legislative session to educate legislators about unmet legal 
needs, and to encourage additional legal aid funding. Additional funding was added in the final OJD 
budget. 
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GOAL 1 Bar employees have a high level of diversity and inclusion 
competence and ownership. 
STRATEGY 1 Provide educational opportunities for OSB employees.  

ACTION 1.1.1 Provide one annual mandatory session focused on inclusion, equity, or cultural 
competence for all staff. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2020 Identify topic and schedule presenter (annually). HUMAN RESOURCES Ongoing; 2020 
(2018 complete) 
 

 
Year 1 Summary: The 2018 mandatory session was on The Science of Implicit Bias, delivered by the 
Director of the National Diversity Council. Staff attendance was around 85 percent; staff who did not 
attend are being scheduled to view a recording of the presentation. Staff was surveyed for feedback on 
the presentation, and that information will be evaluated. Input from staff on the 2019 topic will be 
requested.  
 
Year 2 Summary: In June 2019, staff were surveyed for DEI training topics. A presenter was contacted, 
and preliminary work began. The estimated fee was beyond budgetary resources, and this project was 
therefore put on hold for 2019. However, conversations are being held that may lead to the project 
resuming for a 2020 training.  
 
ACTION 1.1.2 Provide one annual mandatory session focused on diversity, inclusion, equity, or cultural 
competence for managers and directors (in addition to the annual all-staff training). 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2020 Identify topic and schedule presenter (annually). HUMAN RESOURCES Pending;2020 

Year 1 Summary: The timing of this action is contingent on the results of the pending cultural assessment 
survey (Bar Operations Sphere 2.1.1), which will inform the subject matter for this training. This action 
item is postponed accordingly, with implementation expected to begin in 2019.  
 
Year 2 Summary: The cultural assessment survey was postponed. The results of this survey were to inform 
the training for managers and directors. In the absence of these results, we planned to have the presenters 
from the staff training (Bar Operations 1.1.1) make a separate presentation to managers and directors; 
again, due to estimated fees being beyond budgetary resources, the training did not occur. 
 
ACTION 1.1.3 Provide at least one annual cultural awareness day for all employees. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2020 Identify culture to highlight; hold activity (annually). D&I Ongoing; 2019–
2020 
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Year 1 Summary: After brainstorming potential content and format for this action item, we concluded 
that this action item provided a good opportunity to develop an employee education session, as opposed 
to a “cultural awareness” activity, and we adjusted the approach accordingly. We identified transgender 
and nonbinary inclusivity as a topic that should be addressed with all employees, as a primer for the plan 
to install gender-neutral restroom facilities (Bar Operations Sphere 2.3.1). The training was conducted in 
February 2019 by a leader in LGBTQ advocacy and policy work.  
 
Year 2 Summary: The first session was held in early 2019. Another session will be identified and held in 
2020.   

ACTION 1.1.4 Develop a “tip of the month” feature on the intranet that focuses on information and 
topics relating to diversity, inclusion, equity, or cultural competence. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2020 Source information and post monthly on the intranet. D&I Ongoing; 2019–
2020 (2018 and 
2019 complete)  

 
Year 1 Summary: Our “D&I Monthly” intranet feature was introduced in January 2018 and included the 
following: “Introducing D&I Monthly” (January); Lunar New Year—a brief description of the holiday and 
its traditions, plus a link to Portland Lunar New Year events (February); the nuances of sign language—
video excerpt from a TED Talk by Christine Sun Kim (March); background on and link to the Harvard Implicit 
Bias Test (April); a history of LGBTQ Pride and the Stonewall uprising (May); the 28th anniversary of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (June); OLIO Orientation—video from OLIO alumni about OLIO’s impact 
(July); video excerpt from Cracking the Codes by Shakti Butler, a film about the causes and consequences 
of systemic inequity, and a reminder that D&I has the full movie for employees to borrow (August); Mental 
Health Awareness Week and mental health resources (September); short documentary on the challenges 
faced by trans people serving in the military (October); Oregon’s affinity bars—link to mission statements 
and where to find information about affinity bars (November); valuing neurodiversity—a video by 
psychologist Dr. Devon MacEachron (December).  
 
Year 2 Summary: The D&I Monthly intranet feature that was introduced in 2018 continued throughout 
2019. The following topics were included: Black History Month and a link to the 2016 documentary Stay 
Woke: The Black Lives Matter Movement (January); LGBT+ terminology resource - as a follow-up to the 
trans and nonbinary inclusivity training (Bar Operations 1.1.3), (February); Women's History Month and a 
brief history of Mary Leonard, the first woman to be admitted to practice law in Oregon (March); release 
of Diversity Action Plan Year One Implementation Report (April); invitation to the D&I Department CLE for 
diverse lateral attorneys (May); Juneteenth and the commemoration of the freedom of the last remaining 
enslaved African and African American people in the US (June); invitation to the 2019 OLIO Orientation 
Judges' Reception (July); support Black-Owned Restaurants Week (August); Hispanic Heritage Month - a 
brief history and links to Hispanic/Latinx businesses in Oregon (September); a brief history and context 
around Indigenous People's Day (October); TEDx talk, I am Not Your Inspiration, Thank You Very Much, on 
ableism and the social model of disability by journalist and disability rights advocate Stella Young, plus a 
link to the City of Portland’s Disability Language Guide (November); OAPABA’s Adopt-A-Family program – 
sponsorship drive for holiday gifts for families in need (December). 
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STRATEGY 2 Ensure managers and directors are held accountable for professional development 
in relation to diversity, inclusion, equity, and cultural competence.  

ACTION 1.2.1 Update managers’ and directors’ performance evaluation templates to ensure that diversity 
and inclusion ownership and competence are included as leadership attributes to be evaluated. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2020 Review templates, change as necessary and implement for the year 
(annually). HUMAN RESOURCES 

Ongoing; 2020 
(2018 and 2019 
complete)  

Year 1 Summary: 2018 performance evaluation templates were updated and distributed to managers and 
directors. 

Year 2 Summary: 2019 performance evaluation templates were updated and distributed to managers and 
directors. 
 
ACTION 1.2.2 Encourage managers and directors to identify and participate in external educational 
opportunities that focus on professional development around diversity and inclusion. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018–2020 Discuss diversity and inclusion in professional development during performance 
evaluation (annually). CEO 

Ongoing; 2019–
2020 (2018 
complete) 

Year 1 Summary: A demonstrated commitment to and support of diversity and inclusion are attributes of 
leadership and professionalism outlined in the director performance evaluations. These items were 
highlighted in the written evaluations conducted in 2018. In addition, during regular meetings with 
individual reports throughout the year, the CEO discussed equity and inclusion learning opportunities, 
both in moments of everyday life and through professional trainings.      
 
Year 2 Summary: The CEO continues to discuss with her direct reports throughout the year, equity, and 
inclusion learning opportunities, both in moments of everyday life and through professional trainings. All 
direct reports attended at least one of the three BOG DEI trainings conducted during 2019, and several 
attended more than one.  

 
STRATEGY 3 Review current OSB language used in relation to diversity and inclusion and make 
updates according to current best practices. 
  
ACTION 1.3.1 Research best practices around diversity and inclusion language. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 
 

Collate findings into a best-practices report. D&I In progress; 
2020 
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Year 1 Summary: Initial work has begun and will continue into 2019. Input from stakeholders will be 
solicited.  
 
Year 2 Summary: We plan to complete this item in 2020. 

ACTION 1.3.2 Conduct an assessment of OSB language, including pronouns, used on all internal and 
external materials. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Identify language and all language locations for updating, using the best-practices 
report. D&I 

In progress; 
2020 

2019 Develop a language update implementation plan. D&I Pending; 2020  
2019 Implement consistent language updates per the implementation plan. D&I Pending; 2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: Initial work has begun and will continue into 2019. A first draft of recommendations to 
update the demographic categories used by the OSB was developed; further work will continue in 
collaboration with a leader in LGBTQ advocacy and policy and other stakeholders.  
 
Year 2 Summary: This work will continue into 2020.  
 
ACTION 1.3.3 Update OSB staff regarding changes to best-practices terminology and language. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Include best-practices language updates within the annual staff education 
session. HUMAN RESOURCES 

Pending; 2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: Implementation is on schedule for 2019.   
 
Year 2 Summary: The D&I Department will share their languages best practices report and 
implementation plan in 2020 (Bar Operations 1.3.2). Training on best practices language was to be 
included in the training provided to staff in 2019. Presenters for what will now be 2020 training are aware 
this should be included in the training. 

STRATEGY 4 Ensure the OSB bylaws are consistent with the OSB and DAC mission and goals 
around diversity and inclusion.  

ACTION 1.4.1 Review bylaws and identify bylaws that need to be amended. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Identify bylaws. GENERAL COUNSEL In progress; 2019 
2020 Draft and present amendments to the BOG for approval. GENERAL COUNSEL Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: General Counsel has completed an initial review of OSB bylaws to present to the BOG 
for further consideration. 
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Year 2 Summary: General Counsel continues to review OSB bylaws to present to the BOG for further 
consideration. 
 
GOAL 2 Foster a welcoming and inclusive workplace and accessible 
programs, services, and Bar Center. 
STRATEGY 1 Acquire an understanding of the bar’s workplace culture.   

ACTION 2.1.1 Devise and conduct a workplace culture assessment. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 
 

Conduct a workplace culture assessment and analyze data. HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

In progress; 2019. 

Year 1 Summary: We found that previously engaged consultants in 2018 provided disappointing survey 
drafts. In an effort to get the most useful results, it was decided to take a step back and start over. We are 
in the process of reviewing RFPs, utilizing the D&I Department’s recommendations following their search 
for a consultant on other projects. Work will continue into 2019. 

Year 2 Summary: The cultural assessment survey was postponed after work was halted with the initial 
consultants. After an RFP process led by DI, a consultant was hired to survey the membership. DI 
suggested this consultant be used for the internal cultural assessment survey and after the membership 
survey was complete. Additionally, needed budgetary resources exceeded the 2019 budget. The 2020 
budget includes funds for this project. The consultants will be contacted. 
 
ACTION 2.1.2 Evaluate employees’ reasons for leaving the organization. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Review exit interview process and implement changes. HUMAN RESOURCES Pending; 2020   
2019 Develop a method for reviewing and analyzing data. HUMAN RESOURCES Complete 
2020 Analyze and evaluate current and historic data. HUMAN RESOURCES 2020 

Year 1 Summary: Work on this action item has not yet started.   
 
Year 2 Summary: Exit interview data for 2015-2019 was collected, and methods for reviewing the data 
was created. 
 
ACTION 2.1.3 Conduct an internal salary equity assessment. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Conduct an assessment by a third-party contractor and analyze data. HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Ongoing; 2020 
(2019 
complete) 

Year 1 Summary: This project is conducted by Human Resources at the direction of the OSB’s General 
Counsel.  
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Year 2 Summary: As part of Oregon’s Pay Equity Act, and evaluation of all salaries was conducted in 2019. 
This assessment will be executed each year to ensure salaries are equitable. 
STRATEGY 2 Use the results of data collection to identify areas for improvement.  
 
ACTION 2.2.1 Develop a plan to address areas that need improvement. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2020 Develop and implement the plan. HUMAN RESOURCES Pending; 2020   
 
Year 1 Summary: Implementation is on schedule for 2020.   
 
Year 2 Summary: Implementation is on schedule for 2020. 
 
STRATEGY 3 Identify and resolve barriers to the OSB being a welcoming environment for all.  
 
ACTION 2.3.1 Develop and implement a plan to ensure inclusive restroom access for all employees and 
visitors. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Develop the plan and identify needed resources. D&I Complete 
2019 Implement the plan. FINANCE AND OPERATIONS Pending, 2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: We are in the process of quoting the cost to convert an area on the first floor into a 
single-use bathroom. Cost will determine if the construction portion of this project can be executed within 
the 2019 budget or if it will need to be deferred until 2020. Education as part of this plan took place in 
February 2019 (see Bar Operations Sphere 1.1.3).  
 
Year 2 Summary:  The bar has committed, with BOG approval, to construct a gender-neutral, single-use 
restroom on the first floor and will place signage throughout the building calling out its location on the 
first floor. Construction is currently scheduled to begin and be completed in January 2020.  
 
ACTION 2.3.2 Develop and implement a policy and procedure to create an inclusive environment for 
nonbinary and transgender employees. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Develop a plan and identify needed resources. HUMAN RESOURCES Pending; 2020  
2020 Implement the plan. HUMAN RESOURCES Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: On track for 2019 implementation. 
 
Year 2 Summary: A plan was developed in 2016 and placed on hold. In 2019, there was no additional work 
done on this item, pending for 2020. 
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STRATEGY 4 Continue to identify and resolve barriers to accessibility for persons with 
disabilities to OSB programs, services, and Bar Center.  
 
ACTION 2.4.1 Develop and implement a plan to identify and resolve barriers to OSB Center facility. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Review building user feedback to identify ways to improve building accessibility. 
GENERAL COUNSEL  

In progress; 
2020 

2019 Create a plan and identify needed resources to improve building accessibility. 
GENERAL COUNSEL 

In progress; 
2020  

2020 Implement the accessibility plan. GENERAL COUNSEL Pending; 2020   
 
Year 1 Summary: A survey of members with disabilities taken in 2016 showed about 15 percent of 
respondents had feedback regarding access to the OSB Center. The comments did not identify any physical 
barriers with particularity. The BART has identified a list of discretionary capital improvement projects to 
improve building accessibility, with a priority list, and has submitted it to the OSB’s CFO for use in the 
budgeting process. 
 
Year 2 Summary: In 2019, BART increased the frequency of its meetings.  The bar is focusing on improving 
the accessibility of the bar’s website for users with visual disabilities.  The BOG also approved the creation 
of a gender-neutral, all-user accessible bathroom on the first floor in January 2020. 
 
For follow-up: Refinance ADA survey. 
 
ACTION 2.4.2 Ensure OSB websites are compatible with screen readers. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Create a plan to continue identifying and updating portions of the website that are 
not accessible to persons utilizing screen readers. IT 

Complete 

2019 Implement the website accessibility plan. IT Ongoing; 
2019–2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: The current website is fully updated except for PDF downloads (see Public Outreach 
Sphere 3.1.4). An ongoing process is in place for tracking and resolving the remaining problems as they 
arise while the website is rewritten. The Information Technology Department is assuming responsibility 
for this action item, which was previously assigned to General Counsel.  
 
Year 2 Summary: We continue to update webpages and documents and ensure we respond as quickly as 
possible.  Compatibility with screen readers is an ongoing priority. As previously discussed, the cost is the 
biggest hurdle for the prioritization and success of the overall quality of the OSB website. 
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ACTION 2.4.3 Continue to educate bar staff and bar leaders about accessibility. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Gather feedback and identify areas where bar staff and bar leaders may require 
additional assistance or education on accessibility issues. GENERAL COUNSEL 

In progress; 
2020 

2019 Hold bar staff training on accessibility. GENERAL COUNSEL Pending; 2020  
2019 Develop accessibility guides and recommendations that respond to bar staff and 

bar leaders’ needs. GENERAL COUNSEL 
Pending; 2020  

2020 Distribute accessibility guidelines and recommendations to bar staff and bar 
leaders. GENERAL COUNSEL 

Pending; 2020   

Year 1 Summary: The primary efforts here for this work have been in outreach to OSB sections. Section 
websites are mostly compliant at this point, and all of their CLE activities are transferring to our CLE 
Seminars Department in 2019, a step that will facilitate improved oversight and consistency in respect to 
the way reasonable accommodations requests and prioritizing accessibility for events are handled. Work 
on this action item will continue into 2019. 

Year 2 Summary: The D&I Department circulated a list of accessibility-related preferred terminology 
through the intranet for bar staff. The Member Services group has continued to work with Sections to 
improve accessibility of section events.  

GOAL 3 Build a workforce that is diverse and inclusive at every level. 

STRATEGY 1 Collect demographic data as one benchmark for measuring the diversity of 
applicants and the workforce.  
 
ACTION 3.1.1 Evaluate the categories currently used by the OSB for measuring staff diversity. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Assess categories and expand as necessary. HUMAN RESOURCES Complete  
2019 Implement revised data collection. HUMAN RESOURCES Complete 
2020 Develop and implement a system for ongoing review and analysis of data. 

HUMAN RESOURCES 
  Complete 

 
Year 1 Summary: The first month of analysis using the new categories was August 2018. The D&I 
Department will be providing updated categories for gender identity once their work on this item is 
complete, expected in 2019 (Bar Operations Sphere 1.3.2).  

Year 2 Summary: The data is collected on a monthly basis, with reports created and shared with the CEO. 
An annual review is presented in the department’s program measures.  
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ACTION 3.1.2 Investigate options for assessing the diversity of applicants. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Evaluate electronic application systems. HUMAN RESOURCES 
 

Pending; 2020  

2020 Update application process. HUMAN RESOURCES Pending; 2020   
 
Year 1 Summary: On track for 2019–2020 implementation, per the target dates. 
 
Year 2 Summary: Due to budgetary constraints, this project is postponed until 2020. 
   
STRATEGY 2 Ensure that the OSB recruitment process is inclusive and equitable.  
 
ACTION 3.2.1 Assess the current OSB recruitment process.  
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 
 

Develop a method for assessment. D&I In progress; 
2020  

2019 Conduct the assessment and analyze data. D&I Pending; 2020  
 
Year 1 Summary: The D&I Department is continuing to work with the Human Resources (HR) Department 
on assessing best practices for recruitment. It is not expected that there will be a delay in the assessment 
and data analysis target measure.  
 
Year 2 Summary: This action is pending for 2020. 
 
ACTION 3.2.2 Identify areas for improvement and develop a plan for improvement. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Develop a plan. HUMAN RESOURCES Pending; 2020  
2020 Implement the plan. HUMAN RESOURCES Pending; 2020   

 
Year 1 Summary: On track, per target dates.  
 
Year 2 Summary: This project is contingent on the workplace culture assessment (Bar Operations Sphere 
2.1.1), and is therefore on hold until the assessment results are available. 
 
STRATEGY 3 Increase the diversity of applicants for vacant positions at the OSB.  
 
ACTION 3.3.1 Build relationships with external groups and organizations that are focused on diversity. 
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TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Identify external groups and organizations. D&I Pending; 2020  
2018 Develop a plan for building relationships with identified organizations that is 

appropriate to each organization. D&I 
Pending; 2020  

2019 Implement the plan. D&I  Pending; 2020   
 
Year 1 Summary: Work to identify external groups and organizations will proceed in 2019.  
 
Year 2 Summary: This action is pending for 2020. 
 
ACTION 3.3.2 Expand outreach to a more diverse pool of potential applicants. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Evaluate current outreach for job openings to identify gaps. HUMAN RESOURCES Complete 
2019 Identify potential resources for additional outreach and their job posting 

requirements and needs. HUMAN RESOURCES 
Complete 

2019 Incorporate new resources into current advertising plans. HUMAN RESOURCES Complete 
 

 
Year 1 Summary: Through a variety of resources, the HR Department’s advertising plan was updated with 
additional job advertising partners. Resources included the D&I Department, colleagues, current 
advertising partners, and research. As a result, the advertising plan was updated, and job announcement 
advertising was expanded. Though these target measures are complete, applicant outreach will be 
reviewed on an ongoing basis.  

Year 2 Summary: The evaluation of resources is ongoing, with new or out-of-date information added or 
removed as necessary.  

STRATEGY 4 Explore and use bias interrupters in the hiring process.  

ACTION 3.4.1 Incorporate hiring committees into the hiring process. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Identify opportunities for the use of hiring committees. HUMAN RESOURCES Complete 
2018 Investigate and experiment with alternative hiring models that incorporate hiring 

committees. HUMAN RESOURCES 
Complete 

2019 Develop training for hiring committee participants. HUMAN RESOURCES Complete  
2019 Identify staff interested in participating in hiring committees and provide training. 

HUMAN RESOURCES 
Pending; 2020  

 
Year 1 Summary: Hiring committees were used for four open positions in 2018. The process is being 
refined and altered after each hire to be efficient and effective. 
  
Year 2 Summary: Hiring committees were used for eight positions filled in 2019. With each use, more is 
learned, and adjustments are made to improve the system. At the beginning of each committee, training 
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is held to review the process and how the different steps help to reduce bias in the hiring process. A pool 
of interested participants has not yet been developed.  

ACTION 3.4.2 Create accountability for hiring process decisions. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Implement a step within the hiring process that requires decision-makers to state 
a reason why they did not choose to take applicants to the next stage. HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Complete 

2018 Provide training for managers and directors on bias interrupters. HUMAN 
RESOURCES 

Pending; 2019  

 
Year 1 Summary: Hiring committee members for recruitment in 2018 were required to state a reason why 
they chose not to take each applicant to the next stage. A template was created and attached to each 
resume, to be completed by each committee member. Committee members were also required to 
indicate on each template their decision and why it was made, and to complete, as much as possible, the 
checklist of job requirements.  
 
Bias interrupter training will be scheduled after the cultural assessment survey (Bar Operations Sphere 
2.1.1) is complete.  
 
Year 2 Summary: Bias interrupter training was to be the focus of training provided by the consultants. 
Reduced fees are being negotiated for a 2020 training.  
  
GOAL 4 Engage a diverse and inclusive group of contractors, suppliers, 
vendors, and consultants. 
  
STRATEGY 1 Develop and implement a process for ensuring consideration of a diverse list of 
third-party vendors.  
 
ACTION 4.1.1 Review the current processes used organization-wide for selecting contractors, suppliers, 
vendors, and consultants. 
 

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2018 Review and document the process. FINANCE AND OPERATIONS Complete 
 
Year 1 Summary: A process, including a template for RFPs and a decision matrix that includes price; time 
to completion; quality; and Office of Minority, Women and Emerging Small Business (OMWESB) 
registration (or similar) as factors was created, and went live in October 2018. See also Bar Operations 
Sphere 4.1.2.  
 
ACTION 4.1.2 Create and implement a policy or policies for contracting with third-party vendors that 
account for the various needs of the organization and consider a diverse vendor pool. 
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TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

   
2019 Develop a policy. FINANCE AND OPERATIONS Complete 
2020 Implement the policy. FINANCE AND OPERATIONS Complete 
2020 Continue to operate per the purchasing quotation procedure, and report 2020 

quotation activity. 
Ongoing; 2020 

 
Year 1 Summary: Data on supplier diversity is not currently collected; however, a draft policy involving 
voluntary vendor self-identification is in place, which will allow us to draw on this data going forward.   
 
A procedure that encourages consideration of a diverse vendor pool went live in October 2018. 
 
Year 2 Summary: Per the procedure implemented in 2018, the bar identified seven projects that were 
quoted utilizing the standard quotation form, requesting voluntary diversity disclosure data. The total 
value of goods and services quoted through November 30, 2019, using this process is $281,500. 
 
ACTION 4.1.3 Review annual diversity spending before the next year budget is finalized. 
  

TARGET 
DATE 

TARGET MEASURE STATUS & NEW 
TARGET DATE 

2019 Hold a review meeting with the CEO, General Counsel, the Director of Finance 
and Operations, and the Director of Diversity & Inclusion. FINANCE AND 
OPERATIONS 

In progress; 
2019 

Year 1 Summary: N/A. This was a new item.  

Year 2 Summary:  A review meeting was held in December of 2019 with the CEO, GC, CFO, and Director 
of D&I. The group affirmed the continued practice of using the RFQ forms with voluntary diversity 
disclosures.  To date (between enactment in A4 2018 through December of 2019), eight projects had been 
submitted for a quote with a total dollar value in excess of $200K.   
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GLOSSARY 
ACRONYMS 

ABA  American Bar Association  
ACLU  American Civil Liberties Union  
AILA  American Immigration Lawyers Association  
BART  Bar Accessibility Review Team  
BOG  Board of Governors (Oregon State Bar 
CAO  Client Assistance Office (Oregon State Bar)  
CEJ  Campaign for Equal Justice 
CLNS  Civil Legal Needs Study  
DAC  Diversity Advisory Council 
D&I  Diversity & Inclusion  
DCO  Disciplinary Counsel’s Office (Oregon State Bar)  
GOSW  Grantmakers of Oregon and Southwest Washington  
HOD  House of Delegates (Oregon State Bar)  
IOLTA  Interest on Lawyer Trust Accounts  
LRS  Lawyer Referral Services (Oregon State Bar)  
LSP  Legal Services Program (Oregon State Bar)  
MBA  Multnomah Bar Association  
MBF  Multnomah Bar Foundation  
MCLE  Minimum Continuing Legal Education  
NLMP  New Lawyer Mentoring Program  
OAAP  Oregon Attorney Assistance Program 
OAPABA Oregon Asian Pacific American Bar Association 
OCLA  Oregon Chinese Lawyers Association  
OCLEAB  Oregon Council on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar  
OC-NBA Oregon Chapter of the National Bar Association 
OFALA  Oregon Filipino American Lawyers Association  
OGALLA The LGBT Bar Association of Oregon 
OHBA  Oregon Hispanic Bar Association 
OLIO  Opportunities for Law in Oregon (Oregon State Bar)  
OMLA  Oregon Minority Lawyers Association   
OMWESB Office of Minority, Women and Emerging Small Business  
ONLD  Oregon New Lawyers Division (Oregon State Bar)  
OSB  Oregon State Bar 
OSCCIF  Oregon Supreme Court Council on Inclusion and Fairness  
OWLS  Oregon Women Lawyers 
RIS  Referral and Information Services (Oregon State Bar)  
UCTRs  Uniform Trial Court Rules 
YLS  Young Lawyers Section (MBA
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2019 Volunteer Recruitment and Appointment Data 

2019 Volunteers 

Applicants 225  
Appointed 71 32% 

 

 

 

Volunteers by Race & Ethnicity 

 
Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

American Indian or Alaska 
Native -  

  
- 

 
 - 

  
1% 0.5% 

Asian or Pacific Islander 9 3 33%  7% 3% 
Black or African American 7 3 43%  2% 1% 
Hispanic or Latino 5 3 60%  6% 2% 
Self-Identified 3 2 67%  2% 3% 
White or Caucasian 156 52 33%  66% 63% 
Declined to state  48 8 17%  16% 29% 

Total 225 71      

Volunteers by Sexual Orientation 

 
Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

Heterosexual  129 44 34%  66% 49% 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 10 5 50%  5% 2.7% 
Self-Identification - -  -   -  .2% 
Declined to state  86 22 26%  30% 49% 

Total 225 71      

Volunteers by Gender Identity 

 
Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

Male  63 22 35%  34% 32% 
Female 91 31 34%  41% 24% 
Transgender - - -  -  .1% 
Declined to State 71 18 25%  17% 45% 
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Total 225 71      

Volunteers by Disability Status 

 
Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

Yes 6 2 33%  3% 1.4% 
No 144 50 35%  70% 53% 
Declined to State 75 19 25%  28% 45% 

Total 225 71      

Volunteers by Years of Practice 

 
Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

5 years or less 64 19 17%  17% 18% 
6-15 years 77 24 31%  34% 32% 
16-25 years 40 12 30%  22% 21% 
26-35 years 24 10 42%  17% 15% 
36+ years 20 6 30%  10% 14% 

Total 225 71      

Public v. Private 

 
Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

Public 51 23 45%  32% 

Private 174 48 28%  67% D
R
A
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KGR+C LLC

Center the People

MBA Caregiver Research 
Consulting Proposal 

Options to assist the Multnomah Bar Association in 
conducting research into:

1. Caregiving and family‐focused commitments 
among MBA members, and 

2. Caregiving strategies for supportive employers to 
enhance work‐life equity 

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Thank You for this opportunity!
Dear Kathy, Sarah & Guy,

Thank you for inviting us to submit a proposal for your current project.  We are thrilled that our work 
with the OSB has led you to us ‐ it’s always great to get a word‐of‐mouth recommendation! ‐ and are 
very excited at the prospect of working together.  

Thank you, as well, for sharing your working caregiver survey and spending some time discussing your 
goals with us.  It was very helpful, and left us with a genuine respect and appreciation for the research 
you are working on.  Understanding the lived experiences of the members of the MBA – not just their 
lived work‐experience, but the life‐experiences and demands that affect and contextualize their work 
experiences – is a meaningful and vital step to enhancing work‐life equity.  Moreover, seeking to assess 
and understand the ways in which those demands are distributed and borne – often disproportionately 
‐ by those who identify as female and/or come from non‐dominant, “collectivistic” cultures and 
backgrounds is a goal we share and would very much like to support.

As is our practice, this first document constitutes our initial thoughts on different ways in which we 
might help.  We are very receptive to modifying these approaches – they are simply starting points for a 
discussion about what might fit your needs (and the realities of budgets and timelines) best.  Please 
don’t hesitate to be in touch with any thoughts or questions.   

We look forward to talking with you again soon! 

Connie + Ben @ KGR+C

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

MBA Caregiver Research Overview

• The Multnomah Bar Association – a group of 
approximately 3700 lawyers in and around the 
Portland Metro area committed to representing 
the interests of its members ‐ is seeking a 
partner to help with their Working Caregiver 
survey.  

• The MBA stakeholder group has work‐shopped 
and developed much of the survey content and 
structure, though it is not content‐optimized or 
programmable in its current form.
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KGR+C LLC

Center the People

MBA Caregiver Research Goals

Better understand the 
current landscape for 

MBA‐member caregivers 
(including base rates, structural and 

psychological demands and professional 
impact)

Better understand the 
current landscape for 

MBA‐member caregivers 
(including base rates, structural and 

psychological demands and professional 
impact)

Develop intersectional 
profiles of legal professionals 
who are in caregiver roles to 

determine if they are 
distributed equitably 

(or, as is more likely, experienced more often by 
women + non‐dominant group members)

Develop intersectional 
profiles of legal professionals 
who are in caregiver roles to 

determine if they are 
distributed equitably 

(or, as is more likely, experienced more often by 
women + non‐dominant group members)

Develop insights into the 
challenges and barriers 

caregivers experience and 
the ways in which they 
might be mitigated

Develop insights into the 
challenges and barriers 

caregivers experience and 
the ways in which they 
might be mitigated

Provide input for content to be 
used in crafting a “Supportive 

Employer” pledge    

Provide input for content to be 
used in crafting a “Supportive 

Employer” pledge    

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

The Project:  How KGR+C Can Help 
Given the research goals and the current state of the survey instrument, we can see the following 
possible ways ways in which KGR+C might pitch in and help the MBA with the Caregiver survey.

1. Execution‐focused consultation and advice on the survey, helping MBA to:
I. Establish scales and measurement structures to better enable insight development, findings and reporting
II. Streamline content based on timing concerns
III. Ready it for programming

2. Content and/or analysis‐focused services, helping MBA to:
I. Accomplish the execution‐focused goals above
II. Assess + optimize survey content (edit + re‐write existing questions and establish batteries to help model the IMPACT of 

caregiving its effects, and develop strategies for enhancing work‐life equity and reducing negative life‐impacts)
III. Develop a sampling plan that will makes it easier to center the voices of non‐dominant groups and prioritize situation 

and group‐specific needs and accommodations
IV. Develop an analysis plan and statistical analytic constructs (variables, multi‐variable indexes and roll‐ups) to allow for 

stronger statements, greater clarity and reliability of findings, and richer, more nuanced insights

3. Take a full‐service approach and act as the research agency for the project, helping MBA to:
I. Provide a fully execute‐able, 15 minute survey designed to accomplish the research + insight development goals
II. Oversee all programming, recruitment, incentives (lottery‐based gift cards), and database development
III. Develop and execute an analysis plan
IV. Interpret and write‐up findings for presentation to MBA‐identified stakeholders

As you might expect, the type of support we provide affects our cost and timing estimates, with the 
first approach (#1) being the shortest and cheapest, and the last (#3) requiring a longer timeline and 
higher budget.    

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

KGR+C Caregiver Research Support Options
#1:  Execution‐Focused 
Consultation Services

#2:  Content + Analysis Services #3:  Full Service (Design, Field, 
Analyze, Present, Archive)

In 
essence:

• Help ready the existing 
survey for execution

• Revise survey content to increase 
generalizability, strengthen findings and 
implications, and allow for more 
“powerful” statistical analysis

• Ready revised survey for execution

• We’ll run point on the project from here 
and deliver a new instrument, oversee 
data collection, analyze data and 
present the findings

Which
means:

• Streamline for time‐target 
of 12 mins

• Create question scales, 
anchors and categories

• Recommend opt‐outs, 
simplifications + current 
“best‐practice” structures 
for demography + identity 
questions (e.g., Gender ID, 
Race/Ethnicity, LGBTQAI2+), 
intro language, etc

• Write up findings (memo 
form) and walk through 
recommendations + 
revisions in a 1.5 hr. on‐site 
meeting 

• Engage in 2‐3 meetings with MBA 
stakeholder(s) to dig in to existing 
survey and generate a “key findings 
wish‐list”

• Create mapping document to 
determine content gaps between 
existing survey + wish‐list

• Revise survey to include items, batteries 
and/or question categories to better 
meet the “wish‐list” needs

• Hold a survey walk‐through meeting w 
the MBA team for comments

• Revise based on meeting and provide 
executable version to MBA per #1

• Provide analysis plan and post‐hoc 
support

• Hold meetings to dig in to existing 
survey and generate findings wish‐list

• Create mapping document, isolate 
content gaps and create new content to 
meet wish‐list requirements

• Establish sampling structure, recruit and 
incent respondents

• Program survey and execute data 
collection 

• Analyze and interpret data
• Derive (via statistical modeling) 

prioritized, group and caregiver 
situation‐specific caregiver challenges 
and accommodation needs 

• Write up and present findings

Estimated 
Cost

$5,000 ‐ $8,000 $11,000 ‐ $14,000 $24,000 ‐$30,000

Time to 
Complete

1 Week 2.5 ‐> 3 Weeks 6‐8 Weeks
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Who We Are
About Us
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Center the People

A Bit About KGR+C
KGR+C Basics
• Founded in 2012 by principals with extensive academic, commercial, governmental + non‐profit research 
• Partnership w 2 main lines of business

– EDI Research + Consulting
– Research and Data Strategies, Insights, Intelligence, Analytics + Modeling

We are Academically trained with deep experience in real‐world settings
• KGR+C leads are both PhDs in social science disciplines
• Both have been conducting social, academic and applied research for over 20 years, in more than 50 languages 

across 30 countries, with people from all races, age‐groups, income levels, religions and belief systems, using 
research tools ranging from in‐person Ethnographic and Observational research in huts in rural India to global 
surveys run online.

We are strategic consultants, not product salespeople
• We don’t have “products” to sell.   Because every engagement is different, every approach we take is custom 

designed. 
• We use the tools that are best suited to the task at hand, not the easiest ones, cheapest ones, or even  the ones 

we like most

We believe in transparency and collaboration
• There are no “black‐box” approaches to our work. 

We support our work after the project ends

• We don’t drop off a report and move on.  If anyone on your team needs to follow‐up after a project wraps, we’re happy 
to do so.

KGR+C LLC
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Some Recent KGR+C ClientsD
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How We Do Research 
(Equity, Diversity + Inclusion Focus)

About KGR+C
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Medical 
Diagnosis

FIRST STEP: 
LISTEN ‐ TAKE A 

HISTORY

Client’s 
experience

Determine 
focus

How to 
optimize 
treatment

Identify 
necessary 

tests

Research 
Diagnosis

FIRST STEP: LISTEN 
‐ DISCUSS 

STAKEHOLDER 
CONTEXT

Goals for 
research

How you 
plan to use 

your 
research

Your 
audience

What 
insights 
you need

The First Step in KGR+C Research: 
Diagnosis

Much like a visit to the doctor, our first step in every engagement is to hold a Listening Session(s) with 
stakeholders to hear your lived experience, and to understand the history and background that gave 
rise to our collaboration.  We are interested in YOUR perspective regarding your:

– Frustrations and struggles;
– Your overarching goals – and the ways you want research to feed into them;
– Your research goals ‐ how you would like to use the research;
– what kinds of insights you need it to provide; and, 
– who you need to communicate those insights to, and what you hope THEY make of it
Your answers to each of these questions help us narrow down the research scope and approach. 

KGR+C LLC
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Step 2:  Determine Treatment – Design 
around your goals

Align the Goals 
discussed in

Listening Sessions

With the 
Methodologies, 

Design, Sampling + 
Materials Best 

Suited to meeting 
those Goals
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Goal‐Based Research Options
KGR+C EDI research generally falls into one of the following goal‐based approaches: 

Simplest Design –
“Measure the Vitals”

Simple Design, 
Simple Measures –
“Vitals + History”

Integrated Design, 
Complex Measures: 
“Complete Workup –
Vitals, Labs, Images ”

Integrated, Predictive 
Measures: “Complete 
Workup + Ongoing 
Care Plan”

Core Goal • Self Awareness  ‐
looking to assess 
climate, take pulse of 
culture

• Self Assessment ‐
want to understand 
climate AND the major 
factors giving rise to it.  
Learn where to focus 
efforts

• Self Improvement ‐
Want to create change 
‐ understandwhere to 
focus efforts to have 
the biggest impact

• Self Determination –
Want to build towards 
an improved culture
mindfully and 
sustainably, testing 
and demonstrating 
value of change 
programs

Primary 
Measure(s)

• Cultural EDI 
Receptivity + 
Readiness (R+R) 
Assessment

• Sample Demography

• Cultural EDI R+R 
Assessment

• Simple, 3‐Factor 
Environmental Pillar 
Assessment

• Sample Demography

• Cultural EDI R+R
• Granular, Customized

3‐Factor Environment 
Assessment

• Sample Demography

• Cultural EDI R+R
• Granular, Customized

3‐Factor Environment 
Assessment

• Sample Demography
• Stakeholder Identified 

key Outcomes

Core Design Listening Sessions, plus:
Qual IDI + FGI OR
Quant Survey (5‐8 mins)

Listening Sessions, plus:
Qual IDI + FGI OR
Quant Survey (12 mins)

Listening Sessions,
Stakeholder IDIs, AND:
Qual Modules + Quant 
Survey (15‐20 Min)

Listening Sessions,
Stakeholder IDIs, AND:
Qual Modules + Quant 
Survey (15‐20 Min)

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Consulting Services
About KGR+C

KGR+C LLC

Center the People

Time‐based Consulting Services that tend to fall into 3 basic “types”

• Help for DIY Clients
– Methods + Instruments Consulting

• Evaluation and Assessment of existing surveys, field‐interviews, qualitative guidelines, research 
materials, RFPs, etc.

• Methodological Assessment or Design Evaluation
• Analysis Plan Evaluation + Recommendations

• Design + Analytics Services
– Custom Design, Methods, Module + Analytics Consulting

• New / Custom Methods, Modules, Techniques, Concept or Construct Measures, Scale Development
• Variable Development / KPI / Outcome Metrics
• Database Design + Variable Encoding 
• Model Development

• Strategies + Insights Development
– Meta‐Analysis, Systems + Structures Consulting

• Meta‐Analysis of Archived Research ‐ look across existing research for trends, themes + insights, limits 
and impediments to insight development

• EDI Lens Application to data structures, data constructs + systems, Diversity + Dominant‐Culture‐biases 
in practice, structural‐systemic impediments to EDI enhancement

• Unlocking Existing Data Potential for End‐Users – services to connect end‐users to the data they need

What We OfferD
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 ADMISSIONS DEPARTMENT 
2019 PROGRAM EVALUATION 

 
Program Goal Statement 
 
The Admissions Department (Admissions) is the first point of contact for all potential members of the 
Oregon State Bar. The goal of Admissions is to examine applicants and recommend to the Supreme 
Court those who fulfill the requirements prescribed by law and the rules of the Supreme Court, in a fair, 
confidential, and cost effective manner.  
 
Program Description 
 
Admissions supports the work of the Board of Bar Examiners (Board), and performing duties as 
prescribed by the applicable statutes, rules and policies governing admission to the Oregon State Bar.   
The Board acts for the Oregon Supreme Court (Court) in the evaluation of applicants’ moral character 
and fitness to practice law and requisite learning and ability to practice law in Oregon.  Admissions 
program activities include: processing all applications; preparing, grading and administering the bar 
exam; investigating and evaluating applicants’ honesty, fairness and respect for the rights of others and 
for the laws of the state and nation; conducting evidentiary hearings; and making recommendations to 
the Court.  
 
Volunteers/Partnerships 
 
Volunteers: The Board of Bar Examiners is comprised of twelve attorneys and two public members 
appointed by the Oregon Supreme Court.  Attorney members are appointed for three-year terms and 
public members are appointed for one-year terms.  Special investigators are also bar member 
volunteers who investigate specific applicant files for character and fitness issues. 
 
Partnerships: In addition to the previously mentioned relationship with the Court, Admissions also works 
closely with the State Court Administrator when transmitting items to the Court. The State Lawyer 
Assistance Committee monitors conditional admissions approved by the Court. The National Conference 
of Bar Examiners (NCBE) provides testing materials, grading services, and general bar exam support to 
the department.   Due to Oregon’s adoption of the Uniform Bar Exam and the increasing usage of 
alternative admissions, Admissions’ staff regularly works with other jurisdictions in obtaining 
information about applicants to the Oregon State Bar.  Admissions also works with the three Oregon law 
schools in providing them with relevant exam data for their ABA reporting requirements, feedback for 
proposed rule changes, and informational presentations to students.  Other partners of the program 
include bar exam facilities, security software companies and electrical providers.      
 
The Board, along with the Chief Justice, the deans of each law school in Oregon, and one member of 
each law school’s faculty make up the Oregon Council on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar 
(OCLEAB), which meets once per year with the goal of improving legal education and the bar admissions 
process.  
 
Outcomes and Evaluation 
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Provide staff support to BBX in its recommendations for membership on BBX and co-graders; Work 
with incoming BBX chair to set board meeting and event calendar. 
 

Provide BBX with information about volunteer applications and support process that seeks diverse 
representation on BBX and in co-grader pool; coordinate communication with BOG regarding 
recommendations and ensure provision of information to Supreme Court to secure timely 
appointments.  Upon appointment by the Court, coordinate with incoming BBX chair regarding coming 
year’s calendar, which includes the selection of dates for board meetings, OCLEAB, release of bar exam 
results, and grading sessions. 
  

Outcome:  During 2019, the appointment process and scheduling of events were timely completed.  
 
  
Provide staff support to BBX in its public meetings and judicial proceedings. 
 
Admissions assists the BBX with the following activities related to the functions of its public meetings 
and judicial processes: scheduling at least nine meetings of the full board and any necessary 
subcommittee meetings; reserves meeting space and telecommunication support for such meetings; 
prepare minutes from prior meetings and agendas for future meetings, together with exhibits related to 
the subjects to be discussed by the BBX; and provide reports and data to support the BBX in making 
decisions related to its functions.  Additionally, Admissions assists the BBX in preparing an agenda for 
OCLEAB, reserves meeting space for the OCLEAB meeting and provides reports and data to support the 
functions of OCLEAB. 
 
Outcome: In 2019, Admissions supported nine public meetings of the BBX; nine judicial 

proceedings in which the BBX made determinations related to testing accommodations 
and character and fitness recommendations to the Court; ten meetings of various 
subcommittees of the BBX; six meetings of a task force formed to study the concept of 
essential eligibility requirements and recommend any necessary changes to the bar 
exam application; and one OCLEAB meeting. 

 
Process applications 
 

Admissions processes all applications for membership, which includes applicants who must take the 
Oregon bar examination and must meet a filing deadline, and all other applicants that can be submitted 
at any time of year – applicants seeking admission based upon a UBE score taken elsewhere, reciprocal 
applicants, law teachers, house counsel, and military spouses.   
 
The application process as presently administered involves a manual review of the application and 
supporting documentation for completeness; data entry of application information, assuring 
appropriate payment; identification and flagging of incomplete answers; running a criminal and civil 
background check; and communicating with the applicant regarding any missing information or items.  
The goal for initial processing is within two weeks of receipt; however, twice annually around the filing 
deadline for applicants intending to take a bar exam, the initial processing time can take longer.  
 
Outcome:   During 2019, the average processing time for all applicants were timely completed. 
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Conduct character and fitness investigations 
 

The BBX is authorized to conduct investigations and to convene evidentiary hearings for the purpose of 
determining where applicants possess good moral character and fitness to practice law pursuant to ORS 
9.220(2) and the Bar Rules for Admission. 
 
Admissions reviews all applications to identify any items that require additional information from the 
applicant or third parties.  Examples of records that might be sought include criminal prosecutions, civil 
litigation in which the applicant was a party, employment records, or school records pertaining to code 
of conduct violations.  Once the requisite records and additional information or explanation have been 
obtained, the staff determines whether there are any remaining issues that should be evaluated by the 
BBX and, if so, coordinates assignment of review of application materials by a BBX member for 
presentation to the BBX.  The length of time for individual files varies depending upon the number of 
sources from whom records are sought, the responsiveness of the applicant to requests for information, 
and the responsiveness of third parties for records or documents.   
 
For every application in which the BBX votes to interview the applicant, Admissions coordinates 
scheduling a three-member panel to interview the applicant, providing any support sought by the panel 
in preparation for the interview and attending the interview. 
 
Admissions provides support to the BBX throughout the process for those files in which the BBX does 
not recommend approval, which can include identifying volunteer lawyers willing to serve as special 
investigators through the evidentiary hearing process; drafting documents, working in coordination with 
the volunteer special investigator; assisting in lining up witnesses; scheduling meeting rooms; preparing 
materials for the hearing; maintaining the agency record; maintaining the hearing record; assisting the 
hearing panel in coordinating and drafting their opinion; assisting the Board members assigned to draft 
the full Board’s opinion and minority reports in coordinating and drafting their various opinions; and 
filing the agency record with the Oregon Supreme Court at the time that the opinion of the Board is filed 
with the Court. 
 
Outcome:   In 2019, staff completed all C&F investigations and interviews in a timely manner.  Staff 

assisted the Board in conducting its first C&F hearing in 14 years.  Staff ensured that the 
hearing was conducted pursuant to the Rules for Admission.  The agency record was 
timely filed with the Court.  Oral argument related to the C&F hearing is currently 
scheduled for May 3, 2020. 

  
Process special testing accommodation requests in timely manner in accordance with ADA guidelines 
 

Exam takers that seek accommodations must submit requests by a deadline that is communicated 
during the application process. Once the deadline has passed, Admissions prepares materials for a 
meeting of the BBX’s Testing Accommodations Committee, which will review and make decisions 
regarding all requested accommodations.  At times, requests for accommodation are received after the 
deadline, and a decision made by the BBX as to whether good cause exists for the applicant’s failure to 
timely submit a request for accommodation.  Admissions coordinates any additional meetings 
necessitated by late-filed requests.  Once the roster of special accommodations has been finalized, 
Admissions prepares a customized script for each exam proctor that fits the timing of each special 
accommodation applicant’s schedule.  Training is held for exam proctors who will monitor special 
accommodation exam takers. Also, rooms must be selected to comport with the accommodations made 
– which means, in some instances, allocating a single room to a single applicant. 
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Outcome:   During 2019, all special accommodation requests processed in a timely fashion.  

Additionally, all accommodation instruction scripts were written and proctors were 
trained.  Finally, all applicants receiving testing accommodations actually received the 
accommodations to be provided and their exams were proctored without error or 
incident.   

 
 
Administer two bar examinations per year 
 

Admissions is responsible for locating and contracting for examination sites, which is typically done 
more two years in advance, to ensure that the examination is held in a safe, comfortable, and accessible 
environment.  Onsite security is arranged. Volunteer proctors are recruited from among OSB staff for 
the main examination site as well as for those exam takers who will be tested at the OSB Center.  BBX 
members are also recruited to serve as monitors at the main examination site for each day of the exam.  
Admissions is responsible for ensuring and maintaining examination security in compliance with NCBE 
terms of use, which includes the secure storage of exam answers and the return of MBE booklets.  
Admissions coordinates with an outside provider of secure examination software, which is the 
mechanism through which all exam takers who utilize laptop computers take the exam.  Admissions 
staff is onsite to respond to any and all exam-day issues that may arise.  Admission staff arranges for the 
timely return of exam materials to the NCBE in compliance with its return schedule.  

 

Outcome:  During 2019, Admissions successfully administered both bar examinations in compliance 
with the Rules for Admission and consistent with all NCBE requirements. 
 

 
Provide staff support to bar examination grading twice a year 
 

Admissions makes arrangements for housing of BBX members and co-graders for each grading session.  
Admissions makes arrangement for BBX members and co-graders to attend the NCBE Grading Workshop 
which takes place on the first Saturday following each bar exam.  Admissions prepares for each grading 
session a grading manual containing exam grading instructions, schedules, and protocols; coordinates 
the preparation of all materials to be utilized by each grader during the grading session; provides staff 
support in ensuring that written scores are properly input by graders, attributed to the correct applicant 
and timely transmitted to the NCBE.  Admissions staff ensures that regrading is accomplished once the 
scaled scores are returned from the NCBE, and then resubmits all grades to the NCBE for final scaling.  
Upon receipt of final scaled scores, with assistance from OSB IT, Admissions staff generates final exam 
score reports to the Court and all applicants by the published release date.  Admissions provides each 
Oregon law school the information necessary for them to maintain their ABA accreditation.  Admissions 
also communicates all necessary reporting data to the NCBE to provide to all non-Oregon ABA 
accredited law schools. 

 

Outcome:   Both grading sessions in 2019 were timely completed and scores were released by the 
published date of release. 

 
Provide staff support to the Court for Admissions Ceremonies twice a year 
 

Admissions works with the Oregon Supreme Court’s staff to identify those applicants who are eligible to 
take their oath of office at the Admissions Ceremony.  Admissions works with applicants who may be 
late in providing material to establish their eligibility for taking the oath of office, such as providing proof 
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of passage of the MPRE or certificates of graduation.  Admissions staff assist Court staff in registering 
applicants for the Admissions Ceremony.  Admissions Manager assists Court staff in preparing the 
Admissions Ceremony program and prints the program to be handed out to attendees at the ceremony.   

 

Outcome:   All eligible applicants were correctly identified in the respective program for each 
Admissions Ceremony in 2019.  All eligible applicants who attended an Admission 
Ceremony in 2019 took their oath of office at the ceremony.  Both Admissions 
Ceremonies were conducted without issue in 2019. 

 
Continuously update information and improve processes 
 

Information regarding examinations is updated on the website after each examination. Aside from bar 
exam results, other information, such as FAQ’s, is routinely reviewed for improvement.  Admissions also 
works with BBX on such projects as reviewing Rules of Admission for refinement, as needed. 
 
Outcome: In 2019, Admissions assisted the BBX in amending the Rules for Admission to allow 

certified law students to maintain their certifications for longer periods, ensuring 
organizations and firms who use certified law students do not have interruptions in 
services to their constituents or clients due to lapses in such certification.  The BBX also 
amended the Rule for Admission to include Essential Eligibility Requirements (EERs), 
which are intended to make the admission process and decision making more 
transparent and ensure that future admission recommendations are based on an 
applicant’s conduct rather than an applicant’s condition.  Admissions staff assisted a 
task force who made recommendations to the BBX about the aforementioned EERs and 
recommended changes to the C&F questions on the bar exam application.  Support of 
the task force included scheduling meetings of the task force, preparing minutes, 
agendas and necessary materials for each meeting and maintaining work-product for 
the task force’s review.  Staff executed the BBX’s recommended changes to bar exam 
application, ensuring that all C&F questions on the bar exam application are now 
conduct based. 

 
Supervise and support the development of Admissions staff 
 

Admissions holds staff meetings at least bi-weekly to ensure coordination of work, dissemination of 
pertinent information, and obtain feedback regarding ongoing projects and tasks.  Admissions provides 
staff with all necessary training to ensure compliance with the aforementioned program measurements 
and OSB’s values and mission. 
 
 

Outcome: In 2019, Admissions met at least weekly to ensure coordination of work.  We trained a 
new employee, who came on board in June.  We had staff receive additional training on 
background checks and excel spreadsheet development to assist with developing 
reports that are designed to make our bar exam and application processing more 
efficient. 
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CLIENT ASSISTANCE OFFICE (CAO) 
2019 PROGRAM EVALUATION 

 
I. Goal Statement 

The primary goal of the Client Assistance Office (CAO) is to promptly review and properly process public 
inquiries about the conduct of lawyers in Oregon. Our secondary goals include working to prevent 
complaints by educating lawyers and legal consumers and assisting lawyers and clients to resolve 
potential service issues. 

 

II. Program Description 

Staff 

CAO was established in 2003 to separate the initial screening and evaluation of complaints about lawyer 
conduct from Disciplinary Counsel, and to provide a resource to legal consumers for information and 
assistance regarding concerns about lawyer conduct. When fully staffed, inquiries submitted to CAO are 
evaluated by three full time CAO lawyers (one of whom also acts as manager) with administrative 
support from two non-lawyer assistants. For about half of 2019, CAO efforts were supplemented by a 
part time lawyer hired to assist in clearing a backlog resulting from the loss of a staff lawyer in 2018. Due 
to a retirement, transfers within the bar, and an out-of-state move, CAO has lacked a stable set of three 
lawyers in years 2015 through 2018. 

Process - Assistance 

As appropriate and as resources permit, CAO provides information and assistance to legal consumers in 
response to telephone calls and written correspondence. The general information provided most often 
involves describing what obligations lawyers have under our rules. For instance, when do our rules 
permit or require a lawyer to terminate the lawyer’s employment and what are a lawyer’s obligations if 
terminated? CAO also may assist in addressing potential service issues. This most often involves 
attempts to re-establish communication between the lawyer and client, or helping to address a client’s 
file or property concerns. Whether or not CAO is able to assist, CAO often refers legal consumers to 
other agencies or programs that may help address their concerns. Typical examples are referrals to the 
OSB Lawyer Referral Service, OSB Fee Dispute Resolution Program, OSB Professional Liability Fund, Legal 
Aid Services of Oregon, Oregon DOJ Consumer Protection, Community Alliance of Tenants, or Rental 
Housing Alliance Oregon. 

Process - Inquiries 

CAO collects information from inquirers regarding their concerns and, where misconduct might be 
implicated, seeks a response from the lawyers identified. If CAO evaluation of an inquiry finds sufficient 
evidence to support a reasonable belief that a lawyer may have violated the rules or statutes governing 
lawyer conduct, the inquiry is referred to Disciplinary Counsel for further evaluation, accompanied by a 
brief memo describing the confidential basis for the referral.  Otherwise, the inquiry is dismissed with a 
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written explanation for the dismissal provided to the inquirer and respondent. Inquirers are notified of 
the ability to request General Counsel review of CAO dismissals. General Counsel review is final. Most 
dismissals are not contested. Despite the high volume of matters processed by CAO, 95-100% of 
dismissals are affirmed after General Counsel review. 

Other efforts to enhance professionalism 

CAO lawyers support the bar’s General Counsel and Deputy General Counsel in responding to calls from 
lawyers seeking advice from the OSB Legal Ethics Helpline. CAO lawyers answered hundreds of Ethics 
Helpline calls in 2019. CAO also contributes to bar efforts to ensure professionalism by educating 
lawyers about their professional responsibilities through CLE programs and OSB publications. CAO 
lawyers contributed approximately 34 hours of continuing legal education in different programs for bar 
members around the state. The presentations included ethics school, trust account school, mandatory 
abuse reporting, and other subjects as requested. In addition to presenting in the Portland area, CAO 
lawyers spoke at events in Salem and Newport. CAO staff made a presentation to law students for an 
OLIO event. CAO contributed an article for publication in the OSB Bulletin. 

 

III. Volunteers/Partnerships 

CAO regularly works with a wide range of partners at the bar including General Counsel, Disciplinary 
Counsel, Public Records, Referral and Information Services, Communications and Public Services, 
Information and Design Technology, Client Security Fund, Unlawful Practice of Law Committee, 
Continuing Legal Education, Bar Bulletin and State Lawyers Assistance Committee. CAO lawyers served 
as liaisons to OSB sections (Government Law, Juvenile Law, Indian Law and Sustainable Future). Outside 
the bar, CAO maintains relationships with state courts, local and specialty bars, the Professional Liability 
Fund, and the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program, regarding issues that may be of common concern. 
CAO staff also proctored bar exams. 

IV. Program Measures - Outcomes and Evaluation 

Outcome #1: Process a high volume of inquiries in a timely manner. 

Program measures call for CAO to process a high volume of inquiries in a timely manner. In 2019, CAO 
logged 1,971 inquiries and disposed of 1,930. For purposes of comparison: in 2018, CAO logged 1,968 
and disposed of 1,947; in 2017, CAO logged 2,046 and disposed of 1,942; in 2016, CAO logged 2,027 and 
disposed of 1,938. Additionally, CAO staff handles thousands of telephone contacts from the public 
seeking information about the Oregon State Bar, ethical duties governing lawyers, and the lawyer 
regulatory system in Oregon. In 2019, CAO tracked for the first time general telephone statistics using 
the bar’s telephone software. Those statistics show that CAO staff handled well over 11,000 calls over 
the course of the year. Only a fraction of those calls are logged into the database, chiefly those in which 
some follow-up action is required after the call. Additionally, CAO’s experienced staff is able to provide 
consumer information and assistance that prevents many avoidable complaints. Some telephone 
contacts later become or relate to logged matters. 
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For inquiries that do not warrant further investigation or require a substantive dismissal, CAO practice is 
to acknowledge the inquiry within three days of receipt. For inquiries that warrant further investigation 
or require a substantive dismissal, CAO attempts to review the inquiry and respond with an initial letter 
within 7 - 14 days. 

Program measures call for CAO to dispose of 70% of complaints and inquiries within sixty days of 
receipt. In 2019, CAO disposed of about 67% of complaints and inquiries within that time. The average 
time for all dispositions was 72 days.  

Outcome #2: Ensure proper disposition of complaints by making the correct decision to refer to 
disciplinary counsel or dismiss. 

CAO continues to provide high quality analysis in the disposition of matters. Of the 1,930 matters 
disposed of in 2019, 234 (12.2%) were referred to Disciplinary Counsel. (Cf. 2018 13.3%; 2017 13.7%; 
2016 14.5%; 2015 12.5%). 1,052 matters were dismissed. In about 138 instances, CAO was able to 
contact a lawyer and actively assist in resolving the client’s concerns. In the remaining matters, CAO 
provided information or referrals to other programs. 

Program measures state that at least 90% of CAO dismissals should be affirmed on review by General 
Counsel. In 2019, there were 270 requests for General Counsel review of CAO dismissals. Over 99% of 
CAO dismissals were affirmed on review. 

Outcome #3: Ensure a high level of competence among staff. 

CAO staff lawyers are experienced lawyers familiar with a wide range of legal issues. CAO non-lawyer 
staff has many years of experience in legal practice and at the bar. CAO staff members consult with each 
other and review each other’s work to maintain quality and help ensure a sound decision making 
process. CAO staff members attend MCLE programs and take advantage of other opportunities to 
maintain and improve skills, such as participation in the ABA Center for Professional Responsibility and 
National Organization of Bar Counsel. At the bar level, CAO lawyers meet periodically with General 
Counsel and Disciplinary Counsel staff lawyers to help ensure consistency of analysis and approach. 
Weekly CAO staff meetings help CAO staff to spot and address problems as they arise. 

Outcome #4: Promote public awareness of CAO and its services. 

CAO’s informational video materials have been translated into Spanish and captioned for the hearing 
impaired. CAO website materials are screen readable and offer google translation into any other written 
language. CAO works with General Counsel, Communications, and Diversity and Inclusion departments 
to ensure our ability to serve diverse populations. 

Outcome #5: Identify technological and process improvements to improve department efficiencies.  

CAO operates as a mostly paperless office. In 2019 CAO participated in the implementation of new 
public records software. CAO continues to improve internal forms and processes.  
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CLE SEMINARS DEPARTMENT 
2019 Program Measures 

 

Program Goal Statement 

The CLE Seminars Department advances the Bar’s mission of improving the quality of legal services by 
contributing to lawyer competence through high-quality continuing legal education seminars and 
seminar products that are relevant, widely accessible, and cost-effective. 

Program Description 

As a provider of CLE seminars, the OSB operates in a highly competitive market that is defined by 
hundreds of other CLE providers, including no-cost or low-cost CLE seminars offered by OSB-related 
groups and below-market bulk pricing options from national online providers as low as $199 a year for 
unlimited CLE credit. To meet these challenges and provide a meaningful educational experience, the 
Seminars Department has increasingly relied on technology to deliver its CLE seminars and products in a 
variety of formats and pricing options that recognize the current delivery expectations among legal 
professionals. 

Volunteers/Partnerships 

Volunteers:  283 attorneys and other professionals volunteered as planners and speakers in 2019, 
some more than once, to fill 339 opportunities. 

Partnerships:  The CLE Seminars Department cosponsored seminars with 15 OSB sections, and the 
following Washington State Bar entities: the Business Law Section, the Creditor Debtor Rights Section 
and WSBA CLE. The CLE Seminars Department also augmented its original CLE programming with 
offerings from five educational partners: the Alaska Bar Association, the American Psychology-Law 
Society, CLE Webinars.com, Mesa CLE, and WebCredenza. 

Outcomes and Evaluation 

Outcome #1:  Promote professional excellence and professional development by providing readily 
available 24/7 access to OSB CLE seminars, services, and information. 

 

Measures:  Continue a creative and flexible approach to program and product formats to meet 
changing member priorities for attending in-person events. 

 

In 2019 the CLE Seminars Department produced 30 in-person seminars. Almost all of the live events 
were also webcast over the Internet. All seminars were recorded and could be ordered 24/7 through the 
bar’s online product catalog. On-demand products (video or audio) were available for access upon 
completing the online purchase. Hard media seminars (CD or DVD) could also be ordered online. 
Products were made to order and then shipped to the customer. 
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 Maintain on-demand seminar inventory sufficient to satisfy MCLE self-study reporting 
requirements.   

 

The membership had 24/7 online access to 324.25 hours of MP3 downloads and 369.25 hours of on-
demand video. In addition to general credit seminars, the offerings included programs that qualified for 
legal ethics, practical skills, abuse reporting, access to justice, and mental health/substance use credits.  

 

2019 followed the 2018 trend of increasing purchases of on-demand media. There were 3,668 on 
demand video sales from March to December 2019, compared to 2,527 for the same period in 2018. 
MP3 audio files showed a similar increase. From March to December 2019, 1,604 audio CLE 
presentations were purchased, compared to 911 same period sales for 2018. 

 

 Continue to support sales of seminars on hard media (audio CDs and DVDs).  

 

Although hard media (CD and DVD) purchases continue to decline, that media was a format still utilized 
by a number of members and entities. In 2019, the Department had 445 CD sales, 121 DVD sales, and 37 
DVD rentals of its 15-credit reciprocal admission set.  

 

Outcome #2:  High member and section satisfaction with CLE curriculum, organization, and other 
CLE-related services. 

 

Measures:  Survey attendees and sections regarding their satisfaction with topics, format, logistics, 
and staffing.  

 

The department continued to provide high quality CLE content for the membership. Of those returning a 
seminar evaluation, 91% rated the overall quality of the seminar as “very good” or “excellent.” Onsite 
seminar staff were rated “very good” or “excellent” by 98% of those who  responded, while the onsite 
check-in process garnered a “very good” or “excellent” response by 98% of those who turned in an 
evaluation. 

 

In 2019, sections rated the department’s CLE services in the Membership Services Department’s section 
survey (1 – 5 scale). The average ratings were: 4.54 (providing accurate information on co-sponsoring 
CLEs); 4.54 (timely distribution notices regarding programs); 4.54 (staff assistance with program 
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planning and logistics); and 4.85 (courtesy of staff). The ratings are almost identical to the 2018 CLE 
services ratings. 

 

Evaluate revenue-sharing model for programs cosponsored with sections. 

 

The Department implemented a new section cosponsored revenue sharing model in 2019. The previous 
model calculated the section’s revenue share on a per capita basis and required time consuming 
calculations by CLE staff. The new model shares a percentage of net seminar revenue. This is a much 
more efficient way for staff to calculate the revenue while still providing sections a share of the seminar 
revenue in an amount similar to that calculated under the former model. 

 

Promote cosponsorship and CLE registration services to sections. 

 

 The Department cosponsored 15 events with OSB Sections. These events ranged from basic or 
fundamental courses to advanced level institutes. With the new requirement in 2019 that sections 
cosponsor an event once every three years, the Department anticipates the number of cosponsored 
events increasing in second and third year of the cosponsorship cycle. 

 

Four options of section registration services were initially launched in 2019 and covered a range of 
section CLE programs, from RSVP-only events to multi-day conferences. The number of section events 
that utilized the bar’s online registrations services increased significantly. In 2018, the Department 
assisted sections with 21 events and processed 1,745 registration. For 2019, the number of section 
events increased to 76 events and 3,880 registrations. In addition, a number of sections wanted to 
market their programs more frequently than provided with the options. In response, the Department 
began offering a marketing add-on for an additional fee.  

 

Outcome #3:  Continue to develop cost-efficient strategies and processes to achieve budget goals 
and ensure fiscal responsibility. 

 

Measures: Implement in-house webcasting and on-demand catalog hosting. 

 

 In-house webcasting and an online bar product catalog were available to bar members during 
2019. A new feature of the product catalog was the ability to place an order online for seminars on hard 
media (CD and DVD). Previously, customers had to call the CLE Service Center to speaker and speak with 
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a staff to place and pay for the order. Now, the entire transaction takes places online, with order 
fulfilment handled manually through CLE Seminars and Copy Center staff. 

 

 Evaluate pricing models and recommend any changes that will enhance ability to achieve budget 
goals. 

 

The Department tested two group registration pricing models. Tiered registration was offered for 
multiple registrations from one organization to attend in-person CLE events. For live webcasts and on-
demand videos, an additional viewer discount was available after the first viewer paid the regular 
registration price. 

 

While the Department received numerous inquiries throughout the year about both the tiered and 
additional viewer discounts, only one organization (a CPA firm) used the tiered registration to attend a 
live CLE event. No purchasers used the additional viewer discount for live webcasts or on-demand 
videos. 

 

 Identify and implement efficiencies in processes and logistics. Evaluate staffing needs. 

 

Although the CLE registration and online product catalog still had technological challenges when it 
launched in late 2018, it reached a basic level of functionality in 2019. CLE Seminars staff continued to 
assist the IT Department with testing and developing workarounds. The most critical registration and 
product catalog platform gaps were identified so those could be addressed as a priority to improve the 
customer experience.   

The increase in section registration services also required the Department to reevaluate staff 
assignments for handling section intake and delivering registration services. After some trial and error, 
adjustments were made to the process. As a result, the department was able to accommodate a 260% 
increase from 2018 in the number of section events that used CLE registration services.  

 

Outcome #4:  Advance diversity, equity, and inclusion among speakers and planners; engage in 
programming that promotes access to justice 

 

Measures: Work with CLE planners to encourage recruiting CLE presenters that reflect the diversity 
of the bar membership; review speaker and planner data each year and maintain statistics. 
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Of the CLE speakers and planners who indicated a gender, the following were identified: 57% female 
and 43% male. 25.09% selected “declined to state,” and 27.92% did not indicate a gender at all. This last 
figure includes non-member speakers for which data was not available.  

 

The following ethnicities were identified by CLE speakers and planners: 52.30% White, 2.12% Asian, 
2.47% multiple ethnicities, 1.41% Hispanic, and 0.35% Black. 14.84% selected “decline to state,” and 
26.50% did not indicate any ethnicity. 

 

The majority of speakers and planners were from Multnomah County (51.94%), followed by Marion 
County ( 7.42%), Lane County (5.3%), Washington County (5.3%), Clackamas County (2.83%), and 
Deschutes County (1.41%). Benton, Jackson, Lincoln, Polk, and Yamhill counties were represented by 
2.83% of the speakers and planners, while 22.97% of the speakers and planners lived outside the state. 

 

 Develop CLE programming that advances access to justice. 

 

In June 2019, the CLE Seminars Department cosponsored Practicing Inclusion: How Best to Represent 
Clients with Disabilities with the Disability Law Section. 

 

In late fall, a subcommittee of the Advisory Committee for Diversity and Inclusion approached the CLE 
Department to discuss a new format for an Introductory to Access Justice program. 

 

During the 2019 planning process for the cosponsored 2020 Litigation Institute, a theme of implicit bias 
was developed. The Director of CLE Seminars secured a national presenter to give two presentations at 
the 2020 Institute: an understanding of implicit bias and implicit bias in a litigation context.  
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COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
2019 Program Measures 

I. Program Goal Statement 

The OSB Communications Department advances the bar’s mission of promoting respect for the rule of 
law, improving the quality of legal services and increasing access to justice through consistent and 
effective delivery of OSB priority messages to members and the public. For Member Communications, 
the primary goals are to provide information that benefits members in their practices and to increase 
member awareness of bar priorities and services. For Public Communications, the primary goals are to 
promote public confidence in the justice system, respect for the rule of law and an understanding of the 
importance of Oregon lawyers to an efficient, accessible justice system.  

II. Program Description 

The Member Communications group publishes the OSB Bulletin, the electronic BOG Update and other 
broadcast email messages, prepares editorial content for the bar’s website and assists other bar 
programs in developing marketing and outreach materials. This group also coordinates the annual 
awards event, 50-Year Member Luncheon and other membership projects and events, including 
membership surveys and research. 

Public Communications comprises programs and services designed to educate the public about laws, 
lawyers and the legal system and how to find help with legal problems. Education efforts focus on the 
bar’s website, including legal information videos and specialty publications. 

Within Public Communications, the Creative Services group provides art direction, production 
management and quality control of all print and web collateral material promoting the programs, 
services and organizational brand of the OSB. Creative Services works closely with other department 
staff to coordinate marketing campaigns for the organization and assist bar programs in their individual 
marketing efforts. The department also provides design and production assistance for sections and local 
bars. 

Media relations are also coordinated by department staff. This involves working with statewide news 
outlets to provide background on bar policies and processes, including regulatory functions and 
specific disciplinary cases. Staff also provide spokespeople to comment on any story with a law-
related element, actively promote coverage of bar programs and initiatives, and support the 
judicial branch in responding to media inquiries and unjust criticism of the judiciary. 

III. Volunteers/Partnerships 

Volunteers: Approximately 50 members annually serve as authors and sources for Member 
Communications; an additional 100 or so assist annually with public information materials. 

Partnerships:  The Communications department partners with OSB sections and committees, affinity 
and county bars, the Oregon Judicial Department, legal aid programs, social service agencies, schools, 
and community and business leaders. 
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IV. Outcomes and Evaluation 

Outcome #1: OSB members are informed about OSB priorities, programs and events. 
Bar priorities are communicated through the Bulletin, the OSB website and the Bar News and BOG 
Update e-newsletters. Breaking and important news items are placed on the bar’s home page, which 
was viewed more than 3 million times in 2019. The department also produced 45 Bar News and BOG 
Update emails, which achieved an average open rate of 32 percent, a slight increase from the 30 percent 
open rate in 2018. Eight other emails were sent, inviting members to participate in surveys or informing 
them of important news; those had an average open rate of 53 percent. Emails to LRS panelists – 
including monthly reporting reminders and invoice reminders – had a strong average open rate of 87 
percent. 
 
The Bulletin, which publishes 10 times a year, is perhaps our most important vehicle for communicating 
with members. (Double issues are published in February/March and August/September.)  Each issue 
includes columns on legal ethics, law practice management and legal writing. Each issue also includes 
information about CLE Seminars and Legal Publications, lawyer discipline summaries and a Bar News 
section for announcements and event promotion. Priority issues for the OSB are promoted through 
feature stories and columns; examples from 2019 include: “Focused on the Mission,” a profile of OSB 
President Chris Costantino; “Barriers to Justice,” a feature on the civil legal needs study; “Order in the 
Court,” about public and media access to court proceedings; “Defining Indian,” focused on Native 
identity and sovereignty; and “Times’ Up Oregon,” a feature on sexual harassment within the legal 
community. In addition, a special themed issue focused on lawyer well-being and a new recurring 
column explored issues related to diversity, equity and inclusion. 

The Bulletin also assists other bar programs, legal community partners and community groups by 
sharing information about their services and events through the Bar News section and complimentary 
advertising. One or more pages of each issue are reserved for marketing CLE Seminars and Legal 
Publications. Other ads are placed on a space-available basis once all editorial content and paid ads have 
been laid out. In 2019, the value of donated ad space totaled $18,850 for CLE and Legal Publications; 
$60,525 for all other OSB programs; $26,155 for legal community partners; and $15,330 for community 
service and charitable groups. 

A specific focus for 2019 was to continue outreach to affinity bars and other stakeholders and work with 
the new Bulletin Editorial Advisory Committee to ensure a diversity of voices in all sections of the 
Bulletin. In addition to new editorial policies, staff have developed a checklist of items for contract 
writers to consider, which includes the importance of diverse voices in all feature articles and columns, 
not only as sources but also as writers and photographers.  

A focus for 2020 will be a consolidation and customization of messages sent from the bar. Using an 
automated email marketing application that is integrated with member profile data in Aptify, the 
Communications Department will be able to consolidate individual messages (OSB, section and program 
messages) into a weekly newsletter with content tied to topic codes selected by the members and other 
data maintained in Aptify. By reducing the number of marketing messages emailed to our audience from 
6.4 million to 1.5 million, the department hopes to reduce the strain on recipients and provide a more 
helpful communication package that more effectively promotes the sales of bar products and services. 
The new system also has the potential to greatly streamline and personalize notifications regarding 
regulatory compliance. 
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Outcome #2:  OSB marketing efforts and other communications vehicles are consistent, timely, 
effective and designed to reinforce the bar’s visual brand. 
 
Marketing assistance for bar programs, services and special initiatives continued throughout the year. 
Creative Services staff coordinated semi-weekly meetings with staff from CLE Seminars and Legal 
Publications throughout 2019, with a focus on identifying opportunities for cross marketing of bar 
products and services. The CLE section of the Bulletin was rebranded mid-year as OSB Education & 
Research, and available filler space in the magazine was used to support the email marketing of 
products from both departments by directing viewers to their online product catalogs.  
 
One goal for 2019 was to improve coverage of section and committee events through development of 
an online calendar populated through Aptify. With development of a new member dashboard as the top 
priority for the 2020 regulatory compliance cycle, completion of the calendar was put on hold. Section 
events have been added, but until Aptify is fully integrated, the existing online calendar remains active. 
Page views of the current calendar in 2019 totaled 1.4 million, which recognizes its continued use as an 
information tool. Once construction of a new calendar can begin with IT, additional event information 
that can be utilized by the new, more robust calendar feature will be gathered. 
 
Because nearly all the bar’s marketing efforts direct people to its website, statistics on website usage are 
a useful indicator of whether OSB messages have been received. These numbers also demonstrate that 
the website has become a go-to source for information for both members and the public. Web traffic to 
osbar.org increased or held steady in 2019, as shown in the following tracking chart: 
 
TRAFFIC 2019 2018 2017 2016 

Page views 42.0 million 41.5 million 37.9 million 36.6 million 

Visits 5.08 million 5.55 million 5.5 million 5.3 million 

Hits 102 million 110 million 102 million 105 million 

  

Outcome #3:  OSB offers an array of practical, understandable legal information to help the public 
access the justice system.  

The Communications Department provides legal information to the public in multiple formats, primarily 
delivered through the bar’s website. The public information home page includes summaries of more 
than 100 legal topics, along with a growing library of more than 150 “Legal Q&A” videos – 29 of them 
presented in languages other than English. The site also offers information on bar services for the public, 
such as the Lawyer Referral Service.  
 
In 2019, the bar’s public legal information pages recorded 1,379,864 page views. The first and third 
most-popular pages were the public home page (159,807 views) and the Referral & Information Services 
home page (136,132 views), both of which are promoted through a Google Ad Words campaign as well 
as regular postings to Craig’s List sites for Oregon. The most viewed legal topic pages were Landlords 
and Tenants (159,807) and Divorce in Oregon (47,376). Total page views were significantly higher than in 
2018, including for all the pages specifically noted.  
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The Communications Department produced 13 new Legal Q&A videos in 2019 in English and three in 
other languages. The video library received 22,000 views, and for the first time, more people viewed the 
videos on their phones than on tablets or computers.  
 
Following substantial legislative changes to Oregon’s landlord/tenant laws, Oregon Housing and 
Community Services awarded the bar a grant to develop new public education materials. 
Landlord/tenant materials have always been in high demand:  In 2018 the landlord/tenant page on the 
OSB website averaged 8,000 page views per month. Since the updated page launched in late June of 
2019, it has averaged approximately 20,000 page views per month. Materials produced through this 
grand project are detailed below. 
 

• Staff produced a new pamphlet, “New Rules for Landlords,” and had it professionally translated 
into Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese and Simplified Chinese. Staff also produced three new 
landlord/tenant videos: “Landlord/Tenant Overview and Resources,” “Oregon's New Rent 
Control Law” and “Termination Notices.” All three videos were presented in English, Spanish, 
Russian, Vietnamese and Mandarin Chinese. All versions of the videos are available on the OSB 
website and were provided to public access TV stations in Washington County, Southern 
Oregon, Monmouth, Woodburn, Portland and Gresham/East County. The videos will play on an 
intermittent, as-needed basis by each station until a cancel order is submitted. TVC-TV in 
Washington County provided a schedule of 13 broadcasts.  

 
• The Communications Department also worked with CLE Seminars to present a live in-person and 

webcast event for the public. “Legal Q&A: An Update to Landlord/Tenant Law in Oregon” 
featured two lawyers who practice landlord/tenant law presenting information updates and 
answering audience questions. A total of 155 people registered, 34 in person and 121 for the 
webcast. The session was recorded and posted on the bar’s website. Questions that were not 
answered during the seminar due to time constraints or were otherwise submitted to bar staff 
were used to create a video called “More Legal Q&A.” This video is posted on the same web 
page as the original seminar video. Because it is presented in English only, staff created a 
transcript that can be used with the online Google Translate app that appears on all the site’s 
public information pages. 

 
In addition, staff reviewed 97 legal information topics for readability on the Flesch-Kincaid scale and set 
a target standard for improvement – part of an effort set forth in the bar’s Diversity Action Plan to 
determine the readability/grade level of existing public legal information content. For reading grade 
level, materials ranged from 7.6 to 18.6, with an average of 12.7; the target is 8.0. Although staff only 
completed seven revisions (several others have been assigned to volunteers), the department has 
entered a partnership with students at Portland State University’s Linguistics Department to revise 
additional topics and reformat the bar’s web-based materials. This will be an ongoing project with 
multiple partners and volunteers.  
 
Outcome #4: The OSB is a trusted source of information and expertise for statewide media. 

The OSB Media Relations manager works daily with journalists around Oregon who cover all manner of 
law-related stories, directing them to lawyer experts on everything from environmental to constitutional 
law. Staff also manages media inquiries regarding the bar’s regulatory role, including coverage of 
disciplinary matters and other public protection programs such as the Client Security Fund and Unlawful 
Practice of Law enforcement.  
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As the bar transitioned in 2019 to a new process for public records requests, Media Relations staff 
worked to ensure the system could continue a relationship-based and transparent approach to the bar’s 
work with statewide media. This reinforces the position of the OSB as a trusted, transparent and 
rigorous regulatory body. In a year with particularly high-profile stories regarding both discipline and 
litigation, the coverage in Oregon media outlets has been accurate, fair and helpful in informing the 
public of the bar’s commitment to public protection. 

In addition to managing responses to incoming inquiries, the Communications Department had several 
outreach projects this year in support of the bar’s mission. First, staff conducted a media campaign to 
share the results of the Civil Legal Need Study and to supplement legal services advocacy work with the 
Legislature. The study was covered in The Oregonian, Bend Bulletin, Register Guard, Salem Reporter and 
Wallowa Chieftain. Cove rage in The Oregonian also included editorial support for adequate funding for 
legal services. Communications Staff also worked with LASO leadership on preparation for additional 
follow-up interviews in the spring. 

In the fall, the department promoted the expansion of the bar’s Landlord/Tenant public education 
materials. News releases went to 74 media outlets, resulting in print or broadcast coverage from the 
following: Portland Tribune, Oregonian, Bend Bulletin, KGW TV, Portland Chinese Times, KUNP/KATU – 
Univision, El Latino de Hoy, Slavic Family News and Russian Radio American. The project was also 
promoted through Twitter, with a total reach (including retweets) of 23,652 users. 

Working with the Bar Press Broadcasters Council, the bar hosted its annual dialogue between judges, 
district attorneys, defense attorneys, law enforcement officials and print and broadcast journalists. The 
program informs journalists of the importance of the fair trial process in Oregon’s courts, and provides 
an opportunity for these professional constituencies to address conflicts and tensions in a dialogue 
facilitated by the Hon. Michael Simon of the U.S. District Court.  

Staff also played a lead role in educating courts and media about recent changes to the Uniform Trial 
Court Rule addressing cameras and other electronic devices in Oregon courts. In addition to working 
with several courts and the OJD, staff played a role in facilitating discussions between statewide media 
and Multnomah County Circuit Court in advance of the Jeremy Christian trial, one of the most high-
profile cases in Oregon in some years. 

As a trusted neutral party, the bar’s public relations manager is called upon frequently by both 
journalists and judges to provide guidance on conflicts that naturally arise between courts and media.  

 

Outcome #5: OSB provides exceptional service to a diverse public and membership. 
 
The Communications team continued to support the Aptify implementation, including an 
announcement regarding new MCLE reporting processes and the continuation of the “hunt group” to 
provide telephone assistance to members with questions about regulatory compliance (fees, MCLE, 
IOLTA and more).  
 
The department’s primary focus in this area for 2019 was to conduct a climate survey – a key element of 
the bar’s Diversity Action Plan. The goal of the survey was to identify the barriers and opportunities 
faced by lawyers from non-dominant cultures in Oregon, providing the bar with a thorough 
understanding of the current culture while identifying opportunities to enhance and extend our efforts 
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to create a fully inclusive and equitable bar. Communications and D&I staff worked with KGR+C 
Research to develop the survey, which was conducted in two parts. 

Phase one was an online survey developed with input from numerous stakeholders and fielded from 
May through July of 2019. Phase two was a series of focus groups to discuss themes from the survey 
findings. Each group consisted of a different cohort of respondents:  LatinX, Black, Asian/Pacific Islander, 
LGBTQAI2+ and people with disabilities. (Response rates for Veterans and Native American/Alaska 
Native lawyers were too small for conventional significance testing.) In phase two, KGR+C Research used 
the focus group conversations to center the meaning and implication of findings for each group in their 
lived experiences. 

The draft report, which was presented to the OSB Board of Governors in November 2019, combines 
quantitative highlights of the online survey with qualitative comments from the focus groups to present 
a picture of the law practice climate for the five non-dominant cohorts listed above. The report also 
includes suggestions for addressing specific diversity/equity/inclusion gaps and enhancing the overall 
climate for law practice in Oregon. 

The final report will be published early in 2020 and will serve as a guide in developing the bar’s next 
three-year Diversity Action Plan. 

Outcome 5:  Continue to develop cost-efficient strategies and processes to achieve budget goals and 
ensure fiscal responsibility. 

The department has three distinct budgets: Communications, Bulletin and Creative Services. 

• In Communications, special events matched budget projections and revenue for the bar’s online 
career center once again exceeded projections, totaling $60,000 (a 27 percent increase over 
2018. 

• The Creative Services budget also met targets, with expenses lower than prior years due to a 
reduction in staff FTE. 

• The Bulletin had less-positive results, failing to break even despite changes in paper and printing 
that reduced costs and an attempt to generate new revenue through a special themed issue. To 
address the Bulletin budget issues, staff explored various options for handling advertising and 
production. Minor changes to advertising policies and major changes in production are expected 
to significantly reduce production costs in 2020. Staff also expect to achieve savings by reducing 
freelance costs and producing more content in-house, including the new Celebrate Oregon 
Lawyers issue in October. This special issue will complement a new OSB event that will replace 
the traditional Awards Luncheon, 50-Year Member Lunch and Pro Bono Challenge event. By 
combining the events, the bar expects to reduce expenses while redirecting staff resources to 
new public education programming that directly supports the bar’s mission. D
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DISCIPLINARY COUNSEL’S OFFICE 
2019 PROGRAM EVALUATION 

 
Program Goal Statement 
 
Disciplinary Counsel’s Office (DCO) performs many of the Bar’s regulatory functions. DCO’s primary goal 
is to administer an objective, efficient, consistent, and cost-effective system for the regulation of 
lawyers in order to serve the public interest, and promote public and member confidence in our 
regulatory system.  
 
Program Description 
 
As an instrumentality of the judicial department of the State of Oregon, the Bar is responsible for 
regulating lawyer conduct for the protection of the public and the integrity of the legal profession. DCO 
administers most of the Bar’s regulatory programs that are mandated by statute or court rule. 
Departmental responsibilities include: the investigation of ethics complaints; the prosecution of 
disciplinary proceedings authorized by the State Professional Responsibility Board (SPRB), including 
handling all appeals of formal proceedings before the Oregon Supreme Court; probation and diversion 
monitoring of lawyers who have been placed in either remedial program, and, where appropriate, 
enforcing compliance; conducting a twice-annual ethics school that is required for all lawyers who are 
publicly sanctioned; administration of the trust account overdraft notice program; conducting a twice-
annual trust account school; reviewing, investigating, and making recommendations on reinstatement 
applications; representing the Bar in contested reinstatement proceedings; processing status changes; 
processing and screening pro hac vice applications; and processing requests for and issuing certificates 
of good standing, status change certificates, and disciplinary history certificates.  
 
Volunteers/Partnerships 
 
Volunteers: The SPRB is comprised of eight lawyers and two public members who are nominated by the 
Board of Governors (BOG) and appointed by the Oregon Supreme Court. The lawyer members are 
representative of the seven in-state Bar regions; the public members are at-large. Members serve 
staggered four-year terms. The SPRB is responsible for authorizing all disciplinary charges, formal 
disciplinary proceedings, overseeing the ensuing prosecution, authorizing appeals of trial panel 
decisions, and providing settlement authority for the resolution of disciplinary proceedings.   
 
The Disciplinary Board is comprised of 71 geographically-assigned lawyers and public members and the 
Adjudicator, all of whom are recommended by the Bar and appointed by the Oregon Supreme Court.  
The Adjudicator is employed by the Bar and supervised by General Counsel.  Three-member trial panels, 
chaired by the Adjudicator and including one additional lawyer and one public member, hear formal 
proceedings, decide whether misconduct has been established and determine the appropriate sanction 
where misconduct is found. DCO also occasionally enlists a volunteer member to serve as Bar Counsel in 
a disciplinary matter.  In 2019, the Bar did not retain any Bar Counsel.  
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For respondent attorneys who are put on probation or diversion, other attorneys serve as volunteer 
probation/diversion monitors to ensure that respondents are complying with the terms of their 
diversions or probations.    
 
Partnerships: Other groups and entities play a role in maintaining high standards of ethics and 
competency, including the Bar’s Client Assistance Office, which screens ethics complaints; General 
Counsel’s office, which provides information and advice to members regarding ethical issues; the State 
Lawyers Assistance Committee, which investigates referred lawyers to determine whether to take 
jurisdiction to address issues such as substance use and mental health that are impacting the lawyer’s 
competency to discharge duties to clients; the Professional Liability Fund’s Practice Management 
Attorneys; and the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program. 
 
Outcomes and Evaluation 
 
Outcome No. 1: Identify attorneys whose conduct may pose a substantial risk of immediate and 
irreparable harm to the public and investigate and prosecute those attorneys, where warranted, on 
an expedited basis for purposes of public protection. 
 
In any given year, DCO receives approximately 300 new matters for investigation.  With such a caseload, 
the department is responsible for prioritizing its work to best protect the public.  Therefore, at the 
outset of an investigation, DCO identifies any lawyers who may pose a substantial risk of imminent harm 
by their continued practice of law, either due to evidence of affirmative misconduct (e.g. theft, 
conversion of client funds, practice abandonment), or because the lawyer has been adjudged to be 
incapacitated, or appears to be suffering from some type of impairment that is precluding 
him/her/them from practicing law safely and competently.   
 
In the first situation, DCO moves for an immediate suspension of the lawyer’s license pending 
adjudication of the formal disciplinary charges.  Such proceedings are heard by the Adjudicator on an 
accelerated schedule.  In the second situation, DCO petitions the Oregon Supreme Court for an order 
transferring the attorney to inactive membership status if there has been an adjudication of incapacity, 
or may petition the court to determine whether the lawyer is disabled from continuing to practice law 
due to a personality disorder, mental infirmity or illness, diminished capacity, or addition to drugs, 
narcotics, or intoxicants.   
 
DCO’s goal is to file appropriate pleadings within three to five months from DCO’s receipt of the 
complaint.  This is a new policy that was implemented in January 2020.   
 
In 2019, DCO filed one new petition for the immediate suspension of a lawyer based on the lawyer’s 
forgery of court orders.  That petition resulted in the lawyer stipulating to the interim suspension.1   
 
Outcome No. 2: Conduct thorough investigations and recommend appropriate disciplinary charges 
and sanctions. 
 

                                                           

1 DCO also sought to extend similar orders in two other cases that were originally entered in 2018.  In both cases, 
the suspension orders were continued and remained in effect.   
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As a regulatory department, one of DCO’s fundamental responsibilities is to complete thorough 
investigations that result in appropriate dispositions.  Dispositions include dismissing matters that lack 
sufficient evidence for the Bar to sustain its burden of proof, or recommending charges and appropriate 
settlements, including letters of admonition, public reprimands, or suspensions of varying lengths.  
Dispositions also include decisions from trial panels or the Oregon Supreme Court.   
 
With regards to dismissals, a complainant may appeal a dismissal to the SPRB.  In 2019, there were 44 
appeals of dismissals.  The SPRB upheld DCO’s dismissals in all matters. 
 
The SPRB also offers letters of admonition, which a respondent can accept or decline.  In 2019, there 
were 34 letters of admonition offered, all of which were accepted by the respondents. 
 
The majority of disciplinary proceedings result in stipulations in which the Bar and the respondent agree 
on the sanction.  If the sanction calls for a suspension of six months or less, the Adjudicator reviews and 
approves the sanction.  If the suspension is for a greater term, the Oregon Supreme Court reviews and 
approves the stipulation.  In 2019, there were 53 stipulations that were entered into between the 
parties, all of which were approved. 
 
In 2019, DCO tried four contested cases to trial panels.  In each case, DCO prevailed as to the majority of 
the violations alleged and obtained its requested sanction.2 
 
The Oregon Supreme Court issued one opinion in 2019 from a case the respondent appealed in 2018.  
DCO prevailed in that case, with the court finding the Bar had proven additional violations that the trial 
panel had dismissed, and imposing a longer suspension than the one the panel imposed.   
 
Finally, DCO does not evaluate this outcome based solely on successful dispositions.  In any period of 
time, DCO expects that respondents will prevail in some cases, before trial panels or before the court.  
However, in a multi-year span, if DCO prevails in the majority of its cases, that affirms that its 
investigations, recommendations, and prosecutions are sound. 
 
 
Outcome No. 3:   Meet or exceed timeline and disposition targets for investigation and prosecution of 

disciplinary proceedings. 
 
The target measures are a means of assessing the pace at which matters proceed from receipt to 
disposition, whether by dismissal, stipulation, or trial.  The “initial action” typically means sending a 
letter requesting information of a respondent, but might also be seeking additional information from 
the complainant or obtaining information from a third party as a first step.  The “probable cause” 
decision is determining that the matter should be dismissed or be presented to the SPRB.  Additional 
time is built in for the amount of time that it takes to prepare the memorandum to the SPRB regarding 
probable cause recommendations. The length of time between taking a matter to the SPRB with a 
recommendation and filing the formal complaint typically allows time for negotiation before the filing of 
the formal complaint.  Within 30 days of receipt of a respondent’s answer, DCO requests the 
appointment of a trial panel.  From there, the disciplinary board clerk is in charge of scheduling all 
hearings with input regarding availability from the trial panel members and the parties.    
                                                           

2 Three of those cases have been appealed to the Oregon Supreme Court so the disposition is not final.   
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The below chart compares information for 2019 and 2018:  
 

Step Target 2018 Average 2019 Average 
Initial Action 14 days from receipt 10 days 11 days 
Probable cause decision 4 months (120 days) from 

receipt 
213 days 139 days 

Recommendation to 
SPRB 

9 months from receipt 9 months 7.5 months 

SPRB review of staff 
dismissals 

90% upheld 98% 100% 

File formal complaint 60 days from SPRB 
authorization 

185 days 57 days 

Request trial panel 120 days from formal 
complaint 

90 days 71 days 

Resolve 70% without trial  70% 96% 
Initial trial setting Within 6 months of 

assignment to a trial panel 
222 days  261 

Prevail in 90% of formal 
cases 

 Prevailed in 100% 
 

97% 

 
During 2019, the average time to take initial action was below the target time, and the department 
improved the time in which it took to make probable cause decisions.  Also, cases taken to the SPRB 
with recommendations exceeded the 9-month goal in 2019.   
 
The department also improved in 2019 in filing formal complaints within 60-days from authorization. 
 
The goals pertaining to the percentage of cases settled and the percentage of cases in which the Bar 
prevailed were exceeded.  Of the 96% of cases that were resolved without trial, that number includes 53 
stipulations, 1 no-contest plea, 4 Form B resignations, three reciprocal discipline decisions, and 8 trial 
panel opinions that were issued in cases in which the respondent did not appear and therefore, was 
held in default.     
 
Outcome No. 4: Increase Bar and public contacts 
 
During 2019, outside speaking opportunities continued at a pace consistent with the prior year. 
Outreach to the larger legal community will continue as a priority. 
 
Outcome No. 5:   Increase the use of Diversion/Probation as alternatives to discipline  
 
Beginning in 2018, DCO was able to offer diversion exclusively to respondents as an alternative to taking 
the matter to the SPRB.  The SPRB continues to have the option of offering probation, where all or a 
portion of a period of suspension is stayed, pending successful completion of the probationary terms. 
Both DCO and the SPRB are mindful that the facts of a case and the circumstances of a respondent must 
be such that there is an identifiable condition or issue that can be addressed by remedial action in order 
for diversion or probation to be appropriate. An administrative staff member monitors all diversions, 
probations, conditional admissions, and conditional reinstatements, and a staff attorney handles any 
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enforcement measures that arise from failures to abide by diversionary or probationary terms.  As of the 
end of 2019, 40 different matters were being monitored. 
  
Outcome No. 6:  Implement Changes in DCO Rules and Procedures 
 
In 2019, the Oregon Supreme Court approved amendments to some of the Bar Rules of Procedure 
designed to provide additional clarity and streamline formal proceedings.  Such amendments included 
specifying the time in which respondent has to file an answer to an amended complaint, changes to 
procedures relating to the involuntary transfer of respondents to inactive status, and the rules 
governing formal reinstatements.   
 
Outcome No. 7: Process regulatory work in timely manner 
 
In 2019, DCO timely processed 588 pro hac vice applications; 40 arbitration registrations; 1,684 status 
transfers, which included 370 resignations and 327 reinstatements; and issued 1,066 good standing 
certificates, 27 status change certificates and 142 disciplinary history certificates. 
 
 
Outcome No. 8: Continue with technology improvements 
 
During 2019, DCO staff members continued to participate in the refinement and testing of components 
of the new association management software. DCO continues to enhance, through currently available 
technology and software, the extent to which documentation is stored and transmitted electronically, in 
order to reduce paper and postage costs and render records more readily accessible through means 
other than a paper file, working with IDT to make incremental refinements in the disciplinary database. 
By late 2019, DCO had decided to transition to a new document management system known as 
NetDocuments, which was implemented in the department in February 2020.   
 
Outcome No. 9: Conduct a successful Ethics School  
 
Two sessions of “Ethics Best Practices” were presented, in May and November, through the combined 
efforts of lawyers from DCO, the Client Assistance Office, and OAAP. Although the programs are 
available to any member, the largest proportion of attendees is mandated to attend as a result of 
disciplinary sanctions. Written program materials and live presentation aids are continually reviewed 
and refined. Feedback from attendees is overwhelmingly favorable. 
 
Outcome No. 10: Conduct Trust Account School 
 
In 2018, DCO started holding a twice-annual Trust Account School as a result of respondents being in 
discipline as a result of poor trust account management.  In 2019, two sessions of Trust Account School 
were presented in March and September through the combined efforts of DCO staff members and 
lawyers, the Client Assistance Office, and a PLF Practice Management Attorney. The largest proportion 
of attendees is mandated to attend as a condition of being in probation or diversion. Feedback from 
attendees has been extremely positive, with multiple participants stating they wished the program was 
mandatory for all new lawyers. 
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DIVERSITY & INCLUSION 
2019 Program Evaluation 

 
Goal Statement 

The Diversity & Inclusion Department supports the Oregon State Bar’s mission of increasing access 
to justice by fostering a diverse Oregon bench and bar to effectively serve the diversity of the 
people of Oregon. 

 
Program Description 

The Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) Department works strategically to assist OSB leadership in supporting 
the bar’s mission to serve justice and the public interest by promoting respect for the rule of law, 
improving the quality of legal services, and increasing access to justice. 

The Department is responsible for programs that increase the diversity of the Oregon bench and bar. 
These programs recognize the individual backgrounds of OSB members and how those experiences 
contribute to strengthening Oregon’s legal community, increasing access to justice, and promoting 
laws and legal solutions that better serve clients and their communities. Diversity includes, but is not 
limited to: age; culture; disability; ethnicity; gender and gender identity or expression; geographic 
location; national origin; race; religion; sex; sexual orientation; veteran status; and socio-economic 
status. A diverse and inclusive bar is necessary to attract and retain talented attorneys and bar 
leaders, effectively serve clients with diverse needs, understand and adapt to increasingly changing 
local and global markets, and improve the credibility of the legal profession. 
 
Volunteers/Partnerships 

Volunteers: A key resource to assist the D&I Department with meeting its goals is the Advisory 
Committee on Diversity & Inclusion (ACDI), which for 2019 had 16 volunteer members (including two 
public members) and an advisory member from each of the three Oregon law schools. In addition to 
the ADCI volunteer engagement, OSB members volunteer to participate in a variety of Department 
programs, including the Employment Retreat and OLIO (Opportunities for Law in Oregon) 
Orientation. 

Partnerships: The Department collaborates with the OSB Diversity Section, Oregon’s three law schools, 
local and affinity bar associations, the judiciary, public and private legal employers, and various 
colleges, universities, and community organizations. 
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Outcomes and Evaluation 

Outcome #1: Programming is comprehensive and encourages diversity within the bar and bench 

The Department’s efforts focus on lawyer recruitment and retention in Oregon. Recruitment efforts 
begin with law students attending Oregon’s three law schools. The Department administers and 
funds a summer stipend program to encourage law students to engage in summer employment 
within the state. The positions are typically unpaid or lower paid positions, and the stipend support 
allows the students to stay in Oregon during the summer break and gain valuable work experience 
with non-profit, private, government, and judicial employers. In 2019, 30 students were selected to 
receive a stipend, which was slightly more than a 16% increase in the number of stipends that were 
awarded in 2018. 
The Judicial Mentoring Program matches Oregon law students with a judicial mentor. Mentorships 
are dependent upon the number of judges who participate. Although the number of judges 
decreased by approximately 22% from 2018 participation, 27 law students were still able to have a 
judge as a mentor in 2019. 

In 2019, two D&I events focused on recruitment at the law school level: the Employment Retreat 
and OLIO Orientation. 

In 2019, 53 students participated in the Employment Retreat, which offered law students the 
opportunity to learn about employment in different areas of the law, including government positions 
and the judiciary, and participate in mock interviews. The Employment Retreat was held at the OSB 
Center in Tigard, and the Department found that providing transportation from the Salem and 
Eugene law schools significantly increased student participation. 38 students attended the 
Employment Retreat in 2018, compared to 53 students in 2019. 

The OLIO Orientation is the Department’s most complex program. It provided law students with 
multiple substantive presentations on a legal practice in Oregon. It also created a way for incoming 
and upper- division law students at the three Oregon law schools to connect with each other and 
members of the Oregon legal community during a multi-day retreat. Although the number of law 
students attending the program is limited to 50, the number of lawyers and judges who volunteered 
to participate increased by 30%, from 93 volunteers in 2018 to 121 in 2019. 

After law school graduation, the Department continues its recruitment efforts by partnering with the 
Oregon Minority Lawyers Association (OMLA) for its bar exam grant program. The Department 
announces the availability of the grants through the D&I webpage, the Oregon law schools, social 
media, and listserv postings. The applications are collected by the Department and then forwarded to 
OMLA for grant selection. In 2019, all 23 applicants received a bar exam grant from OMLA. 

Further recruitment efforts were inaugurated in 2019 with ReBar, a program for Oregon bar exam 
applicants who previously had not passed the exam. The program provided an in-person bar 
preparation course, a cohort support group through the Oregon Attorney Assistance Program (OAAP), 
and a stipend to provide financial assistance while the exam takers took time off from their 
employment to study. 
There were 15 participants for the February 2019 cohort, and 4 passed the bar exam. For the July 
2019 cohort, the number of participants was reduced to 12 to better align with OAAP support group 
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resources; 4 passed the bar exam. The February and July ReBar pass rates of 26.67% and 33.32%, 
respectively, were slightly higher than the repeat bar exam rate for Oregon, which is 25%. 

Oregon lawyer retention efforts included a CLE and networking event specifically geared for lateral-
hire attorneys new to the Oregon State Bar. This event, held at the OSB Center, attracted 
approximately three dozen participants. 

With the goal of identifying and retaining future leaders, the BOG approved the formation of the 
Leadership Institute Advisory Board (LIAB). Charged with the responsibility of creating a program to 
cultivate leadership skills in attorneys who later could serve the bar and state-wide community, the 
LIAB met in December 2019 to begin planning for the September 2020 launch of the bar’s Leadership 
Institute. 
Continuing on work that began in 2018, the Department conducted a climate survey of OSB members 
to establish a baseline of the current culture in Oregon’s legal community and identify barriers to 
retention of attorneys who contribute to the diversity of the bar and bench. The survey was 
completed in the last part of 2019. A draft was circulated in December 2019 to stakeholders for 
comment. A final version is expected to be released in 2020. 
 

Outcome #2: The Diversity Advisory Council (DAC) is supported and held accountable for 
implementation of the Diversity Action Plan. 

The D&I Department supports the DAC by scheduling, convening, and facilitating regular meetings of 
the DAC to discuss the status of and barriers to implementation efforts. In addition, the Department 
tracks the progress of the action items, proposes solutions to barriers, and compiles the annual 
implementation report for the Board of Governors. In addition, the Department works with an ad hoc 
DAC auxiliary committee to provide additional feedback. In 2019, the DAC met twice with the 
auxiliary committee for input. The Year 2 DAP Implementation Report is scheduled to be presented to 
the BOG in 2020. 
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FINANCE AND OPERATIONS 
2019 PROGRAM REVIEW 

 

Overview: 

Finance and Operations are managed as one group, but are essentially two functions.  The first function 
is: A) Finance & Accounting, which is staffed by three full-time FTE (Controller, A/P Accountant, and A/R 
Accountant), and B) Building Operations which is staffed by two full-time FTE (Facilities Manager, and 
Mail Room staff person).  Both functions report to the Director of Finance and Operations (i.e. the CFO).  
The CFO has several additional responsibilities C) in addition to the traditional Finance/Accounting and 
Operations functions. 

Finance and Operations indirectly supports all of the Bar’s Functions and Goals (i.e. 1. Regulate the Legal 
Profession and the Improve the quality of Legal Services, 2. Support the Judiciary and the Administration 
of Justice, and 3. Advance a Fair, Inclusive, and Accessible Justice System) by providing standard back-
office services across all Bar departments.   

Finance and Operations most directly advances the Bar’s Values of Integrity, Accountability, and 
Excellence as we strive for accuracy in all of our financial based tasks and strive at all times for efficiency 
and lowest possible cost in our operations. 

A) FINANCE & ACCOUNTING 

Program Goal Statement 

The development and oversight of the Oregon State Bar’s (OSB) financial goals and objectives is the 
responsibility of the OSB Board of Governors (BOG) and it’s Budget & Finance (B&F) Committee.  The 
BOG and the Committee are comprised of volunteer lawyers and public members. 

The goal of the Finance Department is to provide financial services that contribute to effective and 
efficient performance of the OSB, by: 

• Adherence to the goals and objectives as set forth by the BOG and B&F Committee. 
• Providing accurate and timely financial record keeping in accordance with GAAP. 
• Maximizing the return on the financial portfolio. 
• Improve processes by streamlining activities. 

Program Description 

Finance is comprised of three core individuals, a Controller, and A/P Accountant, and an A/R 
Accountant.  During fee membership season (December thru February), a temp is usually hired to help 
support the volume of transactions involving membership payment of dues (due January 31st) and to 
help answer member inquiries by phone.  
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Finance provides day-to-day financial and financial administration support services to all staff and 
departments of the bar and to the membership and the public.  Accounting services are critical to the 
successful financial operation of the organization, and performs the following tasks: 

• Payroll. 
• Cash Management. 
• Accounting. 
• Financial reporting. 
• Managerial reporting. 
• Membership billing and payment receipt. 
• Tenant invoicing. 
• Meeting room rental. 
• Transactional record keeping and check generation for Bar Sections. 
• Management of the Bar investment portfolio. 
• Payback and return analysis. 
• Restricted funds management of reserves. 

Outcomes and Evaluation: 

1. Effective and timely performance of processes:        2019 Performance 
a. Monthly close and generation of financial reports             1 / 1 
b. Annual Budget that is balanced       1 / 1 
c. Annual Audit with no major deficiencies      1 / 1 

 
All three measures of timely performance were met in 2019.  Monthly close was completed on time, 
the 2020 budget was submitted as a balanced budget, and Moss Adams concluded the audit for the 
one-year period ended December 31, 2018 citing no major deficiencies and confirming the financial 
statements reflected the financial position of the Bar in all material respects. 

 
2. Save $’s and/or Time 

a. Spending alignment to revenue to achieve > $0 net contribution each year.                1 / 1 
b. Aptify updated for the 2020 Fee season and all invoices executed electronically. 1 / 1 
c. Maintain Pacific Office Automation contract headcount at 0.5.   1 / 1 
d. Execute the 2020 Fee season without a fee season temp (1.0 HC for 3 months) 1 / 1 
e. All capital projects accompanied with a payback analysis, and four signature review. 1 / 1 

(Finance, General Counsel, and I/T review; and CEO approval). 
f. Eliminate Finance reliance on Access                    1 / 1 
g. Close payroll account with Wells Fargo, merge to Columbia Bank.    1 / 1 
h. Simplify the journal entry sequence for investments accounting.    1 / 1 

 
Fee season collections for 2020 have been very smooth, and membership is clearly more 
comfortable with the new Aptify system, resulting in a collection curve that running ~ $500K ahead 
of last year through December 31st. 
 

3. Professionally develop Accounting staff: 
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a. Controller:  3 units of classroom training in 2019.     .5 / 1 
b. A/P Accountant:   Advanced Excel I and II.      .5 / 1 
c. A/R Accountant:   Cross-trained to be able to cover Payroll and check generation. .5 / 1 

 
As a group we did not complete as many training classes as planned, but we are making progress 
and this remains an objective for 2020. 
 

4. Implement new compliance directives and associated internal controls as may be required for: 
a. Sales Tax                                 N/A for 2019, remain aware for 2020 
b. New tiers for membership billing           definition and testing 2020, for fee season 2021 

 
The Bar accounting staff is taking steps to be compliant with these initiatives as may be necessary in 
2020.  
 
Two key objectives are present for Accounting and Finance in 2020: 
1.   The implementation of a new and/or upgraded accounting system, to replace GP/Dynamics 

(2015) which no longer be supported by Microsoft after April 2020. 
 
2.  Successful implementation into Aptify of the new member fee discount structure for the 2021 

fee season, which will shift the discount from years of service, to a defined gross income 
threshold.  

 
B) OPERATIONS 

Program Goal Statement 

The goal of the Operations function is to manage the Building, which the Bar owns and occupies, toward 
two critical objectives; a) maximize profitability, and b) to a high level of satisfaction for our tenants, our 
guests, and our employees by: 

• Leasing office suites to external businesses to reside as tenants in our building. 
• Providing conference rooms available for rent to our tenants, internal CLE, and external entities. 
• Providing services to a high level of efficiency and cost effectiveness including; Mailroom, 

Lunchroom, Restrooms, Utilities, Parking Lot and Grounds maintenance, and Janitorial services. 

Program Description 

Operations is comprised of two core individuals, a Facilities Manager, and Mailroom staff person. 
Operations provides day to day support services and performs the following tasks: 
 
• Advertising for vacant space when seeking new tenants. 
• Oversight of common area maintenance (CAM). 
• Grounds and Landscaping maintenance. 
• Maintenance and repair of utilities (in many cases through 3rd party contractors and specialists). 
• Copying, mailing, and shipping of Bar materials. 
• Stocking general use supplies (tissue / utensils / 1st floor kitchen / restroom supplies). 
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• Building interior; paint, lights, carpet, window coverings. 
• Safety compliance (exit routes, fire extinguishers, etc.) 
• Building access and temperature control. 

Outcomes and Evaluation:            2019 Performance 

1. Building occupancy rate (goal 100%)        1 / 1 
 

2. CAM on schedule and within budget.       1 / 1 
 

3. Strict adherence to maintenance schedule for all utilities and compliance (water-fire-safety) 1 / 1 
 

4. General supplies available without interruption.      1 / 1 
 

5. Meeting rooms clean, functional, no complaints (getting it right the first time always). 1 / 1 

6.    Update the Hostile Visitor Group procedure.             1 / 1 

7.    Retrofit fluorescent and incandescent lighting to lower cost LED.    1 / 1  

As of October 2018, the building is running at full occupancy.  All required maintenance was 
performed in the year.  The air handling system does need a significant 10 year cycle of 
maintenance, however issues have been reasonably addressed and large expenditure has been line 
itemed for the 2021 budget (after the planned member fee increase).   

Two key objectives are present for 2020: 

1.  Tenant Occupancy: Securing a tenant for Suite 145 (Pavilion Construction) whose lease expires 
May 31, 2020, and renewing the lease for Suite 165 (American Lung) whose lease expires 
November 30, 2020.   

2.  Completion of the neutral-use restroom on the first floor is scheduled as a Q1’2020 construction 
activity.   

Initiatives for 2021: 

1. $100K is set aside for incremental refurbishment and repair in 2020 to address:  a) Air handling 
system, and b) Selective replacing of carpeting in high traffic areas. 

C) ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CFO: 

In addition to the core accounting, finance, and building operations duties noted above, there are 
additional tasks that fall upon the CFO for execution and these include: 

1. Liaison to the Budget and Finance Committee, and member/liaison to the Investment Committee.  
Responsibilities of being a subcommittee liaison include setting the agenda for meetings, preparing 
meeting memo’s informing board memos of specific issue, analysis and recommendations, being a 
facilitator during the meeting, and generating meeting minutes to be recorded as official record. 
 

2. Management of the Bar’s investment Portfolio:  The Bar has $5.3M (as of 12/31) invested 
approximately 50/50 between Becker Capital (Columbia Trust) and Washington Trust.  The CFO must 
maintain a regular pulse on the performance of these funds, and provide updates as appropriate to 
the Investment Committee, which is a subset of the Budget and Finance Committee.  
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3. Management of the Bar’s debt:  The Bar’s mortgage loan was refinanced in February 2019, securing 

a reduced interest rate from 5.99% to 4.66% and reducing the annual payment burden by $195K 
(from $793K annually to $598K).  The new loan has a 10 year term (amortized over 30 years) and has 
a balloon payment of $9.6M due February 2029.  

 
4. Signature authority for all of the Bar’s finances including bank accounts with Columbia Trust, Becker 

Capital (Columbia Trust), Washington Trust, and the State of Oregon LGIP account. 
 

5. Overall prioritization of Bar financial objectives, in conjunction with and subject to approval and edit 
by the CEO, of the Bar’s revenue and expense activity footprint.  Proactively communicating those 
objectives and working with Department managers and staff to achieve financial results. 

Outcome and Evaluation:            2019 Performance 

1. Positive grade of overall performance as prepared by the chair of the Budget and                     1 / 1 
Finance Committee. 
 

2. Positive return of the Bar’s investment portfolio greater than or equal to the risk   1 / 1 
free rate of return (10 year T-Bill rate) 

 
3. Conclude the refinance of the Bar’s mortgage loan to a lower interest rate.   1 / 1 

 
4. Achieve a total net contribution of no worse than $0 (balanced budget) and positive  1 / 1 

overall performance grade as prepared by the CEO. 
 
The CFO met the duties as outlined.  Performance from operations was better than budget and 
generated a positive net contribution, the investment portfolio ended the year in a significantly 
more positive position (relative to the start of the year) after adjustment for $1.1M being withdrawn 
and assigned to cash.  The investment portfolio, after adjustment for the cash withdrawn, returned 
17% for the year.  
 
Two key objectives are present for 2020: 
 
1.  Finalization of the member fee discount for 2021, in terms of overall definition to include; a) 
period used to define gross income (i.e. prior year to determine current year, current year 
projection to determine current year, etc.), and b) any relevant cutoff point.  This will need to be 
approved by the Budget & Finance committee, and the BOG with enough time to allow staff to test 
and define the product prior to the December 1st start of the fee season. 
 
2. Ensuring adequate liquidity and a spending plan for the Client Security Fund.  Due to the number 
of claims associated with the former Deveny practice, the CSF has a balance of $429K as of 12/31.  
Ensuring there is agreement on any allocation of funds from the $1.1M cash on deposit, and a 
decision on the proposal to: a) increase reserve from $1M to $1.25M, and b) raise the cap limit from 
$50K to $100K. 
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GENERAL COUNSEL’S OFFICE 
2019 PROGRAM MEASURES 

 
 

I. Goal Statement 

The primary objective of General Counsel’s Office is to provide cost-effective, high-quality legal 
advice and representation to protect the legal and policy interests of the Oregon State Bar.  

Secondary objectives are to administer the Client Assistance Office (see CAO Program 
Measures), the Fee Dispute Resolution Program and the MCLE Department effectively and efficiently. 
General Counsel’s Office also includes the professional Adjudicator, provides training and support to the 
Disciplinary Board, and functions as the Disciplinary Board Clerk’s Office. Additionally, General Counsel’s 
Office supports the Unlawful Practice of Law Committee, the State Lawyers Assistance Committee, the 
Client Security Fund, and the Legal Ethics Committee, and is responsible for providing timely and 
accurate ethics assistance to members. The office is also a general resource for questions from the 
public and others about the role of the bar, the regulation of the profession and related issues. 

II. Program Description 

General Counsel’s Office provides legal advice to the OSB on internal matters such as personnel, 
contracts, public meeting and public records compliance and non-disciplinary litigation. The Office also 
advises and assists the Board of Governors in the development of bar policy on a variety of issues. The 
Office is a resource to the public, the courts, and other branches of government regarding the role of 
lawyers and the legal profession, the regulation of lawyers and other issues. 

General Counsel oversees the operation of the Client Assistance Office and the MCLE 
Department. Both programs develop and evaluate their own program measures and day-to-day 
functions are handled by the CAO Manager and the MCLE Administrator. Ultimate responsibility for 
personnel and program issues, however, rests with General Counsel. Additionally, General Counsel 
reviews, upon request, all complaints dismissed by the CAO and makes a final decision.  

General Counsel’s Office also administers the Fee Dispute Resolution Program, a voluntary 
mechanism for resolving fee disputes between bar members and their clients, or between bar members. 
Participants may have their disputes submitted to either mediation or arbitration.  Arbitrations are 
heard by a single arbitrator or a panel of three arbitrators, depending on the amount in dispute. Three-
arbitrator panels are comprised of two lawyers and a public member. All mediators and arbitrators are 
volunteers. The party requesting mediation or arbitration pays a modest fee. Mediators may elect to 
prepare a settlement agreement when the mediation results in resolution of the dispute. Arbitration 
decisions are binding on the parties, subject to only limited court review.  

General Counsel’s Office provides administrative support to the Unlawful Practice of Law 
Committee, which investigates complaints of unlawful practice by persons who are not members of the 
Oregon State Bar. As of January 2018, the Committee is appointed by the Supreme Court. Based on the 
Committee’s recommendation, the bar is authorized by statute to seek injunctive relief against unlawful 
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practitioners. The Committee also refers matters to other agencies as appropriate, and engages in public 
education and outreach through, among other things, participating in presentations at community 
events.  

General Counsel’s Office provides ethics assistance to bar members, responding to 
approximately 4,000 telephone requests, 400 e-mail requests, and 20 requests for advice letters each 
year. General Counsel staff are regular contributors to the Bulletin and to continuing legal education 
programs of the bar and other organizations. General Counsel’s Office provides feedback to the OSB 
Legal Ethics Committee as requested, assisting in the development of formal opinions that are issued by 
the Board of Governors and in the development of proposed amendments to the Oregon Rules of 
Professional Conduct. General Counsel provides staff support to special task forces studying rules of 
professional conduct for lawyers and, occasionally, judges. 

General Counsel’s Office also supports the State Lawyers Assistance Committee, which is 
charged with reviewing and resolving complaints about lawyers whose conduct may impair their 
practice of law. When a layer is determined to be within the jurisdiction of SLAC, the committee 
develops and monitors the lawyer’s participation in a remedial program. 

General Counsel’s Office provides staff support to the Client Security Fund Committee.  The 
Committee is responsible for administering the Client Security Fund, which reimburses claimants whose 
property was wrongfully taken as a result of lawyer dishonesty.  

Beginning in January 2018, General Counsel’s Office expanded to include the bar’s professional 
Adjudicator, who presides over disciplinary trial panels and hears other special proceedings.  The Office 
continues to provide training and support to the Disciplinary Board, and serves as the Disciplinary Board 
Clerk’s Office.  The Disciplinary Board Clerk assists the Adjudicator, schedules Disciplinary Board 
hearings, and serves a central repository for all pleadings and official documents relating to formal 
disciplinary proceedings. The Clerk maintains the original record of pleadings and other documents in 
disciplinary cases, tracks the progress of the proceedings through final disposition, and provides periodic 
notices when events do not occur within the time frame set out in the Bar Rules of Procedure (none of 
which were necessary in 2018). General Counsel’s Office organizes and presents the annual Disciplinary 
Board Conference and advises Disciplinary Board members on procedural matters as needed.  

Stipulations for Discipline: 26; time for Adjudicator approval--10 days or less 

 

General Counsel’s Office also manages the receipt and distribution of Unclaimed Lawyer Trust 
Account funds appropriated to legal services pursuant to ORS 98.368(2). Each year, the Office receives 
unclaimed lawyer trust account funds from attorneys and financial institutions, and processes claims 
from claimants.  The Office periodically reports claims to the Department of State Lands and Legal 
Services Department on funds received and claims paid.  

In 2018, General Counsel’s Office will assume primary responsibility for receiving and 
responding to public records requests.  The Public Records Coordinator will continue to coordinate and 
communicate with bar departments.  General Counsel will provide advice to the Coordinator to enable 
compliance with new legislative requirements, including the identification of exempt materials. 
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III. Volunteers/Partnerships 

General Counsel’s Office partners with a variety of members and others in fulfilling its 
responsibilities. When insurance does not provide coverage, we attempt to recruit members to 
represent the bar on a pro bono or reduced fee basis to help with the more complex non-disciplinary 
litigation in which the bar is involved. The bar also receives legal representation on employment and 
some other legal matters either pro bono or at reduced fees. Members of the Legal Ethics, State Lawyers 
Assistance, UPL Committees, and Client Security Fund Committee are all volunteers, including the public 
members; the same is true of the panelists for the Fee Dispute Resolution Program and, with the 
exception of the Adjudicator, the public and lawyer members of the Disciplinary Board. General 
Counsel’s Office also frequently partners with Oregon lawyers, specialty and local bar associations, and 
the Professional Liability Fund to provide continuing legal education programs. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT 
2019 PROGRAM EVALUATION 

 
 
I.                  Program Goal Statement 

 
The goal of the Human Resources Department is to maintain compliance with all state 
and federal regulations related to human resources and safety issues; maintain a skilled, 
qualified, professional, productive, and diverse workforce as required to meet the 
service demands of the organization and make a positive impact on service areas; 
manage a comprehensive and cost effective benefit program; and create and enhance 
training options at all staff levels. 

 
II.              Program Description 
 

The Human Resources Department provides direct service for all employment, training 
and development, performance evaluation, staff and member benefit administration, 
policy development, workers’ compensation, and all safety-related activities for all Bar 
departments and personnel. The department ensures compliance with federal and state 
human resources and safety requirements.   

 
III.          Volunteers/Partnerships 
 

Partnerships:  Vendors are used to provide training and products that come with service 
agreements. The Bar utilizes professional insurance brokers to review current policies 
and advise on market conditions when securing workers’ compensation, health, and 
employment practices coverage.  The Bar and PLF create a group, where practicable, for 
health insurance and employee assistance program contracts to ensure best rate 
premiums.  

 
IV.           Outcomes and Evaluation 
 
 Outcome #1: Fill all regular and temporary vacancies within a reasonable and 

appropriate amount of time to meet or exceed the needs of the hiring 
director or manager. Incorporate methods that facilitate a diverse 
outreach and recruitment. 

 
Measures: Timely completion of process 
 Effective pre-screening to identify sufficient pool of qualified candidates 
 Seek opportunities to increase a diverse pool of qualified candidates 
 Monitor retention rates of new hires 
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 Assist directors with succession planning 
 
There were twenty open positions in 2019. Four positions remained unfilled at the end of 

2019. Of the sixteen filled positions, thirteen were filled from the outside, three of those were 
temporary employees subsequently hired. Current employees filled three positions. Individuals 
hired in 2019, with the exception of one, remain employed with the Bar. 

  

2019 Open Positions 
 

Position Title Exempt or 
Non Exempt 

Date 
Recruitment 

Started 

Date Offer 
Accepted 

No. of 
Days 
Open 

Internal or 
External Fill 

Still 
Employed Race Sex 

Administrative Assistant – 
OLF/LSP Exempt 03/29/19 

06/14/18 01/04/19 204 External Yes White F 

Admissions Specialist Non Exempt 04/09/19 06/05/19 57 External Yes White F 

Assistant Disciplinary Counsel 
- Litigation Exempt 

03/29/19 
(139 days) 
Restarted 
01/03/20 

      

Bulletin Editor Exempt 11/15/18 02/12/19 89 External Yes White M 

Business Systems Analyst and 
Project Manager Exempt 11/19/18 01/18/19 60 External No White M 

Business Systems Analyst and 
IT Project Manager Exempt 07/23/19       

Chief Financial Officer Exempt 10/31/19       

CLE Seminars Program and 
Event Assistant Non Exempt 02/11/19 09/09/19 210 External Yes White F 

Deputy General Counsel Exempt 01/17/19 02/09/19 23 Internal Yes Asian M 

Director of Diversity & 
Inclusion Exempt 09/17/19       

Disciplinary Counsel  and 
Director of Regulatory 

Services 
Exempt 08/05/19 12/31/19 148 Internal Yes White F 

Discipline Legal Secretary Non Exempt 01/03/19 05/09/19 126 External 
(hired temp) Yes Asian F 

Discipline Legal Secretary Non Exempt 02/19/19 11/07/19 261 External Yes White F 

Diversity & Inclusion External 
Coordinator Non Exempt 11/16/18 04/15/19 150 External Yes Hispanic M 

MCLE Program Assistant Non Exempt 01/16/19 01/16/19 0 External 
(hired temp) Yes White F 

Member Services Assistant Non Exempt 02/05/19 05/29/19 113 External Yes White F 

Member Services Records 
Specialist Non Exempt 01/18/19 02/16/19 19 Internal Yes White F 

Member Services Specialist Non Exempt 01/18/19 01/25/19 7 External 
(hired temp) Yes More than one F 

RIS Assistant – Bilingual Non Exempt 08/04/18 01/28/19 177 External Yes Hispanic F 

RIS Assistant – Bilingual Non Exempt 02/09/18 03/20/19 404 External Yes Hispanic F 
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During 2019, the Bar hired thirteen employees new to the Bar and, of those thirteen, 

three are males, one is Asian, three are Hispanic, one identifies as more than one race, one 
identifies as transgender, and one indicates sexual orientation as an identity. Of the nine 
employees who left in 2019, three were males, one was Hispanic, and one identified as 
transgender.  

 
The female employee population increased by four and the male employee population 

remained steady at 28. The male employee population represents only 31% of the total 
employee population, down 2% from 2018. The 2019 average turnover rate for males was 
0.85% and 0.81% for females. In 2019, the Bar hired ten females and six females left the Bar.    

 
 

 
 
 
 

The Bar continues to focus on increasing the diversity of the applicant pool through 
outreach to the community, agencies, publications, and websites directed toward the diverse 
community.  

 
The 2018-2020 Diversity Action Plan outlines additional strategies for increasing the 

applicant pool. One strategy is the use of hiring committees. In 2019, recruitment for eight 
open positions utilized hiring committees. The hiring committees filled three positions with 
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three males, two white, one Hispanic, two over the age of forty, one identifies as transgender, 
and one indicates sexual orientation as an identity.  
 

Overall, Bar staff reached 90 employees. The 2019 average turnover rate is 0.83% – 
0.93% for White employees, 0.0% for African-Americans, 0.0% for Asians, 0.64% for Hispanics, 
and 0.0% for those identifying as more than one race. The one Hispanic employee who left 
relocated out of state. 

 
Because of the 2018-2020 Diversity Action Plan, statistics for the employee population 

expanded to include more races. Races added are American Indian or Alaska Native and Native 
Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander. Additionally, the Bar stopped tracking national origin 
statistics. The 2019 statistics include the first full year report.  
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Filling the RIS Assistant - Bilingual positions remained a struggle and all the RIS Assistant 
positions were filled by April 2019. The use of hiring committees slows down the process yet 
remains a valuable tool.   

 

 Average days to fill all positions decreased by 16.00 days.  Hiring exempt staff in 2019 
decreased by 10.78 days and decreased for non-exempt staff by 44.60 days. Two non-exempt 
positions and seven exempt positions remain open at the end of 2019. 

 

Number of Days to Hire 
 

 

 

Number 
of 

Filled 
Positions 

Average 
Days to 

Fill 

Variance 
(Days) 

Number 
of Filled 

Non-
Exempt 

Positions 

Average 
Days to 

Fill 

Variance 
(Days) 

Number 
of Filled 
Exempt 

Positions 

Average 
Days to 

Fill 

Variance 
(Days) 

2004 21 56.65 NA 17 60.40 NA 4 46.40 NA 

2005 15 69.67 13.02 8 57.63 (2.77) 7 83.43 37.03 

2006 18 74.06 4.39 13 70.77 13.14 5 82.60 (.83) 

2007 19 76.64 2.58 14 69.72 (1.05 5 96.00 13.40 

2008 13 102.46 25.82 11 82.82 13.10 2 210.50 114.50 

2009 7 65.00 (37.46) 5 63.60 (19.22) 2 72.00 (138.50) 

2010 8 22.88 (42.12) 5 23.20 (40.40) 3 22.33 (49.67) 

2011 24 55.42 32.54 21 57.57 34.37 3 40.33 18.00 

2012 12 64.42 9.00 12 70.09 12.52 1 2.00 (16.00) 

2013 19 65.00 58.00 13 44.77 (25.32) 6 108.83 106.83 

2014 15 76.47 11.47 11 75.18 30.41 4 63.75 (45.08) 
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2015 22 51.18 (25.29) 15 37.58 (37.60) 7 83.80 20.05 

2016 12 48.75 (2.43) 7 35.29 (2.29) 5 67.60 (16.20) 

2017 24 84.71 35.96 8 66.50 31.21 6 76.00 8.40 

2018 14 144 108.04 9 154.78 123.57 5 124.60 48.6 

2019 16 128 (16.00) 12 144 (10.78) 4 80 (44.60) 
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Retention Rates of New Hires tracks the to-date retention rate of employees hired since 
November 2003. During this period, the Bar filled 250 positions and 136 of those employees left 
the Bar. Nineteen left for the sole reason of leaving for another job. The Bar involuntarily 
terminated 24 employees (three completed a limited duration assignment).  The remaining left 
voluntarily due to a variety of reasons to include: 

 
• higher salary; 
• geographic relocation; 
• increased commuting expenses; 
• full-time employment; 
• pursuing a new career or returning to a former career; 
• family decisions or health issues; 
• returning to college or law school; 
• entering the military; 
• retirement; and 
• following their dreams such as starting a business or changing a career path. 

 
Exempt position retention rates tend to be more stable as more exempt employees are 

in chosen careers for which they have dedicated education and training. Non-exempt staff tend 
to be in a job where there is more ease of movement, including career or life changes.  

 
In 2019, two employees left for another position paying more money, one employee 

retired from a very long career with the OSB and two retired from shorter careers with the bar, 
one employee left to stay home with her newborn son, one employee left to return to a 
previous self-employment opportunity, one employee was unhappy, and one employee 
relocated out of state.  

 
In the past, the number of people leaving for another position paying more money was 

nonexistent. In recent years, this reason appears on a more regular basis. 
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Annual Average Turnover Rate 
 

2005 0.85% 
2006 1.55% 
2007 1.46% 
2008 0.73% 
2009 0.54% 
2010 0.62% 
2011 1.07% 
2012 1.21% 
2013 1.27% 
2014 0.73% 
2015 1.24% 
2016 1.36% 
2017 1.35% 
2018 1.12% 
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2019 0.83% 
There are four unfilled positions at the end of 2019 for a total of 4.0 FTE. These unfilled 

positions are not included in this report.  
 

Headcount 
 

 Exempt Staff Non-Exempt Staff Total Staff Total FTE 
2005 46 45 91 82.972 
2006 45 45 90 81.975 
2007 45 45 90 84.850 
2008 39 53 92 86.275 
2009 38 57 95 89.050 
2010 39 53 92 85.675 
2011 41 57 98 88.950 
2012 40 55 95 86.275 
2013 39 53 92 84.400 
2014 42 52 94 87.100 
2015 42 53 95 89.350 
2016 41 46 87 83.325 
2017 41 45 86 82.200 
2018 44 42 86 82.075 
2019 41 49 90 84.575 
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 Three employees retired in 2019. Today, there are twelve employees eligible for full 
PERS retirement. Four of those employees are directors or managers.  
 
 

Employees Eligible for Full Retirement 
 

 
Currently Eligible Eligible within  

1 to 5 Years 
Eligible within  
6 to 10 Years 

# of 
Staff 

% of 
Staff 

# of 
Staff 

% of 
Staff 

# of 
Staff 

% of 
Staff 

Jul 
2009 9 10% 17 18% 29 32% 

Jan 
2010 10 11% 18 19% 31 33% 

Jan 
2011 9 10% 18 20% 34 37% 

Jan 
2012 9 9% 18 18% 35 36% 

Jan 
2013 12 13% 25 26% 39 41% 

Jan 
2014 10 11% 21 23% 37 40% 

Jan 
2015 10 11% 19 20% 36 38% 

Jan 
2016 11 12% 25 26% 37 39% 

Jan 
2017 11 13% 13 15% 12 14% 

Jan 
2018 11 13% 12 14% 8 9% 

Jan 
2019 11 13% 14 16% 10 12% 

Jan 
2020 12 13% 13 14% 13 14% 
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 Outcome #2: Provide training and development programs and opportunities in a 

cost-efficient manner. Guide organizational strategy and compliance 
training needs, as well as personal and professional growth 
opportunities, to boost employee competence. 

 
Measures: Identify and arrange at least four all-staff presentations each year on 

issues such as wellness, personal finance, retirement planning, workplace 
harassment, and diversity. 

 Assist directors and managers to identify and organize appropriate areas 
of training specific to their needs. 

 
 This year we offered subject matter including:  
 

• Retirement Savings 
• CPR (adult and child)/First Aid/Blood Borne Pathogens/AED 
• Information Technology 
• Airport Renovations  
• Holiday Planning 
• Hostile Visitors 
• Diversity (2) 

  
 This listing of 2019 trainings does not recognize external training opportunities staff 
attended through their own department’s budget. The expense for all of these opportunities is 
$830.  
 
 
 Outcome #3: Manage employee-related risk by maintaining the most cost effective 

and comprehensive workers’ compensation and employment practices 
liability insurance coverage. Protect human and physical resources by 
training employees in critical aspects of safety and management skills. 
Manage a fully-functioning Safety Committee. 

 
Measures: Oversee the work of the Safety Committee 
 Collaborate with the CFO on security issues 
 Coordinate periodic safety and security training for staff 
 Monitor liability coverages and update as appropriate 
 Provide regular guidance to directors and managers on staff management 
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 All interested staff were trained during the annual first aid, CPR (adult and child), 
automated external defibrillator, and blood-borne pathogen seminar. We have 15 OSB 
employees trained for emergencies. Training for new certifications was provided to OSB and 
PLF staff.  

 The Safety Committee met once each quarter. It was a quiet year for the committee. A 
few of the issues included:  

• a fire in the smoking shed;  
• a review of posted locations for fire extinguishers and first aid kits; 
• update emergency exit maps;  
• providing more information to staff about response to a hostile visitor;  
• emergency preparedness;  
• cleaning clutter from building storage areas;  
• moth traps in the kitchens; and  
• servicing the telephones and intercoms in the elevators. 

 

 “Tip of the Month” continued in 2019 as employment law updates and HR tips were 
provided to managers and directors. Topics for 2019 included: 

• Leadership Training: 8 Steps to Coaching for Better Performance 
• 10 Common Phrases That Turn Employees Against You 
• DOL Issues Six New Opinion Letters and Establishes a New Office of Compliance 

Initiatives 
• Mid-Year Check-In Conversation Guide for Managers and Employees 
• The 4 Essential Skills of a Master Manager 
• 5.3 Vacation 
• Rest and Meal Period Requirements 

 

 The 2019 Employment Practices Liability (EPL) policy was renewed for an annual 
premium of $11,403 reflecting a 0.84% increase. The EPL policy carries the same $2,000,000 
limit, third-party coverage, and directors and officers liability insurance (D&O). The EPL portion 
of the premium increased by 3.59% from $4,681 to $4,849. The D&O portion of the premium 
decreased by 14.69% from $7,571 to $6,459.  

 The workers’ compensation policy renewed with an $10,312 premium reflecting a 5.32% 
decrease. The experience modification factor, used in calculating our premium, decrease from 
1.02 to 1.01. No employees filed workers’ compensation claims in 2019. 
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Insurance Coverage and Activity 
 

 WORKERS’ COMPENSATION 
INSURANCE 

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES  and 
DIRECTORS & OFFICERS LIABILITY 

INSURANCE 

Policy 
Period 

Workers’ 
Compensation 

Claims 

Annual 
Premium Variance Dividend 

Received 

Experience 
Modification 

Factor 

Employment 
Practices 
Liability 
Claims 

Annual 
Premium Variance 

2004 to 
2005 1 $8,450 (4.3%) n/a .79 1 $9,765 (10.49%) 

2005 to 
2006 1 $10,474 24.00% n/a .80 0 $11,237 15% 

2006 to 
2007 0 $9,819 (6.25%) n/a .82 0 $8,633 (23.17%) 

2007 to 
2008 5 $10,136 (0.015%) $1,123 .87 0 $8,643 0.12% 

2008 to 
2009 2 $9,873 (2.59%) n/a .88 0 $8,224  

(4.85%) 
2009 to 

2010 0 $9,982 1.10% n/a 1.04 0 $7,961 (3.20%) 

2010 to 
2011 4 $9,633 (3.5%) $3,832 1.07 0 $8,119 1.98% 

2011 to 
2012 1 $9,425 (2.16%) $3,268 1.09 0 $6,928 (14.67%) 

2012 to 
2013 0 $9,681 2.71% $3,655 0.98 0 $6,880 (.69%) 

2013 to 
2014 1 $10,447 7.92% $2,920 0.99 0 $8,095 17.66% 

2014 to 
2015 0 $10,514 0.64% $2,969 0.97 0 $8,713 7.63% 

2015 to 
2016 0 $9,897 (5.87%) $2,133 0.86 0 $9,120 4.67% 

2016 to 
2017 1 $8,964 (9.43%) $2,508 0.80 0 $9,451 3.63% 

2017 to 
2018 2 $13,931 55.41% $2,382 1.36 0 $12.252 29.64% 

2018 to 
2019 1 $11,760 (15.58%) $647 1.02 0 $11,308 (7.70%) 

2019 to 
2020 0 $10,312 (5.32%) $3,690 1.01 0 $11,403 0.84% 
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Outcome #4: Comply with regulatory requirements through continual auditing and 

updating of current policies and practices. 
 

Measures: Monitor and update personnel policies as needed, including 
recommending new policies and practices. 

 
 

The Safety Committee continues to be active with quarterly meetings. The PLF sends a 
representative to the meetings. There has been little need for action by the committee. Some 
of their activity is described in Outcome #3. 

The Emergency Planning Committee was formed in 2017 to create and evaluate 
procedures for small emergencies; for example, the building is without power for an extended 
period. The committee met several times during 2019. Procedures are in place for small 
emergencies. The committee now evaluates procedures for larger emergencies.  

New and revised Employee Handbook policies include: 
 

3.6 Rest Periods for Expression of Breast Milk 
5.11 Airline Mileage Awards 
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
2019 PROGRAM EVALUATION 

 
I.                  Program Goal Statement 

The Information Technology (IT) Department provides strategic direction, administration, and 
oversight for the acquisition, development, operation, and integration of all information 
technology resources and services, including hardware, software, and supporting infrastructure 
to manage and deliver information using voice, data, and video conferencing services.  

 
II.              Program Description 

The IT Department, manages overall information technology resources and operations, including 
the bar’s technology-related projects, networking, systems infrastructure, analysis, databases, 
hardware & software acquisition and integration, programming, web services, and 
technical/end-user support and training. 

IT establishes Technical Operating Standards, methods, and priorities while creating efficiencies, 
increasing all technological services, and reducing cost. 

IT oversees the security and privacy of the information systems, communication lines, and 
equipment to ensure confidentiality, reliability, and security of organization data, proprietary 
information, and intellectual property. 

IT negotiates, oversees, and administers third-party vendor contracts related to IT and 
communication systems. Coordinates and evaluates the work of contract vendors and 
programmers on department-related projects. 

Researches, designs, and recommends technology-related solutions that meet the needs and 
requirements of the end-users. IT drives those projects from initiation through implementation 
to successful and timely completion. 

 
III.          Volunteers/Partnerships 
 

The IT Department supports and partners with the rest of the OSB Departments in 
fulfilling their corresponding volunteer agreements.  Due to security and regulatory 
compliance matters, it is challenging for the IT Department to engage with volunteers 
for day-to-day technical support. 
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IV.           Outcomes and Evaluation 
 

Outcome # 1: Develop new Technical and Cyber Technology policies. 

  

A newly installed Firewall is now updated regularly, and as soon as emergency patches become 
available.  In addition, the new Firewall reports daily Threat Analysis, Traffic Analysis, Web Activities, 
VPN Access Analysis, and System Activity. 

 

We have also completed, maintain, and review quarterly reports from (2) providers, Card Connect & 
Trustwave for PCI-DSS compliance.  Card Connect provides quarterly Pen Testing to OSB Network 
gateway. 

 

In collaboration with the Finance Department, we now have an insurance policy that can be used in the 
event of a severe and impacting Cyber Attach. 

 

OSB staff is now required to change passwords every six months, and new employees to change their 
temporary passwords on the first day of training. 

 

 

 

Outcome # 2: Via Business Analysis, Project Management, and Technical Support we want to 
accelerate the deployment of new systems and create new revenue opportunities.  

 

OSB has deployed a few Cloud-hosted Secure Applications. New contracts for Cloud-hosted platform 
support AES 256 bit encryption, SOC 2, and GDPR, HIPPA and ISO 2700X certification compliance among 
other regulations 

 

Examples: 

 SmartVault – Online Document Storage and Secure File Sharing  

Description:  Accounting staff went paperless and centralized all invoices. Reduced 
paper, increase efficiencies, and there are no additional needs for cabinets and folders. 
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GovQA – Public Records Management Software 

Description: It deflects records requests before they are submitted. Save time with 
customized workflow processes, notifications, and reports.  It redacts easily and 
securely before releasing documents. 

 

 

 NetDocuments – Online Document Governance Software Solution  

Description: Increase efficiency without sacrificing security. Restrict external 
stakeholders from accessing or sharing data via robust access controls. Improved the 
staff capabilities to search any documents by any word in the content of the folders and 
files. 

 

Smartsheet – Project Management & Collaboration software.   The Smartsheet platform  

 allows OSB users to collaborate, by sharing secure documents, and Gantt Charts. 

 

Video Conferencing Software (BlueJeans) – Video Conferencing Software continues  

to be a widely use cloud-hosted application.  It is used regularly for employment 
interviews and all level meetings with internal and external stakeholders. 

 

 Aptify - (AMS) in-house development for MCLE 

Description: Via in-house development, the MCLE Module received a new style and 
framework developed from ground zero.  It created opportunities to track revenues and 
monitor compliance with fewer staff hours.  A new modern approach to monitoring and 
maintenance is now available for OSB staff. 

 

 Aptify – (AMS) CLE Enhancements 

Description: Via an internal collaboration staff and an outside developer, a few key 
enhancements were developed to accelerate the process of providing new CLE’s and 
monitoring the subscriber responses.  This effort mitigated problems and created 
efficiencies. 
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Outcome # 3: Accelerate the Digital Transformation Initiative to reduce the numbers of live Systems 
and create savings. 

 

The newly acquired Cloud-based contracts of SmartVault, GovQA, and Smartsheets, NetDocuments, 
have created endless possibilities for the year one and future years of OSB.   All the above systems listed 
in Outcome #2, add value in many new ways, including the following: 

 

- Reduce paper trail by fully integrating the new systems with o365  
- Process improvement 
- Reducing IT complexity 
- Adopting new technologies 
- Minimizing the procurement of new hardware while leveraging more modern technologies 
- Via BlueJeans, ROI Calculations estimate more than $ 18k in savings during FY2019 
- Improve collaboration for project managing  
- Helping OSB staff to be more effective 
- Improving security is a top business priority 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcome # 4: Mitigate repetitive technology problems by training and deploying more technologies 
that are modern.  

 

The online Help Desk System tracks all requests for new service as well as ongoing problems reported by 
the users. 

 

In 2019, the IT Department reported and closed in 2064 work orders, with an SLA percentage resolution 
of 89% or higher per IT staff members. 

 

The Goal for 2020 is to decrease the number of closed tickets per IT Agent and increase SLA percentage 
over 90% by educating OSB staff members and deploying more stable technologies. 
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Outcome # 5:  Create group Technical Training for all OSB staff. 

Measure: 

 

In 2019, OSB IT deployed multiple newer technologies listed below.   

 

a- Upgraded all users to Microsoft Office 2016, 
b- Deployed GovQA - Public Records Management Software 
c- SmartVault -  Online Document Storage and Secure File Sharing  
d- NetDocuments - Online Document Governance Software Solution 
e- Smartsheet - Project Management & Collaboration software 
f- BlueJeans – Cloud-based Video Conferencing Solution    
g- Continuous development of Aptify Software Modules 
h- Increased the amount of OSB users using PDF editors 

 

 

Although we acknowledged that additional training could be done to items a and g above, we provided 
extensive and comprehensive training for the newly deployed technologies.   

 

Outcome # 6:  Reduce the cost of all existing Technology contracts for procurement, licensing, and 
services.  

 

One of the IT primary initiatives is to reduce the cost of in-house hardware and Servers.  Our Business 
Facilities has some challenges to keep power without interruptions in the case of a power failure.  In 
addition, Hardware and Servers are old and in need of an immediate refresh. 

 

By deploying new cloud-based systems, we reduce the expensive cost of hardware with a life 
expectancy of 3-5 years, and the cost Software Licenses, off-site backups, and support maintenance. 

 

In 2019, we reduced the yearly cost Hardware Renewal fees & Software License fees from a single 
vendor from $24k to under $5k yearly.   

 

Also, external software developer fees were reduced by more than $10k yearly. 
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LEGAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT 
2019 PROGRAM MEASURES 

 

 

I. Program Goal Statement 

 

The Legal Publications Department supports the members of the Oregon State Bar in the practice of law 
through the publication of quality research materials. 

 

II. Program Description 

 

Building on a history of service that began in the 1950s when OSB published its first legal handbook, 
Legal Publications provides Oregon attorneys with the basic reference tools they need to practice law in 
a variety of areas. In 2019, print publications were continued primarily on a pre-order basis. All 
publications, together with one PLF publication, the Disciplinary Board Reporter, and Legislation 
Highlights, are online as BarBooks™, available to all OSB active members as a benefit of membership.  

 

The basic library contains 45 titles, ranging from brief “booklets” to five-volume treatises, from A 
(Administering Oregon Estates) to W (Workers’ Compensation). The publications are distinguished from 
those of national publishers because they are Oregon-specific and written by Oregon practitioners. The 
focus is on Oregon statutes, cases, administrative rules, forms, and legal traditions. The publications also 
provide practice tips, caveats, queries, and notes. Many titles include practice forms. Members 
consistently indicate that OSB Legal Publications products are very important to their practice. In 
addition, OSB Legal Publications products regularly win the ACLEA’s Best Awards in the publications 
category. 

  

III. Volunteers/Partnerships 

 

Volunteers: A significant number (between 150 and 200) bar member volunteers serve as authors and 
editors of OSB publications in a typical year, either individually or in committees.  

 

Partnerships: The Legal Publications Department is in partnership with the judiciary through preparation 
of Uniform Civil and Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions used by the courts. The department also 
occasionally works with sections both formally and informally to produce new publications and 
revisions. 
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IV. Outcomes and Evaluation 

 

Outcome #1:  Develop a budget with realistic projections for revenue and expense. Review staffing 
and other expenses and make recommendations to Executive Director regarding 
appropriate adjustments. 

 

Measures: Actual revenue and expense are within reasonable percentage of budget. 

Increased editor page counts. 

Pursue alternate revenue sources, including offering e-Books to members and non-
members on the bar’s e-Biz site via Aptify functionality. 

Evaluation: Actual revenue for 2019 fell short of budget by approximately $7,005 for print books 
and by $10,264 for royalties, but exceeded budget by approximately $6,310 for 
BarBooks™ and e-Book sales. The BarBooks™ revenue is from law libraries, the three 
Oregon law schools, Portland Community College, and staff accounts for firms. The 
royalties are for licensing of our jury instructions and books to Bloomberg, LexisNexis, 
and Thomson Reuters. In 2019, Bloomberg gave notice of nonrenewal of our license 
agreement for all books except jury instructions, which accounts for the loss of revenue 
in this category. 

Print book sales have dropped across the board for several years as more members 
decide to access Legal Publications resources on BarBooks™. With new titles, that trend 
continued in 2019. Several new titles brought in only half of what was expected. 
However, sales of backlist titles were again almost twice what was budgeted. Another 
negative impact on the budget was the delay of two titles—Advising Oregon Businesses 
vol. 5 and Insurance Law in Oregon—which were held up because not all chapters were 
received from the volunteer authors and editors in time. Budgeted revenue for these 
two books was almost $36,000. 

Actual direct expenses, and general and administrative expenses, were at or below 
budget in almost every category. Items warranting special note are as follows: 

• Printing expenses were 88% of budget, primarily because the two titles that 
were not completed and printed. 

• Indexing expenses were 46% of budget, primarily because some titles were not 
indexed or the prior index was updated in-house.  
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• Professional dues were 164% of budget because 2020 OSB dues were booked in 
December. 

Overall, the direct program expense of the department was approximately $9,362 
below, or 85% of, the budgeted direct program expense. In addition, the general & 
administrative expenses were approximately 88% of budget. 

The total page count of books completed in 2017 was 5,431 and in 2018 was 7,852 
pages. In 2019, we came in between those two numbers with 6,376 published pages, 
continuing to exceed the department’s goal of publishing at least 5,000 pages per year.  

 

Outcome #2: Produce high quality legal resources that meet members’ needs. 

 

Measures: Publish new titles and updates to existing titles according to an established schedule. 

Develop new publications in conjunction with OSB Sections as appropriate. 

Assess membership views on content quality and ease of use, by survey or otherwise. 

Evaluation: In 2019, the Legal Publications Department released complete revisions of Construction 
Law, ADR in Oregon (to replace Arbitration and Mediation), and Juvenile Law: 
Delinquency; two topical codebooks; supplements for Uniform Civil Jury Instructions, 
Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions, Oregon Formal Ethics Opinions, and Oregon Rules of 
Professional Conduct Annotated; a new edition of Automobile Law: A Compilation; and 
the Disciplinary Board Reporter.  

 In 2019, the Legal Publications Department continued its e-Books offerings on the Aptify 
online store. No new titles were added in 2019 due to insufficient staff time to prepare 
them. With only the four original titles offered, e-books brought in $1,290 in revenue in 
2019. This is slightly higher than budgeted for the year. 

 The department received general feedback from members regarding the benefits of the 
BarBooks™ online library, which the universally appreciate and find useful. In addition, 
our 2018 release Veterans, Military Servicemembers, and the Law was awarded the 
ACLEA’s Best Award of Professional Excellence in the publications category.  

 

Outcome #3: Ensure diversity of Legal Publications authors and editors. 
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Measures: Author demographics mirror OSB demographics as nearly as possible. 

Develop standards for and assist editorial board with selection of diverse authors.  

Evaluation: In 2019, author and editor demographics tracked closely with membership 
demographics with a few exceptions. The percentage of authors and editors who 
identified as white was almost 4% higher than the membership. There is room for 
increased participation of most racial minorities in this important volunteer role. Efforts 
have continued to increase participation by racial minorities by soliciting assistance from 
the Diversity & Inclusion Department and bringing this important issue to the attention 
of editorial review boards who select authors. 

Racial Demographics for 
2019 

Authors & 
Editors 

Active 
Members 

Asian 2.4% 3.0% 

Black 1.2% 0.9% 

Hispanic 1.8% 1.8% 

Native Americans 0.6% 0.5% 

Multi or Other 2.4% 2.7% 

White 67.3% 63.4% 

Declined to state 20.2% 21.5% 

Unknown 4.2% 6.3% 

 In 2019, the breakdown of Legal Publications authors and editors by sex showed an 
increase in the number of female volunteers, as compared with the membership 
breakdown that remained steady. This was in part because of ADR in Oregon and 
Juvenile Law: Delinquency had a larger number of female authors and editors. But also 
because we were able to recruit two female editorial board members and some female 
authors for Construction Law, which has historically had many more male volunteers. 

 

Demographics by Sex 
for 2018 

Authors & 
Editors 

Active 
Members 

Female 39% 38% 

Male 67% 62% 
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The Legal Publications Department has supported the bar’s commitment to diversity 
and inclusion in other ways. In 2019, we included the photo and expanded bio of 
authors and editors in the front matter of selected books. In particular, every attempt 
has been made to ensure that diversity issues are considered in the selection of our 
marketing graphics.  
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MEMBER SERVICES 
2019 PROGRAM MEASURES 

 

Program Goal Statement 

 

The Member Services Department advances the OSB mission by providing professional networking and 
leadership development opportunities for bar members through administration and support to its 
committees and sections.   

 

Program Description 

 

The Member Services Department conducts recruitment for all lawyer and non-lawyer volunteer 
positions and coordinates the selection of all BOG appointed positions. The department is responsible 
for ensuring the integrity of the bar’s elections and judicial preference polls, managing the associate 
member, law student membership, and company administrator programs. The Defense Counsel Panel is 
also maintained by the department. 

 

Administrative support including maintenance of volunteer rosters, leadership training, distribution of 
meeting notices, meeting room scheduling, and retention of minutes for the OSB’s 43 sections and 18 
committees is provided by the department. Communication about member education and networking   
opportunities are coordinated and distributed to members throughout the state based on affinity and 
county bar membership.  

 

The Member Services Department administers the Loan Repayment Assistance Program which was 
created in 2007 in recognition of the substantial educational debt and the financial barrier it creates for 
lawyers who wish to pursue a career in public service law.  

 

The department manages all company and person records in the membership database and oversees 
reservations for all external and internal meeting room usage. The reception team, which is the first 
point of contact for member and public inquiries, are included in the department FTE.  

 

Volunteers/Partnerships 
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Volunteers: Approximately 900 members and non-lawyer volunteers serve on the various bar groups the 
department supports.  

Partnerships: The Member Services Department partners with OSB Board of Governors, sections, 
committees, affinity and county bar associations.   

 

Outcomes and Evaluation 

 

Outcome #1:  Members have diverse array of high-quality and cost-effective professional 
networking and leadership opportunities that advance the mission and goals of the 
OSB.  

 

Section membership continues to be a popular resource for bar members seeking professional 
development and networking opportunities within their practice area. In 2019 section membership 
levels increased by 10% and totaled 18,998 memberships purchased across the 43 sections. Just over 
5,800 bar members joined one or more section in 2019. The primary cause for the increase in section 
membership levels was the significant rise in complementary memberships. 2019 was the first year 
membership fees were processed in the bar’s new association management software platform. In the 
new online portal, the system allowed eligible members to automatically receive complementary 
section memberships without completing a separate paper form, an out-of-date process previously 
required to receive this section-offered benefit.  

 

The program review of section support continued this year with a focus on membership levels and fund 
balances. In 2017 based on direction from the BOG Policy and Governance Committee, sections with 
more than two years of operating revenue in reserve were informed of the need to spend their fund 
balance down. The Budget and Finance Committee and Policy and Governance Committee reviewed the 
section activity in this area. To address ongoing problems, the committees considered bylaw changes to 
require a minimum threshold of 100 members to maintain the section and to eliminate the 50% per 
member assessment fee subsidy for any section with more than two years of membership dues revenue 
in reserve. In the summer of 2019 the BOG approved bylaw modifications to incorporate a fund balance 
carryover limit and a minimum number of member threshold. In late fall, the BOG decided to sunset two 
sections based on their inability to attain adequate membership levels.  

 

Outcome #2: Effective volunteer recruitment and retention for the organization. 

 

Maintaining an adequate and diverse pool of lawyer and non-lawyer volunteer candidates remains a top 
priority. The department continues to support the BOG Board Development Committee with outreach 
to a variety of law-related groups, including affinity, county, and specialty bar organizations. In 2019, 
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225 members completed the leadership and volunteer opportunities questionnaire to indicate their 
interest in serving. The demographic data of volunteer leaders mirrors or exceeds the diversity of the 
OSB membership in nearly all categories. See attached Recruitment and Appointment exhibit for specific 
data.   

 

The BOG Board Development Committee conducted a review of its newly modified process for 
appointment review and selection. The new process allows BDC members to conduct a “deep dive” into 
recommendations and it has proven to be more efficient and effective means to handle appointments.  

 

Ensuring a diverse pool of non-lawyer volunteer candidates continues as a focus for the department and 
the BOG Board Development Committee. The OSB continued its outreach efforts and ongoing 
relationship building with community organizations, and was again fortunate to have 34 public member 
volunteer applicants. Of those who applied, 15% self-identified from a racial or ethnic non-dominate 
culture and 6% indicated a sexual orientation other than heterosexual. 

 

Evaluating the effectiveness of the Volunteer Defense Counsel Panel was a focus for 2019. The goal of 
the program is to provide a resource for accused lawyers when complaints are referred to the 
Disciplinary Counsel’s Office. The list of panel members is primarily made available upon request to the 
OSB, the PLF, or the OAAP. The OSB has continued to see an increase in requests for the resource list. 
Additional work in the coming year is needed to recruit more volunteers, particularly those from rural 
communities.  

 

The department partners with the BOG Board Development Committee on recruitment of volunteers for 
the House of Delegates and Board of Governors elections. The number of candidates running in the HOD 
election in 2019 returned to the average level as compared to the extreme candidate count from 2018. 
Four of the eight regions held contested positions and the ABA House of Delegates seats were contested 
as well. The BOG election included open seats in regions 5, 6, and out of state. All races were contested.  

 

Outcome #3:  Maximize the number of LRAP loans awarded and ensure guidelines and policies 
facilitate the program goals.  

 

Thirty-one public service attorneys applied for an LRAP loan in 2019. As in years past, applicants 
continue to represent every corner of the state and a variety of public service attorneys, all with high 
student debt and low income. The LRAP Advisory Committee selected 23 of those applicants to receive 
forgivable loans ranging from $1,200 to $7,000, with an average amount of $3,260. The attorneys 
selected include eight civil legal service providers, four non-profit staff attorneys, three Deputy District 
Attorneys from rural counties, and eight public defenders. 
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Outcome #4:  Excellent customer service to the membership, bar groups, and staff.  

In early 2019, efforts in this area focused on the launch of section membership products and the new 
company administrator portal in the new AMS platform. Since both of these modules are related to the 
member compliance season, it was critical to ensure a smooth transition by working closely with the 
development and implementation teams to avoid service disruptions for members. Although a decrease 
in section membership renewals was expected for 2019 based on changes to the OSB member fee and 
section renewal process, by the end of the year overall the number of section memberships increased 
by 10% over last year.  

 

The company administrator portal was a new feature for the membership in late 2018. By the end of 
2019, more than 350 administrators were granted access to pay OSB membership fees and report IOLTA 
on behalf of bar members. In 2019 the company administrator portal was expanded to allow support 
staff to update a member’s MCLE transcript, register them for live CLE programs, and link to the PLF 
payment site. This continues to be an effective tool for firms and government organizations of all sizes.   

 

In 2019 department staff took a leading role in facilitating and training an internal staff group who assist 
members with questions about regulatory compliance (membership fees, MCLE reporting, and IOLTA 
reporting) issues.  

 

Feedback from the committee and section department evaluation survey remains positive. On a scale of 
1 to 5, where 1 means poor and 5 means excellent, officers rated the department at 4.7 for providing 
accurate information, 4.4 for timely distribution of meeting notices, and 4.9 for courtesy of staff. 
Committee chairs rated the department at 4.5 for assistance with the appointment of new members. 
Section officers rated list serve support services at 4.5 for ease of use, courtesy of staff, and timely 
response to issues.   

 

Outcome #5:  Events and services are cost-effective and conducted in fiscally responsible manner.  

The Member Services Department closed 2019 slightly over its projected budget for the year. The 
overage was based on higher than expected staff salaries and benefits. In early 2019 the department 
restructured to improve efficiency, this effected the projected salary expenses for the year. In addition 
to changes to position descriptions, the department also absorbed additional responsibilities including 
daily sorting of all OSB incoming mail, processing membership list sale requests, and planning and 
execution of the Celebrate Oregon Lawyers event. The new event will replace the bar’s former 50-Year 
Member Lunch, Awards Luncheon, and Pro Bono Challenge and Awards event.  

2019 Volunteer Recruitment and Appointment Data 
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2019 Volunteers 

Applicants 225 
 Appointed 71 32% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Leadership membership includes members currently serving on a standing committee, Disciplinary Board, and the 
State Professional Responsibility Board.  

Volunteers by Region 

 

Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

Region 1 7 4 57%  9% 5.6% 
Region 2 10 6 60%  7% 5.6% 
Region 3 11 5 45%  6% 4.4% 
Region 4 31 6 19%  13% 11.2% 
Region 5 107 33 31%  40% 37.1% 
Region 6 32 11 34%  15% 10.3% 
Region 7 24 6 25%  9% 6.9% 
Out of State Region  3  -   -   1% 19% 

Total 225 71      

Volunteers by Race & Ethnicity 

 

Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

American Indian or Alaska 
Native -  

  
- 

 
 - 

  
1% 0.5% 

Asian or Pacific Islander 9 3 33%  7% 3% 
Black or African American 7 3 43%  2% 1% 
Hispanic or Latino 5 3 60%  6% 2% 
Self-Identified 3 2 67%  2% 3% 
White or Caucasian 156 52 33%  66% 63% 
Declined to state  48 8 17%  16% 29% 

Total 225 71      D
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*Leadership membership includes members currently serving on a standing committee, Disciplinary Board, and the 
State Professional Responsibility Board.  

Volunteers by Sexual Orientation 

 

Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

Heterosexual  129 44 34%  66% 49% 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 10 5 50%  5% 2.7% 
Self-Identification - -  -   -  .2% 
Declined to state  86 22 26%  30% 49% 

Total 225 71      

Volunteers by Gender Identity 

 

Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

Male  63 22 35%  34% 32% 
Female 91 31 34%  41% 24% 
Transgender - - -  -  .1% 
Declined to State 71 18 25%  17% 45% 

Total 225 71      

Volunteers by Disability Status 

 

Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

Yes 6 2 33%  3% 1.4% 
No 144 50 35%  70% 53% 
Declined to State 75 19 25%  28% 45% 

Total 225 71      D
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*Leadership membership includes members currently serving on a standing committee, Disciplinary Board, and the 
State Professional Responsibility Board.  

 

 

Volunteers by Years of Practice 

 

Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

OSB 
membership 

5 years or less 64 19 17%  17% 18% 
6-15 years 77 24 31%  34% 32% 
16-25 years 40 12 30%  22% 21% 
26-35 years 24 10 42%  17% 15% 
36+ years 20 6 30%  10% 14% 

Total 225 71      

Public v. Private 

 

Total 
volunteers 

Members 
appointed 

Appointed 
% 

 Leadership 
membership* 

Public 51 23 45%  32% 

Private 174 48 28%  67% 
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MINIMUM CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION 
2019 PROGRAM EVALUATION 

 

Program Goal Statement 

Further OSB’s mission to improve the quality of legal services and increase access to justice by ensuring 
Oregon lawyers comply with the minimum continuing legal education requirements established by the 
Oregon Supreme Court.  

 

Program Description 

The MCLE Rules promulgated by the Supreme Court delegate oversight and administration of the MCLE 
program to the OSB Board of Governors. The BOG is charged with formulating new or amended MCLE 
Rules for the Court’s approval; the BOG is also authorized to adopt regulations to implement the Rules. 
The MCLE Rules generally require all active members of the bar to complete 45 hours of continuing legal 
education every three years. Five of the hours must be in legal ethics or professionalism. One hour of 
training must be on the subject of a lawyer’s statutory duty to report child and elder abuse, and one 
hour of training must be on mental health/substance use. Members are also required to complete three 
access to justice credits in alternate reporting periods. New admittees are required to complete 15 
credits including nine practical skills, two legal ethics, one mental health/substance use, and a 3-credit 
introductory course in access to justice during their first reporting period.  One of the ethics credit hours 
must be devoted to Oregon ethics and professionalism and four of the nine credits in practical skills 
must be devoted to Oregon practice and procedure.  

An MCLE Committee appointed by the BOG serves as program advisor to the BOG by reviewing and 
recommending changes to the MCLE Rules and Regulations as appropriate to meet program goals. The 
MCLE Committee also reviews decisions of the MCLE Program Manager regarding program 
accreditation, waivers and exemptions, upon request by a member or sponsor. The MCLE Program 
Manager supervises the day-to-day activities and flow of work, accredits programs, makes decisions 
about compliance and waivers, and conducts audits.  

  

Volunteers/Partnerships 

 

The MCLE program is established by the Board of Governors, subject to the review of the Supreme Court 
(ORS 9.112). Oversight of the program is delegated by the BOG to the MCLE Committee, which consists 
of six attorneys and one public member, all volunteers. 
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Outcomes and Evaluation 

 

Outcome #1: Assure prompt and efficient processing of compliance reports. 
 
In 2019, staff completed the processing of approximately 5,000 compliance reports for the 
period ending 12/31/2018. The reports were reviewed by staff in a timely manner such that 
member satisfaction was evident. 
 
Notices of Noncompliance were sent to approximately 290 members on March 4, 2019, which 
was in keeping with the timeline goal. Note this is a 36 percent decrease in the number of 
notices sent compared to the prior year. This measured improvement was the result of a 
deliberate effort to improve communication regarding the MCLE Rules. 
 
Staff made every effort to personally follow up with and assist noncompliant attorneys with 
curing their deficiencies such that only 16 bar members were ultimately suspended by the 
Supreme Court for MCLE noncompliance.  
 
Outcome #2: Assure prompt and accurate processing of accreditation applications.  
 
The majority of all applications for accreditation were processed within 30 days of receipt of 
the completed application. Application processing time varied depending on the time of year. 
During the compliance season applications were prioritized based upon member need. For 
example, applications requesting credit for the 2018 reporting period were prioritized over 
applications filed early for future programs. After the compliance season ended, the backlog 
was caught up and the department staff found a rhythm for turning around applications within 
a week of receipt. This resulted in significant positive feedback by sponsors and members. The 
pace was successfully maintained through the end of 2019 so that the program database was 
sufficiently up to date for the commencement of the next reporting cycle.  
 
Outcome #3: Assure that MCLE Rules, Regulations and procedures facilitate compliance by 
members. 
 
OSB’s MCLE Rules are among the most flexible and generous in the country, allowing for a wide 
range of programs and accredited activities from which members can meet their requirement.   
Approximately 8,000 programs were accredited between January 1 and December 31, 2019. 
Many members complete their entire requirement by screening online programs. Staff made an 
increased effort this year to educate and coach attorneys on the variety of ways they can meet 
their MCLE requirements, including, but not limited to recommending and promoting 
participation in approved pro bono programs and the New Lawyer Mentoring Program.   
 
With the implementation of our new association management software in 2019, compliance 
reporting and submission of accreditation applications has become markedly easier for 
members and sponsors.  
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Telephone and email inquiries from members and sponsors are almost always answered the 
same business day. Members and sponsors are nearly universally complimentary about the 
helpful and courteous assistance provided by staff.  
 
Several MCLE reminders about upcoming deadlines were posted in the electronic Bar News or Bulletin in 
2019. Email reminder notices were sent to members with reporting periods ending 12/31/2019 October, 
December and January. This year, notices were revised and tailored specifically to the members’ 
reporting requirements based upon the type of cycle they were assigned. This provided more specific 
and individualized communication to members. In addition, detailed instructions for using the new 
online reporting system were included with all notices. FAQs and reporting instructions for each type of 
reporting cycle were added to the bar’s website. 
 
Because of the need to make all staff consistently available to work on the development and 
testing of the new association management software immediately beginning after the 
compliance reports were processed through the start of the next compliance season, a limited 
audit was conducted during the compliance season as opposed to separately following the 
conclusion of the season. 
 
In May 2019, only 16 members (less than 0.003%) were suspended for failure to meet their 
MCLE obligations. The standard for this outcome is less than 1% of the reporting group 
suspended for non-compliance.  
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NEW LAWYER MENTORING PROGRAM 
2019 PROGRAM EVALUATION 

 

Program Goal Statement 

The OSB New Lawyer Mentoring Program advances the OSB’s mission to serve justice by improving the 
quality of legal services, promoting professionalism, and assisting new lawyers in transitioning from 
students into competent, ethical and professional lawyers.  

Program Description 

The NLMP launched in 2011, under Supreme Court rule, to assure that every new lawyer in Oregon 
would have the benefit of a more senior bar member to welcome them into the profession, and serve as 
a resource during their transition from student to practitioner. 

Soon after admission, new lawyers who are actively practicing are matched to volunteer mentors for a 
one-year program. The program includes a six-part curriculum, including:  introduction to the legal 
community; ethics and professionalism; law office management; working with clients; career 
satisfaction; and practical skills. Although this does provide some structure, the requirements within 
each curriculum area are minimal, allowing participants to shape the program to the specific needs of 
each lawyer. 

At the completion of the program year, mentors and new lawyers receive eight and six MCLE credits 
respectively. 

Volunteers/Partnerships 

Since its inception, approximately 2,600 new lawyers have been connected with mentors, each of whom 
was a volunteer. Each year has seen roughly 350 matched pairs moving through the program, which 
means 350 volunteer mentors. The NLMP partners with OSB Section and committee leadership, county 
and specialty bars, Inns of Court, and the Oregon Judicial Department in efforts to showcase the 
program, and to recruit additional volunteers. 

Outcomes and Evaluation 

Outcome #1:  Recruitment and retention of volunteer mentors is effective in meeting the 
needs of new lawyers entering the program. 

Bar members have been involved with the program since its inception as committee members, CLE 
speakers, and as active participants (mentors and new lawyers). So far, 1,758 members have 
volunteered to serve as mentors, and 2,292 new lawyers have completed the program. In 2019 alone, 
320 attorneys completed the program. 

2019 saw a decrease in the rate of new mentors volunteering, with only about 50 new volunteers. Staff 
will continue to monitor this, to determine whether new recruitment measures should be taken. Based 
on interests of new lawyers in 2019 and early 2020, affinity and county bar associations and several OSB 
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sections will be approached for partnering on mentor recruitment in the coming year. Current 
recruitment is being done through the Solo and Small Firm Section. 

In late 2018, the post-completion survey was updated to request participant gender identification 
information in an effort to further evaluate the experience each participant had through the mentoring 
relationship. While there were very few non-binary responders, those that did respond indicated that 
they had a more favorable feeling toward the mentor with whom they were matched, but overall were 
less satisfied with the program. Additional monitoring and further evaluation of the feedback will be 
conducted in 2020 to see if it was a sample size issue or a systemic issue. 

Staff has also noticed some discrepancies in satisfaction between urban and rural practitioners, with 
rural practitioners less satisfied in two discreet areas. Again, staff will monitor this to see if the 
responses stay consistent over time. 

Outcome #2:  Ensure NLMP activities, procedures, and rules support program goals.  

A five-year Program review began in 2016 with additional information garnered through the 2017 OSB 
New Lawyer Survey. The statistics gathered over the years show continued wide-spread support for the 
program, with strong support for some modifications, such as a reduction in the reporting requirements, 
and reduction or elimination of the program completion fee. The BOG recommended that the Program 
fee be eliminated for all new attorneys whose income is less than the OSB LRAP requirement (currently 
$65,000). In 2018, that meant revenue was reduced by approximately $6,000, from $31,000 to $24,800. 
Revenue for 2019 was $19,100.  

As part of the program review, the BOG recommended the NLMP rules be merged into the MCLE rules. 
Staff and the MCLE Committee worked to incorporate these changes to the rules, and this was 
completed by the end of 2019. Staff are now working to ensure that reporting of the NLMP completions 
works in the MCLE system.  

Outcome #3:  Continue to operate the program in a cost-efficient manner. 

In July of 2017 the program was moved to the Member Services Department and the program staffing 
allocation was reduced by .25 FTE. As a result of this change, and while upholding the program’s high 
standard for member responsiveness, efficiencies were realized in matching program participants and 
processing compliance reports. No other significant operational changes were made for 2019. 
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OREGON NEW LAWYERS DIVISION 
2019 PROGRAM MEASURES 

 
 
Program Goal Statement 
 
The mission of the Oregon New Lawyers Division is to assist new lawyers with the transition to practicing 
law in Oregon and to engage and leverage new lawyers in support of the mission, functions, and values 
of the Oregon State Bar.  
 
Program Description 
 
The Oregon New Lawyers Division has four goals: 

1. That ONLD members understand the mission, functions and values of the Oregon State Bar and 
participate in its leadership, programs, services, and activities; 

2. Assist new lawyers with the transition to practicing law in Oregon; 
3. ONLD members have opportunities to use their unique talents and perspectives to explore 

development of services and activities that advance the mission, functions and values of the 
Oregon State Bar; 

4. The sharing of information and ideas about the challenges and opportunities for ONLD members 
in the legal profession. 

 
Activities and programs of the ONLD are developed and executed by its Executive Committee which 
consists of eleven members, one member from each of the seven OSB regions and four at-large 
members. In 2019, the ONLD had four subcommittees through which it engaged in programming. Those 
subcommittees were Access to Justice, Continuing Legal Education, Membership, and Student Outreach.  
 
ONLD membership is automatic for all OSB members who have practiced in Oregon for six or fewer 
years or are under the age of 37. Approximately 25% of OSB members meet the criteria for ONLD 
membership.  
 
Volunteers/Partnerships 
 
Volunteers:  In 2019, 14 members made up the Executive Committee and Subcommittee Chairs of the 
ONLD. In addition, another 50 OSB members volunteered with the ONLD in some capacity, either 
serving on one of the Subcommittees, speaking at a CLE program, or volunteering at an event.  
 
Partnerships:  The ONLD partners with the OSB Board of Governors, various OSB sections and 
committees, affinity and county bar associations. Networking and CLE events are generally co-hosted 
with another entity, including the Federal Bar Association, the Multnomah Bar Association, OGALLA, 
OWLS, etc. See a complete list, below, under Outcome #2. 
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Outcomes and Evaluation 
 
Outcome #1:   ONLD members participate in the leadership, programs, services, and activities 

of the Oregon State Bar.  
 
As a way of fostering synergy and reducing duplication of efforts, liaisons from the ONLD Executive 
Committee served on various bar groups in 2019 including the Advisory Committee on Diversity and 
Inclusion, Loan Repayment Assistance Program Advisory Committee, the Pro Bono Committee, the 
MCLE Committee, and the Quality of Life Committee. Additional liaison positions will be added to 
several other OSB committees and sections moving into 2020.  
 
Beginning in 2019 the program evaluation will focus on data-driven measurements of success. As a 
starting point, in terms of membership engagement for new terms beginning January of 2019, 24% of 
section executive committees and 32% of committee members meet the ONLD membership criteria.  
 
 
Outcome #2: New Lawyers are provided resources to assist with the transition to the 

practice of law. 
 
In 2019, the ONLD hosted several networking and CLE events throughout the state, partnering with the 
Clackamas, Deschutes, Lane, Linn-Benton, Marion, Mid-Columbia, Multnomah, and Washington County 
Bar Associations, the Clark County (Washington) Bar Association, the Federal Bar Association, the 
Hispanic Bar Association, Oregon Trial Lawyers Association, Oregon Asian Pacific American Bar 
Association, Oregon Minority Lawyers Association, the Oregon Chapter of the National Bar Association, 
the Oregon Chinese Lawyers Association, the Queen’s Bench – Multnomah OWLS Chapter, the 
Professional Liability Fund, Legal Aid Services of Oregon, the Campaign for Equal Justice, each of the 
Oregon law schools, the Diversity and Inclusion Department of the OSB, and a number of OSB sections 
including Business Law, Debtor/Creditor, Workers’ Compensation, Consumer Law, Disability Law, Solo 
and Small Firm, and Tax Law.   
 
Over 900 attorneys attended one of the 20 events hosted or co-hosted by the ONLD. This does not 
include the swearing-in ceremonies or any of the law school events. 
 
Free or low-cost CLE program topics in 2019 focused on attorney wellness, with free live CLE programs 
offered in Salem, Eugene, Bend, and Hood River. In addition, the ONLD offered Super Saturday (a full-
day CLE event with two program tracks focused on different practice areas). 
 
The CLE Committee of the ONLD Executive Committee partnered with the Professional Liability Fund on 
Learning the Ropes, which is a three-day CLE program designed to introduce new lawyers to the practice 
of law. 
 
The ONLD hosted new lawyer receptions after each swearing-in ceremony to welcome new members to 
the bar and provide information about the services available to them through the ONLD and the OSB. 

At the annual meeting and awards ceremony, the ONLD membership had the opportunity to hear from 
a diverse array of award-winning lawyers. The Annual Meeting was held at Coopers Hall, with 
approximately 150 attendees. ONLD award winners spoke movingly of their work.  
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Outcome #3: Law Students are aware of the resources provided by the Oregon State Bar.  

The ONLD recruited members to serve as interviewers for the U of O 1L Mock Interview Day, and then 
hosted a networking event following it. ONLD members attended start-of-school events at each of the 
three law schools. Law students are invited to networking events when they are held close to the law 
schools. ONLD Executive Committee members are visible attendees at OLIO, serving as panelists and 
mock interviewers, and attending the social events. 
 
Outcome #3: Events and services are cost-effective and conducted in a fiscally responsible 

manner. 
 
ONLD expenses were slightly lower than projected for 2019, approximately $2,000 under the $61,000 
direct costs budgeted. 
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT 
2019 PROGRAM MEASURES 

 

Program Goal Statement. 

The Public Affairs Department advances the bar’s mission to serve justice and the public 
interest by promoting respect for the rule of law, by improving the quality of legal services and 
by increasing access to justice. The Public Affairs program goals are to support the judiciary and 
improve the administration of justice by protecting and advancing the quality, integrity, and 
impartiality of the judicial system and to provide access to a fair and inclusive justice system. 
Public Affairs achieves these goals by ensuring adequate funding for the judicial system and by 
providing legal knowledge and expertise to governmental bodies, by proposing legislation for 
law improvement, and by advocating on matters that affect the legal profession and access to 
justice. The Department team works with a broad cross-section of judges, legislators, lawyers, 
and public citizens to ensure that Oregon’s legal system works for its citizens.  

Program Description. 

The Board of Governors Public Affairs Committee develops the policies that guide the 
department’s work. It recommends positions the bar should take on public policy issues that 
affect the bar and the legal profession.  

Public Affairs advances a fair, inclusive, and accessible justice system by fostering trust in, 
respect for, understanding, and access to the justice system. The Public Affairs Department 
(PAD), overseen by the Public Affairs Committee, informs and assists bar groups, bar members, 
and government bodies on a variety of bar-related legislation and public policy issues facing the 
profession and responds to legal trends that affect the practice of law and the bar.  

The Public Affairs Department works with OSB sections and committees on law improvement 
legislation and to respond to legal trends that affect the practice of law and the bar. 

The focus of PAD during 2019 has been legislative advocacy in the long session of the Oregon 
Legislature, participating in work groups and task forces, and assisting sections and committees 
prepare for the 2020 and 2021 legislative sessions.  

Volunteers/Partnerships. 

Volunteers: In addition to the members of the BOG Public Affairs Committee, PAD collaborates 
with several hundred lawyer volunteers. The vast majority are from bar sections and 
committees working on law improvement projects. 

This year, the Public Affairs Department, at the direction of the Board of Governors, focused on 
elevating the visibility, inclusiveness and statewide reach of the Citizens Campaign for Court 
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Funding. This entailed building a coalition to support an increase in funding for the Oregon 
Judicial Department from the Oregon Legislature. The Public Affairs Department, joined with 
the Oregon Judicial Department, to organize five breakfasts throughout the state focusing on 
both business and nonprofit community leaders. Ultimately, 40 community leaders signed on to 
a letter in support of increased funding for the Oregon Judicial Department.  The efforts of the 
Public Affairs Department in revitalizing the CCCF supported an increase of 2.8% for the Oregon 
Judicial Department. 

Partnerships: PAD has working relationships with other OSB departments. Outside coalition 
building is an ongoing activity. It currently emphasizes government leaders, business interest 
groups, the nonprofit community, elected officials, and local legal communities. 

Outcome #1: Support and protect the quality and integrity of the judicial system. 

A. Support adequate funding for the Judicial Branch in the Legislature. 

The Public Affairs Committee designated adequate funding for the judicial department, indigent 
defense, and legal services as the bar’s highest legislative priorities for 2019.  

The Public Affairs Department coordinated with the Oregon Supreme Court and advocated for 
funding of the judicial system, eCourt, courthouse facilities, and judicial compensation. 
Activities included BOG members testifying in support of adequate funding for the judicial 
branch, indigent defense, and legal services. We succeeded. The legislature provided funding in 
line with our goals. 

During the 2019 legislative session, the Public Affairs Department coordinated and supported 
BOG members and bar members testifying in support of adequate funding for the Oregon 
Judicial Department, low- and moderate-income civil legal services, and indigent defense at the 
Oregon State Legislature’s budget hearing held throughout Oregon.  

Public Affairs engaged the following to support those priorities.  

• Hosted a successful BOG reception in Salem during the legislative session with a large 
turnout of legislative leaders and bar members. 

• Hosted a successful Day at the Capitol in Salem during the legislative session with a large 
turnout of legislative and bar leaders.  

• Increased state funding of civil legal aid by three percent with inflationary increases built 
into future funding. 

• Supported the Public Defense Service’s request for additional funding. 
• Supported the Oregon Judicial Department’s request for  

o an increase in judicial compensation, 
o additional judges, and 
o a budget increase. 

• Participated in ABA Lobby Day in Washington DC in support of federal funding for the 
Legal Services Corporation. 
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B. Responds appropriately to challenges to a fair and impartial judiciary. 

During the 2019 legislative session, the Public Affairs Department, at the request of the Public 
Affairs Committee, engaged and educated legislators, staff, and stakeholders on six legislative 
concepts that could affect the practice of law.  

• HB 2241 – PAD staff worked closely with the Oregon Judicial Department in support of 
legislation to allow OJD to collect filing fees from government entities. The bill ultimately 
did not pass but bar feedback will help inform the next iteration when it resurfaces in the 
2021 session. 

• HB 3145 – PAD staff worked closely with agency staff, stakeholders, bar members, and 
leadership to respond to questions and provide technical feedback on the proposed 
restructuring of the Public Defense Services Commission. Although the bill did not pass, the 
legislature earmarked $20 million for the PDSC in support of its restructuring efforts to be 
distributed in 2020. Public Affairs will continue to work with the stakeholders. 

• HJR 10 – The Oregon State Bar Board of Governors voted to support the end of non-
unanimous juries in Oregon. The resolution did not pass. The US Supreme Court recently 
heard oral arguments about the issue and an opinion is expected by June 2020. 

• SB 79 – PAD staff worked with the Oregon Department of Revenue to draft language to 
allow the Department of Revenue to collect judgements on behalf of the bar. The bill 
passed. 

• SB 907 – PAD staff worked with the Professional Liability Fund to educate legislators and 
staff on the Professional Liability Fund process and legal malpractice as well provide 
feedback on the language as drafted. SB 907 did not receive a public hearing nor work 
session, and therefore did not pass, but we expect the issue to be revisited in the next 
legislative session.  

• Proposed fee-sharing amendment. PAD staff worked to educate legislators and staff on the 
Attorney-Referral Work Group process and the importance of the existing statutory 
prohibition on fee-sharing. The amendment was not considered. 

C. Participate meaningfully in the judicial selection process. 

In 2019, the Public Affairs Department, which is responsible for the Appellate Screening Special 
Committee, organized and staffed two appellate interview processes for the Oregon Supreme 
Court with 25 applicants as well as for a Court of Appeals position with nine candidates and 
eight interviews. The Public Affairs Department worked in conjunction with the Governor’s 
office throughout the judicial review process. This included organizing and staffing judicial 
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vacancy meetings under very tight timelines, interviewing the applicants, working closely with 
the Governor and her staff, and organizing and publishing results.  

In addition, in 2019 the Public Affairs Department distributed notices for 16 appellate and other 
judicial vacancies to lawyers, specialty bars, and interested groups. 

Public Affairs also worked with the Diversity and Inclusion Department to update OSB bar 
bylaws to eliminate the use of bar preference polls.  The OSB Board of Governors voted to 
remove them from the bar bylaws in June 2019. 

D. Promote understanding of and respect for the rule of law, the judicial system and the 
legal profession. 

Publications.  

Public Affairs published fourteen issues of the Capitol Insider, a newsletter on legislative and 
public affairs issues of interest to bar members by the end of the year. As of the end of 
December, 7,616 Oregon bar members have opted-in to receive the Capitol Insider. 

The Public Affairs Department published the 2019 edition of Oregon Legislation Highlights, a 
comprehensive overview of 2019 legislation organized by practice area in October. This 
publication can be a valuable tool to provide law practitioners about the latest changes to 
Oregon law. 

Events.  

In addition to the February President’s Reception attended by legislators, judges, and bar 
members, the bar hosted the Day at the Capitol. Approximately 40 members attended the 
luncheon that included presentations from the Oregon Supreme Court, Public Defense Services 
Commission, and the Oregon Law Center. Moreover, bar members met with 30 legislators or 
their staff to share their support for the bar’s legislative priorities. 

The Public Affairs Department worked with the Chief Justice to and the Citizens Campaign for 
Court Funding (CCCF) to host breakfasts for business and nonprofit leaders throughout the 
state to discuss the value of the court system to all segments of society and to address the 
court’s budgetary needs. Throughout the legislative session, the Public Affairs Department, 
through the CCCF, worked with the Chief Justice and OJD staff to host court funding breakfasts 
through the state.  Events were held in Coos Bay, Deschutes County, Jackson County, Lane 
County and two in Multnomah County. The events in Multnomah County were each geared to 
the business community or the nonprofit community. In addition, the bar hosted the Attorney 
Referral Work Group. 

CLE.  

Finally, PAD staff, along with the Senate Interim Judiciary Committee, organized and hosted 
three CLEs at the Capitol for lawyers, legislators, staff, and lobbyists with over 80 total 
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attendees in October, November, and December.  In addition, anecdotally we understand that 
a similar number of bar members attended the CLEs either as a live or recorded broadcast on 
the legislature’s closed-circuit recording system. 

E. Pursue improvements to the administration of justice 

2019 Legislative Session. This year the bar had nine law improvement bills generated by 
sections and committees during the 2018 interim. During the long session, the bar’s nine law 
improvement bills were put forward by the Board of Governors, the Business Law Section, the 
Debtor-Creditor Section, the Elder Law Section, the Military and Veterans Law Section, the 
Nonprofit Law Section, and the Sustainable Future Section.  

Each bar group, with the assistance of the Public Affairs group, successfully passed their 
legislative concept(s) passed through the legislative process.  The governor signed all nine 
proposals into law. 

In addition, to the bar’s law improvement bills, the bar engaged on a number of bills and 
funding requests that were not identified in the bar priorities. These legislative concepts 
required significant engagement by section and committee members as well as bar staff.  

• HB 3006, HB 3007, HB 3008 - PAD staff and Elder Law and Estate Planning and 
Administration Sections’ representatives worked closely with the Oregon Law 
Commission, advocates, staff, and legislators by providing technical feedback and 
alternative language on a trio of probate focused legislative concepts. 

• HB 2601 – During the 2017 legislative session, PAD staff worked with representatives 
from the Elder Law and Estate Planning and Administration Sections in response to the 
proposed Falk-Alfano Act. PAD staff and practitioners provided technical feedback and 
requested that a work group be formed to address the legislative concept and return in 
2019.  HB 2601 was the compromise legislation.  

• HB 3377 - At the request of Legislative Leadership, the Oregon Law Commission hosted 
a legislative workgroup on capitol conduct.  PAD staff provided technical feedback and 
support to the commission throughout the work group process and the passage of the 
bill. 

• SB 318, SB 356, SB 736 - PAD staff and the Family Law Section’s legislative contact 
worked closely with advocates, staff, and legislators provided technical feedback and 
alternative language on a trio of family law legislative concepts. SB 736, which did not 
pass during the 2019 legislative session, was sent to the Oregon Law Commission for 
additional work. 

• SB 783 – PAD staff worked with the Oregon Department of Justice to support SB 783 
which clarified a notice provision in elder abuse cases. 
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PAD worked with sections to keep members informed about legislation that could affect the 
practice of their members. Prior to the legislative session, PAD staff reached out to the sections 
to discuss the legislative process, how to engage, and identified a legislative contact for each 
section.  

During session, the department forwarded 2,379 of the 2868 introduced bills to 45 of the 
legislative contacts and managed a bill tracking system to which the sections have access. In 
total, 5,273 bill referrals were made to the sections and committees. Staff assisted sections 
navigate and receive authority to take positions on legislation.  

2020 Legislative Session. In January 2020, the Public Affairs Committee adopted the bar’s 2020 
Legislative Priorities as well as the bar’s 2020 Legislative Guidelines. The bar’s legislative 
guidelines are funding for the court and funding for low income legal services both civil and 
criminal. 

Workgroups. PAD staff continued to staff Oregon Law Commission work groups and the 
Council on Court Procedures. In 2019 Oregon Law Commission work groups include Probate 
Modernization, Remote Notarization, a rewrite of Oregon’s LLC Act, and Collaborative Law. In 
addition, PAD staff and section members continue to participate in the WINGS workgroup and 
the State Family Law Advisory Committee. 

Legislative Workgroups. Beginning at the end of the 2019 legislative session, PAD also staffed a 
number of work groups arising from legislative concepts for the 2020 and 2021 legislation 
sessions. PAD staff were involved with workgroups on numerous issues including Full Faith and 
Credit, Restrictive Covenants, and Consumer Data Privacy. 

Attorney-Referral.  In 2017, the Referral Fees Committee was created in response to a House of 
Delegates request to review and consider changes to ORPCs 5.4(a)(5) and 7.2(b)(2). The 
Committee made up of 23 members, finalized and submitted their proposals to the Board of 
Governors in 2019.  After BOG acceptance of the report, the report was submitted to and 
accepted by the House of Delegates and ultimately to the Oregon Supreme Court. 

Landlord/Tenant Education.  During the 2019 Legislative Session, the Public Affairs 
Department, at the request of the Oregon Department of Housing and Community Services, 
worked with the Communications Department to produce a communications and education 
plan regarding SB 608 (2019).  The bill, which had an emergency clause, made substantial 
changes to the eviction process in Oregon. Over the course of six months, the Public Affairs 
Department and the Communications Department worked closed with housing authorities to 
create and share original content with the public in an effort to educate landlords and tenant. 
These resources have been shared via brochure, the bar’s website, community outreach, and 
webinars. 

Trimet. In Spring 2019, Trimet released a plan that would could have resulted in a new rail line 
running through the Oregon State Bar’s parking lot. PAD staff engaged the advisory committee, 
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built a coalition of local business and property owners, connected with public officials at the 
state and local level to voice the bar’s concerns and worked with General Counsel’s office to 
submit testimony. Through the efforts of the Public Affairs Department, the bar successfully 
lobbied to keep the rail line of the bar’s property.  

Outcome #2: Promote diversity, equity and inclusion within the legal community and the 
provision of legal services. 

In 2019, the Public Affairs Department took a multi-pronged approach to promoting diversity, 
equity, and inclusion within the legal community and the provision of legal services.  Within the 
legal community, the Public Affairs Department continued to focus on diversity and inclusion in 
the judicial selection process by soliciting feedback on both candidates and the screening 
process.   

In addition, the Department hosted its first ever Mental Health in the Workplace CLE in Salem 
to expand practitioners knowledge of mental health issues that may affect practitioners and 
how to help. 

The Department was successful in promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion through the 
provision of legal services. Department staff met with legislators and staff to develop and 
support access-to-justice initiatives resulting in a $300,000 increase in funding for legal aid 
services for the poor.  

Public Affairs also worked with the Diversity and Inclusion Department to update OSB bar 
bylaws to eliminate the use of bar preference polls. The OSB Board of Governors voted to 
remove them from the bar bylaws in June 2019. 

Outcome #3 - Support adequate funding for low- and moderate-income legal services and 
indigent defense. 

In 2019, the Public Affairs Department successfully focused on funding for civil legal aid 
services. The bar introduced, with the support of the legal services community SB 357, which 
would have increased state funding for civil legal aid. As part of the Department’s support of 
legal services, staff organized public testimony from coalition partners.  This included a 
presentation on the 2018 Civil Legal Needs study to the legislature. Working with the Senate 
and House Co-Chairs of the Joint Ways and Means Committee, the Public Affairs Department 
successfully increased state funding and ensured that civil legal aid services would be eligible 
for the same biannual inflationary increase while moving the legal aid funding stream into the 
court budgetary process. The Public Affairs Department provided coalition to support legal and 
aid by meeting with legislators, stakeholders, and the executive branch and by providing 
education efforts on the need for increased funding.  

For indigent defense, the Public Affairs Department organized testimony in support of the 
Public Defense Service Commission’s requested budget by BOG members down in Salem. 
Further, the Public Affairs Department, at the direction of the Public Affairs Committee 
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conceptually supported the goals of the 6th Amendment Center report and the efforts of 
advocates to restructure PDSC and the Office of Public Defense Services through HB 3145. 
Public Affairs staff provided statutory language, educated legislators and non-partisan staff on 
the importance of OPDS and the 6th Amendment reporting findings, and ensured that bar 
members were able to testify in support of the bill.   

The Public Affairs Department continues to work closely with the Oregon Judicial Department 
to support the development of self-navigator programs.  
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REFERRAL AND INFORMATION SERVICES (RIS) 
2019 PROGRAM MEASURES 

 
 

Program Goal Statement 

 

Referral and Information Services (RIS) is designed to increase the public’s ability to access the justice 
system, as well as benefit bar members who serve on its panels. 

 

Program Description 

 

The Lawyer Referral Service (LRS) began as a mandatory program in 1971 when attorney advertising was 
limited by ethics rules. A voluntary program since 1985, LRS is the oldest and largest program in RIS and 
the only one that produces revenue. The basic LRS operating systems (e.g., computer hardware and 
software) support the other department programs. Approximately 500 OSB members participate as LRS 
panel attorneys. The Referral and Information Services Department (RIS) also offers several other 
programs that help both the people and the lawyers of Oregon.  The Modest Means Program (MMP) is a 
reduced-fee program assisting low to moderate-income clients in the areas of family law, landlord-
tenant disputes, foreclosure, and criminal defense. Problem Solvers is a pro bono program offering legal 
advice for youth ages 13-17.  Lawyer to Lawyer connects Oregon lawyers working in unfamiliar practice 
areas with experienced lawyers willing to offer informal advice at no charge.  The Military Assistance 
Panel (MAP) connects military personnel and their families in Oregon with pro bono legal assistance. 
Attorneys volunteering for this program are provided training on the Servicemembers’ Civil Relief Act 
(SCRA) and other applicable law.  

 

Outcomes and Evaluation 

 

Outcome #1:  Maintain customer satisfaction by ensuring that client requests are handled in a 
prompt, courteous, and efficient manner.  

 

Total call volume from the public increased 7.0% over 2018, with a total of 84,591 received. Even with 
increased volume, RIS was able to provide service to more callers and capture more referrals by focusing 
on reducing the number of callers who abandon the call queue due to long wait times. Despite a 
constant staff shortage, only 1.64% of callers abandoned an RIS call line in 2019, down from 1.99% in 
2018. 
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A training schedule continued throughout 2019, with every staff meeting now including a substantive 
law overview for a different area of law to ensure staff is making accurate referrals. Enhanced training 
has reduced errors among staff, and use of instant messaging software has helped staff assist each other 
with referral questions without interrupting active client calls.  

 

Outcome #2:  Increase access to justice by raising member and public awareness of RIS programs.  

 

The public-oriented focus for 2019 was to continue increasing traffic to the OSB website and to spread 
awareness of RIS programs as part of the bar’s multi-year Diversity Action Plan (DAP).  

 

Throughout 2019, RIS worked with other staff in the Communications & Public Services Department to 
continue the pilot Craig’s List and Google Ad Words campaigns. Staff posted a “Need Legal Help?” 
message at various times on Craig’s List. The posting included an embedded link to the “Legal Help” 
page on the bar’s website.  

 

At the same time, RIS continued its two Google Ad Word campaigns. The first campaign, “OSB Website,” 
focuses on increasing the use of the OSB public website by people looking for information on legal 
topics. The second campaign, “RIS,” focuses on directing potential clients to the online referral request 
form for the Lawyer Referral Service for a specific area of law. This campaign is coordinated with the 
release of “Legal Q & A” videos that are produced by other communications department staff. The “key 
words” used in the ads are the same as the legal topic covered in the videos.  

 

In coordination with the ad campaigns, the Communications department has been vigorously adding 
“Legal Q&A” videos to the public website. This dual approach increased traffic to the OSB website and 
the online referral page. The online referral request numbers below show a substantial increase over 
2018, showing the effectiveness of combined marketing efforts: online referral requests have increased 
40% since 2017. 

 

DAP outreach efforts included consulting with the Public Service Advisory Committee (PSAC) to build a 
comprehensive list of organizations that serve Oregon’s minority and marginalized communities. The RIS 
manager used this list to begin contacting and meeting with organizations such as State Family Law 
Advisory Committee (SFLAC), the Immigrant Refugee Community Organization, the Asian Family Center, 
SOAR Immigration Center, Central Latino Americano, the American Immigration Lawyers Association 
(AILA), and the OAAP. Outreach efforts will continue through 2020 and beyond. 
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Overall call volume increased in 2019, reaching 84,591 calls and 7,925 online referral requests. This 
represents a 19.10% increase in online referrals and a 7.01% increase in calls over 2018. RIS made 
52,071 total referrals – a 4.89% increase in referrals over the previous year. The totals by program area 
are: 

 

 LRS   50,036 

 Modest Means 1,899 

 Problem Solvers 112 

 Military Assistance 24 

 

Outreach to members remained focused on current panelists; with total LRS registration remaining 
stable in 2019, no active recruitment of new panelists was warranted. However, the MMP is in need of 
new panelists in some under-served areas, such as Eastern Oregon and some parts of the coast. RIS staff 
is working with the creative services team to create several MMP recruitment advertisements for the 
Bar Bulletin in order to boost attorney participation. Other outreach efforts will be a focus for 2020. 

 

Outcome #3:  Adapt services to meet both public and members’ needs. 

 

In October of 2019 LRS implemented a $250 threshold to the percentage fee model. From now on, 
panelists will not be required to remit 12% on an LRS-referred case unless the referral results in at least 
$250 in fees earned and collected by the panelist. The goal of the threshold is to incentivize attorneys to 
take on small matters that they would ordinarily avoid due to the cost and administrative burden. This 
change was well received by panelists and has had a “mere peppercorn” of fiscal impact. 

 

The RIS Manager was part of the Innovations work group of the OSB Futures Task Force to develop 
recommendations on enhancing the provision of legal services to all Oregonians. This involved making 
recommendations related to RIS and its public outreach programs. A cross-department team is currently 
implementing one recommendation:  Better coordination of online information materials offered by 
OSB, the Oregon Judicial Department and Legal Aid Services of Oregon. The team has already identified 
gaps and areas of overlap for landlord/tenant law, family law, consumer law, criminal law, and self-help 
resources.  

This is an ongoing project that coincides with another cross-department goal for 2020, which was to 
develop and maintain the bar’s legal information materials for the public.  
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The RIS manager also assisted the Communications Department with developing new Landlord/Tenant 
materials, our highest-demand legal topic area. This project produced a new pamphlet, “New Rules for 
Landlords” that was professionally translated into Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese and Simplified Chinese. 
It also produced three new landlord/tenant videos: “Landlord/Tenant Overview and Resources,” 
“Oregon's New Rent Control Law” and “Termination Notices.” All three videos were presented in 
English, Spanish, Russian, Vietnamese and Mandarin Chinese. Finally, every landlord/tenant topic that 
already appeared the OSB website was updated. 

 

Outcome #4:  Implement break-even budget based upon adoption of percentage fees revenue 
model.  

 

In 2019 LRS collected $720,466 in percentage fee revenue, which represents $6,003,883 in business 
generated for panelists. LRS registration revenue for the year was $86,700. RIS also received $31,885 in 
grant funds. Therefore, total gross revenue for 2019 was $839,051.  

 

Department expenses totaled $661,784, and the indirect cost allocation (ICA) totaled $260,809. 
Therefore, total net expense for the program was $83,542.  

 

The combination of registration and percentage fee revenue resulted in a net loss of revenue for the 
first since percentage-fee implementation in October of 2012. Total revenue for the bar since 
percentage fee implementation is $5,500,135 ($4,727,827 percentage fee and $772,308 registrations) 
which represents $39,398,558 in business generated for LRS panelists since October of 2012. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: CSF Claim No. 2018-60 Deveny (Bentson and Norris) 

 

Action Requested 

 Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant 
claimants Erica Bentson’s and Cheryl Norris’s claim of $50,000 ($25,000 each) in the matter of 
CSF Claim No. 2018-60 Deveny (Bentson and Norris). 

Discussion 

 Claimants Erica Bentson and Cheryl Norris hired Ms. Deveny in early 2014 to investigate 
and pursue a medical malpractice wrongful death claim of their mother, Helen L. Bentson. 
Helen L. Bentson had died on November 8, 2013, while she was in the care of Kaiser 
Permanente.  

 Claimants signed a contingency fee agreement and agreed Deveny was to receive one-
third of any settlement.  In September 2015, Ms. Deveny settled the claim with Kaiser for 
$100,000 and had Ms. Bentson sign a release as “Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Helen L. Bentson” on October 5, 2015.  Ms. Deveny sent the release to Kaiser and Kaiser issued 
a check for $100,000 payable to “Lori E. Deveny in Trust for the Estate of Helen Bentson”.  The 
check was endorsed by Ms. Deveny and deposited into one of her accounts.  An estate was 
never opened, however, and no court ever appointed Ms. Bentson or Ms. Norris as Personal 
Representative.  

 Following settlement for a period of over two years, the Committee’s investigator found 
Ms. Deveny repeatedly lied to claimants.  She asserted that the distribution was held up 
because of a Medicare lien; the investigator found no evidence to suggest a lien ever existed.  
Ms. Deveny stopped responding to claimants’ inquiries after April 19, 2018, and claimants later 
discovered Ms. Deveny had resigned Form B. Neither of the claimants received any of the 
settlement funds.  

 Ms. Deveny resigned Form B, effective July 26, 2018, while numerous disciplinary cases 
were pending; at this time, charges against her are pending in state and federal court alleging 
theft, criminal mistreatment, wire fraud and tax evasion. 

 The Committee initially determined that it was unable to issue reimbursement to 
claimants because they were not the Personal Representatives of their mother’s estate. The 
Committee recognized, however, that it would be extraordinarily difficult for claimants to open 
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a probate proceeding nearly seven years after the death of the decedent to seek appointment 
as Personal Representatives.   

 At its March 14, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed 
Ms. Bentson’s and Ms. Norris’s claim, Helen Bentson’s Will, an Affidavit of Heirship and 
Indemnity signed by claimants and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse 
each claimant separately for $25,000 for a total award of $50,000 for their joint losses.  

 The Committee discussed the fact that claimants’ assignment of claim to the Fund may 
not be enforceable, because the settlement funds were directed to the estate not claimants.  
The Committee, however, determined that the errors in settlement were due to Ms. Deveny’s 
handling of the matter, and not any fault of claimants.  The Committee concluded that Ms. 
Deveny likely avoided opening a probate in order to assist her conversion of settlement funds. 

 Ms. Bentson’s and Ms. Norris’s claim would not ordinarily be eligible for reimbursement 
at this time, pursuant CSF Rule 2.1.6, because Ms. Deveny has not been found guilty of a crime 
and the claimants have not obtained a civil judgment against her. The Committee, however, 
voted to waive the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on extreme hardship. CSF Rule 2.6.   

 Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF 
Committee’s recommendation. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: CSF Claim No. 2019-47 Deveny (Gandy) 

 

Action Requested 

 Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant 
claimant Stephen Gandy’s claim of $50,000 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-47 Deveny 
(Gandy). 

Discussion 

 Claimant Gandy hired Ms. Deveny in April 2010 to represent him in a homeowner’s 
insurance claim and medical malpractice lawsuit. Ms. Deveny agreed to a contingent fee 
agreement, in which she was to receive one-third of any settlement. Ms. Deveny settled the 
homeowner’s insurance claim for $100,000 in 2011 and paid $15,000 to Claimant Gandy in 
2014.  The medical malpractice suit was dismissed in 2016, and no settlement was reached.  
Ms. Deveny never paid any additional funds to Claimant Gandy.  

 Ms. Deveny resigned Form B, effective July 26, 2018, while numerous disciplinary cases 
were pending; at this time, charges against her are pending in state and federal court alleging 
theft, criminal mistreatment, wire fraud and tax evasion. 

 Under the terms of the fee agreement, Claimant Gandy would have been entitled to 2/3 
of $100,000, but he only received $15,000.  The Committee determined that the Claimant was 
still owed $51,670.  

 The Committee considered evidence suggesting that Ms. Deveny may have advanced 
costs related to the potential medical malpractice trial, but was unable to determine that the 
Claimant benefited from those expenditures.  

 At its March 14, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed Claimant 
Gandy’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse him for $50,000 
in loss.  Claimant Gandy’s claim would not ordinarily be eligible for reimbursement at this time, 
pursuant CSF Rule 2.1.6, because Ms. Deveny has not been found guilty of a crime and Claimant 
Gandy has not obtained a civil judgment against her. The Committee, however, voted to waive 
the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on extreme hardship. CSF Rule 2.6.   

 Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF 
Committee’s recommendation. 
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Client Security Fund 
Investigative Report 

 
Re:   2019-47 
Claimant:  Stephen Gandy 
Lawyer:  Lori Deveny  
Investigator:  Melissa May 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

I recommended approval of the claim in the amount of $50,000. 
  
 

CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY 
 
Claim 
 
 Officer Gandy’s Application for Reimbursement requests reimbursement of $52,000 stolen 
by Lori Deveny.  Their fee agreement called for a 33 1/3% fee for a settlement before trial.  Deveny 
obtained a $100,000 payment from the relevant homeowner’s insurance policy and only paid 
$15,000 to Officer Gandy.  (The related medical malpractice case did not go to trial.) 
 
Investigation 
 
 I reviewed the financial documentation submitted by Officer Gandy and confirmed the 
amounts Deveny received and paid by talking with Detective Brian Sitton, who is investigating 
Lori Deveny’s crimes. 
 
Background 

 
Officer Gandy was bitten by a dog while working as a Portland Police officer.  The bite 

caused serious injuries.  He retained Lori Deveny to pursue a homeowner’s insurance claim and a 
medical malpractice case related to the injury.   

 
Deveny obtained $100,000 from the homeowner’s insurance company in 2011, and gave 

Officer Gandy $15,000 in 2014.  Deveny was unable to proceed on the first day of trial for the 
medical malpractice claim, and that case ultimately was dismissed in 2016.  She never paid any 
additional funds from the homeowner’s insurance to Officer Gandy. 
 
Results of Investigation 

  
After subtracting Deveny’s 1/3 contingent fee, Officer Gandy’s recovery should have been 

$66,670.  Thus, Deveny still owes Gandy $51,670. 
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Detective Sitton mentioned several notations in Deveny’s financial records related to 
expenses supposedly paid in relation to Gandy’s case.  (See attached email.)  Officer Gandy 
recognized Dr. Blaylock’s name as a potential expert witness (for the trial that never occurred).  
Other than that, there is no evidence that the other amounts listed in the attached email were paid 
for Officer Gandy’s benefit.  Gandy indicated that the file Lori Deveny kept for his matters does 
not include any receipts, copies of canceled checks, ledgers, invoices, or other records of payment 
of expenses related to his case.  I do not believe it is appropriate to subtract the amounts listed on 
the attached email from the $51,670 owed by Deveny.  Therefore, I recommend approval of the 
claim in full, subject to the $50,000 cap. 

 
 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. The claim is timely.  See CSF Rule 2.1.8. 
 
2. Claimant is the injured client.  See CSF Rules 1.4 and 2.1.1. 
 
3. The loss was not caused by the lawyer’s dishonest conduct.  See CSF Rule 2.1.2. 
 
4. The loss is not covered by any similar fund in another state.  See CSF Rule 2.1.3. 
 
5. The loss was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a “banker’s blanket bond” 
or similar insurance or surety contract.  See CSF Rule 2.1.4. 
 
6. The loss arose from, and was because of, an established lawyer-client relationship.   
 
7. CSF Rule 2.1.6 has not been satisfied because Deveny has not been found guilty of a crime 
and Gandy has not obtained a civil judgment against her.  The other factors in CSF Rule 2.1.6 are 
not applicable here.  I recommend that the committee apply a hardship exception here because of 
the difficulty of obtaining payment on any judgment against Deveny.  
 
8. Claimant has made a good-faith effort to collect the amount claimed.  See CSF Rule 2.1.7. 
 
9. The loss arose from the lawyer’s practice of law in Oregon.  See CSF Rule 2.1.9. 
 
10. CSF Rule 2.2 is not applicable here. 
 
11. CSF Rule 2.3 is not applicable here.  
 
Although the claim should be denied because Rule 2.1.6 has not been satisfied, approval of the 
claim in the amount of $50,000 is appropriate because extreme hardship or special and unusual 
circumstances exist.  See CSF Rule 2.6. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: CSF Claim No. 2019-48 Wymetalek (Landrum) 

 

Action Requested 

 Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board award 
$11,785.78 of claimant James Matthew Landrum’s claim in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-48 
Wymetalek (Landrum). 

Discussion 

 Claimant Landrum hired attorney Wymetalek in August 2016 to represent him in a 
spousal and child support modification.  Wymetalek agreed to a $2,000 retainer that Mr. 
Landrum paid by providing his Visa credit card information to Wymetalek.  The modification 
was concluded in May 2017.   

 In October 2016, Wymetalek started charging additional unauthorized fees to Mr. 
Landrum’s Visa.  Claimant states he did not notice these charges until January 2017 and 
emailed Wymetalek about the charges.  At that time, Wymetalek did not claim that he was 
entitled to more than $2,000 in fees; instead, he claimed he had a substitute bookkeeper and 
thought perhaps Landrum had been billed accidentally for his work for other clients.   

 Over the next several months, Wymetalek continued to blame his bookkeeper for not 
his failure to reverse the charges to Landrum.  Landrum contacted the Visa provider to explain 
the situation, but Visa did not reverse charges because he did not claim he was being defrauded 
and Visa found the charges were not timely disputed.   

 In addition to the $2,000 retainer, Mr. Wymetalek charged a total of $17,785.78 on 
Landrum’s credit card, for a total payment of $19,785.78.  From January 2017 until the present 
claim was filed, Wymetalek refunded Landrum $6,000; Wymetakel stopped responding to 
Claimant around May 2019.  Claimant filed a bar complaint against Wymetalek in October 2019.  

 In December 2019, Wymetalek filed for Chapter 7 Bankruptcy and listed  Landrum as a 
creditor with a disputed “unknown” amount of debt.  As of the end of February 2020, Landrum 
had not made a claim on the bankruptcy to assert fraud for a non-dischargeable debt. The 
Committee concluded that because Landrum holds a claim against Wymetalek in his pending 
bankruptcy, he met the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6(iii) (“the claimant holds an allowed claim 
against the lawyer’s . . . bankruptcy estate, which remains unsatisfied”). 

 Mr. Wymetalek resigned Form B, effective February 20, 2020.  
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 At its March 14, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed Landrum’s 
claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse him for $11,785.78 of 
his loss.  The Committee calculated the loss by subtracting the $2,000 in earned attorney fees 
and $6,000 in refunded charges from $19,785.78, the total amount charged to his Visa.  The 
Committee determined Claimants claim for interest accrued on his Visa credit card was not a 
reimbursable loss under CSF Rule 2.2, which provides, “No award reimbursing a legal fee may 
exceed the actual fee that the client paid the lawyer.”   

 A criminal investigation of Wymetalek is pending but no charges have been filed. 

 Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF 
Committee’s recommendation. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: April 17, 2020 
Memo Date: April 8, 2020 
From: Courtney C. Dippel, Disciplinary Counsel 
Re: Disciplinary/Regulatory Counsel’s Status Report 

 

1. Decisions Received. 

 a. Supreme Court 

 Since the Board of Governors met in January 2020, the Supreme Court took the 
following action in disciplinary matters: 

 
 Accepted the Form B resignation from Hillsboro lawyer Craig Wymetalek. 

 

 Issued an opinion in In re Andrew Long I, remanding this matter back to the trial panel. 

b. Disciplinary Board 

One Disciplinary Board trial panel opinion has been issued since January 2020.  

 In re Erik Graeff of Vancouver, Washington (3-year suspension). 

In addition to this trial panel opinion, the Adjudicator approved stipulations for discipline 
in: In re Conrad E. Yunker of Salem (60-day suspension), In re Amber N. Wolf of West Linn 
(reprimand), and In re Frank Wall of Portland (60-day suspension, all stayed, 2-year probation). 

The Adjudicator approved BR 7.1 suspensions in: None. 

2. Decisions Pending. 

 The following matters are pending before the Supreme Court: 

In re James D. Harris – dismissed; OSB appealed; oral argument March 9, 
2020; under advisement 

In re Christopher K. Skagen – (reciprocal discipline matter) disbarment; 
respondent appealed; order holding petition in abeyance issued 
February 11, 2020 

In re Andrew Long 2 – disbarment; respondent appealed; awaiting briefs 
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 The following matters are under advisement before the Adjudicator of the Disciplinary 
Board: 

None. 

 The following matters are under advisement before a trial panel of the Disciplinary 
Board: 

None. 

3. Trials. 

 The following matters are on our trial docket in coming weeks/months: 

In re Erin C. Walters – May 5-8, 2020 
In re Rachel Frances O’Neal – May 18-19, 2020 
In re Brent S. Tantillo – June 16, 2020 
In re Stefanie L. Burke – June 23, 2020 
In re Gary B. Bertoni – July 21-24, 2020 

4. Diversions. 

 The following diversion agreements have been entered into since January 2020: 

None. 

5. Admonitions. 

 The SPRB issued 4 letters of admonitions since January 2020. The outcome in these 
matters is as follows: 

 -  4 lawyers have accepted their admonitions; 
 -  0 lawyers have rejected their admonition; 
 -  0 lawyers have asked for reconsiderations; 
 -  0 lawyers have time in which to accept or reject their admonition. 

6. New Matters. 

 Below is a table of complaint numbers in 2020, compared to prior years, showing both 
complaints (first #) and the number of lawyers named in those complaints (second #): 
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MONTH 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

January 30/30 17/17 34/34 13/13 23/24 

February 38/38 49/49 25/25 20/20 24/25 

March 28/30 19/20 33/33 24/24 11/11 

April 26/26 22/22 31/32 43/44  

May 27/30 48/51 38/39 36/36  

June 38/39 19/20 37/37 20/20  

July 41/42 31/31 40/42 24/25  

August 28/28 24/27 14/14 21/25  

September 25/25 15/15 18/19 40/41  

October 39/39 37/37 36/36 38/39  

November 26/27 36/40 24/24 29/31  

December 25/28 27/28 13/14 9/9  

TOTALS 371/382 344/357 343/349 317/327 58/60 
 

As of April 1, 2020, there were 196 new matters awaiting disposition by Disciplinary 
Counsel staff or the SPRB. Of these matters, 26% are less than three months old, 23% are three 
to six months old, and 51% are more than six months old. Seven of these matters were on the 
March SPRB agenda. 

CCD/rlh 
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BOG Agenda OPEN February 7, 2020 

Oregon State Bar 
Meeting of the Board of Governors 

Open Session Agenda Minutes 

President Liani Reeves called the open session meeting to order at 9:04 a.m. on February 7, 2020. The 
meeting adjourned at 3:17 p.m. Members present from the Board of Governors were Colin Andries, Adrian 
Brown, Jenny Cooke, Chris Costantino, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Anne Graham, Kamron Graham, John 
Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Traci Rossi, and 
David Wade.  Not present were Eddie Medina and Michael Rondeau. PLF Members present were Nena Cook 
and Mike Batlan. Staff present were Judith Baker, Cassandra Dyke, Danielle Edwards, Susan Grabe, Helen 
Hierschbiel, Keith Palevsky, and Kay Pulju. Also present was ABA HOD Oregon Delegate Marilyn Harbur.   

1. Call to Order

2. President’s Report [Liani Reeves]

During her term as President, Liani Reeves plans to focus on (1) intergenerational knowledge transfer and
understanding; (2) lawyers responsibility to promote understanding of and respect for the rule of law (3)
access to justice in rural Oregon.

3. 2020 Strategic Areas of Focus

A. Generative Discussion on BOG Culture

Discussion of potential meeting and engagement ground rules to reflect the culture the board wants.

B. Justice for All Summit update [Judith Baker]

Judith Baker summarized the Justice for All Summit and shared options for next steps as set forth in her 
memo to the board [Exhibit A]. The Chief Justice will write a letter in support of OLF hiring someone to 
facilitate the next phase. If the BOG is interested in this project, they should consider whether to join in 
the letter of support.  

Motion:  Adrian Brown moved and Eric Foster seconded to authorize that Liani Reeves sign onto a letter in support 
of OLF hiring someone to facilitate the next phase. Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, Jenny Cooke, Kate 
Denning, Eric Foster, Anne Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Rob Milesnick, 
Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Traci Rossi, and David Wade voted in favor.  Kamron Graham declared a conflict 
of interest and abstained.  The motion passed.   

4. Closed Sessions – CLOSED Agenda

A. Executive Session
(pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h) and ORS 192.690(1))
1. Consultation with Outside Counsel

The Board met in executive session. The purpose of the session was to consider exempt records and 
to consult with the bar’s outside counsel pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h). Any action taken was 
in open session and is reflected in the open session minutes. The minutes will not contain any 
information that is not required to be included or that would defeat the purpose of the executive 
session.  
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The Board returned to open session. 

5. BOG Committees

A. Policy and Governance Committee [David Wade]
1. Travel Reimbursement Policy

David Wade reported on the Policy and Governance Committee’s recommendation to amend OSB Bylaw 
Article 7.5 regarding Travel Reimbursement. [Exhibit B] 

Motion:  The Policy and Governance Committee moved to waive the one meeting notice requirement and approve 
the amendment to OSB Bylaw Article 7.5 regarding Travel Expense Reimbursements. Adrian Brown, 
Jenny Cooke, Kate Denning, Anne Graham, Kamron Graham, Bik-Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, 
Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Liani Reeves, Kyra Rohner, and David Wade all declared an actual conflict and 
abstained from the voting. Colin Andries, Eric Foster, John Grant, and Traci Rossi all declared a potential 
conflict and voted in favor. The motion passed.   

2. Program Review Policy

David Wade reported on the committee’s proposal to amend the board’s Program Review Policy. 
[Exhibit C] 

Motion:  The Policy and Governance Committee moved to adopt the proposed revisions to the Program Review 
Policy. The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

3. Paraprofessional Licensing Committee

David Wade reported on the adoption of the paraprofessional licensing implementation committee 
charge [Exhibit D], and the appointment of a chair.  

Motion: The Policy and Governance Committee moved to appoint Judge Kirsten Thompson as chair, subject to her 
acceptance. The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

Motion:  The Policy and Governance Committee moved to approve the paraprofessional licensing implementation 
committee charge. The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

4. Presidential Statements

David Wade reported on a proposed protocol for statements made on short notice by the President. 
[Exhibit E] 

Motion:  The Policy and Governance Committee moved to adopt a protocol regarding statements made by the 
president. The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

B. Board Development Committee [Colin Andries]
1. Appointment of various Committees, Counsels, Boards

Colin Andries presented the committee’s recommended appointments for several committees. 
 [Exhibit F] 
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Motion:  The Board Development Committee moved to approve the appointments to all committees as outlined. 
The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed.  

2. Board of Bar Examiners Co-Grader Recommendations

Colin Andries presented the committee’s recommendation for the Board of Bar Examiners. 

Motion:  The Board Development Committee moved to approve the Board of Bar Examiners Co-Grader list for 
submission to the Supreme Court for appointment.  The board voted unanimously in favor.  The motion 
passed.  

3. BOG and HOD Election Outreach

Colin Andries encouraged board members to conduct member outreach regarding openings on the HOD 
and BOG.  

C. Budget & Finance Committee [John Grant]

1. Client Security Fund Reserve Recommendation

John Grant outlined the Client Security Fund Committee’s proposal, presented to the board at the 
November 23, 2019 meeting, to increase the Fund’s reserve from $1,000,000 to $1,250,000 and increase 
per claim cap limits per, from $50,000 to $100,000. The Budget and Finance Committee carefully 
considered the CSF Committee’s recommendation at its last meetings.  The Committee gathered 
additional information about CSF claim history and discussed whether the Fund could continue to 
reimburse claimants if the per claim cap was raised. [Exhibit G] 

Motion:  The Budget and Finance Committee moved to direct the Client Security Fund Committee to draft a 
proposed amendment to the Client Security Fund Rules to increase the per-claim cap limits from $50,000 
to $100,000 for losses occurs occurring on or after January 1, 2022. Adrian Brown, Jenny Cooke, Kate 
Denning, Eric Foster, Anne Graham, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan 
Hunt, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Traci Rossi, and David Wade voted in favor of the 
committee motion. Colin Andries abstained. The motion passed.  

John Grant outlined the committee’s motion to transfer $500,000 from the bar’s general reserve to the 
Client Security Fund, pursuant to ORS 9.635(1). John Grant explained that once these funds are 
transferred to the Client Security Fund, they will be permanently designated to be used only for the 
purposes of the Fund. The transfer will allow the Fund to meet its $1,000,000 reserve requirements in 
the coming year. 

Motion:  The Budget and Finance Committee moved to transfer $500,000 of the bar’s general reserve funds to the 
Client Security Fund. 

Colin Andries and Adrian Brown expressed concerns about the transfer and whether it would be more 
appropriate to invest the funds in other programs. John Grant explained that if the Fund’s current claim 
trajectory continues, the transfer should enable the Fund to continue to pay outstanding claims without 
maintaining the CSF Assessment at $50.00 per member.  David Wade explained that the funds earmarked 
for transfer to the CSF were withdrawn from the bar’s investment portfolio and placed in a LGIP account 
last year, with the understanding that they would likely be transferred to the CSF. Eric Foster stated that 
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it was important for the board to follow its own reserve policies for the CSF, and the work of the CSF is 
squarely within the board’s mission to serve the public interest. 

Secondary Motion: Colin Andries moved and Adrian Brown seconded to table the committee motion until April 
2020. Colin Andries and Adrian Brown voted in favor of the motion to table. Jenny Cooke, Kate 
Denning, Eric Foster, Anne Graham, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph 
Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Traci Rossi, and David Wade 
voted against the motion to table. The motion to table failed.  

The board voted on the original Budget & Finance Committee motion to transfer $500,000 of general 
reserve funds into the CSF reserves. Adrian Brown, Jenny Cooke, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Anne 
Graham, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Rob Milesnick, Joe 
Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Traci Rossi, and David Wade voted in favor. Colin Andries voted against. The 
committee motion passed.  

2. Budget & Finance Work Plan

John Grant gave information regarding the Budget & Finance Work plan. [Exhibit H] 

D. Public Affairs Committee [Eric Foster]
1. Legislative Update

Eric Foster gave a report on the Public Affairs Committee and the bills and amendments that are 
currently pending in the legislature.  

6. Professional Liability Fund [Nena Cook]

A. Draft December 31, 2019 PLF Financial Statements

Nena Cook gave an update on the 2019 PLF Financial Statements. [Exhibit I] 

B. December 31, 2019 RVK PLF Quarterly Performance Report

Nena Cook gave an update on the PLF 2019 Quarterly Performance  [Exhibit J] 

C. Memo to BOG re 2019 Covered Party Evaluations

Nena Cook gave an update regarding the 2019 Covered Party evaluations. [Exhibit K] 

D. Memo to BOG re proposed revision to PLF Bylaws, Article 3. [Exhibit L]

Nena Cook presented proposed amendments to the PLF Bylaw, Article 3 that would give the PLF Board of 
Directors discretion to allow a departing CEO to serve on the board for a one-year period after the CEO 
leaves that PLF. 

Amber Hollister noted that OSB Bylaw 23.1 would have to be amended in order to adopt the proposed 
PLF Bylaw amendment. 

Colin Andries would like it to go to Policy and Governance Committee for review. 
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Adrian Brown would like to have an explanation on the difference between an ex officio and full board 
member for the departing CEO. 

Liani Reeves sent this matter to the Policy and Governance Committee for review. 

7. OSB Committees, Sections, Councils and Divisions

A. Oregon New Lawyers Division Report [Mae Lee Browning]

Mae Lee Browning gave an update on the ONLD and its plans for the 2020.  [Exhibit M] 

B. Proposed Amendments to MCLE Rule 4.300 re: Sponsor Fees [Amber Hollister]

Amber Hollister explained the proposed amendments to MCLE Regulation 4.300(e), as proposed by the 
MCLE Committee. [Exhibit N] 

Motion:  Colin Andries moved and Joe Piucci seconded to adopt the MCLE Committee proposed amendments to 
MCLE Regulation 4.300(e). The board voted unanimously in favor. The motion passed. 

C. Legal Ethics Opinion on Solicitation [Amber Hollister]

Amber Hollister sought the board’s input on the proposed formal ethics opinion on attorney solicitation.  
This proposed opinion is an entirely new opinion, which discusses the 2018 amendments to Oregon Rule 
of Professional Conduct 7.3.   

8. Other Items

A. Celebrate Oregon Lawyers Event [Kay Pulju]

Kay Pulju updated the board on plans for the Celebrate Oregon Lawyers Event, which will be held on 
Thursday, October 29, 2020 at the Sentinel Hotel.  

B. ABA HOD Resolutions [Marilyn Harbur]

Marilyn Harbur reported on the ABA HOD Resolutions. [Exhibit O]

The board took no action on the ABA House of Delegates Resolutions presented.

9. Closed Sessions – CLOSED Agenda

A. Executive Session
(pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h) and ORS 192.690(1))
1. General Counsel Updates

The Board met in executive session. The purpose of the session was to consider exempt records and 
to consult with counsel pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h). Any action taken was in open session 
and is reflected in the open session minutes. The minutes will not contain any information that is not 
required to be included or that would defeat the purpose of the executive session.  
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The board returned to Open Session. 

David Wade moved to remove the appeal of CSF Case No. 2018-39 Roller (Guzman Fernandez) from the 
Consent Agenda. The appeal was removed from the Consent Agenda based on board consensus. 
[Exhibit P] 

Motion:   John Grant moved and Ryan Hunt seconded a motion to deny the appeal of the CSF Case No. 2018-39 
Roller (Guzman Fernandez). Ryan Hunt, Bik-Na Han, Kyra Rohner, Eric Foster, Rob Milesnick, and John 
Grant voted in favor. Joe Piucci, Colin Andries, Jenny Cooke, Kate Denning, Kamron Graham, Adrian 
Brown, and David Wade voted in opposition. The motion failed. 

Motion:  Jenny Cooke moved and Colin Andries seconded the motion to grant to grant appeal of CSF Case 2018-39 
Roller (Guzman Fernandez) and reimburse Mr. Guzman Fernandez in the amount of $3,876. Colin 
Andries, Adrian Brown, Jenny Cooke, Kate Denning, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Rob Milesnick, Joe 
Piucci, and David Wade voted in favor.  Ryan Hunt, Eric Foster, Kyra Rohner, Bik-Na Han voted against.  
The motion passed. 

10. Consent Agenda
A. Report of Officers & Executive Staff

1. Director of Regulatory Services  [Exhibit Q]

B. Approve Minutes of Prior BOG Meetings
1. Open Minutes January 10, 2020 [Exhibit R]

C. Client Security Fund Approvals and Appeal [Exhibit S]
1. CSF Appeal, CSF Case No. 2019-34 Creighton (Moye)
2. CSF Claim Approval, CSF Case No. 2018-73 Deveny (Hegwood)
3. CSF Claim Approval, CSF Case No. 2019-10 Glaeser (Macario)
4. CSF Claim Approval, CSF Case No. 2019-18 Bertoni (Olmos)
5. CSF Claim Approval, CSF Case No. 2019-29 Deveny (Freyer)

Motion:   John Grant moved and Colin Andries seconded, and board voted unanimously in favor of motion to 
approve the consent agenda. The motion passed. D
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors  

Meeting Date:  February 7, 2020 
From: Judith Baker 
Re: Justice for All Summit 

Action Recommended 

Receive update on the Justice for All Summit and discuss possible next steps. 

Background 

In 2016, as part of the Oregon State Bar Futures Task Force, a Self-Navigator Workgroup 
(Workgroup) was formed to propose ways to reduce the number of self-navigators (i.e., self-
represented litigants) in Oregon’s courts. The Workgroup’s focus was to review the online 
resources available for self-navigators in Oregon, to determine what gaps or barriers exist in the 
availability or accessibility of those online resources, and to identify and implement ways to 
improve.  

The Workgroup found that Oregon has three robust websites that provide legal 
information to self-navigators: the OJD website and corresponding court websites; the OSB 
public information website, and; the Oregon legal aid organizations’ website, Oregon Law Help. 
The Workgroup determined that although the online information was impressive, more needed 
to be done to address duplication of efforts, identify gaps, and make the information more 
accessible.  

The Workgroup recommended that a committee be established with representatives 
from the three stakeholder groups (OJD, OSB, and Legal Aid), to coordinate and collaborate on 
the information available on their respective websites. Part of the work included understanding 
what was on each stakeholder’s website and providing updated information for greater 
coordination. The work also included creating higher visibility for these three primary websites. 
A committee was formed in 2017 and the stakeholders started to coordinate the information 
available on their respective websites. The end result was a large spreadsheet that outlines 
different areas of law and the corresponding self-help resources that are available on each 
stakeholder’s website.  

The spreadsheet has been helpful for the stakeholders to understand what is on their 
each of the three websites. That said, it has not furthered a collaborative and coordinated 
effort between the stakeholders to leverage their websites in a way that enhances the 
experience for the end user by making self-help materials more visible, accessible and effective. 
On a national level, states are building collaborative partnerships among stakeholders to 
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explore ways to leverage websites and portals to serve people with unmet legal needs by 
connecting them to resources. 

2020 Justice for All Summit 

The Justice for All Summit (The Summit), held on January 14, was a joint effort by the 
Oregon Judicial Department, The Oregon State Bar, and Oregon’s legal aid providers to explore 
how Oregon’s self-help resources can be built upon to provide better access to Oregonians with 
unmet legal needs. The Summit showcased how other states were using legal information 
portals and remote facilitators to provide legal system self-navigators with information and 
referrals tailored to their needs. The presenters were Angela Tripp, Director of the Michigan 
Legal Help (MLH) Program, J. Singleton, Program Manager of the Legal Services State Support, 
Stacey Marz, Administrative Director of the Alaska Court System, and Lester Bird, a Principal 
Associate for the Civil Legal System Modernization team at The Pew Charitable Trusts.  

Attendance at the Summit was robust and included key constituents from Legal Aid, the 
Oregon Judicial Department and the Oregon State Bar. Other key stakeholders in attendance 
were the Oregon Law Foundation, the Campaign for Equal Justice, the Multnomah Bar 
Association and the other legal service organizations/nonprofits that provide advice and 
referrals to self-represented litigants.  

The Summit also included a facilitated conversation about leveraging Oregon’s 
resources to better assist legal system self-navigators. A summary of that facilitated 
conversation is attached to this memo. 

Possible Next Steps 

The Summit generated significant interest in how best to provide self-help resources to 
self-navigators. In order to keep the momentum, a possible next step could start with engaging 
stakeholders to build a road map and outline a plan. The Oregon Law Foundation has some 
funds that could possibly be used to either contract or hire someone to undertake this next 
step. Funding someone to take on this work allows this effort to move forward in a focused way 
without adding it to someone’s already full plate. The Oregon Law Foundation board meets on 
February 28 and it will be requested that this be on their agenda. 

The final plan should include the following recommendations: 

• How to build a legal information website and portal that is open to all, but focused on
the legal needs of low-income individuals and families in Oregon. The legal information
website should

o Guide users quickly to the relevant legal topic through curated triage and simple
navigation;
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o Inform users of their legal options and provide the tools to take the next steps
through plain language legal information and self-help tools including interactive
form assembly; and

o Connect users to curated community-based resources based on their legal and
social needs, demographics, and geography.

• How to dedicate resources to meet these goals and assure dedicated staffing that is
expert at both content development and interactive management. This includes hiring
professional technical expertise as well as other experts to develop, implement and
maintain the system, including literacy experts for content.

• A recommendation regarding where dedicated staff and the legal information website
and portal should be located. Does one stakeholder make sense over another?

• A recommendation regarding how to fund this effort in a sustainable way.

There are several factors in place that make this an ideal time to move forward. Oregon
has a new Civil Legal Needs Study (CLNS) that highlights the tremendous need so there is a keen 
awareness of the impact of the justice gap on low-income Oregonians. The CLNS does not 
include modest means but it is well known that the need is great for that population as well. 
There is also stakeholder support for a statewide portal and legal information website with 
dedicated resources and staff. A challenge will be finding a sustainable funding source but that 
should not stop this effort from moving forward. Lastly, there is a lot of information available 
from other states so there should be some streamlining since Oregon will not have to reinvent 
the wheel.  
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Summary of discussion. 

In order to discover topics that resonated and thoughts about where Oregon should head, 
participants were presented with five discussion questions. Questions were discussed in ten groups 
and groups were asked to present the key elements of their discussions. Participants were also 
invited to submit additional thoughts after the summit ended. Below is a summary of responses to 
these questions. 

What, if anything, from the presentation struck you as particularly 
important or compelling? 
Responses to the first question largely connected with four concepts for delivering legal 
information: centralized, simplified, collaborative, and consumer-driven.  

Centralization comments connected with having a single place for consumers to access information, 
and having dedicated staff and funding focusing on providing legal information and self-help 
resources. The legal portal concept – ask, refine, learn, connect – resonated with participants noting 
the need to connect to next steps and related services. 

Simplification comments expressed the need for court processes to adapt to the way consumers are 
choosing to use the courts. One group stated that current realities should dictate and not the needs 
of the past. Another group noted that high numbers of self-represented court users is not a 
problem but is instead an opportunity to improve the court system. 

Collaboration comments focused both on the need for a diversity of stakeholders in the 
implementation process and the need for the courts, the bar, and legal aid to collaborate on a 
solution going forward. Groups noted that there will always be a need for full representation help 
from legal and that there will always be a need for in-person court navigation, but a well-
engineered portal could satisfy the needs of many and allow legal and navigators to work where 
they are needed most.  

Comments about focusing on consumers noted the need for resources to be built for those using 
the resources and not for the tastes of lawyers or judges.  
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What is the first thing you would do to improve legal information and 
self-represented court user resources? What else would you prioritize? 
Responses to this question fell into two categories: steps to begin simplifying court processes and 
steps to start centralizing resources. Court-focused responses talked about simplification of 
processes, reduction of the time to handle legal issues, and expansion of the locations and times 
where consumers can interact with the courts. Centralization-focused responses focused on finding 
designated staff, building a strategic plan for responding to consumer needs, and identifying long-
term funding. 

Where could funding come from and where should funding come from 
to improve legal information and self-represented court user 
resources? 
Responses related to funding all focused on the need to generate new funding sources while 
preserving current funding for the courts and legal aid. Suggestions of funding sources included 
punitive damages, lottery funds, federal Title IV-D funding, foundations, an Oregon wealth tax, 
Oregon Law Foundation/IOLTA revenue, fees from the Bar’s Lawyer Referral Service, and a 
concerted effort from all interested parties to secure legislative funding. Many expressed the 
desirability of having multiple funding sources in order to insulate from cuts in individual funding 
sources. 

If access to expanded legal information and self-represented court user 
resources were driven through a portal, what are the pros and cons of 
housing these efforts at each of the Bar, the OJD, legal aid, somewhere 
else? 
There was not a clear consensus on where expanded resources would best be housed; several 
commented that where resources ended up was less important than cooperation from all players. 
The neutrality of the courts and the Bar was seen as an advantage. The ability to expand on existing 
resources of the bar and legal aid was seen as an advantage. Participants expressed some fear that 
resources housed in the judicial department might be more subject to the ebbs and flows of 
budgets than other potential hosts. Some participants saw a separate organization with a dedicated 
mission and staff as advantageous. Others thought that focusing on qualities like accountability, 
protection from liability, and cooperation were more important than the specific location of 
resources. 
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What has not been talked about today that we should be discussing in 
connection to legal information and self-represented court users? 
Participants identified additional topics that clustered into four general areas. 

• There is a need to develop a culture of lawyers providing limited representation and unbundled 
services to provide meaningful help at an affordable cost to the many people who do not need 
full representation. This may require a cultural shift for lawyers and a support from courts for 
new models of representation. 

• There is a need for plain English and translation not only from one language to another but also 
from court and legal system jargon to easily understood court forms, communications, and 
orders. 

• There is a need to understand how people access information with attention given to those who 
do not have consistent private access to digital communication and steps need to be taken to 
compensate for differences in access. Empowering other community players like librarians and 
other service providers to help consumers through a portal may address some of these issues.  

• There is a need to stay focused on the voices not in the room – law libraries, court users, and 
justice system involved individuals – and make sure that they are brought into the conversation 
as efforts develop. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
From: Policy & Governance Committee 
Re: Proposed Amendment to OSB Bylaws on Travel Reimbursement 

 

Action Recommended 
 Waive the one meeting notice requirement and amend OSB Bylaw Article 7.5 regarding 
travel expense reimbursements. 

 

 Proposed Amendment to OSB Bylaw Subsection 7.5 
 

Subsection 7.503 Travel Reimbursements 

Any person who is entitled to a travel reimbursement pursuant to this section may 
retain travel awards, mileage awards, credit card awards and other awards or benefits 
accrued while in the conduct of the person’s official duties, as part of their 
reimbursement of expenses and official compensation. As to members of the Board of 
Governors, this subsection shall only apply to the President and President-Elect in office 
on January 1, 2020, and members of the Board of Governors whose terms commence 
on or after January 1, 2019. 

This proposed bylaw change would allow persons who obtain travel reimbursements to: 

(1) retain travel awards obtained in the course of official travel (e.g., travel vouchers, 
frequent flyer miles or hotel loyalty points); and  

(2) retain credit card benefits (e.g., miles, points, cash back) obtained when using a 
personal credit card for official duties that is later reimbursed by the bar. 

The bylaw would not apply to reimbursement requests aside from travel. D
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
From: Policy and Governance Committee 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
Re: Program Review Policy Amendments 

Action Recommended 
Adopt the proposed revisions to the Program Review Policy. 

Background 
 
 In June 2018, the Board of Governors adopted a program review policy to ensure bar 
programs and services are run efficiently and effectively and continue to be aligned with the 
bar’s mission and strategic goals.  
 
 Effective January 1, 2020, the Bar Act was amended to reflect a revised statutory 
mission. Now, the OSB Board of Governors (BOG) must “at all times direct its power to serve 
the public interest by: 

(a) Regulating the legal profession and improving the quality of legal services; 

(b) Supporting the judiciary and improving the administration of justice; and 

(c) Advancing a fair, inclusive and accessible justice system.” 

 

In order to reflect this new statutory charge, the Policy & Governance Committee 
recommends that the Board adopt proposed revisions to the program review policy as set forth 
in the attached redline of the policy. 
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Oregon State Bar Program Review Policy 
Revised June 21, 2019February 7, 2020 

 
I. Purpose.  The purpose of this policy is to implement the Board’s obligations to ensure that the 
limited resources of the Oregon State Bar are effectively used to support the Bar's mission and 
strategic goals.  
 
II. Policy  

A. All current programs, services and activities (PSA) of the Oregon State Bar shall 
undergo a review at least once every three years, or more frequently as appropriate, 
using the process and criteria outlined below.   
 
B. All proposed new PSAs shall undergo the same review process before being approved 
by the Board of Governors (BOG), and shall be reviewed after the first year of the new 
program before being recommended for continuation to the BOG. 
 
C. Scores are for informational purposes only and do not bind the BOG with respect to 
the particular program. 
 
D. The Policy and Governance Committee (PGC) will be responsible for the review.  

 
III. Process 

A. Once every three years, staff shall provide to the PGC at the beginning of the year, 
the following information regarding all current PSAs of the Oregon State Bar: 

1. Brief description of the existing PSA and how it supports the OSB statutory 
charge, mission, and functions and goals. 

2. Most recent annual budget for the PSA, including % of OSB overall operating 
budget; 

3. Most recent program measures and program evaluation for the PSA; 
4. Where applicable 

a. Number or % of bar members served or impacted on an annual 
basis, 

b. Number or % of bar members, and number of members of the 
public, from non-dominant cultures served or impacted on an 
annual basis, and 

c. Number of members of the public served or be impacted on an 
annual basis; 

5. Number of volunteers engaged in the PSA, number of hours of volunteer 
service and value of volunteer engagement; 

6. Description of and comparison with competing internal and external PSAs, if 
any. 
 

B. Upon review of the information provided, the PGC shall determine which PSA or 
PSAs to review in depth, considering the following factors: 
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1. BOG strategies and areas of focus for the year. 
2. How recently an in-depth review was conducted for the PSA. 
3. Resources available to conduct the review. 
4. Whether the PSA is new. (See II.B.) 

 
C. The PGC shall determine the information needed to conduct the in-depth review 

and develop a proposed action plan and schedule for completion of the review. In 
conducting its in-depth review, the PGC shall use the evaluation and scoring criteria 
set forth below as a foundation for its analysis. 

 
IV.  Evaluation and Scoring Criteria  

A. Description of Existing/New Program, Service, Activity (PSA).  
 
B. Member Impact. Number or % of bar members served or impacted on an annual 
basis; for new PSA include basis for projection; rate on a scale of 1 [low impact] to 3 
[high impact].  
 
C. Impact on Individuals from Non-Dominant Cultures. Number or % of bar members 
from non-dominant cultures served or impacted; number of members of the public 
from non-dominant cultures served or impacted on an annual basis; for new PSA include 
basis for projection; rate on a scale of 1 [low impact] to 3 [high impact]. 
 
D. Public Impact. Number of members of the public served or impacted on an annual 
basis; for new PSA include basis for projection; rate on a scale of 1 [low impact] to 3 
[high impact].  
 
E. Competition. Competing PSAs; describe and compare with OSB and outside entity 
parallel PSAs; rate on a scale of 1 [high competition] to 3 [low competition].   
 
F. Volunteer Engagement. Number of volunteers engaged in the PSA; number of hours 
of volunteer service, and; value of volunteer engagement. Rate on a scale of 1 [low 
volunteer engagement] to 3 [high volunteer engagement].   
 
G. Annual Cost/Revenue of PSA. Rate on a scale of 1 [net cost] to 2 [net neutral] to 3 
[net revenue].  

1. Direct Cost  
2. Indirect Cost (includes personnel and related overhead expenses)  
3. Capital Cost (if applicable)  
4. Revenue Generated (if applicable)  
5. Net  

 
H. Percentage of Operating Budget. Rate on a scale of 1 [high percentage of budget] to 3 
[low percentage of budget].  
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I. Alignment with Statutory Functions and Mission.  
The OSB Board of Governors (BOG) is charged by the legislature (ORS 9.080) to “at all 
times direct its power to the advancement of the science of jurisprudence and the 
improvement of the administration of justice.”  The Oregon State Bar (OSB) is also 
responsible, as an instrumentality of the Judicial Department of the State of Oregon, for 
the regulation of the practice of law. As a unified bar, the OSB may use mandatory 
member fees only for activities that are germane to the purposes for which the bar was 
established. 
The Oregon State Bar (OSB) is a public corporation and an instrumentality of the Judicial 
Department of the State of Oregon.  The OSB Board of Governors (BOG) governs the 
state bar and must “at all times direct its power to serve the public interest by: 
(a) Regulating the legal profession and improving the quality of legal services; 
(b) Supporting the judiciary and improving the administration of justice; and 
(c) Advancing a fair, inclusive and accessible justice system.”  
As a unified bar, the OSB may use mandatory member fees only for activities that are 
germane to the purposes for which the bar was established.   
 
The mission of the Oregon State Bar is to serve justice and the public interest by 
promoting respect for the rule of law, by improving the quality of legal services, and by 
increasing access to justice. 
 
Rate each factor on a scale of 1 [low alignment] to 3 [high alignment]: 
 

1. Ensure competence in the legal profession. 
2. Ensure integrity in the legal profession. 
3. Promote professionalism in the legal profession. 
4. Support the judicial system. This includes ensuring that courts are adequately 

funded, impartial and have structural integrity. This also includes maintaining 
the Bar Act and rules pertaining to regulation of the legal profession. 

5.  Improve the administration of justice. This includes ensuring that laws and 
court rules are fair, efficient, and effective. 

6.  Promote the quality and integrity of the judiciary. 
7.  Advance diversity, equity and inclusion within the legal community and the 

provision of legal services. 
8.  Foster public understanding of the law and justice system. 
9.  Increase access to justice. 

 
IV. PSA Review Matrix. The attached matrix shall be used to capture the evaluations of existing 
and proposed PSA's and shall be included as an attachment to a board reporting form for 
presentation to the Board of Governors to validate existing and approve proposed PSAs.    
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: January 10, 2020 
From: Policy and Governance Committee 
Re: Paraprofessional Licensing Implementation Committee 

Action Recommended 
   Approve paraprofessional licensing implementation committee charge. 

Background 
 
 In September 2019, the Board of Governors approved the Paraprofessional Licensing 
Implementation Committee, but did not formally establish a charge for the committee. The 
Policy and Governance Committee recommends the Board adopt the following charge for the 
implementation committee:   
 

Engage stakeholders to develop a regulatory framework for licensing paralegals 
consistent with the recommendations of the OSB Futures Task Force Report in order to 
increase access to the justice system while ensuring the competence and integrity of the 
licensed paralegals and improving the quality of their legal services.  
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3. Presidential Statements 

If an issue arises that the President or the CEO believe may warrant a public statement under a short 
timeline, the CEO will convene a BOG Response Team to include:   

- President 

- President-Elect  

- Public Affairs Chair  

- Senior Public Member  

- Depending on the availability of key leaders and nature of the issue, the makeup of this team 
may be adjusted.  

The BOG team will coordinate with the staff response team, as assembled by the CEO or acting CEO, 
depending on the nature of the issue. The CEO will update and engage BOG leadership on the status of 
the issue and the staff response, strategic and/or legal concerns, framework of the key message, and the 
initial communications response plan.  

Discussion will include consideration of OSB bylaws: 

- Section 11.1: General Policy. Communications of the Bar and its constituent groups and entities, 
including printed material and electronic communications, should be germane to the law, 
lawyers, the practice of law, the courts and the judicial system, legal education and the Bar in its 
role as a mandatory membership organization. Communications, other than permitted 
advertisements, should advance public understanding of the law, legal ethics and the 
professionalism and collegiality of the bench and Bar. 

- Section 11.3 Media Relations. The Bar will be responsive to the needs of the media and will 
identify persons to speak for the Bar. All statements made to the media, whether oral or by 
news release, must be informational in nature and must avoid statements of personal opinion or 
positions not considered or adopted by the Board. The President is the official chief 
spokesperson for the Bar. If public appearances or statements by the chairperson or other 
officer or member of any bar committee are deemed necessary, prior authority must be 
obtained in advance from the President. 

With input from the staff and BOG teams, the President will make a final determination as to a 
statement, its key message, and any potential signers in addition to the President. The staff team, under 
direction of the CEO, will draft the statement, with the President having the sole authority for final 
approval.  

If another member of the Board of Governors identifies an issue that may warrant a Presidential 
statement, the BOG member should contact the President and/or the CEO to consider implementing 
this process. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
From: Colin Andries, Board Development Committee Chair 
Re: Appointment recommendations to various bar and bar-affiliated groups 

Action Recommended 
 Approve the Board Development Committee’s recommendations for lawyer and public member 
appointments to the following groups.  

Background 
During the Board Development Committee’s meeting on January 10 the committee selected the 
following members for appointment consideration.  
 
Legal Ethics Committee 

The Legal Ethics Committee develops opinions in response to ethics inquiries and recommends changes 
to the ethics code. The BDC recommends Trisha Thompson (164929) as a new member to the 
committee with a term ending December 31, 2022.  
 
Legal Services Program Committee 

The Legal Services Program Committee oversees the OSB Legal Services Program and the funds 
appropriated to the bar by the Oregon Legislature. The BDC recommends Candace Ballard as a new 
public member to the committee with a term ending December 31, 2022.  
 
During the Board Development Committee’s meeting on February 6 the committee selected the 
following members for appointment consideration.  
 
Oregon Law Center and Legal Aid Services of Oregon Board 

The OSB Board of Governors has authority to make appointments to this joint governing board. Sherisa 
Davis-Larry (140743) is recommended for a three-year appointment.   

 
Leadership Institute Advisory Committee  

The Leadership Institute Advisory Committee is responsible for developing and implementing the newly 
created Leadership Institute. A majority of the committee members were appointed during the 
November BOG meeting when the committee was established. The following additional members are 
recommended for appointment Akira Heshiki (012858) to represent the in-house counsel perspective, 
Claudia Garcia Groberg (041835) offers government experience, and Mae Lee Browning (145534) offers 
a new lawyer perspective. Terms for all three members expire December 31, 2022.  

 
Disciplinary Board 

A new chair is needed for Region 2 of the Disciplinary Board. Chas Horner (080848) has served on the DB 
since 2012 and is recommended for appointment. If approved by the BOG, Mr. Horner’s 
recommendation will be sent to the Supreme Court for appointment consideration.   
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
 
Meeting Date:  February 7, 2020 
From:   Budget and Finance Committee 
Subject:  Client Security Fund (CSF) 
 
 
The current 2020 Client Security Fund fee assessment is $50, which will provide ~750K toward reserves in 
2020.  The target assessment for 2021 is $30. 
 
In October 2018, the Bar was awarded custodianship of all files pertaining to the practice of Lori E. Deveny.  
As of January 29, 2020, there are forty-three (43) claims associated with this practice, totaling $2,624K 
(capped at $50K and/or amounts paid the total claim amount is $1,221K), of which thirty-one (31) claims 
have been paid totaling $873K.  One (1) claim has been rejected and one (1) claim has been withdrawn.  
Based on the cap amount there is $368K across ten (10) Deveny practice claims outstanding.    
 
The “Pending” column captures all claim line items (using the $50K cap), factored at a 100% payout for the 
Deveny line items, and 70% estimated payout factor across all other claims, there is a current deficit against 
the available fund balance at January 29th of ($396K).   The projected additional amount of reserves needed 
to restore the $1M reserve level by the end of the year is $424K, inclusive of CSF collected fees in 2020. 
 

                
 
 
We have on deposit $1100K for CSF use, if needed.  If no further claims above the current factored pipeline 
amount ($518K) were paid this year, the total additional amount to bring the fund back to $1M is $424K. 
 
  

CLAI
M
#

CLAIMAINT LAWYER  CLAIM AMT  PENDING 

Line Items not closed 998,464$        739,373$       
Reserve as of December 31, 2019 429,250$       

Payments made in January 2020 (thru 1/29/20) (86,107)$       
Reserve as of January 29, 2020 343,143$       

Fund Excess/(Deficit) (396,230)$     

Deveny at 100% &

Estimated Activity Payout Factor 70%
Weighted $ Amount 517,561$       

Reserve Minimum $1,000,000

Calculated Amount needed to maintain $1M Total Reserve 1,174,418$   

2020 Assessment remaining to be recognized ($50/member ~ $750K total) 750,000$       

Potential Net Additional Reserve Needed B/(W) 424,418$       

Lori E. Deveny 541,604$        368,813$       
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The same information is presented below, along with a sequenced projected reserve balance in future years: 
   

 
 

               A second scenario is provided below.  We have on deposit $1100K for CSF use, if needed (taken from 2019 
investment portfolio proceeds).  This second scenario takes into consideration allocating $537K from this 
amount to assist attaining the $1M minimum reserve by the December 31, 2020. 
 

 
 

 
               
 

  

Scenario A 2020 2021 2022 2023

Assessment 50.00$                30.00$                30.00$                30.00$                
Number of Members 15,000                15,000                15,000                15,000                
Total year CSF fees collected 750,000$           450,000$           450,000$           450,000$           

Reserve as of Jan 29, 2020: 343,143$           575,582$           739,252$           902,922$           
Restated reserve, including assessment fee (full year) 1,093,143$        1,025,582$        1,189,252$        1,352,922$        
Estimated payouts (517,561)$          (286,330)$          (286,330)$          (286,330)$          
Projected reserve, end of year 575,582$           739,252$           902,922$           1,066,592$        

Reserve Minimum 1,000,000$        
Net Additional Reserve Needed 424,418$           

Scenario B 2020 2021 2022 2023

Fee delta (20.00)$              
Assessment 50.00$                30.00$                15.00$                15.00$                
Number of Members 15,000                15,000                15,000                15,000                
Total year CSF fees collected 750,000$           450,000$           225,000$           225,000$           

Reserve as of Jan 29, 2020: 343,143$           1,014,230$        1,177,900$        1,116,570$        
Restated reserve, including assessment fee (full year) 1,093,143$        1,464,230$        1,402,900$        1,341,570$        
Estimated payouts (517,561)$          (286,330)$          (286,330)$          (286,330)$          
Allocation from portfolio to reserve 438,648$           
Projected reserve, end of year 1,014,230$        1,177,900$        1,116,570$        1,055,240$        

Reserve Minimum 1,000,000$        
Net Additional Reserve Needed (14,230)$            
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Consideration of CSF Committee Proposal 
 

At the November 23rd BOG meeting, a proposal was presented to consider two elements: 
a. Increasing the reserve from $1,000,000 to $1,250,000. 
b.  Increasing the cap limit per claim, from $50,000 to $100,000. 

 
Regarding the first element, increasing the reserve from $1,000,000 to $1,250,000, IF the rate of payouts is 
relatively stable year over year, this is the equivalent of a one-time fee assessment of $16.67 per member 
(~15,000 members).   This essentially keeps that additional amount in reserve for future use when needed, 
and would provide additional available funds to support either higher $ payouts per claim, or a higher 
frequency of payouts in a given period. 
 
If there is a year with a relatively high level of CSF payouts, the impact of carrying a $1.25M reserve level will 
re-impose that additional $16.67 fee amount on the membership to re-establish that level of reserves. 
 
This is illustrated in the table below: 

 
 
Regarding the second element of the proposal, i.e. increasing the cap limit from $50,000 to $100,000, we can 
generate the following estimates of additional payment exposure placed upon the fund: 
 
Current Pipeline (non-Deveny): 
There are currently thirty-three (33) open claims in the pipeline that are not associated with the former 
Deveny practice.  Of those 33 claims, only one has a claim amount greater than $50K and is in the amount of 
$98K (additional exposure $48K).  Of the remaining claims, there are two (2) claims submitted at $50K.  
 
Deveny Practice: 
Total Number of Claims (to date):      43 
Number of Claims > $50K:       15 
Additional Claim $ exposure (amount > $50K up to $100K limit)         $  458K 
It is worth noting there are four (4) claims, right at the $50K cap limit.  If we were operating already in an 
environment with a higher cap limit, perhaps the amount of the claim would have been greater. 
 
Claims Reviewed 2015 thru 2019 (non-Deveny): 
There was a total of one hundred ninety-two (192) cases were reviewed and closed in the four-year period 
2015 through 2019, and paid a total of $345K.  Of those 192 claims, nine (9) were submitted for amounts 
greater than $50K, and two (2) were submitted at $50K.  The total additional exposure (up to a $100K cap) of 
the nine (9) claims was $369K. 

IF ONLY
to $1.25M to $1.00M

Scenario to illustrate impact of Increasing reserve by $250K: 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2024

Fee delta 16.67$               (16.67)$              
Assessment 15.00$                31.67$                15.00$                15.00$                54.00$                37.33$                
Number of Members 15,000                15,000                15,000                15,000                15,000                15,000                
Total year CSF fees collected 225,000$           475,000$           225,000$           225,000$           810,000$           560,000$           

Reserve end of year Dec 31st: 1,000,000$        1,000,000$        1,250,000$        1,250,000$        665,000$           665,000$           
Restated reserve, including assessment fee (full year) 1,225,000$        1,475,000$        1,475,000$        1,475,000$        1,475,000$        1,225,000$        
Estimated payouts (225,000)$          (225,000)$          (225,000)$          (810,000)$          (225,000)$          (225,000)$          
Projected reserve, end of year 1,000,000$        1,250,000$        1,250,000$        665,000$           1,250,000$        1,000,000$        
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Summary Points and Discussion 
 
 Raising the reserve an additional $250,000, from $1,000,000 to $1,250,000, would impose a 

one-time $16.67 fee on each member to first establish the higher reserve level.  For each 
instance where there is a high degree of claims paid in excess of the funds generated within any 
subsequent year, this same amount would again potentially be imposed to restore the reserve. 

 
 Raising the cap limit from $50K to $100K, does carry additional exposure.  However, that 

exposure appears to be mostly associated with severe occurrences as exampled by the recent 
former Deveny practice.  Since 2015, there were eleven (11) other claims submitted at $50K or 
greater, and in only one (1) of those instances was there a $50K final claim amount paid. 

 
 Last year, we sold $1.1M from the investment portfolio, to potentially be used for CSF purposes.  

That amount is still available and could be used to:  a) allocate a one-time amount of ~$500K to 
help restore the reserve back to $1M, and/or b) allocate a one-time amount of $250K to 
increase the reserve from $1M to $1.25M. 

 
 We could mitigate allocating the above noted cash, by slowing the rate of payments, continuing 

to impose the $50 fee beyond just 2020, or letting the fund generically restore itself back to the 
desired level of reserve over time. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors 
 
Meeting Date:  February 7, 2020 
From:   Budget and Finance Committee 
Subject:  Budget and Finance Committee Work Plan 2020 
 
 

Background 
 

In an effort to provide visibility to activities pertaining to Budget & Finance in the calendar year 
2020, the attached work plan has been prepared.  This plan is intended to help map those 
activities that will require the committee’s review and/or approval in the upcoming year.  
 
An attached document is also being provided to help provide background to the oversight 
responsibility to members of the committee, and help delineate those tasks that are the 
responsibility of staff. 
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2020 
AREAS OF FOCUS

TO DO TASKS IN PROCESS (B&FC) Cost $K B&FC TASKS 
DONE 
(Forecasted)

IN PROCESS (BOG) BOG TASKS DONE

2021 Fee Season Income 
Definition

Definition of gross income threshold for 
qualified discount

Goal:  Neutral (Jun 2020)

New sources of Revenue

Program ideas related to:
1. Certification and/or credentialling
2. Law firm match Sellers to Buyers
3. Match Probono Attorneys to Projects
4. RIS price point evaluation
5. Other (member and/or non-member)

TBD (Sep 2020)

List of Write-offs
List of proposed write-offs (typically 
uncollected fee assessments).

TBD (Apr 2020)

Client Security Fund
Review proposal to:
1. Increase cap limit from $50K to $100K
2. Increase reserve from $1.0M to $1.25M

TBD (Apr 2020)

Approval of 2021 Budget
1.  First pass
2.  Second pass
3.  Final approval

(Sep 2020)
(Oct 2020)
(Nov 2020)

Legal Aid (Cy Pres)

by the Investment Committee:
Approval of a fund manager to manage Legal 
Aid Cy Pres investment portfolio.
1.  Send RFQ packet (Jan)
2.  Present to Investment Cmte (Feb)
3.  Selection (Feb)

(Feb 2020)  

Audit
Acceptance of the audit report of 2019 fiscal 
year results by Moss Adams, LLC.

$32.5 (Jun 2020) included in 2020 budget

Audit
Appointment of auditors for the audit of 2020 
fiscal year results.

(Nov 2020)

Sustainability Report Acceptance of the 2020 sustainability report. $0 internal staff (Nov 2020)  

2020 BUDGET & FINANCE WORK PLAN

I.  Revenues

II.  Expenditures

III.  Assets

IV.  Compliance

Objective:  Topics and/or specific proposals for review that require decision by the Budget & Finance committee in 2020.

The oversight responsibilities of the committee (and Board) are separate and distinct from those of management.  Effective oversight administration is to monitor performance 
to ensure the strategic attainment of the Bar as a business entity, and to protect the entity's assets and reputation.
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THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

  Cash $8,902,290.91 $9,787,903.20

  Investments at Fair Value 59,331,688.39 52,769,432.72

  Due from Reinsurers 1,108,658.84 188,052.24

  Other Current Assets 817,976.04 767,866.72

  Net Fixed Assets 364,286.58 416,116.37

  Claim Receivables 113,471.53 114,512.69

  PERS Deferred Outflow of Resources 1,479,492.46 1,151,573.46

  Other Long Term Assets 2,500.00 7,121.09

    TOTAL ASSETS $72,120,364.75 $65,202,578.49

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities $127,985.40 $354,653.45

  Due to Reinsurers $30,667.31 $50,708.22

  Deposits - Assessments 11,188,890.00 10,835,021.00

  PERS Pension Liability 6,053,037.98 4,931,707.98

  Liability for Compensated Absences 423,621.72 423,621.72

  Liability for Indemnity 13,200,000.00 11,200,000.00

  Liability for Claim Expense 13,796,072.32 13,400,000.00

  Liability for Future ERC Claims 3,200,000.00 3,100,000.00

  Liability for Suspense Files 1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00

  Liability for Future Claims Administration (AOE) 2,400,000.00 2,400,000.00

  Excess Ceding Commision Allocated for Rest of Year 2,825.58 0.00

    Total Liabilities $51,923,100.31 $48,195,712.37

Change in Net Position:

  Retained Earnings (Deficit) Beginning of the Year $16,213,455.12 $20,094,730.19

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) 3,983,809.32 (3,087,864.07)

   Net Position $20,197,264.44 $17,006,866.12

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND POSITION $72,120,364.75 $65,202,578.49

12/30/2019

ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND POSITION

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Combined Primary and Excess Programs
Statement of Net Position
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YEAR YEAR              YEAR

TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

REVENUE

  Assessments $22,516,994.00 $22,687,500.00 $170,506.00 $24,093,241.00 $22,687,500.00

  Installment Service Charge 297,637.00 318,000.00 20,363.00 318,509.00 318,000.00

  Other Income 159,169.22 117,000.00 (42,169.22) 94,986.34 117,000.00

  Investment Return 8,605,571.68 893,734.00 (7,711,837.68) (2,174,949.41) 893,734.00

    TOTAL REVENUE $31,579,371.90 $24,016,234.00 ($7,563,137.90) $22,331,786.93 $24,016,234.00

EXPENSE

  Provision For Claims:

    New Claims at Average Cost $18,107,000.00 $17,653,600.00

    Actuarial Adjustment to Reserves 1,207,053.09 (984,196.26)

    Net Changes in AOE Liability 0.00 100,000.00

    Net Changes in ERC Liability 100,000.00 200,000.00

    Coverage Opinions 75,471.49 221,942.35

    General Expense 83,583.12 85,218.38

    Less Recoveries & Contributions (3,927.68) (2,431.92)

    Budget for Claims Expense                     $17,350,000.00                                  $17,350,000.00

      Total Provision For Claims $19,569,180.02 $17,350,000.00 ($2,219,180.02) $17,274,132.55 $17,350,000.00

  Expense from Operations:

    Administrative Department $2,626,958.93 $3,516,137.00 $889,178.07 $2,855,159.41 $3,516,137.00

    Accounting Department 990,284.47 1,022,951.00 32,666.53 959,991.88 1,022,951.00

    Loss Prevention Department 2,240,592.24 2,348,264.00 107,671.76 2,222,391.42 2,348,264.00

    Claims Department 3,072,803.46 3,156,597.00 83,793.54 2,841,194.04 3,156,597.00

    Allocated to Excess Program (869,011.92) (869,012.00) (0.08) (954,209.04) (869,012.00)

      Total Expense from Operations $8,061,627.18 $9,174,937.00 $1,113,309.82 $7,924,527.71 $9,174,937.00

      Depreciation and Amortization $123,071.01 $151,000.00 $27,928.99 $152,507.81 $151,000.00

      Allocated Depreciation (21,500.04) (21,500.00) 0.04 (21,999.96) (21,500.00)

    TOTAL EXPENSE $27,732,378.17 $26,654,437.00 ($1,077,941.17) $25,329,168.11 $26,654,437.00

    NET POSITION - INCOME (LOSS) $3,851,250.73 ($2,638,203.00) ($6,489,453.73) ($2,989,449.29) ($2,638,203.00)

12 Months Ended 12/30/2019

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
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YEAR YEAR             YEAR

CURRENT TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

MONTH ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

EXPENSE:

Salaries $404,314.98 $4,920,919.86 $4,988,057.00 $67,137.14 $4,771,315.59 $4,988,057.00

Benefits and Payroll Taxes 153,400.69 1,946,283.38 2,780,976.00 834,692.62 1,889,809.90 2,780,976.00

Investment Services 12,783.36 51,914.59 48,000.00 (3,914.59) 49,512.81 48,000.00

Legal Services 0.00 20,473.50 10,000.00 (10,473.50) 10,898.25 10,000.00

Financial Audit Services 0.00 25,000.00 24,500.00 (500.00) 24,000.00 24,500.00

Actuarial Services 0.00 26,887.50 25,000.00 (1,887.50) 22,957.50 25,000.00

Information Services 5,468.55 52,008.48 65,000.00 12,991.52 54,244.13 65,000.00

Document Scanning Services 0.00 0.00 22,500.00 22,500.00 36,908.34 22,500.00

Other Professional Services 5,550.75 64,491.29 73,500.00 9,008.71 83,020.43 73,500.00

Staff Travel 81.76 4,568.40 14,700.00 10,131.60 5,416.77 14,700.00

Board Travel 6,939.47 57,545.42 57,500.00 (45.42) 59,905.51 57,500.00

NABRICO 0.00 13,788.87 15,650.00 1,861.13 9,009.23 15,650.00

Training 24.12 20,960.98 37,000.00 16,039.02 24,717.43 37,000.00

Rent 46,995.75 577,684.48 581,656.00 3,971.52 557,855.44 581,656.00

Printing and Supplies 5,479.64 92,366.63 78,000.00 (14,366.63) 97,549.91 78,000.00

Postage and Delivery 669.55 11,762.69 13,800.00 2,037.31 15,224.76 13,800.00

Equipment Rent & Maintenance 445.59 49,317.61 66,500.00 17,182.39 36,435.70 66,500.00

Telephone 4,282.46 51,839.32 51,000.00 (839.32) 50,264.65 51,000.00

L P Programs (less Salary & Benefits) 43,143.45 435,106.22 498,050.00 62,943.78 513,523.34 498,050.00

Defense Panel Training 0.00 63,417.01 42,410.00 (21,007.01) 1,330.01 42,410.00

Bar Books Grant 16,666.63 200,000.00 200,000.00 0.00 200,000.00 200,000.00

Insurance 2,760.10 36,835.23 58,450.00 21,614.77 42,289.92 58,450.00

Library 4,494.88 33,638.45 33,600.00 (38.45) 37,779.08 33,600.00

Subscriptions, Memberships & C/C Charg 17,072.41 167,532.12 250,100.00 82,567.88 276,554.65 250,100.00

Allocated to Excess Program (72,417.66) (869,011.92) (869,012.00) (0.08) (954,209.04) (869,012.00)

  TOTAL EXPENSE $658,156.48 $8,055,330.11 $9,166,937.00 $1,111,606.89 $7,916,314.31 $9,166,937.00

12 Months Ended 12/30/2019

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Statement of Operating Expense
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YEAR YEAR              YEAR

TO DATE TO DATE TO DATE ANNUAL

ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

REVENUE

  Ceding Commission $913,189.80 $945,000.00 $31,810.20 $965,899.01 $945,000.00

  Profit Commission (49,775.00) 0.00 49,775.00 (1,601.42) 0.00

  Installment Service Charge 48,229.00 52,000.00 3,771.00 49,938.00 52,000.00

  Investment Return 156,683.99 20,000.00 (136,683.99) (91,585.79) 20,000.00

    TOTAL REVENUE $1,068,327.79 $1,017,000.00 ($51,327.79) $922,649.80 $1,017,000.00

EXPENSE

  Operating Expenses (See Page 6) $914,269.16 $1,020,700.00 $106,430.84 $999,064.62 $1,020,700.00

  Allocated Depreciation $21,500.04 $21,500.00 ($0.04) $21,999.96 $21,500.00

    NET POSITION - INCOME (LOSS) $132,558.59 ($25,200.00) ($157,758.59) ($98,414.78) ($25,200.00)

12 Months Ended 12/30/2019

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
Statement of Revenue, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position
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YEAR YEAR YEAR

CURRENT TO DATE TO DATE             TO DATE ANNUAL

MONTH ACTUAL BUDGET VARIANCE LAST YEAR BUDGET

EXPENSE:

Salaries $33,856.08 $406,272.96 $475,000.00 $68,727.04 $473,991.96 $475,000.00

Benefits and Payroll Taxes 13,644.91 163,738.92 175,000.00 11,261.08 181,217.04 175,000.00

Investment Services 345.28 599.97 200.00 (399.97) 1,472.19 200.00

Office Expense 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Allocation of Primary Overhead 24,916.67 299,000.04 299,000.00 (0.04) 299,000.04 299,000.00

Reinsurance Placement & Travel 0.00 9,377.82 15,000.00 5,622.18 4,845.99 15,000.00

Training 0.00 0.00 500.00 500.00 0.00 500.00

Printing and Mailing 0.00 828.00 4,000.00 3,172.00 919.82 4,000.00

Program Promotion 1,905.00 11,305.00 15,000.00 3,695.00 12,854.50 15,000.00

Other Professional Services 781.25 9,736.25 27,000.00 17,263.75 3,497.50 27,000.00

Software Development 0.00 13,410.20 10,000.00 (3,410.20) 21,265.58 10,000.00

  TOTAL EXPENSE $75,449.19 $914,269.16 $1,020,700.00 $106,430.84 $999,064.62 $1,020,700.00

Statement of Operating Expense
12 Months Ended 12/30/2019

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
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CURRENT MONTH YEAR TO DATE CURRENT MONTH YEAR TO DATE

THIS YEAR THIS YEAR LAST YEAR LAST YEAR

Dividends and Interest:

            Short Term Bond Fund $3,702.03 $169,274.89 $8,181.39 $191,869.86

            Intermediate Term Bond Funds 46,360.27 522,030.00 66,561.98 445,817.60

            Bank Loans 11,376.32 147,554.74 11,852.47 117,763.05

            Domestic Common Stock Funds 93,487.40 300,547.12 70,450.55 243,331.52

            International Equity Fund 337,241.80 346,807.79 213,710.29 218,794.14

            Real Estate 44,715.87 170,691.64 39,883.75 153,718.28

            Hedge Fund of Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Real Return Strategy 0.00 24,088.33 28,140.54 137,003.63

              Total Dividends and Interest $536,883.69 $1,680,994.51 $438,780.97 $1,508,298.08

Gain (Loss) in Fair Value:

            Short Term Bond Fund ($1,611.16) $79,999.36 $19,765.30 ($136,342.83)

            Intermediate Term Bond Funds (66,146.16) 509,148.12 66,941.67 (367,037.66)

            Bank Loans 32,293.96 27,195.76 (80,638.43) (122,606.26)

            Domestic Common Stock Funds 390,520.32 3,682,092.38 (1,295,297.99) (897,415.57)

            International Equity Fund 265,979.28 2,261,313.22 (781,397.84) (2,012,228.04)

            Real Estate 30,211.89 146,980.87 15,195.60 182,929.78

            Hedge Fund of Funds 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

            Real Return Strategy 0.00 374,531.45 (429,885.74) (422,132.70)

              Total Gain (Loss) in Fair Value $651,248.13 $7,081,261.16 ($2,485,317.43) ($3,774,833.28)

                TOTAL RETURN $1,188,131.82 $8,762,255.67 ($2,046,536.46) ($2,266,535.20)

Portions Allocated to Excess Program:

            Dividends and Interest $7,623.75 $27,263.34 $11,276.67 $43,718.06

            Gain (Loss) in Fair Value 9,247.72 129,420.65 (63,872.66) (135,303.85)

           TOTAL ALLOCATED TO EXCESS PROGRAM $16,871.47 $156,683.99 ($52,595.99) ($91,585.79)

Combined Investment Schedule
12 Months Ended 12/30/2019

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund
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THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Cash $2,106,316.85 $2,178,521.08

Due from One Inc $96,914.00 $131,948.00

Due from Reinsurers 1,108,658.84 188,052.24

Other Assets 700.00 0.00

Investments at Fair Value 578,078.94 1,327,973.08

  TOTAL ASSETS $3,890,668.63 $3,826,494.40

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable & Refunds Payable $1,891.25 $2,292.50

  Due to Primary Fund $447.22 $0.00

  Due to Reinsurers 30,667.31 50,708.22

  Deposits of Next Year's Assessment 1,834,010.00 1,885,225.00

  Ceding Commision Allocated for Remainder of Year 2,825.58 0.00

    Total Liabilities $1,869,841.36 $1,938,225.72

Net Position

  Net Position (Deficit) Beginning of Year $1,888,268.68 $1,986,683.46

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) 132,558.59 (98,414.78)

Total Net Position $2,020,827.27 $1,888,268.68

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $3,890,668.63 $3,826,494.40

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Excess Program
Balance Sheet

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

12/30/2019

ASSETS
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THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

  Cash $6,795,974.06 $7,609,382.12

  Investments at Fair Value 58,753,609.45 51,441,459.64

  Due From Excess Fund 447.22 0.00

  Other Current Assets 719,914.82 635,918.72

  Net Fixed Assets 364,286.58 416,116.37

  Claim Receivables 113,471.53 114,512.69

  Other Long Term Assets 2,500.00 7,121.09

  PERS Deferred Outflow of Resources 1,479,492.46 1,151,573.46

    TOTAL ASSETS $68,229,696.12 $61,376,084.09

THIS YEAR LAST YEAR

Liabilities:

  Accounts Payable and Other Current Liabilities $125,646.93 $352,360.95

  Deposits - Assessments 9,354,880.00 8,949,796.00

  PERS Pension Liability 6,053,037.98 4,931,707.98

  Liability for Compensated Absences 423,621.72 423,621.72

  Liability for Indemnity 13,200,000.00 11,200,000.00

  Liability for Claim Expense 13,796,072.32 13,400,000.00

  Liability for Future ERC Claims 3,200,000.00 3,100,000.00

  Liability for Suspense Files 1,500,000.00 1,500,000.00

  Liability for Future Claims Administration (ULAE) 2,400,000.00 2,400,000.00

    Total Liabilities $50,053,258.95 $46,257,486.65

Net Position

  Net Position (Deficit) Beginning of the Year $14,325,186.44 $18,108,046.73

  Year to Date Net Income (Loss) 3,851,250.73 (2,989,449.29)

    Total Net Position $18,176,437.17 $15,118,597.44

    TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $68,229,696.12 $61,376,084.09

12/30/2019

ASSETS

Oregon State Bar
Professional Liability Fund

Primary Program
Balance Sheet

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
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Asset Allocation by Manager

Schedule of Investable Assets

December 31, 2019 : $59,331,688 Market Value
($)

Allocation
(%)

Vanguard TSM Idx;Inst (VITSX) 17,377,230 29.29

DoubleLine:Cr Fxd In;I (DBLFX) 9,338,653 15.74

Guggenheim:TR Bd;Inst (GIBIX) 9,227,402 15.55

American Funds EuPc;F3 (FEUPX) 6,826,726 11.51

Dodge & Cox Intl Stock (DODFX) 6,745,956 11.37

RREEF America REIT II (CF) 3,512,436 5.92

Voya:Floating Rate;I (IFRIX) 2,800,401 4.72

Barings Core Property (CF) 1,937,973 3.27

WellsFargo:SD Gv Bd;I (WSGIX) 1,564,912 2.64

Periods Ending
Beginning

Market Value ($)
Net

Cash Flow ($)
Gain/Loss ($)

Ending
Market Value ($)

% Return

CYTD 52,764,636 -2,200,000 8,767,053 59,331,688 15.86

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Total Fund

As of December 31, 2019

Asset Allocation by Manager and Schedule of Investable Assets

Performance shown is net of fees. Allocations shown may not sum up to 100% exactly due to rounding. During 10/2019, $2,000,000 was distributed from 
WellsFargo:SD Gv Bd;I (WSGIX).
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Asset Allocation & Performance Asset Allocation vs. Target Allocation

Schedule of Investable Assets

Asset Allocation vs. Target Allocation Differences

Allocation

Market
Value ($)

%

Performance (%)

QTD CYTD

Total Fund Ex Low Duration 57,766,776 100.00 5.08 17.25

Domestic Equity 17,377,230 30.08 9.01 30.72

Vanguard TSM Idx;Inst (VITSX) 17,377,230 30.08 9.01 30.81

International Equity 13,572,682 23.50 10.36 25.25

American Funds EuPc;F3 (FEUPX) 6,826,726 11.82 10.10 27.42

Dodge & Cox Intl Stock (DODFX) 6,745,956 11.68 10.61 22.78

Intermediate Fixed Income 18,566,055 32.14 -0.16 6.42

DoubleLine:Cr Fxd In;I (DBLFX) 9,338,653 16.17 0.32 7.99

Guggenheim:TR Bd;Inst (GIBIX) 9,227,402 15.97 -0.64 4.69

Bank Loans 2,800,401 4.85 1.37 6.66

Voya:Floating Rate;I (IFRIX) 2,800,401 4.85 1.37 6.66

Real Estate 5,450,409 9.44 1.39 6.19

Barings Core Property (CF) 1,937,973 3.35 1.36 6.05

RREEF America REIT II (CF) 3,512,436 6.08 1.41 6.26

Market Value
($)

Allocation
(%)

Target
(%)

Domestic Equity 17,377,230 30.08 29.00

International Equity 13,572,682 23.50 23.00

Intermediate Fixed Income 18,566,055 32.14 33.00

Bank Loans 2,800,401 4.85 5.00

Real Estate 5,450,409 9.44 10.00

Total Fund 57,766,776 100.00 100.00

Periods Ending
Beginning

Market Value ($)
Net

Cash Flow ($)
Gain/Loss ($)

Ending
Market Value ($)

% Return

CYTD 49,253,795 - 8,512,981 57,766,776 17.25

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Total Fund Ex Low Duration
Asset Allocation, Performance, Asset Allocation vs. Target & Schedule of Investable Assets

As of December 31, 2019

Performance shown is net of fees. Allocations shown may not sum up to 100% exactly due to rounding.
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Asset Allocation by Theme Thematic Analysis - January 1, 2005 to December 31, 2019

Asset Allocation by Liquidity Correlation Matrix - 10 Years

A B C D

A 1.00

B 0.69 1.00

C -0.28 -0.40 1.00

D 0.54 0.77 -0.01 1.00

A = HFRI EH: Eq Mkt Neut Index (Alpha)
B = MSCI ACW Index (USD) (Gross) (Capital Appreciation)
C = Bloomberg US Gov't Bond Index (Capital Preservation)
D = Real Return Custom Index (Inflation)

RVK Liquidity Rating 82

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Total Fund Thematic and Liquidity Analysis

As of December 31, 2019

Asset Allocation by Theme is based on dedicated manager allocations; as such, thematic allocations are approximations. Allocations shown may not sum to  
100% exactly due to rounding. The RVK Liquidity Rating is calculated using beginning of month investment weights applied to each corresponding asset class  
liquidity rating. Please see the Glossary for additional information regarding liquidity, thematic, and custom index descriptions.
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Asset Allocation by Theme Thematic Analysis - December 1, 2005 to December 31, 2019

Asset Allocation by Liquidity Correlation Matrix - 10 Years

A B C D

A 1.00

B 0.69 1.00

C -0.28 -0.40 1.00

D 0.54 0.77 -0.01 1.00

A = HFRI EH: Eq Mkt Neut Index (Alpha)
B = MSCI ACW Index (USD) (Gross) (Capital Appreciation)
C = Bloomberg US Gov't Bond Index (Capital Preservation)
D = Real Return Custom Index (Inflation)

RVK Liquidity Rating 82

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Total Fund Ex Low Duration Thematic and Liquidity Analysis

As of December 31, 2019

Asset Allocation by Theme is based on dedicated manager allocations; as such, thematic allocations are approximations. Allocations shown may not sum to  
100% exactly due to rounding. The RVK Liquidity Rating is calculated using beginning of month investment weights applied to each corresponding asset class  
liquidity rating. Please see the Glossary for additional information regarding liquidity, thematic, and custom index descriptions.
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Performance Attribution

SAA: 4.89% TAA: 0.00% SS: 0.00% MS: 0.19%

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Total Fund Ex Low Duration Attribution - IDP

Quarter To Date Ending December 31, 2019

Performance shown is net of fees. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. See Glossary for additional information regarding the Total Fund Attribution - IDP 
calculation.
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Performance Attribution

SAA: 17.69% TAA: -0.37 % SS: 0.00% MS: -0.06 %

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Total Fund Ex Low Duration Attribution - IDP

1 Year Ending December 31, 2019

Performance shown is net of fees. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. See Glossary for additional information regarding the Total Fund Attribution - IDP 
calculation.
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QTD CYTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Since
Incep.

Inception
Date

Total Fund 4.91 15.86 15.86 8.02 5.96 6.45 6.46 -4.08 13.40 6.82 -0.77 4.79 6.80 03/01/1989

Actual Allocation Index 4.73 16.17 16.17 8.13 6.13 6.46 6.46 -3.15 12.36 6.12 0.37 4.61 -

Difference 0.18 -0.31 -0.31 -0.11 -0.17 -0.01 0.00 -0.93 1.04 0.70 -1.14 0.18 -

Total Fund Ex Low Duration 5.08 17.25 17.25 8.72 6.63 7.29 7.15 -4.59 14.87 8.06 -0.72 5.72 5.62 12/01/1999

Actual Allocation Ex Low Duration Index 4.89 17.32 17.32 8.80 6.68 7.24 7.26 -3.57 13.86 6.97 0.29 5.97 5.66

Difference 0.19 -0.07 -0.07 -0.08 -0.05 0.05 -0.11 -1.02 1.01 1.09 -1.01 -0.25 -0.04

Domestic Equity 9.01 30.72 30.72 14.47 11.18 14.10 11.92 -5.30 21.17 12.62 0.57 12.51 8.40 01/01/2005

Russell 3000 Index 9.10 31.02 31.02 14.57 11.24 14.38 13.42 -5.24 21.13 12.74 0.48 12.56 9.03

Difference -0.09 -0.30 -0.30 -0.10 -0.06 -0.28 -1.50 -0.06 0.04 -0.12 0.09 -0.05 -0.63

Vanguard TSM Idx;Inst (VITSX) 9.01 30.81 30.81 14.55 11.20 14.34 13.43 -5.16 21.17 12.67 0.39 12.58 14.27 07/01/2012

Vanguard Spl TSM Index 9.00 30.84 30.84 14.56 11.21 14.35 13.44 -5.17 21.19 12.68 0.40 12.58 14.28

Difference 0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01

IM U.S. Multi-Cap Core Equity (MF) Median 8.07 28.19 28.19 12.73 9.25 12.85 11.69 -7.20 20.63 9.87 -0.88 10.92 12.92

Rank 29 26 26 19 9 12 8 26 40 27 33 29 16

International Equity 10.36 25.25 25.25 9.89 5.46 6.85 5.85 -16.82 27.37 4.52 -5.93 -1.20 6.03 01/01/2005

MSCI ACW Ex US Index (USD) (Net) 8.92 21.51 21.51 9.87 5.51 5.44 4.97 -14.20 27.19 4.50 -5.66 -3.87 5.25

Difference 1.44 3.74 3.74 0.02 -0.05 1.41 0.88 -2.62 0.18 0.02 -0.27 2.67 0.78

American Funds EuPc;F3 (FEUPX) 10.10 27.42 27.42 12.41 7.35 7.65 6.62 -14.91 31.02 0.92 -0.57 -2.41 7.57 01/01/1998

MSCI ACW Ex US Index (USD) (Net) 8.92 21.51 21.51 9.87 5.51 5.44 4.97 -14.20 27.19 4.50 -5.66 -3.87 -

Difference 1.18 5.91 5.91 2.54 1.84 2.21 1.65 -0.71 3.83 -3.58 5.09 1.46 -

IM All ACWI Ex US (MF) Median 9.55 25.65 25.65 10.42 5.51 5.89 5.54 -15.50 28.32 1.01 -1.19 -4.55 5.69

Rank 33 30 30 27 23 17 24 40 33 51 39 20 9

Dodge & Cox Intl Stock (DODFX) 10.61 22.78 22.78 7.67 3.68 6.11 5.76 -17.98 23.94 8.26 -11.35 0.08 8.16 10/01/2011

MSCI ACW Ex US Index (USD) (Net) 8.92 21.51 21.51 9.87 5.51 5.44 4.97 -14.20 27.19 4.50 -5.66 -3.87 7.06

Difference 1.69 1.27 1.27 -2.20 -1.83 0.67 0.79 -3.78 -3.25 3.76 -5.69 3.95 1.10

IM All ACWI Ex US (MF) Median 9.55 25.65 25.65 10.42 5.51 5.89 5.54 -15.50 28.32 1.01 -1.19 -4.55 7.61

Rank 24 63 63 84 85 45 44 84 83 4 93 8 41

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Comparative Performance

As of December 31, 2019

Performance shown is net of fees. Inception dates shown represent the first full month following initial funding. Indices show "-" for "Since Inception" returns when the 
fund contains more history than the corresponding benchmark. Please see the Addendum for additional information regarding custom indices.
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Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Comparative Performance

As of December 31, 2019

QTD CYTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Since
Incep.

Inception
Date

Intermediate Fixed Income -0.16 6.42 6.42 4.12 3.59 3.11 4.49 0.48 5.55 4.75 0.89 5.76 5.47 12/01/2005

Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index 0.18 8.72 8.72 4.03 3.05 2.72 3.75 0.01 3.54 2.65 0.55 5.97 4.32

Difference -0.34 -2.30 -2.30 0.09 0.54 0.39 0.74 0.47 2.01 2.10 0.34 -0.21 1.15

DoubleLine:Cr Fxd In;I (DBLFX) 0.32 7.99 7.99 4.16 3.44 3.24 - -0.02 4.66 4.11 0.63 6.86 3.39 06/01/2013

Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index 0.18 8.72 8.72 4.03 3.05 2.72 3.75 0.01 3.54 2.65 0.55 5.97 3.03

Difference 0.14 -0.73 -0.73 0.13 0.39 0.52 - -0.03 1.12 1.46 0.08 0.89 0.36

IM U.S. Broad Market Core+ Fixed Income (MF) Median 0.37 9.33 9.33 4.15 3.22 2.90 4.29 -0.93 4.49 4.18 -0.27 5.22 3.09

Rank 58 81 81 49 37 32 - 20 43 52 9 14 33

Guggenheim:TR Bd;Inst (GIBIX) -0.64 4.69 4.69 4.01 3.88 4.25 - 0.94 6.49 6.20 1.23 8.25 3.88 01/01/2015

Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index 0.18 8.72 8.72 4.03 3.05 2.72 3.75 0.01 3.54 2.65 0.55 5.97 3.05

Difference -0.82 -4.03 -4.03 -0.02 0.83 1.53 - 0.93 2.95 3.55 0.68 2.28 0.83

IM U.S. Broad Market Core+ Fixed Income (MF) Median 0.37 9.33 9.33 4.15 3.22 2.90 4.29 -0.93 4.49 4.18 -0.27 5.22 3.22

Rank 99 98 98 61 18 3 - 5 5 10 4 4 18

Low Duration Fixed Income 0.25 3.53 3.53 1.77 1.41 1.20 2.17 1.06 0.76 1.30 0.43 1.35 3.16 12/01/2005

ICE BofAML 1-3 Yr US Trsy Index 0.50 3.54 3.54 1.84 1.39 1.13 1.22 1.58 0.42 0.88 0.54 0.62 2.20

Difference -0.25 -0.01 -0.01 -0.07 0.02 0.07 0.95 -0.52 0.34 0.42 -0.11 0.73 0.96

WellsFargo:SD Gv Bd;I (WSGIX) 0.36 3.58 3.58 1.79 1.42 1.16 1.68 1.05 0.78 1.23 0.47 1.06 1.42 01/01/2015

Bloomberg US Gov't 1-3 Yr Bond Index 0.51 3.59 3.59 1.86 1.40 1.15 1.25 1.58 0.45 0.87 0.57 0.64 1.40

Difference -0.15 -0.01 -0.01 -0.07 0.02 0.01 0.43 -0.53 0.33 0.36 -0.10 0.42 0.02

IM U.S. Short Term Treasury/Govt Bonds (MF) Median 0.33 3.17 3.17 1.64 1.20 0.89 1.15 1.11 0.53 0.74 0.26 0.59 1.20

Rank 46 25 25 29 21 20 13 57 36 12 28 31 21

Bank Loans 1.37 6.66 6.66 - - - - 0.04 - - - - 3.28 07/01/2017

S&P/LSTA Lvg'd Loan Index 1.73 8.64 8.64 4.35 4.45 4.15 5.01 0.44 4.12 10.16 -0.69 1.60 4.44

Difference -0.36 -1.98 -1.98 - - - - -0.40 - - - - -1.16

Voya:Floating Rate;I (IFRIX) 1.37 6.66 6.66 3.13 3.48 3.46 - 0.04 2.79 7.64 0.53 1.65 3.28 07/01/2017

S&P/LSTA Lvg'd Loan Index 1.73 8.64 8.64 4.35 4.45 4.15 5.01 0.44 4.12 10.16 -0.69 1.60 4.44

Difference -0.36 -1.98 -1.98 -1.22 -0.97 -0.69 - -0.40 -1.33 -2.52 1.22 0.05 -1.16

IM U.S. Bank Loans (MF) Median 1.51 7.60 7.60 3.54 3.67 3.46 4.33 -0.25 3.61 8.85 -1.17 0.55 3.64

Rank 64 77 77 75 58 51 - 33 86 72 19 7 70

Performance shown is net of fees. Inception dates shown represent the first full month following initial funding. Indices show "-" for "Since Inception" returns when the 
fund contains more history than the corresponding benchmark. Please see the Addendum for additional information regarding custom indices.
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Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Comparative Performance

As of December 31, 2019

QTD CYTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Since
Incep.

Inception
Date

Real Estate 1.39 6.19 6.19 6.56 8.52 9.52 10.91 7.02 6.48 8.26 14.88 11.00 6.52 01/01/2005

NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Net) 1.29 4.41 4.41 6.14 7.99 9.17 10.39 7.36 6.66 7.79 13.95 11.46 6.73

Difference 0.10 1.78 1.78 0.42 0.53 0.35 0.52 -0.34 -0.18 0.47 0.93 -0.46 -0.21

Barings Core Property (CF) 1.36 6.05 6.05 6.30 8.07 8.40 9.86 6.31 6.55 8.62 12.99 8.64 8.62 01/01/2012

NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Net) 1.29 4.41 4.41 6.14 7.99 9.17 10.39 7.36 6.66 7.79 13.95 11.46 9.25

Difference 0.07 1.64 1.64 0.16 0.08 -0.77 -0.53 -1.05 -0.11 0.83 -0.96 -2.82 -0.63

RREEF America REIT II (CF) 1.41 6.26 6.26 6.71 8.72 9.99 11.24 7.41 6.44 8.12 15.63 11.95 7.19 01/01/2003

NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Net) 1.29 4.41 4.41 6.14 7.99 9.17 10.39 7.36 6.66 7.79 13.95 11.46 7.13

Difference 0.12 1.85 1.85 0.57 0.73 0.82 0.85 0.05 -0.22 0.33 1.68 0.49 0.06

Performance shown is net of fees. Inception dates shown represent the first full month following initial funding. Indices show "-" for "Since Inception" returns when the 
fund contains more history than the corresponding benchmark. Please see the Addendum for additional information regarding custom indices.
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QTD CYTD
1

Year
2

Years
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Since
Incep.

Inception
Date

Total Fund 5.02 16.36 16.36 5.91 8.53 6.49 6.99 7.02 -3.60 13.97 7.39 -0.24 5.38 6.39 01/01/2005

Actual Allocation Index 4.73 16.17 16.17 6.07 8.13 6.13 6.46 6.46 -3.15 12.36 6.12 0.37 4.61 -

Difference 0.29 0.19 0.19 -0.16 0.40 0.36 0.53 0.56 -0.45 1.61 1.27 -0.61 0.77 -

Total Fund Ex Low Duration 5.19 17.76 17.76 6.27 9.24 7.18 7.84 7.73 -4.11 15.45 8.66 -0.18 6.32 6.90 01/01/2005

Actual Allocation Ex Low Duration Index 4.89 17.32 17.32 6.36 8.80 6.68 7.24 7.26 -3.57 13.86 6.97 0.29 5.97 6.37

Difference 0.30 0.44 0.44 -0.09 0.44 0.50 0.60 0.47 -0.54 1.59 1.69 -0.47 0.35 0.53

Domestic Equity 9.02 30.76 30.76 11.30 14.51 11.22 14.22 12.23 -5.27 21.21 12.67 0.62 12.69 8.81 01/01/2005

Russell 3000 Index 9.10 31.02 31.02 11.42 14.57 11.24 14.38 13.42 -5.24 21.13 12.74 0.48 12.56 9.03

Difference -0.08 -0.26 -0.26 -0.12 -0.06 -0.02 -0.16 -1.19 -0.03 0.08 -0.07 0.14 0.13 -0.22

US Equity Segment 8.64 28.69 28.69 10.05 13.46 10.50 13.40 12.88 -5.78 20.71 12.45 0.28 11.02 8.61

Rank 37 28 28 27 33 31 30 66 42 39 46 36 18 42

International Equity 10.50 25.93 25.93 2.64 10.52 6.09 7.49 6.53 -16.35 28.14 5.16 -5.34 -0.59 6.76 01/01/2005

MSCI ACW Ex US Index (USD) (Net) 8.92 21.51 21.51 2.11 9.87 5.51 5.44 4.97 -14.20 27.19 4.50 -5.66 -3.87 5.25

Difference 1.58 4.42 4.42 0.53 0.65 0.58 2.05 1.56 -2.15 0.95 0.66 0.32 3.28 1.51

Intl. Equity Segment 9.29 22.64 22.64 3.08 10.51 6.44 6.82 6.53 -13.71 28.21 4.34 -2.94 -2.44 6.18

Rank 17 19 19 59 50 66 26 50 91 51 35 79 24 21

Intermediate Fixed Income -0.04 6.91 6.91 3.90 4.62 4.09 3.61 4.99 0.98 6.08 5.24 1.39 6.28 5.96 12/01/2005

Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index 0.18 8.72 8.72 4.27 4.03 3.05 2.72 3.75 0.01 3.54 2.65 0.55 5.97 4.32

Difference -0.22 -1.81 -1.81 -0.37 0.59 1.04 0.89 1.24 0.97 2.54 2.59 0.84 0.31 1.64

US Fixed Income Segment 0.44 9.09 9.09 4.33 4.44 3.67 3.27 4.80 -0.38 4.74 4.21 -0.03 6.01 5.06

Rank 77 84 84 70 47 39 41 46 14 31 40 11 43 34

Low Duration Fixed Income 0.35 3.96 3.96 2.73 2.22 1.84 1.66 2.63 1.51 1.21 1.73 0.84 1.86 3.63 12/01/2005

ICE BofAML 1-3 Yr US Trsy Index 0.50 3.54 3.54 2.56 1.84 1.39 1.13 1.22 1.58 0.42 0.88 0.54 0.62 2.20

Difference -0.15 0.42 0.42 0.17 0.38 0.45 0.53 1.41 -0.07 0.79 0.85 0.30 1.24 1.43

Bank Loans 1.57 7.48 7.48 4.08 - - - - 0.79 - - - - 4.07 07/01/2017

S&P/LSTA Lvg'd Loan Index 1.73 8.64 8.64 4.46 4.35 4.45 4.15 5.01 0.44 4.12 10.16 -0.69 1.60 4.44

Difference -0.16 -1.16 -1.16 -0.38 - - - - 0.35 - - - - -0.37

Real Estate 1.63 7.18 7.18 7.62 7.60 9.57 10.53 11.98 8.07 7.54 9.32 16.00 12.08 7.39 01/01/2005

NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Gross) 1.52 5.35 5.35 6.84 7.10 8.97 10.17 11.42 8.35 7.62 8.77 15.02 12.50 7.72

Difference 0.11 1.83 1.83 0.78 0.50 0.60 0.36 0.56 -0.28 -0.08 0.55 0.98 -0.42 -0.33

Real Estate Segment 1.90 7.54 7.54 7.71 8.56 9.26 11.03 10.74 8.14 8.88 9.18 12.99 13.06 8.49

Rank 63 51 51 52 62 48 55 19 52 77 49 11 66 82

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Comparative Performance - Composite

As of December 31, 2019

Performance shown is gross of fees. Inception dates shown represent the first full month following initial funding. Indices show "-" for "Since Inception" returns when 
the fund contains more history than the corresponding benchmark. Please see the Addendum for additional information regarding custom indices. Segment medians 
shown are from the All Master Trust universe.
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Peer Group Scattergram - 10 Years Up/Down Markets - 10 Years

Peer Group Analysis - Multi Statistics - 10 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free)

Sector Weights (%)

Performance

Portfolio Characteristics and Dist. of Market Cap (%)

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager 9.01 30.81 14.55 11.21 14.34 13.43 -5.16 21.17 12.67 0.42 12.56

Benchmark 9.00 30.84 14.56 11.21 14.35 13.44 -5.17 21.19 12.68 0.40 12.58

Difference 0.01 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.02

Peer Group Median 8.07 28.19 12.73 9.25 12.85 11.69 -7.20 20.63 9.87 -0.88 10.92

Rank 29 26 19 9 12 7 26 40 27 32 29

Population 750 738 654 562 478 390 752 728 678 623 714

Return
Standard
Deviation

Manager 13.43 12.82

Benchmark 13.44 12.82

Median 11.69 13.19

Manager 12.91 (9) 0.03 (100) -0.31 (35) 1.01 (9) 7.79 (75)

Benchmark 12.92 (9) 0.00 (100) N/A 1.01 (8) 7.79 (76)

Median 11.43 3.34 -0.47 0.84 8.22

Portfolio Benchmark

Wtd. Avg. Mkt. Cap ($M) 241,051 240,902

Median Mkt. Cap ($M) 1,175 1,181

Price/Earnings Ratio 22.65 22.64

Price/Book Ratio 3.51 3.50

5 Yr. EPS Growth Rate (%) 14.20 14.20

Current Yield (%) 1.79 1.79

Beta (5 Years, Monthly) 1.00 1.00

Number of Securities 3,540 3,513

Active Share 0.65 N/A

Vanguard TSM Idx;Inst (VITSX)

IM U.S. Multi-Cap Core Equity (MF)

As of December 31, 2019

Peer Group:
Benchmark: Vanguard Spl TSM Index
Manager:

Performance shown is net of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. Parentheses contain percentile ranks.  
Benchmark consists of DJ US TSM Index through 04/22/05; MSCI US Brd Mkt Index (USD) (Net) through 06/02/13; and CRSP US Tot Mkt Index  
thereafter.
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Peer Group Scattergram - 10 Years Up/Down Markets - 10 Years

Peer Group Analysis - Multi Statistics - 10 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free)

Region Weights (%)

Performance

Portfolio Characteristics and Dist. of Market Cap (%)

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager 10.10 27.42 12.44 7.26 7.51 6.47 -14.91 31.13 0.66 -0.82 -2.64

Benchmark 8.92 21.51 9.87 5.51 5.44 4.97 -14.20 27.19 4.50 -5.66 -3.87

Difference 1.18 5.91 2.57 1.75 2.07 1.50 -0.71 3.94 -3.84 4.84 1.23

Peer Group Median 9.55 25.65 10.42 5.51 5.89 5.54 -15.50 28.32 1.01 -1.19 -4.55

Rank 33 30 27 24 19 26 40 32 55 44 22

Population 435 435 435 348 319 270 442 469 438 373 396

Return
Standard
Deviation

Manager 6.47 14.06

Benchmark 4.97 14.53

Median 5.54 14.37

7.69

8.58

9.47

10.36

11.25

12.14

Downside
Risk

Manager 6.70 (26) 3.20 (76) 0.43 (21) 0.48 (27) 9.29 (73)

Benchmark 5.34 (65) 0.00 (100) N/A 0.37 (66) 9.70 (45)

Median 5.89 3.71 0.15 0.41 9.55

Portfolio Benchmark

Wtd. Avg. Mkt. Cap ($M) 93,189 75,601

Median Mkt. Cap ($M) 24,315 8,444

Price/Earnings Ratio 20.54 16.14

Price/Book Ratio 3.05 2.34

5 Yr. EPS Growth Rate (%) 19.01 8.14

Current Yield (%) 0.86 3.19

Beta (5 Years, Monthly) 0.93 1.00

Number of Securities 309 2,412

Active Share 90.93 N/A

American Funds EuPc;F3 (FEUPX)

IM All ACWI Ex US (MF)

As of December 31, 2019

Peer Group:
Benchmark: MSCI ACW Ex US Index (USD) (Net)
Manager:

Performance shown is net of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. Parentheses contain percentile ranks.
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Peer Group Scattergram - 10 Years Up/Down Markets - 10 Years

Peer Group Analysis - Multi Statistics - 10 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free)

Region Weights (%)

Performance

Portfolio Characteristics and Dist. of Market Cap (%)

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager 10.61 22.78 7.67 3.68 6.11 5.76 -17.98 23.94 8.26 -11.35 0.08

Benchmark 8.92 21.51 9.87 5.51 5.44 4.97 -14.20 27.19 4.50 -5.66 -3.87

Difference 1.69 1.27 -2.20 -1.83 0.67 0.79 -3.78 -3.25 3.76 -5.69 3.95

Peer Group Median 9.55 25.65 10.42 5.51 5.89 5.54 -15.50 28.32 1.01 -1.19 -4.55

Rank 24 63 84 85 45 44 84 83 4 93 8

Population 435 435 435 348 319 270 442 469 438 373 396

Return
Standard
Deviation

Manager 5.76 16.35

Benchmark 4.97 14.53

Median 5.54 14.37

7.69

8.58

9.47

10.36

11.25

12.14

Downside
Risk

Manager 6.38 (34) 4.32 (40) 0.24 (39) 0.39 (57) 10.76 (10)

Benchmark 5.34 (65) 0.00 (100) N/A 0.37 (66) 9.70 (45)

Median 5.89 3.71 0.15 0.41 9.55

Portfolio Benchmark

Wtd. Avg. Mkt. Cap ($M) 67,905 75,601

Median Mkt. Cap ($M) 35,525 8,444

Price/Earnings Ratio 13.12 16.14

Price/Book Ratio 2.15 2.34

5 Yr. EPS Growth Rate (%) 2.53 8.14

Current Yield (%) 2.30 3.19

Beta (5 Years, Monthly) 1.13 1.00

Number of Securities 70 2,412

Active Share 96.58 N/A

Dodge & Cox Intl Stock (DODFX)

IM All ACWI Ex US (MF)

As of December 31, 2019

Peer Group:
Benchmark: MSCI ACW Ex US Index (USD) (Net)
Manager:

Performance shown is net of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. Parentheses contain percentile ranks.
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Peer Group Scattergram - 7 Years Up/Down Markets - 7 Years

Peer Group Analysis - Multi Statistics - 7 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free)

Sector Distribution (%)

Performance

Portfolio Characteristics

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager 0.32 7.99 4.16 3.44 3.24 N/A -0.02 4.66 4.11 0.63 6.86

Benchmark 0.18 8.72 4.03 3.05 2.72 3.75 0.01 3.54 2.65 0.55 5.97

Difference 0.14 -0.73 0.13 0.39 0.52 N/A -0.03 1.12 1.46 0.08 0.89

Peer Group Median 0.37 9.33 4.15 3.22 2.90 4.29 -0.93 4.49 4.18 -0.27 5.22

Rank 58 81 50 37 32 N/A 20 43 52 9 14

Population 312 307 254 197 178 145 283 265 228 205 231

Return
Standard
Deviation

Manager 3.24 2.72

Benchmark 2.72 3.00

Median 2.90 3.03

Manager 2.45 (33) 1.09 (68) 0.46 (29) 0.91 (17) 1.59 (80)

Benchmark 1.95 (60) 0.00 (100) N/A 0.66 (56) 1.71 (69)

Median 2.11 1.32 0.13 0.70 1.82

Portfolio Benchmark

Effective Duration 4.76 5.87

Spread Duration N/A 6.08

Avg. Maturity 6.59 8.06

Avg. Quality A2 Aa1/Aa2

Yield To Maturity (%) 3.06 2.32

Coupon Rate (%) 3.73 3.17

Current Yield (%) 2.91 N/A

Holdings Count 1,668 11,037

DoubleLine:Cr Fxd In;I (DBLFX)

IM U.S. Broad Market Core+ Fixed Income (MF)

As of December 31, 2019

Peer Group:
Benchmark: Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index
Manager:

Performance shown is net of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. Parentheses contain percentile ranks. Allocation  
to "Other" consists of CLOs.
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Peer Group Scattergram - 7 Years Up/Down Markets - 7 Years

Peer Group Analysis - Multi Statistics - 7 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free)

Sector Distribution (%)

Performance

Portfolio Characteristics

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager -0.64 4.69 4.02 3.88 4.25 N/A 0.96 6.49 6.18 1.23 8.25

Benchmark 0.18 8.72 4.03 3.05 2.72 3.75 0.01 3.54 2.65 0.55 5.97

Difference -0.82 -4.03 -0.01 0.83 1.53 N/A 0.95 2.95 3.53 0.68 2.28

Peer Group Median 0.37 9.33 4.15 3.22 2.90 4.29 -0.93 4.49 4.18 -0.27 5.22

Rank 99 98 61 18 3 N/A 5 5 10 3 4

Population 312 307 254 197 178 145 283 265 228 205 231

Return
Standard
Deviation

Manager 4.25 2.62

Benchmark 2.72 3.00

Median 2.90 3.03

Manager 3.43 (3) 1.68 (22) 0.88 (5) 1.31 (1) 1.38 (95)

Benchmark 1.95 (60) 0.00 (100) N/A 0.66 (56) 1.71 (69)

Median 2.11 1.32 0.13 0.70 1.82

Portfolio Benchmark

Effective Duration 4.63 5.87

Spread Duration 2.66 6.08

Avg. Maturity 5.25 8.06

Avg. Quality Aa3 Aa1/Aa2

Yield To Maturity (%) 2.53 2.32

Coupon Rate (%) 2.20 3.17

Current Yield (%) 2.11 N/A

Holdings Count 1,044 11,037

Guggenheim:TR Bd;Inst (GIBIX)

IM U.S. Broad Market Core+ Fixed Income (MF)

As of December 31, 2019

Peer Group:
Benchmark: Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index
Manager:

Performance shown is net of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. Parentheses contain percentile ranks. Allocation  
to "Other" consists of repos, other fixed income mutual funds, and currency.
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Peer Group Scattergram - 10 Years Up/Down Markets - 10 Years

Peer Group Analysis - Multi Statistics - 10 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free)

Sector Distribution (%)

Performance

Portfolio Characteristics

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager 0.36 3.57 1.80 1.41 1.16 1.67 1.07 0.77 1.22 0.45 1.06

Benchmark 0.51 3.59 1.86 1.40 1.15 1.25 1.58 0.45 0.87 0.57 0.64

Difference -0.15 -0.02 -0.06 0.01 0.01 0.42 -0.51 0.32 0.35 -0.12 0.42

Peer Group Median 0.33 3.17 1.64 1.20 0.89 1.15 1.11 0.53 0.74 0.26 0.59

Rank 45 25 29 21 20 14 56 36 13 31 31

Population 130 129 119 112 106 90 133 127 123 121 138

Return
Standard
Deviation

Manager 1.67 0.87

Benchmark 1.25 0.80

Median 1.15 0.87

-0.01

0.32

0.65

0.98

1.31

Downside
Risk

Manager 1.09 (14) 0.40 (60) 1.04 (4) 1.25 (4) 0.34 (83)

Benchmark 0.67 (44) 0.00 (100) N/A 0.87 (19) 0.30 (92)

Median 0.57 0.57 -0.17 0.58 0.48

Portfolio Benchmark

Effective Duration 1.78 1.89

Spread Duration N/A 1.89

Avg. Maturity 2.97 1.96

Avg. Quality Aaa Aaa/Aa1

Yield To Maturity (%) 2.20 1.60

Coupon Rate (%) 2.92 2.01

Current Yield (%) 2.83 N/A

Holdings Count 156 236

WellsFargo:SD Gv Bd;I (WSGIX)

IM U.S. Short Term Treasury/Govt Bonds (MF)

As of December 31, 2019

Peer Group:
Benchmark: Bloomberg US Gov't 1-3 Yr Bond Index
Manager:

Performance shown is net of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. Parentheses contain percentile ranks.
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Peer Group Scattergram - 7 Years Up/Down Markets - 7 Years

Peer Group Analysis - Multi Statistics - 7 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free)

Quality Distribution (%)

Performance

Portfolio Characteristics

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager 1.37 6.66 3.12 3.48 3.46 N/A 0.04 2.79 7.64 0.53 1.65

Benchmark 1.73 8.64 4.35 4.45 4.15 5.01 0.44 4.12 10.16 -0.69 1.60

Difference -0.36 -1.98 -1.23 -0.97 -0.69 N/A -0.40 -1.33 -2.52 1.22 0.05

Peer Group Median 1.51 7.60 3.54 3.67 3.46 4.33 -0.25 3.61 8.85 -1.17 0.55

Rank 64 77 75 58 51 N/A 34 86 72 19 7

Population 247 235 214 187 148 79 233 222 208 194 206

Return
Standard
Deviation

Manager 3.46 2.42

Benchmark 4.15 2.69

Median 3.46 2.79

0.64

0.98

1.32

1.66

2.00

2.34

Downside
Risk

Manager 2.65 (52) 0.65 (66) -1.04 (54) 1.09 (24) 1.27 (88)

Benchmark 3.33 (9) 0.00 (100) N/A 1.24 (11) 1.40 (73)

Median 2.66 0.72 -0.97 0.93 1.52

Portfolio Benchmark

Effective Duration N/A N/A

Spread Duration N/A N/A

Avg. Maturity 5.05 4.92

Avg. Quality B1 B1

Yield To Maturity (%) 6.57 6.35

Coupon Rate (%) 5.38 5.37

Current Yield (%) 6.57 6.35

Holdings Count 342 1,455

Voya:Floating Rate;I (IFRIX)

IM U.S. Bank Loans (MF)

As of December 31, 2019

Peer Group:
Benchmark: S&P/LSTA Lvg'd Loan Index
Manager:

Performance shown is net of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on monthly periodicity. Parentheses contain percentile ranks.
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Performance

Historical Statistics - 10 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free) Actual Correlation - 10 Years

Relative Performance - Since Inception

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager 1.59 7.02 7.38 9.19 9.54 10.78 7.42 7.70 9.80 14.19 9.82

Benchmark 1.52 5.35 7.10 8.97 10.17 11.42 8.35 7.62 8.77 15.02 12.50

Difference 0.07 1.67 0.28 0.22 -0.63 -0.64 -0.93 0.08 1.03 -0.83 -2.68

Manager Benchmark
S&P 500 Index

(Cap Wtd)
Bloomberg US

Agg Bond Index

Standard Deviation 1.77 2.14 12.67 3.08

Sharpe Ratio 4.88 4.33 1.04 1.03

Downside Risk 0.00 0.00 7.45 1.46

Excess Return 9.81 10.41 13.15 3.16

Actual
Correlation

NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Gross) 0.79

S&P 500 Index (Cap Wtd) -0.21

Russell 2000 Index -0.17

MSCI EAFE Index (USD) (Net) -0.24

MSCI Emg Mkts Index (USD) (Net) -0.30

Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index -0.01

Bloomberg US Trsy US TIPS Index 0.06

Wilshire US REIT Index -0.08

HFRI FOF Comp Index -0.30

Bloomberg Cmdty Index (TR) -0.15

ICE BofAML 3 Mo US T-Bill Index -0.54

Cons Price Index (Unadjusted) -0.02

R
e
tu

rn
 (

%
)

Barings Core Property (CF) As of December 31, 2019
Benchmark: NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Gross)
Manager:
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Performance shown is gross of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on quarterly periodicity. Investment profile data shown is provided by  
the investment manager and is as of the most recently available quarter end. Allocation data shown is based on NAV. Manager allocation to "Other"  
consists of land and self-storage. Benchmark allocation to “Other” consists of entertainment (theaters, golf courses, bowling alleys), healthcare  
(hospitals, clinics), manufactured homes, parking lots, self-storage units, senior living, and undeveloped land.

Investment Strategy Investment Profile

Property Type Allocation (%)

Geographic Allocation (%)

The Fund pursues a diversified core real estate strategy and seeks to
provide its investors with a real rate of return in excess of 5% and to
outperform the NCREIF ODCE Index over the long-term. The Fund invests
primarily in high quality assets across the four major property types (office,
industrial, retail and multi-family) and in major metropolitan areas. The Fund
favors wholly-owned assets and maintains a portfolio diversified by property
type, geographic area, lifecycle, leverage and tenancy to control risk. It
operates with moderate leverage and may invest up to 10% of its gross
assets in higher risk, value-added real estate investment opportunities.

Fund Inception 2004

Legal Structure LP

Fund Structure Open-End

Gross Real Estate Assets ($M) 3,672

Fund Leverage % 24.11

Portfolio Occupancy % 91.00

Cash Reserve % 0.70

Number of Investments 46

Number of Limited Partners 119

Barings Core Property (CF) As of December 31, 2019
Benchmark: NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Gross)
Manager:
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Performance

Historical Statistics - 10 Years (Excess Return vs. Risk Free) Actual Correlation - 10 Years

Relative Performance - Since Inception

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Manager 1.65 7.27 7.71 9.75 10.95 12.31 8.42 7.44 9.14 16.74 13.03

Benchmark 1.52 5.35 7.10 8.97 10.17 11.42 8.35 7.62 8.77 15.02 12.50

Difference 0.13 1.92 0.61 0.78 0.78 0.89 0.07 -0.18 0.37 1.72 0.53

Manager Benchmark
S&P 500 Index

(Cap Wtd)
Bloomberg US

Agg Bond Index

Standard Deviation 3.58 2.14 12.67 3.08

Sharpe Ratio 3.01 4.33 1.04 1.03

Downside Risk 0.00 0.00 7.45 1.46

Excess Return 11.26 10.41 13.15 3.16

Actual
Correlation

NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Gross) 0.72

S&P 500 Index (Cap Wtd) 0.24

Russell 2000 Index 0.23

MSCI EAFE Index (USD) (Net) 0.38

MSCI Emg Mkts Index (USD) (Net) 0.24

Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index -0.11

Bloomberg US Trsy US TIPS Index -0.09

Wilshire US REIT Index 0.23

HFRI FOF Comp Index 0.20

Bloomberg Cmdty Index (TR) 0.22

ICE BofAML 3 Mo US T-Bill Index -0.36

Cons Price Index (Unadjusted) -0.07

R
e
tu

rn
 (

%
)

RREEF America REIT II (CF) As of December 31, 2019
Benchmark: NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Gross)
Manager:
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Performance shown is gross of fees and product specific. Calculation is based on quarterly periodicity. Performance is currently preliminary due to  
unavailable data from the manager for the current quarter. Investment profile data shown is provided by the investment manager and is as of the  
most recently available quarter end. Allocation data shown is based on NAV. Benchmark allocation to “Other” consists of entertainment (theaters, golf  
courses, bowling alleys), healthcare (hospitals, clinics), manufactured homes, parking lots, self-storage units, senior living, and undeveloped land.

Investment Strategy Investment Profile

Property Type Allocation (%)

Geographic Allocation (%)

The Fund pursues a diversified core real estate strategy and is qualified as a
private real estate investment trust (REIT). It emphasizes the active
management of stable, well located properties among the four primary
property types (office, industrial, retail and multi-family) in major metropolitan
markets throughout the US and seeks to provide preservation of capital, a
steady income dividend, enhanced returns from portfolio construction, active
management, selective value-added investments, and long term liquidity. It
operates with a leverage limit of 30% and may invest up to 10% of its gross

assets in higher-risk, value-added real estate investment opportunities.

Fund Inception 1998

Legal Structure REIT

Fund Structure Open-End

Gross Real Estate Assets ($M) 14,101

Fund Leverage % 17.78

Portfolio Occupancy % 91.01

Cash Reserve % 3.19

Number of Investments 109

Number of Limited Partners 311

RREEF America REIT II (CF) As of December 31, 2019
Benchmark: NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Gross)
Manager:
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Performance Related Comments
Performance shown is net of fees, unless otherwise noted.

In 02/2011, assets invested in American Funds EuPc;A (AEPGX) were transferred in-kind to American Funds EuPc;F-2 (AEPFX). As
such, client specific performance shown prior to 02/2011 is representative of the A share class.
In 10/2014, assets invested in Vanguard TSM Idx;Sig (VTSSX) were transferred in-kind to Vanguard TSM Idx;Adm (VTSAX). As
such, client specific performance shown prior to 10/2014 is representative of the Signal share class.

Manager Transition Comments

In 09/2013, Aurora Offshore Fund II (CF) was liquidated. The full redemption was received on 10/24/2013.

Westwood Income Opp;Inst (WHGIX) was funded in 10/2013 with proceeds from full redemption of Aurora Offshore Fund II (CF).
In 05/2014, Platte River Fund, LP (CF) was liquidated, and the proceeds were reinvested in Vanguard TSM Idx;Sig (VTSSX). The full
redemption was received on 05/13/2014.

In 12/2014, PIMCO:Tot Rtn;Inst (PTTRX) and PIMCO:Low Dur;Inst (PTLDX) were liquidated, while Guggenheim;TR Bd;Inst (GIBIX)
and WellsFargo:SD GV Bd;I (WSGIX) were funded.

In 04/2016, shares of Vanguard TSM Idx;Adm (VTSAX) were exchanged for Vanguard TSM Idx;Inst (VITSX).
In 11/2016, PIMCO:Comm RR Str;Inst (PCRIX) was liquidated.

In 12/2016, Vanguard Infl-Prot;Adm (VAIPX) was liquidated.

In 05/2017, PIMCO:All Asset;Inst (PAAIX) was liquidated. The proceeds were used to fund VOYA:Floating Rate;I (IFRIX) in 06/2017.

In 01/2018, assets invested in American Funds EuPc;F2 (AEPFX) were transferred in-kind to American Funds EuPc;F3 (FEUPX). As
such, client specific performance shown prior to 01/2018 is representative of the F2 share class.

In 05/2019, Westwood Income Opp;Inst (WHGIX) was liquidated and the proceeds were reinvested in American Funds EuPc;F3
(FEUPX), Dodge & Cox Intl Stock (DODFX), DoubleLine:Cr Fxd In;I (DBLFX), Guggenheim:TR Bd;Inst (GIBIX), and Vanguard TSM
Idx;Inst (VITSX).

Index Comments

The Target Allocation Index is calculated monthly and currently consists of 29% Vanguard Spl TSM Index, 23% MSCI ACW Ex US
Index (USD) (Net), 33% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 5% S&P/LSTA Lvg'd Loan Index, and 10% NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA)
(Net).

From 12/2018 to 05/2019, the Target Allocation Index consisted of 26% Vanguard Spl TSM Index, 22% MSCI ACW Ex
US Index (USD) (Net), 28% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 5% S&P/LSTA Lvg'd Loan Index, 10% NCREIF ODCE Index
(AWA) (Net), and 9% Westwood Custom Index.

From 06/2017 to 11/2018, the Target Allocation Index consisted of 24% Vanguard Spl TSM Index, 21% MSCI ACW Ex
US Index (USD) (Net), 26% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 5% S&P/LSTA Lvg'd Loan Index, 10% NCREIF ODCE Index
(AWA) (Net),and 14% Westwood Custom Index.
From 12/2016 to 05/2017, the Target Allocation Index consisted of 24% Vanguard Spl TSM Index, 21% MSCI ACW Ex
US Index (USD) (Net), 26% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 10% NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Net), 14% Westwood
Custom Index, and 5% Real Return Custom Index.

From 11/2013 to 11/2016, the Target Allocation Index consisted of 20% Vanguard Spl TSM Index, 19% MSCI ACW Ex
US Index (USD) (Net), 22% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 10% NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Net), 14% Westwood
Custom Index, and 15% Real Return Custom Index.
In 10/2013, the Target Allocation Index consisted of 20% Vanguard Spl TSM Index, 19% MSCI ACW Ex US Index (USD)
(Net), 22% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 10% NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Net), 14% 60% MSCI ACW (Net)/40% Bbrg
Gbl Agg Idx, and 15% Real Return Custom Index.

From 11/2010 to 09/2013, the Target Allocation Index consisted of 20% Russell 3000 Index, 19% MSCI ACW Ex US
Index (USD) (Net), 22% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 10% NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Net), 14% HFN FOF Multi-
Strat Index (Net), and 15% Real Return Custom Index.
From 05/2006 to 10/2010, the Target Allocation Index consisted of 21% Russell 3000 Index, 21% MSCI ACW Ex US
Index (USD) (Net), 22% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 10% NCREIF ODCE Index (AWA) (Net), 14% HFN FOF Multi-
Strat Index (Net), and 12% Real Return Custom Index.

From 12/2005 to 04/2006, the Target Allocation Index consisted of 21% Russell 3000 Index, 20% MSCI ACW Ex US
Index (USD) (Net), 31% Bloomberg US Agg Bond Index, 8% NCREIF Property Index, 10% HFN FOF Multi-Strat Index
(Net), and 10% Real Return Custom Index.

The Actual Allocation Index and Actual Allocation Ex Low Duration Index are calculated monthly using beginning of month
asset class weights applied to each corresponding manager benchmark return.
The Vanguard Spl TSM Index consists of DJ US TSM Index through 04/22/2005; MSCI US Brd Mkt Index (USD) (Net) through
06/02/2013; and CRSP US Tot Mkt Index thereafter.

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Addendum

As of December 31, 2019
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Fee Schedule

Market Value
As of

12/31/2019
($)

Estimated
Annual Fee

($)

Estimated
Annual Fee

(%)

Vanguard TSM Idx;Inst (VITSX) 0.03 % of Assets 17,377,230 5,213 0.03

American Funds EuPc;F3 (FEUPX) 0.49 % of Assets 6,826,726 33,451 0.49

Dodge & Cox Intl Stock (DODFX) 0.63 % of Assets 6,745,956 42,500 0.63

DoubleLine:Cr Fxd In;I (DBLFX) 0.42 % of Assets 9,338,653 39,222 0.42

Guggenheim:TR Bd;Inst (GIBIX) 0.51 % of Assets 9,227,402 47,060 0.51

WellsFargo:SD Gv Bd;I (WSGIX) 0.42 % of Assets 1,564,912 6,573 0.42

Voya:Floating Rate;I (IFRIX) 0.80 % of Assets 2,800,401 22,403 0.80

Barings Core Property (CF) 1.00 % of First $25 M
0.80 % Thereafter

1,937,973 19,380 1.00

RREEF America REIT II (CF) 0.95 % of Assets 3,512,436 33,368 0.95

Total Fund 59,331,688 249,169 0.42

Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund
Fee Schedule

As of December 31, 2019

Mutual Fund fees are sourced from Morningstar and/or the investment manager.
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Glossary 
 
Active Return - The difference between the investment manager/composite performance relative to the performance of an appropriate market 
benchmark. 
 
Active Share - Measures the degree to which the holdings of a fund differ from the holdings of the benchmark. Active share is calculated by taking the 
sum of the absolute value of the differences of the weight of each holding in the fund versus the weight of each holding in the benchmark and dividing by 
two. 
 
Alpha - A measure of the difference between a portfolio's actual returns and its expected performance, given its level of risk as measured by beta. It is a 
measure of the portfolio's historical performance not explained by movements of the market or a portfolio's non-systematic return. 
 
Alpha Ratio - A measure of a portfolio's non-systematic return per unit of downside risk. It is measured by dividing the alpha of a portfolio by the 
downside risk. The non-systematic return is a measure of a portfolio's historical performance not explained by movements of the market. 
 
Average Quality - Bond quality ratings are reported using the investment managers' and the index providers' preferred rating agency. Average Quality 
for managers unable to provide this statistic is instead provided by Morningstar; if unavailable on Morningstar, it has been estimated using a credit 
quality distribution provided by the manager. There are two primary rating agencies in the US. Moody's assigns ratings on a system that employs up to 
four symbols (consisting of letters and numbers) such as, Aaa, Aa2, etc., with Aaa being the highest or safest rating. Standard & Poor's (S&P) employs a 
system that uses + and - along with letters such as AAA, AA+, etc. The two rating agencies' systems are summarized below: 
 

S&P 
 

Moody’s Explanation S&P Moody’s Explanation 

Higher Credit Quality – Investment Grade Lower Credit Quality – Below Investment Grade 
AAA Aaa Prime/Highest credit quality BB+ Ba1 Speculative/Low credit quality 
AA+ Aa1 High credit quality BB Ba2  
AA Aa2  BB- Ba3  
AA- Aa3  B+ B1 Highly speculative 
A+ A1 Upper-medium credit quality B B2  
A A2  B- B3  
A- A3  CCC+ Caa1 Substantial credit/default risk 
BBB+ Baa1 Lower-medium credit quality CCC Caa2 Extremely speculative 
BBB Baa2  CCC- Caa3  
BBB- Baa3  CC Ca Vulnerable to default 
   C Ca  
   D C In default 

 
Benchmark Effect - The difference between the blended return of each respective managers’ benchmark within a composite and the composite’s 
benchmark return. 
 
Beta - A measure of the sensitivity of a portfolio to the movements in the market. It is a measure of a portfolio's non-diversifiable or systematic risk. 
 
Box Plots - A graphical representation of the distribution of observations. From top to bottom, the four boxes represent the spread between the 
maximum value and the minimum value in each quartile. A quartile represents the values that divide the observations into four quarters (i.e., 1st quartile, 
2nd quartile, 3rd quartile, and 4th quartile). The median observation is where the 2nd quartile and 3rd quartile meet. 
 
Buy and Hold Attribution - At the beginning of the time period under analysis, the manager and benchmark portfolios are broken down into segments 
(i.e., styles, sectors, countries, and regions) based on the desired type of attribution. The formula assumes zero turn-over to the manager and 
benchmark portfolios throughout the period and calculates the segment returns ("buy and hold returns") to arrive at performance attribution. Due to 
portfolio turnover, buy and hold attribution may not accurately represent quarterly performance relative to the benchmark. Country, region, sector, and 
style allocations are as of the date one quarter prior to the reporting date, and the returns shown are for those segments throughout the quarter reported. 
Due to disclosure guidelines set by each investment manager, equity characteristics shown are as of the most recent date available. The following is the 
methodology for segment classification: 

Sector - Attribution is calculated using the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) which is a detailed and comprehensive structure for sector 
and industry analysis. Stocks are classified by their primary sector, as defined by S&P Capital IQ data. 
Country/Region - Attribution is calculated using the Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) region standards. Stocks are classified by their 
domicile country/region, as defined by S&P Capital IQ data.  
Style - Stocks are classified into the following style boxes: large/mid/small vs. growth/neutral/value. Stocks are classified along large/mid/small 
categories at the time of the Russell index rebalancing, using the index market cap boundaries as cutoff points. Stocks are classified along 
growth/neutral/value categories at the time of the Russell index rebalancing, using the price/book ratio as supplied by S&P Capital IQ. Stocks in the 
Russell 3000 Index portfolio are sorted by price/book ratio; names with the highest price/book ratio that make up 1/3 of the total market capitalization 
are assigned to the growth category, names that make up the subsequent 1/3 of the total market capitalization are assigned to the neutral category, 
while the balance of the names are assigned to the value category. 

 
Portfolio Characteristics and Buy and Hold Attribution reports utilize product-specific data for all mutual funds and commingled funds. 
 
Capital Markets Review -  

Breakeven Inflation - Measures the expected inflation rate at each stated maturity by taking the difference between the real yield of the inflation-
linked maturity curve and the yield of the closest nominal Treasury maturity. 
Consumer Confidence - Measures domestic consumer confidence as defined by the degree of optimism on the state of the economy that 
consumers express through saving and spending. 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) - Measures the change in the price level of consumer goods and services. 
Federal Funds Rate - The interest rate at which a depository institution lends funds maintained at the Federal Reserve to another depository 
institution overnight. It is one of the most influential interest rates in the US economy, since it affects monetary and financial conditions, which in turn 
have a bearing on key aspects of the broad economy including employment, growth and inflation. 
Option-Adjusted Spread - Measures the flat spread of an index or bond to the Treasury yield curve after removing the effect of any embedded 
options. 
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Glossary 
 

Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) - Measures economic activity by surveying purchasing managers on a monthly basis as to whether business 
conditions have improved, worsened, or stayed the same. 
Real Gross Domestic Product (Real GDP) - An inflation-adjusted measure that reflects the value of all goods and services produced by an economy 
in a given year. 
US Dollar Total Weighted Index - Measures the value of the US Dollar relative to a basket of other world currencies. It is calculated as the weighted 
geometric mean of the dollar's value versus the EUR, GBP, CAD, SEK, CHF, and JPY. 
Unemployment Rate - The percentage of the total labor force that is unemployed but actively seeking employment. 
VIX - Measures the implied volatility of S&P 500 Index options by looking at the market's expectation of the S&P 500 Index volatility over the next 30 
day period. Commonly referred to as the "fear index" or the "fear gauge." 

 
Cash Flow Effect – The composite’s active return minus the sum of each managers’ active return minus the benchmark effect. 
 
Consistency - The percentage of quarters that a product achieved a rate of return higher than that of its benchmark. The higher the consistency figure, 
the more value a manager has contributed to the product's performance. 
 
Convexity - A measure of the shape of the curve that describes the relationship between bond prices and bond yields. 
 
Correlation - A statistical measure of the relationship between asset class returns. A value of 1.00 is a perfect correlation; that is, the asset classes 
always move in the same direction. A value of -1.00 indicates a perfect negative correlation, in which the asset classes always move in opposite 
directions of each other. A value of 0 indicates there is no relationship between the direction of returns of the two asset classes.  Correlation calculations 
only consider the direction of changes relative to two variables and not the magnitude of those changes. 
 
Coupon Rate - The percentage rate of interest paid on a bond or fixed income security; it is typically paid twice per year. 
 
Current Yield - The annual income of a security divided by the security's current price. 
 
Down Market Capture - Down market by definition is negative benchmark return and down market capture represents the ratio in % terms of the 
average portfolios return over the benchmark during the down market period. The lower the value of the down market capture the better the product's 
performance. 
 
Downside Risk - A measure similar to standard deviation, but focuses only on the negative movements of the return series. It is calculated by taking the 
standard deviation of the negative monthly returns. The higher the factor, the riskier the product. 
 
Earnings Per Share - It is backward looking, calculated using the one year current EPS divided by the one year EPS five years ago. 
 
Effective Duration - The approximate percentage change in a bond's price for a 100 basis point change in yield. 
 
Excess Return vs. Market - Average of the monthly arithmetic difference between the manager's return and the benchmark return over a specified time 
period, shown on an annualized basis. 
 
Excess Return vs. Risk Free - Average of the monthly arithmetic difference between the manager's return and the risk-free return (i.e., ICE BofAML 3 
Mo US T-Bill Index unless specified otherwise) over a specified time period, shown on an annualized basis. 
 
Excess Risk - A measure of the standard deviation of a portfolio's performance relative to the risk free return. 
 
Expense Ratios - Morningstar is the source for mutual fund expense ratios.   
 
Gain/Loss - The net increase or decrease in the market value of a portfolio excluding its Net Cash Flow for a given period. 
 
Indices - All indices and related information are considered intellectual property and are licensed by each index provider. The indices may not be 
copied, used or distributed without the index provider's prior written approval. Index providers make no warranties and bear no liability with respect to the 
indices, any related data, their quality, accuracy, suitability and/or completeness.   
 
Information Ratio - Measured by dividing the active rate of return by the tracking error. The higher the information ratio, the more value-added 
contribution by the manager. 
 
Liability Driven Investing (LDI) - A method to optimally structure asset investments relative to liabilities. The change in liabilities is estimated by the 
Ryan Labs Generic PPA Index of appropriate duration for that Plan. This benchmark is based on generic data and is therefore an approximation. RVK is 
not an actuarial firm, and does not have actuarial expertise. 

Estimated Funded Status - The estimated ratio of a Plan's assets relative to its future liabilities. This is calculated by dividing the Plan's asset market 
value by the estimated present value of its liabilities. The higher the estimated funded status, the better the Plan's ability to cover its projected benefit 
obligations. An estimated funded status of 100% indicates a Plan that is fully funded. 
Estimated PV of Liabilities - An estimate of a Plan's future liabilities in present value terms. The beginning of the period liability is provided by the 
Plan's actuary. The period-end present value liability estimate provided in this report is derived by applying the estimated percentage change 
generated using the Ryan Labs Generic PPA Index with duration similar to that reported on the most recent actuarial valuation report. 
Duration of Liabilities - The sensitivity of the value of a Plan's liabilities to changes in interest rates, as calculated by the Plan's actuary. 
Duration of Assets - The dollar-weighted average duration of all the individual Plan assets. 
Estimated Plan Hedge Ratio - The estimate of how well a Plan's investment portfolio is hedged against changes in interest rates - a primary driver of 
funded status movements. This is calculated by dividing the dollar-weighted values of both the Plan asset duration by the liability duration and 
multiplying by the estimated funded status. An estimated plan hedge ratio of zero indicates that the Plan's liabilities have not been hedged, whereas a 
value of one indicates fully hedged. 

 
Modified Duration - The approximate percentage change in a bond's price for a 100 basis point change in yield, assuming the bonds’ expected cash 
flows do not change. 
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Mutual Fund Performance - Whenever possible, manager performance is extended for any share class that does not have 10 years of history. Using 
Morningstar’s methodology, a single ticker within the same fund family (often the oldest share class) is chosen to append historical performance. 
 
Net Cash Flow - The sum, in dollars, of a portfolio's contributions and withdrawals. This includes all management fees and expenses only when 
performance shown is gross of fees. 
 
Peer Groups -  

Plan Sponsor Peer Groups - RVK utilizes the Mellon Analytical Solutions Trust Universe along with the Investment Metrics Plan Sponsor Universe. 
The combined Mellon Analytical Solutions Trust Universe and Investment Metrics Plan Sponsor Universe is used for comparison of total fund 
composite results and utilizes actual client performance compiled from consultant and custodian data. The Plan Sponsor Peer Group database 
includes performance and other quantitative data for over 2,100 plans which include corporate, endowment, foundation, public, and Taft Hartley plans. 
Plan Sponsor Peer Groups are gross of fees. 
Investment Manager Peer Groups - RVK utilizes Investment Metrics’ Peer Groups for investment manager peer comparison and ranking. The 
Investment Metrics Peer Group database includes performance and other quantitative data for over 840 investment management firms and 29,000 
investments products, across more than 160 standard peer groups. Mutual Fund Peer Groups are net of fees.  

 
Percentile Rankings - Percentile rank compares an individual fund's performance with those of other funds within a defined peer group of managers 
possessing a similar investment style. Percentile rank identifies the percentage of a fund's peer group that has a higher return (or other comparative 
measurement) than the fund being ranked. Conversely, 100 minus the individual fund's ranking will identify the percentage of funds within the peer group 
that have a lower return than the fund being ranked. 
 
1 - Highest Statistical Value  100 - Lowest Statistical Value 
 
Example: American Funds AMCP;R-4 (RAFEX) is ranked in the 4th percentile within the IM US Equity Large-Cap Growth Funds (MF) Peer Group for the 
Sharpe Ratio. Within the IM US Equity Large-Cap Growth Funds peer group, 4% of the other funds performed better than American Funds AMCP;R-4 
(RAFEX), while 96% of the funds performed worse. 
 
Performance Methodology - RVK calculates performance for investment managers and composites using different methodologies.  

Investment Managers - Performance is calculated for interim periods between all large external cash flows for a given month and geometrically 
linked to calculate period returns. An external cash flow is defined as cash, securities, or assets that enter or exit a portfolio. RVK defines a "large 
cash flow" as a net aggregate cash flow of ≥10% of the beginning-period portfolio market value or any cash flow that causes RVK calculated 
performance to deviate from manager/custodian reported performance in excess of 5 basis points for a given month. 
Composites - The Modified Dietz methodology is utilized to calculate asset class, sub-asset class, and total fund composite performance. The 
Modified Dietz method calculates a time-weighted total rate of return that considers the timing of external cash flows; however, it does not utilize 
interim period performance to mitigate the impact of significant cash in- and outflows to the composite. 

 
RVK calculates performance beginning with the first full month following inception. Since inception performance may vary from manager reported 
performance due to RVK using the first full month of returns as the inception date. Performance for both managers and composites is annualized for 
periods greater than one year. 
 
Portfolio Characteristics - Due to disclosure guidelines set by each investment manager, portfolio characteristics shown are as of the most recent date 
available. 
 
Price to Earnings Ratio - The ratio of a company’s share price to its per-share earnings 
 
Private Equity Quartile Ranks - Private Equity quartile ranks are generated using vintage year peer group data provided by Thomson Reuters, and are 
based on each fund’s annualized, since inception internal rate of return (IRR). Three Private Equity peer groups are available via Thomson Reuters: 
Buyout, Venture, and All Private Equity. Ranks are available quarterly, at a one-quarter lag.  
 
Return - Compounded rate of return for the period. 
 
% Return - The time-weighted rate of return of a portfolio for a given period. 
 
R-Squared - The percentage of a portfolio's performance explained by the behavior of the appropriate benchmark. High R-Squared means a higher 
correlation of the portfolio's performance to the appropriate benchmark. 
 
Risk Free Benchmark – ICE BofAML 3 Mo US T-Bill Index unless specified otherwise. 
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RVK Liquidity Rating - A qualitative method for determining the relative amount of liquidity in a portfolio. The characteristics considered when 
determining relative liquidity include trading volume, gates for redemption, leverage, nature of transactions, and pricing mechanisms. The RVK Liquidity 
Rating is calculated using beginning of month investment weights applied to each corresponding asset class liquidity rating. 
 

Asset Class RVK Liquidity Rating Asset Class RVK Liquidity Rating 

Liquid Investments  Less Liquid Investments  

T-Bills and Treasurys 100 Fixed Income Plus Sector                  50 
Cash Equivalents 98 Bank Loans                  50 
TIPS 95 Stable Value (Plan Sponsor Directed)                  50 
US Large Cap Equity 95 Absolute Return Strategies                  35 
Diversified Real Return  93  
Stable Value (Participant Directed) 91  
Non-US Large Cap Equity 90 Not Liquid Investments  

Global Tactical Asset Allocation  88 Core Real Estate                                                         25 
US Small Cap Equity 85 Core Plus Real Estate                  15 
REITS 85 Non-Core Real Estate                                                  5 
Non-US Small Cap Equity 85 Private Equity Funds of Funds                   5 
Emerging Markets Equity 85  

Core Fixed Income 85  

Core Plus Fixed Income 80  
 
Sector Allocation - Negative fixed income sector allocation reflects manager’s use of derivatives, short selling, or interest rate swaps. 
 
Sharpe Ratio - Represents the excess rate of return over the risk-free return (i.e., ICE BofAML 3 Mo US T-Bill Index unless specified otherwise), divided 
by the standard deviation of the excess return to the risk free asset. The result is the absolute rate of return per unit of risk. The higher the value, the 
better the product's historical risk-adjusted performance. 
 
Simple Alpha - The difference between the manager's return and the benchmark's return. 
 
Spread Duration - The approximate percentage change in a bond's price for a 100 basis point change in its spread over a Treasury of the same 
maturity. 
 
Standard Deviation - A statistical measure of the range of a portfolio's performance. The variability of a return around its average return over a specified 
time period. 
 
Time Period Abbreviations - QTD - Quarter-to-Date. CYTD - Calendar Year-to-Date. FYTD - Fiscal Year-to-Date. YOY - Year Over Year. 
 
Thematic Classification - Represents dedicated manager allocations; as such, thematic allocations are approximations. RVK categorizes the following 
asset classes as Alpha, Capital Appreciation, Capital Preservation, and Inflation: 
 
Alpha    Capital Appreciation   Capital Preservation   Inflation 
Absolute Return Strategies   Public Equity    Core Fixed Income    TIPS  
Currency Overlay   Private Equity   CMBS Fixed Income   Bank Loans  
    Preferred Securities   Asset Backed Fixed Income   Core Real Estate 
    High Yield   Domestic Core Plus Fixed Income  Real Return  
    Convertible Fixed Income  Mortgage Backed Fixed Income  Inflation Hedges  
    TALF Funds   International Developed Fixed Income  REITS 
    Distressed Debt   Cash Equivalents    Commodities 
    Emerging Market Fixed Income Stable Value 
    Value Added Real Estate 
    Opportunistic Real Estate   
 
Total Fund Attribution – The Investment Decision Process (IDP) model provides an approach to evaluating investment performance that applies to all 
asset classes and investment styles. The IDP model is based on a top-down hierarchy framework of investment decisions, with each decision 
contributing to the overall profit or loss. The IDP approach starts from the strategic asset allocation and follows the flow of the investments down to the 
manager’s skill.  

Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA) – The percentage return gained or lost from the long-term strategic asset allocation decision, the most significant 
determinant of long-term performance. SAA is the product of the target asset allocation multiplied by the corresponding benchmark returns.  
Tactical Asset Allocation (TAA) – The percentage return gained or lost from not having been precisely allocated at the target asset allocation mix, 
whether by deviations that are tactical in nature or a by-product of moving towards the target mix. TAA is the product of the actual asset allocation 
multiplied by the broad asset class benchmarks, less the SAA.  
Style Selection (SS) – The percentage return gained or lost from intentional style biases within each asset class (e.g. value rather than core or 
overweight to emerging markets relative to benchmark). SS is the product of the actual manager allocation within each asset class multiplied by their 
specific benchmark, less TAA.  
Manager’s Skill (MS) – The percentage return gained or lost from manager value added relative to their specific benchmark. MS is the product of the 
actual manager allocation multiplied by their achieved excess return. 

 
Total Fund Beta - Total Fund Beta is calculated using the S&P 500 as the benchmark. It represents a measure of the sensitivity of the total fund to 
movements in the S&P 500 and is a measure of the Total Fund's non-diversifiable or systematic risk.   
 
Tracking Error - A measure of the standard deviation of a portfolio's performance relative to the performance of an appropriate market benchmark. 
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Treynor Ratio - Similar to Sharpe ratio, but focuses on beta rather than excess risk (standard deviation). Treynor ratio represents the excess rate of 
return over the risk-free rate (i.e., ICE BofAML 3 Mo US T-Bill Index unless specified otherwise) divided by the beta. The result is the absolute rate of 
return per unit of risk. The higher the value, the better historical risk-adjusted performance. 
 
Unit Value - The dollar value of a portfolio, assuming an initial nominal investment of $100, growing at the compounded rate of %Return for a given 
period. 
 
Up Market Capture - Up market by definition is positive benchmark return and up market capture represents the ratio in % terms of the average 
portfolios return over the benchmark during the up market period. The higher the value of the up market capture the better the product's performance. 
 
Yield to Maturity - The rate of return achieved on a bond or other fixed income security assuming the security is bought and held to maturity and that 
the coupon interest paid over the life of the bond will be reinvested at the same rate of return. The 30-Day SEC Yield is similar to the Yield to Maturity 
and is reported for mutual funds.  
 
Yield to Worst - The bond yield calculated by using the worst possible yield taking into consideration all call, put, and optional sink dates. 
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Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability - This document was prepared by RVK, Inc. (RVK) and 
may include information and data from some or all of the following sources: client staff; custodian banks; 
investment  managers; specialty investment consultants; actuaries; plan administrators/record-keepers; 
index providers; as well as other third-party sources as directed by the client or as we believe 
necessary or appropriate. RVK has taken reasonable care to ensure the accuracy of the 
information or data, but makes no warranties and disclaims responsibility for the accuracy or 
completeness of information or data provided or methodologies employed by any external 
source. This document is provided for the client’s internal use only and does not 
constitute a recommendation by RVK or an offer of, or a solicitation for, any 
particular security and it is not intended to convey any guarantees as to 
the future performance of the investment products, asset classes, 
or capital markets.
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\ 16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road, Suite 300 
Tigard, Oregon 97224 
PO Box 231600  |  Tigard, Oregon 97281-1600 

phone: 503.639.6911 | toll free: 800.452.1639 
fax: 503.684.7250 | www.osbplf.org 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: January 15, 2020 

TO: OSB Board of Governors 

FROM: Nena Cook 

RE: 2019 Claims Attorney and Defense Counsel Evaluations (through December 2019) 

 

Since the early 1990s, we have sent our Covered Parties evaluation forms at the closure of their claim 
files for them to complete and return to us. Because the PLF is a mandatory program for Covered 
Parties and they have no choice but to buy their professional liability coverage from the PLF, we believe 
it is important to give them an opportunity to express their opinion about how their claims were 
handled. Attached for your information is a copy of the evaluation form sent to each Covered Party 
upon closure of the file. 

We have always received high marks from our Covered Parties. We question them in three major 
categories about how the claim was handled: 1) overall handling; 2) handling by PLF Claims Attorney; 
and 3) representation by defense or repair counsel. 

The PLF Claims Department closed 937 claims in 2019 and received 336 evaluations (36% of claims 
closed) from the Covered Parties. The results of the 2019 evaluations are as follows: 

PLF OVERALL: 

Total 
Responses 

Very 
Satisfied 

% of 
Responses 

Satisfied % of 
Responses 

Not 
Satisfied 

% of 
Responses 

336 308 91.67% 26 7.74% 2 0.59% 

 

PLF CLAIMS ATTORNEY: 

Total 
Responses 

Very 
Satisfied 

% of 
Responses 

Satisfied % of 
Responses 

Not 
Satisfied 

% of 
Responses 

336 313 93.16% 20 5.95% 3 0.89% 
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DEFENSE COUNSEL: 

Total 
Responses 

Very 
Satisfied 

% of 
Responses 

Satisfied % of 
Responses 

Not 
Satisfied 

% of 
Responses 

208 186 89.42% 20 9.62% 1 0.96% 

 

We are pleased with both the level of response and the degree of satisfaction expressed by our Covered 
Parties. The evaluations reflected 99.41% of those responding were very satisfied/satisfied with the 
overall handling of their claim, 99.11% were very satisfied/satisfied with the performance of their PLF 
Claims Attorneys, and 99.04% were very satisfied/satisfied with the performance of their defense or 
repair counsel. The PLF Claims Attorneys work hard at providing our Covered Parties with the good 
service they deserve and should feel proud of this accomplishment. 

NC/ms 
Att. 
 
c: Cindy Hill (w/att.) 
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\ 16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road, Suite 300
Tigard, Oregon 97224 
PO Box 231600  |  Tigard, Oregon 97281-1600 

phone: 503.639.6911 | toll free: 800.452.1639 
fax: 503.684.7250 | www.osbplf.org 

CONFIDENTIAL EVALUATION FORM 
October 31, 2019 

Our claims experience indicates that many of our covered parties have ideas, feedback, and information 
which assist us in preventing future losses. We request your cooperation in answering the following 
questions. If the space provided is inadequate for your comments, please feel free to attach additional pages. 
All information will remain confidential. 

Covered Party: [CP] Bar No.: [OSB#] 
Claimant(s): [CL] PLF Claim No.: [File #] 

PLF Claims Staff Attorney: <Claims Attorney> 
Assigned Defense Counsel: [DP Counsel Name or N/A] 

I. PLF CLAIMS STAFF:

I. (a) How satisfied were you overall with the handling and disposition of the above referenced matter?

☐ Very Satisfied ☐ Satisfied ☐ Not Satisfied

I. (b) How satisfied were you overall with the services provided by the PLF staff attorney?

☐ Very Satisfied ☐ Satisfied ☐ Not Satisfied

I. (c) Were you kept fully informed by the PLF staff attorney? ☐ Yes ☐ No

I. (d) If this matter was settled, did you find the settlement reasonable? ☐ Yes ☐ No

I. (e) Other comments or suggestions:

II. DEFENSE OR REPAIR COUNSEL: (Complete this section only if outside defense or repair
counsel was assigned to this matter.)

II. (a) How satisfied were you overall with the services of the assigned defense or repair counsel?

☐ Very Satisfied ☐ Satisfied ☐ Not Satisfied

II. (b) Were you kept fully informed at all stages? ☐ Yes ☐ No

II. (c) Did you find the fees charged reasonable? ☐ Yes ☐ No

Attachment 1 - Page 1 of 2
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III. LOSS PREVENTION/GENERAL: 

III. (a) What do you feel prompted this legal malpractice claim/repair? 
 
 
 

III. (b) What advice would you pass on to others who face similar situations? 
 
 

III. (c) Using the benefit of hindsight, what would you have done differently? 
 
 

☐ I would like free and confidential office systems assistance. Please have a PLF Practice Management 
Advisor contact me. If you would like to call for an appointment, call 503-639-6911 or 1-800-452-1639. 

The Oregon Attorney Assistance Program (OAAP) provides free and confidential assistance with alcohol 
and chemical dependency, career satisfaction, stress management, procrastination, and gambling addiction. If 
you would like more information, contact one of our OAAP Attorney Counselors at (503) 226-1057: 

Kyra Hazilla, ext. 13 
Shari R. Pearlman, ext. 14 
Karen A. Neri, ext. 11 
Doug Querin, ext. 12 
Bryan R. Welch, ext. 19 

Number of lawyers in your firm at the time the alleged error occurred:  
 
Areas of law in which you practiced at the time the alleged error occurred (by percentage): 

Business   Real Estate  
Criminal   Workers Comp.  
Domestic Relations   Other (specify):  
Estate & Probate     
PI Plaintiff     
   TOTAL:  

Estimated number of hours you spent on this claim:  

 
Thank you for providing us with this feedback. PLEASE RETURN WITHIN 10 DAYS TO: 

Attn: Nancy 
Professional Liability Fund 

PO Box 231600 
Tigard, OR  97281-1600 

Attachment 1 - Page 2 of 2
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
Memo Date: January 27, 2020 
From:   Nena Cook, PLF CEO 
Re:   Proposed amendment to PLF Bylaws, Article 3 

 
Action Recommended 

Approve the proposed amendment to PLF Bylaws, Article 3 to give the Board 
discretion to allow a departing CEO to serve on the Board for a one-year period after the CEO 
leaves the PLF. 

 
Background 

The PLF Board of Directors approved the proposed amendment to PLF Bylaws, 
Article 3 submitted from Carol Bernick at its December 6, 2019 board meeting.  Ms. 
Bernick’s memo stated the following: 

 
“I began at the PLF on October 1, 2014.  Ira Zarov’s last day as CEO was September 
30, 2014.  In other words, we had no overlap.  Fortuitously, John Berge, then a BOD 
member with 15 months left on his term, applied for and was hired as a Claims 
Attorney at the PLF.  Ira offered to fill John’s remaining term.  Since finding a new 
Board member was the last thing I wanted to focus on in my first week, I gladly 
accepted the offer.  Some members of both the BOD and the BOG were reluctant, 
fearing that the former CEO’s presence on the BOD might undermine – even 
unintentionally – the authority of the new CEO.  I was not concerned, as I knew Ira 
had a vested interest in my success.  Having Ira available to me to have privileged 
conversations was invaluable.   
 
Some have suggested that Nena and the PLF’s transition to Nena would benefit 
from my serving on the Board. There is not a current opening on the Board, which 
means the Bylaws need amendment.  Both Saville and I have spoken to Nena about 
this idea and she seems genuinely enthusiastic for the same reasons I was.  While I 
have provided Nena with a great deal of information, based on my experience, her 
deeper questions will come after she has been in the position for a few months.  I 
would of course be happy to talk with her anytime even if I was not on the Board, 
but that position protects our communications and gives her (and the PLF) that 
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assurance.  It is not unusual in for-profit companies for a retiring CEO to remain a 
member of the Board.   
 
The proposed language allows the Board to choose whether to appoint a departing 
CEO for a period of no more than one year.  I have not made the position ex-officio 
mostly so I can help with the committee and Assigned Director work (taking the 
load off other Board members).  But, if that is the Board’s preference, I have no 
problem with that change.” 

See attached proposed amendment. 

 
 
NC/clh 
 
Attachment:  Article 3.5 of PLF Bylaws (2020) 
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BYLAWS OF THE PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY FUND

Preamble

The Professional Liability Fund ("PLF")

does hereby adopt the following as Its Bylaws.

ARTICLE 1

PARTICIPATION IN PLF

1.1 Every active member of the Oregon State

Bar ("OSB") engaged in the private practice of law

with principal office in Oregon is required to

participate in the mandatory coverage of the PLF

unless otherwise exempt.

(BOO S/14/93, BOG 8/13/93; BOD 10/22/04; BOG 11/20/04)

ARTICLE 2

ASSESSMENTS

2.1 The Board of Directors will determine at

least annually the assessment for the ensuing

Claims Made Plan Period.

(BCD 10/22/04; BOG 11/20/04; BOD 08/10/12; BOG 11/10/12)

ARTICLE 3

DIRECTORS

3.1 The PLF will be administered by a Board of

Directors of nine persons selected by the Board of
Governors of the Oregon State Bar. Seven persons

will be and two persons will not be members of
the Oregon State Bar. Each Director will serve for
a term of five years and until a successor is

appointed. Unless otherwise specified, a
Director's term begins on January 1 of the year

following appointment and continues for 5 years.

3.2 If a position becomes vacant, the Board of
Governors will appoint a successor to that position

for the unexpired period of the term.

3.3 (A) Any Director who has missed two

consecutive regularly scheduled Directors

meetings or three meetings in any six-months'
period must provide an explanation upon request.

If such Director fails to respond to the Board of
Directors' request, or if a majority of the Board of
Directors deems such explanation insufficient, the

PLF Policy Manual

January 2&192020

Board of Directors may suspend the Director and

notify the Board of Governors that it requests that

the Director be removed pursuant to Article 23.1

of the Oregon State Bar bylaws. In the event that

at the next scheduled meeting of the Board of

Governors, the Board elects not to remove the

Director, the Director will resume his or her place

on the PLF Board.

(B) In addition to removal pursuant to

Section 3.3 of this Article, a Director may be

suspended for cause only at a meeting called for

the purpose of suspending the Director and the

meeting notice must state that the purpose, or

one of the purposes, of the meeting is to suspend

the Director. A two thirds majority is required to

suspend the Director. Representative examples of
cause Include breaches of fiduciary duty to the

PLF, the prosecution of the Board member by the

State Professional Responsibility Board, a criminal

conviction, a court sanction, or any such other

conduct that comprises the integrity of the Board

member and that creates a reasonable

expectation that such conduct will be detrimental
to the PLF. If a Director is suspended, the Board of

Directors will notify the Board of Governors that it

requests that the Director be removed pursuant to

Article 23.1 of the Oregon State Bar bylaws. In the

event that at the next scheduled meeting of the

Board of Governors, the Board elects not to

remove the Director, the Director will resume his

or her place on the PLF Board.

(C) Any Board member who accepts

employment or whose firm accepts employment

that is prohibited by Article 11 of the PLF Bylaws
will be removed from the Board by a majority

vote of the Board.

3.4 By October 31 of each year the Board of
Directors will forward to the Board of Governors a

list of recommended Director nominees equal to

or greater than the number of available positions

on the Board in the coming year. The Board will

seek nominees according to qualifications

determined by the PLF Board. These may include,
but are not limited to, consideration of gender,

Page 1
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minority status, ability, experience, type of law

practice, and region.

3.5 The Board of Directors may appoint a

departing Chief Executive Officer to the Board of

Directors for a period not to exceed one year

following the CEO's resignation or retirement from

the Board. Such an appointment would be in

addition to the Board membership set forth in

Article 3.1.

the meetings of the Directors and will perform

such other duties as may be assigned by the

Chairperson or the Board.

(BOD 10/22/04; BOS 11/20/04)

(SOD 7/16/93; BOG 8/13/93; BOD 6/30/97; BOS 7/26/97; BOD 1/28/00; BOG 6/2-3/00;
BOD 8/25/00; BOG 9/22/00; BOO 12/12/03: BOG 1/31/04; BOO 10/22/04; BOG 11/20/04;
BOD 8/4/05; BOS 8/19/05; BOD 12/8/06; BOG 2/22/07)

ARTICLE 4

OFFICERS

4.1 The officers of the PLF Board of Directors

will consist of a Chairperson, Vice Chairperson,

and Secretary.

4.2 The PLF Board officers will be elected and

may be removed by a majority of the PLF Board of

Directors.

4.3 Each PLF Board officer will serve successive

terms of one year and until the officer's successor

is elected.

4.4 The Chairperson will preside at all meetings

of the Board of Directors and will have the

authority to exercise the power of the Board

between meetings of the Board. The Chairperson

will perform all other duties as are incident to the

office or are properly required by the Board of
Directors.

4.5 The Vice Chairperson will perform the

duties of the Chairperson in the absence or

disability of the Chairperson and such other duties

as may be assigned by the Chairperson or the

Board. The Vice Chairperson will also be the

Chairperson-Designate and will be the sole

nominee for Chairperson at the next following
election of officers unless at the time of the

election, at least five members of the Board vote

to permit additional nominations.

4.6 The Secretary will be responsible for

maintaining appropriate and accurate minutes of

PLF Policy Manual
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
Memo Date: January 31, 2020 
From: Mae Lee Browning, Oregon New Lawyers Division Chair 
Re: ONLD Report 

The ONLD Executive Committee met in Newberg on Saturday, January 11 for the annual 
retreat and January Executive Committee meeting. We were joined by OSB BOG Liaison John 
Grant.  

 The 2020 retreat focused on: (1) Getting to know the many new members of the 
Executive Committee, and Committee Chairs; (2) discussing the plans for the four Committees; 
and (3) discussing how best to serve the ONLD members in each Region. 

 BOG liaison John Grant informed the Executive Committee about the new, finalized 
Mission, Goals/Functions of the Oregon State Bar, stressing the importance of keeping public 
service in mind. The Executive Committee discussed keeping all ONLD events in line with the 
OSB Mission and goals. The Chair appointed an ad hoc committee to review the ONLD’s own 
Mission Statement/Goals and bylaws to ensure that they are consistent with the BOG’s new 
language. 

 The ONLD have the following goals/focus for 2020: 

 The CLE Committee will focus on ensuring that at least one low-cost CLE is held in each 
Region, will host a Super Saturday CLE, giving new lawyers the opportunity to be exposed to a 
variety of practice areas appropriate for new lawyers, will partner with the PLF on Learning the 
Ropes and will ensure that a CLE takes place in conjunction with each travel meeting of the 
ONLD Executive Committee. 

 The Student Outreach Committee will work with the three law schools on networking 
and other opportunities for law students, will be involved with the May/October swearing-in 
ceremonies, and will look for opportunities to reach out to programs beyond the Portland 
Metro area with which it can partner to further exposure to lawyers/legal careers among non-
dominant cultures. 

 The Access to Justice Committee will continue to partner with legal services providers 
on volunteer recruitment among new lawyers. 

 The Membership Committee will continue its work of hosting partnered, monthly 
networking events in the tri-county area, and is partnering with the CLE Committee for the 
CLE/networking events that will happen in each Region. 

 The Executive Committee discussed how best to support new lawyers embarking into a 
solo or small firm practice. The Chair appointed an ad hoc committee to discuss this new 
project. It will likely be in the format of small web-based seminars on varying topics. The ONLD 
will partner with BOG liaison John Grant, the Solo and Small Firm Section, the PLF, and Affinity 
Bars for this project. 
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 The Chair appointed liaisons to the following Committees:  LRAP, Pro Bono, ACDI, MCLE, 
Quality of Life, Public Service and Legal Services along with the Solo and Small Firm Section 
Executive Committee is outstanding. 

 The Executive Committee will meet next on February 22 in Astoria.   

 Networking and/or CLE events held or scheduled so far in 2020 include: 

• University of Oregon 1L mock interviews, followed by a networking event on January 24 
with approximately 40 attendees  

• Astoria Attorney Wellness CLE/Networking on February 21, in partnership with the 
OAAP 

• Tax Section/law student networking event in Eugene on March 2 

• Roseburg Attorney Wellness CLE/Networking event on April 3, in partnership with the 
OAAP and the Douglas County Bar Association 

• Professionalism CLE/Networking event in Clackamas County on June 26, in partnership 
with the Clackamas County Bar Association  
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: February 6, 2020 
Memo Date: January 10, 2020 
From: Jade Priest-Maoz, MCLE Program Manager, MCLE Committee Liaison 
Re: Proposed MCLE Regulation 4.300(e) for the fair and equal application of 
 MCLE Rule 4.2(c) 

Action Recommended 

Approve the proposed MCLE Regulation 4.300(e) for the consistent application of the 
MCLE sponsor fee required by MCLE Rule 4.2(c). 

Background 
 
 MCLE Rule 4.2(c), which requires the payment of an MCLE sponsor fee to cover the costs 
of accredidation, has not historically been applied equally to all MCLE program sponsors. MCLE 
Rule 4.2(c) states: 
 
A written application for accreditation of a group CLE activity submitted by or on behalf of 
the sponsor of the CLE activity shall be accompanied by the program sponsor fee required by 
MCLE Regulation 4.300. 
 
 There is no exception, however, to Rule 4.2(c) set forth in the MCLE Rules. The MCLE 
Program Manager has blanket authority under Rule XX to waive fees in cases of hardship …XXX.  
 
 While most sponsors willingly pay the sponsor fee, certain sponsors have objected to 
paying the fee on the grounds they have not historically been charged, they have limited 
resources, or they are in some way affiliated with the bar and therefore believe they should be 
exempt from paying the fee. For example, until recently, XXXX has asserted they are “exempt” 
from paying a sponsor fee. 
 
 While at one time there was an exemption to the sponsor fee for local bar associations, 
in November 2015, the BOG removed this exemption in the interest of fairness. The BOG also 
considered the impact this exemption had on bar revenue at the time. 
No other exemption to the MCLE sponsor fee has ever been carved out in the MCLE Rules. 
  
 The same amount of bar staff time and resources is used to process program 
accreditation applications no matter the sponsor of the program. Bar staff strives to apply the 
MCLE Rules fairly to all OSB members and CLE program sponsors. The de facto practice of 
enforcing MCLE Rule 4.2(c) on some sponsors and not others may give the impression the MCLE 
sponsor fee requirements are not not applied consistently to all sponsors. In addition, the loss 
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of revenue from unpaid sponsor fees has a direct impact of all OSB members in that bar fees 
are directly affected by bar revenue.  

At its September 27, 2019, the MCLE Committee discussed this issue and determined 
that it was important to prioritize the consistent application of sponsor application fees 
pursuant to MCLE Rule 4.2(c), as memorialized in the attached policy. . Bar staff recommended 
this policy be implemented in the form of a Regulation to MCLE Rule 4. The MCLE Committee 
agreed and unanimously approved the attached proposed amendment to Regulation 4.300.  
 

Discussion 

 Bar staff and the MCLE Committee now recommend the BOG approve the proposed 
MCLE Regulation 4.300(e) effective immediately.  
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Client Security Fund 

Investigative Report 

 

Claim Number: 2018-39 

Claimant:  Teodora Guzman Fernandez 

Lawyer:  Dale Maximiliano Roller 

Investigator:  Douglas Stamm 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

 I recommended denial of the claim.  Claimant is seeking reimbursement of $3,876. 

 

CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY 

 

 Claimant is a Mexican citizen.  Her husband hired Mr. Roller to assist her with applying 

for legal status in the United States.  Claimant entered the country illegally on two prior occasions.  

In one instance, United States Customs and Immigration Service (“USCIS”) found she entered 

unlawfully.  In another instance, Claimant agreed to a voluntary removal or deportation.  Claimant 

stated that she told Mr. Roller all of this when she hired him in 2013.  At the time, Claimant said 

Mr. Roller assured her this would not be a problem.   

 

 Claimant paid Mr. Roller a $1,500 flat fee.  Claimant was responsible for paying costs 

associated with the application process, which she said totaled $2,376.  These costs included filing 

fees and a required medical exam.  Claimant has submitted proof of payment for $921 of the 

$2,376.  As part of the application process, Claimant was required to attend an interview with the 

Department of State at the United States Consulate in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico.  Prior to her 

interview (around June 2016), Claimant learned her application would be denied because she 

entered the United States illegally more than once.  After receiving this call, Claimant contacted 

Mr. Roller.  Claimant said Mr. Roller told her not to worry and to simply cross the border illegally 

again.  Claimant then consulted with another attorney in Salem (Barbar Ghio), who told her that 

her application should never have been filed in the first place because she would be automatically 

ineligible for legal status based on her two prior illegal entries into the United States. 

 

 Claimant is being represented pro bono by attorney Terry Wright in connection with this 

CSF claim.  During Ms. Wright’s handling of this matter for Claimant, she independently learned 

from another immigration lawyer that it was facially clear that Claimant was ineligible for legal 

status at the time she hired Mr. Roller.   

  

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

1. The claim is timely pursuant to Rule 2.1.8(ii). 

 

2. Claimant is the injured client.   

 

3. The loss was not caused by the lawyer’s dishonest conduct.  Based on my experience with 

claims involving Mr. Roller, this conduct slightly predates his other misdeeds.  Even when Mr. 
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Roller began committing various forms of misconduct, he typically would accept a fee and delay 

his client’s cases without accomplishing anything.  Here, Mr. Roller did accomplish something: 

he filed an application for lawful status on behalf of Claimant.  There are no facts indicating that 

Mr. Roller accepted Claimant’s fee knowing her application would be denied.   

 

 It is also important to note that Claimant and Ms. Wright acknowledge that Mr. Roller did 

work on Claimant’s case.  They stated Mr. Roller interviewed Claimant, prepared paperwork, had 

Claimant sign paperwork, filed forms with USCIS, and let Claimant know when her interview was 

scheduled in Ciudad Juarez.  However, Claimant and Ms. Wright feel Mr. Roller’s work amounted 

to nothing of value.  In their view, Mr. Roller simply wanted to make money.   

 

 Although Claimant is understandably frustrated that she received useless advice for her 

money, it is difficult to believe that Mr. Roller would have done the work he did if his intent at the 

outset was to act dishonestly.  In my view, this appears to be more an issue of malpractice than 

dishonest conduct.  

 

4. The loss is not covered by any similar fund in another state.   

 

5. The loss was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a “banker’s blanket bond” 

or similar insurance or surety contract.   

 

6. The loss did arise from, and was because of, an established lawyer-client relationship.   

 

7. Mr. Roller was disbarred in August 2017.  

 

8. Ms. Wright stated that Claimant’s husband “has not made a concerted effort to collect the 

money owed.”  However, Claimant and Ms. Wright (after consulting with Dawn Edwards at the 

Oregon State Bar) concluded Mr. Roller is judgment-proof.  Ms. Wright also states that if Claimant 

pursued formal legal action against Mr. Roller, it could expose her to deportation because she 

would probably need to appear in court as a witness.   

 

9. The loss did arise from the lawyer’s practice of law in Oregon.   

 

10. Ultimately, Mr. Roller’s work on Claimant’s case amounted to nothing.  Whether because 

he acted negligently or intentionally, according to Claimant and Ms. Wright the application for 

lawful status was an exercise in futility.  While the quality of Mr. Roller’s work was minimal or 

insignificant, the quantity was not.  Typically, the CSF does not judge the quality of a lawyer’s 

work. 

 

11. The Claimant did not receive equivalent legal services by another attorney without cost to 

the Claimant.   
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THERESA L. (Terry) WRIGHT 

Professor/Director of Externships 

Willamette University College of Law 

245 Winter St. S.E. 

Salem, OR  97301 

(503) 375-5431 

tlwright@willamette.edu 

 

January 17, 2020 

 

 Re: Appeal of CSF Claim 2018-39 

  Attorney:  Dale Maximiliano Roller 

  Claimant:  Teodora I. Guzman Fernandez 

Dear Board of Governors: 

 I represent the Claimant in the above-referenced CSF case.  This is our 
appeal of the Client Security Fund’s denial of the above-referenced CSF claim.   

 I have reviewed the report filed with and voted on by the Client Security 
Fund, and essentially agree with the findings contained therein.  We disagree with 
the conclusion that the claim should be denied finding that Ms. Guzman 
Fernandez received something of value for the money she paid Mr. Roller.  She 
did not.  There are a couple of facts I would like to add to those presented which 
we believe support our position. 

 By way of history, Ms. Guzman Fernandez’s husband, Abel Guzman1, who is 
a naturalized US Citizen and semi-skilled laborer, has been the family’s sole 

                                                           
1 Although this claim is technically Ms. Guzman Fernandez is the Claimant, her 
husband paid Mr. Roller’s fees.  Additionally, due to Ms. Guzman Fernandez’s lack 
of status in the U.S. and her not speaking English, almost all contact the Bar and I 
have had with this couple is through Mr. Guzman. 
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support for at least most of the time Ms. Guzman Fernandez has been in this 
country.  He gained his status with the assistance of Barbara Ghio, an immigration 
lawyer in Salem.  The Guzmans have children who the father supports.  Ms. 
Guzman Fernandez is undocumented but has lived in this country for many years.  
She twice entered this country illegally from Mexico, of which the U.S. 
Government is aware.  To my knowledge, she has not worked outside the home.   

 When Ms. Guzman Fernandez decided to apply for legal status, Mr. 
Guzman was referred to Mr. Roller by someone with whom he worked.2 The 
Guzmans met with Mr. Roller, telling him immediately that she had entered this 
country illegally twice.  Mr. Roller assured them that would be no impediment to 
her obtaining status, and the couple paid him the requested money.  Mr. Roller 
proceeded with representation, completing and filing forms with the USCIS.  
When Ms. Guzman Fernandez received an interview date at the U.S. Consulate in 
Ciudad Juarez, she learned that if she appeared she would be denied status and 
would have to remain in Mexico for ten years before she could re-enter this 
country.  When she and Mr. Roller discussed this, Mr. Roller recommended that 
she simply sneak back across the border illegally (something she had already done 
twice).  He then told her he had had other clients in the same situation in the 
past, and told her this was the advice he was giving others finding themselves in 
the same position.  As a result, Ms. Guzman Fernandez concluded that Mr. Roller 
in fact knew there was nothing he could do to assist her when he took her family’s 
money, and was simply attempting to reap in more profit for himself.  She asked 
for her money back, which Mr. Roller refused to do. 

 When the Guzmans learned that Mr. Roller would not return their money, 
would not apologize for leading them astray, and that he was under investigation 
by the DCO office, Mr. Guzman contacted Dawn Evans, who, from what I can tell, 
was handling the Roller claims.  Mr. Guzman developed a trusting relationship 
with Ms. Evans, from whom he sought advice.  She encouraged him to file a claim 
with the Client Security Fund, which he decided to do.  I agreed to represent the 
Guzmans on a pro bono basis in filing such a claim.  Ms. Evans felt that the 

                                                           
2 I have not been able to determine if this contact was actually a “runner” for Mr. 
Roller, although it is my understanding he referred several other individuals to 
Mr. Roller as well.   
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Guzmans were quite vulnerable and the Mr. Roller had taken advantage of that 
vulnerability.  In addition, because of Ms. Guzman Fernandez’s lack of legal status, 
Ms. Evans thought that recovery through the CSF was the only viable alternative 
for this family. 

 I initially filed this claim in Mr. Guzman’s name on February 19, 2018, not 
realizing that the claim had to be in the name of the actual client, and not the 
person making the payment.  I refiled the claim in Ms. Fernandez Guzman’s name 
on April 12, 2018.  The Committee did not consider the claim until November, 
2019, more than eighteen months after the claim was filed.  At that time, the 
Committee denied the claim. 

 As noted above, we are appealing the Committee’s denial.  First, while it is 
true that Mr. Roller completed and filed forms with USCIS, they were worthless 
and never should have been filed.  We believe that Roller intentionally took the 
retainer money, knowing full well Ms. Guzman Fernandez did not have a claim for 
relief.    As noted above, Ms. Guzman Fernandez had the distinct impression that 
Mr. Roller knew he was not able to provide any useful assistance but that he was 
simply taking her money.  Of particular relevance is this quote from the end of the 
trial panel opinion disbarring Mr. Roller3:  “At time, Roller’s conduct was selfish.  
He took money from clients and immediately converted it to his own use . . .  
These acts show that Roller was more interested in collecting and using the 
money for his own purposes . . . “.  We believe this is one of those cases. 

 Second, the CSF Committee found that this might be more of a malpractice 
case than a CSF.  Due to Ms. Guzman Fernandez’s lack of legal status and the 
current state of immigration law in this country, it is not reasonable to expect her 
file suit against Roller, even assuming this is malpractice, which we do not believe 
it is.  Additionally, given the amount of time it took the Committee to render its 
decision, any potential malpractice claim is probably stale, thereby locking Ms. 
Guzman Fernandez out of the opportunity to find redress. 

 This is not a large CSF claim relative to others the Committee and the BOG 
sees; however, to the Guzmans, this is a large amount of money.  The family is 

                                                           
3 While these clients were not a part of the disbarment hearing, it is my 
understanding their situation was also under consideration by the DCO. 
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living on the limited wages made by Mr. Guzman, so hiring another lawyer to 
determine if there is more than can be done for Ms. Guzman Fernandez4. 

 Thank you for your review of this claim.  If I can be of further assistance, 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Sincerely, 

 /s/  Terry Wright 

Theresa L. (Terry) Wright 

Attorney at Law 

Pro Bono Counsel for Claimant 

 

 

 

    

                                                           
4 Two immigration lawyers who have reviewed the facts of this case do not believe 
Ms. Guzman Fernandez has a remedy, but the couple would like to take one more 
look at this. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date:  February 7, 2020 
Memo Date:  February 3, 2020 
From:  Courtney C. Dippel, Disciplinary Counsel 
Re:  Disciplinary/Regulatory Counsel’s Status Report 

 

1.  Decisions Received. 

  a. Supreme Court 

  Since the Board of Governors met in November 2019, the Supreme Court took the 
following action in disciplinary matters: 

 
 Accepted the Form B resignation from Green Valley, Arizona lawyer Leslie Martinez. 

 
 Issued an opinion in In re Eric J. Nisley, suspending this The Dalles lawyer for 60 days, 

finding a violation of RPC 8.1(a)(1). 
 
 Issued  an  order  in  In  re  Andrew  Long,  suspending  this  Portland  lawyer  during  the 

pendency of his disciplinary proceedings pursuant to BR 3.1. 
 
 Issued  an  order  in  In  re  Erika  Huebschman,  accepting  this  Jacksonville  lawyer’s 

stipulation to a 12‐month suspension, 6 months stayed, 3‐year probation. 
 
 Issued an order in In re Clayton J. Lance, accepting this St. Helens lawyer’s stipulation 

to a 28‐month suspension, 26 months stayed, 3‐year probation. 

b. Disciplinary Board 

One Disciplinary Board trial panel opinion has been issued since November 2019.  

 In re Brian Conry of Portland (30‐day suspension). 

No appeal was filed in one case and the trial panel opinion is now final: 

 In re Timothy MPM Pizzo of St. Helens (2‐year suspension). 

Since the Board of Governors met in November 2019, the Adjudicator took the following 
action in disciplinary matters: 

 The Adjudicator issued an order in In re Craig Wymetalek, suspending this Hillsboro 
lawyer under BR 3.1. 
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In  addition  to  these  trial  panel  opinions,  the  Adjudicator  approved  stipulations  for 
discipline  in:  In  re Angela Therese Lee‐Mandlin of Bend  (30‐day suspension, all  stayed, 2‐year 
probation), In re Nicole E. Schaefer of Portland (90‐day suspension, all but 30 days stayed, 3‐year 
probation), In re Carol J. Fredrick of McMinnville (reprimand), In re Roger F. Anderson of Tigard 
(reprimand), In re Keith Y. Boyd of Medford (6‐month suspension, all stayed, 3‐year probation), 
In re Theodore C. Coran of McMinnville (30‐day suspension), In re Mark John Holady of Beaverton 
(60‐day  suspension),  In  re  Shannon  M.  Kmetic  of  Oregon  City  (reprimand),  In  re  Daniel  F. 
Kellington of Medford (reprimand), In re Michael S. Sterner of Portland (30‐day suspension), In re 
Todd Stephen Hammond of Salem (60‐day suspension, all stayed, 2‐year probation), and a no 
contest plea in In re Kelly Grant of Houston, Texas (reprimand). 

The Adjudicator approved BR 7.1 suspensions in: None. 

2.  Decisions Pending. 

  The following matters are pending before the Supreme Court: 

In re Andrew Long I – disbarment; respondent appealed; oral argument 
November 1, 2019; under advisement 

In re James D. Harris – dismissed; OSB appealed; oral argument March 9, 
2020 

In re Christopher K. Skagen – (reciprocal discipline matter) disbarment; 
respondent appealed; oral argument March 10, 2020 

In re Andrew Long 2 – disbarment; respondent appealed; awaiting briefs 
In re Craig Wymetalek – Form B pending 

  The following matters are under advisement before the Adjudicator of the Disciplinary 
Board: 

None. 

  The following matters are under advisement before a trial panel of the Disciplinary 
Board: 

In re Erik Graeff – January 16, 2020 

3.  Trials. 

  The following matters are on our trial docket in coming weeks/months: 

In re Steven J. Joseph – March 3‐5, 2020 
In re Donald R. Slayton – April 14‐17, 2020 
In re Franklin G. Patrick – April 21‐23, 2020 
In re Gregory P. Oliveros – April 28‐20, 2020 
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In re Erin C. Walters – May 5‐8, 2020 
In re Rachel Frances O’Neal – May 18‐19, 2020 

4.  Diversions. 

  The following diversion agreements have been entered into since November 2019: 

In re Abraham Lloyd Hanson – February 1, 2020 

5.  Admonitions. 

  The SPRB issued 7  letters of admonitions since November 2019. The outcome in these 
matters is as follows: 

  ‐  7 lawyers have accepted their admonitions; 
  ‐  0 lawyers have rejected their admonition; 
  ‐  0 lawyers have asked for reconsiderations; 
  ‐  0 lawyers have time in which to accept or reject their admonition. 

6.  New Matters. 

  Below is a table of complaint numbers in 2020, compared to prior years, showing both 
complaints (first #) and the number of lawyers named in those complaints (second #): 

 
MONTH  2016  2017  2018  2019  2020 

January  30/30  17/17  34/34  13/13  23/24 
February  38/38  49/49  25/25  20/20   
March  28/30  19/20  33/33  24/24   
April  26/26  22/22  31/32  43/44   
May  27/30  48/51  38/39  36/36   
June  38/39  19/20  37/37  20/20   
July  41/42  31/31  40/42  24/25   
August  28/28  24/27  14/14  21/25   
September  25/25  15/15  18/19  40/41   
October  39/39  37/37  36/36  38/39   
November  26/27  36/40  24/24  29/31   
December  25/28  27/28  13/14  9/9   
TOTALS  371/382  344/357  343/349  317/327  23/24  
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As of February 1, 2020, there were 198 new matters awaiting disposition by Disciplinary 
Counsel staff or the SPRB. Of these matters, 26% are less than three months old, 37% are three 
to six months old, and 37% are more than six months old. Thirteen of these matters were on the 
January SPRB agenda. 

CCD/rlh 
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BOG Open Minutes – Special Open Session January 10, 2020 

Oregon State Bar 
Special Open Session of the Board of Governors   

January 10, 2020 
Minutes 

 

 
President Liani Reeves called the meeting to order at 11:30 a.m. on January 10, 2020. The meeting 
adjourned at 11:57 a.m. Members present from the Board of Governors were Colin Andries Adrian 
Brown, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Anne Graham, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph 
Hesbrook, Eddie Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Michael Rondeau, and  David Wade, 
Present by phone were Traci Rossi.  Not present were Jenny Cooke and Ryan Hunt .  Staff present were 
Helen Hierschbiel, Amber Hollister, Cassandra Dyke, Danielle Edwards, Susan Grabe, and Keith 
Palevsky.  

1. Call to Order 

2. Swearing In 

Liani Reeves swore in new board members Adrian Brown, Anne Graham, Rob Milesnick, and 
Joe Piucci. 

 
3. Adopt BOG Areas of Focus for 2020 
 

Ms. Reeves presented the proposed Areas of Focus for the BOG for 2020. [Exhibit A]  
 

Motion:    Mr. Andries moved Mr. Foster and seconded to adopt the BOG Areas of Focus for 2020. The board 
voted unanimously in favor. 

4. ABA HOD Resolution re: Cannabis Attorneys 

Ms. Reeves explained the ABA HOD Resolution.  The delegates can take a position or not take a 
position.  Do we give them a direction to vote and if the bar would like to cosponsor the 
resolution.  The WA Bar agreed to co-sponsor. 

Mr. Foster presented the Public Affairs Committee recommendation that due to the criminal 
nature of this the committee recommends to the board to take no position on this resolution.   

Moved to Closed Session to seek advice from legal counsel.  

                    Executive Session (pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h) and ORS 192.690(1)) 

Moved back to Open Session. 

5. Approve Minutes of Prior BOG Meeting 

a. Open Session November 23, 2019 

Motion:   Michael moved and Colin seconded to approve the open session minutes with corrections to add 
Kyra Rohner to motions. [Exhibit C]  Rob Milesnick and Joe Piucci abstained from the vote. The 
remaining board members voted in favor. The motion passed. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: Appeal of CSF Claim No. 2018-39 ROLLER (Guzman Fernandez) 

 

Action Requested 
 Consider an appeal of the Client Security Fund Committee’s denial of Teodora Guzman 
Fernandez’s claim of $3,876 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2018-39 Roller (Guzman Fernandez). 

Discussion 

 Ms. Guzman Fernandez hired Dale Roller in 2013 in applying for legal status in the 
United States.  She agreed to pay a $1,500 flat fee plus costs related to the application process 
which she claimed totaled $2,376.  Ms. Guzman Fernandez is represented by pro bono counsel 
Terry Wright.  

 Ms. Guzman provided proof of payment for $921 for the filing fee and medical exam, 
but was unable to provide additional receipts.   

 At the time Mr. Roller was retained, the claimant told Mr. Roller that she had twice 
entered the United States illegally and that the U.S. government was aware of both illegal 
entries.  He apparently told her that this would not create a problem, and took her money. Mr. 
Roller then filed her application for immigration status. 

 When claimant received an interview date at the U.S. Consulate in Mexico (around June 
2016), she learned if she appeared at the Consulate she would be denied status because she 
had entered the United States illegally more than once. In fact, she would be forced to remain 
in Mexico for ten years before she could seek to legally re-enter the United States. When she 
contacted Mr. Roller with this information, Claimant said Mr. Roller simply suggested she 
illegally reenter the country once again to avoid the ten-year bar on reentry.  She then 
consulted with another attorney, who told her that her application should never have been 
filed in the first place because she was automatically ineligible for legal status based on her two 
prior illegal entries into the United States. The claimant requested a refund, and Mr. Roller 
refused to provide one. 

 The investigator concluded, “Although Claimant is understandably frustrated that she 
received useless dvice for her money, it is difficult to believe that Mr. Roller would have done 
the work he did if his intent at the outset was to act dishonestly. In my view, this appears to be 
more of an issue of malpractice than dishonest conduct.” 
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 Mr. Roller was disbarred on August 30, 2017. The disbarment was not a result of this 
representation, although a related disciplinary complaint was pending at the time of 
disbarment. 

 At its December 12, 2019 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed 
Ms. Guzman Fernandez’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board deny the 
claim as it did not find evidence of dishonesty pursuant to CSF Rule 2.2.   

 Counsel for claimant asserts that because Mr. Roller knew his client would never be 
eligible for status based on her marriage to a naturalized United States citizen at the time he 
accepted her money, he acted dishonestly from the beginning of the representation by 
accepting a retainer.  She further asserts that due to the claimants “lack of legal status and the 
current state of immigration law in this country, it is not reasonable to expect her to file suit 
against Roller, even assuming this is malpractice, which we do not believe it is.” Any existing 
malpractice claim is likely stale. 

 While this is an admittedly difficult case, staff concurs with the Committee’s 
recommendation for denial based on insufficient evidence of dishonesty, and recommends that 
the board deny the appeal.   
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: Appeal of CSF Claim No. 2019-34 CREIGHTON (Moye) 

 

Action Requested 
 Consider an appeal of the Client Security Fund Committee’s denial of Brandon Moye 
Sr.’s claim of $50,000 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-34 Creighton (Moye). 

Discussion 

 Mr. Moye hired Beth Creighton in 2013 in a discrimination lawsuit against his former 
employer, Give Us This Day (GUTD), a nonprofit social service and foster care agency.  He 
agreed to a contingent fee agreement, in which Ms. Creighton was to receive 35% after filing 
suit and 40% if settled within 30 days of filing pretrial order in federal court or trial or 
arbitration of the matter. GUTD offered to confess judgment for $150,000 as it was considering 
bankruptcy. Ms. Creighton settled the claim for $150,000 on May 5, 2014 (two days after trial 
was set), via confession of judgment. Mr. Moye gave agreed to the settlement in writing.  

 In order to collect the funds from GUTD, Ms. Creighton filed a writ of garnishment with 
DHS. Beginning in September 2014, she received regular checks from DHS, which she placed in 
her trust account.  Each time Ms. Creighton distributed garnished funds, Mr. Moye signed 
statement indicating he read and agreed with the disbursements and balance he received (60% 
to Mr. Moye and 40% to Ms. Creighton).  Ms. Creighton provided a payment register reflecting 
all garnishment payments to Mr. Moye, including interest on the judgment. Ms. Creighton 
warned Mr. Moye that if GUTD filed bankruptcy, the payments he received would be subject to 
claw back.   

 Mr. Creighton also filed a lien on property GUTD was attempting to sell to a contractor 
to collect on the judgment.  Mr. Moye agreed in writing to release his lien to avoid an 
impending IRS lien foreclosure on the property for $10,000 plus $75 per day interest from the 
contractor once the property was renovated and sold.   

 After inquiries from Ms. Creighton, DHS made a lump sum payment to satisfy the 
confession of judgment. About the same time, the GUTD property sold. Ms. Creighton advised 
Mr. Moye prior to the house sale that any lump sum received on the garnishment wiped out 
the lien on the property, but he continued to insist that he was still entitled to the $10,000 
payment plus $75 per day interest. 

 Mr. Moye disagreed that there was no longer a claim on the house and Ms. Creighton 
advised him that it was unethical to assert an improper lien. Further Ms. Creighton advised a 
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satisfaction of judgment needed to be filed releasing any lien since the judgment had been paid 
in full.   

 Mr. Moye refused to release the lien and refused to allow a satisfaction of judgment to 
be filed.  Ms. Creighton resigned, sent the satisfaction of judgment to Mr. Moye for signature 
and filing, and requested that the title company, Give Us This Day and the contractor contact 
Mr. Moye directly.  Ms. Creighton’s firm absorbed $5,000 in costs they had advanced on Mr. 
Moye’s case. The house flipper paid Mr. Moye $4,000 to release the lien and file the 
satisfaction of judgment so the house sale could close.  

 Mr. Moye then filed a lawsuit against Ms. Creighton claiming she received $10,000 from 
the title company and that she had falsely asserted she was entitled to a 33% fee instead of a 
40% fee. The title company filed a declaration in support of Ms. Creighton’s summary judgment 
motion stating Mr. Moye’s allegations were false regarding the lien payment.  The court 
granted summary judgment in favor of Ms. Creighton and dismissed the case entirely. 

 Ms. Creighton is an active member of the Oregon State Bar and has no disciplinary 
history. Mr. Moye filed a bar complaint against Ms. Creighton related to the conduct alleged 
and it was dismissed for lack of sufficient evidence. 

 At its November 9, 2019 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed 
Mr. Moye’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board deny the claim as it did 
not find evidence of dishonesty, the claim was not timely filed, and in any event, payment of 
the claim would be prohibited by CSF Rule 2.2 and 2.8. 

 Mr. Moye appeals the denial, but does not provide any additional evidence for his claim. 

 Staff concurs with the Committee’s recommendation for denial, and recommends that 
the board deny the appeal. 
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Client Security Fund 
Investigative Report 

 
Re:    Claim No. 2019-43 
Claimant:   Brandon Moye Sr. 
Lawyer:  Beth Creighton 
Investigator:  David A. Hytowitz 
Date:    November 4, 2019 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

I recommend denial of the claims of Mr. Moye 
 

CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY 
 

Beth Creighton (OSB #972440) was retained to represent Brandon Moye Sr. 
(Moye) in a discrimination lawsuit against his former employer, Give Us This Day, 
a nonprofit social service and foster care agency, which received most if not all 
funding from Oregon DHS. Mr. Moye’s claim had been rejected by BOLI after 
their investigation. Ms. Creighton’s firm agreed to represent him in a problematic 
case. A retainer agreement signed March 326, 2013 provided for fees of 35% after 
filing suit and 40% if settled with in 30 days of filing pretrial order in federal court 
or trial or arbitration of the matter.  

 
With trial set for May 2, 2014 after discovery and motions, Give Us This 

Day (GUTD) offered to settle the case offering to confess judgment for $150,000 
as it was considering bankruptcy. Ms. Creighton discussed the offer and 
consequences with Moye and after GUTD refused to increase the amount, Moye 
authorized accepting the Confession of Judgment. The document was executed and 
filed on May 5, 2014.  

 
Thereafter, Creighton and Moye discussed collecting on the judgment given 

the poor financial condition of GUTD and other liens including IRS lien against it. 
They discussed using a collection firm and that both Moye and Creighton would 
end up with less money from the judgment once the collection firm took its cut. 
That firm and another firm decided not to take on the collection, but the second 
firm advised Ms. Creighton how to garnish the DHS for funds owed Moye. Ms. 
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Creighton filed a Writ of Garnishment on or about August 29, 2014. Beginning in 
September 2014, Ms. Creighton received regular garnishment checks from DHS. 
Subsequently to the clearing of the checks in her trust account, the proceeds were 
split 60% to Moye and 40% to Creighton and Rose LLP, her firm. Moye signed a 
statement with each statement of account that he read the statement and agreed 
with the disbursements and the balance he received each date.  

 
In addition to the garnishment, Ms. Creighton filed a lien on a house GUTD 

was in the process of trying to sell to a house remodeler/contractor who also 
“flipped houses.” In trying to speed up the closure of the sale before any IRS lien 
foreclosure, which likely would have left nothing for Moye, the “Flipper” offered 
to pay Moye to release the lien the sum of $10,000 plus $75 per day interest. Ms. 
Creighton with Moye’s approval, all initialed by Moye, agreed to the offer and 
signed escrow instructions for it with the title company closing the sale. The sale 
did not initially go through and nothing was heard for several months. In the 
interim DHS was making payment on the judgment garnishment, which Ms. 
Creighton warned Moye would be subject to claw back if GUTD filed bankruptcy. 
When the payments slowed, Creighton called DHS and the Oregon Dept of Justice 
attorney. They indicated with the IRS lien they were trying to figure out priorities 
and proper payments. Shortly thereafter, DHS paid off the balance of the judgment 
in one large lump sum. In fact, the amount paid was an overpayment so that Ms. 
Creighton sent back the over payment to DHS. She then split the amount in the 
60/40 split paying it to Moye.  

 
About the same time as the lump sum payment the title company contacted 

Creighton to advise the sale file they had closed was now reopened between the 
Flipper and GUTD and wanted updated escrow instructions. Ms. Creighton 
advised Moye, even before receiving the lump payment that lump payment 
occurring before the sale was complete would wipe out the lien and any claim 
against the house.  

 
Mr. Moye over time had become very vocal in emails and calls to Creighton 

objecting to the fees and cost to collect by the other attorneys let alone that he felt 
he was owed the money from the Flipper.  Creighton advised him it was not ethical 
for her to assert a lien that no longer was proper, and that the satisfaction of 
judgment needed to be filed which releases any lien since the judgment had been 
paid in full. By then Moye was asserting that Creighton over charged him alleging 
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an oral change in the fee agreement with Creighton and other issues including 
claiming she had received money from the title company etc. Eventually when he 
would not allow the satisfaction of judgment to be filed or the lien release, Ms. 
Creighton resigned and sent the Satisfaction of Judgment to Moye to sign and file 
and told the title company, GUTD and Flipper’s attorneys to deal with Moye 
directly. Ms. Creighton’s firm also had absorbed in their fees some $5,000.00 in 
costs they had advanced. Ms. Creighton even secured a payment register from 
DHS showing all payments made on the judgment which she provided to Moye, 
including interest on the judgment. 

 
The Flipper finally paid Moye $4000.00 to release the lien and file the 

satisfaction of judgment so they could close the sale as it appeared to be below 
market sale per investigation Ms. Creighton had made when it first came up. 

 
In the interim, Moye has participated in a fee arbitration through the bar 

which was found against him. He then filed a lawsuit against Creighton claiming 
negligence and that Creighton had been paid the $10,000 etc. by the title company 
and asserting the fee dispute on the 33% vs 40% contingency fee. The Title 
company filed a Declaration in support of a Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
by Ms. Creighton’s attorneys stating that Mr. Moye’s allegations against Ms. 
Creighton were false vis a vis the lien payment issue. The court granted summary 
judgment for Ms. Creighton, dismissing the case in full.  

 
Moye then filed an ethics complaint with the OSB. Ms. Creighton provided 

the Bar with her file and numerous emails from and to Moye. After thorough 
review the Bar rejected Moye’s complaint and noted how he had changed his claim 
and arguments over time. The bar and the fee arbitration hearing board found that 
Ms. Creighton paid Moye what he was owed from the judgment less the fees per 
the Retainer agreement as well as the fact she had absorbed the costs.  

 
Failing the ethics complaint, Moye then filed this CSF claim again asserting 

the 33% fee issue and that Creighton received $60,000 or more that should have 
been paid to him. Upon being notified of the assignment of the file by the CSF, 
Mrs. Creighton provided extensive paperwork on the matter to me (after sending it 
electronically and then in paper per my request). Shortly thereafter, Disciplinary 
Counsel of the Bar emailed an extensive file, which generally matched what Ms. 
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Creighton had sent plus their analysis and rejection letter to Moye as well as the 
detailed response of Ms. Creighton with citation to documents included.  

 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
1. The claim is not timely. See CSF Rule 2.8. Services were terminated as of 

May 5, 2015 and this claim was filed October 11, 2019  
2. Claimant asserts he is an injured client. See CSF Rules 1.6, 1.7 and 2.1. 
3. The loss asserted was not caused by the lawyer’s dishonest conduct. See 

CSF Rule 2.2. 
4. The loss alleged is not covered by a similar fund in another state. See CSF 

Rule 2.3. 
5. The loss alleged was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a 

“banker’s blanket bond” or similar insurance or surety contract. See CSF 
Rule 2.4. 

6. The loss alleged claimed arose from and was because of an established 
lawyer-client relationship. See CSF Rule 2.5.  

7. In this case, the claimant had many emails and explanations provided to him, 
appeared in court, fee arbitration and Bar Ethics complaint filed against 
Creighton. All documents and venues found that Ms. Creighton handled the 
fees and disputes raised by Moye appropriately  

8. Claimant does not have a current attorney. 
9. The loss alleged arose from the lawyer’s practice of law in Oregon. See CSF 

Rule 2.9. 
10. The loss asserted does not appear to be a loss as the claimant received all he 

was entitled to from the Confession of Judgment by GUTD. Also after Ms. 
Creighton resigned and advised him he needed to sign and file the 
Satisfaction of Judgment and release the lien on the house since the 
Judgment had been paid, he managed to get the Flipper to pay him an 
additional $4000 which Ms. Creighton did not get any payment on nor assert 
an attorney fee lien on as she specifically told him getting paid off in full 
was a good result (especially where no bankruptcy had been filed within 90 
days of such payment) and that she could not ethically assert an invalid lien.  
There is no loss to reimburse here.  

11. For purposes of the claim asserted, Moye has not received equivalent legal 
services by another attorney without cost to Claimant. See CSF Rule 2.2.4 
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Page 5—Beth Creighton (Claim of Brandon Moye Sr.) 

This claim does NOT satisfy the requirements of a loss covered by the 
CSF. It appears to be a fee dispute arising out of Creighton’s representation 
of Moye in a hard discrimination case in Multnomah County. BOLI had 
rejected the claim and Creighton took it on in the face of an institution that at 
the time was under water with other liens and IRS liens. She eventually 
collected all of the confessed judgment and was able to provide payment to 
Moye as collections were received. And Moye eventually squeezed the 
Flipper to pay him an additional $4000 to sign the lien release and filed the 
satisfaction of Judgment (which Moye could have been sued for failing to 
timely file once paid off as threatened at one time or more just before and 
after Creighton resigned).  

 
GUTD eventually closed up shop in 2015. It was still represented by an 

attorney and may still be a registered corporation. Its former executive director and 
founder was eventually charged and convicted in federal court of theft 
approximately $1 million dollars of funds meant for foster kids in the 
organization’s care. She was sentenced to 33 months in federal prison in 2019 by 
Judge Marco Hernandez including payment or forfeiture of close to $2 million of 
funds and assets. 

 
In investigating this case we reviewed the file provided by CSF, the 

extensive materials, emails, ledgers, Bar Fee Arbitration Decision,  etc. provided 
by Ms. Creighton and the extensive file provided by OSB Disciplinary Counsel 
including their opinion letter and the point by point response to all of Mr. Moya’s 
claims by Ms. Creighton. Failure to timely file the claim was not taken into 
account in deciding this claim. It is not a valid claim and should be denied. No 
money or fees were taken inappropriately or otherwise qualifying for 
reimbursement by the CSF.  
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From: Brandon Moye
To: Jerri Shay
Subject: Re: 2019-34 CREIGHTON (Moye) CSF deny claim
Date: Friday, November 15, 2019 1:12:59 PM

I would like to appeal this Decision Jerry Shay, I just talked to u on the phone, and u clarified
the Oregon State Bar has the authority to impound Beth Creighton OSB # 972440 bank
records, which u will clearly see Beth Creighton received this money and lied and said she
didn’t, are you people interested in the truth and justice or just trying to cover for this theft by
Beth Creighton OSB # 972440, I’m in search of justice!!   Brandon Moye Sr.

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 15, 2019, at 8:23 AM, Jerri Shay <jshay@osbar.org> wrote:


Dear Mr. Moye,
 
Attached please find correspondence regarding the above-referenced CSF
claim.
 
Please note this is also being sent by first class mail.
 
Thank you,
 
<!--[if !vml]-->
<image001.gif>
<!--[endif]-->Jerri Shay

General Counsel Program Coordinator
503-431-6334
jshay@osbar.org  pronouns: she/her
               
Oregon State Bar • 16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road • PO Box 231935 • Tigard, OR 97281-1935 •
www.osbar.org
 
Please note: Your email communication may be subject to public disclosure. Written communications to or
from the Oregon State Bar are public records that, with limited exceptions, must be made available to
anyone upon request in accordance with Oregon's public records laws.

 
<2019 1115 CSF deny claim.pdf>
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: CSF Claim No. 2018-73 Deveny (Hegwood) 

 

Action Requested 
 Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board award 
$33,350 of claimant Jessie Hegwood’s claim in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2018-73 Deveny 
(Hegwood). 

Discussion 

 Claimant Hegwood hired Ms. Deveny in October 2015 to represent her in obtaining 
damages for injuries sustained in a motor vehicle accident, including traumatic brain injury, 
which occurred in May 2015. She agreed to a contingent fee agreement, in which Ms. Deveny 
was to receive one-third of settlement. Ms. Hegwood is represented by attorney Carl Clyde. She 
requests that the fund reimburse her for the entire $50,000 loss, as she believes Ms. Deveny 
should not have been entitled to an attorney fee in her case. 

 Ms. Deveny settled the claim with Geico for $50,000 and deposited the check into her 
trust account in February 2017.  Ms. Hegwood called Ms. Deveny in December 2017 for an 
update on her case and was told she should have her settlement in two months.  Ms Hegwood 
called Ms. Deveny again in August 2018 by googling her phone number since she forgot it.  This 
is when Ms. Hegwood discovered information on Ms. Deveny’s deception of other clients.  Ms. 
Hegwood then contacted her insurance company who indicated they waived the subrogation 
claims and provided Geico’s number to her.  Ms. Hegwood contacted Gecio and learned that 
they settled her case 18 months earlier.  

 Ms. Deveny resigned Form B, effective July 26, 2018, while numerous disciplinary cases 
were pending; at this time, charges against her are pending in state and federal court alleging 
theft, criminal mistreatment, wire fraud and tax evasion. 

 At its January 11, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed Ms. 
Hegwood’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse her for 
$33,350 of her loss. The Committee calculated Ms. Hegwood’s loss based on the settlement 
amount of $50,000 minus the agreed upon attorney fee of $16,666.66.   

 The Committee declined to reimburse Ms. Hegwood for the amount Ms. Deveny took as 
attorney fees, pursuant to CSF Rule 2.4, which prohibits awarding attorney fees as part of a 
claim. 
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 Ms. Hegwood’s claim would not ordinarily be eligible for reimbursement at this time, 
pursuant CSF Rule 2.1.6, because Ms. Deveny has not been found guilty of a crime and Ms. 
Hegwood has not obtained a civil judgment against her. The Committee, however, voted to 
waive the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on extreme hardship. CSF Rule 2.6.   

 Pursuant to Rule 2.5, the Committee determined that Mr. Clyde’s $2,345.60 attorney 
fee to represent Ms. Hegwood in her CSF claim was reasonable.  

 Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF 
Committee’s recommendation. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: CSF Claim No. 2019-10 Glaeser (Macario) 

 

Action Requested 
 Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant 
claimant Adelaida Macario’s claim of $50,000 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-10 Glaeser 
(Macario). 

Discussion 

 Claimant Adelaida Macario hired Jess Glaeser in June 2015 to represent her in obtaining 
damages for injuries sustained in a motor vehicle accident, which occurred in December 2014. 
She agreed in a written fee agreement to pay him 33 1/3%, if the case settled less than two 
weeks before trial, and 40% if the case settled after that date.  

 The case settled in July 2018, more than two weeks before trial; Sublimity Insurance 
sent Mr. Glaeser a check for $74,000. He deposited the check into his trust account.  On 
September 27, 2018, Mr. Glaeser sent an email to Ms. Macario indicating the amount of the 
settlement and stating her net recovery amount would be $50,000.  Mr. Glaeser offered to wire 
the money to Ms. Macario’s bank account.  Ms. Macario states she never received anything 
from Mr. Glaeser.   

 Mr. Glaeser resigned Form B, effective October 25, 2018, while one disciplinary case and 
numerous investigations were pending involving alleged conversion of client funds. A review of 
his trust account bank statement from June 30, 2018 through July 31, 208 reflects that he 
received the $74,000 payment and withdrew the entire amount the same month. While two 
wire transfers were made and several checks cleared, none of them appear to be to Ms. 
Macario. There are currently no funds in Mr. Glaeser’s lawyer trust account. 

 Mr. Glaeser’s bankruptcy counsel, Clarke Balcom did not respond to the CSF 
investigator’s inquiries regarding whether Ms. Macario was paid.  Mr. Balcom indicated he 
would ask Mr. Glaeser, but the investigator did not receive a response.  

 At its January 11, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed 
Ms. Macario’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the board reimburse her for 
$50,000 of her outstanding loss. 

 Ms. Macario’s claim would not ordinarily be eligible for reimbursement at this time, 
pursuant CSF Rule 2.1.6, because Mr. Glaeser has not been convicted of a crime and Ms. 
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Macario has not obtained a civil judgment against him. The Committee, however, voted to 
waive the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on extreme hardship under CSF Rule 2.6, based 
upon Ms. Macario’s circumstances and the available evidence.   

 Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF 
Committee’s recommendation. 
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As an addendum to the Glaeser/Macario report, I finally got a call today from Glaeser’s 
attorney. Considering it is a criminal matter he would not confirm or deny Macario was not 
paid. He said, however, they would not offer any evidence to the CSF that she had been paid. 
 
Ray Young 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: CSF Claim No. 2019-18 Bertoni (Olmos) 

 

Action Requested 
 Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant 
claimant Martin Olmos’s claim of $5,000 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-18 Bertoni 
(Olmos). 

Discussion 

 Claimant Martin Olmos hired Gary Bertoni in January 2018 to represent him in a criminal 
case. He paid Mr. Bertoni $12,500 and understood that $7,500 was a retainer for pre-trial 
services and a $5,000 trial fee. Mr. Olmos seeks reimbursement of the entire $12,500 fee.  

 Invoices from Mr. Bertoni for January 2018 through November 2018 reflect $7,500 in 
charges for jail visits, court appearances and visit to the crime scene. The investigator 
concluded Mr. Bertoni provided services in return for the $7,500 in charges.  

 In July 2018, Mr. Bertoni billed Mr. Olmos an additional $5,000 as a “trial flat fee.” Trial 
was scheduled for August 2018.  It was later continued to November 28, 2018.  Mr. Olmos paid 
the trial fee in cash on November 9, 2018, as shown on the receipt.  Mr. Bertoni moved to 
withdraw as counsel on November 10, 2018 based on his approaching disciplinary suspension, 
and his motion was granted on November 14, 2018.  Mr. Bertoni entered into a stipulation for 
discipline on September 13, 2018, whereby he would be suspended from the practice of law for 
18 months, effective November 12, 2018.  

 After Mr. Berton’s withdrawal, Mr. Olmos was represented by a court-appointed 
attorney. In December 2018, Mr. Olmos requested his file and a refund of the $5,000 fee.  Mr. 
Bertoni sent Mr. Olmos text messages in January and February 2019 promising to send a check 
but has failed to do so. 

 Mr. Bertoni is currently suspended.  There are also seven pending disciplinary 
prosecutions against Mr. Bertoni, including for conduct related to Mr. Olmos’s loss.  

 At its January 11, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed 
Mr. Olmos’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the board reimburse him for 
$5,000 of his outstanding loss. The Committee acknowledged that the claimant did receive 
services that were more than minimal or insignificant in return for his fee, and he received legal 
services by another, court-appointed attorney without cost to the him.  See CSF Rules 2.2 and 
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2.3.  The Committee, however, voted to apply CSF Rule 2.1.6 and grant $5,000 of his claim 
based on the existence of “extreme hardship or special and unusual circumstances.” 
Fundamentally, the Committee was concerned that Mr. Bertoni accepted the additional trial 
fee of $5,000 at a time he had stipulated to an 18 month suspension that would begin in a 
matter of days.  

 Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF 
Committee’s recommendation. 
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Client Security Fund 
Investigative Report 

 
Re:   2019-18 
Claimant:  Martin Ray Olmos 
Lawyer:  Gary B. Bertoni  
Investigator:  Melissa May 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 

I recommended approval of the claim in the amount of $5,000. 
 
  

CLAIM INVESTIGATION SUMMARY 
 
Claim 
 
 Mr. Olmos requests reimbursement of $12,500 in fees paid to Gary Bertoni.  This amount 
consists of a $7,500 “retainer fee” which apparently was meant to cover pre-trial services, and a 
$5,000 trial fee. 
 
Investigation 
 
 I contacted Bertoni several times but did not receive a substantive response.  I also spoke 
with Mr. Olmos and reviewed the invoices he provided and the electronic docket for his criminal 
case.  Finally, I reviewed the Bar’s Third Amended Formal Complaint (the “Complaint”) seeking 
Bertoni’s disbarment for this and other matters, and Bertoni’s response to the Complaint. 
 
Background and Results of Investigation 
 
 Mr. Olmos was indicted in January 2018, and retained Bertoni as defense counsel.  Mr. 
Olmos paid a total of $7,500 in attorney fees in installments in January and February 2018.  He 
signed a fee agreement while in jail and says that he never received a copy of the agreement.  His 
understanding was that the $7,500 was a retainer and payment for pre-trial services, including the 
services of a private investigator.1 
 
 Invoices from Bertoni for January 2018 through November 2018 reflect the $7,500 in 
charges and payments, as well as additional charges and payments for mileage and parking 
expenses related to Bertoni’s visits to Mr. Olmos in jail, court appearances, and a visit to the crime 
scene in Rhododendron. 

                                                 
1  Mr. Olmos also stated that Bertoni collected funds from the state for private investigation services, and did not 
provide any reports or other information from an investigator.  Consequently, when his court-appointed counsel took 
over the case after Bertoni’s suspension, he was unable to provide evidence from an investigator or obtain additional 
funds to hire a new investigator.  Mr. Olmos believes that he would have avoided jail time if he had access to an 
investigator’s services and report. 
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 In July 2018, Bertoni billed Mr. Olmos $5,000 as a “Trial Flat Fee.”  At that time, trial was 
scheduled for August but later it was continued to November 28, 2018.  Mr. Olmos paid the trial 
fee in cash in November 2018.  The receipt is dated 11/9/2018.  Mr. Olmos recalls that he noticed 
at the time that Bertoni “backdated” the receipt by a day or two, which would mean that he paid 
the fee on November 10th or 11th. 
 
 Bertoni filed his motion to withdraw as counsel on November 10, 2018, and it was granted 
on November 14, 2018.  Bertoni’s suspension from the practice of law became effective November 
12, 2018. 
 
Timeline Summary 
 
6/23/17  Assault by Claimant 
1/2/18   Indictment of Claimant 
1/22/18  Bertoni appeared on behalf of Mr. Olmos 
1/26/18  Bertoni filed a pre-trial release memorandum 
2/16/18  Mr. Olmos paid final installment of $7,500 retainer 
2/18 - 11/18  Various status hearings held and continuances granted 
7/31/18  Bertoni billed Mr. Olmos $5,000 “Trial Flat Fee” 
9/13/18  Bertoni was notified of his 18 month suspension, effective 11/12/18 
11/9/18  Date on Bertoni’s receipt for Mr. Olmos’ payment of $5,000 trial fee 
11/10/18 or 11/11/18 Actual date of Mr. Olmos’ payment of $5,000 to Bertoni 
11/10/18  Bertoni’s motion to withdraw as attorney 
11/12/18  Effective date of Bertoni’s suspension 
12/7/18 Mr. Olmos terminated Bertoni’s services and requested his file, a refund of 

the $5,000 fee, and an accounting 
12/18/18 Bertoni emailed Mr. Olmos, promising to “immediately arrange for the 

return of your $5000.” 
1/18/19 and 2//12/19  Bertoni sent text messages promising to send a check. 
2/20/19 Mr. Olmos sent another message to Bertoni requesting a refund and the 

other materials he requested on 12/7/18.  He has not received a response. 
9/18/19 Mr. Olmos pleaded guilty to an assault charge and was sentenced to 60 days 

in jail and 3 years’ probation. 
 

 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 
1. The claim is timely.  See CSF Rule 2.1.8. 
 
2. Claimant is the injured client.  See CSF Rules 1.4 and 2.1.1. 
 
3. The loss was caused by the lawyer’s dishonest conduct.  See CSF Rule 2.1.2. 
 
4. The loss is not covered by any similar fund in another state.  See CSF Rule 2.1.3. 
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5. The loss was not incurred by a financial institution covered by a “banker’s blanket bond” 
or similar insurance or surety contract.  See CSF Rule 2.1.4. 
 
6. The loss arose from, and was because of, an established lawyer-client relationship.  
 
7. CSF Rule 2.1.6 technically is not satisfied because Bertoni has not been found guilty of a 
crime in connection with his dishonest conduct and no civil judgment has been entered against 
him, etc.  Bertoni has been suspended but not as a result of the dishonest conduct at issue here.  
(The dishonest conduct at issue here is the subject of a disbarment proceeding, however.)  Please 
see item 12, below. 
 
8. Claimant has made a good-faith effort to collect the amount claimed.  See CSF Rule 2.1.7. 
 
9. The loss arose from the lawyer’s practice of law in Oregon.  See CSF Rule 2.1.9. 
 
10. CSF Rule 2.2 is not satisfied as to the $7,500 retainer because Bertoni appears to have 
provided services that were more than minimal or insignificant.  I ask the committee to find that 
CSF Rule 2.2 is satisfied as to the $5,000 “trial flat fee” that Bertoni collected within days of his 
suspension, based on “other evidence acceptable to the Committee that establishes that the client 
is owed a refund of a legal fee.”  Here, Bertoni collected the $5,000 fee knowing that he would be 
unable to represent Mr. Olmos at trial. 
 
11. The Claimant received legal services by another, court-appointed attorney without cost to 
the Claimant.  See CSF Rule 2.3.  However, I ask the Committee to find “extraordinary 
circumstances” here, due to the timing of the payment of the $5,000 trial fee and the fact that the 
Claimant did not have the benefit of an investigator’s report or other evidence that might have 
improved his results in the case. 
 
12. Although the claim should be denied because Rule 2.1.6 is not satisfied, approval of the 
claim in the amount of $5,000 is appropriate because extreme hardship or special and unusual 
circumstances exist.  Mr. Bertoni has agreed that he owes a refund of $5,000 but has not sent 
those funds to the Claimant, currently is suspended from the practice of law, and has not 
responded to the Claimant since 2018.  See CSF Rule 2.6. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: February 7, 2020 
From: Amber Hollister, General Counsel 
Re: CSF Claim No. 2019-29 Deveny (Freyer) 

 

Action Requested 
 Consider Client Security Fund Committee’s recommendation that the board grant 
claimant Nancy Freyer’s claim of $6,160.50 in the matter of CSF Claim No. 2019-29 Deveny 
(Freyer). 

Discussion 

 Claimant Freyer hired Ms. Deveny in July 2012 to represent her in a medical malpractice 
lawsuit. Although a fee agreement cannot be located, Ms. Freyer recalls agreeing to a 
contingent fee agreement, in which Ms. Deveny was to receive one-third of settlement. Just 
prior to mediation, Ms. Deveny contacted Ms. Freyer to inform her that the insurance company 
was offering to settle for $27,000 and that she should accept the offer.  Ms. Freyer agreed and 
signed a settlement agreement and release in June 2016, acknowledging that $4,000 would be 
withheld to determine any demand from Medicare Secondary Payer Recovery Contractor.  The 
release and settlement agreement state that “Medicare has been paid at least $3,002.93” for 
Ms. Freyer’s medical costs. Ms. Deveny issued a Settlement Statement providing that Ms. 
Freyer was entitled to a net recovery of $10,245.10. 

 Ms. Deveny resigned Form B, effective July 26, 2018, while numerous disciplinary cases 
were pending; at this time, charges against her are pending in state and federal court alleging 
theft, criminal mistreatment, wire fraud and tax evasion. 

 At its January 11, 2020 meeting, the Client Security Fund Committee reviewed 
Ms. Freyer’s claim and unanimously voted to recommend that the Board reimburse her for 
$6,160.50 in loss. The Committee determined Ms. Deveny’s Settlement Statement was 
inaccurate. Instead, the Committee determined Ms. Freyer was entitled to recover $1550.48 for 
an overpayment of CMS lien and $4610.12 for case costs deducted from her settlement without 
proof. 

 While Ms. Freyer sought additional recovery of $5,500 in attorney fees incurred when 
hiring subsequent counsel, the Committee denied that portion of the claim pursuant to CSF 
Rule 2.4, which provides “[a] claim approved by the Committee may not include attorney’s 
fees”. 

 Ms. Freyer’s claim would not ordinarily be eligible for reimbursement at this time, 
pursuant CSF Rule 2.1.6, because Ms. Deveny has not been found guilty of a crime and 
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Ms. Freyer has not obtained a civil judgment against her. The Committee, however, voted to 
waive the requirement of CSF Rule 2.1.6 based on extreme hardship. CSF Rule 2.6.   

 Staff recommends that the board approve the claim, consistent with the CSF 
Committee’s recommendation. 
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BOG Agenda OPEN May 22, 2020 

Oregon State Bar 
Meeting of the Board of Governors 

Open Session Agenda Minutes 

President Liani Reeves called the open session meeting to order at 12:33 p.m. on May 22, 2020. The meeting 
adjourned at 2:43 p.m. Members present from the Board of Governors were Colin Andries, Adrian Brown, 
Jenny Cooke, Chris Costantino, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph 
Hesbrook, Ryan Hunt, Eddie Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Michael Rondeau, Traci Rossi, 
and David Wade.  PLF CEO, Nena Cook, was present. Staff present were Cassandra Dyke, Susan Grabe, Helen 
Hierschbiel, Amber Hollister, and Mike Williams.   

1. Call to Order

2. Law Improvement Proposals [Mr. Foster]    Action  Exhibit

Eric Foster presented information about the law improvement proposals and the Bar Act
amendment proposals (other than the BOG election and removal provisions) as part of the
2021 law improvement package to be submitted to the Legislative Counsel’s office for bill
drafting.  [Exhibit A]

Motion: Public Affairs Committee motion to adopt the law improvement proposal and Bar Act amendment 
proposals (other than the BOG election and removal provisions) as part of the 2021 law improvement 
package to be submitted to the Legislative Counsel’s office for bill drafting. Adrian Brown, Jenny 
Cooke, Kate Denning, Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Bik-Na Han, Joseph Hesbrook, Eddie 
Medina, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, Kyra Rohner, Michael Rondeau, Traci Rossi, and David Wade voted 
in favor of the motion. Colin Andries voted in opposition to the motion. Ryan Hunt abstained from 
the vote. The motion passed.  

3. Bar Act Amendments [Mr. Foster & Mr. Wade] Action Exhibit 

Eric Foster and David Wade presented information about proposed amendments to the Bar Act 
related to election and removal of board members. [Exhibit B] The Public Affairs Committee voted for 
option 2 related to removal of board members only. The Policy & Governance Committee voted for 
option 1.   

Helen Hierschbiel gave an overview about the history and purpose of the election and removal 
process for members of the board of governors as set forth in the memo to the board. She also 
provided background about why these issues are before the board at this time. 

At 1:00 p.m., Liani Reeves requested to go into closed session to receive advice of general counsel 
pursuant to ORS 192.660(2)(f) and (h) and ORS 192.690(1)). At 1:46 p.m., the meeting returned to 
open session. 
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Liani Reeves announced that the Board would first consider the Policy & Governance Committee 
motion to pursue changes to the Bar Act relating to election and removal of BOG members as 
outlined in Option 1 and opened the motion up for discussion. 
 
Committee members who voted against the proposal expressed numerous concerns. One member 
believes the proposal threatens lawyer’s self-regulation and provides no real benefit. Another feels 
we have not explored enough alternatives and believes there may be better ways to accomplish the 
object of public accountability and service. For example, we could require Court appointment of 
public members only and add more public members to the board. There was general dis-ease about 
giving the Supreme Court so much power over the BOG members, and the impact that would have on 
the board discussion and decision-making. Members from rural communities noted the distrust that 
lawyers and others from rural communities have of government institutions located in the valley. This 
proposal will exacerbate that distrust. Several members wanted more time to talk and think about 
the proposal because it is such a big decision. 
 
Those in favor of the proposal noted that closer alignment with the Court has numerous advantages. 
There has always been confusion among board members about who they serve. Because they are 
elected, they think they serve bar members. But the bar’s mission and purpose have always been 
public protection and service. Changing the governance structure in this way will make board 
member accountability to the public clearer. The proposal does not eliminate self-governance; the 
Supreme Court Justices are lawyers and bar members. Finally, to the extent that people think there 
may be other, better solutions, voting in favor of this proposal allows the board to explore those 
options. Option 1 preserves the bar’s ability to seek legislative changes to the governance structure in 
the 2021 session. We can discuss this further once we get a draft back from legislative counsel’s 
office. 

Motion:  Policy & Governance Committee recommended pursing Bar Act changes outlined in option 1. Adrian 
Brown, Eric Foster, Kamron Graham, John Grant, Joseph Hesbrook, Eddie Medina, Traci Rossi, 
Michael Rondeau, and David Wade voted in favor.  Colin Andries, Jenny Cooke, Kate Denning, Bik-Na 
Han, Ryan Hunt, Rob Milesnick, Joe Piucci, and Kyra Rohner voted against.  The motion passed 9-8.  

 

Liani Reeves made a public acknowledgment and thanks to the Pro Bono Counsel that has been involved in 
the Gruber/Crowe litigation. Eliza Dozono, who recently went in-house to CLEAResult, Taylor Richman of Miller 
Nash, Steven Wilker of Tonkon Torp, Mick Gillette of Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt, and Meg Houlihan of Stoll 
Berne. They have donated many hours of their time and have very competently represented the bar in these 
difficult cases.   
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Public Affairs Committee  May 22, 2020  

OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 

Meeting Date: May 22, 2020 
Memo Date: May 6, 2020 
From: Eric Foster, OSB Public Affairs Chair 
Re: Proposed 2021 Oregon State Bar Legislative Concepts 

Action Recommended 

BOG should consider PAC’s recommendation to adopt the law improvement proposals and BOG 
priority proposals as part the 2021 law improvement package. The bar would then submit the 
package to Legislative Counsel’s office for bill drafting. 

Background 
 

In regular long sessions, every other year, the Oregon State Bar submits proposed legislation as part 
of the Law Improvement Program to the Oregon State Legislature for passage. On April 27, 2020, 
the Public Affairs Committee hosted the bar’s Legislative Forum. This year seven bar groups and the 
board of governors submitted eleven law improvement proposals for consideration by the Board of 
Governors to be included as part of the 2021 law improvement program. 
 
Law improvement concepts are proposed legislation that clarifies statutory ambiguities, removes 
unnecessary procedural requirements, modifies unforeseen glitches in previous legislation, or 
otherwise improves the practice of law. Policy changes are also included in the bar package of 
legislation when the bar deems them appropriate. In order for public affairs committee to consider 
a legislative concept at the Legislative Forum, it must be approved by a majority of the executive 
committee (we encourage executive committees to be representative of the diverse views on the 
section). The bar’s guidelines and policies encourage participants to be mindful of differing 
viewpoints in the practice area. 
 
The Public Affairs Committee and General Counsel  reviewed the proposals to ensure that they 
meet the criteria established by both the Oregon State Bar bylaws and the U.S. Supreme Court case, 
Keller v. State of California, 499 US 1, 111 S.Ct 2228 (1990).1   
 

 What is the Keller Rule? 

In 1990, the United States Supreme Court ruled in Keller v. State Bar of California, 
499 US 1, 111 SCt 2228 (1990) that an integrated (mandatory) bar’s use of 
compulsory dues to finance political and ideological activities violates the 1st 
Amendment rights of dissenting members when such expenditures are not germane 
to the bar’s purpose, which the court identified as regulating the legal profession 
and improving the quality of legal services. 

                                                 
1 For more information on the Oregon State Bar bylaws and the Keller case, please visit 
http://www.osbar.org/leadership/bog/bog_resources.html. 
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Keller does not prohibit integrated bars from using member dues to advance 
political or ideological positions that are not germane to the bar’s purpose; how-
ever, it requires that dissenting members receive a refund of the portion of dues 
attributable to the non-germane activity. 

 
If the BOG approves the Law Improvement Program package, there are still several opportunities 
for the board to review a legislative concept before filing. The bar does not submit legislative 
concepts to the legislature until the fall of 2020. Throughout this process, the board can ask 
questions, review the process and proposals, and, if necessary, delete a concept from the package 
at any point. 
 
PAC has reviewed the below list of legislative proposals from bar groups. If approved by the board, 
PAC on behalf of the bar will submit these legislative concepts to Legislative Counsel’s office to be 
drafted, introduced through the Judiciary Committee, and pre-session filed for the 2021 legislative 
session. The bar’s Public Affairs Department will continue to monitor these bills and address any 
concerns. 
 
Oregon State Bar Omnibus Bar Act 

• Board Bylaws. Subjects OSB Bylaws to review by the Supreme Court. 
• Board Member Removal. Oregon Supreme Court may remove members of the Board of 

Governors for good cause (to be defined in Bar Bylaws). Also provides that the court will 
appoint board members after the CEO provides results of the election of board members by 
region.  

• Client Security Fund. Clarifies that ORS 9.657 Client Security Fund immunity applies to both 
claims and awards, rather than just awards. 

• Court Facilitators. Amends ORS 9.160 to clarify that court staff and court volunteers 
working in a court-sponsored program are not engaged in the practice of law (which will 
increase access to the court system and facilitate greater procedural fairness). 

• Custodianship. Amends ORS 9.715 to allow any attorney to file the petition to allow the 
court to appoint an attorney other than the bar to serve as custodian of a lawyer trust 
account if the bar declines to do so. Further, the proposal would create a new statute 
clarifying that during probate of a deceased lawyer’s estate, the court has jurisdiction to 
determine to whom property in the lawyer trust account belongs.  

• Electronic Voting. Amends ORS 9.142 and allows HOD members to vote electronically and 
have their votes published after the meeting.  

• Limited License. Oregon Supreme Court to have the authority to allow for limited licenses 
and the creation of associate bar membership. 

• Unlawful Practice of Law. Under ORS 9.160 – 9.166, the Oregon State Bar has the 
responsibility to accept, review, and file suit for injunctive relief if someone is practicing law 
without a license. The bar now lacks sufficient enforcement mechanisms. This proposal 
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would allow the Oregon Attorney General to also investigate unlawful practice of law 
claims. 

Consumer Law Section  
1) Inclusion of pro bono/access to justice factors for prevailing party fee applications. 

Requires courts to include pro bono and access to justice factors when determining the 
amount of attorney fees to award to a prevailing party who was represented pro bono, 
including legal service organizations. Amends ORS 20.075. 

Council on Court Procedures 
2) Suits Against Deceased Persons. Allows a personal representative to be substituted for a 

deceased person as the real party in interest if defendant dies within 60 days of an action 
being filed. 

Debtor-Creditor Section 
3) Cross-referencing eviction statutes with ORS 18.946 (statute related to possession 

following judicial execution sales). In 2009 the OSB Debtor-Creditor Section proposed and 
passed SB 241. The bill clarified that eviction actions could be maintained by purchasers 
following certain foreclosure remedies. A cross reference to ORS 18.946 was not included in 
the original bill which has led to problems in applying the statute including a Court of 
Appeals case, New York Mellon v. Lash, 301 OR App 658 (2020). The proposal would amend 
ORS 18.946. 

Estate Planning and Administration Section (3 bills) 
4) Merge three concepts into one Estate Planning and Administration bill. 

• Automatic revocation of power-of-attorney upon divorce - Creates an automatic 
revocation of power-of-attorney upon divorce. Adds a new statute.  

• Extends liability protection for tenants by the entirety with revocable trusts. Adopts a 
provision which extends liability protection for tenants by the entirety if a married 
couple transfers such real estate to a revocable trust. Modifies ORS 93.180.  

• Finalizes asset transfer to a revocable trust when transfer is incomplete. Allows a 
petition to be filed requesting a court order authorizing the transfer of assets from the 
settler’s name to the revocable trust when there is evidence of intent that the assets 
were intended to be held in the trust. Adds a new provision (possibly to ORS 130.245).  

 
5) Will Retention Bill.  Reduces the will retention timeline from 40 to 20 years and allows wills 

to be retained in digital format. Modifies ORS 112.815 and 112.820. 
 

6) QTIP elections. Maintains separate state and federal QTIP elections for state and federal tax 
purposes. Clarifies the statutory language to ensure that use of separate state and federal 
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Qualified Terminal Interest Property (QTIP) elections to avoid double taxation. Modifies ORS 
118.005, 118.010(3 and 10), OAR 150-118-000. 

Indian Law Section 
7) Full Faith and Credit. Provides for state court enforcement of tribal orders and judgments. 

Military & Veterans Section 
8) Merge veterans’ preference concepts into one Military and Veterans bill. 

• Expands period of time during which the veterans preference in public hiring statute 
is applicable to include periods immediately prior to discharge. 

• Amends ORS 408.230(2) to make “preference point” synonymous with “percentage 
point.” This will remove the current ambiguity and ensure that every veteran or 
disabled veteran receives the same level of preference regardless of the employer’s 
hiring process or scoring scale. This will also make the application of the preference 
easier for public employers. 

Nonprofit Law Section 
9) Use of email to take action without a meeting. Clarifies SB 360 (2019) to allow for the use 

of email for both members and directors to take action without a meeting, using email or 
some other electronic tool, and without unanimous consent. Allows for movement of 
nonprofit into Oregon. 

Other Legislation Submitted for Consideration 
 

10) Attorney Fee Shifting limited to some prevailing parties (Consumer Law Section). Limits 
attorney fees to prevailing plaintiffs in landlord-tenant, unlawful debt collection, and lemon 
laws for recreational vehicles. Would amend ORS 90.255, ORS 646.641, and ORS 646A.412. 
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OREGON STATE BAR 
Board of Governors Agenda 
Meeting Date: May 22, 2020 
From: Helen M Hierschbiel, CEO 
Re: BOG Member Election and Removal 

Action Recommended 
 Decide whether to pursue changes to the Bar Act related to election and removal of board 
members. 

Background 
  
 The Oregon State Bar (OSB) is a public corporation and an instrumentality of the Judicial 
Department of the State of Oregon. The OSB Board of Governors (BOG) governs the state bar 
and must “at all times direct its power to serve the public interest by: 

(a) Regulating the legal profession and improving the quality of legal services; 

(b) Supporting the judiciary and improving the administration of justice; and 

(c) Advancing a fair, inclusive and accessible justice system.” 
  
 In early 2019, when the Board of Governors resolved to include this mission within the 
Bar Act, it also decided to undertake a review of the Oregon State Bar governance model to 
ensure that the bar’s governance structure was aligned with this public service mission. 
 
 At present, the fifteen lawyer board members are elected by other lawyers within their 
regions. The four public board members are appointed by the board. ORS 9.025. In the normal 
course, board members leave the board when their terms end, they resign or die, or if they no 
longer qualify to serve, as provided by ORS 9.025(5): 
 

(5) The term of any member of the board of governors terminates on the date of the 
death or resignation of the member or, if the member of the board is required to be a 
member of the Oregon State Bar, the term terminates on the date: 
 
      (a) Of the termination of active membership in the Oregon State Bar for any reason; 
      (b) When the member discontinues to maintain the principal office of law practice in 
the region in which it was maintained at the time of the appointment or election of the 
member; or 
      (c) When the member assumes office as a judge of a municipal, state or federal 
court, or fills a full-time judicial office. 

 
(6) A member of the board of governors is not eligible during the member’s term of 
office for service pro tempore as a judge of any municipal, state or federal court. 
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 Alternately, they may be removed through a recall process. The removal process for 
lawyer board members is found in ORS 9.050, which provides:  

 
(1) On petition signed by 25 percent of the members in any region for the recall of any 
governor elected from that region, the chief executive officer of the Oregon State Bar 
shall serve notice as soon as possible on the governor informing the governor that the 
petition has been filed. If the governor does not resign within 10 days after the date the 
notice is served, the chief executive officer shall distribute ballots to each active 
member of the bar within the region eligible to vote, submitting the question whether 
the governor shall be recalled. If a majority of the members voting at the election vote 
in favor of the recall, the governor is recalled. 
 
(2) On the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the entire membership of the board of 
governors, the board shall refer the question of the recall of any governor from any 
region to a vote of the members of that region. The chief executive officer shall serve 
notice as soon as possible on the governor informing the governor that the board has 
approved a recall election. If the governor does not resign within 10 days after the 
notice is served, the chief executive officer shall distribute ballots to each active 
member of the bar within the region eligible to vote, submitting the question whether 
the governor shall be recalled. If a majority of the members voting at the election vote 
in favor of the recall, the governor is recalled. 
 
(3) The board of governors shall approve the ballot and any information submitted to 
the members in connection with a recall vote. 

  
 In the unusual circumstance that the State Professional Responsibility Board authorizes 
formal charges against a board member, the bylaws provide for suspension and a temporary 
replacement of the member, as follows: 

 
Subsection 18.600 Applicability to BOG and SPRB 
The service of members of the Board of Governors and the State Professional 
Responsibility Board against whom charges of misconduct have been approved for 
filing by the State Professional Responsibility Board is suspended until the charges 
filed against them have been resolved. If a member is suspended as a result thereof, 
the member may not resume service on the board or committee until the member is 
once again authorized to practice law or as otherwise provided by ORS 9.025(5)(a). 
Charges of misconduct include those authorized to be filed pursuant to BR 3.4. 
 
*** 
 
Section 18.602 Board of Governors Replacement 
Upon the suspension of a member of the Board of Governors pursuant to Bar Bylaw 
18.6, the board will promptly notify all members from the affected region. Sixty days 
after the date of suspension, the board will seek the advice of the members of the 
House of Delegates from the region whether to appoint a temporary replacement for 
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the suspended member, and if so, the name of a suggested temporary replacement 
who is qualified. If a name is suggested, the board will appoint the suggested 
candidate as the temporary replacement effective at the next regularly scheduled 
board meeting. The temporary replacement will serve under the same terms and 
conditions as the suspended member until the suspension is lifted or the term of the 
board member ends 

 
Removal of public members is set forth in OSB Bylaw 2.302, which provides: 
 

Public members of the Board are subject to removal by the Board upon the following 
grounds and for the following reasons: A public member no longer meets the initial 
qualifications for appointment set forth in Subsection 2.300 of the Bar’s Bylaws; or a 
public member commits an act substantially similar to the conduct proscribed by ORS 
9.527 or fails to perform the duties of the office. If at least ten members of the Board 
propose that the public member be removed, the public member is given written notice 
of the proposed removal, together with the reasons therefore. The written notice must 
be given at least 15 days before the next regularly scheduled board meeting. Thereafter, 
on a vote of at least ten members of the Board, the public member is removed and the 
position is vacated. 

 
 In short, the OSB governance model as currently structured, provides accountability to 
the lawyers of Oregon, not to the public.  

History of BOG Election and Removal 
The current Board of Governors election and removal provisions are a remnant of the 

original Bar Act. The original Bar Act, enacted in 1935, provided that Oregon bar members 
elected their peers to the Board of Governors based on congressional region; board members 
were subject to recall by a vote of the same region. Of course, in 1935, the bar was a much 
smaller and informal organization, comprised of a total of 1,735 active members and 107 
inactive members in the entire state. Members communicated by snail mail and word of 
mouth; the bar itself was a close-knit club. Paper ballots were mailed out and returned by mail. 

At present, the bar has more than 15,000 active members and over 5,000 inactive 
members.  The legal community is so vast, lawyers in one region of the state may have little 
contact or knowledge of members in another region.  By necessity, the mechanics of election 
and recall are more complex.  Board election occurs through a system of online voting.  A 
relatively small percentage of lawyers participate in each election. Recall procedures are not 
well-established because there has been no attempt to recall a board member in decades. That 
fact may not be surprising. In today’s legal community, any recall effort would likely require the 
investment of significant resources in order to communicate with a large number of lawyers 
who may not have any knowledge of the particular individuals up for recall. 
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The Purpose Behind BOG Members’ Election by Oregon Lawyers 
Given the growth and evolution of the bar over time, one might question whether the 

1935 election and recall procedures are still a good match for modern day.  In part, the answer 
to this question depends on whether the purpose and intent of the election and removal 
process established in 1935 endures today. 

The Bar Act’s election and removal provisions are not a necessary component of the 
bar’s existence as an instrumentality of judicial department – which it is by virtue of powers 
delegated to it by the Oregon Supreme Court – or the bar’s recognition as a public corporation1 
– which it became in 1965 primarily in order to claim an exemption from property taxes. 
Instead, it is likely that the Act’s election and removal provisions exist in order to ensure the 
membership’s control of the bar itself. 

The concept of integrated bars is not new. Beginning in 1914, integrated bars – which 
comprise both associational and regulatory components -- began to gain favor among the legal 
community, in part as a tool to ensure the legal profession’s self-regulation. In 1921, the 
American Judicature Society published its Model Bar Act embracing the idea, and in 1924, the 
State Bar of North Dakota became the nation’s first integrated bar.  The idea soon took hold; 
today, thirty-two state bars are integrated bars.  

As noted in the Preamble to the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct,  

“The legal profession is largely self-governing. Although other professions also 
have been granted powers of self-government, the legal profession is unique in 
this respect because of the close relationship between the profession and the 
processes of government and law enforcement. . . .To the extent that lawyers 
meet the obligations of their professional calling, the occasion for government 
regulation is obviated.”  

“Self-regulation also helps maintain the legal profession’s independence from 
government domination. . . . The legal profession’s relative autonomy carries 
with it special responsibilities of self-government. The profession has a 
responsibility to assure that its regulations are conceived in the public interest 
and not in furtherance of parochial or self-interested concerns of the bar.” 

                                                 
1 A public corporation is a corporation formed for the public's benefit or for a public purpose. See State ex rel 
Eckles v. Woolley, 302 Or. 37, 48-49, 726 P.2d 918 (1986) (so stating); see also Black's Law Dictionary, 1228 (6th ed 
1990) (defining public corporation as a municipality or government corporation "created for the administration of 
public affairs"). “[T]he concept of a 'public corporation' covers a wide variety of institutions," including municipal 
corporations. Eckles, 302 Or. at 47. There is no public corporations act analogous to the Oregon Nonprofit 
Corporations Law, ORS Chapter 65, to determine the rights and obligations of public corporations; instead, each 
public corporation is separately empowered by statute or governing documents. 
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The original Bar Act’s election and removal procedures are likely a reflection of these principles; 
however, no legislative history exists to explain why the original Bar Act relied on recall as its 
primary method of removal.2  

Historically, the bar’s governance structure has not been without critics. As bluntly 
articulated by Oregon Legislative Research staff in 1977,  

“The bar’s role as a trade association with state-enforced power to discipline its 
members is unique.  No other profession has a governmental entity set up for its 
members to regulate themselves that also assumes responsibility to protect their 
economic interest. The bar is correct when it states that this kind of strong 
professional organization … can only exist through an integrated Bar 
organization. 

“All other regulatory agencies, by way of contrast, ‘are agencies of the 
government, not representatives of a guild. Their responsibilities are not to their 
own occupational groups but to the public.’ This is not true for the bar. Its 
governing officials, the Board of Governors, are neither appointed by nor 
accountable to any organ of government or the public, and it is not uncommon 
for well-intended professionals to believe that their interests and those of the 
public are similar, if not identical.” 

Despite these harsh criticisms by some stakeholders, the election and removal provisions of the 
Act have remained unchanged for 85 years.    

 After a review of legislative history, staff can discover no particular rationale or reason 
for the current election and removal provisions of the Bar Act, beyond a likely commitment to 
principles of professional self-governance. Those principles would continue to be served if 
members were appointed by the Oregon Supreme Court (obviously, comprised of lawyers), or if 
the board itself (also comprised primarily of lawyers) had the power to remove board 
members. 

 Court appointment of the board of governors would shift the board’s accountability to 
the public, through the elected members of the Court, similar to other Court-appointed 
entities, such as the Commission on Judicial Fitness & Disability and the Council on Court 
Procedures. 

Other Jurisdictions 
 
 A survey of Western states demonstrates that state bars take varying approaches to 
removal provisions, and may either allow for removal by the appointing authority, by board 
vote or by recall: 
                                                 
22 Interestingly, the Oregon State Bar Act was enacted one year after the formation of the Washington State Bar 
Association, and in many ways is similar to that act; however, the modern day Washington State Bar Act, RCW 2.48 
et seq., does not contain a similar recall provision, instead, WSBA board member removal and recall is provided for 
in its bylaws.   
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Entity Corporate 

Form 
Removal by Board Removal by 

Appointing 
Authority 

Recall 

Arizona State Bar 501c X (Bylaw 6.08, 2/3 
vote) 

  

California State 
Bar 

Public 
Corporation 

 X (Supreme 
Court Governor 
etc.) 

 

New Mexico State 
Bar 

501c  X (Bylaws Section 4.2; 
¾ vote for cause) 

  

Utah State Bar 501c X (Rule 14-205(c); 2/3 
vote) 

 X (Rule 14-
205(c)) 

Washington State 
Bar Association 

Judicial 
Agency 

X (Bylaw IV.A.4, 75% 
vote not including 
Governor at issue) 

 X (Bylaw 
IV.A.4) 

 
Options to Consider 

 
 Based on the conversation at the Policy & Governance Committee meeting on April 17, 
2020, staff was asked to provide alternatives to the current BOG election and recall process. 
What follows are two broad options, presented for purposes of discussion. The decision tree 
provided at the April 17, 2020 BOG meeting provides a more comprehensive picture of the 
available iterations of these options. 
 
 Option #1 
 
 Transform the BOG election process into a nomination or recommendation for 
appointment, made by the Oregon Supreme Court. Eliminate the recall process. The board of 
governors may recommend removal by the Court for good cause, as provided in the bylaws.  
 

• The Oregon State Bar would conduct an election for seats on the board of governors as 
currently provided in ORS 9.040. The outcome of the election would become the 
members’ nomination or recommendation to the Oregon Supreme Court for 
appointment to the regional board positions. 

 
• The board of governors would make nominations or recommendations to the Court for 

the appointment of four members of the public. 
 

• If the Supreme Court rejects a nominee, the Court may either request the lawyers in 
that region to nominate/recommend someone else or appoint someone of its choosing 
from that region.  
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• The board of governors could recommend removal by the Court of board members for 

good cause, as provided in the bylaws. 
 

• Proposed OSB Bylaw 2.109 BOG Member Removal 
 

The board of governors may recommend to the Oregon Supreme Court, by a three-
quarters/two-thirds vote, that a board member be removed for cause. The board must 
provide the board member to be removed with advance written notice of the vote. 
Upon request, the board must also provide the reason for the proposed removal and an 
opportunity to contest the removal in writing or in person at a meeting of the Board. 
“Cause” includes, but is not limited to: incapacity to serve; a serious breach of, or 
repeated failures to meet, the duties outlined in these bylaws, or; conduct or activities 
that bring discredit to, or may give rise to liability for, the bar. 

 
 
 Option #2 
 
 Retain the current BOG election process and replace the recall process with removal by 
the board of governors, as provided in the bylaws. 
 

Proposed OSB Bylaw 2.109 BOG Member Removal 
 

A board member may be removed for cause by a three-quarters/two-thirds vote of the 
Board of Governors. The board must provide the board member to be removed with 
advance written notice of the vote. Upon request, the board must also provide the 
reason for the proposed removal and an opportunity to contest the removal in writing 
or in person at a meeting of the Board. “Cause” includes, but is not limited to: incapacity 
to serve; a serious breach of, or repeated failures to meet, the duties outlined in these 
bylaws, or; conduct or activities that bring discredit to, or may give rise to liability for, 
the bar. 
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OSB Board of Governors 
 

STATUTORY CHARGE 

The Oregon State Bar (OSB) is a public corporation and an instrumentality of the Judicial 
Department of the State of Oregon.1 The OSB Board of Governors (BOG) governs the state bar 
and must “at all times direct its power to serve the public interest by: 

(a) Regulating the legal profession and improving the quality of legal services; 

(b) Supporting the judiciary and improving the administration of justice; and 

(c) Advancing a fair, inclusive and accessible justice system.”2 

As a unified bar, the OSB may use mandatory member fees only for activities that are 
germane to the purposes for which the bar was established.3 

MISSION 

The mission of the OSB is to serve justice and the public interest by promoting respect 
for the rule of law, by improving the quality of legal services, and by increasing access to justice. 

FUNCTIONS AND GOALS 

The BOG has adopted the following goals for its three statutory functions:  

FUNCTION #1 – REGULATE THE LEGAL PROFESSION AND IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LEGAL SERVICES 

 GOAL: Protect the public by ensuring competence and integrity and promoting 
professionalism in the legal profession.  

FUNCTION #2 – SUPPORT THE JUDICIARY AND IMPROVE THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 

 GOAL: Protect and advance the quality, integrity, and impartiality of the judicial system. 

FUNCTION #3 – ADVANCE A FAIR, INCLUSIVE, AND ACCESSIBLE JUSTICE SYSTEM 

 GOAL: Foster trust in, respect for, understanding of, and access to the justice system. 

FIDUCIARY ROLE 

In order to advance the mission and achieve its goals, the BOG must ensure that the 
OSB is effectively governed and managed, and that it has adequate resources to maintain the 
desired level of programs and activities.  

                                                      
1 ORS 9.010. 
2 ORS 9.080. 
3 In Keller v. State Bar of California, 499 US 1,111 SCt 2228 (1990), the US Supreme Court held that an integrated 
bar's use of compulsory dues to finance political and ideological activities violates the 1st Amendment rights of 
dissenting members when such expenditures are not "necessarily or reasonably incurred" for the purpose of 
regulating the legal profession or improving the quality of legal services. 
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BOG AREAS OF FOCUS FOR 2020 

1. Board Culture and Leadership Development 

a. Establish ground rules for conduct of BOG meetings. 

b. Review board member roles and responsibilities and make changes as needed. 

c. Identify board leadership development needs and implement training. 

d. Review event anti-harassment policy and revise as needed. 

2. Implement Diversity Action Plan items identified for 2020.  

3. Support and participate in development of Diversity Action Plan for 2021-2023.  

4. Provide review and oversight of the OSB governance model, programs, activities and 
communications to ensure alignment with the bar’s public service mission.  

a. Make changes as needed.  

b. Support implementation of changes made in 2019 to existing programs. 

c. Support development and implementation of paraprofessional licensing 
program, writing for the bar program, and leadership institute. 

5. Provide budget oversight 

a. Evaluate potential forms of revenue for 2021 budget and beyond. 

b. Review the Client Security Fund cap limit and reserve level.  

c. Determine definition of “gross income” for member fee discount. 

6. Implement legislative priorities adopted for 2020.  

7. Identify and adopt legislative priorities for 2021. 

 



 

 
OSB Board of Governors Meetings 

Ground Rules 

Adopted April 17, 2020 

1. Listen respectfully. Do not interrupt. Seek first to understand, then to be understood. 
Be curious.  

2. Assume good intent. We are all doing the best we can. Seek to meet people where 
they are.  

3. Say what is true for you. Speak from “I” perspective.  

4. Attack the problem, not the person.  

5. No swearing.  

6. Be mindful of and attempt to balance introvert and extrovert sensibilities. Give 
yourself and others time to process and permission to not make sense.  

7. Participate. Each person has a perspective that is valuable to the decision-making 
process. Seek to share your perspective in the way that works for you. If you have not 
spoken in a while, the chair may check in with you to make room for your voice.  

8. Let others participate. Monitor the space you are occupying in the discussion. The 
chair may defer calling on you if you have already spoken so that other voices and 
perspectives can be shared.  

9. Be present. Recognize that your multi-tasking may interfere with your attentive 
presence and be a distraction to others. Limit outside work to the extent possible.  
At the same time, do not police the activity of others.  

10. Come prepared. 

11. Stay on topic. 

12. Speak up if someone is not following the ground rules, bylaws, BOG responsibilities. 

13. Be on time, start on time, end on time.  

 

 



Civil legal aid in Oregon ensures fairness in the justice system. It provides essential services 
to low-income and vulnerable Oregonians who are faced with legal emergencies. 

Legal Aid Provides:

• Free civil legal representation to low-income and elderly Oregonians.

• Brochures, court forms, and self-help materials to help people navigate our 
justice system.

• A website with accessible legal 
information available to all Oregonians.

• Resources to help stabilize families and 
prevent a further slide into poverty.

OREGON LEGAL AID 
A critical resource for Oregonians suffering during the  
COVID-19 Pandemic and economic crisis

Legal Aid Has Responded to the Emergency By:
• Immediately providing extensive information to the public about important changes in 

landlord/tenant, public benefits, and employment law related to COVID-19 crisis.

• Continuing to provide critical legal representation in domestic violence cases at a time 
when domestic violence crisis calls have increased.

• Rapidly shifting service delivery model to provide legal services remotely—all offices 
across the state are open to serve clients by phone and email.

• Expanding statewide hotline to help more clients with legal issues related to unemployment 
insurance, medical needs, and other public benefits.

• Advocating for health and safety for vulnerable Oregonians including farmworkers and 
homeless individuals.

Legal Aid Of�ce

Legal aid serves all 36  
Oregon Counties with offices 
in 17 Oregon Communities.

In 2019, 112 legal aid attorneys helped nearly 39,000  
poor and elderly Oregonians who had nowhere else  
to turn for legal help.



Legal Aid needs your continued support, now more than ever, 
to help provide critical services to thousands of Oregonians 
affected by the COVID-19 crisis!

Legal Aid Offices Across the State Rise to the Challenge  
of Serving Clients in Need: A Report from the Roseburg Office

We have expanded our phone hours and are using technology in new ways. For example, 
we helped someone finish a divorce judgment using her phone’s camera to view the 
document page by page.

We are assisting with a number of pending pandemic-related evictions and have helped 
prevent landlords from kicking families out of their housing during this difficult time.

We recently reached out to 140 former and current clients to help them get the stimulus 
money to which they are entitled. These clients have children in their home and are on 
either social security or VA benefits. We told them about the just released, and very short, 
deadline to get information to the IRS regarding their dependent children. Helping these 
struggling families get the full amount of their stimulus checks was vitally important.

Our clients are clearly under stress, but they are doing their best and have been so thankful 
that we are still open to help them.

– Joan-Marie Michelsen, Regional Director  
Roseburg Office, Legal Aid Services of Oregon

Legal Aid Helps People Understand Their Rights
Legal aid attorneys Kathryn McNeill and Mike Pijanowski participated in a community 
education webinar with U.S. Congresswoman Suzanne Bonamici and Oregon Attorney 

General Ellen Rosenblum.  Mike 
and Kathryn helped answer 
legal questions from Oregonians 
affected by the pandemic. Legal 
aid’s expertise and client education 
materials have been shared widely 
by the Oregon Health Authority, 
many local governments, and other 
important community partners.  
Through these collaborative efforts, 
we are reaching more people than 
ever before.
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